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47th OONG., t
1st Sess. '

SENATE.

f Ex. Doc.
t

No. 69.

MESSAGE
FROl1 THE

·PRESIDENT OF THE UNIT·ED STATES,
TRANSMITTING,

In response to Senate resolution, January 5, 1886, letter of the Secretary of
the Interior, with copies of reports of Government directors Union Pacific
Rail·roa.d Company.

FEBRUARY

SIR:

4, 1886.-Read and referred to the Committee on Printing.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, February 4:, 18~6.
In response to Senate resolution, dated January 5, 1886- .

That the Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby is, directed to communicate to
the Senate a copy of each report made by the Government directors of the Union Pacific
Railroad Uompany, from the date of first appointment of such directors to the present
time,

I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of the Interior,
dated the 2d instant, with the copies required.
.
GROVER CLEVELAND.
The PRESIDEN'.r OF THE SENATE pro tempore.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
SIR:

lVashington, February 2, 1886.
In response to Senate resolution of January 5, 188G-

That the Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby is, directed ·to comnmnicate to
the Senate a copy of such report ma.de by the Government directors of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, from the date of first appointment of such directors to the
present time,

I have the honor to transmit herewith the copies of papers called for
in said resolution, in order that they maybecome an Executive docu- ·
ment.
Very respectfully,
};. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.
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REPORT OF J. L. WILLIAMS, GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR OF THE
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, NOVE?dBER 14, 1864.

FORT \VA YNE, IN D., November 15, 1864.
SIR: The undersigned, one of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad,.

and member of the committee on location and construction, having recently visited the
line of operation at the request of the directors on the part of the Government, respectfully communicate such information as should be in the possession of the Department,
under the requirements of the thirteenth section of the amended act, filing a copy of this
communication in the office of the company in New York.
The arrangements for the eastern terminus of the road, on the west bank of the Missouri River, at Omaha, appear judicious, affording every facility for handling freight t(}
any amount. Ample grounds have been promised to the company, covering the riverfront for one and a half miles, the conveyance of which has not yet been fully perfected.
The grounds are chiefly on the low river bottom, but with small expense of filling can
be made secure from all floods.
The crossing of the river with the traffic interchanged w:ith connecting roads fi·om theeast is the important question here. For the present it must be by ferry, which, fi·om
the shifting sand· bars of the Missouri, is more difficult than in other rivers. The most
reliable jerry is about one mile above the center of Omaha, and this necesf-larily becomes.
the preRent starting point for the track, where rails and other materials will be delivered
and the transfer freight house erected. From this the line pesses along and near theriver to the mouth of a small stream or ravine at the lower part of the town, coming in
from the southwest, through which it makes the ascent of the river blntf. The passenger and local freight station, with the machine-shops, &c., can be bniltat any convenient
point in front of the town.
The more pertect mode of crossing by bridge has, of course, been kept in view in the
location. The engineer in charge, Mr. Dey, doubts the practicability of keeping a drawbridge channel at all times open, and has therefore arranged his line so as to admit the
alternative of a high bridge croRsing, at the higher ground just below the town. At this
point be proposes a grade line about 50 feet above highest water, and 65 1eet above low
water, dearing the pilot-bouse of all steamboats, but not high enough for their chimney
pipes to pass under without being lowered. Unuer this arrangement, chimneys of Missouri River boats would be constructed with a joint. The fact that this navigation stands
to some extent by itself, the stream requiring a different construction of boats, and that
in the actual course of trade boats adapted to other tributaries of the Mississippi seldom
ascend the Missouri, tends to lessen the inconvenience of such a requirement. If, however, during the time that will elapse before the river sba'll be bridged the practicability
of keeping a draw channel free from sand deposits shall have been demonstrated, of which
I have strong confidence, with the known skill of engineers in changing and controlling
river currents by artificial works, then a low bridge may be constructed at the most suitable point above or in front of the town.
But there remains the question of founding securely a bridge in a 1;i ver like this whosebed seems to be but one mass of light sand moving from point to point with the changes
of the current.
The practicability of bridging the Missouri has been doubted by many. The very extensive and careful soundings made by Mr. Dey, as marked upon his lithographed map,
show at Omaha a substratum of clay at the depth of about 28 feet below low water, covered by 12 to 20 feet of sand. By dredging off the sand, until bearing piles can be driven
through what remains to the clay, cutting off these piles under water, sinking a timber
crib upon them and then filling around the pier with loose stone (riprap), a foundation
can be made upon which a stone pier of any height may securely rest. I therefore entertain no doubt of the entire feasibility of bridging the Missouri for the passage of this
great national thoroughfhre. The bridge will be about 2, 230 feet long, which is the width
of the channel at this point.
In the location westward, the first stream of much size is the Elkhorn River, which
here skirts the northeastern boundary of the Platte Valley. Between this valley and
the Missouri a belt of high table land intervenes, some eighteen miles in width, the
general level of which is from 200 to 300 feet above the starting-point on the Missouri
bottom, and 75 to 150 feet above the valley of the Platte at the Elkhom. This table
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land is cut transversely with the line of the Pappillon Creek and its east and west
branches to the depth of 100 to 200 feet, so that the whole distance presents an undulating surface, with no valley leading for any distance in the direction of the route. Over
such a surface favorable grades cannot be obtained. By curving some three and a half
miles south of the direct line the valleys of the main and east Pappillon are both crossed
in one near their junction, thus avoiding one summit. This curve southward is f.<tvored
by the southwesterly direction of the ravine necessarily followed as the natural outlet
from the Missouri Valley at this point.
In adapting the grade-line to this undulating surJace there are in all over 4 miles,.
79.2 feet per mile ascending eastward, the longest continuous grade being 2 miles. 'fhe·
evil of this steep grade is aggravated by the occurrence with it of curvature as short a.s
1,432 feet radius. 'The maximum grades ascending westward are 66 feet per mile, of
which the longest is 3 miles, rising out of the Missouri Valley. The seveml ridges terminating these grades are to be cut down from 28 to 42 feet. Deeper en ttings and higher
embankments would have slightly reduced these grades, and I think the object would
have justified some increase of expense. Yet without great cost no very essential reduction of maximum grade is practieable on this location. In thus running across the
drainage the length and height of the natural slopes relatively must in a great degree
iontrol the grade. lt is much to be regretted that this elevated and uneven formation
should have interposed just at the beginning of this great road, compelling the adoption
of grades so much higher than will be necessary on any part of the next 500 miles, and
higher than is proposed on the connecting roads of Iowa. It is, however, chiefly a qneiiltion of expense in working, not affecting the practicability or the success of the work.
The evil is lessened by the fact that the large preponderance of tonnage will be westward, corresponding with the lower ascending grades. Additional motive power, at
large cost; will be used at this end of the road over the first 23 miles.. And when the
freight traffic shall have become larger it will be better to make up the long trains for
the west on the Elkhorn flats, adapting the number of cars to the nearly level grade of
the Platte Valley, and running them in short sections over the first 22 miles of high
grades. But under the best plans the stubborn fact of those steep grades remains, and
must ever be felt in the expense. of working the road and maintaining its machinery.
After crossirfg the Elkhorn by a bridge of 200 teet water-way we are tairly h1 the great
Platte Valley, which is here 8 or 10 miles wide. For the next 20 miles over which we
passed, r~acbing 4 miles above Fremont, this valley offers a cheaper line, as respects grading and bridging, than I have seen on any other railroad route for an equal extent. The
concurrent statements of travelers and engineers represent the valley, as also the South
Platte, as having the same general characteristics to the base of the mountains, with the
additional expense of a few long bridges, such as Loupe Fork and the Platte.
For 500 miles the grades will probably vary from 5 to 20 feet per mile, conforming
generally to the natun_tl ascent of the valley.
Reaching the base of the first mountain range, the real difficulties of the work will
begin. Five engineer parties have been engaged during six or eight months of the past
season in preliminary stuYeys of the several passes through the mountain ranges between the valley of the South Platte and Salt Lake under the immediate orders of Mr.
Dey. One of these parties, engaged on and near the hundredth meridian, was driven in
before completing its work by the Indian hostilities. As the results will be fully reported by the engineers, I only make this brief allusion to these important mountain
surveys, suggesting, however, that time should be given tor very thorough examinations
before the route is determined.
The question of suitable material for building a good railroad, such as the Government has a right to expect from its liberal contribution, was a subject of inquiry. For
the :first 5 miles from Omaha the culvert· and drain masonry has been built of good
limestone, found in the river bluff. The masonry, though not in the best style of
workmanship, will no doubt stand. Further out, in the vicinity of the Pappillon and
the Elkhorn, a coarse, dark-colored sandstone is found, of which the engineer proposes
to build the bridge abutments and drains. I think its durability questionable, though
none better has yet been found in that vicinity. If used in bridge abutments, or in
any exposed position, it will probably have to be replaced from better quarries very
IJOOn. Along the Platte no good building stone has been discovered, and the engineer
proposes timber for bridge-piers, as well as fo.r the ordinary trestle-work.
Mr. Dey has, however, di~covered what.he esteems a very valuable limestone quany
on the Pappillon, some seven miles south of the route, from which, by laying a railroad
track of that length, be thinks an ample supply of good building stone can be procured
not only for renewing all timber structures in the Platte Valley, but for the proposed
bridge over the Missouri. This, if realized, will be a valuable resource to the work.
The question of suitable tim her for ties is one of difficulty. When the mountains shall
have been reached, it is said that sufficient cedar can be procured. But along the Platte
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such timber as should be placed in a railroad track is manifestly wanting. For the firsi
100 miles now under contract the engineer proposes procuring ties up the Missouri,
.about one-sixth oak and the remainder cottonwood. Mr. Henry, one of the directors
who, together with Colonel Seymour, consulting engineer, accompanied me, as also
Mr. Dey, engineer in charge, give the assurance that the cottonwood tie shall be Kyanized or Bumetized, by which process they hope to render them perhaps more durable
than the best oak. This or some kindred process is essential. Cottonwood in its natural
tate will decay in three or four years.
Anangements for energetic prosecution of the work seem to be in progress, though the
carcity of labor is a hindrance difficult to overcome. When I passed over the line, October 24, the grading of the first five miles fi·om Omaha was well advanced, and the first
even miles in the Platte Valley, of the very light work before described, was nearly
ready for the track. About 200 men and the same number of horses and oxen were then
employed, with two excavating machines, each doing the work of many men. The engineer contemplate.<; a commencement of track-laying by 1st June next.
The progress of this work will be greatly hindered tor the want of a railroad connection
across the State of Iowa, the Missouri River navigation being unreliable for the transportation of materials. Under the circumstances, the completion of some one of the Iowa
roads to Omaha is a matter of national interest.
Very respectfully,
J. L. WILLIAMS.
Hon. J. P. U~HER, Secrtllary of the Interior.
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REPORT OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS, JULY 8, 1865.

NEW YORK, July 8, 1865.
SIR: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the lOth ultimo, the
undersigned Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad have the honor to say
that they entered upon the duties of their appo'lntment during the first week of October, 1864, and soon after the amended charter was accepted by the company. Their
:first act was to request and direct one of their number, Jesse L. Williams, esq., to visit
the line of the road in Nebraska and examine the location and progress made in construction. During the same month Mr. Williams proceeded to Omaha, and from thence
a distance westward of over 40 miles, and as far as the construction was under progress.
At our next quarterly meeting Mr. Williams made a report of his reconnaissance, dated
November 15, 1864, which was by our direction forwarded to the Department of the
Interior. A printed copy of that report (A) is hereto attached and made a part of this
communication. At your suggestion, contained in your letter of the lOth ultimo, we detailed one of our number, Springer Harbaugh, esq.; to accompany Colonel Simpson, an
officer of engineers, sent out by the orders of the President. .BY telegram recei Yed on the
5th instant we learned that Colonel Simpson and Mr. Harbaugh arrived at Omaha on
the 4th instant, and on the 5th would proceed to examine the line. On his return we
will instruct him to make you a detailed report supplementary to this.
In October, 1864, when we assumed the duties of our appointment, we found that in the
months of August and September previous a contract had been arranged and consmn mated
by the executive committee, in which are vested the powers of the board when not in
session, for the construction and equipment of the first one hundred miles of the road
west of th~ Missouri River, at the rate of $50,000 per mile, payable $5,000 per mile in
the stock of the company and the balance in the currency bonds of the Government and
the securities of the company. From the first the contract price appeared to us to be very
high. At present, with the probable decline in the costoflabor and materials and advance
in the value of the Government honds, it seems extravagant. When made, however,
there were many considerations justifying a liberal price, and among them was the pressing necessity for the immediate progress of the work in order to meet the terms of the·
law allll save the charter.
Again, to constrnct and equip 100 miles of .t.he road by the time named in the law
would require $2,000,000 or more in cash to be advanced before either the Government
bonds or the securities of the company could be made available. Capitalists could not
be expected to make such advances in a frontier undertaking like this, so distant from
commercial centers, and the entire completion of which to the Pacific was so remote in
point of time, and its immediate profits, therefore, so problematical, without a large
margin in the contract. Again, the summer of 1864 was a dark period in the progress.
of the war for the Union, and the financial future of the riation, upon which depended
the value of these Government currency bonds, and· without, which the road cannot be·
built, was very unpromising. The undersigned have not in the past, nor could they in
the future, of choice, favor the mode of building railroads by large contracts like this,
which increases the cost of the work by large profits to contractors and capitalists.
Nothing but public necessity can justify it. Such necessity, however, freguent,ly arises
in new countries, anrl we believe exists in respect to this work as the law now stands.
If the more economical plan of giving small contracts to those who actually perform the
work under free competition, payable in cash, could be pursued, thnR Raving intermediate profits, the cost of this great work could be reduced from 20 to :30 per cent.; but
by the method in which Govemment aid is furnished to the company, and which is arcording to the usage of Government in aiding public works, the adoption of any stwh
plan is impossible. We trust, however, that more mooerate profits and free competition
will be the rule in all fhture contracts.
We have considered it among our highest duties to aid the company in pressing forward t,h e work an<l to secure a good road. No national interest seems to us more urgent
than the development of our vast mining region, now greatly hindered in the tedious
and expensive mode of access. If liberal compensation on the first section shall quicken
t,he work in its progress toward the mountains, the country will fino in thi~ compens:ttory
advantages.
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At the quarterly meeting held in January, 1865, we found that Colonel Seymour, the
consulting engineer of the company, had recommended a change of the line near Omaha
with a view of avoiding certain heavy grades of 80 feet per mile. In this recommendation Mr. 'Villiams, one of our number, who had in the previous month of October carefully im;pected the old line, concurred, on condition that the basis assumed by Colonel
:Seymour as to the new route should be verified by careful survey. His views and reasong were embodied in a letter addressed to the vice-president of the company (B), dated.
January 2, 1865, a printed copy of which is attached and made part of this report. A\
the April meeting the line was chang6d with the concurrence of the undersigned.
· It may be proper to state here that two of our number, Mr. Carter and Mr. Harbaugh,
were appointed Uovernment directors under the original act of Congress passed July,
i1.862. They attended at the organization of the company, and at all subsequent meetlings of the board until the acceptance by the company of the act of July, 1864. Previous to the time when it became necessary, under the act of July, 1862, for the Pres-ident of the United States to fix the "point of the western boundary of the Sta~ of
Iowa," Mr. Carter, at the instance of M1·. Harbaugh and himself, proceeded to Omaha.
and spent some time in examining that and other points for crossing the Missouri River
'SO as to connect with the railroads in Iowa.
He submitted the results of his investigations to the President and the Secretary of the Interior in a personal interview, and
tlms assisted them in their action under the act of July, 1862.
The Government directors have been punctual in their attendance upon the regular
·quarterly meetings of the board, and are gratified in being able to testify that they have
.always observed on the part of the company and the executive officers commendable
.zeal and an earnest desire to hasten the construction and completion of this great national
work. The progreRs alre::~dy made in the grading, and also in the purchase and shipment of iron rails. justifies onr belief that at least 50 miles of the road will be finished
:and equipped by December next, and that the remaining 50 miles to make the number
required by the charter will be finished by the time limited, the last of June, 1866.
The undersigned have been impressed with the importance of selecting for this work,
the great channel or commerce between the two oceans, not only a praetic~1ble route
across the mountain ranges, but the very best route; and with this view have urged
upon the board and the executive officers the propriety of very thorough and extended
surveys. Though attended with great expense in this distant region. disturbed as it has
been by Indian hostilities, yet experience proves that no money is more wisely expended
than that which is applierl in preliminary surveys. In this preparator.Y work the company has evinced commendable liberality.
During the season of 1864 four enginePr parties were kept in the field, while a fifth,
under orders to make surveys in the vicinity of the one hundredth meridian, was drive:a
in by the Indians. The leading results reached during the year were; first, that the
route via, Denver City and the contiguous gold region, from the great elevation of that
part of the mountain range and the depth and ruggedness of its cailons, is impractica
ble, and, secondly, that either of two routes crossing the Black Hills further north is
quite feasible, though requiring some heavy work with high grades, probably equaling
in difficulty for a short section the most rugged portions of the route of the Baltimore
~nd Ohio Hailroad.
One of the lines follows the Lodge Pole Creek from its junction with
the South Platte through the Cheyenne Pass, reaching an elevation on the summit of
8,661 teet above tide. requiringa tunnel1,500feet long. The other and more southerly
route diverges from the South Platte Valley near the mouth of the Cache la Poudre Creek,
following np the ntlley of that stream and crossing the mountain summit at what is
called the Antelope Pass, t;,OHI feet above tide. No tunnel is requirerl at this pass. These
.survey,;; were connected a.t the Laramie plains, and thence continued westward to Sali
Lake City, finding for the whole distance a practicable route. As the reports of the engineers accompanying the annual report of the directors give full and interesting details,
nothing further than this general ghtnce at the snhject of these surveys and explorations
is called !Or from us.
For the field work of 1tl65 two full engineer parties ha\·e been sent out wi tb a third
party numerous enough fiJr separate explorations in advance. The instructions given by
the vice-president foT the ~ea~on'R work cover the location from t be one hundredth meridian to the eastern lmse of the Black Hill range, together wit.h a survey of the South Pa.."!!''
route, via the North Platte, and also the ascertainment of the fact whether or not a better
route than the one surveyed last year from the Black Hills to Salt Lake can be found
further south, passing through the basin of the Green and Uintah Hivers.
At the .Tnly ~wssion just closed no business of importance was transacted, with the ex-ception of authority given to the executiYe officers to issue bonds and execute mortgages.,
under the authority of the acts of Congress, and especially that of March 3, 18G5. TW0
distinct. mortgages are contemplated-one on the road of the same amount and tenor of
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the Government bonds, and the other upon the land grant to the amount of $10,000 pel'
mile.
Agreeably to your suggestion we shall hereafter make quarterly report-! to the Depa~
ment.
Respectfully submitted.
CHAS. T. SHERMAN,
GEO. ASHMAN,
T. J. CARTER,
.T. L. WILLIAMS,
Governrrwnt Director11.
Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
Secretary of InteriO'r.

EXHIBIT

A.-utter of J. L.

William,.~

on locati()'lt, and progn'S/5 of Union Pacific Railroa,d.

FORT WAYNE, INn., November 15, 1864.
SIR: The undersigned, one of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad,

:and member of the committee on location and construction, having recently visited the
line of operations at the request of the directors on the part of the Government, respec~
fully communicates such information as should be in the possession of the Department,
under the requirements of the thirteenth section of the amenderl act, filing a copy of this
<,'Qmmunication in the office of the company in New York.
The arrangements for the eastern terminus of the road, on the west bank of the Missouri River, at Omaha, appear judicious, affording ever.v facility tor~andling freight to
any amount.
Ample grounds have been promised to the company, covering the river front for one and
a half miles, the conveyance of which bas not yet been fully perfected. The grounds are
chiefly on the low river bottom; but with small expense of filling can be made secure
from all floods.
The crossing of the river with the traffic interc~hanged with cmmecting roads ti·om the
East is the·important question here. For the present it must he by ferry, which, from
the shifting sand-bars of the Missouri, is more difficult than in other rivers.
The most reliable ferry is about 1 mile above the center of Omaha, and this necessarily
becomes the present starting point for the track, where rails and other materials will be
delivered and the transfer freight house erected. From this the line passes along and near
the river to the mouth of a small stream or ravine, at the lower part of the town, coming io.
from the southwest, through which it makes the ascent of the river bluff. The passenger and local freight station, with the machine-shops, &e., can be built at auy convenient
point in front of the town.
The more perfect mode of crossing by bridge has, of course, been kept in view in the
location. The engineer in charge, Mr. Dey, doubk; the practicability of keeping a drawbridge channel at all times open, and has, therefore, arranged his lines so as to admit the
:alternative of a high bridge crossing at the higher ground just below the town. At this
point he proposes a grade line about 50 feet above highest water and 65 feet above low
water, clearing t.h e pilot-house of all steamboats. but not high enough for their chimney
pipes to pass under without being lowered. Under this arrangp,ment, chimneys of Missouri River boats would be constructed with a joint. The fact that this navigatiou
stand5, to some extent, .by itself-the stream requiring a different construction of boatsand that in the actual course of trade boats adapted to other tributaries of the Mississippi seldom ascend the Missouri, tends to lessen the inconvenience of such a requirement. If, however, during the time that will elapse before the river shall be bridged
the practicability of keeping a draw channel free from sand deposits sha11 have bee11
demonstrated, of which I have ~:>trong confidence, with the known skill of engineers ill
changing and controlling river cmTenj,s by artificial works, then a low bridge may be
constructed at the most suitable point above or in front of the town. But there remains
the question of founding securely a bridge in a river like this, whose bed seems to be
but one mass of light sand, moving from point to point with the changes of the current.
The practicability of bridging the Missouri has been rloubted hy many. The very extensive and careful soundings made by Mr. Dey, as marked upon his lithographed map,
shows at Omaha a substratum of clay at the depth of about 28 feet below low water, covered by 12 to 20 feet of saud. By dredging off the sand until bearing-piles can he drivea
through what remains to the elay, cutting off these piles under water. sinking a timber
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crib upon them, and then filling around the pier with loose stone (riprap). a foundation can
be made upon which a stone pier of any height may securely rest. I therefore entertain
:rio doubt of the entire feasibility of bridging the Missouri for the passage of this great
national thoroughf.'lre. The bridge will be about 2,230 feet long, which is the width of
the channel at this point.
In the location westward the first stream of much size is the Elkhorn River, which here
skirts the northeastern boundary of the Platte Valley. Between this valley and the Missouri q belt of high table -land intervenes, some 18 miles in width, the general level of
which is fi'om 200 to :300 feet above the starting point on the Missouri bottom and 75 to 150
feet above the valley of the Platte at the Elkhorn. This table-land is cut transversely with
the line by the Pappillon Creek and it;; east and west branches, to the depth of 100 to 200
feet, so that the whole distauee presents an undulating surface witfl no valley leading
for any distance in the direction of thf' route. Over such a surface favorable grades cannot be obtained. By curving some :-q miles south of the direct line the valleys of the
main and east Pappillon are both crossed in one, near their junction, thus avoiding one
summit. This curve south wa!·d is fasored by the southwesterly direction of the ravine
necessarily followed as the natural outlet from the Missouri Valley at this point.
Irr adapting the grade line to this undulating sur1aee, there are in all over 4 miles of
79.2 feet per mile m;eending eastward, the longest continuous grade being 2 miles. The
evil.of this steep grade is aggravated hy the occurrence with it of curvature as short as
1,432 feet radius. The maximum grades asc.ending westward are 66 feet per mile, of
which the longest i:-; :-1 miles, rising ont of the Missouri Valley. The seventl ridges
terminating these grades are to be cut down from 28 to ·12 feet. Deeper cuttings and
higher embankments would have slightly reduced these grades, and I think the object
would have justified :-:;oillc increase of expense. Yet, without great. cost, no very essential reduction of maximum grade is practicable on this location. In thus running across
the drainage the length and height of the natural slopeR, relatiYely, must in great degree control the grades. H is much tl> he regretted that this eleYated and uneven formation should have ~ uterposed just at the beginning of this great road, compelling the
adoption of grades so much higher than will be necessary on any part of the next 500
miles, and higher than iR proposed on the connecting roads of Iowa. It is, however,
chiefly a q uestiou of expense in working, not affecting the practicability or the success
of the work. The evil is le:-:;sened by the fact that the large preponderance of tonnage
will be westward corresponding with the lower ascending grades. Additional motive
power, at large cost, will he used at this end of the road, over the first 23 miles. And
when the freight trailic shall have become large, it will be better to make up the long
trains for the We:.,;t on the Elkhom flats, adapting the number of cars to the nearly level
grade of the Platte Valley. and running them in short sections over the first :~2 miles of
high grades. But under the best plans the stubborn fact of these, steep grades remains
and must ever be felt in the expense of working; the road and maintaining itR machinery.
After crossing the Elkhorn by a bridge of :200 feet, water-way, we are fitirly in the
great Platte Valley, which is here 8 or 10 miles wide. For the next 20 miles over.which
we passed, reaching 4 miles above Fremont, this valley offers a cheaper line as respects
grading and bridging than I have seen on any other railroad route for an equal extent.
The concurrent statements of travelers and engineers represent the valley, as also the
South Platte, as having the same general characteristics to the base of the mount~ins,
with the additional expen,:;e of a few long bridges, Ruch as Loupe Fork and the Platte.
For 500 miles the grades will probably vary from 5 to 20 feet per mile, conforming generally to the natural aseent of the valley.
Reaching the hase of the first mountain range the real ditlieulties of the work will begin. Five engineer parties have been engaged during six or eight months •>t. the past
season in prelimimtry surveys of the several passes through the mountain ranges, between
the valley of the ::)outh Platte and Salt Lake, under the immediate orders of l\1r. Dey.
One of these parties, engaged on aud nea r the hundredth meridian, was dri\en in, before completing its work, by the Indian bo:;;tilities. As the resnlts will be fully reported by the engineers I only make this hrief allusion to these important mountain
surveys, suggeRt,ing, however, that time :-;hould be given ii.>r very thorough examinations
before the route is determined.
The que:-:;tiou of suitable material for building a good railroad, such as the Government
has a right to expect from its liberal contribution, was a subject of in!Iniry. For the
first 5 wiles from Onmha the culvert and drain masonry hm; been built of good limestone found in the river bluff. The masoury, though not in the best style of workmanship, will no doubt stand. Farther out, in the vicinity of the Pappillon and the Elkhorn, a coarRe, dark-colored sandstone is f(mnd, of which the engineer proposes to build
the bridge abutments and drams. I think its durabilit,y questionable, though•none better bas yet been found in that vicinity. If used in bridge abutments or in any exposed
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position it will probably have to be replaced from better quarries very soon. Along the
Platte no good building stone has been discovered, and the engineer proposes timber tor
bridge piers as well as for the ordinary trestle-work. Mr. Dey has, however, discovered
what he esteems a very valuable limestone quarry on the Pappillon, some 7 miles south
of the route, from which, by laying a railroad track of that length, he thinks an ample
supply of good building stone can be procured, not only for renewing all timber structures in the Platte Valley but for the proposed bridge oYer the Missouri.
·This, if realized, will be a valuable resource to the work. The question of suitable
timber for ties is one of difficulty. When the mountains shall have been reached it is
said that sufficient cedar can be procured. But along the Platte such timber as should
be placed in a railroad track is manifestly wanting. For the first 100 miles now under
contract the engineer proposes procuring ties up the Missouri, about one-sixth oak and
the remainder cottonwood. l\lr. Henry, one of the directors, who, together with Colonel
Seymour, eonsulting engineer, accompanied me, as also Mr.. Dey, engineer in charget
give the assurance that the cottonwood ties shall be kyanized or burnetized, hy which
process they hope to render them perhaps more durable than the best oak. This, or
some kindred process, is essential. Cotton wood in its natural state will decay in three
or four years. Arrangements for an energetic prosecution of the work seem to be in
progress, though the scarcity of labor is a hindrance difficult to overcome. When I
passed over the line, October 24, the grading of the first 5 miles from Omaha was well
advanced, ani! the first 7 miles in the Platte Valley, of the very light work before described, was nearly ready for the track. About two hundred men and the same number of horses and o~en were then employed, with two excavating machines, each rloing
the work of many men.
.
The engineer contemplates a commencement of track-laying by 1st of June next.
The progre:;s of this work will be greatly hindered for the want of a railroad connection across the State of Iowa, the Missouri River navigation being unreliable fOI' the
transportation of materials. Under the circumstances, the completion of some one of
tbe Iowa roads to Omaha is a matter of national interest.
Very respectfu 11 y,
.T. L. WILLIAMS.
Hon. J. P. USHER,
Se(·retar.lJ of the Intaior.

E:XHIBJT

B.-Letter of J. L. Williams, on thR. location betwem Oma.lw Oity and Pla/t(' Val[Ry .

~EW YORK, January 2, 1865.
SIR: The consulting engineer, Colonel Seymour, having submitted a report, dated 21st.
December, recommending a change of location west from Omaha, I have prepared, at
your request, and now submit, the following statement of the question, in lts engineering
and commercial aspects, based mainly upon a personal examination of the present ]oration, made in October last, in company with Colonel Seymour, Mr. Henry, and i\Ir. Dey,
the engineer in charge. The facts bearing upon the question may be stated a" foJlows:
(1) The way traftic eastward fi·om the mountains will eon:-;ist chiefly of the prorluet ot
the mines, most of which will be of little weight in proportion to value. As re!'pects.
the through traffic eastward, only such articlt>s of ocean commerce as are of great Ya.lue
and little \Yeight, and which, therefore, ean aftord to pay laud carriage, to saYe time and
insurance, will he likely to come through by rail. On the other hand, the p opulation
of the extensive mining region of the mountains will be chiefly supplied with provisions
and breadstuffs, as well as with merchandise, heavy groceries, an<L machinery from the
Missouri Valley. We may, therefore, assume a tonnalo!:e westward as at least twice as
great as t.hat going east. Until finished through to the Pacitie the difference will be
far greater.
(2} Present location between Omaha and the Platte Valley, at crossing of the El.khorn,
is 23 miles, with maximum grades, ascending westward, of 66 teet per mile, and ascending eastward, 79.2 feet, or say 80 feet per mile, throwing off fractions.
(3) New route between same points as suggested hy consulting engineer, following
down Mud Creek to the Pappillon, and thence up its western branch, is 32 miles long,
with proposed maximum grades of 40 feet per mile in both directions. The curvature
is assumed to ofl'er equal resistance on either line.
· ( 4) ·The extension of the line up the Platte, from the point of intersection at the Elkhorn, will have grades ascending with the general inclination of the valley, for 200, or
perhaps 400 miles, reaching a maximum at certain points, probably, of 10 feet per mile.
As the same engine upon this grade will haul more than twice the load which it can
bring from Omaha to the Elkhorn, even on the line of 40-feet grades, we may as~mme
that in the practical working of the road, whichever route be adopted, freight trains will
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be made up at this point with the number of cars adapted to the grade east or west, M
the case may be.
According to Colonel Seymour's tables a 30-ton engine will haul westward from tae
Elkhorn on the 10-feet maximum grade fifty-six loaded cars, or, iu practice, say fifty
-ears, which wm make a train quite long enough for convenient working. The cost of
hauling these fifty cars over the high grades from Omaha will be, comparatively, on the
two lines, as follows:
An engine of 30 tons weight will haul over the 66-feet grades sixteen cars, or over the
40-feet grades twenty-five car!-'. It will save fractional calculations, and is accurate
-enough for comparison to assume three trains over the 66-feet grades, ~r forty-eight. cars
.as equal to two trains, or fifty cars over the 40-feet grades. Then, supposing that the en_gine in each case, after delivering at the Elkhorn the number of cars due to a Platte
Valley train, goes west with its last section without returning, it will have passed over
the line of 66-feet grades, 23 miles in length, five times-115 miles' rnn-or over the
line of 40-feet grades, 32 miles in lengtl1, three times-96 miles' run. This, at $1 per
mile run of the engine, gives a cost of $115 on the present location for deiivering at the
Elkhorn forty-eight cars, and the cost of $96 for delivering at the same point fifty cars
·by the proposed new route, by way of Mud Creek and the Pappillon. rL'he adoption of
the longer line of 40-feet grades will, therefore, save $19 in the cost of motive power on
.each fifty car-loads, or on each 500 tons of westward-bound freight.
Eastward-bound freight need not be brought into the calculation upon the foregoing
basis. If I am right in assuming twice as much tonnage west and east, then the canJ
going east will be but halfloaded. On the short route of 23 miles there are 80 feet maximum grades ascendiag eastward, over which the return engine could haul thirteen
loaded cars, making a gross load of 221 tons. But to equalize the cars going in both
<lirect.ions it must take sixteen cars on each return trip. Half of these return cars being
-emptJr, or all but half loaded, the gross load would be 192 tons. Upon this basis, with
the large preponderance of westward freight, the 80-feet grades on the present location
will in practice impose no extra cost so far as respects the mere cost of motive power
over what is caused by the grades of 66 feet ascending in the direction of the great&
tmffic.
I have not deemed it necessary to enter into the question of passenger business. Until
the new Territories are fully settled it will be heavier west than east. Passenger trairu;
as made up at Omaha will run up the Platte unbroken and with the same engine to the
first point of change, 80 or 100 miles distant.
There would be a waste in the excess of power required east of the Elkhorn eveo
with 40 feet, and still more with 80-feet grades, over what is required on the low grades
west. The exact value of this waste is difficult to estimate. Ordinarily, the short line
-oonld be run in some fifteen minutes less time than the new and longer route. But in
-the winter season the trip would often be made in less time over the longer route.
_'\ saving of $19 on each 500 tons of western· bound freight would give, upon the
_yearly traffic, when it shall have reached 300,000 tons in that direction, an annual saving of $11,400. There would also be a material saving in wear and tear by adopting
the more leYel route. Grades of 66 and 80 feet per mile are very destructive to ma-chinery, and more so in the descent than the ascent. On the other hand, there is 0xpense of maintaining 9 miles of cross-ties to be charged against the new line, equal to
:about $2,000 per annum.
The cost of construction i~ considered equal-the expense of changing the first 5 or 6
miles from Omaha running down the river, to be done at a future day, to get a 40-feet;
grade throughout, offsetting the estimated saving west of the point of divergence.
It must also be stated, that the full advantage of the lower grade on the new roate,
will not be realized until the change alluded to in the last paragraph shall have betm.
made. Without this change there is still near 3 miles of high grade, ascending weat;ward from 61 to t:i6 feet per mile, to be overcome, mitigated somewhat in its inconveaience, by being at the beginning of the road, where assistant engines can at all times be
in readiness.
While my statement of the question differs in form, aud works out, perhaps, a smaller
saving than that reached by the consulting engineer. I concur with him in ad. vising the
·change. For a business covering only the Hection of high grades between Omaha and
the Elkhorn it might be a nearly balanced question whether to increase distance 40
per cent. for the proposed reduction of grades. But conneeted, as this section of the road
is, wit.h the 400 miles of 10 to 15 feet grade westward, this undulating section, with its
grades of 66 and 80 feet, becomes a serious evil, affecting essentially the economical and
beneficial working of this great, national thoroughfare. And, in view of the peculiar relation of this first section of the road to the whole line this side of the mountains, I go
farther than the (,•onsulting engineer. as respects western ascents, and recommend th3~
t he board limit its grades to 20 feet per mile ascending westward, and 40 feet per mile
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ascending eastward, maintaining still a lower maximum grade ascending west than~
equalizing, as near as may be, the power required to haul the outgoing and incoming
trains, under the inequality of tonnage in the two direction!5, which, in all probabilit,",
will preponderate westward more largely than I have assumed. The Elkhorn Blufl'J
may require a 40-foot grade ascending eastward. But on the proposed mute, by way of
the Missouri, Mud Creek, and Pappillon Valleys, a maximum ascending westward, 8liJ
low as 20 feet, cannot materially enhance the cost of grading.
'
While the principle of Colonel Seymour's report, to wit, an increased length of aboti
9 miles for a reduetion of grades to 40 feet throughout, may be safely adopted, yet t~
actual change of this location should await the more careful surveys of the new route
now in progress that the correctness of his basis may be verified.
It should be stated that the survey of the line by which the high grade at Omaha w
hereafter to be avoided, has not yet been made, nor have I passed over the ground. Ffill:"
the first 3 or 4 miles, following the Missouri bottom, there can be nothing to prev~
a grade of 20 feet. Should the narrow ridge between the river bottom and ~he parallel valley of Mud Creek prove too high to pass by a thorough cut, the company, whee
its means shall warrant, can well afford a short tunnel rather than a continued use of
the 3 miles of 61 to 66 feet grade.
The commerce of the country in seeking its destination through the broad and leYel
valley of the Platte, so favorable as an inlet to the great mining region and as a through
route to the Pacific, should not be compelled to pass over the narrow belt of high und•lating land separating the Missouri Valley from the Elkhorn, encountering in this shori
distance a total rise and fall of over 1, 000 feet.
The further general remark may be mad~, in conclusion, that the undulating charaota(}f the country approaching the Missouri H.iver, on both sides, forces railroad lines into
the valleys, even though considerably lengthened thereby.
Very respectfully,
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Member of Locating Comrnittoo.
THOMAS C. DURANT, Esq.,
Vice-/ resident Union Pacific Railrt)ad 0Jmpat•'l·
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REPORT OF DIRECTORS, NOVEMBER 6, .1865.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,

13 William street, New York, November 6, 1865.
SIR: The directors oft.h e Union Pacific RailroaQ. Company, having just closed a meeting of the board in this city. I have the honor to herewith inclose you a communication,
trigned by Messrs. William Carter and myself, more particularly touching the progress
efthe work, in compliance with your request of lOth June. Please to acknowldge the
receipt of same, to care of this office.
I am, sir. very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SPRINGER HAHBAUGH,
Government Director 1n Union Pncijic Railroad.
Ron. JAMES HARLAN,
Secretm·y of the Inie'rior, fVa,qJ/'ington, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE UNION PACIFIC HAILROAD COMPANY,

New York, November 3, 1865.
SIR: The directors of the Union Pacific Railroad, having just closed a meeting in this
eity, held in place of the regular quarterly meeting, fixed in the by-laws for the first
Wednesday in October, the undersigned Government directors, in pursuance of the request contained in your letter of the lOth June, respectfully pref?ent the following brief
report:
·
At the time Qf our last quarterly report, dated July 8, 1865, one of the undersigned,
Mr. Harbaugh, in behalf of the Government directors, was on a visit to the line of operation in Nebraska Territory. His two several reports to the Department-one dated July
20, relating to the progress of construction, and the other, dated August 26, referring to
the qustion of location between Omaha and the Platte Valley-presented fully every
point of public interest, leaving little for us to say further than to refer to these documents.
The action of the board at this meeting has referred chiefly to its current business, the
election of officers, &c. As a preparatory step toward the importa.nt matter of bridging the Missouri River, a resolution was adopted, as follows:
"Whereas it is the settled purpose of this company to construct, a bridge across the
Missouri River from its terminus at or ncar Omaha, to afford a convenient connection for
the railroads that may hereafter be constructed from the east to that point, to be completed by the time any such road is ready to make the connection: Therefore,
"Resolved, That the officeri'l of this company be requested to instruct their engineers to
make the necessary surveys, plans, and estimates of cost, and to report to this board at
an early day. "
Colonel Seymour, consulting engineer of the company, whoforseveral weeks past has
been on the line of construction, returned during this meeting of this board, having left;
Omaha the 28th October. He reports 20 miles of track laid; rails enough on the ground
for 70 miles in all, with about 30,000 cross-ties delivered at Omaha, 1,000 to 1,200 of
which (of the cottonwood) are undergoing the process of Burnetizing daily.
The engine-house and other station bHildings at Omaha, planned tor the future wants
of the road, but now being erected only in part, he reports as under satisfactory progress, and will be under roof before the winter. Brick for the walls, with stone in the
foundation, are the materials used. He reports further that the grading on the first 1<10
miles is very nearly completed, and that a large force is now employed on the second
100 miles; that the bridging for the first 30 miles, including the Elkhorn, is nearly completed, and thence to the Loup Fork the timber for bridges is delivered at Omaha and
framed. The bridge over the Loup Fork, about 95 miles from Omaha, is known to be ·
the most difficult and 1ohlgest structure east of the Black Hills range, next to the one over
the Platte River.
The engineer informs us that he has just visited that stream with a view of planning
this bridge, and finds that it will require about 1,500 feet water-way. His further examinations of the Platte Valley confirm its very favorable character as respects grading. He
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represents that the road-bed to the vicinity of Fort Kearney and probably for 200 miles
beyond can be prepared more rapidly than the track can be laid down, so that the limi•
to the extension of the road westward seems to lie in the deli very of the iron rails and
cross-ties.
Notwithstanding the uncertainty of the Missouri River navigation, now the only means
of transporting.these materials, the executive officers of the bQard express great confidence
in being able to complete the first 100 miles within the time named by the act of Congress, to wit, the last of June next.
·
The reports of the several engineers engaged in preliminary surveys during the past;
season in the mountainous districts further west will probably be received by the January meeting of the board, throwing further light on the definite location of that more
difficult portion of the line.
We are, very respectfully, your obedient servants,
.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
T. J. CARTER,
SPRINGER HARBAUGH,
Government Directo·rs Un1'on Pacific Railroad Company.
Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
Secretary of tlte Interior, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR. FEBRUARY 28, 1866.

PORT WAYNE, IND., Pebrttary 28, 1866.
SIR: The quarterly meeting of the directom of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,
which, in regular course, should have taken place on first Wednesday in January, was
held in New York on the 7th February. The Government directors, having only a few
days before had the honor of reporting to you in person, separated without making a
.further report on the general business.
·
The undei:signed, as a member of the committee on location and construction, devoted
some time after the adjournment to a careful examination of the additional topographical
and engineering facts bearing upon the location, as ascertained by the surveys of 18651
so far as at that time had been reported to the office. In this investigation I had the important aid of Mr. James S. Evans, one of the intelligent and enterprising engineers of
the company, who, during the past two seasons, have conducted these very important
surveys.
The report of the Government directors, dated July 8, 1863, contained the following
brief reference to the surveys proposed for the working season of that year:
"For the field work of 1865 two full engineer parties have been sent out, with a third
party numerous enough for separate explorations, in advance. The instructions given
by the vice-president for the season's work cover the location from the one hundredth
meridian to the eastern base of the Black Hills range, together with a survey of the South
Pass route via the North Platte, and also the ascertainment of the iact whether or not a
better route than the one surveyed last year from the Black Hills to Salt Lake can be
found further south, passing through the basin of the Green and Uiutah Rivers."
The surveys and explorations between the Laramie River and Salt Lake, under the
<Jharge of Mr. Samuel B. Reed, civil engineer, not having been 1·epm;ted to the officet
owing probably to his engagement in construction during the winter, any special reference to that portion of the route must be deferred. I understand that Mr. Heed ran a
Ji11e eastward from some point of connection with the Bridger Pass line of 186,1, via South
Pass and down the Sweet \Vater Valley. He also made reconnaissance of the \Vahsatch
Mountain range southeast from Utah Lake, to test the practicability of a line from Sal~
Lake to the Green River basin via the Spanish Fork and the Uintah River, passing along
the southern base of the Uintah Mountains. The feasibility of getting into the Green
River basin from the east, by crossing its eastern rim through the head branches of the
Platte on one side and of Bear River on the otht>r, was examined by Mr. Evans. He reports
that he followed up the most promising branch of the Laramie River, and found its direction and other features so unfavorable as to afford little ground to exp<?ct a practicable
line across this part of the mountain range.
The party in charge of Mr. Evans was chiefly employed. during the season in perfecting the routes across the Black Hills, and in connecting the surveys thence eastward
along the Platte with the definite location from Omaha westward. A part of the field
work marked out for 1865 was necessarily deferred to the coming season, mainly in consequence of harassing: disturbance and apprehension from Indian hostilities. And yet
important progress bas been made toward the solution of thQSe weighty problems of
location that must arise in the proper adjustment of 2,000 miles of railroad line traversing a vast mountainous region which, after all the liberal and wisely di-rected
efforts of the Government and its competent corps of topographical engineers, was found,
at the commencement of these surveys, in a great measure unexplored. A connected
survey, with actual distances and levels, can now be rep01ted from Omaha, on the Missouri River, to Salt Lake City, presenting a feasible line both as to the cost of construction and future working. The distance by the longer of two feasible routes over the
Black Hills (the Cache la Pouclre line) is 1,079 miles, subject to any variation whic~ a
definite location may cause. , This surveyed distance is about 33 miles less than was
assumed by Lieutenant Beckwith from his exploration in 1852, as given in report of Secretary of War.
In pursuance of the policy governing t.he board, looking not only to a practicable route,
but the discovery of the very best route over the difficult sections, a continued liberal
expenditure of time and means in preliminary surve.vs is contemplated by them. The
definite survey of the Lodge Pole line from the mouth of that stream to the base of the
monntains at Camp Walbach, hitherto only assumed in the comparison, the completion
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of the survey of the South Pass and North Platte route, with a reconnaissance at least or
the Laramie River, in the section cutting through the Black Hills, where its canons are
:reported as formidable, are among the important preliminary examinations marked out
for the coming season. And as the question between the North and South Forks of the
Platte bas a bearing necessarily upon the yet open question as to the ·point of junction.
of the Kansas and Iowa branches on the one hundredth meridian, which it is the province
of the President of the United States to establish, and as the rapid progress of the grading westward will probably require the settlement of this question within a year, I
have suggested to the boaTel that the survey of the North Platte be completed at theearliest day pmcticable.
The nature of the mountain barrier stretching at right angles across the route of the
Pacific Railroad, known as the Black Hills, is well understood. Though but a spur of the
main Rocky Mountains, and not of it'3elf the divide of the continent, yet the Black Hills
range rises rather abruptly, at the lowest pass yet surveyed, some 3,000 feet above the
valley of the South Platte near its base. Taken in connection with the Snowy range,
lying west of Denver, which rises generally 2,000 to 3,000 feet higher, and from which>
the Black Hills range is an offshoot, the whole chain from the South Park, near the headwatersofthe Arkansas, to the pointwhere the North Plattecuts through it is in length,
transversely with our line, over 200 miles. When the surveys of this year are completed
a large proportion of three successive seasons will have been devoted by engineers of the
company in instrumental examinations of this mountain barrier at its several points of
greatest relative depression.
The board seem to have recognized as a sound general policy the idea of touching, ill'
the location of this work, built for the development of our interior resource~'! as well as
for through commerce, those districts in which our enterprising people .have formed settlements, growing speedily into States of the Union, and where they have already built
up important material interests either iu mining or agriculture, when this can be done
without too great increase of distance. In 1864 Mr. F. M. Case, engineer, was instructed
to examine by actual survey and otherwise the practicability of crossing the mountain
range lying directly west of Denver. His report, in which was embodied the results of
a. previous examination made in 1862, refers to five distinct routes south of the Cache la
Poudre line which bas been spoken of as possible or practicable for railroad purposes, and
over two of which, in his judgment the most feasible, be had made an instrumental reconnaissance. At the Hoosier Pass, the most southerly of the five, the grade line assumed
was estimated to be 10,650 feet above the sea level, and require;:; a tunnel 2~ miles long.
The route to this pass, besides the objection of running for 20 miles through the canons
of the South Platte, seems to carry the road quite too far south of the"proper direction to
Sa.lt Lake. At the Berthoud Pass, directly west from Denver, the grade line assumed as
most judicious is reported, from actual leveling west of that point, as 10,280 feet above
the sea, requiring a tunnel :{}miles long through granite rock. The summit of the
mountain here rises 1,280 feet above the tunnel. No point of croRsing this mountain
:rnnge in the direction of Salt Lake ha.<J yet been discovered by the engineers or suggested
by others les-J formid..tble than Berthoud Pa..,:;s. 'rhe mere statement of the engineering
facts places it out of the comparison. The enormous cost of the tunnel, the time required
to excavate it, and the bnrthen of passing the commerce of the country over an elevation.
2,000 feet higher than by r.ontes farther north, for hid the contemplation of this route, and
@uggest the impracticability of passing by Denver, unless further examinations shall discover a lower pass, for, even if the main line were brought to this point from the east, it
must then turn north at right angles with the general course, following near the base of
the mountain for 50 or 60 miles to the gorge of the Cache la Poudre Creek before commencing the ascent westward.
The untiworable result of these examinations will not surprise any one who has intelligently examined the Territorial map. The mountain ridge, forming here the divide
or water-shed of this part of the continent, is known to reach its greatest altitude as ft
skirts the north and middle park. The four great rivers-the Rio Grande, the Arkansas,
the Platte, and the Colorado of tl West, have their sources in this section of the Rocky
Mountains. Unless it may be a few more peaks in the Wind River Mountains and in
the Sierra Nevada, there is probably no section between the Mississippi and the Pacific
Ocean reaching so great altitude as is found in this snowy range.
Should the proposed survey of theN orth Platte, the aim ofwhich is to flank the higher
portion of t.h e Black Hills, }Jresent a feasible route, we shall then have a choice among
three lines, by either of which the Black Hill range may be crossed, covering, at their
widest divergence, a distance north and south of 130 miles. In the present stage of the
examinations two routes may be described and a comparative view presented, as follows:
(1) Lodge Pole and Crow Creek route, 186 rnilcs.-This line, leaving the South Pla~te
at mouth of Lodge Pole Creek, fol1ows up this direct east and west valley to base of mountain at Camp Walbach, thence (abandoning the Cheyenne Pass, from which eflstward the
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mounta,in descends too rapidly) the line bears to the southwest. via head waters of
Crow Creek and over Durant Pass to a common point (station. 2606) at western base of
the mack Hills. Grade line at summit is 8,398 feet above sea level. No tunnel required at summit, but an open cut 50 feet deep through granite. Ruling grade ascending westward; first 105 miles, 30 teet per mile; next 50 miles to base of mountain, ruling
grade ascending westward, 45 feet per mile; next 14 miles ascending slope, ruling grade
80 feet per mile; next 6 miles to summit, a continuous ascending grade of 116 feet per
mile; thence westward 5 miles, ~1 continuous descending grade of 116 feet per mile, and
next 6 miles, a ruling grade descending 80 teet per mile to the common point at western
base of Black Hills.
(2) Cache la Pottdre route, 21H 1n'ihs.-Diverging at mouth of Lodge Pole Creek, this
line follows up South Platte anrl the Cache la Poudre Creek to base of mouniain at
Laporte, thence bearing northwest along and near Dale Creek and over Antelope Pass to
the <'ommon point at western hase of mountain (station 2606). Grade line on summit
8, 04.:> feet aboYe sea level; no tunnel required; cut only 5 or 6 feet. For the purpose of
comparison, in respect to the facility of operating the mountain division, we may commence at a point on the South Platte equidistant with the mouth of Lodge Pole Creek
from the common point at western ba,;e. Ruling grades ascending from this point westward are tor first 138 miles to base of mountain at Laporte, 20 feet per mile; next
25 miles ascending p10untain slope, ruling grade 80 feet per mile; next 12 miles to crest
of mountain, a continuous ascending. grade of 116 feet per mile; thence descending westward 3 mile:s continuous grade of 105 feet per mile, and next 8 miles descending westward, ruling grade HO feet per mile to the common point at western base of Black Hills.
This comparative :statement must be regarded as approximate. In connection with the
annexed rough proJ..ile sketch (marked '·A") of the two lines for 186 miles in length, U
gives a good geneml idea of the character of the road over the Black Hills, and the nature of the engineering questions which will arise in the comparison of these two routes
on the full completion of the surveys.
·
Omitting for the present any detailed calculation of relative cost of operating these
two lines, which won ld be out of place in thi:s general report, it will he observed that
the Cache la Poudre line leads to a depression in the mountain {Antelope Pass) 353 feet
lower than the summit over which the Lodge Pole line passes (Durant Pass), referring in
each case to the grade line, giving the advantage of lelils elevation by that amount for
the traffic to pass over. On the other hand this route must be charged with the obvious
disadvantage of 32 miles additional length, alleviated somewhat by the fact that this
extra distance lies in the level valley of the South Platte and therefore cheaply constructed and operated. A commercial view of the questiop might find compensation in
the uearer approach of the Cache la Poudre line to the existing mining operations of
Colorado, so near indeed that a branch road to Denver would probably be constructed
when that new State shall have acquired the needful strength.
Taking in at one view the topographical features of the entire route east of Bridger's
Pas~. which is the point of division between the waters flowing into the two oceans respectively, distant 736 miles from the Missouri River, there seems to be nothing unfavorable to the working of the road with economy, certainty, and speed. The elevation of
the Black Hills is the formidable obstruction. But the wide, smooth, and direct valley of
the Platte, stretching out for 500 miles to the very base of the mountain, presents as an
approach an uniform and gradually ascending plane, with grades ranging from 5 to 20
feet per mile, while the total ascent from the entrance into the Platte Valley, 30 miles
west of Omaha, to the ,;ummit of the mountain is by the Cache la Poudre route 6,917
feet in a distance of 563 miles. Near three-fifths of this total rise, or 3,924 feet, is thus
overcome almost imperceptibly on the plains before reaching the foot of the mountain
at Laporte, or by the Lodge Pole, which rises morefrapidly, over four-fifths of the total
rise is made on the plains before reaching base of mountain at Camp Walbach. By either
route the line divides itself for operating distinct into two sections-mountain and
plain-each using a class of locomotive en~ines adapted to the power required, thus
seeming economy in the highest degree. It is, moreover, a favorable feature that in all
this distance no undulating line intervenes.
With care in the location no elevation
once attained need he lost. The grade from the Elkhorn to the mountain crest may be
either ascending or level.
The well-known scarcity of timber on the plains for cross-ties and bridges is a characteristic tendin~, on the other hand, to increase the expense of construction and operating.
The limited growth, chiefly cottonwood, on the islands and banks of the Platte is in
unfavorable contrast with the abundance of oak generally found in the States. Immediately after crossing the Black Hills, groves of pine or spruce are reported on the northern
slopes of the Medicine Bow Mountain-a portion of which is within carting distance
from either of the two routes described, and also available for the line further west by
floating down the Laramie River. This timber tract has not been carefully examined,
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hut Mr. Evans says that standing on a high point of the Black Hills, from which it was
in distant view, he estimated its probable area equal to 400 square miles. He considers
it a valuable resource for the road.
The fuel question is likewise important. Coal must be chiefly used. All reports as
far back as the exploration of Capt. Howard Stansbury in 1850 concur as to the existence
Dfeoal on Green River and its tributaries. But between this and the coal-fields of Western Iowa, or of Kansas, 800 miles of road are to be operated. The discovery of coal of
good quality in the Black Hills or on the Platte would materially cheapen the working
'o f the road. It is found near Denver, and Mr. Evans heard from others that some coal
had been mined on his route near eastern base of mountain. As every additional burden
upon transportation will be paid finally by the commerce and productions of the country in charges upon traffic, whatever may tend to lessen or cheapen the motive power is
of public importance.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
.J. L. WILLIAMS,
Governrnent Dit·ector Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Hon. J Al\fES HARLAN,
Secretary of the Interior.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, NOVEMBER 23, 1866.

UNIOX PACIFIC R.AILHOAD OFFICE,

New York, November 23, 186ti.
SIR: The preliminary surveys across the first range of the Rocky Mountains being:
nearly completed, the Government directors deemed it important that one of their number should personally examine such of the lines as appeared most feasible. Accordingly,
at the rettnest of my colleagues and by invitation of Col. S. Seymour, the consulting engineer of the company, I accompanied him to the mountains in September last.
At Omaha we were joined by Gen. G. M. Dodge, chief engineer, and in passing over the
several routes were further aided by explanations on the ground by the division engineer,
under whose immediate direction the survey had in each case been made, with the advantage also of the maps and profiles. Under the requirements of the thirteenth section of
the act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, I respectfully submit, for the information of
the Secretary of the Interior, the following general results, premising that this report has
been submitted to my colleagues and sanctioned by them.
This :first mountain barrier, as it stretches north anrl south across the general course of
the road between the one hundred and fifth and one hundred and sixth meridian of
longitude, may be described as extending from the canon of the South Platte, near the
latitude of Pike's Peak to the point where it is cut through by the North Platte, a distance of near 300 miles. Its more southerly and higher portion, called the Snowy range,
or the Rocky Mountains proper, forms part of the great divide of the continent, separating the waters of the Platte from those flowing into the Colorado of the West. The
northern section of this mountain barrier being a part of the subordinate range known
as the Black Hills, and only dividing the drainage of the two forks of the Platte, is
nevertheless, as to direction, the continuation of the main Rocky Mountain range northward, possessing the same mountain characteristics, though having less altitude and
gentler slopes. The Cache la Poudre River, the largest tributary of the South Platte,
taking its rise in its most southerly branch near the heights of Long's Peak, marks the
point of division of the range into the two sections here described. The watershed of
the continent diverges here to the northwest, forming, first, the southwestern boundary
of the North Park, and thence continuing northwest sinks into the depression known as
Bridger's Pass, where it is 7, 534 feet above the level of the sea, and :3,892 feet lower than
at Berthoud Pass in the Snowy range, west of Denver.
Up to the ea<:tern base of this north and south mountain range the broad and generally smooth plain of the Platte Valley opens favorable approaches through its several
tributaries to any mountain crossing that may be selected. The point of crossing the
mountain is, therefore, the problem first to be solved.
In the wide range of these surveys, continued now through three years, ten distinct
points of crossing have been examined. They have been run with level and transit, in
all cases affording reasonable hope of practicability; or, where less promising, they have
been explored with care, availing in such cases of barometrical observations. The passes
thus examined include, as is understood, all that have been suggested by mountaineers
or others familiar with the country as possibly feasible. Enumerating from south to
north they may be briefly described as follows:
Route No. 1, over Hoos1:er Pass, at head of the South Platte.

Mr. F. M. Case, civil engineer, reports to the vice-president, December 10, 18o4, that
he made a survey of the governing sections of this route, and submits profiles, first,
of the mountain range at Hoosier Pass; secondly, of a line 18 miles northwestward down
Blue River, a tributary of the Colorado; and thirdly, of a line run 48 miles southeastward from the pass down the upper portion of the South Platte, through the South Park
to the-head of the Platte Cafion. From the head of this caiion, as be reports, the line
would follow the river northeastward some 40 miles, through the mountain to the
plains, with, as estimated, an average descent of 70 feet per mile. Of this distance the
en<rineer estimates that 20 miles would be close canon, both walls being washed by the
st 1~am and the direction so circuitous as to require considerable tunneling. His estimate of the heirrbt of this pass above the sea, from barometrical observations in the vicinity, is 11, 506-:>feet. A tunnel of 2~ miles through granite is required. Grade line of
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tunnel upon the assumed level, 10,660 :teet above the sea. The general alignment of this
route is so unfavorable, considering Salt Lake as the point aimed at, as, in the Judgment
of the .engineer, to render a more extended stuvey needless-145 miles of road being required between Denver and the mouth of Blue River, only 76 miles west of the meridian
of the former place.
Route No. 2, oner Tarry-all Pass.
This route, it seems, did not so commend itself to the engineer as to require a survey.
He estimates the pass to have about the same altitude as Hoosier Pass, 11,500 feet above
the sea.
The approach to it from the plains on the east would be :first through the canon of
the South Platte for some 25 miles, and thence up Tarry-all Creek, a branch of the Platte,
to its source in the range a few miles northeast of Hoosier Pass. From the west the
approach would be from the valley of the Blue River, above Breckenridge, through the
Indian Gulch. While the engineer does not assume to speak of this route advisedly, he
thinks the summit could not be reached from the east without exceeding the ma.ximum
grade of 116 feet per mile, and that the descent of the gulch on the west is L":>O to 200
feet per mile. Having made no definite survey, he does not give the length of the
tunnel.
Route No. 3, th1-ouglt the North Fork of South Platte.
As in the case last described, Mr. Case deemed a critical survey of this route unnecessary. He says in his report that it would enter the mountains at the month of the South
Platte Canon, being thus coincident with the two last-named lines for 10 miles, and
thence up the North Fork of the .Platte 35 miles, cmssing the range still thrther north
than the route last described, and connecting on the west with one of the head branches
of Snake River, an affluent of Blue River. This pass was represented to the engineer by
a reliable explorer as being a little below the line of arborescence, or" timber line," and
was assumed as about 11,500 feet above the sea. Upon this hypothesis, and with the
aid of barometrical observations in the vicinity, the engineer estimates that on the eastern approach to the summit some 2,300 feet elevation must be overcome in 12 or 15
miles, and on the western approach 2, 700 1eet in 20 miles. How far this could be alleviated by a tunnel and _what would be the length of the tunnel is not stated. The entire
route from the plains on the east to the valley of the Blue River on the west is reported
as running through a narrow mountain valley, in many places tortuous.
It will be noticed that the two routes last described, entering the mountain as they do
far to the south through the canon of the South Platte are, like .i:{onte No. 1, forcerl out
of the proper direction.
Rvnie .No. 4, over Berthoud Pass,
From the beginning of these investigations this route has attracted much interest as
well from the general bel.ief of m~mntai.nee~·s that i~ was the mos.t fi:worable pass through
the Snowy range as from Its locality, bemg m the dnect course 1i.·om Denver to Salt Lake
City, the two chief points on the ·rout~, both of which it is important to pass. In the
summer of 1R62, pnor to the :first meetmg of the corporators of the Union Pacific Hailroad at Chicago tor the purpose of organization, Mr. F. M. Case, at the instance and r
believe, at the expense of the friends of the work in Colorado, made what he c~~lled ~n
instrumental reconnaissance of this route. His report, addressed to Hon. John Evans
then governor of Colorado Territory, was embodied in his subsequent official report of
December 15, 1864. Subsequently in 1866, by direction of this board a second and more
careful survey of this route was made by Mr. P. T. Brown, one of their eno-ineers. In
the general topographicalli:wts the two surveys agree. I passed over this line as far as
the summit ot the range, accompanied by Colonel Seymour and Mr. Brown.
The line from the South Platte at Denver to the summit of Berthoud Pass is 60 miles
in length. The survey was extended west into the Middle Park 78 miles fi·om Denver
in the direction of Salt Lake. For general description it naturally divides as follows:
~irst. ~env:er to Golden City, 14~ mil~s. This is over a rol~ing and rapidly rising
plam, falhng mto Clear Creek Valley, 6 m1les east of the moun tam and meetino- the foot
of the range 12 miles from Denver. Ruling grade, 116 feet per mile of which there is
about 3 miles. Construction not very expensi\re.
'
Second. Golden City to upper end of Clear Creek Canon, 15:{- miles. Golden City is
at the transition point from the sedimentary of the granite formation. Here the line
enters Clear Creek Canon, which extends 15}miles, rising in this distance 1 544 feet.
Through a portion of the canon the valley rises faster than the maximum grade,' but with
ca!efullocatioD: and heavy c?st Mr. Br~wn thinR;s the grade need not exceed 116 feet per
1mle at any pomt. Two-thuds the distance Will be curved, much of it sharp. The
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greater part of the distance may be called close canon, and a part narrow, open canon
with a brnpt slopes.
Third. From the head of canon to east end of Berthoud Tunnel-28.\ miles-the line
follows the narrow mountain valley of Clear Creek through the midst of the gold mining developments, passing many quartz mills; ruling grade, 116 feet per mile, of which
there will be about 13 miles. For 7 or 8 miles of the upper portion the fall of the valley
greatly exceeds the maximum grade, reaching in places over 300 feet per mile. Using
the maximum grade of 116 feet per mile from the tunnel eastward, the line is necessarily
thrown on the steep, rocky, and, in places, precipitous mountain sides, at an elevation of
100 to 400 feet above the creek, involving, of course, very heavy cost. In the whole
distance from the base of the mountain to the tunnel, Clear Creek, as Mr. Brown supposes, would be bridged perhaps twenty times, with probably 2 to :-) miles of tunneling
through sharp points. To give greater length of line for the purpose of reducing the
grade to the maximum prescribed by law, the surveyed route in ascending turns U{l
South Clear Creek for 2~ miles, thence by a short tunnel through a ridge into Bard's
Creek Valley, which it follows down, reaching the main valley at Empire City.
Fourth. Berthoud Tunnel would be 3.1 miles long, and pierces the mountain 1,364
feet below the summit of the pass. The material to be excavated, the common granite
of the mountain. Grade line in tunnel at highest point is 10,100 feet, and summit of
pass 11,426 feet above the sea.
Fifth. \Vest end of tunnel to end of survey, 16~ miles. Descending westward, the
slope of the mountain is followed for some distance until the valley of Moses Creek is
reached, which is a tributary of the Colorado, and thence with this valley to the Middle
Par-k. Grade. 116 feet per mile for first 11 ~ miles. I did not pass over this portion of
the route.
Rmtte No. 5, ovm· Boulder Pass.
While standing on the mountain peaks near Berthoud Pass on the 18th September,
in the clear mountain atmosphere, I had a full view of the Boulder Pass, 12 miles farther north. From its apparent height above the growth of timber, and from baromettrical observations before reported, I was fully convinced of its impracticability. Yet,
in deference to the views of gentlemen having mining interests on the Boulder, I fully
intended visiting that pass. But a fall of 18 inches of snow on the 19th on the east-ern slope, which I learned was 2 feet deep at the western base of the range, defeated
this purpose. A few weeks later Mr. Brown made a survey of the Boulder route.
The chief engineer reports the results as follows:
First. That the pass is 11,700 feet above the sea;
Second. A tunnel of 6 miles required;
Third. The approach is through either South Boulder or Middle Boulder Creek, on
either of which the ascent is too rapid for the maximum grade; and
Fourth. That on t>ither of these streams extensive canons are encountered.

Route No. 6, up to the Cache la Poudre and Dale Creek over Antelope Pass.
During the last week in September I made a reconnaissance ou horseback over this
route from the eastern base of the mountain at Laporte to the western base in the Laramie plainH, at the common point of junction with the Lodge Pole and Crow Creek route,
in company with the chief engineer, the consulting engineer, and Mr. James A. Evans,
division engineer, whose three years' service in directing these experimental surveys
has made him familiar with the topography of this range.
Antelope Pass is a depression in the ridge separating the waters flowing into the Laramie River on the west and t.hose of Dale Creek, a tributary of the South Platte. Dale
Creek, taking it rise near Cheyenne Pass, runs in its upper section on the western slope
of the range, cutting the main range of the Black Hills in its southeasterly course, and
joins the Cache la Poudre River some 3 miles above the eastern base of the mountain. Through the Dale Creek valley a favorable route is found from the Cache la Poudre
near Laporte to Laramie Plains, in a northwestern direction, finding its summit not in
the main Black Hill range, but in the subordinate divide between Dale Creek and Laramie River. This ridge or divide is crossed at Antelope Pass, which has 195 feet less
elevation than the main range at Eyans Pass, in the direction of Crow Creek and the
Lodge Pole.
The opening thus cut through the mountain range by Dale Creek, and which has heretofore been used as the overland stage route, the railroad survey now occupies. The main
features of this line are these: Total length of mountain section from eastern to western
base 39} miles of which 33 miles is in the ascent of the eastern slope, and 6! miles on
the western sl~pe. The western slope, and also t.he first 7~ miles of the eastern ascent
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from the plains, following up Pitchfork Creek, is chiefly in the secondary formation,
and presents a comparatively favorable profile. On these two sections the line may be
located with a maximum grade of from 85 to 90 feet without expensive work. The intermediate section of 25 miles, all in the valley of Dale Creek and in the granite formation, presents some expensive grading, especially near the crossing of Dale Creek, and
also near the canon of Stonewall Creek, where the line of transition between the stratified and granite formations is crossed. Three bridges of some magnitude are required
on this division, the chief of which is over Dale Creek, near 400 feet long. The deepest .
part of the narrow chasm here to be bridged is 168 feet below grade level. As the line
now runs the maximum grade occurs frequently, with occasional undulations, by which
ascent is lost. With the time and care needful on a :final location the rnling grade may
be reduced below the limit allowed by law, and probably to 105 feet or 110 feet per mile,
and the undulations chiefly if not altogether avoided. The grade line at Antelope Pass,
without a tunnel and with a cut of moderate depth, is 8,045 feet above the sea.
The approach to this passage of the Black Hills is up the vnlley of the South Platte
to the mouth of the Cache la Poudre River, and thence up that valley to Pitchfork
Creek, some 8 miles below Laporte, which latter t1ibutary is followed, to the entrance of
the Black Hills. The whole route east of the mountain is of the most favorable character, permitting a grade uniformly ascending with the rise of the valley.
Route No. 7, following the divide between Crow Creek and Lone TreP Creek to Evan,q Pass.

Returning eastward from Fort John Buford, on the Laramie River, to which point our
party had extended their reconnaissance, in part to obtain military escort, which General
Dodge deemed a prudent precaution against Indian depredations on the Lodge Pole, we
crossed the Black Hills by the Lone Tree and Crow Creek divide route, which we followed
to a point pear the traveled road from Denver to Fort. Laramir>, and thence to Laporte
along or near the eastern base of the range.
As the route last described finds an easy ascent of the mountain, through the valley
of Dale Creek, so this route, by following the smooth and gently ascending ridge dividing the drainage into Crow Creek on the north and Lone Tree Creek on the south,
which ridge extends far out into the plains, occupies a favorable locality for crossing the
Black Hi11s, more exempt from obstructions by snow drift than ordinary lines. This
ridge can be approached from the valley of Crow Creek through a small east anrl west
tributary rising at the rate of frorrt 30 to 60 feet per mile. Reaching the divide, 7 miles
east of what appears to be the general course of the base of the mnge, the line pursues it
for 20 miles to the summit of the Black Hills at Evans Pass. For the :first 7 miles
this divide presents a smooth profile. Entering a little west of this the granite formation, the next 5 miles presents a rough profile, on which the work will be heavy and the
material in great part rock. The next 8 miles to the pass is on the summit, or on the
adjoining slopes of the divide, with a favorable profile and alignment, and comparati,·ely
light work. Where excavation is required to any considerable depth it will be rock.
The experimental line up this eastern slope of the mountain is laid with a ruling gradient of 106 feet per mile. But the chief engineer is confirlent that this can he reducerl,
on the final location, to the maximum of 90 feet per mile, which is less than the grade
of the Pennsylvania Central Road in the ascent from Altoona to the tunnel, with curvature very much easier than is there introduced.
The summit of the mountain presents here a broad anrl gently rounded surf:tee, admitting of 'no reduction by any judicious tunneling. 'Vith an open cut of moderate
depth, through rock, the grade line is 8, 242 above the sea.
Descending westward the profile is less favorable. Dale Creek, heading a few miles
north near Cheyenne Pass, has worn a valley in the western slope, which can be crossed
only by an embankment and brirlge of considerable height; and after reaching the secondary \'Ummit between this creek and the Laramie Plains, the descent thence to the common
point of junction with the line over Antelope Pass at western base of mountain is here
more abrupt than on that route. A careful resurvey of this western slope, 101- miles. distance, is proposed by the chief engineer, under the belief that he can, within reasonable
limits of cost, establish a ruling grade not exceeding 90 feet per mile, as on the eastern
slope, and at the same time avoid any depression of grade in the intermerliate valley
below the summit west of Dale Creek. So important is it that in these mountain
ascents elevation once attained be not lost by injudicious unrlulations, that I have not
failed, as a member of the committee on location, to urge this view.
To reach this crossing of the Black Hills the line would leave the· South Platte at
Julesburg, following up the valley of Lodge Pole Creek 106 miles, and thence, bearing a
little southward through the southwestern tributary, cross the divirle to Crow Creek
Valley.
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Route No. 8, via Lodge Pole, Camp Walbach ctnd Orow Creeks.

This route, like the Cheyenne Pass line, finds its approach to the Black Hills through
the Lodge Pole Valley to Camp Walbach at the base of the range, and its route thence
up the mountain slope is coincident with the Cheyenne Pass line to the crossing of
Lodge Pole Creek; thence diverging to the south, it pmsues generally the divide between the drainage to Lodge Pole on the north and Crow Creek on the south. It crosses
the summit of the range at Evans Pass, there intersecting Route No. 7, and having, of
· course, the same gradient, to wit, 8, 242 feet above the sea. But before reaching this
pass, in traversing the uneven surface of the mountain tributaries of Crow Creek, this
line encounters a higher country over which the gradient reaches the height of 8,400 feet
above the sea. The descent of the western slope is coincident with Route No. 7.
Previous to the examinations made in: J 866 this was considered the shortest practicable route over the Black Hills, and it is the route compared with the Cache la Poudre
line in the report, which I had the honor to make to the Department, dated Pebruary
28, 1866. But the investigations of the last season under the direction of General
Dodge, chief engineer, whose knowledge of this region acquired during his command of
this military depat!tment has been of great service to the company, have resulted in the
discovery of Houte No.7, which, by leaving the Lodge Pole far out in the plains, finds a
more direct alignment, and in all Tespects a better line.
Route ..Yo. 9, t•ia Lodge Pole Creek and Cheyenne Pas.'!.
The Cheyenne Pass over the Black Hills, in connection with the Lodge Pole Valley as
it.s easteTn approach, has long been a thoronghfare for travel, and was thus from the beginning brought prominently to the notice of those seeking a route for the Pacific Railroad. In the fall of 1863 a line of levels was run over this pass by Mr. B. B. Brayton,
engineer. Again, in the summer of 1864, a more careful survey was made by Mr. J.
Evans. The general results of Mr. Evans's survey are:
Pirst. That the summit of the pass is 8,656 feet above the sea;
Second. That a tnnnell,fiOO feet long through granite, on a grade line 8,540 feet above
the sea, would be required;
Third. That this tunnel could be reached from the east byway of Camp Walbach, with
a maximum grade, probably not exceeding 116 feet per mile; and
Ponrth. That on the western slope of the mountain the ruling grade could not be reduced below 132 feet per mile, unlesE; by the objectional expedient of increasing the
length of the line by switching.
Ronte No. 10, through Lammie Canon.
Knowing that this stream hq.d cut its channel deep through the Black Hills range,
thus presenting by its immediite valley a more uniform ascent, and a total rise and
fall between the Platte Valley and the Laramie Plains materially less than by other
routes crossing over the range, and further, that this route would occupy a good general
direction, the character of its great canon bas been an object of interest from the first.
In 1864 Mr. Evans commenced the examination, but accomplished it only on the lower
portion. In 1865 Mr. Case explored without instruments the upper portion. But until
Mr. Evans, in his second attempt in 1866, succeeded in running a line entirely through
this canon, it is not probable that any human being, savage or civilized, ever passed
through the whole length of this deep and rugged gorge. Its direct length is 14 miles;
its length by the survey 25 miles; its course in many places very tortuous; and its vertical walls of rock from 500 to 1,500 feet in height. The fall of the stream in places is
f!·om 150 to 200 feet per mile, and its current of co~rse extremely rapid. It is wholly
impracticable for railway purposes.
The route up the North Platte and through the South Pass bas been followed by the
travel from the earliest beginning of emigration across the continent. 'rhe North Platte,
like.the Laramie, but with a still larger flood, has worn its channel through the range,
presenting unquestionably, if it could be followed, an easier and more uniform grade
from the plains to the divide of the continent at the South Pass than any other route.
Its greater length, however, caused by its northern circuit, its wider divergence from
the important mining resources of Colorado, in which the nation has an interest, with the
apprehension of deeper snows in the region chained by the Sweet Water, precipitated
there through the rlirecting influence of the \Vind River Mountain range, seem to have
outweighed in the judgment of the company and their engineers any supposed advantage in grades. The survey of this route, though commenced in 1865 near Fort Bridger
and extended eastward through the South Pass and a short distance down the Sweet
Water, by Mr. S. B. Reed, one of the company's engineers, was not continued through
the Black Hills. The engineers,from their reconnaissance,and information from others,
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xeport nmTow defiles and cafions where the North Fork cuts tl1e mountain range so formidable as probably to force the line out of the valley and over mountain spurs.
But the l~ngth of this difficult construction, as also the exact comparative length of
the North Platte route, is unknown. The watershed at the South Pass is 7,470 feet above
the sea. It is 64 feet lower than the same dividing ridge of the continent at Bridger's
Pass, 100 miles to the southeast and 3,956 feet lower than Berthoud Pass west of
Denver.
Cornpar1·son of r·ouif's.
Grouping the ten routes thus briefly described into two classes, five of them cross the
Snowy range and five the Black Hills range. Of those in the Snowy range examinations
indicate the Berthoud Pass, designated No. 4, as having most of the elements of a feasible line.
Contrasting the Berthoud Pass line with the two available lines over the Black Hills,
either Lodge Pole and Crow Creek line, over Evans Pass, designated as Route No. 7, or
the Cache la Pondre line No. 6, the comparison is greatly against the Berthoud, as follows:
First. At Berthoud the grade line is 10,100 feet above the sea; at Evans Pass 8,242
feet. Difference in the elevation to be overcome with the commerce of the country, 1,858
feet.
Second. Tunnel at Berthoud Pass 1r~ miles long. As the summit of pass rises near
1,300 feet above the level of the tunnel the material excavated would be chiefly passed
()Ut at the ends. Under these circumstances not less than three or four years certainly
would be required for its construction, within which time it is confidently believed
the track-layers from Omaha, by a more favorable route, may meet those from Sacramento on the plains of the Humboldt River. No estimate has been made of its cost.
Unquestionably the outlay of capital would be greater than is warranted at a single point,
be it from national or individual means, when the same capital and labor would stretch
out the road so far towards the Pacific over the cheaper routes that offer. At either of
the two Black Hills passes no tunneling is required.
Third. Besides Berthoud tunnel, there would be 15 miles in the Clear Creek canon,
and 10 miles in the upper section of Clear Creek, which would cost perhaps beyond all
precedent in this country. Contrasting the aggregate of the tunnel and this 2/i miles
with same length, with mountain work on the Lone Tree and Crow Creek divide route
over the Black Hills, and the difference would grade more than 100, perhaps 150, miles
of average line between the Black Hills and Salt Lake.
This comparison, thus stated in very general terms, is confined to the first mountain
mnge as if beyond that the extension of the two routes to Salt Lake were alike feasible.
Such, however, seems not to be the case.
In June, 1865, Mr. Reed, under instructions from T. C. Durant, esq., vice president,
and with a view to a line across the intermediate Green River basin, made an extended
reconnaissance of the country east of Utah Lake to find, if possible, a practicable
route over the Wahsatch Mountain to Green River via Spanish Fork and the Uintah River.
His report, dated April, 1866, represents that there is no route practicable for a railway
from Utah Lake eastward to Green River through the Uintah Valley. 'Ve have seen
that the eastern rim of the Green River basin cannot be crossed withont an expense and
delay quite too great, and if the Snowy range could be crossed the chief engint>er expresses the belief that two subordinate north and south ranges would .interpose further
west. The basin of the Green River, especially its main valley, the 'Vhite River, running from east to west near the fortieth parallel, has been represented as much more
:lhvorable to agriculture, with better supply of timber, than the country along the Bridger
Pass route. Having less altitude by some 2, 000 feet and lying two degrees further south,
this claim is no doubt just, and it is to be regretted that access for the railroad seems
forbidden by the great height of the mountains forming its eastern and western boundaries
But were this route practicable yet in the aspect of gradients it would be much less
favorable than the Bridger Pass route, the mountain ranges being higher and the intermediate valley lower. Green River, where this line would cross it, must be some 2,000
feet lower than on the Bridger Pass route, while the Snowy range over the Berthoud
Pass is near 2,000 feet higher than the Black Hills, making a total difference of some
4, 000 feet in the ascent to be overcome between Green River and the summit of this
most easterly mountain range.
In whatever aspect this important question may be viewed, whether in the detail of
actual surveys and leveling or in a general grasp of the leading features of this part of
the continent, there can be no question but that the Union Pacific Railroad Company,
in deciding to locate over the Black Hills and through Bridger's Pass, have but conformed
to the controlling topographical shaping of the region to be traversed by the road.
Having thus presented the engineering characteristics of the Berthoud Pass route
across the Snowy range in contrast with the two available routes across the Black Hills
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range, showing conclusively that the former does not enter into the comparison, it remains to compare the two available Black Hills routes with each other.
Taking the entire division between the mouth of the Lodge Pole opposite Julesburg
on the east, where the lines diverge, and their point of intersection at the western base
of the range in the Laramie Plains, the facts bearing upon the comparison are as folfu~:

.

·First. Length ofline by Cache la Poudre and Antelope Pass, 216miles; length by Lodge
Pole and Crow Creek, over Evans Pass, 179 miles; difference, 37 miles in favor of the
Lodge Pole route.
Second. The greatest altitude reached by the grade-line on the Cache la Poudre route
is 8,045 feet above the sea; on the Lodge Pole line, 8,242 feet; difference against the
J_,odge Pole route, 195 feet.
The ruling mountain gradient, which limits the Toad oveT the two routes respectively,
will be 15 to 20 feet per mile less on the Lodge Pole than could be obtained on the
Cache la Poudre line, giving to the former a very important advantage.
Third. Length of expensive mountain line across the range by the two Toutes, respectively, is, by the Cache la Poudre, 39~ miles; by the Lodge Pole, 231, miles.
This difference is on the eastern slope, and results from t}le greater elevation of the
plain at the eastern base of the mountain in the vicinity of the Lodge Pole, Crow Creek,
and Lone Tree Creeks, by near 2,000 feet than where the deeper valley of the Cache la
Poudre meets the mountain slope. Beside the cost of constructing the extra length of
line by the Cache la Poudre, it may be safely assumed that the Lodge Pole line will
cost far less per mile than the other.
Fourth. The commercial bearing of the question should not be overlooked. Though
the topography of this mountain region forbids the passage of this national thoroughfare directly through the mining region of Colorado, yet the transverse valleys favor a
connection by bTanch. The interests of the company, of Colorado, and of the nation
seem alike to demand such connection. Adopting the Cache la Poudre route, the proposed branch, as alTeady surveyed along the South Platte to Denver, would be 53 miles
long, OT by the Lodge Pole the branch would be lengthened to 112 miles, but the main
line shortened 37 miles. The paramount claims of through commerce seemed to the
board to give preponderance in the aspect of commercial considerations to the short
main line.
Fifth. The fuel question also enters into the comparison. Coal is found at many
points along neaT the base of the mountain, between the Cache la Poudre and the
. branches of the Arkansas. North of the Cache la Poudre, though it may exist, the swell
of the plains, before described, has covered it beyond our reach. Coal is also found east
and northeast of Denver, on Coal Creek, Kioway Creek, and other tributaries on the
southern slope. The chief engineer reports that he has discovered coal northwest of the
Platte, on Crow Creek and Lone Tree Creek, but far out from the base of the mountain.
From this outlook of the coal-field it will be seen that the Cache la Poudre line passes
through or near it, while the Lodge Pole line runs some thirty miles north of it. The
proposed branch to Denver would make it available for either route. If this South
Platte coal-field be passed by, we are not assured of any coal on the line of the road between the western slope of Iowa and Rock Creek, beyond the Laramie Plains, a distance
of about 650 miles, though possibly it may yet be found intermediate by further search
or by shafting.
In the distribution of duties among the Government directors, the supervision of the
location has fallen to the undersigned, and to that I have chiefly given my attention.
Very thorough and extended. surveys of the country, of which heretofore so little "\\<aS
known, have been urged, and in this the company has expended much time and means.
The advantage is apparent, for the very favorable route across the Black Hills-certainly
with easier gradients and of much cheaper construction than was expected-was only
discovered, with its connections, by the third year's surveys. The road is now permanently located as far west as Laramie River, 576 miles from the Missouri. The next section requiring very critical examination is the Medicine Bow range, the spurs of which
cross our route. Within the next year the location may be established to Salt Lake
City, now ascertained by the shortening of the line over the Black Hills to be about
1,032 miles from Omaha.
This report was pTepared soon after my return from the mountains, from personal
observations and facts politely furnished by the engineers, but delayed so that the levels
and distances might be corrected from the official report of the chief engineer, only yesterday presented to the board.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Govern1nent Director Union Pacijic Railroad.
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interim·.
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Altitude above the sea of ·Va1'ions points west of the Missouri River.
Feet.

Missouri River at Omaha _______________________ . _. ___ . _____________ .. ___ _
968
Columbus Station, Union Pacific Railroad ________________ --·-· ____ ------ ....
1,458
2,128
Kearney Station, Union Pacific Railroad. ______ ------------- -- ---- ____ ------One hundredth meridian_ . _ . _____________ . __________________ . ______ .. __ - .
2,504
North Platte Crossing, near its mouth . __ . _______ ___ . _________ . __________ . _ 2,790
Julesburg (mouth of Lodge Pole Creek) ______________________ ------------3.513
Latham (mouth of Cache la Poudre Creek) ______ .. _____ ., ___________ . _. __ . _.
4,600
Mouth of Crow Creek ______ . ___ ._________ .. _______ . ___ . ______________ .. _, __ _ 4,534
Laporte _______________ ....... _____________________________ ----------------5,050
Deu ver ________ . _______ . _____ .. ________ . _ ____ _ __. _______ . _____________ _ 5,302
Golden City, Colo _____ . ____ . _______________________ . __ ____ . ___ . _-- ----5,854
Head of Clear Creek Canon ____ .. __ . _____ - r . ______ __ • _..: __ . • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7,398
Lodge Pole Creek Junction _______ .. ________ . _______ ~ _______ . ___ . ________ _ :>, 262
Crow Creek Crossing . __ __. _____________________________ . - - _- - - .. - - - - - - - - 6,019
Evans Pass __________ .. ______ . _______ .. ____ - .. --- _--- ----- ------- .. -------8,242
Cheyenne Pass _________ .. __ .. _________ .. ______ . _____ . _. ____ . ________ -- - -- - 8,656
An telope Pass. _____ . _____________ . _______ --- --- ---- . -- .. - . - ---- - - -- -- -8,050
Berthoud Pass. ________________ .. ________ -- ---------- --------------------- 11,426

~~~l:ee:s ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~

~

~ ~

== =.=__________
= = = ====
=== ==-._ _.
- ==_...==_.==________
==== ===. =
========·------======
South Pass ________
________
_. =
________
Sybill's Pass and Black Hills ____________ _______________ _____________ . ___ _
Camp Wallback_ . __ . _. ____ . ______ .. _______ . _. __ __ _ _. ____ . ___ ... __ . --- -- _Fort Laramie ______________ . ___ . _.. ____ . __ . ___ . . ________ . _____________ - _
Laramie River at mouth of Laramie Canon ______________________________ ._
Laramie Plains at junction of railroad surveys on Laramie River _____________ _
End of the line in Great Salt Lake City __ . _______ . __________ . __ .. _____ .. ____ _
Mouth of Weber Canon ____________________________________ -----. __ ----Devil's Gate in Weber Canon ________________ ----------------------------Weber Valley at the mouth of Echo Canon ________________________________ _
Weber Valley at the mon1h of Chalk Creek __________ .. __ _____ . ___________ _
Summit at the head of Chalk Creek _____________________________________ ..
Summit at the head of Echo Canon___ ____ . ___________ .. _. ______________ _
Surface of water in Bear river on Chalk Creek line _____________ _: ___________ _
Surface of water in Bear River on Echo Canon line- ----------------- ---- --Summit between Bear River and Muddy, the rim of Great SaltLake Basin ___ _
In the valley of Muddy, near the overland stage station--------·- __________ .
Surface of water in Blacks Fork, 2 miles below the mouth of Muddy _______ _
Surface of water in Blacks Fork, 20 miles below the above __________________ _
Summit between Blacks Fork and Green River __ _ . _______________________ _
Surface of water in Green River .. _________________________ ____ .. __________ _
Summit between Green River and n'orth branch of Bitter Creek ______________ _
Bitter Creek Valley at the junction of Mr. Evans's line ___ . ___ . ____ ._ .. _____ _
End of the line in Quill a Valley __ .. _________________ . _______ ... ___________ _
At thepointofthe Western Mountain ____ ----------------------- ___ __
Surface of water in the Jordan River at the narrows _______ ... ______________ _
Timponogos Va11ey at the Jnouth of the canon ______ . ________________ . ..,. __ _
Timponogas Valley at Kamas Prairie . _____________ . _____ . _ . ______________ _
On Kamas Prairie __________________________ .. ____ __ _ _ ________________ . __
Surface of water in Weber River at the north end of Kamas Prairie. _________ _
Mouth of Chalk Creek in Weber Valley----·--------- _____________________ _
North Pass of Cedar Mountains _. _______________________ . ____ . _______ . ___ _
·Great American Desert __________ . __________________ . ___ ___ __ _ _ . _____ _
Reed's Pass of Humboldt Mountain _________________._______________________ _
H nmboldt River. __ _ _~ _ ___ _ _ _______ .. __ . ___________ __ . _____ . ________ __ _

11,700
7,534
7,870
7,020
7,040
4,\250
4,800
7,175
4,285
4,654
4,894
5,535
5,645
7,834
6,879
7,503
7,04&
7,567
7,067
6.375
6;257
6,460
6,245
7,175
6,315
4,243
4,267
4,522

4,892
6,391
6,667
6,340
5,645
4,604
4,480
6, 125
5,220
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, JANUARY 30, 1867.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., January 30, 1867.
SIR: In compliance with your request when in Washington last month, have the honor
to report for your information the comparative distances, heights, and other suggestions
upon the Pacific railroads, authentic data for which was but recently obtained.
In order to fully understand the various titles of Pacific railroads, it is necessary to
present a briP-f description of the different lines to avoid confusion and make a proper
discrimination of the routes, progress, also the financial and commercial interests of this
great national enterprise.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company was organized October 30, 1863, under the act of
Congress of the United States of America, "to aid in the construction of a railroad and
telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved July 1,
1862; with amendm~nts, apprqved July 2, 1864.
Commencing '' at a point on the one hundreth meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, between the south margin of the valley of the Republican River and the North
Valley of the Platte River in the Territory of Nebraska, at a point to be fixed by the President of the United States, after actual surve:ys; thence running westerly on the most
direct central and practicable route through tHe Territories of the United States to the
western boundary of the Territory of Nevada, there to meet and connect with the line
of the Central Pacific Railroad Company of California.''
IowaBranch.-The "Union Pacific Railroad Company is hereby authorized and required to construct a single line of railroad and telegraph from a point on the western
boundary of the State of Iowa, to be fixed by the President of the United States, upon
the most direct and practicable route, to be subject to his approval, so as to form a connection with the lines of said company, at some point on the one hundredth meridian of
longitude aforesaid, from the point of commencement on the western boundary of the
State of Iowa, upon the same terms and conditions in all respects as are contained in the
act for the construction of the said railroad aud telegraph first mentioned."
The initial point on th ewestern boundary of the State of Iowa was informally fixed by
the President of the United States November 17, 1863, and March 7, 1864, designated
and established upon sectiop. 10, township 15 north, range 13 east, sixth principal meridian, in the Territory of Nebraska.
Therefore the Union Pacific Railroad commences at Omaha, Nebr., thence to the one
hundredth degree of longitude in the Platte River Valley, is thence the ''main trunk
road" to the western boundary of Nevada Territory or California line.
Central Pacific Railroad o] California.-This company was formed and incorporated
under the general railroad laws of the State of California June 21, 1861.
''The places from and to which the proposed road is to be constructed, are the city of
Sacramento and the eastern bound~ry of the State of California.''
By the act of Congress, approved July 1, 1862, the Central Pacific Railroad Company,
of California, after completing its road across said State, is authorized to continue the
(Jonstruction of said railroad and telegraph through the Territories of the United States,
on the same terms and conditions in all respects provided in this act in relation to said
Union Pacific Railroad Company until said roads shall meet and connect.
Western Pacific Railroad of California.-Thi:,; company is organized under the laws of
the State of California, extending from Sacramento to San Francisco, by way of San Jose.
The above described companies form the continuous through line from the Missouri
River at Omaha, to the Pacific Ocean at San Francisco.
North Bra.nch to Sioux City.-Under the act of Congress July 1,1862, this company is
formed as provided, "and whenever there shall be a railroad completed through Minnesota or Iowa to Sioux City, then the said Pacific Railroad Company is hereby authorized,
and required, to construct a railroad and telegraph from said Sioux City, upon the most
direct and practicable route to a point so as to connect with the branch railroad and telegraph, in this section hereinafter mentioned, or with the Union Pacific Railroad, said
point of junction to be fixed by the President of the United States, not further west than
the one hundredth meridian of longitude aforesaid, and on the same terms and conditions
as provided in this act, for the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad aforesaid, and
complete the same at the rate of 100 miles per year.''
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By the act, amended July 2, 1864, 'this branch is transferred to such company now or
hereafter organized, as the President of the United States may designate or approve for
that purpose, and is now in progress accordingly.
South Branch, Union Pac~fic Railway, Eastern Division.-This company exists in the
State of Kansas, under "An act to incorporate the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western
Railroad Company," enacted in 1855, and subsequently changing its corporate title.
By the act of Congress, July 1, 1862, this company are authorized to construct a railroad
.and telt:>graph line from the Missouri River, at the mouth of the Kansp.s River, on the
south side thereof, so as to connect with the Pacific Railroad of Missouri, to the aforesaid point, on the one hundredth meridian of longitude, west from Greenwich, as herein
provided, upon the same terms and conditions in all respects as are provided in this act
1or the consiruction of the railroad line first mentioned; and the Leavenworth, Pawnee
and Western Railroad Company may construct their road from Leavenworth to unite
with the road through Kansas.
The route was changed by act of Congress in 1866: "Provided, Said company shall be
entitled to only the same amount of' bonds of the United States to aid in the construction of their line of railroad and telegraph as they would have been entitled to if they
had connected their ~aid line with the Union Pacific Railroad on the one hundredth degree of longitude as now required by law: And prm;ided .further, That said company
shall connect their line of railroad and telegraph with the Union Pacific Railroad, but
not at a point more than 50 miles westwardly from the meridian of Denver, in Colorado.''
Centml Branch, Union Pacific Railniad.-This company was organized in the State of
Kansas, as the "Atchinson and Pike's Peak Railroad Company" and recently changing
its title, and derives its rights, franchises, and grants assigned them by the Hannibal
and Saint Joseph Railroad Company.
By act of Congress, July 1, 188G, "the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad Company of
Missouri may extend its road from Saint Joseph, via Atchinson, to connect with the road
through Kansas, upon filing its assent to the provisions of this act, upon the same terms
and conditions in all respects, for 100 miles in length, next to the Missouri River, as are
provided in this act for the construction of the railroad and telegraph line first mentioned,
and may for this purpose use any railroad charter which has or may be granted by the
legislature of Kansas.''
This road commences at Atchison, Kans., extending westerly, intended to connect
with Union Pacific Railway, Eastern Division, thence to connect with the Union Pacific
Railroad at 100 meridian, west of Greenwich; but the change of route of Union Pacific
Railway, Eastern Division, by act of Congress, in1866, conflicts with such connections.
The aforementioned companies include all those to which Government bonds are now
authorized to be paid, though several of the following lines have valuable land grants in
aid:
Pacific Railroad of lll·issouri.-In operation from Saint Louis to Kansas City.
Southwest Branch, MissourL-In operation from Franklin, on the last-named line, to
Rolla, but recently organized as the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, extending by the
proposed route near 35° parallel to Pacific coast.
Centra-l Pacific, of A.rlcansas.-From Memphis, Little Rock to Fort Smith.
MempMs and El Paso.-Through Arkansas and Texas.
South Paci.fic.-From Shreveport, La., through Texas.
Gulf and Paci.fic.-From Matagorda Bay, Texas, through Arizom~, to Selin Diego, also
connecting with proposed line in Mexico to Guaymas.
South Pacific of Californict. -From San Francisc::> to San Diego.
San Francisco and Central Paci.fic.-From Sacramento to Benicia.
Northern Paci.fic.-From Lake Superior to Puget Sound.
Many of the above-mentioned companies have applied for United States bonds in aid
of construction, and bills are now pending before Congress of the United States for that
purpose; theretore, a comparison of the proposed routes, connections, and distances is
important to decide the question as to their merits and necessity.
The lines of railroad in operation and progress from the principal points in the preRent railroad system, to connect with the Union Pacific Railroad, are shown as follows:
Miles.

South Branch, from Wyandotte, via Lawrence, Fort Riley, Denver, to .Junction,
pase Rocky Mountains .. __ -·--------·--------··---------------·_____________
From Wyandotte, via Leavenworth, Saint Joseph, and Council Bluffs, B. R. U. P.
R. R., to Rocky Mountains ____ _____________ --_____________ ____ __ __ ___ ____
From proposed connection at or near OmahaVia Cedar Rapids, Clinton, to Chicago____________________________________
Via Rock Island, to Chicago. ____ . ____________________________ ____ ______
Via Burlington, Iowa, to Chicago __________ ____ ------------------- ·-----Via Saint Joseph and Kansas City, to Saint Louis________________________

713
699
502
492
505
468
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From proposed connection at or near Omaha-Continued.
Via Saint Joseph, Macon, to Saint Louis___________________ ______ _______
421
Via Saint Joseph and North Missouri extension ____ __ __ __ _____ ___ __ ____ __
452
Via Chicago, Sarnia, Montreal, to Portland ___ ______ ~ _______ . __ . ____ ____ 1, 643
Via Chicago, Detroit, Suspension Bridge, Albany, to Boston _____ ,_ ___ ______ 1, 522
Via Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Dunkirk, to New York ____________________ 1, 450
Via Saint Joseph, Quincy, Springfield, Ill., Fort Wayne, Pittsburgh, Allentown, to New York __ ____ ------------ ____ ---------------------------- 1, 454
Via Burlington, Iowa, Logansport, Fort Wayne, Pittsburgh, Allentown, to
New York _____________________________________ . _ __ _ _____ __ ___ ___ ____ 1, 386
Via Saint Joseph, Saint Louis, Indianapolis, Ind., Columbus, Ohio, Pittsburgh, to Philadelphia _____ . ___________ .. ______ _____ ___ ______ ________ 1, 419
Via Saint Louis, Cincinnati, Parkersburg, to Baltimore ____________________ 1, 349
Via Saint Louis, Cincinnati. Parkersburg, to Washington________________ __ 1, 320
Via Saint Louis, Cairo, Corinth, Atlanta, Augusta, to Charleston, S. c _______ 1, 466
Via Saint Louis, Cairo, Columbus, Ky., to Mobile------ ------------- --- - 1, 099
Via Saint Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Jackson, to New Orleans ______ __ ________ _ 1, 210
Via San Francisco, Omaha, to Saint Louis ___ __________________ _______ ---~ 2, 311
Via San Francisco, Omaha, to Chicago _____ .. _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ _____ ____ ___ _ 2, 392
Via New York, Saint Louis, to San Francisco ____ ___ __ _ . __ __________ -·- ___ __ 3, 385
Via New York, Chicago, to San Francisco ________ ··- __________ -------- _____ 3, 291
Via Washington, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, to San Francisco _________________ 3, 210
Via Washington, Harrisburg, Chicago, to San Francisco ____________________ 3, 233
By comparison of the above distances it is evident that the principal Atlantic and Gulf
ports and prominent railroad centers, as well as of trade and commerce, have equal facilities to a common point on the Pacific coast by the Union and Central Pacific Railroads
and quite as favorable routes as the other proposed lines. The undulations, or rise and
fall, will be seen by the following table:
Distances and heights betu:een Omaha and San FranC'isco.
Dis- Above
tances. sea.

I

Dis- II Above
tances. sea .

1

-

Mile.~. ~et.

Initial point Missouri River, ...... ......
Omaha.
One hundredth meridian..............
247
Base Rocky Mountaius............ ...
517
Summit Evans Pass.....................
548
Laramie. River............. .................
57-"
Summit Rattlesnake Pass............
613
North Platt.e.. . .. ......................... ...
667
Bridger Pass.......................... ..... .
690
Green River.................................
820
Reed's Summit ..... :.......................
910
Salt Lake City.............................. 1,035
Cedar Mountains .... ..................... ......... ...

965
2, 504
6, 019
8, 248
7,175
7, 560
6, 695
7, 534
6, 092
7, 556
4,236
4, 604

I

•71-Iaes. ' Feet.
American Desert ... :..................... 1,161
4, 48~
Humboldt Mountams ............................. 6, 12<>
Humboldt Valley . ... ...... ........... 1, 243
5, 220
Truckee River ............................ , 1, 526 1.......... ..
Nevada and California State line 1, 560 .......... .
Summit Sierras............................ 1, 620
7, 042
WesterniBaseNevadaMountains 1, 709
Sacramento City.......................... 1, 716 Tide.
San Jose ... ................................... 1, 836
San Ft·ancisco ...... .. .. .... ... .. .......... 1, 890
Omaha to base of Mountians aud
630
5. 302
branch to Denver.

GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES.

The acts of Congress provide that each of the companies referred to in the act of 1862
and amendments thereto may receive United States bonds, payable in thirty years, with
6 per cent. interest, at the rate of $16,000 per mile on portions of the line; $48,000 per
mile for most mountainous and difficult of construction, namely, 150 miles westwardly
from the eastern base of the Hocky 1\fonntains, and 150 miles eastwardly fi·om the western base of the Sierra Nevada Mountains; $32,000 per mile between the sections last
named; also 12,800 acres per mile of every alternate section of public land, designated
by odd numbers, on each side of said railroad, on the line thereof, upon the certificate
of United States commissioners that 20 consecutive miles are completed.
The companies are authorized ''to issue their first-mortgage bonds on their respective
railroad and telegraph lines to an amount not exceeding the amount of the bonds of the
United t:;tates, and of even tenor and date, time of maturity, rate, and character of interest, with the bonds authorized to be issued to said railroad companies respectively,
and the lien of the United States bonds shall be subordinate to that of the bonds of any
or either of said companies hereby authorized to be issued on their respective roads.
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"The grants aforesaid are made on condition that said company shall pay said bonds
at maturity, and shall keep said railroad and telegraph lines in repair and use, and shall
at all times transmit dispatches over said telegraph lines) and transpm:t mails, troops,
and munitions of war, supplies, and public stores upon said railroad for the Government
whenever required to do so by any Department thereof, and that the Government shall
at all times have preference in the use of the same for all the purposes aforesaid, at fair
and reasonable rates of compensation, not to exceed the amounts paid by private parties
for the same kind of services, and one-half of the compensation for services rendered for
the Government by said companies shall be required to be applied to the paymeift of
the bonds issued by the Government in aid of the construction of said roads.''
The financial success of the work depends much on the judicious application of the
funds derived from these bonds, lands, as well as the subscription of stock, and negotia:tions of bonds authorized; yet the credits here offered are deemed ample, under economical and sagacious, experienced managers, to complete the work at an early period,
and prosecute it as rapidly as the wants of the couu try demand, and it is now confidently
expected that the whole line may be in operation in 1870.
Having thus presented this description of the lines with the characteristics of the
route, there is another subject of vital importance to its security and ultimate completion, that is soon likely to be fully discussed and considered, that of
LEGISLATION.

Referring to the original act of Congress granting aid to Pacific railroads, the principles
recognized and objects to be attained are fully expressed in the title, "To secure for
Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes; and upon the
most direct, central, and practicable route through the Territories of the United States,"
at the same time providing for the several branch lines to afford connections with the
principal lines of railroads in the Western ~tates between 35° and 45° of latitude, and
thus concentrating all the lines in the Eastern States, from Maine to Georgia, terminating at the most important cities and seaports on the Atlantic coast.
The subject of legislation is increasing in importance, affecting the i:nterests of nearly
every department of business, aud is less of a political and more of a national character
in regard to railroads. As the system is extended the collision of interest is so formidable
that it xequires more than ordinary vigilance and firmnesss fox the pxotection of the public interests, and it is almost impossible to hope that from the separate and connected
proceedings of bodies whose existence commences and terminates with the occasion of
each particular project there should issue any dis'tinct system uniform in its foundation
and principle.
It cannot be too constantly kept in view that the great difficulties are now only beginning to be experienced, that questions for decision are comparatively simple so long
as each new scheme is applicable to a new and separate district of country, but when its
interest extends through adjoining States, or across a continent, it becomes of paramount
importance.
It may be said with propriety-the present time exhibits an era in the history of the
country-that this is a day in which the public mind is stimulated by a great spirit of enterprise, and there is no doubt enterprise desires encouragement; yet all must admit that
is not commendable when it degenerates into a mere spirit of speculation.
One of the forms in which this spirit now exhibits itself is that of railroads; it is
even deserving in proper limits and bounds of our encouragement, but this very matter
is liable to tend to generate speculation and distrust.
.This state of things calls for great discretion and consideration. One part of the principle that is to govern us is that we avoid the hasty granting of corporate powers; the
other warns against the infringement of already granted powers. A general motive and
rule of conduct to be observed with great caution is that they be established where a
clear necessity for them exists; this is required as well for the public as for individuals.
If there is not an essential exigency, a high demand for the proposed work, all the
expense incurred is so much improperly expended, lost to 1l:e community, and not of
sufficient public utility and use as to require its promotion for the time being.
On the other hand a persistive course of legislative interference with the various pursuits of commercial and industrial enterprise, and with the complex relations of supply
and demand, for the purpose of protecting the public interest, has abundantly proved
the fallacy upon which it is based.
Enlightened public sentiment now justly condemns an:v restrictions by legal enactments upon the free operations of traffic and commerce. Railroads, as compared with
any other mode of transportation on land, it needs no argument to prove, can have no
succe~sful competition; they are to a certain extent exclusive just in proportion to their
superiority, and the safe operation of a road requires unity of action-a combination of
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details which cannot be obtained without confining the management of the traffic within
the limits of its control.
No benefits have been obtained by competition for a long period except in populous
districts, where the traffic is sufficient to afford adequate income to rival lines, but in
such cases it may well be questioned whether the public interests are enhanced by competition.
Taking it for granted that a large proportion of the cost of transportation consists of
the amount and use of capital invested, from which an income is expected, it is evident
that an equal amount of business could be done much cheaper with the same profit
on one line than if the same traffic is divided between two or more lines; consequently
the general welfare is more effectually promoted by a single road properly conducted and
restricted than by competition by rival lines, and often results, as it may in the lines
Teferred to, in consolidation of the Toads, instead of competition injUTious to the capital,
thus requiring an income on increased investments from the regions contri uting to the
traffic.
Every improvement whenever made among nations holding intercourse with each
other, and it is emphatically true of different parts of the same nation-every such improvement results in the common benefit of the whole; every product enters into and
forms a part of the elements of other products.
Transportation is an item in the cost of production, which is enhanced in value in proportion to the cost of conveying it from the original place of creation to the place of consumption or ultimate use; therefore, whatever facilitates tram;portation and diminishes
expense enriches the communites producing and consuming.
We now learn, and a large part of the world understand, that for commerce to rest on
the most solid basis it must deal on the largest scale in commodities which command the
largest consumption. It only remains to consider this subject now
Tf!NANCIALLY AND COl\11\fERCIALLY.

With these views, and the experience of other lines constructed, the railroad system
has been extended in the Eastern States between the most important cities, connecting
the manufacturing and mechanical with the mineral and agricultural districts; the commercial and seaport towns with the rUTal villages and country, yielding an average remunerative income on the investment.
The capital required has been derived fi·om stock subscriptions and from States and
cities, yet a large proportion is loaned on bonds and mortgages having priority of lien
to other securities.
·
In the Western States this modern system has been promoted, even beyond the Mississippi River, by individual enterprise, combined with loans on securitie~ of States, counties, and proceeds of land grants, which has developed the rich regions through which
the roadR pass and increased the value of property along their lines more than the whole
cost of the roads, a.<; is demonstrated in their official reports.
"Then railroads were first introduced some rnen wondered, others looked npon their
success as impossible, most doubted it beiug a pro.fita,lJle investment, and few deemed it
necessary to act with forethought then respecting them; therefore, from lack of skill in
their construction, inexperience in management, and want of sagacity in financial affairs,
many of the early projects proved unsuccessful pecuniarily to those who invested with
hope of dividends and income, yet they have increased the value of property, developed
the resources of the country, auJ. no IV we more fully realize their success.
We ought therefore to fully understand what adYantages we derive, what e>ils to
guard against, and consider the best modes to obtain one and avert the other, and duly
exercise our judgment and apply correct principles as in other affairs of business.
·
Although many volumes have been written exhibiting the physical, political, and
moral aspects of the country, apart from the equally interesting topics of its commercial, financial, and social interests with which they are now so closely allied, yet an
accurate knowledge of the effect of this combination is by no means generally understood, even by those whose pecuniary resources are to a large extent infhtenced, promoted, and intimately identified in their results as safe investments.
Railroad securities: stocks, and bonds of our main lines are now sought as the most
favorite investments, and rank favorably with other financial loans in the market, and
may continue so if prudent measures are taken to secure and protect them.
The amount issued, to receive dividends, should represent the least possible cost to
secure those holding them.
If, however, large amounts of such bonds and stocks are to be negotiated by rival
lines and adverse interests, it will soon tend to depreciation, or suspension of all such
projects, as the uncertainty of regular dividends affects the value of such securities more
than the ultimate payment of the principal, as that is secured and fixed in future.
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If we turn our attention to finances, we find no subject so agitates the minds of the
people as the currency, and the broader questions of the proposed national financial
policy in funding and preparing for maturing debts at the lowest possible rate of interest, affecting prices and values, which is a matter of hope and fear to every citizen until
something definite is settled, and as a practical matter of reform we must return to
specie payments, though not accomplished suddenly, yet by steady and constant contractions. This question as to value of currency is not one of national honor, credit,
confidence, or of ultimate security, but of the relation of supply and demand, which
fixes prices of currency as other commodities.
The amount of aid now authorized by the Government is estimated at over $60,000, 00(}
for the main line and branches.
It therefore becomes a serious consideration whether hundreds of millions more should
now be granted, though it would develop the region of the proposed routes advocated, and
tend to concentrate traffic upon other lines of railroads in the immediate vicinity.
Yet it may equally subserve the public interest to limit the subsidy to such amounts
as is absolutely necessary for that purpose, and go on to complete one main line to the
Pacific by concentrating all the capital, energy, and traffic, and make that remunerative,
than to divide our resources among several rival lines with uncertain success.
It is probable:the trade and travel will astonish those who have not investigated the
subject when the road is fully in operation to the mineral regions of the mountains.
Though the local traffic in an unsettled country is small at the early completion of such
improvements, yet it will afford increased facilities to the Government for "postal, military, and other purposes," as was designed.
.
All objects of human use naturally tend toward the points where they are demanded
for consumption, and the removal of natural obstacles by artificial transportation ha.
enabled the productions of our great Western interior to comply with this principle of
trade; and those interior productions tend to their markets at the seaports at Reveral
points.
This country is especially adapted to become a great commercial one. Its forests of
timber, its mines of iron and coal, its rivers and harbors, its connections with so many
foreign countries by steamers and sailing vessels, arid the new links now soon to be made
between the East and the West forming a thoroughfare between Europe, California, and
China, we shall naturally become to a large extent the carrier of the world's products,
and take the place Venice and Holland once held and England now holds if judicious
measures are taken to promote such results.
To the enterprise and science of our capitalists and engineers belong the merit of announcing and influencing this Jaw of trade, a triumph of art over nature as truly magnificent as astounding.
This system of railroad lines is driving the whole trade area to the Atlantic cities and:
the exchangeable values created in every other part of the Union. Tl'tlly this trade conquest has produced a revolution in the internal commerce, making the whole nation
tributary to a few commercia,! cities.
It is claimed as an axiom that the commerce of a country increases in distinct proportion to the improvement of its railroall system, and that railroad development is one of
the most powerful and evident causes of the increase of commerce.
The exports and imports bear a variable but appreciable proportion to the inland trafficof a country.
The one source of wealth, national and individual, next to the energy and industry of
our people is the large quantity of lands held and granted for public improvement, which
will soon become settled and add to the traffic and productions of the country. Thaugh
not all at present susceptible of profitable cultivation, from the dry climate in the
mountain region, yet they will be used for grazing, and, like India, Egypt, and Mexico.
ultimately will be irrigated by artificial methods and become fertile.
The public lands along the lines are of great value-an inheritance unsurpassed by any
nation in the past-which, when fully developed by its agricultural, minerals, precious
metals, lead, iron, and othet: resources, will be increased many fold in value by the improvements projected.
We are 81ware it is the legitimate province of the Government to administer justice
and protect its citizens; the establishment of industrial and commercial pursuits ahd
legislatiofl of analogous character can hardly be said to be confined to its purposes.
There are reasons why public sentiment approve, and be the condition precedent to legislation. Railroad extension is not promoted in the long run by ruinous projects or wasteful financiering, but should tend to restore credit and hasten the payment of the public
debt by increasing taxable property and wealth of the nation.
The pursuits of commerce are absolutely essential to other departments of industry to
render them remunerative. The facilities of a market are even vital to some pursuits
and all enterprise. .A.eting on this principl;}, nations have granted large subsidies to develop public improvements.
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These facts are recognized, and the expenditures made, though private enterprise could
not afford to enlist in so great an undertaking, and without Government aid capitalists
would not enter on hazardous experiments and ad vance large sums to carry on such
work rapidly; only by such aid can it be accomplished, and is warranted by the broad
consideration of its importance; applying a portion of the rates of transportation of mails,
military supplies, and troops to liquidate the bonds in a few years. It is not always
practicable to carry on improvements by the Government; exigencies arise which complicate these matters; true statesmen understand this and provide accordingly. Therefore the Government has acquired a new claim on the gratitude of the people by delegating to a company of experienced and responsible capitalists the duty and privilege of
completing this work, under the supervision of Government directors to the acceptance
of United States commissioners, and in aiding it by public credit and grants of lands by
which it will progress upon a uniform system, exempt from the delays and uncertainty
of annual appropriations, and upon a continuous plan matured by those who have the
skill and practicg~.l knowledge of its affairs to secure the most favorable results to all
concerned.
This subject has bee:h extended, more than first intended, to elucidate by a comprehensive view of all interests and supply the want of definite information in regard to
these lines of railroads.
If I have been successful in a duty, in the position occupied, is all that is claimed in
promoting this work of national importance.
In conclusion will state that nearly 600 miles of the main and branch lines are in op. eration, and probably 400 miles more will be completed the present year.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company have recently contracted 212 miles to the base
of the Rocky Mountains; also ananged for bridging the Missouri River at or near Omaha,
to be completed in 1867, which will give a continuous line of railroad an average distance of over 2, 000 miles from the Atlantic coast.
But who shall estimate the consequences that will follow the prodigious increase of
commerce, the activity of national intercourse, the spread of civilization, and advance of
human intelligence by such extension of this modern system in the world?
Respectfully submitted by your obedient servant,
T. .J. CARTER,
Government Director Union Pacific Railt·oad.
Ron. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, JULY 23, 1867.

OFFICE OF UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
Omaha, Nebr., July 23, 1867.
SIR: I have the honor. to report for your information in regard to the Union Pacific
Railroad and affairs affecting its interests.
On arriving here, J nne 20, have since devoted my time in a personal examination of the
road, work, location, and surveys between Omaha and Laramie River, a distance of 576
miles. The road is in operation for traffic to Julesburg, 377 miles; the track laid 410
miles, and grading completed 450 miles, and in active progress with efficient force to Cheyenne, near the base of Rocky Mountains, 517 miles.
The line has been located over the mountain to Laramie River, and work will be contracted and commenced soon on that portion of the line where heavy rock work is encountered, which will require a large force for several months to complete ready for
track -laying.
·
There has been some delay in delivery of iron from difficulty in crossing Missouri
River during high stage of water at three several periods this season, much embarrassing
the operations of the road and practically demonstrating the great importance of bridging the river at the earliest period possible for the interests of the company and the
public.
Large quantities of iron materials, engines, and cars are now waiting delivery across
the river at this point, causing delay in the progress of the road~ and is likely to often
occur until a permanent bridge is completed for use.
Surveys and investigations have been made and are in progress to effect that object,
and it is probable active measures will soon be adopted to insure the construction of a
bridge across the river at some proper and convenient point for the traffic to render the
line continuous for the connecting lines of railroad in Iowa.
The location of the Union Pacific Railroad, in accordance with its charter, upon "the
most direct central practicable route," passes about 100 miles in a direct line north of
Golden City, the capital, and Denver, the principal city of Colorado Territory and the regions of the mining interests. While the topographical features of the country and other
obstacles preclude the main line of railroad from affording the necessary facilities for
transportation to those extensive and rapidly developing interests, their importance has
by no means been overlooked by the directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Having been requested to investigate the subject of a branch line from some point accessible to accommodate the traffic in that vicinity, held a conference with the directors
of the Colorado Central and Pacific Railroad Company, duly organized under a charter
granted for that purpose.
The citizens of Colorado have recently adopted measures to furnish means, by county
subscriptions to stock, to grade the road upon condition that responsible parties will put
down the superstructure and operate the road under proper arrangements, with the co-operation of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
The present indications are that these efforts may be successful, and the branch line
may be completed at least to Golden City next year.
From my trip to the gold and silver mines, and inquiries made in regard to these extensive and valuable interests, am fully convinced that their rapid and successful development principally depends on more certain, safe, and cheap facilities for transportation
of persons and property.
The cost of living, high wages, scarcity of material for working the mines, combined
with the want of scientific and skillful persons to direct operations, effectually embarrass
all those interests to render them unprofitable at present, but may be so managed as to
afford reasonable profits on the labor and investments.
The Indian depredations on the line of the Union Pacific Railroad for months pas1,
have been a serious embarrassment to the location, construction, and operations of the
line, and require particular notice at present time.
Since April last hostile tribes have constantly and persistently attacked the engineering parties in the discharge of duties, killing two of the assistants in charge of corps,
and killing and wounding others associated with them, stealing horses, mules, and other
property, causing great inconvenience and delay to the progress of the road.
This sacrifice of valuable lives, in performance of responsible duties so necessary for
the active progress of a great public improvement, so important 'o the interest of the
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country, calls for a serious and careful consideration of the subject, that prompt and decisive measures be adopted to prevent such occurrences, and punish the offenders in a
manner to restrain massacre and violence hereafter.
Having traveled over a thousand miles recently through the "Indian country," in
Nebra.<>ka, Colorada, and Dakota, where hostile bands of Indians have been frequently
seen committing depredations, and knowing from personal experience of the dangers and
difficulties to all unprotected travelers, emigrants, and citizens in those regions, deem it
a duty, not only with reference to the railroad interest<; I represent officially, but more
particularly to the security, settlement, and development of this Western domain, that
I report the facts and condition of affairs now existing, especially when incorrect impressions and statements are circulated calculated to mislead the officers of Government and
the public generally upon this su~ject.
While it is to be regretted that personal interests conflict with public duty or that public
improvements often sacrifice private property, yet am surprised at an official statement
reported as follows: "The employes of the Union Pacific railroad are also advocates of
war," knowing it to hea misrepresentation of facts, when all their interests are in direet
opposition to such measures except to save their lives and property unmolested, as selfpreservation demands.
Not only have the railroad company been delayed, and incurred much loss from these
depredations, but also in diminished traffic over the road during these hostilities, when
all travelers and fi·eight are deemed unsafe in passing through the country, to such an
extent the trade, mining, and other business of that region is nearly paralyzed from the
results of these Indian raids.
The question naturally arises in such state of affairs, what can be done to avoid further
difficulties and restore peace and safety to that section of country?
After a full Cc)nference with the officers of the Army in command of the Department and
at the several military posts along the route, I am gratified to state they have offered every
facility in their power to protect the railroad and aid its extension as for the best interests
of the company, the Army, and the country. But the present military forces in that region
are entirely inadequate for the emergency; therefore larger and more efficient forces are required immediately to afford protection to persons and property, which every citizen of our
common country claims as a right secured to them at all times and places at the hands of
the GO"'·ernment.
The acts of Congress authorize the location and construction of the Union Pacific Railroad through this region of country without any reservation of other rights. The importance and necessity of this road, not only to the people of this section but to the
Government itself, is so fully acknowledged and appreciated that it requires no discussion here. It must be extended at all hazards. The funds are provided, the men are
at work, and the enterprise cannot be delayed, but must progress as rapidly as possible
to completion, even if with an instrument or spade in one hand for service and a rifle in
the other hand for self-preservation.
What measures are to be adopted and the policy to be pursued are questions of vital
importance and need prompt and definite action to insure success on the part of the Government or thos~ who may be entrusted with these affairs. While commissions are acting, treaties proposed, troops organized in the usual formal manner, the time for effective and decisive action has passed and nothing determined.
Humanity dictates tha(judicious arrangements should be made to protect the people
as well as to consider the rights of savages who show no respect for treaties, life, or property.
Whether the Indians are to be civiHzed by the proposed policies of "reser;-ations,"
''absorption," or "extermination'' are theories which philosophers and politicians may
freely discuss with wide difference of opinion and probably no practical results.
When the hostile tribes are civilized, Christianized, devoted to pastoral and useful
pursuits, acknowledging and respecting existing treaties, it will become a profitable subject for consideration how they should be provided for as citizens of the country in future; but in the present condition of affairs we must meet the practical question as presented and adopt effective measures to suit the circumstances.
Whatever views are presented or policy adopted to avoid the present difficulties, the
great national enterprise so liberaliy granted, aided, and promoted by the United States,
which has been so promptly organized and prosecuted by the energy and means of the
company, the financial, commercial, and political interests involved, mutually advantageous to Europe, China, and America, are sufficient reasons why the Government should
afford all proper protection and facilities for its accomplishment.
Respectfully SJibrhitted.
T. J. CARTER,
Government Director Union Pacific Railroad.
Hon. 0 . H. BROWNING,
8ecr('.tary Interior, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS, AUGUST 16, 1867.

NEW YORK, August 16, 1867.
SIR: The Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company have the
honor to report:
That since their last report the work on the road has progressed in a manner creditable to the officers of the company. Since the opening of the season for work there has
been about 190 miles of grading finished to this date. Upon this there has been 140 miles
of track laid and accepted by the Government commissioners. In addition there has been
work done on the grading, but unfinished, about 100 miles further; all of which, it is
confidently believed, will be finished and the superstructure and rails laid before the
close of the season.
The number of miles of track finished and in operation at this date is 430 miles.
.
In the month of June last we detailed one of our members, Mr. Carter, to proceed to
the foot of the Rocky Mountains to examine the location of the road in each direction
and ascertain and determine as to the proper location, so as to secure the best and most
direct route and an early and speedy construction through the mountain passes. On his
return from his fatiguing and rather dangerous journey he reported that the work
through the mountains was progressing !'avorably and that in company with the chief
and consulting engineers of t h e company he had carefully examined the location selected,
had suggested improvements that had been adopted, and that the route selected was
very favorable for the construction of the road and the ready operating of it, when finished. His opinion is that the road may be constructed to the summit of first range of
mountains this season, if the same energy is used as heretofore, and if the military authorities wm afford sufficient protection.
At the same time we detailed another ot our number, Mr. Williams, to proceed and
examine the several proposed sites for a bridge over the Missouri River and give his
opinion upon a proper plan therefor. To erect a safe and permanent bridge across that
river is one of the most difficult problems that the engineering talent of the country has
been called on to solve. Our own observation of the shifting banks and ever changing
channels of that. river convinceR us, as it has all other perRons who are acquainted with
it, that the best experience of the country as well as a large amount of money will be
required to effect that object. No definite and approved plan has yet been presented for
the construction of the bridge, nor is Mr. \Villiams yet ready to give his matured views
on the subject.
In the month o£ July last we all visited the line of the road as far as the same is finished and in use. We found the road-bed and track well constructed and in all respects
in conformity to the law. We found two machine shops in full operation-the one at
Omaha, with its machinery, costing about the sum of $250,000, and the other, at North
Platte, costing about $20,000, with a force of men working therein of 350, and a capacity
of making 20 cars per week and of repairing all their machh1ery.
We found in the possession and owned by the company 47 first class locomotives, 826
freight cars, 10 passenger cars, 5 baggage cars, 60 hand cars; also, in the course of building and contracted for, 6 locomotives and 300 freight cars.
There are about :~00 men employed in the operating departn1ent.
The.gross receipts of the toad during the month of May were $260,000; for June,
$180,000; for July, $300,000; and for the first week in August, $98,000.
As an evidence of the rapidity with which the work is progressing and the evident design to urge it to an early completion there is at this date 3,500 men employed on the
grading, and 450 men engaged in laying the superstructure.
At the crossing of Crow Creek, 514 miles west of Omaha, at or near the point of the
eastern base of the Hocky Mountains, the town of Cheyenne has been laid off and lots are
being sold by the company. It is expected that the track will be laid to this town by the
1st of October, and when completed it is the design of the company to erect large machine
and repair shops. At the same place the military authorities have located a military
station and depot of supplies. ' It must become an important station, and from it, by
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means of branch roads, access will be had to the coal and mining regions. Negotiations
are now being in progress for one of those branches, and it is to be hoped that it will soon
be constructed.
The result of our examination was perfectly satisfactory, and we cannot too highly
commend the energy and perseverance displayed by the company in the prosecution of
this great work.
CHAS. T. SHERMAN.
GEO. ASHMAN.
SPRINGER HARBAUGH.
J. L. WILLIAMS.
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interior.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, JUNE 16, 1868.

FORT WAYNE, IND., June 16, 1868.
SIR: On the eve of departure for the line of operations in the locating and constructing
of the Union Pacific Railroad through the mountain dis~rict, I deem it proper to communicate to the Secretary of the Interior such facts as have come under my notice, which
may be of interest at the present time.
(1) .As to the location.-In my report to you of 23d November, 1866, the very advantageous route at 90 feet maximum grade across the first mountain range, the Black
Hills, discovered after extensive surveys continued through three seasons, was fully described. The season of 1867 was occupied in further preliminary surveys, more minute
and careful than before, between the Black Hills and Salt Lake, under the imlllediate
direction of General Dodge, chief engineer. In the spring of 186i:l the final location of
this division was commenced preparatory to the building of the road. For the last section of 150 miles, embracing the crossing of Green River and the Wahsatch range, more
difficult than the Black Hills, the chief engineer was fortunate in securing the services
of J. Blickenderter, jr., of Ohio, an engineer oflarge experience in railroadlocation and
of acknowledged ability. Recent ad vices from him show that the same limit of gradient
adopted over the Blacx Hills (90 feet per mile) can be used over the Wahsatch at reasonsonable cost, and this, therefore, should be established as the maximum grade of the
• Union Pacific Railroad east of the Sierra Nevada. Between the Black Hills and W ahsatch
ranges 60 feet per mile is the ruling grade. Mr. B. further thinks it probable that the
eastern ascent of the Wahsatch can be made at 60 feet per mile.
Having been placed at the beginning on the locating committee of the board, and appreciating the importance of securing the best location for this continental railroad, I
have made this a matter of special duty. And now as the location draws near a close,
while minor mistakes have doubtless been made, yet I have great confidence that the
general route, asselectedandapproved by the chief engineer, as fiuwest asSaltLake, is the
proper one. The length of the road from the Missouri River to Salt Lake Valley, near
the mouth of the Weber, is 1,020 miles, and to the north end of the lake 1,100 miles.
(2) .As to the construction.-The track has now reached a point about 640 miles west of
Omaha. Its progress this season has been more rapid than could have been expected,
considering the comparatively heavy work and the remoteness from the sources of supply
of men and materials.
The arrangements of the company for the construction of the mountain section seem
to have been enlarged to a scale more than proportioned to the difficulties.
Heretofore the year 1870 has been assumed as the time when the two companies, one
working from the Missouri and the other from the Sacramento, would probably meet.
But it now looks as if they would even sooner accomplish a junction. Indeed, Mr. Durant, vice president and general agent, talks (I think, wildly) of reaching Salt Lake from
the East during the season of 1868.
It is of course apparent to every experienced builder of railroads, that the present very
rapid rate of progress in this undulating and in some places mountainous country presupposes the passing over or around some points of heavy grading and the temporary
substitution in many places of timber trestle-work for permanent stone culverts and for
stone abutments and piers under the bridges.
In view of the desirableness of the speedy opening of a railroad across the continent,
temporary work to some extent is justifiable, provided a full force of workmen is maintained behind the track-layers, cutting down to the true grade, completing the tunnels,
and substituting stone masonry and earth embankments for this temporary trestle-work.
This, I am assured by the managers, is being done, but to what extent and how rapidly
the Government directors will be better able to report on their return from the line of
operations.
·
If the general gratification at the present unexampled progress of the track has, in my
case, been somewhat moderated, the reason lies in the apprehension that. a well-finished
road through this mountainous district could not be built in so short a time, and that
the substitution of permanent work promised by the managing directors, no doubt in
good faith, might not be accomplished before the available means of the company, after
this hasty -opening of the road, shall have passed beyond control of the board and, it may
be, been divided in the shape of large profits to the contracting parties.
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In the standard for the construction of the work, adopted at the convention of directors, commissioners, and other experienced railroad gentlemen, and approved by the Secretary of the Interior February 24, 1866, the following well-considered paragraph occurs:
"The argument in favor of speedy construction must be subordinate to the substantial objects of the road; and the Government must be certain to have a work that will
convey its mails, troops, munitions of war, and t,he commerce of the country with entire
certainty, celerity, and convenience."
Apprehending that the tendencies under this very rapid progress were in the opposite
direction and might lead to subordinating the paramount object of a well-built and wellfurnished road to that of progress, I visited New York last week, that being the regular
time for the quarterly meeting of the board. Though no meeting was held, yet two of
the Government directors then present were favored with an interview with some half
dozen members of the board, among the most influential in control, both in the Union
Pacific Railroad Company and in the operations. under the construction contract, including the president and vice-president of the company. In this int.erview I endeavored
to impress these gentlemen with some views which I have entertained, in substance as
follows:
·
.
(1) That a substantial, permanently-built, and well-equipped roarl, with stone culvertsahd bridge, abutments, and with sufficient shops and station buildings, as contemplated by the law, will be required by the country and the Government, in consideration of the very liberal subsidieil granted by Congress.
(2) That while temporary structures, and, in some cases, temporary high grades, are
justifiable in order to get the track in use, so as to carry iorward the iron and material; yet
that stone masonry in culverts and abutments, the tunnels and cuts, completed to the
established grade, with sufficient shop:,; and station buildings, should immediately follow, so that they may be paid for out of the current means derived so largely from the
Government and first-mortgage bonds, especially on the mountain section, and not left .
dependent upon the net income of the road, which will be needed for other purposes
tha:~~ construction.
I referred also at this infonnal meeting to a paragraph in the standard of construction
above alluded to, which reads as follows:
''Culverts and abutments for bridges and drains should be of stone, whenever a durable article can be obtained within a reasonable distance, say from 5 to 8 miJeR, depending
upon circumstances, provided that temporary trestles may be adopterl upon assurance
to the satisfaction of the commissioners that stone abutments will be substituted immediately after the line shall be opened, so that stone can be transported thereon."
This standard of construction is referred to and made part of the contract under which
the mountain SP.Ctions (where stone is generally convenient) is being construeted, as will
be seen by the synopsis of the contract hereto annexed.
Assurance was promptly given by the managing directors present that these views as
to the substitution of permanent work woulrl be carried out; that on the first division
east of the Black Hills, of 100 miles, where numerous small water courses are erossed
temporarily by trestle-work, contracts had already been made for the substitution of
stone culverts and abutments during the present season. It was also stated that in
place of temporary trestle piers and abutments sustaining the Howe truss bridges over
the Laramie and other rivers west of the Black Hills, stone abutments and piers are
now in progress.
In this connection, while expressing gratification with these preparations for a full
and prompt completion of the road by permanent structures, I further suggested an
adequate reserve fund for this purpose, consisting of a fair proportion of the Government
bonds due to each twenty-mile section, which, instead of being paid to the contracting
parties, should be retained and held specially for this object, and applied for the benefit
of the road anrl its stockholders, as needed for completing the construction.
The existence of a contract for constfuction of the road, the provisions of which this
suggestion might seem to interfere with, should not preYent a prudential measure like
this, so beneficial to the road, since the contractors and the compa,ny are mainly the
same parties. For on this work, as is understood, the stockholders virtually build their
own road, the contract system ha,ving been resorted to for greater convenience.
The Government directors have, of course, no means of knowing in what shape any
agreement between the agents of the company and the commissioners who accept the work
have been placed respecting the substitution of permanent work and the erection of shops.
Without presuming to inquire regarding the officiaJ action of others, yet the inherent
difficulties manifestly surrounding the subject may perhaps justify a suggestion that it
binding agreements could be made under the law by the commissioners, on the acceptance of each twenty-miles section hereafter received, which would authorize the proper
department of the Government to withhold a part of the bonds due to such ~ection, or
to any section in advance and not yet constrncted, equal to the cost of substituting per-
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manent work, excavating cuts to the proper grade, finishing tunnels, erecting shops, and
otherwise completing the railroad in actordance with a reasonable construction of the
Union Pacific Railroad act, such action would be far more effectual than any measure
which the Government directors can enforce or suggest. I should add, however, that a.
safer judgment can be formed as to the necessity of some such measure after they shall
have personally examined the work.
I regret that I have not the advantage of consultation with the other directors on the
part of the Government in regard to these facts and suggestions, but being widely scattered, from Massachusetts to Missouri, and not having been called together for a meeting of the Board since early in March, a conference seems impracticable. I doubt not,
however, they would equally with myself contribute whatever may be in their power
to promote the interest of the work aud secure as nearly as may be a compliance with
the true intent of the law.
Respectfully submitted.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Government Director Union Pacific RailroarA
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interior.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTRACT.

In August laRt a contract was made, nominally with Hon. Oakes Ames but really with
the same contracting company under whom the entire road is being built, which company, as is generally understood, embraces nearly all the stockholding interest. In point
of fact the stockholders build their own road on this work, the contract being a matter
of convenience merely. The main points in this contract are as follows:
(1) As to price:
Per mile.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

100 miles west from one hundredth meridian ________ ------------------- $42,000
167 miles west from one hundredth meridian _____ ____ ____ ·------------45,000
lOU miles west from one hundredth meridian ____ -------------- - ______ _
96,000
100 miles west from one hundredth meridian _____________ -------------- 80,000
100 miles west from one hundredth meridian _________ ------·---------90,000
100 miles westfrom one hundredth meridian ___________________________ _ 96,000

The four sections last named embrace the Black Hills Mountain range, the Rattlesnake
and Medicine Bow spurs, with other comparatively heavy work west-ward to near the
Wahsatch range, including the North Fork of the Platte and the Green River.
(2) The prices include 6 per cent. of sidings and an equipmept not less than $7,500
per mile, cash cost.
(3) Rails to be 56 pounds to the yard, with fish-bar joints.
(4) The road to be built according to the standar.d recommended by the convention
of directors and commissioners called at W ashingtou, February 24, 1866, by the Secretary
of the Interior, and adopted by that office for the construction of the road.
(5) The chief engineer, on final estimate of each section, deducts what it may lack of
$7,500 per mile of equipment; also to deduct thecostofreducing anytemporarygrade,
curvature, &c., to the grade or curvature established by the chief engineer, or as approved from time to time by the company.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, AUGUST 15, 1868.

FORT WAYNE, IND., .August 15, 1868.
SIR: In obedience to your instructions of 13th June, addressed to Hon. J. S. Rollins
and myself, requiring us to examine and report specifically as to the condition of the
Union Pacific Railroad where it has been constructed or surveyed, the degree of permanance in its structures, and where temporary timber structures have been adopted,
what assurances have been given that they will be substantially rebuilt and other omissions supplied, together with our opinion as to what, if any, regulations are required to·
protect the public interest and to secure the construction of a ''first-class railroad" in
all respects; the undersigned (Mr. Rollins having been prevented from accompanying the
party)* has now the honor to .report as follows:
Having before been invited by the chief engineer, General G. M. Dodge, to accompany
him on a reconnaissance over the line of surveys, I joined his party at Omaha on the
26th of June. The president of the company, Oliver Ames, esq., who also accompanied
us to end of track, then 660 miles out, kindly provided an extra train, which, stopping
at every station and at the important points, afforded every facility for examining the
work. From the end of track to Salt Lake, 400 miles, I passed on horseback along the
line of final location, just then completed.
LOCATION.
As a basis for "a first-class railroad" required by the law, a proper location is important. The grades and curvature on the respective divisions should be adapted generally to the topography of the country, departing from a level and from a direct line
as little as this will permit with reasonable cost.
The level plain of the Platte carrie:i the road with moderate grades and excellent
alignment to the eastern base of the mountains, 526 miles; thence to the basin of Salt
Lake, at the mouth of Weber Canon, about 500 miles, the mountainous district is encountered. The principal mountain ranges running transversely with the road are (1)
the Black Hills range; (2) the Rattlesnake range; (3) the Continental Divide, or watershed; ( 4) the Bitter Creek Summit; (5) the eastern rim of Salt Lake Basin, and (6) the
Wahsatch range, separated from the rim only by Bear River Valley. The entire drainage of this mountainous section between the Black Hills and the rim of the Utah Basin,
except as it sinks in the intermediate dry basins, passes by lateral valleys into the two
main rivers, the North Fork of the Platte flowing first northwardly and thence east to
the Missouri, and Green River running southward to the Colorado of the Pacific. Minor
valleys are, of course, found, leading the drainage from the ranges into these and in
rivers in an easterly and westerly direction, and the engineers have been fortunate in
finding through these several lateral valleys, as the Bitter Creek and Black's Fork, for
instance, a very favorable route for the railroad. The granite formation which, owing
to its imperishable character, generally presents a more precipitous and cliff-like surface,
is of limited extent on this route, occurring on the entire line only at the Black Hills
range for the distance of about 20 miles, and at the western base of the Wahsatch for 3
miles. The whole line between is in the sedimentary formation, and the sandstone,
everywhere predominant, is generally of the most perishable character. The natural
action of the elements through the ages of the past on the more elevated ranges has
disintegrated this sandstone, filling with the debris the valleys and plains between, thus
gradually lessening with the lapse of time the difference of elevation and moderating
the slopes.
As a result of these favoring characteristics in mountain formation, the company's locating engineers, under the direction of their chief engineer, have been enabled to find a
more favorable route than was supposed possible, either by Congress or the company, at
the initiation of the enterprise. The advantage, however, has been attained only by extensive surveys continued at large cost through four or five years. The company, by incurring the expense of thorough examination, has promoted not only the public interest,
but its own.
*Mr. Rollins afterward made a personal inspection as far as the road was then opened, and will
unite in a joint report on that division, or give his views separately.
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There are five short tunnels on the route, as follows:
Feet.

No. 1. Made necessary by a sharp point on Mary's Creek, 9 miles east of North
Fork of the Platte (second crossing) _________ ------- ____ ------ __ ---------No.2. Through a projecting point on Sulphur Creek, east of Bear River _______ _
No.3. On the summit ofWahsatch range, at the head of Echo Caiion __ ------ __
Nos. 4and5. In the narrows of Weber River, 400 feet and 300 feet, respectively ___ _

164
140
830
700

Total tunneling on the whole line __________ -------------------------- 1, 834
A profile of the entire line as now finally located from the Missouri River to Salt Lake
Valley, about 1,020* miles, is hereto attached. As the scale is necessarily small, I mark
on the profile in figures, for more satisfactory reference, the ruling grades and also the
elevation above the sea. · It may be found interesting, as showing the elevation of that
part of the continent. The total ascent to be overcome by a train going west between
the Missouri high bridge and Salt Lake Valley, including the elevation lost by jntermediate undulations, is 12,100 feet, and by a train going east 8,570 feet.
It will be observed that the steepest grade is 90 feet per mile, and this was found necessary only on the two main mountain ranges, the Black Hills and the Wahsatch. The
shortest curvature is 6 degrees ou each 100 feet, or 955 feet radius.
After the location on the Wahsatch ·range had been made by the locating engineer,
with approval of chief engineer of the company, further examinations were ordered by
the vice-president with a view to cheapening and hastening the line on the western
slope, using grades of 110 and 116 feet per mile. I earnestly remonstrated against a ruling grade exceeding 90 feet, for reasons stated in the paper marked "A." I trust the
change may not be made.
On the location adopted, a train of cars once on the summit of the Wahsatch range
will meet no ascending grade higher than 60 feet per mile, thence to the western base of
the Black Hills. And so, on the trip westward an ascending grade Lf 66 feet per mile
is the highest to be overcome from the summit of the Black Hills to Salt Lake Valley,
and probably to the Humboldt; excepting on the eastern slope of Rattlesnake range,
60 feet grade is the highest going west. This grade should be reduced to 60 feet hereafter.
CONSTRUCTION.

Road-bed.-I find probably seven-eighths of the road-bed formed by embankment and
one-eighth in cutting. This lessens the frequency of interruptions by snow. On the
first 375 miles in the valley of the Platte th~ grade was laid in many places quite too
low. For one-third of this distance it should hereafter be raised from 1 to 2 feet. The
grade here was also made of very limited width, not exceeding 11 or 12 feet, giving insufficient base for the ballast. After reaching Lodge Pole Creek more judicious counsels
prevailed, and the road located and grades fixed more in conformity with sound engineering principles. Thence to Salt Lake the road-bed generally is so raised as to guard well
against snow-drifts, and, with few exceptions, is 14 feet wide at the grade line, which is
the proper width. In the mountainous district, however, especially between Fort
Bridger and Salt Lake Valley, snow-drifts may be a fruitful source of delays, and the
needful protection against the filling of the cuts will require a large expenditure. Probably eight-tenths of the embankments on the whole line are made with plow and
scraper, a mode which consolidates the road-bed more effectually than any other.
Cross-ties.-The want of timber suitable for ties, especially on the plains, was from
the first a source of anxiety to those desiring a substantial track. Hard wood and cottonwood ties were floated down the Missouri River, perhaps in the proportion of 3 to
10, the former being placed under the joints and center of the rails. It was part of the
plan to burnetize all the soft wood, and at first this was carried out. But afterwards,
with the quickened speed of track-laying, averaging then 2 miles per day, I presume
but a small proportion, probably one-third the cottonwood ties, were burnetized. Without this process they only last 3 to 4 years. Contracts have recently been made for the
delivery at Omaha of ties of a better <-Juality, equivalent to the relaying of J.OO miles of
track, to be distributed in the Platte Valley. On the Lodge Pole division a small proportion of cedar ties were laid, and after reaching the Black Hills and thence to Salt
Lake the mountain pine is used wholly, which, though better than cottonwood, is not
so lasting as oak. For the first 530 miles 2, 400 ties per mile were laid; thence for a short
distance on the mountain grade, where heavy engines are used, 2, 640; but generally from
Laramie westward about 2, 500 per mile are in the track. From North Fork of the Platte
to Hawlings Springs, 17 miles, I noticed that 2,640 ties per mile have been laid. They
are 8 feet long, 6 inches thick, and about the usual width for new roads.
*This distance may vary slightly, as the final report of length is not yet reoeived.
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Iron mils.-The rails have been manufactured chiefly at Johnstown, Scranton, Danville, and Allentown, Pa. A rail weighing 50 pounds per yard, with the common wroughtiron chair, was laid for the first 440 miles. West of that point the rail weighs 56 pounds
and is held by the fish-bar plate instead of the chair-a method now generally approved.
Track-laying.-The unexampled rapidity wit,h which the company has laid the trackoften 3 miles per day, averaging through the season 50 miles per month-suggests the
fear of imperfect work. We find, however, that a large force, acting with complete
system, under one competent head, regardless of cost, forms the ground-work of this
speed. Taking the whole line in view, the trains pass over it more smoothly and with
as high speed as on any new road over which I have traveled. To this result the limited amount of rain in this region no doubt materially contributes. A statement of
depth of rain at Fort Bridger (I have not included) for one year is appended, marked
C. On curved line time was not taken to bend the iron rails to snit the curve. This
defect must be hereafter CQrrected.
·
Ballasting.-In this dry soilless ballasting-perhaps two-thirds of the depth requited
in the States between the Mississippi River and Alleghany Mountains-will form a perfect road-bed. But even here a road cannot rank as complete without sufficient ballast.
Excepting in the very sandy and gravelly sections along the Lodge Pole, on the Black
Hills and Laramie Plains, amounting perhaps to one-fourth of the line, ballast brought
by trains will be required in bringing up the track to the proper degree of smoothness
and stability, meeting fully the end of its constructions. Very little ballasting bas yet
been performed. This is necessarily a work to be done after the track is laid and one of
gradual progress.
Bridges and C7tlverts.-On the first 15 miles from the Misf;onri River, where stone of
good quality was obtainable within 2 or 3 miles, and while the work was progressing
slowly all cui verts and drains were bnil t of stone masonry. Thence West, except on the
Black Hills, the small streams and land-drains are crossed hy wooden trestles, with few
exceptions. Some of these trestles nearest to Omaha, in which cottonwood was used in
the bent frame, have been rebuilt with pine posts and caps resting on piles, a11d are thus
more permanent than at first.
The three larger streams first crossed, the Main and West Pappillon, and the Elkhorn,
were in the first construction built with stone abutments and the common Howe truss
bridge of wood, uncovered. The two first-named streams have each '100 feet span and
the latter 150 feet, with some 800 feet wooden trestle on the bottom for water way. The
abutments at Elkhorn, chiefly from defective foundation, show signs of failure and are
being rebuilt.
Shell Creek, Silver Creek, and Prairie Creek, next crossing the line, have trestle bridges
on piles.
Loupe Fork, 94 miles from Omaha, one of the larger streams, having more destructive
ice-floods than any other, is crossed by a Howe truss bridge, 1,500 feet long, in spans of
150 feet, resting on stone piers with pile foundations. For greater water way two spans
of Howe truss, 100 feet each, have been added across high-water channel on the bottom
since the opening of the road. The pier masonry is very good and stone durable. But
the main bridge should be raised 2 or 3 feet for entire security agaiust ice-floods.
Wood River, a little east of Kearney, is crossed by a H,1we truss, 100-feet span, uncovererl, on timber tres;tles.
North Platte Bridge, 2,300* feet long, is formed with temporary pile bents and spans
of 16 feet, each bent having cedar piles capped at the level of the grade, some 10 feet
above low water, with pine caps and a pile brace at each end of the bent bolted to it at
top. Highest rise of river only 4 or 5 feet. This river is not generally subject to
ice-floods, nor is there any driftwood. In the spring of 1867 the ice did, however, take
out two bents. Such a structure iR, of course, too unreliable for a road so important as
this; and having served the temporary purpose designed-the carrying forward of materials-it should be replaced by a permanent bridge of longer spans resting on stone
abutments before the road is fully accepted by the Government. This is the most necess;:iry, for the reason that in high water the river can neither be ferried or forded with
teams.
Lodge Pole Creek is crossed three times, and in each case .on a pile trestle bridge in
spans of 16 feet.
Crow Creek, at Cheyenne, is spanned by a Howe truss bridge of 100 feet, resting at
each end on timber bents, now being replaced by abutments of granite.
Dale Creek, on western slope of Black Hills range, running in a granite gorge 120 feet
deep and near 600 feet wide at grade line, is crossed by a pine timber trestle bridge of
40 feet spans, with double bents resting on piers of granite masonry raised only to a small
*The figures and statement relating to the structure, tracks, &c., in this report, so far as I could
not personally examine in detail, were, of course, furnished by the superintendent and engineer in
charge. To these gentlemen I 111n much indebted for their free communication·of facts.
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height. The roadway is sustained by a low truss frame, resting on these bents. The
structure is in part of mountain pine, but chiefly of the better pine from Chicago. It is
exposed to decay, and especially to fire. It cost, as I was told by the president of the
company, about $200,000. When it shall decay permanence should be given either by
filling the gorge with earth and rock or by an iron bridge resting on stone piers.
Big and Little Laramie Rivers are both crossed temporarily by pile trestle bridges, 16
feet spans.
Rock Creek is crossed by a Howe truss bridge on stone abutments, built before the
opening of the road.
Medicine Bow River, crossed by pile trestle bridge, as at Big and Little Laramie.
These are mountain streams, and with the temporary structures the road will be unsafe.
In each case I am inJormed that Howe truss bridges with two spans 100 feet each are
under contract.
North Fork of Platte (second crossing), as also Green River farther west, are temporarily crossed by trestle bridges of 16 feet spans. These rivers head in the high mountains,
having a great fall and rapid current when high. Such structures would be manifestly
unsafe on these rivers. It is to be presumed that the company will build in each case a
substantial bridge on stone abutments before the floods of 11ext spring. Such is their
purpose.
In descending May's Creek Valley, leading from Rattlesnake Rummit to North Platte,
I noticed this st.ream had been crossed four or five times without any culvert or opeuing,
relying upon the passage of the floods through interstices in the loose saud-rock embankment. This may answer for one or two years, but unquestionably culverts must be built
here. In other places I found a tendency to embank temporarily across small drains,
without taking the time now to build openings. I have reason to believe that this
practice, resulting from the hurry, has been abandoned.
I should add, in justice to the constructing engineers, that time bas scarcely been allowed
to acquire that knowled)!e of the water-courses essential to judicious plans in all cases.
I am aware that there is far less fulling water here than in the States east of the Missouri. Yet even here at times there are floods which must be fully provided for or the
road interrupted.
EQUIPMENT.

Rolling-stock.-A statement of the general superintendent was banded m e giving the
number and description of the rolling-stock in the possession of the company on the lst
of August, among which are 111locomotives. The locomotives, in weight·, range from
25 to 35 tons, the latter class used on the mountain grades. They have been furnished
by builders of good reputation, and are no doubt equal to the machinery on our best
roads. They are chiefly used at this time in transporting iron and material for the construction, which serviee, as the road lengthen,., will require yet further additions to the
rolling-stock. On the completion of this constant and wearing construction service
many of these locomotiYes will require extensive and costly repairs, forming a material
item of expense.
The company has also about 1, 700 cars. The larger portion of these are platform or
flat cars, used in the transportation of iron and ties between Chicago and end of track.
They will be perhaps half worn out in this "ervice. When the road is open for through
business to the Pacific, large additions to the passenger-car stock, with more passenger
locomotives, will be immediately required, as this and light and Yaluable freight will
form a large business.
R epctir slwps.-On the first. 710 miles the principal shops are at Omaha, North Platte,
Cheyenne, near eastern base of Black Hills, and Laramie, near western base, each having an engine-house with 20 stalls finished; one at Hawlings Springs in course of erection, with 10 stalls, and 3 intermediate engine-houses at Grand Island, Si9-ney, and
Medicine Bow River of 10 stalls each. At each main point there are the usnal machine
shops and other buildings. At the two mountain stations the buildings are of stone,
and the others of brick with stone foundations, all having fire-proof roofs, mostly of tin.
Up to this time engine-houses and machine-shops are built only to meet the present
wants of the road, but are so planned as to be enlarged. The plans appear judicious
and the construction substantial.
Station buildings.-Ou the first 710 miles there are :fifty-one stations, provided with
water-tanks and station buildings. The average distance apart is about 14 miles. Side
tracks, generally 3,000 feet long, are provided at each station, with an occasional intermediate siding of 1, 500 feet, amounting in all to nearly 6 per cent. of the length of the
main line. Of the station buildings about thr€e-fourths are of the smaller class, 25 feet
by 40 feet, and one-fourth 50 per cent. larger. In a few instances freight houses are
built. Also eight or ten substantial coal houses, with stone foundations, at the proper
stations to take fuel. All these buildings are wood, and all except the coal houses are
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painted with metallic paint and roofed with shingles. At .N orth Fork, Cheyenne, and
• Laramie suitable hotels have been erected or are in process of erection. The station
buildings generally, where proper hotels are erected, will be sufficient.
The building of the Union Pacific Railroad, passing for over a thousand miles through
an uninhabited portion of the continent, is an enterprise attracting general attention.
It would not have been planned or accomplished by any other than a vigorous and advancing people. The rapid progress made by the company under the circumstances,
their vast grading force living in tents and hauling supplies 100 to 200 miles in advance
of the track, is to many persons marvelous, while it receives the commendation of all.
It is in accordance with the genius of our people.
The temper of our times is unfavorable to slow movements. On the other hand, those
who have responsibilities for the completeness of the work have felt concern lest its
rapid progress should impair its substantial character
It has therefore been the object of the undersigned to lay before the Department a description, very much in detail, of the manner in which the work is being constructed
in every particular.
One feature unfavorable to the permanence and safety of the road is the almost entire
want of stone masonry in bridges and culverts.
It is true that many of the new railroads in the Western States having limited means
are in their first construction carried over small streams with wooden trestles, relying
upon the contingency of future means from income or other sources to complete the
road. But in respect to this national work so liberally aided by the Government it is
but a reasonable expectation and in accordance with the spirit of the law that permanent masonry in bridges and culverts should form part of the original construction.
But here arises a practical difficulty. In very few instances is stone of a durable
character found within hauling distance of the bridge and culvert sites. Nine-tenths of
the stone for this masonry, east of the Wahsatch, must be brought by rail. The company, therefore, seem to be shut up to the necessity of first placing their Howe truss
bridges on temporary wooden trestles, or the still less permanent plan of trestle bridges
entire.
In their great haste the wooden trestle, with spans of 16 feet, has been almost everywhere adopted, even across large rivers. In most cases the trestle bent is formed by
driving piles of the soft mountain pine, capped at the grade line. The string pieces are
of the better pine, brought from Chicago. The want of stone in some cases and of time
in others has induced also the crossing of most of the smaller streams and land drains,
and sometimes dry valleys, on temporary trestles instead of masonry culverts and drains
with earth roadway. The same general plan of crossing the drainage of the country,
large and small, will be followed, as I understand, to Salt Lake Valley.
In the Weber Valley, however, where good building stone are abundant, I trust that
stone drains and masonry in bridge abutments may be built in advance of the track.
This necessity, in most cases, under the rapid progress, I have freely admitted to the
members of the board and the constructing engineers who accompanied us, insisting at
the same time that a masonry force, with construction trains to bring stone from distant
quarries, of durable character, should follow the track-laying partly as the grading force
precedes it. The president of the company renewed to me, on the line, the assurance
before given by members of the board in New York, that this masonry, with earth embankments, should be substituted as soon as practicable. On a railroad so important
as this, passing for 800 miles through a region likely to remain without settlements on its
line, every occasion of interruptions to its trains not inherent in the railroad system
should be avoided. In this extremely dry region, with high winds, such an extent of
timber trestle bridging exposes to hazard more than in the States further east, on account
of more frequent fires.
On the first division of 100 miles east of the Black Hill range all the culverts, drains,
and bridges abutments to the amount ofl69 were in June last placed under contract and
the stone work commenced. But on my return from Salt Lake over this division I found
little progress, for want of rolling-stock. The transportation of iron and other material
for laying track at the rate of 60 miles per month over the increasing length of
road, now 800 miles, so employs the entire rolling-stock as to render it probable that
the building of the masonry over the entire road will be chiefly postponed until next
year, and after the opening and acceptance of the whole work.
The same assurance as to more permanent structures has probably been given in like
good faith to the commissioners on the acceptance of the several sections, although upon
this puint we have no definite information. However this may be, yet, from the nature
of the case, this may hereafter depend, not upon proper intentions but upon the company's means. For although the gentlemen now owning the road might be relied upon
to add fresh money from their own resources to the extent needed, yet irt the frequent
changes of railroad property the control may speedily pass to others, and the question
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between appropriating surplus earnings to this work of full completion or to dividends
will be decided by new parties who, at the time, may chance to control a majority of the
stock.
The cost of these permanent masonry structures and earth embankments, completing
tunnels, deep cuts, or other grades, with additional rolling-stock, shops, tools, water
supply in the dry desert, &c., required on the first opening for through traffic, should,
it seems to me, be paid out of the Government subsidy rather than thrown upon the less
certain reliance of a surplus income, laying thus a foundation for higher charges on the
commerce of the country. The cost of these items on the first 1,020 miles to Salt Lake
Valley I think will reach about $3,000,000.
While the ballasting, perfecting of the track, additional sidings, the general renewal
of ties, protection against snow drifts, and future improvements and enlargement of equipment, may perhaps be left to the regular growth toward a complete and satisfactory
work, as on other railroads, yet the items I have enumerated evidently belong to the
original construction of a ''first-class road,'' and should be done during the first year
after the opening of the road.
I have thought it my duty as one of the Government directors to urge upon the board
the setting apart of a "reserve fund" sufficient to meet this cost, so that the work of
completion and full equipment might progress without intermission and without resort
to new finanacial arrangements. This comple-tion and equipment fund being held for the
benefit of the road and its stockholders, and applicable onl.v to this essential work, would
greatly strengthen the securities of the road. I am not advised whether any such measure
is in contemplation, nor is it for me to judge whether, under the law, there is authority
reserved to the Government to wHhhold for this object a.n y portion of the subsidy in case
this should be necessary to meet the end in view.
It has seemed to me that in order to carry this work over the dead point generally felt
in all nev;ly-opened roads, when the construction fund fails and before the traffic can be
diverted to a new channel, the Government subsidies to this amount, instead of being
added to the profits of building the road, should be devoted to perfecting and sustaining the
work at its first opening. The interest of the stockholders, no less than that of the
Government and of commerce, would be thus promoted. The annexed copy of a letter
to the president of the company, marked B, will further explain.
In the light of this whole subject, I cannot forbear to suggest, though not strictly
within the scope of this communication, that if the Government should see proper to aid
other Jines across our unoccupied domain by similar subsidies or loans of credit, only a
portion of such aid, say tour-fifths, should by law be payable when the track is open for
the running of trains, and the remainder one or two years afterward, or when on the judgment of a board of experienced railroad engineers or superintendents the work shall·
have been brought up to the standard of a '' first-class road.''
If we aim at securing across the continent the commerce of the werld, we must provide not merely a through route over which trains can pass, but a railroad that in degree of completeness, perfection of management, and certainty of transit shall invite that
commerce.
As the Union Pacific Railroad is of national importance, and to become a route of
through travel and traffic for generations to come, it may be well, now that it is finally
located, to notice the natural resources for operating and maintaining the work in the
region through which it passes.
(1) As to fuel.-Coal is the only resource. Fortunately the coal-field west of the Black
Hills Range is extensive, covering almost the entire distance thence to Salt Lake Valley.
This coal may be classed as lignite. It is found to answer well for locomotives. At
the eastern base of this range the Denver coal will become available through that branch
of railroad, while the Platte Valley division can be supplied from Iowa. Along the
Platte and Lodge Pole Valleys no coal has been discovered.
(2) As to water.-From the Missouri River to the west side of the Salt Lake Valley water
suitable for locomotives is readily obtained at all points, with the exception of the ''dry
desert," extending from Rawlings Springs to a point near Green River, near 100 miles,
embracing the divide of the continent. Here the company had not yet, up to the time
of my return, grappled with this vital question of water supply, but were laying the
track by hauling water-tank trains. This presents an important question, and may involve a large future expenditure. Except along Bitter Creek, the waters of which for
half the year are supposed to be too strongly impregnated with alkali for this use, no
indications of sufficient water for an important railroad were noticed. The grading contractors generally hauled water for their teams from two to five miles, and on oae or two
sections ten miles, as we were told. Practicability of procuring water by deep borings
through the sandstone and coal should first be tried. If this fail, there is a possibility
of storing up the spring floods in reservoirs if suitable localities can be found free from
alkali.
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There is yet a third expedient-that of laying pipes from springs found in the mountain spurs situated south towards the overland stage route.
(3) As to cross-ties.-The Platte Valley for the first 300 miles can be furnished more
readily from the Missouri River and the lake region; thence to the Humboldt Valley,
1, 000 miles, the small growth of mountain pine, such as has been used in the construction, is the only timber. This grows only in the canons on northern exposures, where
the drifting snows accumulate to a great depth, and melt more gradually, giving continued moisture to the mountain soil. The northern slopes of the Snowy range, and the
Medicine Bow Mountains to the south, extending parallel with the road for perhaps 80
miles, the Wind River Mountains on the north, the Uintah range on the south, with the
Wahsatch rang~, surrounding Salt Lake Valley, will furnish ties for many years. They
can in most cases be floated to the roJ.d by the mountain streams crossing its tr<tek.
( 4) As to ballast.-Along the Platte and Lodge Pole Valleys gravel and sand for ballasting can be readily obtained. The decomposed granite found in great abundance on the
Black Hills and Laramie Plains furnishes superior ballast. Thence to the rim of the
Utah basin no gravel banks were observed, though by the use of sandy material or broken
stone the road can be ballasted. Along the Weber River, and in Salt Lake Valley,
coarse gravel abounds.
(5) Rer-olling Rails.-The common iron rail wears very rapidly. Its rerolling has
come to be an item of large expense on all American roads of heavy traffic. Inasmuch
as the business of this road consists rather of passengers and the lighter but higher
paying freight, the wear of rails will be less. Yet with its steep grades on the mountain
slopes and not very heavy rail the railroad company will find it necessary to establish
rolling mills on its line within a few years. A mill at the eastern base of the Black
Hills, using the Denver coal (if found adapted to the working of iron), another in Salt
Lake Valley, for which the coal of Weber Valley isconvenient, with a third mill intermediate, ultimately would bring the entire track within reasonable haul, except on the
lower part of the Platte Valley, which may find a rolling mill on the Missouri, where
so many railroads concentrate.
Respectfully submitted.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Government Director Union Pacific Railroad.
Ron. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the lnterwr.

A.-Copy of telegram to Oliver Am-es, president Union Pacific Railroad.
OMAHA, August 6, 1868.
The undersigned, one of the Government directors and member of locating committee,
respectfully but earnestly remonstrates against any change of final location on Wahsatch
range, as made by J. B1ickensdefer, locating engineer, and approved by chief engineer,
which shall increase grades over ninety feet per mile. Having examined the ground, I
know this maximum to be feasible, at reasonable cost, and that it need not delay your
rapid track laying. Ninety feet maximum grade being adapted to the general slope of
the Wahsatch, and being the ruling grade from Missouri River to the Sierra Nevada, to
exceed it here would materially impair the efficiency of this continental road, injure
both its stockholders and the commercial interest, and increase the hazard of travel over
this Snowy range, with only a paltry advantage to the contracting company. If there
exists a purpose of increasing this grade, I trust it will be abandoned.
J. L. WILLIAMS.

B.
END OF TRACK, July 1, 1868.
DEAR SIR: I beg leave to submit for your examination the inclosed paper explanatory of the suggestion of a ''reserve fund.'' If not the best, it may lead to a more feasible scheme.
That there is a practical difficulty in the case all must admit. Your very rapid progress with the track, without waiting, in all cases, to build permanent work, js for the
interest of both the company and the country, and should be encouraged. But on the
other hand, those representing the Government may well hesitate to sanction the delivery of the entire subsidy, liberal as it certainly is, for the whole extent of the road
while the work is in so incomplete a state as it must necessarily be, when each successive 20-mile section is presented for inspection.
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It is unnecessary to remind you of the large expenditure required on any new road
just opened, in the way of improvement, enlargement, and equipment, before its facilities are adequate to earn, atreasonable rates, the large sum per mile, which we all expect from the Union Pacific Railroad.
I respectfully ask of you a careful consideration of this subject, that the true interest,
both of the company and t.h e Government, which it seems to me do not conflict, may be
secured.
I should add that if the control of the work would .certainly remain in the hands of
the very respectable and weal thy gentlemen now holding the stock, no such precaution
might be necessary, for they would put in fresh money as needed to make au efficient
road.
But in the ever changing cont10l of such works, this is not probable.
Very truly,
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Governrnent Director.
OLIVER Al\IES, Esq.,
President U. P. R. R.

C.-Fall of rain (snow not included) n.tFort Bridger, Utah Territory, for the year ending June
30, 1868, as jurnz'shed by Dr. Waters, surgeon of the fort.
Inches.

July, 1867 ________________________ _______-_____ -··-- _________________ ----·- -August, 1867 ______ ----------. _-------- ----- ____ ---- _______________________
September, 1867 ________________ --·-- ---~ ______________ --·------ _____________
October, 1867. (None.)
November, 1867. (Slight rain; not measurable.)
December, 1867 ____________________________________________________________

0. 08
0. 42
0. 45
1. 27

January, 1868------------------------- - ----------------------------------- 0.03
February, 1868. (None.)
March, 1868. . (None.)
April, I868. ------ _____________________ -----~---------- __ ---------- ________ 0. 16
~ay,1868----------------------------------------------------------------- 1.84
June,1868 ____________ 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.03
Total yearly falL ----- ____ ··- _________________ -··---- __________________ 4. 28
NoTE.-Had the water contained in the several falls of snow during the year been also
measured this statement would have been more satisfactory.-J. L. W.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, SEPTEMBER 9, 1868.

FORT WAYNE, IND.,

September 9, 1868.

SIR: At a recent meeting of the Union Pacific Railroad board the subject of setting
apart a reserve fund out of the Government subsidy for permanent structures, full equipment, &c., was fully presented to their notice by the Government directors. After careful consideration, the resolution hereto annexed, marked A, was adopted, setting apart
in trust $3,000,000 in first-mortgage bonds, to be reserved out of the final sections of the
road, or say the last 100 miles built by this company. The plan embodied in this resolution, if carried out in its spirit and according to the intention of the board, wil1 meet
substantially the objects brought to view in my several reports to the Department of 16th
June, 2d July, and 15th August last. This reserve fund, applied as above indicated
on the sections previously accepted to items evidently belonging to the original construction, will give assurance of more permanent and satisfactory completion, fitting this great
work the better for the large travel and traffic to be turned upon it immediately on the
meeting of the two companies with their track-laying parties west of Salt Lake.
In the report which I had the honor to submit under date of 15th August reference
was made to an order of the vice-president looking to increasing the maximum grade
fixed by the locating engineers on the Wahsatch range to 116 feet per mile. I take
pleasure in stating that the change was not made. Now that the finallocation is settledr
it should be stated to the credit of the company that although 116 feet per mile was permitted in the law (under a mistaken view by Congress of the character of the mountain
section), yet 99 feet per mile has been adhered to as the maximum, though in some
places involving an increased cost of grading.
Referring again to my report of the 15th ultimo, giving the condition of the road up
to 1st August, I beg leave now to add this supplemental statement founded on later information:
1st. The president of the company, by letter of 4th instant, says: Twenty-one additional locomotives of the very best class have been ordered, and will be placed on the
road this fall. These added to the number reported up to 1st August (111) will give a total
number of 132. Of these locomotives 57 have been put on the road during this season.
From the high reputation of the builders, as well as the general appearance of the machinery on the road, I concur with the president in the opinion that the company are
procuring the very best machinery. The same remark will apply to the machinery of
the shops.
2d. The president further states that about thirty trestle bridges had been replaced
with stone culverts up to that date; that a large force of masons are now at work, and
that they will have seventy-five to one hundred of these masonry structures completed
by the beginning of winter.
The Government directors believe that generally where essential work in construction
or equipment has been passed over or deferred, this has resulted rather from the intense
concentration of effort on the one great object of extending the track westward in a.
shape to pass trains and open the road for use.
.
They do not doubt that under the provision now made for a trust fund such omissions
will be supplied and the work brought up to a proper standard within a reasonable time
after this company and the Central Pacific Company shall have met with their respectivelines of construction.
With high respect, your obedient servant,
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Government Director.

Ron. 0. H.

BROWNING,

See1·etary InteTior.
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At a meeting of the board of directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, held

at the office of the company, No. 20 Nassau street, New York, on the 2d day of September, 1868, the following preamble and resolution was adopted, viz:
Whereas it is the policy of this board to complete in a permanent manner and equip
the work as a first-class road in accordance with the reasonable and practicable interpretation of the Union Pacific Railroad act: Therefore,
Resolved, That three millions of first-mortgage bonds be put at the disposal of the executive committee to be put by them in trust for such an equipment and completion of '
the road, and that the said three millions be reserved from the bonds authorized by law
to be issued on the final sections of the road, and that from these three millions thus reserved there be deducted from time to time such expenditures as may have been made
for equipment, completion, stone culverts, and permanent bridges of said road.
A true copy. Attest:
HENRY B. HAMMOND, Secretary.

S. Ex. 69-4
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REPORT OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS, OCTOBER 28, 1868.

OFFICE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,
New York, October 28, 1868.
SIR: In pursuance of your letter dated October 7, 1868, making it the duty of the directors on the part of the Government in the Union Pacific Railroad Company to obtain
from the office here, and report certain information relating to this work, the undersigned
met at this office on the 17th instant. As the proper mode of obtaining the facts required
in an authentic shape, a letter was addressed to the president of the company, inclosing
a copy in full of your letter referred to with tho interrogatories, as hereto appended,
marked A.
The president of the company bas banded to us an answer to the several interrogatories,
which is hereto annexed, marked n. It bas been delayed from the necessity of awaiting
reports from the Omaha office, needed to bring up the statement to so late a period as
30th September.
The ordinary duties of the Government directors are, of course, not such as to make
them familiar with the books of the office. It may be proper, however, to say in explanation of the answer to the fifth interrogatory, that the amount received from freight,
as we are informed, includes the freighting charges paid the railroad company by the
contractors for running out the iron and other material and supplies used in construction.
Respectfully submitted.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
GEO. ASHMAN,
JAME8 S. ROLLINS,
JAMES BROOKS,
SAM'L McKEE,
Government Directors.

A.
OFFICE OF UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
New York, October17, 1868.
DEAR SIR: The honorable Secretary of the Interior, under authority of the thirteenth
section of the amendatory act, requires of the undersigned a full and explicit answer to
each of the several interrogatories respecting the condition, management, and profits of
the Union Pacific Railroad contained in his letter of instructions hereto appended, dated
October 7, 1868.
As this information can only be furnished from the books, papers, and accounts of the
office in charge of the proper executive officers under your control, we respectfully request of you full and specific answers to these inquiries, to the end that we may report
them to the Department at the earliest day practicable.
Very respectfully,
J. L. WILLIAMS,
JAS. BROOKS,
S. McKEE,
GO'I:ernrnent Directors.
OLIVER AMES, Esq.,
President Union Pacific Railroad.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. 0., October 7, 1868.
GENTLEMEN : The thirteenth section of an act entitled "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Mis.souri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same
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for postal, military, and other purposes,' approved July 1, 1862," approved July 2,
1864 (13 Stat., 361), provides that the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company shall, from time to time, report to the Secretary of the Interior in answer
to any inquiry he may make to them touching the condition, management, and progress.
of this work, and shall communicate to him at any time such information as should bein possession of the Department.
I· am of opinion a full and explicit answer to each of the subjoined interrogatories will
embody information which should be in possession of this Department, and have therefore to request that you meet at 11 a. m., on the 17th instant, in the office of said com-pany in the city of New York, ~nd at as early a period thereafter as practicable submit.
to me a report setting forth such information:
(1) The na rues of the stockholders and their places of residence.
(2) The names and residences of directors and all other officers of said company.
(3} The amount of stock subscribed and the amount thereof actually paid in.
( 4) The amount received during the year ending the 30th ultimo from passengers,.
and what part thereof was paid by the United States.
(5) The amount received during the same period for freight thereon, and what part;
thereof was paid by the United States.
(6) The amount paid during said year~ and for each preceding year, for the construction and equipment of said road, and to whom paid.
(7) The amount of indebtedness of said company and when created, setting forth
specifically the various kinds thereof.
(8) The expense incurred each year ending September :~0 running said road.
(9) The amount of dividends declared. The amount actually paid out, and when ro
declared and actually paid, and the sources from which snch dividends were derived.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary~

The

GoVER~MENT

DIRECTORS, UNIOX PACIFIC HAIJ,ROAD CoMPANY.

B.
NEW YORK, October 20, 1868.
GENTLEMEN: Your communication of October 17, asking fn.Jl and explicit answers to
interrogations of Secretary of Interior, herewith communicated, was duly received. As
the information sought was required to embrace the operations and expen<litures of this
company up to the present month, we were obliged to await returns from the line of the
road; you will on this account please excuse the delay of this communication, as every
effort has been used to hurry up reports from our officers at Omaha and the distant operations of our road along the line of construction.
We have at all times held our books open to the inspection of our directors and especially wish to afford every desired facility to the Government directors to examine ourbooks, and have required our clerks to give you all desired information.
I now have the pleasure of submitting to you full and explicit answers to all the questions propounded by your letter, as far as we are able to arrive at them from our books,
and believe that they are as accurate as it is possible to obtain them.
If any additional information is desired, not embraced in these answers, we shall be
very happy to give it you as afforded by the books or records of this company.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
OLIVER AMES,
President Dnion Pacific Ba·ilroad Company.
To GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

(1) The names of the stockholders and their places of residence.
Names.

Residence.

Alley, John.B .................. . Boston, Mass.
Ames, Oakes.................... .
Do.
Ames, Oliver ... ................ .
Do.
Do.
Andrews, Frank W ........ ..
Atkins, Elisha ................. .
Do.
Baker, Ezra H ................. .
Do.
Baker, Ezra H., jr .......... ..
Do.
Bardwell, Josiah ............ ..
Do.
Bardwell, Josiah, trustee ..
Do.

Names.
Baines, 0. W ................... ..
Bates, Benj. E ................ ..
Bates, Benj. E., trustee
and treasurer.
Bates, Benj. E., trustee for
Mies L. E. Nourse.
Beard, Eli .......... :............. .
Beard, Sylvester M .......... .
Bell, Clark ....................... .

Residence.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Boston, Mass.
New York, N.Y.
Boston, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.
Do.
New York, N. ·Y.
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(1) The n.am.es of the stockholde:rs and theit· plaCP$ of residence-Continued.

Blood, Hem·y ..... ... ............ New York, N.Y.
Boyer, B. M ....................... Norristown, Pa.
Boyer, B. M .. trustee for
Do.
Mrs. B. Wm. Boyer
Bradford, Gamaliel.......... Boston, Mass.
Bristol, Wm. B .......... .... ... New Haven, Conn.
Bushnell, C. S...... ... . .........
Do.
Chapman, 0. S... ... ...... ... ... Canton, Mass.
Charlick, Oliver ............... New York, N.Y.
Cisco, John I..... ......... .... ...
Do.
Cook, Clarissa C ............... Davenport, Iowa.
Cook, Ebenezer .............. 1
Do.
Crane, H. C ...................... New York, N.Y.
Crane, H. C., trustee.. ..... 1
Do.
Crane, H. C., trustee for
Do.
W. D. Train.
Crane, I. I . . . . ..... .. . ............
Do.
Credit Mobilier of Amer- Philadelphia, Pa.
ica.
Cumn1.ings, Wm. A........... Darien, Conn.
Davies, John M ................ New Haven, Conn.
Dillon, Sidney .................. New York, N.Y.
Dodge, Mrs. Anna............ Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Duff, John ........................ Boston, Mass.
Duff, John Robertson... ...
Do.
Durant, Wm. F ................. New York, N.Y.
Durant, Thos. C...............
Do.
Emerson, Charles............
Do.
Eustis, \Vm. F., trustee.... Boston, Mass.
Fessenden, Sewall H........
Do.
Fisk, Ja.mes,jr ................. New York, N.Y.
Forbes, W. D .. ..... ............. Boston, Mass.
Foster, Pierpont B ........... New Haven, Conn.
French, L. Eugene ........... New Yot·k, N.Y.
Gilbert, Horatio............... Boston, Mass.
Gilbert, Horatio I........ .. . .
Do.
Gilmore, E. W... ........ .......
Do.
Glidden, Wm. T. ..... .. .......
Do.
Gray, G. G ... .................... New Yodi, N.Y.
Gray, H. W......................
Do.
Grimes, James W. ..... . ..... DJ!I,venport, Iowa.
Grinnell, Moses H ........... New York, N.Y.
Ham, Benjamin F............
Do.
•
Hazard, Anna................... Newport, R.I.
Hazard, Elizabeth............
Do.
Hazard, Elizabeth, trustee
Do.
Hazard, I. P.. ...... ............. ..
Do .
Hazard, Mary P................
Do.
Hazard,R.........................
Do.
Hazard, R. G..................... Peacedale, R.I.
Hedden, I.. ........................ New York,N. Y.
Hobart, Aaron,jr .............. Boston, Mass.
Holladay, Benjamin ......... New York, N.Y.
1

1

Residence.

Names.

Residence.

Names.

Hooper, Samuel, & Co ...... ! Boston, Mass.
Horner,Anna ................... ' Newport,R.I.
Hotchkiss, Henry ............ New Haven, Conn.
Hough, Benjamin ............. 1 Boston. Mass.
Jenks, Barton H ............... 1 Philadelphia, Pa.
Johnston, James B. ......... ; New York, N.Y.
I Jones, David.......... ....... ....
Do.
Jordan, R. S .................... Boston, Mass.
·Kennedy, George \V .........
Do.
King,John L .................... 1 Springfield1 Mass.
Koutz, Augustus .............. ' Omaha,Neor.
I1 Lam
bard, C. A .................. i Boston, Mass.
Lockwood, LeGrand ....... : New York,N. Y.
Low, Abiel A .................... l
Do.
1 Macy, William H ..............
Do.
McComb.• II. S ................... Wilmington, Del.
McCormlCk,C.H ........ ...... 1 NewYork,N. Y .
John ........... I Omaha, Nebr.
1 McCormick,
McNeil, R. G.S .................. i Philadelphia, Pa.
I McPhet·son, William F..... Omaha, Nebr.
I Martin, Henry ................. 1 NewYork,N:Y.
Moore, E. C .................. .... '
Do.
i Myer, E. Heed .................. ! Philadelphia, Pa.
Neilson, Charlees II ...... ..... , New York, N.Y.
I Kickerson, Frederick ....... ' Boston, Mass.
Nickerson, Joseph ............ '
Do.
I Nickerson, Thomas.......... .
Dn.
Opdyke, George ................ , New York, N.Y.
Nathan .............. .... ... i New Haven, Conn.
. Peck,
Pigot,JosephB. ........... ..... I NewYork,N.Y.
Richa;rdson,Joseph .......... l
Do.
Robbms, Royal E .............. Boston, Mass. ·
Sanford, Henry ................. [ New Haven, Conn.
Skinner & Co., F ............... Boston, Mass.
Ski?-ner &Co., F., trustee ..
D;>.
•
1
Smtth, Q. N ...................... New"\: ork, N. 1'.
Stetson, '1'. M .................... New Bedford, Mass.
Stevens, \Vm. B., trustee ... 1 Boston, Mass.
Swazey, W.I.. ..... .............. ! Omaha, Nebr.
T~atcher, Isaac................. 1 Boston, Mass.
Ttmpson,C.F .......... : ....... NewYork,N.Y.
Torry, Lydia..................... Newport, R.I.
Tracy, John F ... ........ ....... Chicago, Ill.
Trowbridge, Ezekiel H ..... New Haven, Coni\.
Trowbridge, Henry..........
Do.
Tuttle, Charles .................. New York, N.Y.
Vernon, Sophia.... ............. Newport, R.I.
Wait,C.C......................... NewYork,N.Y.
Williams, J. M.S.... ... ....... Boston, Mass.
Williams & Guion ............ New York, N.Y.
White,Mrs.Emily Francis New Haven, Conn.
Young, Brigham .............. Salt Lake, Utah.
1

I

1

1

!
1

1

1

1

The names and residences of the directors and all other officers of company:
Directors.-Alley, John B., Boston, Mass.; Ames, Oliver, Boston, Mass.; Bardwell,
Josiah, Boston, Mass.; Bates, Benj. E., Boston, Mass.; Bushnell, C. S., New Haven,
Conn.; Cisco, John I., New York, N.Y.; Crane, Henry C., New York, N.Y.; Dexter,
F. Gordon, Boston, Mass.; Dillon, Sidney, New York, N.Y.; Duff, John, Boston, Mass.;
Durant, Thomas C., New York, N.Y.; Lambard, Charles A., Boston, Mass.; Macy,
William H., New York, N. Y.; McComb, H. S., Wilmington, Del.; Tracy, John F.,
Chicago, Ill.
Officers.-Oliver Ames, president, New York; Thomas C. Durant! vice-president, New
York; Henry B. Hammond, secretary, New York; John I. Cisco, treasurer, New York;
Charles Tuttle, assistant treasurer, New York; G. M. Dodge, chief engineer, Omaha,
Nebr.; S. Seymour, consulting engineer, New York; William Snyder, superintendent,
Omaha, Nebr.
(3) The amount of stock subscribed and the amount thereof actually paid in?-A. Subscriptions have been received for 132,920 shares of a par value of $100 per share, amounting to $13,292,000, on which there has been paid $13,262,300.
.
.
( 4) The amount received during the year ending September 30, 1868, from passengers,
and what part thereof was paid by the United States ?-A. The receipts from passengers
were $1,109,501.28, of which there was received from the United States $130,239.62.
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(5) The amount received during the same time for freight thereon?-A. The receipts
from freight were $3,077,330.81, of which there was received from the United States
' $550,759.73.
~
(6) The amount paid during said year and for each preceding year for the construction and equipment of said road, and to whom paid ?-A. The amount expended to September 30, 1868 (unadiusted balance due contractors not included) for construction is
$56,202,906.55, of which there was expended previous to January 1, 1867, $14,215,835.90, in the yeat 1867, $15, 782,976.54; from January 1 to September 30, 1868, $26,204,094.11. These amounts were paid to the chief engineer for preliminary surveys
and location of line; to contractors on estimates of the chief engineer, and according to
the terms of the contracts, to officers for services, to banks and capitalists for discounts
on loans, first-mortgage bonds, and United States 6 per cent. thirty-year currency bonds,
to the United States for revenue stamps, to advertising agent for advertising bonds, and
to stationers and others for incidental and general expenses.
(7) The amount of indebtedness of said company and when created ?-A. The indebtedness of the company consists of first mortgage bonds, $21,408,000; United States
loan, $18,958,000; pay-rolls and unpaid bills for September, $1,790,214.28; bills payable
and loans in excess of cash on hand and other assets, $1,836,170.33.
(8) The expenses incurred each year ending September 30 running said road ?-A.
The expenses of operating said road from April 1, 1867, the date at which it was received from the contractors to September 30, 1867, was $956,958.09, and for year ending
September 30, 1868, $3,213,565.83.
(9) The amount of dividends declared, the amount actually paid out, and when so
declared and actually paid, and the source from which such dividends were derived?A. There have been no dividends declared or paid to the stockholders of the Union
Pacific Rail road Company.

FORT WAYNE, IND., Novernber 14, 1868.
SIR: The near approach to the meeting of the two Pacific Railroad Companies, with
their respective lines of track, thus opening railroad traffic across the continent, gives
importance to every fact bearing upon the success of this great national work. The
manner of its construction, the degree of its completeness, and the probable cost as built
are believed to be points of special interest with the Department at the present time.
Hitherto much uncertainty has existed as to the cost of a railroad crossing the western
half of the continent. The topographical surveys made by order of Congress in 1854
could in one season but partially develop this vast unoccupied region. Its adaptation
for railroad construction, and the possibility of avoiding the rugged mountain districts
by favorable east and west valleys, could be determined with certainty only by the
definite final location. From the progress made in construction, the cost can now be estimated with sufficient. certainty for any purposes of the Department.
Having as a member of the locating committee passed over t,he line adopted, and having taken some notes during the careful professional examination of the entire work to
Salt Lake in July last, under your instructions, it seems proper, undflr the thirteenth
section of the amendatory act, to report any facts obtained throwing light upon this subject. This statement, so far as it bears upon the cost. may furnish the same information, but in different form, with that sought through the Government directors by your
letter of 7th October last.
It now seems probable that in the division of the work between the two companies this
company will build to some point near the northern extreme of Salt Lake. Assuming
the place of meeting to be a little west of Monument Point, supposed to be the best point
for the junction of the projected Oregon-branch, the total length of line built by the Union
Pacific Company will be about 1,110 miles.
The cost of the road, as shown on the book of the railroad company is, of course, eq ui valent to the contract price per mile, which, for t,he first 900 mile", has heretofore been reported. -*
But the acttwl cost to the contracting company, understood to be an association embracing most of the larger stockholders in the railroad company, is shown only by their
private book, of which the Government directors have no know le<.lge. In the present unfinished state of the work even a full statement of the expenditure to date by the contracting company would throw iittle light upon the cost of the entire line.
On this point a more satisfactory, view can now be presented by an approximate estimate from the most accurate data available. A summary of such estimate, for 1,110
miles, I here submit. It does not include the whole cost as the road should be completed.
*NoTE.-Whether the last two hundred miles has been let to the same contracting company or is
being built directly by the railroad comuany, I am not informed. But as heretofore built and accepted by tbe Commissioners.
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ESTIMATE.

Grading and building 1,110 miles, including trestle-bridging, also Howetruss bridges and stone culverts, so far as built or commenced _________ _ $10,981,492
Iron rails for 1,110 miles, delivered on we!3t side river at Omaha, including
6 per cent. oflength in sidings .. ___________________________________ _ 10,972,837
Spikes, chairs, fish-plates, switches, &c., delivered at Omaha for the same
length of road ______________ . ___________________ ··----- ___________ _ 1,018,923
Transportation of iron rails, chairs, spikes, &c., from Omaha to the tracklaying party, averaging near 550 miles, including hauling out ties from
Omaha, Laramie, and other points of delivery, with other miscellaneous
transportation __________________________________ -----------------2,228,069
Cross-ties for 1,110 miles, with sidings as above, delivered at Omaha, Laramie, and other points of distribution, about three millions in all, of
which probably 1,850,000 are mountain pine, 150,000 cedar, 250,000 hard2, 942,500
wood, and 800,000 cottonwood ·------------------ ____ ------------Track-laying 1,110 miles as per contract, including sidings and probable
allowance for delays _________ __ ____________________________________ _ 1, 160,000
Equipment on 1,110 miles, including rolling-stock, shops, stations, &c.,
estimated at same rate per mile as on first 710 miles _________________ _ 6,4~8,000
Add cost of preliminary surveys and final location from 1863 to 1868, inclusive, not including land and town-site surveys, probably about ____ _
750,000
Add also for engineering and contingencies on construction, general expenses, interest on capital advanced at commencement of the work,* &c.,
say _________________________ . __________________ ___ ______________ _ 2,000,000
Telegraph line, 1,110 miles, as it is being built ____ _____ ··- ____________ _
333,000
0

Total. ______________ . ___ ________________________________ .. ____ 38, 824, 821
.Average per mile, $34,977.32.
Average per mile for 1,110 miles of track superstructure, including sidings and a fair
proportion of the allowance for contingencie:;;, $17,000.
The prices affixed are considered a liberal allowance for what has been actually paid
to the subcontractors and for materials purchased, not covering the second profit which,
of course, is due to the intervening contracting company.
i In this statement of cost the bridging, equipment, and general finish, as I found these
.ctems up to August last on the first 710 miles, including shops and station buildings then
ommenced, is taken as a basis for thew hole line. All permanent bridges and stone culverts, since substituted in place of temporary trestlework, together with the truss bridges
proposed on the Weber River, arealso included.
The degree of confidence to which an estimate of such magnitude is entitled can be
better determined by stating its elements. The main items, such as iron, ties, tracklaying, &c., being matters ofpublic contract and purchase, can vary but little. These
-constitute over half the whole estimate. The items less certain are the grading, bridging, trestle-work, equipment, and general contingencies. Of the sufficiency of these
every practical engineer acquainted with the route will form his own opinion.
As respects the grading and trestle-work, the engineers who made the final location
-could, from their notes, make a more accurate estimate. The difference, however, could
not materially change the general comparison between the actual outlay and means produced.
In the settlement between the board and the contractors for the first 246 miles, reaching to the one hundredth meridian, made in December, 1866, the cost of iron rails delivered at Omaha was found to be near $135 per ton. This is taken as a basis for the
:first 440 miles, most of which was burdened with the large cost of Missouri River navigation. Iron rails for the last 670 miles have been and are being delivered at Chicago,
under public contract, as I understand, at an average of $83 to $85 per ton. They are
estimated at $85. Adding railroad freight to the Missouri at t \VO cents per ton per mile,
with $2.50 per ton for transferring across the river, gives for this >ery large item areliable standard of $97.50 per ton at Omaha. Hauling ont iron and other material~ to
the end of track is placed at two and a half cents per ton of 2, 000 poru1ds per mile.
As respects the grading, the two heaviest sections on the work haYe been carried into
the statement at the estimate of the locating engineers, 'as reported to the company. In
all, there are nine or ten short sections of heavy grading west of and including the expensive parts of the Black Hills range, amounting to 45 to 50 mile:s. In most cases this
is estimated not from the engineer's notes, but by comparison with other similar work.
*No account is taken of interest paid by the company upon their first-mortgage bonds on the one
hand, nor of their receipts from net eamings of the road on the other hand.
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Intermediate between these points of heavy work, which embraces most of the rock
excavations, the grading is generally of the ordinarycharacter,eorresponding in amount
of material moved with the cheaper roads in the States further east.
The very favorable formation in the Platte and Lodge Pole Valleys is well known.
These divisions are estimated by the mile in comparison with other similar work.
The earth on the entire line is generally light and cheaply removed, which, in part,
offsets the extra cost of supplies. The undersigned recognizes the various and necessarily
large .expenses of a general and contingent character i~curred in conducting an enterprise
<>f such magnitude. For this the allowance of two millions would seem to be adequate.
For 1,110 miles of this road the cash value of the Government bonds and the company's
first-mortgage bonds, for which this subsidy forms the basis, may be estimated as follows:
United States bonds, from Omaha to the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains (Black Hills range) as :fixed by the President, 526 miles, at $16,000__ $8, 416,000
Ditto, thence for 150 miles, at $48,000 __________________ ---- __ ____ __ __ 7, 200, 000
Ditto, for remainder of 1,110 miles, being 434 miles, at $32,000__________ 13,888,000
Total United States bonds bearing interest at 6 per cent. in currency__
Average per mile, $26,580.

29, 504, 000

The company, as the road progresses, issues its own :first-mortgage bonds to the same
amount. These are6 per cent. thirty-year bonds, principal and interest payable in coin,
and are a prior lien to that of the Government.
Estimating the Government bonds at par and the company's :first-mortgage honds at
92 per cent. over all expense of agencies and commissions, the total cash proceeds amount
to $56,647,680, averaging per mile, $51,034.
The lands granted by Congress, whatever may be their value, not in my judgment very
large, is a further bestowment from the Government.
The gentlemen composing the contracting company, whose enterprise and experience
so rapidly builds the road, merit large compensation. And it is gratifying to :find from
the foregoing estimates that between the necessary outlay and the means provided by
law there is very ample margin for profit, after retaining in the hands of the Government,
to be expended by the company on the road, a liberal proportion of the unpaid subsidy,
sufficient to complete and equip the work according to the standard of the law. If :finished in this manner, under a higher rule of inspection than heretofore, the work will
invite the thrQugh commerce between the two oceans, meet the great national objects in
view, and secure safety, certainty, and dispatch in its traffic.
The idea of bringing the road in its equipment, appointments, and permanent :finish
to the proper standard of an efficient work by continuing the construction after opening
for traffic is by no means new. The :first object in railroad construction is, very properly, to lay the rails, even on an incomplete roadway if necessary, so as to transport stone
ballast and other materials with which the road, its shops, &c., are enlarged and com- .
pleted. Railroad managers of experience well know the necessarily large increases of the
construction account during the :first few years by work properly belonging to the original construction.
There is nothing in the circumstances attending the Pacific Railroad to make it an exception, but much to enforce the general rule. If diverse views exist on this point the
difference can only relate to the source from which the completion and equipment fund
shall be drawn. Not only the public interest, but the value of the securities of the
road will be promoted by putting into the work a fnrther portion of the subsidy rather
than in burdening the future income with these necessary expenditures.
The delay in presenting these estimates beyond the time promised'has occurred mainly
from the necessity of awaiting a personal inspection of the profile beyond the Wahsatch
range, the :final location of which division was but recently completed.
Respectfully submitted.
J. L. WILLIAMS,
Government Director Union Pacific Railroad.
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interior.
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REPORT OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTOR, MARCH 5, 1869.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 5, 1869'.
To the PRESIDENT:
Having on the 9th day of January, 1869, been appointed a Government director of the
Union Pacific Railroad, I deemed it necessary and was requested by the President at the
earliest practicable day to make myself acquainted with the condition and management
of the line of that road.
,
I therefore proceeded to Omaha and instituted a careful personal examination, which
I prosecuted not only to the end of the line as far as cars are running, but several milesbeyond.
I now have the honor to submit a, partial and preliminary report, as to the location,
construction, and condition of the road as I found it.
.
Under the act creating this company, they are required before they can receive any of
the subsidies granted to complete so many consecutive miles of a road, ''supplied with all
necessary d1;ains, culverts, viaducts, crossings, sidings, bridges, turnouts, watering places,
depots, equipments, furniture, and all other appurtenances of a first· class milroad."
This provision of the statute, not being deemed sufficiently defin~te to secure a uniform standard, to which the Union Pacific Railroad Company and branches and the Central Pacific Railroad Company should conform in the construction of their respective
roads, the Secretary of the Interior directed, on the 1st day of February, 1866, that a
board, consisting of three Government directors, commissioners, and engineers, should convene in Washington and fix such standard.
On the 24th day of February, 1866, this board, through its chairman, Lieut. Col. J. H.
Simpson of the United States Engineers, submitted a report which the Secretary of the
Interior on the same day approved, directing "That said report be used by the directors
and commissioners as a guide for their action in directing or accepting the work.''
The members of this board were evidently (and perhaps properly) animated by a feeling of liberalty toward the Union Pacific H.ailroad Company, and state that ''the importance and public desires for accelerated movement have been fully appreciated, and the
board earnestly desires to favor and foster the energy and fidelity which now seems to
animate those engaged in the construction.''
This feeling so far controlled their action that they provide that ''temporary trestles
may be adopted upon assurances, to the satisfaction of the commissioners, that stone
abutments will be substituted immediately after the line shall be opened, so that stone
can be transported thereon. ''
Considering the munificent manner in ~which this road bas been endowed by the Government, it may be questionable here how far, if at all, the company should be excused
from the performance of their agreement to construct such a road as was contemplated
by the act.
It is still more questionable whether any departure from their contract should be excused on the "assurances" of the temporary managers of a corporation, every member
of which may be changed in a day.
But the directions of the Secretary of the Interior in the premises are binding on me
as a director, and I am not disposed to criticise them. Two important reports have recently been made in respect to the condition of the Union Pacific Railroad-one by the
Hon. Jesse L. Williams, of Indiana, to the Secretary of the Interior, dated August 15,
1868, and one by Special Commissioners Barnes, Bates, and Blinkensderfer to the President, of still later date.
It appears by both of these reports not only that the company have not constructed a
"first-class railroad," but they have in many things utterly disregarded the specifications prescribed by the board hereinbefore mentioned.
It is not necessary here to reiterate the complaints made by Mr. Williams as to the
character of the work done and being done on the road. His observations were made in
company with the president of the road, and a kindly spirit pervades his report. From
this I have been led to hope that his valuable suggestions of improvements in construction would have been regarded and acted upon; but I found that this had been done
only to a very limited extent.
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One case will furnish an example. He stated that Dale Creek, on the western slop~
of the Black Hills, running in a gm.nite gorge 120 feet deep and 600 feet wide at grade
line, was crossed by a pine timber trestle bridge of 40-feet spans, and complained that
iii was exposed to decay, and especially to fire. ·
The remedy applied bas been to lay a floor upon the bridge and paint it with :fire-proof
paint. Mr. Williams suggested that "when the bridge shall decay, permanencesbould
be given either by filling the gorge with earth and rock, or by an iron bridge resting on.
stone piers.''
It strikes me that waiting for the bridge to decay would be rather hazardous. Its
.
decay might, and perhaps will, be discovered by its giving way under a train.
But it is so fixed now that the unsuspecting passengers will not see their danger, .nor
know that the yawning chasm, granite bottomed, into which they are plunging is 120·
feet deep.
The gist of the report of the three special commissioners, each and all of whom were
eminently qualified to judge of the work, is contained in that part of it which contains.
an estimate of what it will cost to m?..ke the first 90 miles of the road west of Omaha
such a road as was contemplated by the act of Congress. The amount necessary todo this they estimate at $6,489,550. And this, it must be remembered, is for completing
a portion of the road which had been accepted as completed and paid for by the Government.
As the time at my command was limited I deemed it bett.er to give my more especia1
attention to that portion of the road which had not been examined since the track was.
laid, either by Mr. Williams or by the special commissioners. This portion commenced
about 920 miles west of Omaha and extended a distance of 1,000 miles west of Omaha~
One matter which struck me at the very outset, and which seems to have escaped theattention of the gentlemen who have heretofore reported upon the road, is worthy remark,
namely, the grade between Omaha and Elkhorn.
On the 12th of May, 1865, the president of the Union Pacific Railroad addressed &
communication to the President of the United States asking his approval of a change in
the line as located between these two points. The proposed change would lengthen theroad 9 miles in a distance of 23, and increase the subsidies $144,000 in money and 18(}
sections of lanrl. The principal reason assigned for it, however, was that it would reduce the grade.
By the line as located the maximum grade would be 66 feet westwardly and 79. 2:
eastwardly, while by the proposed line it would be but 30 feet each way. After considerable correspondence, examination, and assurances upon the part of the company ~
the change was on the 23d day of September, 1865, approved by the Pref?ident, upolll
the express condition that the company should make the new line with "grades ascending westward and eastward of 30 feet to the mile as they proposed." It is nearly four
years since this was done, and yet I find the grade for 4 miles out of Omaha to be ahout
90 feet to the mile. There are still assurances, however, that this will be remedied.
Now, with an occasional remark in regard to that part of the road examined by thespecial commissioners, I will proceed with such report as I am now prepared to make ..
LOCATION.

The location of a railroad line is perhaps the most important point to be considered:.
Heavy grades and sharp curvatures, as also any departure from a straight line, should beavoided as much as the topography of the country through which it passes will permit.
In the case of the Union Pacific Railroad-a road intended for a national thoroughfare, and to which the nation has been so liberal-this rule applies with double force.
The country through which this road passes furnishes a natural road-bed, which admits of no excuse for excessive grades and curves; and while the line is generally welli
located, there are yet many instances where a straight line has been departed from without cause, and where the grades are heavier and the curves sharper than necessity requires. Between Omaha and Cheyenne there are a number of sharp curves, where thedifficulties to be overcome in avoiding them would have been overcome by any firstclass railroad in the country. They save labor, however, and lengthen the line.
Between Hazard Station and Granite Canon the location of the line tor about 10 miles.
was changed after, it is said, an expenditure of over $200,000 in grading iu order to.
avoid a grade of 100 feet to the mile.
As the line is now located there is a maximum grade of 90 feet with many sharp.
curves, one of which is a 7°. curve, thus rendering the hauling of trains difficult and
the wear of machinery greater than if the original location had been adhered to. The
100-foot grade might have been avoided, leaving the line as it was, at an inconsiderableincrease in the cost of construction, which would have shortened the line and reduced
the cost to the Government.
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From Rawlings Springs to Wahsatch the location of the road is general1y good. But
there are a number of curves, many of them quite sharp, and reverse curves which are
-clearly unnecessary. One mile east of Evanston Station I observed an eight-degree curve
~reversed on a six-degree curve with no straight line intervening, on an embankment 20
feet high, and near the same place a reverse curve of eight degrees on a 16 feet embankment. These curves are not necessary, and could not be found on any first-class rail:road. And when we consider that they are built of straight rails upon embankments of
frozen alkali clods without any ballast the danger of passing over them seems absolutely
·s tartling.
If the parties who managed the construction of the road had had the same interest
which the Government and the people have in a direct and short line across the continent surely many of these curves would have been avoided.
From Wahsatch to Echo the location of the road is radically wrong. For 18 miles it
TUns along the bottom of Echo Canon, and the grade is so low that, according to the statements of Brigham Young and others well acquainted with the country, the track will be
under the water three or four months in the year. This is the canon across the mouth
'()f which during the Mormon war Brigham Yo11ng built a dam rendering it impassable.
This location might be made safe by rip rapping and extra sluices, but this would ne~essitate a large annual expenditure to keep it up, and it would be cheaper to abandon
this track now than to undertake to adhere to it.
It would have cost less to construct the road on a good location than it has cost where
it is. From Echo on as far as my examination extended the location is as good and the
:alignment and grades as easy as the character of the country will admit.
ROAD-BED.

A considerable portion of the country through which the road passes furnishes a natrural road-bed, but in many instances the grade is too low and should be raised.
The embankments and excavations are generally too narrow. Where cuttings are light
the embankmfmts are often· less in width than the length of the ties, and without the
proper slopes. The narrow cuttings will be a fruitful source of land-slides, or where
through rock the track is equally liable to be obstructed by falling rocks. From Bryan
to Echo, with the exceptionofabout 10 miles, the track is laid on an alkali clay, which
is liable to wash away. Until this is ballasted it will be decidedly unsafe to run trains
-over it at any rate of speed. From Bryan to W ahsatch the track is from 1 to 6 feet below
grade and is laid on frozen clods without ballast. Of course this cannot be considered a
permanent road-bed, notwithstanding it has been accepted and paid for as "first class."
On the subject of drains and culverts Mr. Williams animadverted to some extent and
suggested some important improvements. His suggestions in this behalf have not been
followed. There are drains where there ought to be culverts and fillings where there
-ought to be drains.
For 1,000 miles west from Omaha there are two arched culverts, and only two. On
the 13th of February instant, between Shell Creek and North Bend, the track and embankment for about 400 feet were washed away for want of sufficient drainage. A
freight train drawn by engine No. 126 (which had been but two months on the road)
ran into the chasm, completely wrecking the engine and several cars. A passenger train
might have met the same fate.
CROSS-TIES AND RAILS.

These matters, owing to want of time, must be reserved for a subsequent report.
TRACK-LAYING.

This matter, for the same reason, must be postponed as to its main features. I must
now confine my remarks to the terms of the -contract for laying the track and to orie pe-culiarity in regard to the manner of laying the last 100 miles.
The track is laid under a contract with Casement Bros., in which it is said at least
two persons connected with the management of the road have an interest.
The price paid is $800 per mile when not over 2 miles per day are laid; if over 2 miles
the price is $1,200. When detentions occur, by reason of the road-bed not being ready,
·the constructors receive $3,000 per day for such detentions.
I understand that these detentions are not infrequent when less than 2 or 3 miles of
road-bed are ready. The peculiarity as to the last 100 miles accepted is that the rails
.are laid without reference to whether or not the joints come upon ties. They are laid
with what is called the fish joint, which consists of two wrought-iron plates 20 inches
J.ong, 2} inches wide, and %of an inch thick, made to fit the rail to which it bolted with
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i-inch bolts. 'When a joint does not come on a tie the end of the rail is supported only
by these bolts. Such a track may do for a short time, but I have no knowledge of any
()ther road, '' first-class '' or otherwise, that has adopted this plan of laying a track. It
has but one advantage, and that one may answer all the purposes of the managers of the
road, which is that more track can be laid in a day than if the joints were required to
be placed on the ties.
BALLASTING.

As ro this, I have only time to say there is little or none on the road.
The subject of machine-shops, round-houses, equipment and :·tation buildings must
be reserved for a subsequent report.
WATER-TANKS AND WINDMILLS.

In regard to these subjects I can now only very briefly make a partial report. The
water-tanks are at convenient distances, and are nearly all provided with windmills
furnished by the" Maynard Windmill Company," with which to pump water.
If the company had any way of regulating the wind, these things would be both economical and useful. As it is, however, whatever may be said in Javor of their economy,
they certainly do not possess utility. When there is no wind they do not work; and
when there is any wind in that country there is too much for these mills. Their maehinery is thrown out of gear and they will not pump.
In a few instances stationary engines have been substituted for the wind-mills, and at
Bryan there are thirty-six men employed at $3 per day each to work the wind-mill. Yet
theRe mills are still being erected, a circumstance accounted for by some bad people who
.assert that the "Maynard Wind-Mill Company" is composed of the managers of the road.
BRIDGES.

I am compelled for want of time to postpone this very important subject until a subsequent report.
FROM WAHSATCH TO E CHO.

The distance between these points is 28 miles, and this is a portion of the line accepted
.and upon which bonds were issued, as I am informed during my absence. I advised the
President by telegraph from Rawlings Springs on the 1st of February, and also by letter
from Echo, of the 3d of February, that the work was not completed on this portion of the
road.
The facts are these: Within a short distance of Wahsatch it was necessary to tunnel
'770 feet. As this would require some time, the company, as a temporary expedient,
built a road around the tunnel, which connects with the proposed permanent road ten
miles from its point of departure; although the temporary track is much longer than
this, and very heavy grades. This was the condition of the road when examined and
.accepted by the Government commissioners, and it is its condition yet.
Ten miles of road not even graded, and without a rail on it, and a tunnel not yet. completed, have been accepted as a "first-cla:o;s" railroad, and the Government subsidy has
been paid upon this acceptance. In justice to the commissioners I will say that I am
informed they were taken round this portion of the road, both ways, in the night, on
the temporary track.
This is probably not the best way to examine a railroad in order to ascertain whether
()r not it is a first-class road, but that this was the manner in which it was done may not
have been a matter of choice with the commissioners. I am informed that one of them
did not willingly sign the report accepting this part of the road, but was eventually persuaded to do so. But no part of the road from Wahsatch to Echo is a "first-class railroad.''
As before stated, the location is radically wrong, and must sooner or later be abandoned. On the 10 miles above alluded to there will be 3, 000 feet temporary trestle-work.
As stated before it would have cost no more to build this portion of the road on a good
and permanent location by keeping to the left of Echo Ca:f.ion, instead of running in its
bed. This location must eventually be adopted.
MANAGEMENT.

I approach the subject of management of this road with great reluctance, partly beeause of its delicacy and partly because of its magnitude. But as the subject cannot be
treated of with delicacy and at the same time with truth, I must eschew the former for
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the sake of the latter. The fact is the road is not managed at all. It is mismanaged altogether. It might be supposed that the managers of this company in selecting a person
to superintend such a road-the longest line of road in the world-would have cast about
them for a man of experience; a man who had not only been a railroad man but a successful superintendent of railroads.
The position is one of unparalleled difficulties in the )listory of railroading, and should
be :filled, and can be :filled well, or even tolerably well, only by the most experienced
and capable men to be found. The experience of the general superintendent as a railroad man before entering upon the duties of general superintendent of this, the greatest
of roads, was all gained by selling tickets for a railroad in the interior of Iowa.
Is any further explanation necessary as to why this road IS so fearfully mismanaged?
Only this, that he openly proclaims and acts upon the theory that there shall be no
man employed upon the road who knows more about railroading than he does! Commencing with superlative inefficiency and adopting a descending scale is surely not the
best way to successfully manage a great line of railroad, and such a course will necessarily bring the management of a road to t:qat point which this roa<l ha:-; reached.
The road is divided into four divisions, eachofwh[ch is nnd2r the charge of a division
superintendent, one of whom, I will state at the Tisk of causing his dismissal, does
know more about railroading than the general supermtendent. These division snperjntendents operate their respective divi:sions as though each was a separate road and
each competing with the other. Instead of harmony in their operation there is jealousy; instead of co-operation there is antagonism. They are not willing to assist
each other; neither will they ask nor accept the assistance of the others lest the general superintendent should say (as he would) that he would have no division superintendent who could not take care of his own division under anv and all circumstances.
Better, they reason, that everything should go wrong or stand. still than that the general superintendent should come to regard them as so far lacking in ability and energy
as to require assistance; and from their standpoint they reason well.
The same feeling pervades all the employes of the road. Each is anxious to stand
well with the general superintendent, and each is afraid that the others will outdo him
in gaining the favor of this great man. Jealousy among equals and tyranny on the part
of superiors are universal.
One incident, which occurred at Rawlings Springs on the 13th of February, illustrates
the chances of an employe who has a mind of his own holding his place. An engineer
was directed to take out an engine, which be declined to do, stating that it would burst.
He was dismissed. Another engineer was ordered to take out the engine, but gave the
same answer and shared the same fate. A third engineer received the same order and
obeyed it. Within half an hour the engine exploded, killing the engineer, fireman, and
conductor.
The effect.s of the mismanagement of the road are seen and felt everywhere in
the rusty locomotives in the engine-houses, in the dead locomotives (including
about one-half of those owned by the company), in the trains ahandoned and forgotten, in the vexatious delays of freight shipped over the road. (Tl~ere are instances where freight has been delayed on the road for two months or more, and in
some cases it never was he:t•·d of after lt.aving Omaha.. ) The public who fnrnish the
means to build the road are certainly entitled to a bPtter management of it than
they now h!:i.ve.
CO~TRACTS.

It iiS a fact which no one doubts, and I believe no one denies, that the persons who
have had the superinteudence and management of the con~truct. ion of the Union
Pacific Railroad are the persons who have been, and are, the contractors for its construct.ion.
The "credit mobilier" rloes the work and receives the money. And what is the
"Credit Mobilier"? To ur-;e the forcible languagQ of Charles Francis Adams, jr., in
an article ht the North American Review, for Jannn.ry, 1~69, "It is hut another
uame for the Pacific Railroad ring. The members of it are in Congress; they are
trustees for the bondholders; they are directors; they are stockholders; they are contract.ors; in Washington they vote the subsidies, in New York they receive them,
upon the plains they expend them, and in the • credit mobilier' they divide them.
"Ever-shift.ing chara:eters, they are ever ubiquitous; they receive money into one·
hand as a corporation and pay it into the other as a contractor. Humanly speaking,
the whole thing seems to ue a species of thimble-rig, with (lifference from the ordinary
arran bement, that, whereas, commonly, 'the Httle joker' is never fonnd under the
thimble which may be turned up, in this case be is sure to be found, turn up which
thimble you may. Under one name or another a ring of a few persons is struck, at.
whatever point the Union Pacific is approached.
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' 'As stockholders, they own the road; as mortgagees, they have a lieu upon rt; as
directors, they contract for its construction; and as members of the 'credit mobilier,'
they build it."
It will thus be se_en that thesepartiesarenotonly deeplyintere:,~tedingettingall the
money they can, but also in spending all they get, which circumstauce will account
for the immense cost of constructing the road, as reported by the company. ~ow,
how does this operate on the interests of the Government. the stockhol(lers, and. the
;people'
The Government delivers to these persons so much money, or bonrls which are
~quivalent to money, per mile of the road coustructerl.
They are not responsible for
th e repayment of this woney. A corporation of which they are members to-day, but
may not be to -morrow. A corporation wit.h problematical assets after these gentlemen get through with it agree to pay the bonds. What means the corporation will
have with which to do this, after paying off prior liens, will be considered liere~tfter.
And, besifles, when the company and contractors are both interested in having a long
road, while tbe Government and the people are both interested in having a short one,
it is easy to imagine whether the road will be long or short, if the whole matter is to
be determined uy the company and contractors.
The interest of the stockholllers has so far vanishe«l already t.llat it is scarcely worth
considering. With the first-mortgage bonds, the Government second-mortgage bonds,
the land-grant bonds, and the floating debt which these managers will leave behind
them, the chances for the stockholders to rea.lize anything from theirinvestment.s are
so remote that the science of mathematics is not equal to their calculation. The intert:"sts of the people are the same as those of the Government. They pa.y for the road.
They are to be taxed for thirt.y years to pay the interest on these bonds, an amount
exceeding t,he total (necessary) cost of the road. And at the end of the thirty years,
when an insolvent corporation refuses to p~~Y the bond, the people must be taxed to
pay them. And what. are they getting for this '! A road built for them f Not at
all. They are getting a road bnilt for the express pnrpose of seen ring the Government
bounty-a road upon which their lives and property cannot be safe.
Aside from this matter of having the more important contracts under the eontrol
of the persons who are managing the railroad company, there are numerous associations or" rings," organized for the purpose of conducting nearly all the uusiness along
the line, all of which associations are composed in whole or in part. of these managers,
or of persons in their employ. The whole concern seems to be oue vast machine, connected and consonant in all its parts; and the only condition upon which out~:;iders
ean procure the machine to run for their benefit is that they shall furnish the lubrie ating material.
In this connection I will say that I encountered difficulties almost insurmountable
ip_ attempting to gain information in regard to the details of the management of the
.r oad. There are no people residing along the line to whom I could apply, anrl hence
I was compelled to make inquiries of persons in the employ of the company. 'fhese
persons are almost universally dependent for their daily bread upon their wages.
They cannot afford to be dismissed, and they know they would be if they made any
statement detrimental to the interest of their employers, or to any of the innumerable "rings" with which the employes are connected. In the few instances where I
gained information from these employes they had a fear, and openly expressed it, that
they would lose their places if I used their names in connection with the information
they gave.
No one, however, can pass over the line, and observe what is going on, without
feeling that all, and more than all, that has ever been charged against the management of the road is true.
•
I will give a few instances where, although I did not obtain strict legal proof of
mismanagement, I gained a firm conviction that what I heard was true, and is sus·ceptible of proof.
In the contract with Brigham Young for grading it was stipulated that the supplies for his employes should pass over the road free.
The amount of freight passing free over the line consigned to Brigham Young, an
.amount so largely in excess of what is for the use of his men, suggests mismanagement, if nothing else. I observed that the firm of" Magath & Co." had extraordinary facilities for transporting freight over the road. They take all unconsigned
freight from Omaha west. In many instances where hills of lading had been signed
by the company the goods have been delayed at Omaha and other places along the
line until they were transferred to Magath & Co. The consequence is that merchants a:re compelled to consign their goods to this firm, and pay extra, and often excessive, rates in order to get them through.
Complaints in regard to this matter have been made to the managers of the road,
but no steps have been taken to apply a rem~dy.
The fact that a brother of the general superintendent is a member of the firrn of
Magath & Co. is, under the circumstances, a suggestive one.
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The contracts for fuel are much commented on. The contract price paid for wood,
it is said, ranges from $10 to $14 per cord, where the article has been offered from $2
to$:~ less. I have positive information that a responsible person offered to furnish
all the wood needed west of Green River at $10.50 per cord. His bid was refused,
and a contract entered into with other parties to furnish all the wood needed on that
portion of the road, for eighteen months, at from $12 to $14 per cord; and the wood
being furnished under this contract is scrub cedar and about 3 feet long.
These contracts are made under the direction of the superintendent, and the explanations I heard of his course in the matter are so far from complimentary to him
that. I forbtar to state them.
I am at a loss to understand why wood should be used at all. It will cost about
three times as much for fuel to run an engine burning wood, at the price that wood
can be obtained in that country, as to run onfl burning coal even at the price the company pays for coal, while if wood and coal were both obtained at current prices, the
differen('e would be much greater.
The Wyoming C<'al Company, said to be a corporation chartered by the legislature
of Nebraska, had a contract for furnishing all the coal needed on the entire line for
fifteen years. By letter of 23dofFebruary, delivered to the vice-president of the Union .
Pacitic Railroad Company on the next day, I a~ked for information in regard to several points, and also to be informed as to the terms of t!Jis contract. He declined to
give the information ''for want of sufficient clerical force." I am i11formed, however,
that coal can be furnished at a cost of 50 per cent. less than is now being paid, and
as tht>re is better coal, in larger quantities and near~r the road, I have no doubt my
information is correct .
COST OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD, AND FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE COMPANY.

What 1t cost to construct this road is a matter of interest, to the Government and
the people; but an, inquiry into thiH matter without a comparison with what the cost
miaht and sbould have been is not of much importance. A thing is ordinarily- suppo~ed to be worth what it costs, but if it costs more than it !lhould t,his rule will not
apply.
.
.
It has natnrally been the mm of the managers ofth1s company not only to make their
road cost as much as possible, but also to represent its cost at as high figures as the
facts will admit, and hence they have taken great pains to present the difficultit>s of
constructing a road thruugh that country in a very strong light, and not a dry light
either.
The Rocky Mountains were long represented and regarded as an almost insurmountable barrier to any road across the continent. This idea had so far possessed Congress that, when this company was chartered, the Government subsidy in money was
made three times as large for the 150 miles across the Rocky Mountains as for 517
miles east. of the mountains. Of course these mountains are not a myth. There is
rising ground there, and it rises to a co11siderable altitude. But on the line of this
road it is only rising ground, and the track is laid on the top of it. 'rhe difficulties
of building that part of the road were not much greater than in building any other
pM~
,
Prom the report of the treasurer of the company we can get at what the road cost
the company, but what it actually cost to build it is quite another thing, and must
to a considerable extent be a matter of conjecture. A gentleman prominently connected with the building of the Atlantic and Great Western rond, and who is perfectly familiar with the cost of that road (which was built in times of highest prices),.
asserts very positively that the road from Omaha to Cheyenne (516 miles), with which
he was well acquainted, "could not have cost to exceed $25,000 per mile equipped."
From statements made to me by constructing engineers and subcontractors engaged
upon the work, I am satisfied that this part of the road, equipped, need not have cost
over $30,000 per mile.
I have the engineer's final estimate and payment for one of the heaviest sections of 28 miles between Cheyenne and the 1,000-mile post, on which the
actual cost pet mile for grading, bridges, and masonry was ... _.......... $16, Ot31 01
If they put in 2,800 ties per mile at the contract price ($1.20) they will
cost ... _... _. _... ___ •... --- .......... -- .... -- .... -- .... -- .......... -.. 3, 360 00
90 tons iron at, say, $150 per ton.·----------·---------------· ...... ···-·· 13,500 00
Track-laying and spikes.·----------------·-----------------· ...... ------ 1,500 00
Equipment ...... ····-· .............. ·----····-·· .... ···--··-··-------·· 7,500 00
Total ... _.... __ ......... - .... -- ....• --: - ... -- ...•• - •..... -.. . . . . . . 41, 941 01
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The necessary cost of building the road beyond the 517-mile post cannot averagethis amount per mile; but suppose it does, then we have these figures, calculating
for I, 100 miles:
517 miles, at $:~0,000 per mile ...... -------·------------ ........•... ·--- $15,510,000
583 miles, at (say) $4~,000 per mile. ____ ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . i4, 486, 000
Total ............. __ ..... - ...... - ...................... - .. - .... .

:39,996,000

This, then, wouM be the value of the road and eqnipments when completed, if every·
thing was uew, lmt everything will not be new. Portions of 1 he roacl will be worn
out. Much of the rolling stock (at least :3:3 per cent. of it) will be use«L up. Even
now but sixty-five engines ont, of one hundred and thirty on the road art-~ !-;erviceable.
But, as a bash> for calculating the financial condition of the cornpany, we will taka
these figures as the value of the road "hen completed, for 1,100 wileH:
Liabilities of the company:
United States bonds . __ . _... _.... ____ .... __ . _... __ ... _. _.. ____ . . . . .
First-mortgage bonds ... __ ... _. _. ___ .. - _. _.. __ . _..... _. _... _____ . _.
Bills payable, loans, &c., January 1, 1869 ... ________ .. _______ ... __ .

3:!8, 00()
328, 00()
1:1,059,847

~:29,

~;),

Total ....... _____________ .. ___ . ____ . _____ .. _.. ____ .. _____ . __ 71, 715, 847
Value of road .. __ . ___ . _____ .. __ . _.. ______ . __________ ..... $39,996,000
Stock paid (as is said) __ . ________ .... _ . _... - . _.. - _.. _. _ . . . . 13, ~43, t:OO
-----

!'>:3, 239, 80()

Excess of liabilities over assets .... ------·-----------·----·------

1~,476,047

This calculation, of course, leaves out the lands. These figures are interesting to
the people, as they show a debit, of over $U:l,OOO,OOO as assets to pay the United States
bonds.
But the lands? Are not 14,080,000 acres of land along this great thoroughfare of
immense value' The company calculate them at $1.50 per acre, which is more than
they are worth. But where will these lands be in thirty years, when the bonds mature? Sold. And where will the money be? Spent. The philosophy of all this has
been explained hereinbefore, when treating of cont.racts. The managers of the road
represent that it will cost $82,445,012 for 1,100 miles. As t.hey are the contractors
their representations in this matter are perfect.ly reliable.
CONCLUSION.

I am aware that this report will bring upon me the enmity of persons high in
official positions-of persons controlling unlimited capital. I do not court this enmity. I should like to avoid it. But I must do my duty. I have been, to some extent~
charged with looking after the interests of the Government in this matter; and the
interests of the Government are in this the interests of the people. As their representative, I have deemed it not only right and proper that I should. criticise what is
amiss in this matter, but that it was necessary to do so. I think that the Government, and through the Government the people, should be advised as to all matters
connected with this road which the people have built.
And if what I have herein stated should cause the managers of the road to work
less for themselves and more for the people, if it should induce any reform (and there
is room for much) in the management of the road, I will be repaid for any personal
inconvenience which may result to me because of my preference for facts over gloss,
for war (if it may be) over peace.
I have in this report avoided the use of names and specific statements not from
a want of them, but from a fear that I might weaken the truth by laying myself open
to the charge of personal enmity. If there should be any doubt of my statement, I
am prepared to furnish, to those who are entitled to receive, the names, facts, and
proofs necessary to confirm all, and may be more, than I have alleged.
'fhe interests of the country in this railroad have never been properly cared for.
They have not been cared for at all. Nor can they be while the company is organized
as it is now. The Government, in order to protect its rights, must have a voice in
the management of the company which can be heard.
Of what avail is it to have five representatives of the Government in a board of
twenty directors T And why, when -the interests of the Government outweigh all
other interests, should its voice in the management of the road be practically unheard'?
There should be, and I earnestly recommend that there be, such additional legislation as to give the Government power to protect its rights and the rights of the people.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
We have all been so wrapt in admiration at the energy of this company in pushing
forward this road, that we have overlooked both the cause and the consequence of
their great haste.
To build a railroad faster than even Europe dreamt of building one, is au achievement we would wuch rather praise than inquire into; so, without stopping to examine how the thing was done, we have contented ourselves with the fact that it was do'lt6.
It is time we stopped to ask "is it well done Y" In a pamphlet recently issued by
the company this question is asked, with the following comment upon its impor1ance:
" This is a point of the highest importance.
''The unprecedented speed with which this road is being built is a matter of aston:ishment to every beholder; its solidity, permanence, and safety are questions in
which every financier, and indeed every American citizen, is directly interested. Tlw
large grants 'made by Government in aid of the Union Pacific Railroad 1nakeit so pecu-liarlv
.a national work that the finished road will be our national pride or kurniliation, according to
its character."
.
Calling attention to the unavoidable incompleteness of this report, I have the
lhonor to be, very respectfully,
C. H. SNOW,
Got~ernment Dire~tor Union Pacifio Railt·oad.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS, FEBRUARY 17, 1872.

SIR: Iu obedience to your letter of instructions of February 17, 1872, the Government. directors of the Uninn Pacific Railroad met in the city of Bo~ton on the 5th of
March, instant, and considered the subject presented for their consideration by ~Tour
said letter, and now report their findings and conclusions.
.
The fourteenth section oftb.e act of Congress of July 1, l~li2, provides:
"That the said Union Pacific Railroad Company is hereby authorized and required
to construct a sing-le line of railroad and telegraph from a point on the western boundary of the State of Iowa, to be fixed by the PreB'icl~-nt of the United States, upon the most
direct and practicable route, to be subject, to his approval, so as to form a flonnection
with the lines of said company at some point on the one hundredth meridian of longitude aforesaid, from the point of commencement on the western boundary of the State
of Iowa, upon the s:c1.me terms and conditions in all respectH as are contained in this
act for the construction of the said railroa1l and telegraph first mentionefl.."
Thf' President of the United States discharged the dnty imposed on him by said
act by executing an executive order, from which the following is extracted, viz:
"I, Abraham Lincoln, Presi1lent of the United States, do, upon the application of
the said company" (the Union Pacific Railroarl Company), "designate and establish
such first above-named point on the western boundary of the State of Iowa, east of
and opposite to the east line of section 10, in township 15 north, of range 13 east, of
the sixth -principal meridian, in the Territory of Nebraska.
"Done at the city of Washington this 7th day of March, in the year of our Lord
•1864.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN."
Every reasonable rule of construction applicable to the aforesaid act and this executive order tend~ to fix as the point of commencement of the Union Pacific Railroad a point on the main land on the western boundary of the State of Iowa east of
and opposite to the east line of t.he particular section of land mentioned in said
order.
That this was the understanding of the said Union Pacific Railroad Company seems
clear from the amendatory legislation which it asked for and obtained in 1854. The
eastern terminus of said railroad having been tixed on the western boundary of the
State of Iowa, as aforesaid, it became nect'ssary for said company to procure further
legislation to enable it to comply fully with the law. Hence the amendatory act of
July 2, 1864, provicled, in the ninth section thereof, that" To enable any one of said corporations to make convenient and necessary connections with other roads, it is hereby authorized to establish and maintain all necessary
ferries upon ancl across the Missouri River and other rivers which its road may pass
in its course; and authority is hereby given said corporatiou to construct bridges
over said Missouri River and all other rivers for tb.e conveniPnce of said road," &c.
The "other roads" here mentioned (in so far as they conlrl relate to the Union Panific R.ailroad) must have been those authorized at the time, or to be authorized, to
fix their western terminus on the western boundary of Iowa-the lines being constructed from the east. If this be not so, then the language of the act of Congress is
meaningless.
In 1856 Congress bad made grants of la.ncl to aid in the construction of two lines of
railway from the Missis~ippi to the Missouri River. These lines were represented
to commence at Burlington and Davenport on the Missis~ippi River and end at Conncil Bluffs on the Missouri River. They have been comvleted, as well as other lines
having their western terminus at Council Bluffs. These, and such other lines as may
he constructed to the east bank of the Missouri River, are the "other roads" with
which the Union Pacific Railroad was authorized to "make necessary and convenient
connections by t,hp, legislat.ion of 11:l64, which was asked for aud obtained by said company, and in order to enable said connections to be made said company was authorized to establish and maintain ferries, and to construct a bridge across the Missouri
R.iver. No connecting lines had any such right or franchise, the bridge to be built, kept,
and maintained at the expense o.f said company," and of conrse was to be a part of the
·' conti nuons line" which the law required to be operated from the point of commencement on the western boundary of Iowa westward to the end of said railroad. We

8. Ex. 69--5
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therefore find that the bridge which has been constructed by said company is a part
of the line of its railroad, bringing the same to its point of commencement as aforesaid, and perfecting its connection with the other roads having their western termini
on the western boundary of Iowa, to wit, on the east bank of the Missouri River.
On inquiry we find that the Union Pacific Railroad Company, on or about the 6th
day of January, 1872, by John Duff, its vice-president, entered into an agreement in
writing with the city of Omaha, in which it is declared that "the eastern terminus of
the Union Pacific Railroad shall be and remain at said city of Omaha."
This provision of said agreement, together with all others tending to change the
eastern terminus of said road from the east to tbe west side of the Missouri River, or
tending to shift the responsibility of maintaining said bridge from said company to
its connecting lines, we find to be in direct and palpable violation of its charter and
detrimental to the interests of the public.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JAMES F. WILSON,
B. F. WADE,
H. PRICE,
JOHN C. S. HARRISON,
DAVID S. RUDDOCK,
Government Di1·ecto1·s.

Hon. C.

DELANO,

Sec1·etary of the Interior.
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REPORTS IN RELATION TO THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, 1872
AND 1873.

LETTER FRO/Jil THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, l'RANSlliTTLVG
REPORTS IN RELATION TO THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.
[House Ex. Doc. No. 95, Forty-third Congress, first Ression.]

DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., Janum·y 26, 1874.
SIR: In answer to House resolution of the 21st instant, calling for copies of reports
of commissioners under the Pacific Railroad act, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of each of the following papers, which, I am informed by the mover of
the resolution, are those desired, vi:ll:
t. Letter addressed to the Department on the 1:3th September, 1R72, by James F.
Wilson, J. H. Millard, DavidS. Ruddock, and John C. S. Harrison, four (of the five)
Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroa,t1 Company, and Horace F. Clark,
the then president ot' said company.
·
2. Report of said Government directors on said company's road, undated, but received 23d December, 1872.
3. Report) of James F. Wilson and J. H. Millard, two (of the five) of said Government directors on said company's road, under date of 1st December, 1873.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO,
SeareiaTy •.
Ron. J. G. BLAINE,
Speaker of the Hott8e of Representatives.
P. S.-I also transmit a printed copy of the report on said company's road, und·erdate of 30th October, 1869, by five" eminent citizens."
C. DELANO,
Secre{ary.

1.

To the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:
SIR: On the 3d day of November, 1869, Hon. J.D. Cox, then Secretary of the Interior, issued an order, a copy of which is hereto attached, suspending the issuance of
patents to one-half of the lands to which the Union Pacific Railroad Company was
entitled under the legislation of Congress extending aid to said company for the con~
struction of said road.
The company desire to have this o:tder suspended as to the first 200 miles running
west from the Missouri River; and the reason for the issuance of said order having,
in our judgment, passed away, we recommend that said order be suspended as to said
200 miles, and that patents to the lands be issued to the company in pursuance to the
law making the grant.
A part of the Government directors recently passed over the entire line of the road,
and will soon report at length the result of their examination.
The foregoing recommendation is made in advance of Raid report, for the purpose
of enabling the company to more readily dispose of its lands, and thus secure the
more rapid settlement and improvement of the country along the line of the road.
•
JAMES E'. WILSON.
J. H. MILLARD.
DAVID S. RUDDOCK.
JOHN C. S. HARRISON.
HORACE F. CLARK.
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Hon. C.

DRLANO,

Sem·etary of the Interior:
SIR: The act of July 2, 1864, in the thirteenth section thereof, provides that" the
Government dir• ctors shall, from time to time, report to t,he Secretary of the Interior
in answer to any inquiries he may make of them touching tbe condition, management,
and progress of the V\ 0rk, and shall communicate to the Secretary of the Interior at
any time snch information as should be in the possession of the Department. They
shall, as often as may be necessary to a full knowledge of the condition and management of the line, visit all portions of the line of the road, whether built or surveyed.''
A visitation of the line of the road was made by three of the Government directors
during the month of August last. The entire line was passed over by daylight, and
the ex:Lmination madfl suggested some subjects of interest, upon which we deem it
advisable to report.
The Government bas invested in the Union Pacific Railroad $;!7,2:37,000 in 6 per
cent. bonds, issued to aiel the company in the construction of the road. This is not a
gift, but an advance in the nature of a loan, which the law contomplates shall be returned by t,hH company to the Government at some time. Hence the loan secures to
the Government a lien upon the road and all propert.Y and appurtenances belonging
thereto, snbordi11ate only to the first-mortgage bonds issued by the company; and
fnrth er provides that, "after said road is completed, until said bonds andinterestare
paid, at least 5 per centum of the net earnings of the said road shall also be annually
applied to the payment thereof" (sec. 6, act July 2, 1862); and that "one-half of the
compensation for services rendered for the Government by said companies shall be
1·eqnired to be applied to the payment of the bonds issncd by the Government in aid
of the construction of said road" (sec. 5, act July 2, 1864).
The probability of a return to the Government of the amount advanced by it to aid
in the construction of t,he r·oad depends entirely on the condition in which the line and
its equipments are kept, and the amount of care, prudence, and foresight exercised in
the affairs of the company, including the securing and retention of all business legitimately belonging to the line, and a wise nurture and development of the resources of
the country through which it passes, and the regions tributary thereto.
The Government directors found the road, its equipment, and the appointments
necessary to the maintenance thereof, in a condition highly satisfactory. Probably
no equalnmnber of consecutive miles of railwa.y in the United States can be found in
better condition. The efforts then making by the general superintendent to prevent
a renewal of the snow-blockade will, in our judgment, if he 1s allowed to perfect them,
prove successful and satisfactory. This being assnred, and coupled with a proper
and legitimate management of the affairs of the corporation, local, general, and
:financial, we do not doubt the capacity of the road to be equal to all just demands
upon it, including the Government lien. Some reforms, however, are necessary to
reach this result. A great corporation like this one cannot be directed wit.h that assurance of success which should attend it, with its responsible management removed
1,200 miles from the head of the field of its operations. The principal office of this
corporation should be at the head of the road, and the presence there of a responRible
executive officer should be enforced. Successful management can be attained in no
other way. This state of things does not now exist. In its stead the responsible
management of affairs, even descending to matters of seeming unimportance, is held
in Boston and New York. This ought not to be so. The annual meetings of the company should be held at the head of the road, and there should be located the fully authorized and responsible officers of its local management. The records and accounts
of the company should there be kept, to the end that those who are charged with the
care of the interest of the Government in affairs of the company may have some oue
place to look to for information. Then it would be within their power to discharge
their duties faithfully and properly; now it is not.
'ro one sn bject. we desire to call your attenti_on especia~ly. On the 16th day of July,
1868, the followmg agreement was entered mto: "Th1s agreement made this 16th
day ~f July, in the year of our Lord 1868, between the Union Pacific Railway, by its
proper officers, of the first part, and Cyrus 0. Godfrey and Thomas Wardell, of the
State of Missomi, of the second part, witnesseth:
"That the said party of the first part agrees that the party of the second part may
prospect, at their own expense, for coal on the whole line of the Union Pacific Railway, its extensions and branches, and open and operate any mine discovered, at their
own expense.
''That said railroad company agrees to purchase of said party of the second part all
clean, merchantable coal, mined along the line of its road, needed for engines, depots,
shops, and other purposes of the company, and to pay for the same for the first two
years at the rate of $6 per ton, for the next three years at $5 per ton, for the four
7
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years thereafter at $1 per ton, and for the six years remaining at $3 per ton, delivered
upon the cars at the mines of said party of the second part, and which shall not be
less than 10 per cent. added to the cost of the samfl to the said party of 1he second
part. This contract to be and remain in full force for the full term of fifteen years
from the date hereof.
"That the said railroad company agree to facilitate the operations of said party
of the second part in prospecting and otherwise, by means of such inform~tion as it
may possess, ancl by furnishing free passes on its road to the agents of the party of the
second part, not exceeding six in number.
"The said railroad company further agrees to put in switches and the necessary
side-tracks, at such points as may be mutually agreed upon, for the accommodation
of the business of the said party of the seconu part.
"That the said part.y of the second part agree to make all necessary exertions to increase the demand and consumption of coal by outside parties nloug the line of said
railroad, and to open and operate mines at such points where coal may be discovered by
said railroad company, and to expend within the five years from the ctate of this agreement, m the purchase and development of mines an(l mining-lands, and in improvements for the opening and the successful and economical working of the same, not less
than the sum of $20,UOO; also to furnish for the use of said railroad company good
merchantable coa.I, and to pay all expenses for improvements for loading coal into
cars. Any improvements desired by said railroad company in regard to the coal to
be used by it shall be at the cost of the railroad company.
"In com;iderat.ion of their exertions to increase the demand for coal, and the large
sum to be expended in Improvements, it is further agreed that the part.y of the second
part shall have the right to transport over the sai(l railroad and its branches, for the
next fifteen years from the date of this agreement, coal for general consumption at the
same freight that will be charged to others; but the said party of the second part
shall be entitled (in consideration of the. services rendered as herein vrovided) to a
drawback of 25 per cent. on all sums charged for .transportation of coal.
''The said railroad company agrees to furnish the party of the second part such cars
as they may require in the operation of their business, and to transport them as
promptly as possible. This agreement to remain iu force for fifteen years.
"The coal-lands owned by said party of the first part are hereby leased for the full
term of fifteen years to the said party of the second part or their assigns, for the purpose of working the same as may seem to them profitable, said party of the second
part to pay, for the first three years, a royalty of 25 cents per ton for each ton of coal
taken from their lands, excepting always coal taken from entries, air-courses. or passage-ways, for which coal no royalty shall be paid, payment of the same bein~ due
and payable mcnthly. The royalty for the last six years of this lease shall be free,
provided the price of coal to the railroad company is reduced to $3 per ton; if $3 and
25 cents per ton or more, then, in that case, the royalty shall be as during the first
nine years.
''In witness whereof we have hereunto set onr hands and seal the day and year
above mentioned.
"ABNER OWENS,
" P1·esident Union Pacific Railroad.
"C. 0. GODI<'REY,
.
"THOMAS WARDELL."
After the execution of this agreement, to wit, ou the 21st day of November, 1868,
au incorporated company was formed, known as the Wyoming Coal Corupauy. 'l'o
said coal company the above agreement was assigned by the parties thereunto. The
capital stock of said company is fixed IJy its articles of incorporation at $500,000, divided into shares of $100 each. Of this stock it is alleged by members of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company that nine-tenths of the whole amount belong to their company. In every way known to us we have endeavored to ascertain the truth or falsity
of this allegat.ion. Thus far we have failed. Of one thing, however, "e are fnlly
assured, and that is that, regardless of the parties in interest, the contract is a bad
one. An examination of its provisions, terms, and conditions will readil~, disclose
these objections to it:
.
1. It leases to a single corporation for a term of fifteen years all of the coal-lands
belonging to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, and thus establishes a fuel monopoly along the entire line of railroad, so far as a supply from said lauds is concerned.
2. To make this monopoly complete, and to enable the company to prevent the successful working of coal-deposit.s on ·lands not belonging to the railroad company, a
drawback of 25 per cent. is stipulated to be allowed on all coal transported for general consumption under said contract.
3. While the railroad company is bound by the contract to purchase of the coal
company "all clean merchantable coal mined along the line of its road needed for en-

•
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giues, depots, shops, and other purposes," the coal company is iwt required to furnish
all the coal needed.
4. The price stipulated to be paid for said coal is exorbitant-the average for the
fifteen ymws being ovP.r $4 per ton at the mine.
5. The r:-J.ilroad company guarantees to the coal company a profit of not less than
10 per cent. on the coHt of the coal mined, and thus takes upon itself all of the risks
of a business over wbich, so far as we are advised, it has no control.
6. The railroad company is to be at the expense of putting in switches, side-tracks,
&c., for tbe use of this coal company, thus reducing the col'jt of mining to it, and the
more p.ffectnally preventing competition from other parties.
And it may be here stated as a fact that will not be di~pnted, that the vice-president of the railroad company directed the general superintendent of said company not
to allow any side-tracks to be put in at any mine along the line of the road except
those of tbe Wyoming Coal Company.
It is difficult to estimate the injury resulting to all legitimate interests from such a
contr~ct.
The c.,untry through wuich the Union Pacific Railroad passes needs cheap
fuel. Fuel deposits are unlimited and of easy operation. Fuel ought to be cheap.
Active competition in its production will assure this. Reasonable- and uniform rates
of transportation will, if the coal-lands are not held in monopoly, stimulate production and establish competition. This will tend to devolop the country along the line
of the roarl an<l tributary thereto, increase the general and local business of the line,
and greatly enhapce the probabilities of an ultimate return to the Government of its
large investments in the road.
We have tried long and pt>rsistentlyto rid the companyofthis contract. We have
failed to effect this end, and, feeling the great tmportauce of t.be fuel q nestion to the
vast region of count.ry through which the road passes, we deem it our duty to report
the facts to you, that the Government may have them in possession, and to the end
that some proper remedy may be devised. Since the foregoing part of this report was
written, a regular quarterly meeting of the Union Pacific directory has been held in
New York. At that meeting we obtained some information not before in our possession. It appeared that the contract above set out was originally entered iuto for the
purpose of forming the basis of the Wyoming Coal Company organization; that the
assignment of the contract to that company was a part of the original understanding;
t.hat. said understanding was carried out as intended, and the stock in the said coal company was subscribed in the proportion of one-tenth by Mr. Wardell, for himself, and
nine-tenths by members of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, for the use and
benefit of said last-named company. The stock had been never issued, out at the
time of the meeting last mentic.ned an arrangement was made with the coal company
for the issuance of the stock in the proportions and to the parties above set forth.
The coal company also agreed to au abrogation of the 25 per cent. drawback clause
contained in said contract., but no steps were taken for a dissolution of the coal comp~:my, and the contract still subsist~ intact, except the drawback, which may still be
allowed by special arrangement. We think tl1e entire policy touching the coal-lands
and interests of the Union Pacific Railroad Company unfortunate and unwise, and
we canllot give it om· approval.
In section six of the act of July 7, 1862, it is provided that, "a.fter the road is completed, until said bonds and interest are paid, at least 5 per cent. of the net earnings
of said road shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof."
Here arises an important question: Is the road completed~ We think it is, within
a fair and reasonable signification of the terms. In our judgment, it bas been completed for a period long enough to embrace the two years ending .June 30, Hl72. The
net earnings of the company for those two years are reported as follows:
J!'~ortheyearendingJnne30, 1871 ···-····---··----··----·-··---·--·- $3,443,078 78
For the year ending J nne 30, 1872 ... __ .. _. __ .. _____ . _... _____ ... ___ . 3, 142, U2 14
Total for the two years ... _.. _____ . __ .. __ . ___ . _ . ___ . _ . ____ . __ . _ 6, 585, 210 92
l<'iYe per cent. on this amount would he $3~9,270.54. But the company claims that,
inasmuch as the above shows the net, after merely deducting the operating expenses
and that the interest account should be deducted also. There is some force in this
position, so far as the interest on the first-mortgage bonds is concerned, as the Government subordinated its lien to that of the holders of the first-mortgage bondholders. The interest on these bonds amounts to about $1,634,220, or, for the two years,
$3,268,440. As this is payable in gold, estimating gold at 12 per cent., $tl92,212. ~o
should be added to the amount, making an aggregate of $3,6fill,652.80, which, deducted from the gross net, would still leave $2,9~5,86:~.20, on which t.be Government
is entitled to the 5 per cent., and which, on this basis, amounts to $146,273.16. We
do not see bow it can be reduced below this sum, for all other bonds issued by the
company are subordinate to the lien of the Government. If the road is completed,
then this sum is due to t.he Government from the compa.uy. If it is not completed,
then it is not due.
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We have expressed our opinion concerning the question. We would suggest that
the attention of the officers of the company be called to this subject, and some definite
solntion of the question arrived at.
Here it may be well to state, as illustrative of the company's ability to discharge
this five per cent. claim, that up to August 1, 1872, the Union Pacific Company had
furnished toward the construction of the Colorado Central Railroad, in mont>y and
material, $269,244.94, besides $35,387.54 for equipment loaned; had advanced to the
Utah Northern Railroad, in material, freight, &c., $91,000, and to the Utah Southern
Railroail, in material, freight, &c., $99,109.52, or an aggregate of $494~742. We under!!tand that the grand total for all of these roads now amounts to $1,400,000.
We do not question the wisdom of a policy which tends to secure to the trunk-line
the business whieh the said se:veral roads may command. It could not well afford to
have said business diverted from it. The policy, however, should be so·ord.ered as not
to interfere with whatever present or future claim the Government may have for reimbursement.
We have herein expreosed the opinion that the Union Pacific Rllilroad Company,
properly managed, can be made to meet all just demands upon it, including the Government lien.
It is not an exceptionally expensive road to operate. With a careful, prudent management located at the head of the road, clothed with necessary power, making itself
thoroughly familiar with the character, resources, and needs of the country tributary
a most gratifying increase in the revenues of the company could, in our judgment, be
effected. A single fact will serve to illustrate how imperative the demand is for a
reform in the direction indicated.
The total increase of freight ep,rnings of the company for the year ending June 20,
1872, over those of the year ending June 30, 1871, was :u;1,084,378.10, of which only
$176,820.40 waA the increase of the local earnings, while $907,557.70 was derived from
an increase of the through earnings. This shows an unhealthy condition of the
freight business of the road. As judiciously managed, th~:~ local business should show
a much greater increase proportionally than the through business. Such results mnst
inevitably flow from the present system of remote management.
The heads of several departments, such as general superintendent, general freight
agent, &c., do not seem to possess the full powers legitimately belonging to them,
and, if they did, each wonld have quite enough to do in his respective department
without looking after duties that pertain to the executive powers of the company.
The executive power is held in New York and Boston. Those clothed wjth it seldom
visit the line of the road. While this remains the case, there will continue to be
-that lack of information relative to and grasp of the facts and data concerning the
real sources of business from which the greater proportionate increase of earnings
shonld be derived, which now forms a just ground of complaint. It is one thing to
manage the through business of this line, to care for the general :financial interests of
the company, and handle and care for its securities on t.he market; but it is quite a
different thing to grasp the sources ofits local traffic, and to develop them into everincreasing streams of revenue. The former can be done in New York and Boston.
The latter can only be accomplished on the line by officers clothed with official exec- ·
utive power. We are not disposed to be captious. We have no desire to tread upon
even debatable grounds. We have no suggestions to make tending to deprive the
stockholders of the railroad company of their just and proper powers ; but it seems to
us a duty, in view of the great pecuniary interest the Government has in the road,
and the benefit which may accrue to it and all concerned, to suggest that some reasonable and prudent steps be taken, either by the voluntary action of the company
or, that failing, by prudent legislation, which shall carry the practical executive
management of the Union Pacific Railroad to the :field of its local operation.
We do not deem it necessary for us to enter more into the details of the affairs of
the company at this time, believing as we do that the enforcement of our suggestions
relative to the localization of the management would efi'ect most of the reforms that,
in our judgment, seem to be desirable.
JOHN C. S. HARRISON,
J. H. MILLARD,
JAMES F. WILSON,
DAVID S. RUDDOCK,
Government D·irectm·s Union Pacific Rail1·oad Company.
Mr. Price, one of the Government directors, not having been able to meet with the
above, will account fur the absence of his signature.
·
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Report of the Gove-rnment di1·ecto1·s of the Union Pacific Railroad.
DECEMBER 1, 1873.
SIR: We can hut express regrst that this report upon the Union Pacific Railroad
bas bePn delayed to present date. It was our intention to have submitted it early in
November, and we should have done so but for a failure to r~ceive certain data, which
we bad called on the railroad company to furnish, in time to enable us to carry out
our purpose. The failnre of the company to act as promptly as we desired may have
been occasioned by good and sufficient cause, and such is claimed to be the case by
the company. We mention the fact as explanatory of the lateness of this report.
During the month of September the entire line of the Union Pacific Railroad was
visited and examined by two of the Government directors. The result of the Yisitation was in many respects gratifying. In our report for 1872 we remarked concerning the road that "probably no equal number of consecutive miles of railway in the
United States can be found in better condition." The road this year is in better condition in many respects t.ban it was then. A great deal of work was done in 1872 to
guard against a recurrence of the snow blockade.
The result as given in the operations of the line during last winter fully justified
the opinion expressecl in our former report, wherein we said that "the efforts then
making by the general superintendent to prevent a renewal of the snow-blockade
will, in our judgment, if be is allowed to perfect tbem, prove successful and satisfactory." During t.be preceding winter every train was more or less detained from December 15, 1b71, to February 19, 1872, while during the winter of 1872-'73 one train was
delayed twenty-four hours, and but a few connections with ea.stern roads were lost
at Omaha for the entire winter. In the efforts to produce satisfactory results in overcoming the snow difficulty for 1873, there were 38! miles of track raised from 1 to 6
feet, averaging 3 feet; and there '"\'ere also built about 25 miles of snow-fences, and
4 miles of snow-sheds. It is expected. that many of the snow-sheds erected for the
protection of cuts will be dispensed with before the expiration of another year. This
will be effected by widening the cuts. This work was being prosecuted while we
were on the line of the road, and considerable results had already been accomplished.
Sixty-seven cuts protected by snow-sheds and fences are to be widened in this manner, and when the work shall have been accomplished some 15 miles of sheds and
fences
be dispensed with.
At several points the work of widening cuts is aiding materially in the matter of
:filling iJome of the highest and longest trestles on the line. The materials taken
from a nurqber of the cuts is used for filling the trestles. The trestles in process of
·:filling, and expected to be completed within one year, are as follows:
1st. 23 feet high and 336 feet long.
2d. 24 feet high and 480 feet loug.
3d. 25 feet high and 640 feet long.
4th. 24 feet high and 192 feet long.
5th. 38 feet high and 192 feet long.
6th. 74 feet high and 59~ feet long.
7th. 27 feet high and ~~84 feet long.
8th. 35 feet high and 352 feet long.
9th. 35 feet high and 592 feet long.
Sixty miles of new iron have been laid during the year, and 500,000 ties replaced.
Ties are now being purchased in plentiful supply at but little more than one-half of
former cost.
The following table shows the number and value of engines on the road:

will
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I
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3. - •• - • - - - - - ••. -- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - -147 .................................

$8, 000
9, 000
9, 500
10, 000
11,000
12, 000
13, 000
14-, 000
15, 000

I

Total
value.
$24-, 000
4-5, 000
9, 500
4-30, 000
11,000
828, 000
234, 000
56, 000
45, 000

~---------·-------------------------------- i===,-1,682,500
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The amount, character, and value of rolling-stock on the road August 20, 1H73, were
as follows:
Value
each.

Cars.

25 first-class coaches . ... .. ........................ . ......................... .
26 second-class coaches ................. _... _................................. .

9 n1ail-cars ....... _ .......................................................... .
12 baggage-cars ............ . ... . .............................................. .
9 express-cars ............................................................... .
2 pay-cars ......................... _....... _ ... _............................. .
2 officers' cars . _............................ _................................ .
1 (Lincoln) car ............................................................... .
1, 150 box cars . ..... _... . ..... _................................... . ............. .
1, 500 flat cars ............... . ............................................ - ... -... .
48 dump-cars . . . . . . .... , ................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
50 band-cars ..................................................... - . -- ....... - •.
3 derrick-cars ................................................................ .
3 wrecking-cars ... _............ . __ .......................................... .

$6, 000
3, 000
2, 500
3, 500
3, 000
3, 500
4, 000
1, 000
700
500
50.0
75
2,500
5, 000

Total
value.
$150, 00(}
78, 00(}
22,500
4::!, 00()
27,000
7, 00()
8, 000
1, 00(}
805, 000
750, 00()

24,000
26,250

7, 500
15, 00(}

1, 923,350

- - -----The~e were all reported to be in good condition at the date above given; and,
touching the sufficiency of the above equipment, the general superintendent reported
to us: "We have sufficient cars for general use, but at times could use one hundred
more box cars; and one hundred and .fift.y more flat cars. vVe are building sufficient
freight cars at the present time to meet fnture requirements."
Our own observation satisfied us that more box and flat cars are needed to accommodate the business of the road, and would have placed thenumberrequired at moFe 1
rather than les:;, than named by the general superintendent; and, in our judgment,
the motive power, instead of being reduced by sale or leave of Congress, should
rather be increased. The following statement will give the location, dimensions,
character, &c., of shops and bnildiugs in the locomotive department:

0:\-IAHA.

Machine-shop No. 1, brick, 60 by 120 feet.
Machine-shop No. 2, brick, 50 by 75 feet.
Boiler-shop, brick, 50 by 75 feet.
Blacksmith-shop, brick, 76 by 200 feet.
Tin-shop, brick, 40 by 50 feet.
Stationary-engine room, brick, 26 by 90 feet.
Store-room, brick, 76 by 83 feet.
Oil-house, with cellar, brick, 24 by 37 feet.
Sand-house, brick, 24 by 60 feet.
Fire-engine house, brick, 30 by 104 feet.
Foundery, wood, 76 by 200 feet.
Rouud-honse , brick, 20 stalls.
Store-house (for waste), brick, 26 by 40 feet.
GRAND ISLAND.

Round-house, brick, 10 stalls.
Blacksmith-shop, wood, 20t by 32 feet.
Oil-house, wood, 9 by 24 feet.
Sand-house, wood, 12 by 16 feet.
NORTH PLATTE.

Machi~e- shop, brick, 100 by 150 feet.
Blacksmith-shop, brick, iO by 100 feet.
Office, brick, 22 by 30 feet.
Store room, wood, 18 by 24 feet.
Oil-house, wood, 1t) by 16 feet.
Round-house, brick, 20 stalls.
SID~EY.

Round-house, brick, 10 stalls.
Blacksmith-shop, woorl, 22 by 32 feet.
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CHEYENNE.

Ronnd-house, mountain stone, 20 stalls.
Coal-house, wood, 30 by 25 feet.
Oil-cellar, wood, 20 by 30 feet.
SHERMAN.

Round-house, mountain stone, 5 stalls.
LARAMIE.

Machine-shop, mountain stone, 75 by 125 feet.
Blacksmith-shop, mountain stone, 75 by 100 feet.
Engine-house, mountain stone, 32 by 39 feet.
Oil-bonse, mountain stone, 28 by 40 feet.
Iron-house, mountain stone, 34 by 44 feet.
Round-house, mountain stone, 20 stalls.
MEDICINE BOW.

Round-bouse, mountain stone, 5 stalls.
RAWLINS.

Machine-shop, mountain stone, 75 by 100 feet.
Stationary-engine room, mountain stone, 36 by 48 feet.
Iron and copper shop, wood, 30 by 75 feet.
Office and store-room, wood, 30 by 75 feet.
Round house, stone, 15 stalls.
Fifty feet of the machine-shop at Rawlins is used for a blacksmith-shop. There
another machine-shop of wood, capable of holding two engines undergoing repairs.
BITTER CREEK.

Round-house, mountain stone, 5 stalls.
Blacksmith-shop, wood, 32 by 70 feet.
GREEN RIVER.

Machine and blacksmith shop, wood, 40 by 60 feet.
Round-house, Weber Canon stone, 15 stalls.
EVANSTON.

Round-house, Weber Canon stone, 15 (20) stalls.
chine-shop.)
•
Blacksmith-shop, wood, 40 by 60 feet.
Stationary-engine room, wood, 20 by 40 feet.

(Five stalls are used for a. nm

OGDEN.

Round·house, wood, 6 stalls.
Office and store-room, wood, 20 by 28 feet.
The shops are well provided with macbi.per;r of best quality, and seem sufficient
for the present requirements of the road. Better, more commodious avd comfortable
buildings should be erected at Ogden, or such point near there as is to be the permanent point of junction of the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific Railroads. Generally on the line of the road the accommodations for passengers in the matter of
eating-houses, waiting-rooms, &c., are good, but at Ogden they are very deficient.
The company has been very fortunate in overcoming one of the most Rerious rlifficulties that confronted it at and for some time after the opening of the road. We
refer to the want of good water, which for some time promised to be a source of
great trouble. The efforts of the company to master t.his subject have been so far
so successfnl that but little difficulty is now experienced, even when the road is
most crowded with business; and on a part of the line where for a considerable time
no water fit for machinery was found, now the best is obtained. This has resulted
from persistent search, the discovery of springs, and the sinking of artesian wells.
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The following statement will show the location of water-stations, dimensions of
tanks, power used, and source of supply:
Omaha.-Tank 20 by JO, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Pappillion.-Tank S by 12, ~;upplied from creek by hand.
ltlkhorn.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Valley.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Fremont.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Ym·th Ben d.-Tank 12 by 16, !!Upplied from well by windmill.
&lwyler.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by winG.mill.
Columbus.- Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Silver Creek.-Tank 12 by Hi, supplied from well by windmill.
Lone Tt·ee.-n:tnk 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmiil.
Chapman's.-Tank 12 by 16, sn pplied from well by windmill.
Gmnd Island.-One tank 16 by :34, supplied from well by steam-pump; one tank 12
by 16, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Wood Rivet·.-'fank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Kem·ney.-Tank 12 by 10, supplied from well by windmill.
Elm Creek.- Tank 12 by 16, supplied fi·om well by windmill.
Plurn Creek.- Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmiil.
Willow Island.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Bmdy lsland.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from welJ by windmill.
McPhm·son.-Tank 16 by :34, supplied from well by windmill.
Not·th Platte.-One tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by steam-pump; one tank 16
by 28, supplied from well by steam-pump.
O'Fallons.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Alkali.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Ogallala.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Big Spt·ings.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Julesburgh.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Lodge Pole.-Tauk 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmilL
Sidney.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Totten.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill .
...dntelope.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Bushnell.-Tank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Pine Bluffs.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from well by windmill.
Egbert.-'l'ank 12 by 16, supplied from well by windmill.
Hillsdale.-'l'ank 16 by 24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
At·chm·.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Cheyenne.-'l'ank Hi by 28, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Hazard.-Tank 16 by 16, supplied from well by windmilL
Otto.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from springs uy steam-pump.
Gmnite Canon.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Buford.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring by steam-pump.
Shennan.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring by steam-pump.
Red Buttes.-Tank 16 by~4, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Larmnie.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
Wyotning.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
Caoper Lake.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
Lookout.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Rock Creek.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Medicine Bow. -Tank 16 by 14, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Carbon.-Tank 16 by24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Percy.- Two tanks, each 16 by 24, supplied from springs; self-feeders.
F01·t Steele.-Tank 115 by 24, supp1ied from river by steam-pump.
Rawlins.-Two tanks, each 16 by 24, supplied from Cherokee Spring by se1f-feeder
and from Rawlins Spring by steam-pump.
Separation.-Tank 16 by 24, snpp1ied from artesian well by stationary engine and
boiler and deep-weU pump. Depth of well, 1,103 feet; cost, $17,541.97.
Creston.-East, two tanks, each 12 by 16, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Creston.-West, tank 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well by steam-pump. Depth
of well, :-wo feet; cost, $1,504.66.
Washakie.- Two tanks, each 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well by stationary engine and boiler and deep-well pump. Depth of well, 638 feet; cost, $3,340.37.
Red Desert.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well by stationary engine and
boiler and deep-we1l pump. Depth of well, 50:3 feet; cost, ;n;3,345.30.
Bitter Creek.-Two tanks, ea.ch 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well; self-feeder.
Depth of well, 696 feet ; cost, $8,230.45.
Point of Rocks.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well by steam-pump. Depth
of well, 1,000 feet; cost, $2,819.37.
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Rock Spdngs.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from artesian well; self.feeder. D epth of
well, 1,145 feet; cost, $15,331.62.
Green River.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
B1·yon.-Tank 16 \ly 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
Granger.-Tank 16 by 24, supplit~d from river by st.eam-pump.
Chu1·ch Bnttes.-Tank 14 by 24, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Carter.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Bridger.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from creek by steam-pump.
Piedmont.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from well by steam-pump .
.Aspen.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Evanston.-Tank 16 by24, supplied from well by steam-pump.
Wasatch.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring; self-feeder.
Castle Rock.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring; self-feeder.
Hanging Rock.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring; self-feeder.
Echo.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring; self-feeder.
Peterson.- Tank 16 by 24, supplied from spring; self-feeder.
Ogden.-Tank 16 by 24, supplied from river by steam-pump.
Making in all seventy-five water-stations, averaging something over 1:~t miles apart,
as the line of road from Omaha to Ogden is 1,038.68. Seven of the stations are supplied by artesian wells, the aggregate cost of which is $52,113.74. At seven of the
stations the water-supply is self-feeding; at twenty-eight windmills are used for ntising the water; at thi:!'ty-eight steam-power is used, and one is supplied by band.
At the close of the year (30th June, 1873) the company had on hand at its several
stations, and belonging to the several departments, supplies of different classes, including ties and fuel, an aggregate amounting to $881'3,035.64.
Concerning the fuel question, to which we referred at length in the report for 1872,
we know of no reason for changing anything in said report. In order to arrive at the
real state of the account between the Wyoming Coal Company and the Union Pacific
Railroad Company, the following letter waR addressed to the superintendent of the
former company:
OMAHA, Septembm· 10, 187:3.
THOMAS WARDELL, Esq . 1
Supm·intendent Wyoming Coal Cornpany, Omaha:

Pleasegivethepriceat whichyouarefurnistingcoal to the Union Pacific Railroad Company at this time, and the amount the railroad company owed you 1st September, and at
what price you charged the company for coal on which your claim is based.
Yours,
J. H. MILLARD,

Government Director Union Pacific Raikoad Company.
The reply to this letter is here given:
vVYoMING CoAL AND MINING CoMPANY,
SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE.
Ontaha~ September 12, 187:3.
Mr. J. H. MILLARD,

Government Di1·ector Union Pacific Rail1:oa(l Company, Omaha, Nebf.:
SIR: Yours of September 10 received and contents noted. In answer would
most respectfully refer you to Mr. John Duff, president Wyoming Coal and Mining
Company, for answer to your inquiries.
Yours, respectfully,
THOMAS WARDELL,
DEAR

T1·easure1· Wyoming Coal an(l Mining Company.
This correspondence is quite characteristic of the conduct of those having in charge
the affairs of the Wyoming Coal and Mining Company, so far as our efforts to obtain
information relative to its business relations with the Union Pacific Railroad Company are concerned. The account kept at Omaha by the latter company with the
former does not agree with the prices for coal as fixerl by the contract existing between the two companies. It is alleged that the Union Pacifie Railroacl Company
owns nine-tenths of the ca.pital stock of the said coal and mining company; Mr. Wardell claims to own the other tenth. He is the superintendent and treasnrer, in fact
the general manager, of the coal aud mining company, keeping its accounts, handling
its money, and att.ending to Hs affairs geiJerally. Considering the alleged interest of
the railroad company, and the absence of complete information iu relation to the coal
account, the application made in the foregoing letter for data was well and properly
directed. The result is another evidence of the impropriety of the coal contract from
the beginning. Its existence can in no way be justified.
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Other parties operating in coal on the line of the road express a willingness to furnish coal to the railroad company at $:3 per ton. The price now nominally paid to
the Wyoming Coal and Mining Compaay is $3.50. The difference between this and
the contract price, as set ont in onr report of last year, is, we are informed, held in
abeyanc,e for adjustment at some future time.
·
The coal and mining company claims full contract price, which, as we are informed,
reliably we doubt not, amounted, on the 31st of July last to a balance due to said company of $1,075,596.97, while the balance due at that date, at the nominal price of$3.50,
was $263,382.15, leaving a balance of $812,21V~2, not a dollar of which, in our j udgment, should ever be paid. And we are firmly of the opinion that an entirely new
policy with respect io the fuel deposits along the line of the road should be adopted,
both as to the·. supplies for the company and for general consumption. Our views
upon this subject generally were set forth in our last report, and are not now changed.
The total earnings of the road for the year ending June 30, 18n, were. $9,633,965 09
For the year ending J nne 30, 1872 ____ .....••................ - ..... _.. 7, 953, 014 :tO
Increase of 1873 over 1872 . ____ ......... __ .-- . ---.- ... --- . . . . . . . . . . • .

1, 680, 950 80

Operating expenses for the year ending June ~0, 1873 .. _..... ___ .. __ ..
For the year onding J nne 30, 1872 ... __ .... _.. _.. _.. ____ .......... _..

4,697,999 56
4,~00,816 94

Increase of 1873 over 1872 _.............. __ ... _.. _..... ____ .......... .

397,182 62

Net earnings for the year ending June ~0, 1873 ............ _.. _. _.... .
Net earnings for the year ending June 30, 1872 ____ .... _............. .

4,935,965 53
3,652,197 35

Increase of 1873 over 1872 .......... - ............... - .... - ... --.. . . . .

1, 283, 766 18

There has been a steady increase in the earnings of the road since the 30th of last
June, au(l for the year which will close June 30, 1874, avery large increase over the
last year may be expected.
The uet, earnings for the year ending June 30, 1873, being $4:935,965,5:3, by deducting the interest on the first-mortgage bonds (including premium on gold), which, with
gold estimated at 9 per cent., $1,781,129.98, we ascertain the amount on which the
Government is entitled. to 5 per cent. to be $3, 154,H35.55 for the said year. The 5 per
cent. on same amounts to $157,741.77. In stating this conclusion we adhere to the
position assumed iu our report of last year, that the Union Pacific Railroad is a completed road within the meaning of the acts of Congress providing for its construction.
We shall maintain this position until informed that the Government regards it as
erroneous.
The floating debt of the company is represented to be abou-t $2,000,DOO, the greater
part of which was occasioned by advances made to connecting lines of road in cash,
materials, freight, purchase of stock, &c. A statement concerning each road so aided
is here given.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company's interest in the Utah Central Railroad Company, owning a line connecting with the former at Ogden, is the value of 5,000 shares
('fthe capital stock of the Utah Central Railroad Company, purchased at.50 cents on
the dollar, $250,000.
The certificates for the 5,000 shares were accounted for on the 4th day of October,
1873, as follows:
Shares.

Pledged as collateral with Horace F. Clark, for self and other directors, against
loans to the company for ....... - -. - ... -.- ....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000
The Union Trust Company of New York ..... ----- ·--··· --·· --·· ............ 2, 000
Total.- .••....• - .......... - ..... -- ........... - ... -- .. - . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5, 000
This stock is believed to be worth more than it cost the company, and is now in
process of transfer to John Duff, president of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in
trust for said company.
Statement of amounts charged Utah Southern Railroad Company for cash advanceO., materials furnished, &c., by Union Pacific Railroad Company:
Cashadvanced, notesissued, &c ··---···---·--····---······-·········-· $255,058 68
Materials furnished and labor performed.--. -.- .. ---.- - . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
63, 430 90
Freight charges ............. -----·---- ........ ----·· ............ ··--··
93,696 72
412,186 30
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Against which the Union Pacific Railroad Company have received 480 Utah Southern bonds at 80 per cent., $3tl4,000. Balance, November 19, 1873, $28,286.30.
The 480 bonds received are accounted for at above date as follows:
Pledged as collateral with-. •
Morton, Bliss & Company, New York ................................ $160,000 00
The Union Trust Company: New York ........... . ................... 220,000 00
In the hands of the company ............................... . ......... 100,000 00
4tl0,000 00
Statement of amounts charged Utah Northern Railroad Company for materials
furnished, labor, freight charges, &c.:
Materials furnished, labor, &c.... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . • . . .. ..
$2, 550 29
Charges on freight, local.... .. . . . . . . . . . . ........ _... . • . . .. $49, 167 96
Charges on freight, back...... .. . ... .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 60, 047 26
- - - - 109,215 22
Credit by cash........................................................

111,76!) 51
73.000 00

Balance due September 30, 1873 ..............•....••....... .••••.......
38,765 51
Statement of amounts charged to the Colorado Central Railroad Company for cash
advanced, materials furnished, &c.:
·
Cash advanced, notes .issued, and drafts accepted ....................... $8137,696 90
Materials furnished and labor performed .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . 151,171 90
Freight vouchers.... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . ..
48, 777 78
Interest on account and past-due coupons...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40, 665 09
1,128,301 67
Against which the Union Pacific Railroad Company has received110 Colorado Central first-mortgage bopds, at 85 .................••.....
380 Colorado Central first-mortgage bonds, at 80 ....•................•..
:!, 100 shares stock Colorado Central, at 25 ............................ ..

$93,500 00
304,000 0(}
52,500 00
450,000 00

Balance clue September 30, 1873 ....................................... .
Property leased, not included in above, consisting of rolling-stock ..... .

678,301 67
35,387 54

Actual total at above date.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 713, 689
The 490 bonds received as above are accounted for as follows:
Pledged as collateral withOliver Ames ................................ __ ..................... . 179,000
John Duff ................................ ·............ _... _. __ .. _.. _ 50,000
Elisha Atkins .................................................... _..
22,000
.Joseph Richardson ........................... _..................... .
:16,000
Blake Brothers, &c .......................•......................... zoo,oo0
In hands of the company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21

00
00
00·
00·

ov

487,000 00
3, 000 00

490,000 00
The certificates for the 2,100 shares of capital stock are said to be in the hands of
the company.
The total amount advanced to the foregoing several companies, as shown by the
above statement, $1,937,541.02.
The advances were made to expedite the constrnction of the several roads mentioned, and to so far eli'ect a control of their traffic in the interest of the Union PacificCompany as would tend to swell the volume of its business and enlarge its revenues.
The Colorado Central Railroad is intended to form transportation connections between
the mountain regions of Color;:tdo, Denver, and the agricultural section of that Territory and the Union Pacific Railroad, with which it will form a junction at .Julesburgh. When we visited the line in September laAt, it had advanced so far as to connect Denver, Golden, Boulder City, and Fremont 'l>y a track of 4 feet 8t inch gauge~
and Golden and Black Hawk by a line of 3 feet gauge, with branch of same rapidly
approaching Idaho Springs.
·
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The Denver connection being made over the line of another company in part, the
Union Pacific Company has now no friendly connection with any of the points mentioned, nor will it have until the Colorado Central Line shall have been completed t<>
.Ju]esburgh. That such a connection as this will afford will materially increase the
traffic over the Union Pacific Road between Omaha and Julesburgh is undoubtedly
true, while at the same time it will establish competition between two lines, which
'vill t.end to develop the resources of the Territory of f'olorado surely and rll!pidly.
Thus far the actual net earnings on the completed portion of the line have exceeded
the estimated net earnings. As an illustration of this tendency, we may state that
the estimated net earnings per mile for the year 1873 were $2,288; the actual net earnings for the months of May, June, aud July were $3,490 per mile. This is the latest
date to which we have any published statistics of tHe road showing net earnings.
The following statement, however, shows the monthly gross earnings from the time
the road was openerl. to Black Hawk station, down to and including the month of
August, 1873 :
$6,651 95
1872. Half :rronth December .. __ .. _............................ _..... __
1873. January .............................. ----......................
10,274 18
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 630 8&
March .. . .... _. _ ..... _........•.................... - ........... _ 17, 648 8(}
April .............. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
20, 455 :34
May ........ - . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
22, 058 07
June- ................... -......................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, 924 82.
July .. - - - - ..... - ....... - ..... - .....•... - .•........... - . . . . . . . . . .
28, 539 91
August ....................... . ............ -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30, 600 50
Total for eight and one-half months........................ 172,784 43From these figures it may readily be inferred that tb.e excess of net earnings over
those estimated occurred during each month. At all events, they show a steady growth
of business, which will doubtless continue.
The Utah Central Railroad connects the Union Pacific Railroad with Salt Lake
City.
For the year ending December 31, 1872, this road received for freight, reduced to pounds ...... ·----· ............................. ._ ......... 186,674,948·
And forwarded freight, reduced to pounds ....... _. _ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,478, 98G
Totalpounds received and forwarded ........................... 224,153,933-

====

From January 1, 1873, to July 31There were received ....................... - ........... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . 117, 534, 595
There were forwarded...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • . . . . . . 27, 970, 129Total pounds received and forwarded .......................... 145, 504, 724
Or, a tot.al number of pounds for the whole time of. .................. __ 369,658,657
Or, reduced to tons, the number is .......... _....... _........ _.........
184,829
Of the freight forwarded in the year 1871, there were pounds of bullion. 11, 307' 00(}
Ores containing gold, silver, lea~, &c .............. ________ ........ ___ _ 20,694,092
Totall!ounds of ore and bullion .............................. ..

32,001,092.

=====

Of the freight forwarded in the seven months of 1873, there were pounds
of bullion _.................................... _.................... .
5,777,831
Ore, as above __ ..... _. ..... _........................................... _ 15,473,275
Total of ore and bullion .... -----·------ ...................... .
To this should be added, for 1873, lead ............................... ..

21,251,106
o,092,099

Total product for mines forwarded .......... _....... _.. . . .. .. ..

24, 343, 205

The shipment of lead for this yeal' is owing to the establishment of separating work
in Utah.
There are now located within a distance of 12 miles from Salt Lake City some
eleven furnaces for the reductioll' of orPs containing precious metals, and in the Territory of Utah over thirty such establishments are engaged in the reduction of ores.
This en~ire business bas been developed since the construction of the Union Pacific
Railroad.
The Utah Southern Railroad commences at Salt Lake City, and is now rum:iing t<>
Provo, and is ultimately to be pushed on toward the southern portion of Utah Territory.

0
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The Utah Northern Railroad connects with the Union Pacific at or near Brigham
City, and runs into the Coche Valley, the finest of all the valleys in Utah, and will
be carried on the north to Soda Springs. Over this road will ultimately pass the
trade to and from Montana in great degree.
Concernmg the last two roads, we are not prepared to furnish any statistics, as
they were but recently put into active operation. The spirit of enterprise which has
been infused into the country traversed by the several roads mentioned is exceedingly
gratifying, and must largely increase the business of the Union Pacific Road, and
thus tend to enhance the security of the Government.
With regard to the advances which the Union Pacific Company has made in aid of
the roads mentioned, we can bnt repeat what we said in our report for 1872:
"We do not question the wisdom of a policy which tends to secure to the trunkline the business which the said several roads may command. It could not well afford
to have said businesl::l diverted from it. The policy, howeYer, should be so ordered as
not to interfere with whatever present or future claim the Governmeut may have for
reimbursement.''
The ability of the company to make the advances referred to tends to show that it
could have 1·eturned more to the Government than it has, and raises the question of
the power of the company to divert its means into channels not anthorized by the
law.
Of the land granted by the United States to the company to aid in the construction
of its road and telegraph line, there had been sold, on October 1, 1873, an aggregate
of 799,748.71 acres, at an average price per acre of $4.50, or a total of $3,598,869.19.
The original issue of land-grant bonds was for $10,400,000. Through sales of land
there h::J,d been, on the 1st day of September, 1873, $1,3tl9,000 of these bonds retired,
leaving an outstanding balance at that date of $9,011,000.
The land grant will ultimately, beyond reasonable doubt, retire the whole ist>ue of
land-grant bonds and leave a considerable surplus in the hands of the company.
Several ilifficulties have arisen in relation to the lands of the company. In the
State of Nebraska the lands have been assessed and placed on the tax duplicates of
the severa,l counties in which they lie. The company has enjoined the collection of
the taxes levied on the lands. The issue of the case thus made will doubtless be
with the company with respect to all lauds the title to which has not passed from
the United States to the company. The questions involved are similar to those decide~ by the Supreme Court of the United States in the cases of the Kansas Pacific
Railway Company vs. John H. Prescott, and Same Company ·vs. Charles C. Culp.
The matter will then stand in this singular position: The Government has stopped
certifying lands to the company. The company is selli11g nncertifiedlands to settlers
and others at prices averaging $4.50 per acre. Some of the la11ds thus sold are paid
for in lan<l-grant bonds of the company. The bonds, when thus received, are canceled,
and the debt of the company reduced in corresponding amount. Some are sold for
part of the price paid in cash, with balance on time bearing interest. In either event
the company gets a present pecuniary benefit. Still, the lands thns sold are not subject to taxation. We suggest that some remedy ought to be provided for this anomalons case., It is best for all parties concerned that the lands granted to the company
should ue l::lold and improved, for this will increase the business of the road and make
the company better able to discharge its obligations to thtj Government. Persons
who purchase the lands ought to be assured a good title to the same. The lands sold
ought to be sttbject to taxation. .As a remedy, we would suggest that until the Government sett.les upon a policy relative to the certification of lands to the company,
all lands which have been, or may hereafter be, sold in good faith shall be certified
to the company, in order that the titles of purchasers may be made complete and the
lanils thus made subject to taxation. .And we see no reason why lands embraced
within the grant and adapted to agricultural purposes should not be certified to the
company. Such certification would produce two results: First. It would make the
lands subject to taxation. Second. It would force sales of the lands, and expedite
the settlement and improvement of the country. 'l'he attainment of both these results
is desirable.
The business of the road is steadily increasing.
The following comparative statement is given for nine months of the years 1872 and
1873, commencing with the month of January:

-,-- - - Jan.l to Sept. Jan.l to Sept.
30, 1873.

30, 1872.

-1----

~~~~~t!·::::::.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::/ $~; ~gg; ~~~ ~~ I *~: ~:~: ~~~ ~~
Net earnings. ___ . - . ----- . ---- .... --- . - .... ---- ... __ -- .. ____ •.. _. ,--a;-673, 141~~ -2-, 690, 798 40
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Increase gross earnings for nine mouths, $1,127,703.34; increase net earnings for
nine months, $982,34!3.46.
With a liberal management of the affairs of the company, especially in the freight
department thereof, we do not doubt tlJat t.he gross earnings of the road may in a
short time be increased to $12,000,000 per year. When t.his point is reached, it is not
difficult to see that the road would be competent to protect to the fullest extent the
interest which the Government has tlJcrein. The road is not an expensive one to
opemte. Iu this regard it can be kept below the average of the roads of the United
Statas.
Ou earnings of $12,000)000 per annum, the account might be stated in this way:
Gross earnings . _.. _. ___ .. ______________ .. ____ . ___ • _. __ ... _ . ___ ..... __ . $12, 000, 000
Expenses, at 55 per cent . _. __ .. __________ . __ ... __ .. ___ ____ $6, 600, 000
Interest ou tirst -mortgage bonds, with gold premium at 9 per
1,781,299
cent ' ........ .. ------ .... -----·-------------··----·-----Five per cent. to the Government on net income, at $3,G19,000
HlO, 950
Interest on income bonds ______ . ___ . ___ .. ____ . ______ ... ___ .
1,0LJO,OOO
- - - - 9, 562, 249
Balance .. ___ . ____ .. _____ .. ____ . ____ . ____ .. __ . __ .__ .. __ . __ ..• ___ .

2, 438, 751

Two things are not provided for in the above statement-interest on the land-grant
bonds and interest on the Government·bonds issued to the company. The interest
on the latter, in cnrrency, would be $1,629,982.09, leaving balance, after paying all
but interest on laud-grant bonds, of$80c:l,779.91.
With an energetic and economical administration of the land department, it should
provide for the interest on the land-grant bonds.
After careful investigation of the subject, we do not hesitate to express it as our
:firm conviction that the result above stated can be attained within the limit of the
next two years. Bnt to reach it a reform in the management must he enforced.
What this is we pointed out in our report of last year. What we then said we
would reiterate now. The capabilities of the road are great-so great that we would
not be understood as :fixing $12,000,000 per annum as its maximum attainment.
The safety of the Government's investment depends on the future of the road; and
we cannot urge too strongly that some means be devised for a localization of the executive power of the company. Once this is efi'ected, a multitude of obstacles which
now retard and obstruct the development of business throughout all of the vast region
of country would disappear, for it needs hut an acquaintance with them by petsons
charged with the responsible executive power of the company for them to be removed
out of the way.
JAMES F. WILSO~,
J. H. MILLARD,
Government Di1·ectoTs Union Pacific Railroad.
Hon. C. DELANO,
Secretm·y of the Interior.

[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 90, Forty-first Congress, second session.]

Lettm· of the Secretm·y of the Interim·, communicating, in compliance with a resolution of
the Ben ate of this date, the repo1·t on the final completion of the Pacific Railroad.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., May 23, 1870.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith the report on the :final completion of
the Pacific Railroad, called for by Senate resolution of this date.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary.
Ron. SCHUYLER CoLFAx,
Vice.President of the United States and President of the Senate.

WASHINGTON, D. C., October 30, 1869.
The undersigned. members of a commission for the examination of the Union and
Central Pacific Railroads, appointed under a "Joint resolution for the protection of
the interests of the United States in the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Central

S. Ex. 69--6
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Pacific Railroad, and for other purposes," approved April 10, 1869, have the honor to
submit the following report :
.
Under instanctions from the Interior Department, dated August 14, 1869, four members of the commission were in Omaha on August 23, but the instructions of the fifth
commissioner having failed to rPacb him be was not present, and it was informally
decided to proceed to Sacramento. The commission met at Sacramento on September
8, all the members being present; organized by the election of General Hiram Walbridge president. and General C. B. Comstock secretary, and commenced the inspection of the Central Pacific Railroad, usually working from 6. 30 a. m. till dark, and
occupying from September 8 until September 14 in the inspection of that road. The
inspection of t,he Union Pacific Railroad was begun September 14 and completed September 23, when the commission adjourned to meet at Wai-hington, October 13, 1869,
but the meeting was subsequently postponed until October 23, when most oftbe maps
and information asked fur from the two roads bad been received.
The joint resolution under which the commission was appointed requires it "to
examine and report upon the condition of, aud what sum or sums, if any, will be required to complete each of, said roads, for the entire length thereof to said terminus
as a first-class railroad, in compliance with the several acts relating to said roads."
The instructions of the IntPrior Department require that the "report should be minute and specjfic upon the several particulars relating to the construction and equipment of each of the roads, which t.hose ipstructions set forth, abd that it should state
to what extent, if any, the line of either road deviates from the most central, direct,
and practicable route mentioned in said acts of Congress."
The instructions add: "You will not, howeYer, be restricted to these instructions,
but will, in the spirit of the resolution, include in your report any suggestions or
facts relating to the rnads, elicited by your examination, which you shall consider
necessar:v to be submitted to the President of the United States."
The fi;st question that comes before the commission is, what is meant by Congress
in its various acts relating to the Pacific Railroads, by the words "first-class railroad."
Railroads now ranked as first-class in this country were far from being perfect at
their opening, and have been bl'Ougbt to their present high standard:by large expenditures, which a small traffic in the beginning could never have justified. To require
the Pacifia railroads to be brought at first to the standard other roads have reached,
after years of heavy and lt1erat.i ve business, would be a waste of money. It is evident to the commission that this was not what Congress desired or intended in requiljng a first-class railroad.
II private corporations bad bullt these roads without governmental subsidy, it
would undoubtedly have been for their interest to build them at first at the lowest
cost consistent with keeping them in operation, and, when built, if a paying business
should be developed, to have gradually made the improvements which increasing
traffic should render nt-eessarv.
But Congress Lad made a ]a,rge loan and au extm1sive land grant, a part of which
will be valuable, and iu return it required a better road than private interests would
have built-a road that should be capable of transporting paRsengers and freight
with rapidity, safety, and certainty-a road as good as the majority of those in the
thickly-settled States.
In the opinion of the commission the requirements of the law will be satisfied, a.nd
the designs of Congress carried out, if the roads be properly located, with judicious
grades; have substantial road-beds of good width; ballasting which, with proper
care, shall be able to keep the track in good condition throughout the year; permanent structures for crossing streams, good cross-ties, iron and joint fastenings; sufficient sidings, water-tanks, buildings, machinery, and adequate rolling-stock-the
more important machine-shops and engine-houses being of masonry-and the commission is glad to be able to say that, in its opinion, while some expenditures still need
to be made, these two roads are substantially such roads to-day. The expenditures
needed for completion will be given in detail for each road.

Report on Centml Pacific Railroad, with estimate of sums 1·equired to complete it.
LOCATION.

In the opinion of the commission the general location is good, although they saw
several places where it appeared to them it might be improved in some of its details,
perhaps at a somewhat increased expense; but this could only be determined positively by an extended instrumental survey, for which the commission did not have
the time at its disposal. While, as was to be expected, the location is open to criticism, there are no errors the immediate correction of which should be required by the
Government. It is not thought that they exceed reasonable limits, considering the
baste with which the latter part of the road was built, nor that either bonds or land-
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grant should be withheld for the small distance by which they increase the length
of the road. The road is capable of doing all its business with safety and rapidity.
THE ROAD-BED

Is generally of good width, both in cuts and embankments; a few points were noticed where the embankments were narrow, and an e~timate has been made of the
cost of widening them.
TUNNEI,S.

There are fifteen tunnels on the road, through solid rock and conglomerate or sof
granite. A part of these are arched with heavy woorlwork, which will last for many
years. Those not through solid rock and not arched have stood without giving
trouble for two or three years, and show no signs of failure; we . therefore make no
estimate for arching any of them.
BRIDGES, TRESTLES, AND CULVERTS.

The bridges are usually Howe's truss, of good material and workmanship. Several
of them are, however, lighter, especia1ly in their su~:~pension-rods, than is advisable,
and in some cases so light that the heaviest load which can be put on them, a train
oflocomotives couplerl together, should not be run over them at high speed. An estimate has been made for strengthening such as are deemed t.oo weak to carry the
maximum load with safety. They are the bridges over the North Fork of the Humboldt, over Donner Creek, and the two long spans of that at the American River.
The p.iers of the American River bridge are of wood. An estimate is made for replacing them with stone.
The high tres~les west of and in the Sierra Nevada are generally of good character.
At least two of them should ultimately be filled up or replaced by permanent structures, as also the trestles and temporary water-ways east of the Sierra Nevada. An
estimate is made for this. The immediate replacement of these trestles, however,
should not be required, as they will be safe for four or five years, and in the mean
time the necessary experience will be gained as to the position and dimensions of the
water-ways required.
The masonry, especially on the mountain eli dsion, is well constructed and of good
material.
SNOW-SHEDS.

At the summit of the Sierra Nevada the snow sometimes falls to the depth of about
15 feet, making it a problem of great difficulty to secure the running of trains during
the winter, but one, it is believed, which has been boldly and successfully met.
Through the regwn of heavy snowfall, except on some high embankments, the
track ha.s been covered by strongly-built sheds, boarded in at the sides, thus thoroughly protecting it from snow.
There are in these mountains frequent snow-slides, or snow avalanches, and in
many places the road crosses the track. Whenever this occurs in excavation a heavy
roof is built over the road and extended up the side of the mountain, to which its
upper edge is fitted and the whole securely fastened to the rock, its slope being such
that the avalanche will pass readily over it. These roofs in some cases extended up
the whole slope of the mountain 100 to 200 feet, and are very strongly built to carry
the great weight which may be suddenly thrown upon them. In a distance of 40
miles there is an aggregate length of 32 miles of snow-sheds and galleries, costing,
according to the statements furnished by the company, $1,731,000 .
. TRACK,

The iron in the track varies from 56 to 66 pounds per linear yard; is thoroughly
spiked on good-sized cross-ties, numbering from 2,300 to 2,640 per mile; about 115
miles is laid with chairs, . and the remainder with fish-joints. The whole is in good
surface and line, and as well adapted to high rates of speed as the average first-class
railroads in the United States.
SIDINGS.

The sidings, which are about 5 per cent. of the length of the road, are ample for
the accommodation of i~s business, and judiciously located.
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BALLAST.

A large portion of the road is well ballastt"d with good material. In making estimat.es to supply the deficiencies noted in this respect, regard has been bad to the
character of the material of which the road-bed is constructed, and the swall rainfall
east of the Sierra Nevada.
STATION-HOUSES.

The station-houses west of the Sierra Nevada are not deemed sufficient, and an el:!timate is made for additional ones. Farther east, while they are bnt common buildings, they are yet sufficient for the present bnsiness of the road. When replaced they
should be of a better character.
WATER

STATIO~S.

These are sufficient in number and located at convenient points, excepting in the
alkali country, where some are too far apart for economy in operating the road-in
one case 34 miles. But it is so obviously for the great advantage of the company to get
water at convenient distances, that we do not think it nPcessary to estimate for the
cost of an additional supply.
MACHINE-SHOPS AND ENGINE-HOUSES.

The machine-shops a.r e considered sufficient except at the proposed junction of the
two roads. There is a sufficient supply of machinery and tools on hand for all the
shops except at this junction. East of Rocklin the engine-houses are of wood, and
these should ha-ve walls of stone or brick. Some additional ones are needed. Estimates are made fnr all these itews. 'l'hese wooden engine-houses are first -class buildings of their kind, but they should have been built of brick or stone originally.
EQUIPMENT.

The company have on the line of their road one hundred and sixty-six locomotive
engines; thirteen sleeping-cars; sixty-two first-class and thirty-five second-class passenger-cars; twenty-three baggage, mail and express cars; six hundred and fortyeight box, fruit, and stock cars; twelve hundred and ninety-three platform cars; and
in course of construction, according to the statements furnished by the company, eighteen sleeping-cars; thirty-one first-class and twenty-five second-class passenger-cars,
which the commission believe to be considerably in excess of the number required for
the present and immediate future business of the road.
TELEGRAPH LINE.

The telegraph line is well constructed and .is supplied with a sufficient number of
stations.
ESTIMATE FOR SUPPLYING DEFICIENICES ON THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD.

For ballasting track between Sacramento and Alta .. - __ ... ----- . ____ . _..•..
For ballasting track between Verdi and Humboldt ..... ------·----- _______ _
For ballasting track bet, ween Humboldt and Carlin .. _- __ .. __ - _... __ ... ____ .
For ballasting track between Carlin and Promontory .. _... ____ .. ___ .... ___ .
For widening embankments between Verdi and Humboldt.---------------For widening embankments between Carlin and Toano ................... .
For widening embankments between Toano and Promontory .... __ ..... ___ _
Additional station-houses between Sacramento and Alta .. ---- .... __ ....... .
Freight and passenger depot at the· proposed junction of the two roads .. _.. .
Engine-house at Truckee, of brick or stone, in addition to amount already expended there ................. ----. _- .... _.... _............. ____ .. __ .. _..
Substituting brick walls for frame in engine-lwuse at Wadsworth .... -._ •• __
Substituting brick or stone walls for frame in engine-house at Winnemucca ..
Substituting brick or stone walls for frame in engine-house at Carlin. ____ ..
:For brick or stone engine-house at Terrace, in addition to material now there.
For brick or stone engine-house at the proposed junction with the Union Pacific. _. . . ____ .. - - - - .. - - - - .. - - -- .. - - ... - - - - -. - - - ... - - - .. - - . - .. - - - . - . - - - ..
Machine and repair shops at the said junction. __ .. _. ___ ........ __ ........ _.
Tools and machinery for shops at said junction ...• _... ____ . _.. ___ .. ___ • _.. .

$20,0{)0
50.000

10o;ooo
50,000
5,000
5,000
3,000
10,000
10,000

20,000
$15,000
11,200
11,200
20,000
40,000
50,000
20,000
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St!'engthening two long spans of American River bridge .............. -.. --. $2,000
Putting in stone piers at American River bridge ......... - ........ - ......• - 18,750
500
Strengthening Donner Creek bridge ........................ -.- ............ .
500
Strengthening bridge over North Fork of Humboldt ....................... .
1,500
For abutments, straining-beam bridge, and filling at Arcade Creek ......... .
To fill up Auburn trestle and put in arch culvert .......................... . 15,000
To fill up trestle at Station No. 450, and put in arch culvert ....•...... -----· 16,000
Filling trestles and making permanent water-ways at one hundred and seventy-five short openings of trestle-work ..............•.................. 70,000
Filling trestles and making permanent water-ways at thirteen large openings
of trestle-work ...•...................................................... 13,000
Total ................................... ·----·-------- .............. 576,650
SURPLUS MATERIALS.

On examining the list of surplus rolling-stock, materials, and supplies submitted by
the company, the commission is of OJ,>inion that after maldng a liberal allowance,
this company have more than a million dollars' worth of such property on hand, beyond the immediate future wants of the road.
In Appendix A will be found a list of the maps, papers, and statements submitted
by this company.

Report on Union Pacific Railroad, with esti'rnate of cost of completion.
LOCATION.

The location of the accepted line is highly creditable to the engineers of the company. There are fewer errors than might reasonably have been expected, considering
the length of the road and the dd'ficulties encountered, and none which, in our opinion, the Government should require corrected. There are deviations from this accepted line at Promontory Mountains, and at Uintah, which should be corrected; and
at Omaha the bridge line should be built to avoid the present heavy grade. The
adoption of this line removes the necessity of reducing the grades on the present location as heretofore required. An estimate of the cost of these changes is made.
ROAD· BED.

The road-bed is, a large part of the way, of proper width, both in cuts and embankments, though there are some places where greater width is needed on the embankments, for which an estimate is wade.
TUNNELS.

There are four short tunnels ; three through solid rock not arched, and one arched
with timbers. The commission have not deemed it necessary to provide for arching
with masonry.
BRID9ES, TRESTLES, AND CULVERTS.

Several of the high trestles between Blue Creek station and Promontory ought to
be filled up at once. They were evidently intended as temporary expedients to gain
time in opening the road. Below Echo, tw~ high trestles (on the nine hundred and
seventy-first mile), and the two of same character near Piedmont (on the nine hundred and thirty-fourth and nine hundred and thirty-sixth miles), should be filled
within the coming year. The high trestle at Dale Creek is a good structure, and no
_estimate has been made for filling this, it being a first-class work of its kind.
The bridges are generally well built and of good materials. There are, however,
several of one hundred and one hundred and fifty feet span on Bitter Creek, where
a water-way of forty feet would 1 have beenample. The masonry of these is of an
inferior character.
The company are now engaged in changing the course of the stream, so as to render
eight or ten of them unnecessary, and will fill the crossings with embankments. An
estimate is made for completing those which are to remain.
Some of the Howe truss bridges, like several of those on the Central road, are light
in their suspension-rods for the maxim urn load of a train of locomotives. Several
should lle strengthened, for which estimates are made.
In reference to many of the trestles (not heretofore mentioned) and culverts, which
we have estimated for replacing, we would remark that practical railroad managers,
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having a due regard to economy, would not replace them by permanent structures so
long as they are safe and reliable, which, in the opinion of the commission, will be
four or five years for many of them, at the end of which time experience will point out
the position and size of water-ways with much more certainty than can now be determined.
SNOW-FENCES.

Some protection against snow has already been provided, and much more will be
necessary. The officers of the road seem to be aware of the importance of these structures, and were engaged in preparing the material for them. It will undoubtedly be
expedient to erect snow-sheds at some of the exposed points, but experience only can
locate them properly. The saving in expense of operating and repairs will be so large
that no railroa.(1 similarly situated can aftord to be without them; we think, therefore, that it will be safe to leave all this part of the work in the hands of the company
to be done as fast as their experience shall point out the right places and the character of the structures to be built.
TRACK.

The track is generally very good, but a few miles were observe(l where the heavy
traffic, near Omaha, had worn the rails considerably. To replace £hem is a mat.ter of
ordinary repairs, and not of construction, this part of the road having been in operation for fonr years. About 450 miles of the truck is laid with rails weighing 50 pounds
per linear yard, and with wrought-iron chairs; the remainder is of 56 pounds and laid
with fish-joints.
The cross-ties are generally of pine, of fair size and good quality, excepting tllose on
about four hundred miles immediately west of Omaha, where originally a large proportion were of uuttonwood. .Many of these have been replaced with pine, oak, and
ceda.r, bnt a large number are still in t.h e track. A part of the cost of replacement
belongs to the repairs of the road, but. a portion should be borne lly the construction
account, as the cross- tit's were originally inferior. One hundred thousat).d dollars
aboye the ordinary repairs is etstimat.c«l for their replace!llent, the company now
having a large nulllber 011 band for tba.t pnrpose. The 0ross-ties number from twentythree hundred to t\\enty-six hundred and forty in each mile of track.
SIDINGS.

The sidings are ample for the business of the road, amounting to fully 9 per cent.
of its length.
BALLAST.

A considerable portion of the road is well ballasted with good material; quite a
large amount is, however, still needed, espeeially between Promontory and Ogden,
and in the Platte Valley. For the latter, it can only be obtained by very long hauls;
still we regard it so important as to jnsti(y us in estimating t.he expense of procuring it.
STATION-HOUSES AND WATER-TANKS.

The station-houses are of gootl character, properly located, and sufficient in number
to accommodate the bu:siness of the road. The company have also erected, at convenient points on its line, several good hotels and eating-houses for the accommodation of passengers. There are some long intervals between water-tanks, but the commission is satisfied that all that is practicable is being done by the company to obtain
an abundant supply of good water.
COAL.

The discovery of good coal in large quantities, easily accessible, at several points on
the line of this road, is of great value in reducing the cost of operating.
MACHINE-SHOPS AND ENGINE-HOUSES.

At several places there are permanent machine-shops, well constructed and fully
supplied with machinery and tools. These are properly located. We have estimated
for building one more at the proposed junction of the two roads. The engine-houses
are generally of stone or brick, and of sufficient size. There are three points at which
others will be required, for which estimates are made.
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EQUIPMENT.

There are upon the line of the road one hundred and forty-nine locomotive engines ;
twenty-six first-class and fifteen second-class passenger-cars (besides sleeping-cars in
use upon tbe road but not owned by the company); eighteen baggage, mail, and express-cars; eighty-eigbt caboose-cars, which can also be used for emigrant-cars; nine
hundred and fifteen box-cars, eleven hnndred and seven platform-cars (besides three
hundred leased to and used by other roads). There are three first-class passenger and
two express and baggage cars in course of construction in the company's shops at
Omaha. The freight-cars are considerably in excess of the present and immediate
future wants of the road. In view of the very large amount of material the company
have on band at Omaha, anrl t1wir n.mple facilities for construction of passenger-cars,
we have made no estimate for a<luitiou:s to this class of equipment.
TELEGRAPH LINES,

The telegraph line and stations are sufficient for present purposes, though many of
the poles are not of the most durable material.
ESTIMATES FOR SUPPLYING DEFICIENCIES, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, PROMONTORY
TO OGDEN.

Ballasting track ...... _. ............ _........... _...................... .
Widening embankments ...... _........................................ .
Filling high trestles between one thousa nd and seventy-sixt h a nd on e t housand and eighty-fifth miles, inclusive .......... - - ---· .... . ............ .
Abutments and piers at Bear River bridge, in addition to m aterials on hand
and work done .... _. _... _.......... .... ... _... . . .. ................... .
Abutments, Ogden River bridge, in addition to ~-ork U.one and ma terial on
band ...... . .............. . . . ...................... _. ...... . ......... .
Filling np and making pHmanent water-ways at forty -four short openings.
Filling up and making permanent water -ways at t hree larger ope nings . . _
Filliug, putting in straining-beam bridges and almtments, at three la rge
tres1les .......... _..................... . _. _..... . ............ . . . .... . .
Correctin g construction and r educing grades to conform to a ccept ed location between one thouF>and and eightieth and one t honsnwl and ~~ ighty fifth miles, iuclu sive ...... . ..... ______ ................ . .............. .

$46,000
6,400

Total ·............ . ... _. ___ ....•... _. _. _ . _. __ .. _________ . ____ .. ___ _

20(),000

38,000
5,000
4, 000
20,000
1,200
5,400
80,000

ESTIMATES FOR SUPPLYING DEFICIENCIES, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD , FROM OGDEN
TO OMAHA.

Ballasting track betweenOgden and Echo ..........................................•.. . .....
Echo and Bryan .................................................... .
Bryan and Rawlins ..................... . .......................... .
Rawlins and Laramie .................... ---· ...................... .
Laramie and Ogallalla ................ __ ........ _................... .
Ogallalla and Omaha ............................................... .
Widening embankments bet.weenOgden and Echo ................................................... .
Echo and Bryan .................................................... .

~~~~~~~~:t:!~n~j~ ~ ~: ~ :: ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ :~ ~: ~ ~:: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::

Laramie and Ogallalla .... ---- .................................... .
Ogallalla and Columbus ............................................ .
Columbus and Omaha .......................... . ....... _........... .
For freight and passenger depot at the proposed junction with Central
Pacific Railroad ............ _.......... _. - ........................... .
For engine-house of brick or stone at said junction ..................... .
For machine-shops at said junction .................... _........ _....... .
For engine-house at Green River, of brick or stone, in addition to materials
already on hand ..................................................... .
For engine-house, of brick or stone, in the vicinity of Wahsatch or Evanston .. _.......... __ .......•........ _.......................... . ....... .
For replacing cotton wood ties, in addition to repair account_ ............ .
• Strengthening Papilion bridge .................._........................ .
Widening pier and changing bridge at Crow Creek ..................... .
Rebuilding piers and abutments at Laramie ............................. .

$5,000
70,000
90,000
85,000
70,000
116,500
3,600
31,500
12,500
6,000
7,000
18,000
9,000
10,000
40,000
50,000
20,080
20,000
100,000
500
1,000
6,000
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For masonry and erecting bridge at Little Laramie ___ . ___ . _...... _..... .
For improving abutments at Rock Creek ........ ___ ... ___ ..... ____ . __ .. .
For repairing masonry at Medicine Bow bridge .. ------ ...... -----------Rebuilding and repairing masonry at Bitter Creek bridges ........ _. _. _.. .
For abutments and piers at Green River. __ ...... _... ·----- ... _______ ... .
For widening pier at last crossing Black's Fork ... _..................... _
Piers and abutments at Black's Fork, eigh1 hundred and seventy-third mile.
Piers and abutments at Black's Fork, eight hundred and eightieth mile ..
Masonry at crossing Big Muddy, eight hundred and ninetieth mile .... ___ _
Masonry at crossing Big Muddy, eight hundred and ninety-first mile. __ . __
Masonry for four straining-beam bridges between nin e hundred and fortysixth and nine :.undred and f(>rty-ninth miles. including :filling trestles ..
For abutments for six 40-foot straining-beam bridges on nine hundred and
eighty-fifth to nine h nndred and eigbt·y-eighth miles, inclusive .. _______ .
Arch culvert ... _. . . _. _... _.... __ .. _......... _... ____ .. __ . _... _.. _. _ .. _.
Filling trestle at Weber River bridge ...... ________ _ ------ · ----- ____ ... .
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways thirty-five small openings of trestle-work between Ogden and Yellow Creek. __ ... ___ . __ .. ___ _
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways ten larger openings between Ogdeu and Yellow Creek .. _... __ .... __ ... _ ... __ . _______ . __ .. __ ..
Filling two high trestles on nine hundred and seventy-third mile . _.. _.. _.
Filling two high trestles on nine hnndred anrt seventy-first mile ...... __ . _
Filling trestle on nine hundred and seventieth mile _..... _. _.. __ . _______ .
Filling two trestles on Yellow Creek ... _____ . __ _____ . ____ ... . . ____ ... ___ .
For abutments, filling and putting in straining-beam bridges at uine hundred and sixtieth and nine hundred and seventy-sixth miles. ____ .. ____ ..
For filling and replacing with permanent water-ways ten small openings of
trestle-work between Yellow Creeek and Piedmont .... ·----- ____ ...... _
Filling trestle at nine hundred and sixty-eighth mile . ___ ..... __ .. ___ . ___ .
:For abutments, straining-beam bridge, and filling at nine hundred and fiftysixth mile _... __ ... _ . _. __ ... __ . ____ .. _____ . _. __ . _. ____ . __ . _. . ___ . __ . _. _
For filling four large trestles between nine hundred and forty-fifth and nine
hundred and thirty-fourth miles, inclusive------------------ ...... ____ _
For fillmg and replacing with permauent water-ways seventeen small openings between Piedmont and Bryan ...... _. _.. __ .... __ . _______ . .. __ . ___ _
Abutments at crossing Big Muddy, nine hundred and twenty-seventh mile.
Abutments at crost>ing Biddy Muddy, nine hundred and twenty-third mile.
For abutments, bridging, and filling eighteen trestles between Piedmont
and Bryan, chiefly over the Muddy . . -----· .... -----· ...... -----------·
For filling and putting in three culverts between Piedmont and Bryan ___ .
For filling and replacing with permanent water-ways forty small openings
of trestle-work between Bryan and Rawlins ........... __ .. __ .... __ ._. __
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways twenty larger openings
between Bryan and Rawlins ...... ----------·---- - ------ __________ ---- ·
Filling and replacing with permauent water-ways sixty small cpeniugs of
trestle-work bet.ween Rawlins and Laramie ........ _.......... _._._ ... .
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways seventeen larger openings of trestle-work between Rawlins and Laramie. __ .... _... _____ .....
· Filling three other large trestles and putting in culverts between Rawlins
and Laramie ______ -----·------------ ____ ·----- ... - · · -----· ___________ _
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways one hundred and twentyfive small openings of trestle-work between Laramie and Ogallalla ..... .
Filling and replacing with permanent water-ways thirty-seven larger openings of trestle-work between Laramie and Ogallalla ...... ____ ·----- ---Filli11g eighteen other large trestles between Laramie and Ogallalla ... _..
For filling and replacing with permanent water-ways one hundred and fifty
small opeuings between Ogallalla and Omaha. __ .. _....... ____ .. ___ ... .
For filling and replacing with permanent water-ways twenty-five larger
openings of trestle-work between Ogallalla and Omaha._._ ....... _.. _..
To change line to original location at Uintah .. ___ ........... .. ... __ ... _
To reduce grade or change line near Omaha .... -----------------·--------

$3,000
1,000
2,500
21,000
15,000
1,000
3,500
12,000
7,500
5,500
15,000
2,400
500
3,000
14,000

11' 000
12,000
32,500
2,000
2,200
2,500
2,000
500
1,500

7,000
9,000
3,000
:~2,

600
3,700

16,000
20,000
24,000
17,000
25,000
50,000
29,000
50,000
30,000
20,000
5,000
60,000

Total, Promontory to Omaha ...... ___ . -- _-- .... --· ...... __ .•...... 1, 586,100
SURPLUS MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES.

After examining the lists of rolling stock, material, and supplies on hand submitted
by the compauy, and making a liberal allowance for the immediate future wants of
the road, we find they have a surplus a ·r:ounting to about $1,800,000 in value.
Iu Appendix B will be found a list of the maps, paprrs, and statements submitted
by this company.
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In conclurling this report, the commission desire to stat.e that both the companies
are doing a large amount of ,work on their respective roads, and are day by day bringing them nearer to the standard required by law.
This great line, the value of which to the country is inestimable, and in which
every citizen should feel a pride, has been built in about half the time allowed by
Congress, and is now a good and reliable means of communication between Omaha
and Sacramento, well equipped and fully prepared to carry passengers and freight
with safety and dispatch, comparing in this respect favorably with a majority of the
:first-class roads in the United States. •
Respectfully submitted.
·
HIRAM WALBRIDGE,
S. M. FENTON,
C. B. COMSTOCK,
E. F. WINSLOW,
J. F. BOYD,
Commissioners.
Hon. J. D. Cox,
Secretary of the Inte1'ior.
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REPORT FOR

18~4.

LETTER FROM THB SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, TRANSMITTING, IN
OBEDIENCE TO A RESOLUTION OP THE SENATE, A COPY OF THE
REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS UF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD lJOMPANY.
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 30, Forty-third Congress, second session.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., February 19, 1875.
SIR: In answer to Senate resolution of the 17th instant, T have t.be honor to transmit herewith a copy of the report of the Government directors of tlw. Union Pacific
Railroad Company, made to this Departmeut on the 2d Decemller last.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your olledient servant,
C. DELANO, Searetary.
Hon. HENRY WILSON,
Vice-President and P1·esident of the Senate.

DECEMBlm 2, 1874.
SIR: In the month of An gust last the Government directors of the Union Pacific
Railroad made their annual inspection of the entire line of the said road, and now submit their report of the results of their visitation. The entire line afforded evidence
of steady and substantial improvement, and of the competency and faithfulness of
the general superintendent's department of the service. The head of said department, and his several assistants, do most carefully and satisfactorily discharge t,he
powers and duties devolved on them; and we are fully impressed with the belief that
if more power were vested in the general superintendent the company would derive
advantages therefrom. In our report of Decemller 1, 1873, we called attention to certain difficulties relating to the lands granted by the United States to the company.
These difficulties arose from the order issued by your predecessor, in 1HG9, suspending
the issuance of patents for the lands to the company, and involved the entire question
of the power o'f the States and Territeries in which the lands lie to tax them for local
purposes.
'Ibis question was carried into Congress during its last session, and a variety of
measures were proposed to render the unpatented lands liable to such taxation. Some
of the measures were harsh in terms, and would have been mischievous in operation
if enacted~ by bringing into the land-system of the Government exceptional and unusual principles and rules, and rendering titles to vast bodies of land complicated and
uncertain. Happily, the cause for such action toward the lands of the Union Pacific
Railroad bas been removed by the recent order of the President, directing patents to
be issued to this company for its lands.
This order we understood was based on a report made to the President by a special
commission appointed during the past autumn. The purpose of the commission, as
we are informed, was to ascertain whether or not the Union Pacific Railroad was
completed as required by law, and especially to determine if certain improvements
and expenditures recommended by the special commission of "eminent citizens" in
their report of October 30, 1869, bad been made. The commission of 1869 had recommended that certain "deficiencies" enumerated in their report be required to be supplied by the company, in order to put its road in the condition of a completed road
within the meaning of the several acts of Congress relating thereto. The estimated
cost of said deficiencies from Omaha to Promontory was $1,586,100. To secure the
expenditure of this amount, as recommended by the said commission, patents to the
lands of the company were withheld. The report of the recent commission, "te are
informed, states that the company has complied with the requirements of the Government under the report of 1869, and, the report having been approved, the patents
have been ordered to be issued to the company. The execution of this order will
settle the difficulties surrounding the question of local taxation hereinbefore alluded
to, perfect the titles of many purchasers of the company's lands, quiet the apprehensions of a multitude of settlers thereon, accelerate sales, and tend to a more rapid re-
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tirement of the land-grant bonds. With regard to the action of the company concerning the improvements and expenditures required by the order of the Department based on the report of the commissioners of October 30, 1869, the Government
directors had collected facts and data extending from October, 1869, to July 31,
1874, before being informed of the pnrpose of the President to appoint a special co~
mission; and not being informed of t,he detail of the report made by satd commission, we present the results of our efforts and inqnirie1<, believing thQm to fully justify the action which the President has taken with regard to the patents for the
lands granted to the company. The aggregate expenditure required of the company
by the report of October, 1869, was $l,51'::6,100. This included the line from Omaha
to Promontory, as above stated, while the amount required between Omaha and Ogden (the liue of the Union Pacific) was $1,380,100. The expenditures of the company
for the purposes specified in the said report were greatly in excess of the amount
therein required, as will appear by the following comparative statement:
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Roadway and track-ballasting, widening. &c
Reducing grade at Omaha_..................
Shops and fixtures ..................... _.....
·Stations and build in gil........... . . .. .. . .. .. .

$529, 100
60,000
130, 000
10, 000

00
00
00
00

~Ir~!i~::~~~i;:~j:~i:::::::::::::::::::::: ·~ ~ 5 ~~·: ~~~: ~~:

Fencing .............. . ...... . ..................... . .
Ties _................... _................• _..
100, ooo 00
Telegraph ........................................ _....... .
1, 380, 100 00

$379,162
268, 485
551, 527
38, 965
307, 163
393, 978
75 779
820: 588
79,901

63
41
25
45
40
14
23
58
16

2, 915, 551 25

$209, 937 37 ... -- ........ .
............ $138, -!85 41
...... ... . ....
541,5:27 25
.... - - ... -.. ..
38, 965 45
243,836 60 ........... ..
..............
393,97814
......... ....
75,779 23
.. - .. .. . .. .. .
720. 588 58
.. ....... . ...
79,90116
453,773 97

l' 989, 2:!5 22

Deduct estimated deficiency of commission-

D:d~c~sd~~~feic~t ~~- ~~~~:::::::::::::::::::

::::::::: :: ::: . ~~ ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ :::::::::: · · ·.

Excess of expenditures over deficiency. __ ... . _. _. . ...... _. 1, 535, 451 25

453,773 97
1, 535, 451 25

It will be observed that the large expenditures mado by the company do uot, in a.l
respects, conform to the recommendation of the commissioners. This is owing HHtinly
to the teachings resulting from the practical operation of thf• road, more detinite
knowledge of the country, its streams, drainage, &c.; and therefore a greater benefit
bas been secured to the property than would have resulted from a strict adherence to
the suggestions of the commissioners.
Between the 1st of January, 1874, and the close of our iuspcction of the road in
August last, 55 miles of 58-pound rails had heen relaid; the cost of rails and transportation to points where used having been $271,552.94. An additional 22 miles of rails
were contracted for, one-half being in transit and all to be delivered before the close
of November.
In the same time there had been put in track 367,307 pine and 47,892 hard-wood
ties; the cost of which, at points where used, being $260,249.11, a fraction less t,han
65 cents per tie, including transportation.
Eight miles of tra.ck have been raised during the year, releasing onP-half mile of
snow-sheds and 10 miles of snow-fence-the fences in many places being double or
treble breasts, thus accounting for the excess of miles of fence over miles of raisetl
track. The protection of the road now against obstruction by snow has been carried
to such a degree of perfection, that impediments to the operation of the line from that
cause will be no greater in the future than may be expected on any of the lines between Chicago and New York. The problem of the practicability of the road for
winter operation may be considered as solved.
The filling of the high and long trestles mentioned in our report of 1873 has been
completed, as follows:
No. 765, near Arpen, 24 feet high, 40tl feet long.
No. 766, near Arpen, 50 feet high, 600 feet long.
No. 767, near Arpen, 29 feet high, 186 feet long.
No. 798, near Wasatch, 29 feet high, 186 feet long.
No. 799, near Wasatch, 71 feet high, 590 feet long.
No. 800, near Wasatch, 24 feet high, 360 feet long.
No. 801, near Wasatch, 35 feet high, 350 feet long.
No. 802, near Wasatch, 35 feet high, 386 feet long.
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The average height of these trestles was a fraction over 37 feet, and average length,
383± feet. The stone culverts placed under them and on which the fills were made
cost $9,500, and t.he cost of filling $217,655.21. The track over the places once spanned
by these high wooden trestles is now as permanent, substantial, and safe as any other
part of the line.
Of the Dale Creek bridge t.he commissioners, in the report of October, 1869, remarked as follows: "The high trestle at Dale Creek is a good structure, and no estimate has been made for filling this, it being a first-class work of its kind." This
work was in good condition in August, but it is the purpose of the company, as w~
are informed, to fill the trestle with earth and rocks as others have been filled; and
although the expenditure necessary thereto will be larger than that required by any
other like work on the line, it will be 'judicious to make it, and it ought to be doue
during the present year.
The additions made to the equipment of the road since January 1, U374, are as follows:
Ten ten-wheel Taunto~ locomotives, 18 by 24 inch cylinders, thirty-five tons weight;
each cost, delivered at Ornaha, $11,675, or an aggregate of $116,750.
Six second-elass passengers-cars, built at company's shops at Omaha, at a total cost
of $21,402.05.
Sixty-eight box freight-cars, built at company's shops at Omaha, at a total cost of
$56,100.
.
The shops of the company located at severa.l points on the line as heretofore reported are in good condition, well supplied with machinery and material, and in all
respects ample for the present requirements of the road.
The gross earnings of the roa(l for the year ending June 30, 1874 ....
For the year ending June·30, 1873 ____________ ·----- ·----· ·----· ---·

$10, 246, i60 16
9,6:13,965 09

Increase for 1874 over 1873 .. __ ....... _... _... _... _. _.... ____ .

612,795 07

Operating expenses, &c., for the year ending J nne 30, 1874 . ____ ....
Less surplus in material and fuel account .... ---------··---·-·-----·
For year ending June 30, 187a ·----· ···- ,. ____ ·----· ·-·: .... -----·.

5, 112, 400 25
22, fHl 08
4,697,999 56

Increase of 1874 over 1873 ··---· .... ------ -----· ·----· -----·.

391, 7'89 61

Net income for year ending June 30, 1874 .... -----· ................ .
For year ending June 30, 1873 ·--·-- ·----· ............ -----· ---· .. .

5,156,970 99
4,935,695 53

Increase of1874 over 187:L ... ·-·--- -----· ··---·····--· ·----·-

221,275 4fi

In view of the general depression which fell upon the bu~iness of the country following the panic of September, 18n, the results presented by the earnings of the
road are gratif.ying.
As showing the steady increase of business and earnings, we may mention that for
the months of July and August, 1874 (covering the time from the close of fiscal year
to ~be close of our inspection ofthe road), the gross earnings were ____ $1,892,559 16
For same period in 1873 .. _--· .. _............ __ .... _--· ·- ___ . __ ....... 1, 714,111 6R
Excess in favor of the two months of 1874 .... _... ___ ......... .

178,447 43

The total expenses for the said two months in 1873 .. ___ ......... :. ___ .
For said months in 1874 ... - .. ··---· ·----- ----· .... ·----· .... ·---··

838,12~ 38
757,914 83

Decrease in favor of 1874. _____ ·----· ...... -----· -·---- .. ·----·

80,214 5f)
-==

The net earnings for the year ending June 30, 1874, being $S,156,970.99, by deducting the interest on the first-mortgage bonds (which the company claim should be
done), and premium on gold at 10 per cent., $1,797,642, we find that the amount on
which the Government, for the year, would be entitled to 5 per cent., is $3,359,328.99.
Five per cent. on this amount is $167,966.44.
For the year ending August 31, 1874, the company sold of its granted lands 269,292.28
acres, at an average price per acre of $4.91-t, making a total amount of sales of
$1,314,644.:~3, of which $121,274.78 was paid in cash, the balance of $1,136,499.59 being evidenced by time· contracts.
The amount of cash received during same period as advanced interest on time contracts was $2,119.79; and there was paid out by land department for cancellation of
land-grant bonds and interest accrued on same $56,869.96.
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The original issue of land-grant ponds was. ____ ................. __ . $10, 400, 000 00
August 31,1874, there bad been retired..............................
1,445,000 00
Balance of land-grant bonds outstanding ......... - ...... - ... .

8,955,000 00

Total number of acres sold to August 31, 1$74 .... _.......... - ..... .

1,0ti9,040 96

Total proceeds of sales to that date1 cash and time contracts ....... .

4,913,513 52

This statement would indicate that the agricultural and grazing lands !;i tuate in
the State of Nebraska, and included in the grant to the cowpany, will be ~ufticient
to retire the land-grant bonds wiihout regard to the remainder of the grant. This
does not include any of the coal-lands belonging to the company, nor thosu yielding
iron, both classes being of great value and eonstitllting a part of the grant.
During the past year the company has issued 8 per cent. funding honds to the
amonnt: of $10,541,i:l00.
The larger part of these bonds, to wit, $10,522,800, have been used in retiring the
10 per cent. income-bonds. The income-bonds issued amounted to $9,355,000. Of income-bonus there are yet outstanding $586,000.
The exchanges of funding bonds for income were made as six to fi.Ye, that is to say,
six of the former were given for five of the latter.
vVe did not give our eonsent to this basis of exchange, as we regarded, and do still
regard, the funding- bond as the best security, the incomes being no more nor less than
notes of the company.
The income-bonds rnatnred in September last, and the rate at which tl1ey could be
exchanged for the sinking-fund bonds was established to insure a prompt exchange,
and thns pre\·ent embarrassment to the company. We think the exchange might
have been effected at a less rate, but this was a matter of judgment in which we were
overruled. The present market-value of the sinking-fund bonds shows tha,t we were
correct, as it is about equal to that which the incomes commanded.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company has taken possession of all the coal-mines
heretofore in the possession of the Wyoming Coal and Mining Company, and is now
working them as its own property. This has caused a resort to legal proceedings
against the company by Thomas WarcleU, which, if properly and earuestly resisted
by the railroad company, will, in our judgment, result in the defeat of Wardell's pretensions, and in the annulment of the so-called contract, und~r which the Wyoming
Coal and Mining Company long held possession of the vastly valuable coal-lands of
the Union Pacific corporation. The contract is copied at length in the report of the
GoYernment directors for 1872; and the legal proceedings above referred to were
called to the attention of the Secretary of the Interior by special communication, in
September last, in which was inclosed a copy of Mr. Wardell's bill of complaint, with
the suggestion that the subject be brought to the attention of the Attorney-General,
with a view to having instructions given to the United States district attorney for
the district ofNebraska to give his attention to the case.
While we approve the action of the railroad company iri repossessing itself of its
mining property, we cannot give our assent to its management of the same; nor do
we believe that the system of management adopted would be long continued if the
practical executive power of the corporation was located where it ought to be, on the
line of the road.
The railroad company took possession of its mines in March la!:!t, and up to the 1st
clay of September had mined 64,992 tons, at an average cost of $2.13t per ton. At the
Evanston mines the rates paid for mining run from $1.12t to $3 per ton-average
about as above stated; while the Rocky Mountain Coal Company pay at the same
place 75 cents gold per ton. The latter company has complete ~;ontrol of its mines,
and can stock up its yards to any extent it pleases, while the former is not allowed
by its employes to stock ahead of present needs. The Rocky Mountain Company employs Chinamen as miners; the Union Pacific Company employs white men exclusively.
The railroad company has undertaken to supply coal to the general market, and in
doing this has practically reversed the most odious feature of the Wyoming Coal Company contract; that is, its transportation rates discriminate against other producers
of coal, as will appear by the following table, showing number of tons sold by the
company at different points on the road, the price per ton, and the rate per ton charged
other parties for transportation :
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. From this table it appears that the railroad company delivers coal to consumers at
Omaha at $1 per ton less than they charge other producers of coal for trausportation
alone, and at Ogden the excess is even greater, being $3.50; and at Cheyenne the rate
leaves other producers only $1 per ton for their coal above transportation, while the
cost of production to the railroad company averages $2.13t per ton; so that the present
system of management with regard to fuel is as utterly destructive of competition as
was the Wyoming Coal Company contract. The policy is without justification or
excuse, injurious tu true interests of the company, and obstructs the development of
the country through which the line passes, and on which it depends for traffic.
The quest,ion whether or not the bridge crossing the Missouri River is a part of the
line of the Union Pacific Railroad, and to be operated as such, is now in course of determination by the United States circuit court for Iowa. The case of the United
States, on the relation of Hall et al. vs. The Union Pacific Railroad, presents the question. The case has been argued and submitted, and the decision of the court will be
rendered at the May term for 1875.
The earnings of the bridge for the year ending June 30, 1874, were .. ___ . $396,458 29
Expenses ................... - ........... - .... -.-- ..... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219, 618 54
Net earnings of the bridge ............ - ...................... __ ..

176, 839 75

For the year ending June 30, 1874, the company earned on Government account as
follows:
Passengers . . . . ---- .. ---- .... -- ... --- .... -- .. --- ... --- ..... - ... - .. -... $208, 364 55
Mail.···-····-····-----······-----·-----··----------··----·---------- 325,143 00
},reight .. __ .- .. -.-- .. - ....... - .. - .......... - ... ---- ...... - ........ --.. 225, 513 71
Total for the year ..•. -- .. -.-- .... - ....• -- .... -- ............. _... 759, 021 26
Under the act of 1873 the Government retains the entire amount of earnings on its
own business to apply the same on the interest account which it holds against the
company.
We do not hesitate to reaffirm the opinion ·expressed in former reports of the Government directors, that the Union Pacific Railroad, with a localized business management, with proper and sufficient power, can be made to meet all of the liabilities
which rest upon it, including every dollar which the Government has invested in it.
Our study of the road, of its ability to develop business in the country through which
it passes and in regions tributary to the line, and of the possible large increase in
volume of through traffic, both domestic and foreign, only confirms us in the belief
that the road can be made to pay in the fullest sense that its obligations may require.
An intelligent judgment upon this great national work has never been pronounced
by the country. Its construction was attended with thoughtless applause. The cost
was not counted, nor cared for. The end was looked to only, and everything which
tended to secure it was granted with acclaim, and approved without due consideration. The country was then in pursuit of a great object; it is now in possession.
Pursuit is always more liberal than possession. If it was too liberal then, it may be
that it is too harsh now.
·rhe present opinion of this stupendous work derives its tone and character from
developments subsequent to its construction. The "Credit Mobilier" investigation
has tinged everything. The judgment which follows completion is as unsound as
that which attended construction. The work has substantial merits, which cannot
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be detected from either of these standpoints. A localized management will support
our judgment; and this can be bad either by the voluntary action of the comptmy,
or by such reasonable and prudent legislation as will not do violence to the company's chartered rights. If this end is not reached, and our recommendations are not
approved and enforced, either by the company or by Congress, still the case is not so
bad as, from a mere pecuniary point of view, the country now seems to regard it.
We believe that the affairs of the company can be so conducted that every dollar of
the Government investment can be returned. The point on which we turn tile whole
case is a localized management. The reas{)nS for this position need not be stated at
length, for they must be self-evident to every correct business mind. For three years
past the Government directors have recommended the reform here indicated. Our
recommendations have passed as the idle wind, and little vr nothing bas come of them.
If nothing is to be done, then we must view this case from another standpoint.
The Government bas invested in the Union Pacific Railroad $27,237,0u0, in 6 per
cent. bonds, issued to aid the company in the construction of its road. The theory of
the law extending this aid is, that principal and interest shall be returned to the United
States. Suppose it shall fail, and that not a dollar of this vast investment shonl<l Le returned to the Treasury of the United States, except by the indirect methofls hereinafter named, what follows in this worst view of the case~ Does the Government lose'?
Has it lost the amount of the investment~ The Government has appropriated many
millions of dollars for the benefit of commerce without exacting or expecting a direct
return therefor. These appropriations have been for the public good. The general
benefit was expected to more than repay the special outlay of treasure. A striking
example of this policy is afforded by the act of March 2, 1867, which made an appropriation of $500,000 for the improvement of the Des Moines Rapids in the Mississippi
River by canal. To that appropriation ia attached this proviso: "That any canal
that may be constructed around the said Des Moines or Lower Rapids of the-Mississippi River shall be, and remain forever, free to the navigation and commerce of said
river, and no tolls sha 11 ever be collected thereon." (St,atutes at Large, 14, p. 420.)
Several millions of dollars of public treasure are involved in this improvement of the
navigation of the Mississippi River. In this case the Government said to all parties
concerned in the navigation of the Upper Mississippi substantially this: "Build your
boats for the upper-river trade and you shall have, at the public charge, uninterrupted navigation from Saint Louis to Saint Paul; the Des Moines Rapids shall be
overcome by a canal which shall cost you nothing, and on which you shall pay r10
toll or charge forever; for the expense of the improvement is contracted for the general benefit of commerce and for the public good." All of the appropriations made
from the Treasury of the United States for the improvement of rivers and harbors, for
the maintenance of buoys, t,he establishment of light-houses and life-saving stations,
the perfection of the coast sur~ey, and the defense of our coast are for the common
good of the public, and without exaction or expectation of direct return to the national Treasury. The worst case that can Le presented against the Union Pacific
Railroad Company is better than this.
Suppose that it should not in whole, as it has not in part, pay the interest on the
Government bond:> issued in aid of its construction, nor provide for the payment of
said bonds at their maturity, what then~ What is the worst of the case~ Two Departments of the Government have furnished answers to this question.
The Postmaster Geneml staten_, in a communication to the House of Representatives, in answer to a resolntion of inquiry adopted by that body, that for mail service
rendered by the Union Pacific Railroad Comp·any for the years 1867 to 1872, inclusive,
the Government bad paid $1,156,131:3.73, and that had the road not been constructed
it would have paid, for the same service, over the routes merged into this one, for the
same time, $1, 79(), 71r:l.2r3, being a saving, calculated on the basis of pounds transported
by stage, of $107,263.25 per annum; but in addition to this direct saving, the Postmaster-General states in said communication that "it should be borne in mind that
the mail service by the railroad route between the Missouri River and the Pacific coast
is incomparably- superior to the previous service. Under the contracts which ex_rired
in 1868, the schedule time for a trip from .A_tcbison, Kans., to San Francisco, Cal., was
sixteen days for eight months, from A_pril to November inclusive, and twenty-four
and a half days the residue of the year. By the railroad route the time, the year
round, is less than four and a half days. The average amount of matter conveyed in
the mails overland before the completion of the railroads was less than a thousand
pounds per day, the paper mails being mainly forwarded via Panama in consequence
of the exact,ion of prepaid letter-postage rates on such matter conveyed between the
western boundary of Kansas and the eastern boundary of California, under the 4th
section of the act of March ~5, 1864; now, that section having been rf'pealed from the
30th September, 1868, by the act of J nne 25, 1868, the w bole letter and paper mails are
carried overland, averaging, in March, 1870, on the Union Pacific Railroad, 6,376 per
day, and on the Central Pacific 5,308 pounds per day. The railroad companies provide, moreover, first-class cars 48 feet in length, with all the necessary fixtures and
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furniture, in which rail way post-office clerks appointed by the Department accompany
and distribute the mails, while in transit, in all respects as if in local ctistributing
post-offices, by which means the detention of mails in such offices is avoided, and the
greatest practicable expedition Recured."
On the 31st day of January, 11:l73, the Secretary of War communicated to the Ho,use
of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, in answer to a resolution of
that body, a letter of the Quartermaster-General of t.he Army of the United States,
M. C. Meigs, from which it appears that the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad had saved the Government large bums in that Department of the public service.
Making an average of saving on several routes of transportation theretofore used, he
states the case thus :
"At this average rate, the estimated cost of transportation of the freight moved by
the Union Pacific Railroa,d, including express charges as shown above, during the
time commencing July, 1866, and ending January 28, 1873, would be as follows:
Rate per 100 pounds per 100 miles, railroad rates.....................
$0 40t
Rate per 100 pounds per 100 miles, wagon rates ...... ----------......
1 46
Actual cost of freight at railroad rates .............................. 1, 896, 589 57
Estimate of cost at wagon rates ..................................... 6, Cl37, 088 32
Showing a 1 otal est.imaterl cost for moving the troops and supplies by
stage and wagon of. ......... _.... __ ..... _......... _.............. $9, 850, 134 67
Total actual cost by railroad._._ ................. - ................. 3, 342, 8~1 82
Estimated difference __ ... ____ .. ___ .... _...... __ ............... 6, 507,282 85
equivalent to about 66 per cent.
From these statements it appears that the saving to the Government to June 30,
1872, upon the transportation of postal matter alone by reason of the construction of
the Union Pacific Railroad amounted to $643,579.55. Upon the same basis the saving
to the Government trom this source to September 30,1874, amomited to $1,015,829.90.
This statement assumes that the amount or weight carried was only equal to that
transported previous to the construction of the road; but in fact the amount by rail
has been over six times the amount formerly transported l)y stage, so that the real
saving, taking weight alone as the basis of the oalculation, has been about$6,094,979.40.
The statement from the War Department above cited shows that the saving upon
military transportation to June 30,1872, was $6,507,282.85, and upon the same basis
the saving to August 31, 1874, would have been $8,462,107.76.
Thus it appears that during the past two years, or since June 30, 1872, the saving
to the Government in the transportation of postal matter, of troops, stores, &c., has
been at the rate of $1,894,894.40 per annum.
The case comes to this : allowing that there will be no increase in
amounts carried from year to year, the saving during the thirty years
(being the term for which the Government bonds were issued in order
to secure the construction of the road) woukl amount to . _. _......... $56, 846, 832
The Government has advanced in bonds at 6 per cent .. ____ $27,237,000
Interest on same for thirty years, at 6 per cent .... _. . _.... 49, 026, 600
- - - - 76,263,600
Balance due Government on saving alone ...... ·----··----------· 19,416,768
For this term of thirty years the War Department 33 per cent. of saving
would be about $366,333-i per year .... ---- ____ ------ ............. ____ 15,000,000
Post-Office Department about $100,000 per year ........... __ .... , ... __ .
3, 000, 000
1,000,000
We haye not pretended to account for fractions in this estimate, but have simply
presented round numbers, and, by this rule find that the Government at the end of
thirty years will be a positive gainer by the construction of the Pacific Railroad,
though not one cent shall be returned to the Treasury from the company except by
the modes above stated.
As a national investment, we believe that the Union Pacific Railroad, with our
suggestion effected, will pay.
We leave the results with those who, under the existing laws of Congress, and such
amendments as may be enacted, have the power to direct us in our duties.
JAMES F. WILSON.
J. H. MILLARD.
JOHN C. S. HARRISON.
T. B. BREWER.
JOHN A. TIBBITTS.

Ron. C.

DELANO,

Sem·etm·y of the Interior.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 1875.

SIR: During the month of .August the Government directors of the Union Pacific
Railroad made the usual annual inspection of the road. The result was quite satisfactory, as the entire line gave evidence of steady, noticeable, and substantial improvement, fully justifying the commendation bestowed in our report of 1~74, upon
the general superintendent and his several assistants.
In our report of 1874 we remarked that ''the protection of the road now agatnst
obstruction by snow bas been carried to such a degree of perfection that impediments
to the operation of the line from that cause will be no greater in the future than may
be expected on any of the lines between Chicago and New York. The problem of the
practicability of the road for winter operation may be considered as solved."
The experiences of last winter more than maintain this declaration, for, while the
lines between Chicago and New York were frequently and seriously obstructed by
snow, the Union Pacific Road was substantially free from such impediment, during
the entire season, notwithstanding the winter was exceedingly severe, and the fall
of snow unusually great.
The only serious delay on the road during thp, year was occasioned by the " washouts" on the two western divisions last spring. .All the roads are liable to such dis-asters, but on none could they be met more efficiently than they were on this. It
put the superintendent's department to a severe and unexpected strain, and the
promptness and completeness with which it was met shows how thoroughly that department is organized. The greatest delay to first-class passengers was three days,
and the greatest delay to freight was ten days, notwithstanding the vast amount
upon the line at the time. The experiences of the "wash-out" period, short as it
was, and the means adopted to prevent a like occurrence, we regard as sufficient to
dispel any apprehension for the future beyond such as apply to all the great lines of
the conntrv.
The repiacemeut of iro11 is being carried on with sufficient rapidity to keep the
track in as serviceable and efficient condition as most other trunk lines. The mountain divisions are being supplied with steel rail as fast as the needs of the road require and it can be obtained.
The establishment of a roliing-mill on the line at Laramie was an act of wisdom,
and is working a great saving in the cost of rerolling the iron of the road. Heretofore all rerolling was done by mills east of the Mississippi River. The economy of
the present system will appear from the following statement. Heretofore Eastern
mills took the old iron at Council Bluffs at $21 per ton, and returned at that point
the same number of tons at $51. .Allowing 50 cents per ton each way over the Missouri River bridge would make the cost at Omaha $52 per ton. The result from 100
tons of old rail sent to Laramie from Omaha would be as follows:
100 tons old rail, at $21. _. _•..... _.. _..... __ .. ___ ... __ .. __ . _... ___ ... _.••. $2, 100 00
Company freight, 573 miles··---··---···----··---- ·· ......................
573 00
Allowing 16 per cent. for shrinkage would give 84 tons rerolled, at $(;.50.. . 1, 554 00
Company freight on 84 tons, 573 miles ..... ___ ..... __ ... __ .... ___ .... _.. . .
481 62
Cost of 84 to».s .......................•..••....... _....... . . . . . . . . . . 4, 708 52
56 OS
Cost pertonatOmaha...................................................
Upon the same basis to renew a ton of rails at North Platte would cost:
If shipped east ............................. - ............ - ........ - ... . $3fi
28
Cost to renew per ton at Cheyenne:
If shipped east ..•........................ ..•......................•.... 41
If shipped to Laramie)......... --· .............•...••••................ 23
Cost at Laramie:
If shipped east ................ ~ ........•.......... --- ........• --- .. - . - 42
If rolled at milL .. _.... __ . __ .... __ ...... __ .... ___ .. ____ ..•.•.... _..... . 22
Cost at Ogden:
Ifshipped east ............ ----·----· .•.••. ·-·--· .... ·-·--· .......... .. 51
If shipped to Laramie __ .......••••. _..•••...•.••......... _.... _. _.... . 32
If shipped to Laramie ................ _............................... .

S. Ex.69-7

64
~7-t

32
74
64
50
64
55
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This comparative statement shows that a vast aggregate saving will be made by
the establishment of the rolling-mill at Laramie, even while it is operated by lease to
private parties as it is now, and this saving would be enhanced should the company
conclude to operate the mill itself, as it should do.
The amount of rail renewed during the year ending June 30, 1875, was 4,640 tons
of iron and 1,015 tons of steel.
In the ma.tter of ties a great improvement has been made, as on the western part
of t.h e line great quantities of red pine ties are being used, a wood which holds a spike
.almost equally with oak. On the eastern part of the line oak ties are now to a great
extent being used. These ties are being obtained at a cost of about 50 cents each for
pine and 80 for oak.
The Dale Creek bridge, the largest wooden structure on the line, is to be replaced
by one constructed of iron, the contract for iL having been let, and it is expected to
have it in position before the close of the present year.
There have been, and will be, placed in position during the year, iron bridges as
follows:
$9,514 66
Two bridges, each 107 feet long, at a cost of ........................ _..
4,083 20
One bridge, 102 feet long, at a cost of ................................•.
One bridge, 64 feet long, at a cost of .............. ~ .... _........ _. ___ . _
4,736 00
18,333 86
Masonry for above ............. _........................ _ ..... __ . __ .. .
Masonry for other bridges ....•............................... __ ... __ . _

29,200 00
6,500 00

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54, 033 86
We give here a statement of extraordinary expenditures upon Union Pacific railroad
for year ending June 30, 1875, which have been included in operating expenses:
Tenement-houses and hotels:
Eating-houseatRawlins ................•.............
Eating-house at Sidney...............................
Station-houses :
Depot at Omaha ..................................... .
Depot at Cozad .... ··--·· .......•.....................

$9,959 78
271 30
- - - - $10, 231 OS
73,108 44
965 92
74,074 36

Tanks aud water-works:
Tanks, &c., at Omaha ....................•...........
Tanks, &c., Dale Creek.--- ..........•..........•...••.

2,004 94
1,438 01

Shops and machinery:
Scrap furnace and hammer, Omaha ..•••...............
Rolling-mill at Laramie ..•............................

14,432 94
188,293 93

3,442 95

202, 726 87
Rights of way and land damage:
Land at Laramie ...................................•..
G. M. Dodge, for right of way at Council Bluffs ........ .
Land damage near Ogden-arbitrated by J. Sharp .... .

2,000 00
549 19
15,930 89
----

Engine equipment:
Seven Taunton locomotives, freight on same to Omaha, and :fitting
for service ... _. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ~ . .
Car equipment:
One passenger car returned by Colorado Central . . . . . • •
3, 600 00
Twenty-five Pennsylvania Railroad cars, and freight on
same to Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48, 197 50
Ten second-class cars...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . .
35, 670 00
Ninety-six box cars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
79, 200 00
Four fruit cars...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 449 37
Twenty coal cars.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16, 928 05
One derrick car . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 787 08
Less exchange of car with Colorado Central . . . . . . . . . . .

18, 480 08
83, 088 06

193,832 00
1, 000 00
- - - - 192,832 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

585, 025 40

The improvements which we would recommend as next to be effected are the construction of a more substantial, commodious, and convenient passenger-house at
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Ogden, cutting down Aspen Hill, and by widening cut do away with large snow shed
at that point, thus saving largely and constantly in power, and expense of protecting
the road; take out the shale cut at Green River, and reduction of the Elk Horn Hill
about 10 feet at the summit. These improvements, we are assured, are all contemplated by the company; but they should not be long delayed, upon economic grounds
if none other.
The business of the road for the year has been very satisfactory. It was feared last
year that the general depression which had fallen upon the business of the country
woald seriously and unfavorably affect the earnings of the road for the year upon
which we are now reporting. The fears entertained seem now to have been groundless, as will appear from the comparat,ive statement of the earnings and expenses for
the years 1874 and 1875, as follows:
J

Year endingJune 30, 1874.

Year etding
June 30, 1875.

Increase.

EARNINGS.

Passengers :
Cash ........................................... ..
Government ................................... ..
Mail ......... -- .. ---.-----.-.--------- · ---- · · ·--Express ...............•.............. -----------Freight:
Cash .. _........... __ .. _.•. _........ _________ . ___ .
Government .......•.. ------ ..................... .
Company ......... . ....... --------·--------------.
Car service ........................ - ... - . -.. - .... .
Miscellaneous ................................... .
Rent of buildings ............................... .
Total earnings ............................... .
EXPENSES.

$3, 541, 633
208,364
325,143
336, 192

57
55
00
98

4, 933, 664
225,545
513,513
t6, 953
122,791
16, 863

61
69
71
12
47
70

-10,-230, 666 16

40
75
00
77

20
'· 297,179
"'· 883 ..
624,574 45
5, 988 35
260,459 67
23, 515. 01

I

$608,014
50,953
*29
67,147

83
20
00
79

209,219
71,633
111,060
12, 941
137,668
6, 651

33
51
74
47
20
31

_____ _____
11, 522, 021 54

,

1, 275, 189 38

========= ======== =======
770, 331
1, 662, 771
432, 769
1, 865, 729
. 380, 748

Conducting transportation ......................... .

~~~~:J>~;.:rof'~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::~:::: ::
~:~~:1~~~~~!e':~~~~~~: :~ ~ ~:: :~ ::::::::::::::::::: :·
Surplus fuel and material accounts..................

$4, 149, 6<ij!
259,317
325,114
433,340

07
98
03
98
19

875, 237
1, 721, 963
563, 416
1, 725, 605
447, 298

63
39
09
86
41

104, 856
5!J, 171
130, 647
''40, 124
66, 550

55
41
06
12
22

-;:112, 400 25 1 ~33, 521 37 --401,' 349 36
22, 611 08
.59, 865 50
37, 254 42
- 5,-089,-789
- 17- - 5,-373,-655
- 87- - -283,866
--70

Total expenses . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .
Less amount expended for depots, shops, equipment,
&c., such as were charged to construction before
October!, 1874------------------------------------- ------ ........ ..

585, 025 40

585,025 40

Expenses ...............•..•...•...............

5, 089, 789 17

4, 788, 630 47

t30l, 158 70

Net earnings .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Expense ratio, per cent . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .

5, 156, 970 99
49. 67

6, 733, 391 07
1 576, 420 08
41.56 ----------------

* Decrease.

tPaid.

The transportation of cattle over the road is rapidly increasing, and illustrative
thereof we give the following statement of stock shipments from points on the Union
Pacific Railroad to Omaha from Jan nary 1 to August 31, 1875.
January. Februar:y. March.

.April.

I

May.

I June.

July.

----1

---

.August. , Total.
---~~ ---

Ogden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evanston . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . ..
12 . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . : . . • • . ..
Laramie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
2
8

1
12
10

~~~~~LE\::::) HH·: .: . . E-~~ ·_:} . :}.~ ---~ ! ····· :ii ,~
North Platte.. .. . . . . . • .. .. . . . . . • • . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .

~~~.·c:~~· ~~EE :E. ". ~::~::;· : : .
Papillion ............

1

1 . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

·····t ••:.)

40

1
•• ;

9

:·~ :::::.:;~

50

·i

=~~~~~~ -+,--+.=~~-Tio~ii---d
1
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Comparing the two heaviest months in this table with the corresponding months of
last year we have the following result:
·
July and Angus~, 1875, total number of cars .... --· .. ---- .. __ ..... __ . _________ . G17
Jul;v andAngm,t, 1874, total number of cars ...... ------·----·-----· .... ·----· .. 255
Increase for 11375 •• ___ ... _••.. ___ _...•• _...• _..........• _...•.... __ .. . . . . 262
The herds on the plains of the Platte are constantly increasing, while the aggregate number of cattle is becoming fabnlons. The plains west of Kearney Junction
will soon become one of the chief sources from which the Eastern markets will be
supplied with beef cattle. These plains furnish unsurpassed grazing range, and the
lands belonging to the Government and to the company ought to be placed under
some well-deviserl t~ystem of pasturage from which profit could be secured to both.
We would respectfully call attention of the Government and the company to this exceedingly imporbmt subject, hoping that some system may be devised whereby the
growth ot cattle may be fostered alld the lands made immerliately remunerative.
'V~ have expres~ed om views fully in fonner reports relative to the fuel question.
We have little to add thereto. We have not changed our views as to the policy
which should be aclopted by the company in the treatment of this qnestion, if it
can rid itself of the mistaken and mischievous contract made between it and the
Wyoming Coal and Mining Company. This contract is now in course of judicial
determination in the courts, where we must leave it until a conclusion shall have
been reached therein .
The production of eoal at the company's mines during the year was as follows:

J

At Carbon ................................................. ..
At Rock Springs •... . ......... - ....................... - . -.. --

Production.
Toni/.
78, 534
107, 147

I C~st per ton.

I

$2 04!
1 95!

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
185, 681 ...••...•.....
199!
Average ........... -.- .... . ---- .. - · --- ·: - ---- · - · - ·-- : -- · ·-- · ·--- -· · ·--- ·- ·- ·--- ·1

There were mined at Almy 3:3,89<:3 tons, at $2 per ton by contract.
The foregoing tables of earnings and expenses for the year ending J nne 30, 1875,
show net earnings, after paying operating expenses, amounting to $6,733,391.57. De·
dncting from this the interest on the first mortgage bonds with gold at 14 per cent.,
$1,862,977.4~, we have $4,870,414.15, on which, aC'cording to the basis we have heretofore reported, the Government is entitled to receive 5 per cent., making due the
• Government for the year the sum of $:!43,520. 70.
The company deny the correctness of the rule here adopted, and clai.m that the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in St. John vs. The Erie Rail way
Company justifies them in resisting the demand of the Government for the payment
of 5 per cent. until all obligations of the company shall have been discharged or deducted, and the 5 per cent. be assessed upon what may be thereafter left for division
to the stockholders as uividends. Of this we will say more hereafter.
At the May term, 187!1, of the circuit court of the United States for the State of
Iowa, it was decided that the eastern terminus of the Union Pacific Railroad is on the
Iowa side of the Missouri River, and a decree was entered requiring the company to
operate its line as a continuous road from the said terminus. The company appealed
the case, and it is now pending in the Supreme Court of the United States.
Our views, expressed in former reports, relative to the desirability of a localized
management, have undergone no ehauge. Indeed, they have been rather strengthened by the fact. Owing to the personal attention which the present president of the
company has given to the road during the time he has occupied said office, many desirable things have been done and are being done, which, doubtless, would have remained undone for indefinite periods had it not been for his more than usual attention
to and contact with the line.
The president of the company in his report to the stockholders at their last annual
meeting in March, 1875, made this very significant statement, viz:
"Au important consideration for the stockholders of this company, and one which
should not be lost sight of, is that while most of the great railway enterprises of the
country have been largely increasing their bonded obligations, this company has
steadily pursued a directly opposite policy, having actually reduced its land grant
bonds during the year $678,000, and upward of $2,600,000 since the completion of the
road.
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We see no reason why this reduction of the bonded debt of the company should
not be a steadily continuous and increasing operation. For there is one fact peculiar to
this company, and that is, that its road has now a capacity for doing over double its
present volume of business without any considerable additional expendit.ure or which
may not be met by its increasing revenues, and without any increase of its bonded indebtedness. There is not a division on the line which cannot promptly handle more
than twice the business now passing over it without any expenditure for additional
track, turn-outs, sidings, &c., so that the traffic of the road may be increased until
the earnings thereof shall reach more than $20,000,000 per year without any call for
expenditures demanding an increase of the bonded debt of the company. There is
probably no other trunk line in the country of which the like can be said.
On the 9th day of February last the President of the Union Pacific Railroad Company addressed the following communication to the Secretary of the Treasury, viz:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,

New York, Febt·uctry 9, 1875.
Sm: The existing relations between the Government and Union Pacific Railroad
Company are such as benefit neither party, and tend continually to the injury of
both.
The Government, in prosecution of' what it deems to be its just rights, bas inst,ituted
legal proceedings against the company for claims of different origin and widely different character, and those claims are about to undergo, or have already undergone,
judicial determination. Nothing can be more distasteful to the company than to have
even the appearance of resisting a just demand of the Government. The directors,
spe3tking for the stockholders, recognize and fully appreciate the great and generous
aid extended by the Government to this magnificent enterprise, and it is their wish to
do everything in their power to reimburse to the Government so far as they can, and
as speedily as may be, every dollar advanced from the national treasury. The company also feel very keenly the disadvantage they incur, both in popular esteem and
pecuniary resources, by being in seeming conflict with t,heir great benefactor, the
Government, and it is their most earnest desirA to do everything they can to establish such relations of mutual trust and confidence as will best secure the demands of
the Government, and at the same time promote the prosperity of the company. And
by promoting the prosperity of tbe company I do not mean simply the enhancement
of the value of property, bnli such extension of its uses, resources, aud facilities as will
most rapidly develop the great national domain, which it traverses for a thousand
miles; and I would respectfully call your at,tention to the important fact that this
great domain cannot be developed without increasing in value immensely the Government land along the line of the road, and in addition increase the area of taxable
property, a matter of vital importance to the whole country. The mortgage held by
the Government, in its terms and by judicial decision of the United States circuit
court, cannot be enforced until the maturity of the bonds, which is near the close of
the present ceutury. The bonds are accumulating on interest account, also uncollected until the principal is due. Principal and interest when due will amount to the
very large aggregate of over $77,000,000, though the actual amount advanced by the
Government was only $27,236,512. For this very large amount the Government has
only a second mortgage, and if it be allowed to accumulate without any provision
being made to meet it, the company will probably be utterly unable to pay it.
At the same time it is equally manifest that the Government will be unable to collect it except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to discharge prior
mortgages and run the road on Government account, a policy which wise statesmanship could not advise. By standing still, therefore, the company bas a load of debt
accumulating for which no provision is made, and the Government is drifting farther
and farther from the opportunity to secure a just return for its advances. To do nothing is to injure both the Government and the company, perhaps irretrievably to both.
In this dilemma I venture to make a proposition which offers on the part of the company all it can possibly do, and secures to the Government a substantial return for its
advances. It is as follows:
The Union Pacific Railroad Company propose to pay into the Tr~asury of the United
States $500,000 per aunum on each 1st day of July, beginning with 1875, and to continue th1s payment for twenty years, and tLereafter, on each 1st day of July, the .payment shall be $750,000; and the money so -paid in shall be held by the Secretary of the
Treasury as a sinking fund to the credit of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,
specially devoted to the extinction of the Government mortgage, interest thereon to be
reckoned at 6 per cent. per annum, lawful money, payable semi-annually, and the
accruing interest each half year to be carried to the account of the sinking fund to the
credit of the Union Pacific Railroad Company. And this annual payment by the
Union Pacific Railroad Company shall be continued without delay or default until
the amount to the credit of the company in the bands of the Secretary of the Treasury shall be equal to the full amount of the Government mortgage, reckoned at sim-
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ple interest to same date, the Government lien now existing to remain as security for
the discharge of this obligation, and to be canceled when this sinking fund thus created shall equal the mortgage of the Government, reckoned at simple interest, at
which time said sinking fund shall be transferred to and shall rest in the United
States, and this payment shall be in full discharge of all obligations due from the
company to the Government.
Should this suggestion meet with your approval, I would respectfully request, on
behalf of the company, that you lay the matter before Congress, with such favorable
recommendation as you may deem expedient.
The proposition is made with the sincere de,sire on the part of the company torespond most honorably to all obligations, and with the confident hope that the Government will accept it as the very largest annual amount which the company can
safely agree to pay.
In addition to the substantial, complete, and final reimbursement thus proposed by
the company, yon will permit me to remind you of the vast saving to the national
Treasury ,.,..hich has been effected by the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad.
The former cost to the Government for transportation of troops and of quartermaster's
commissary and ordnance stores, and the carrying of the United States mails and of
Indian supplies across those vast plains and over the mountain ranges, was very
great, involving an outlay of many millions annually. The same service at the railroad company's current rate of charges is now done with a saving to the Treasury,
according to the official statements of Executive Departments, of well-nigh $2,000,000
annually, to say nothing of the superior safety, promptitude, celerity, and certainty
with which it is accomplished. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that if the Government should forfeit all it advanced towards the construction of the road, it would
still realize large annual gain from the economy it has been enabled to effect in the
different branches of the public service to which I have referred.
I adduce these facts, fortified as they are by the report of the Government directors,
to show that the Government, after it receives a reimbursement of its direct pecuniary advances, will still'have left au enduring source of profit to the Treasury, and
consequent relief to the taxpayer, in the very large amonnt that will be annually
saved by the transportation facilities which thi,s great line of railway will always
afford.
·
With great respect, your obedient servant,
SIDNEY DILLON,
P1·esident Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Hon. B. H. BRISTow,
Secretary of the Treasnry.
This proposition was subsequently modified by a communication which reads as
follows, viz :
SIR: The Union Pacific Railroad Company begs leave to submit the following
amendments to its proposition of February 9, 1875, viz:
(1) The sum of about $800,000, now in the United States Treasury, claimed by said
company to be clue it for transportation and mail service, together with interest at
6 per cant. per annum, to be computed every six months on such part of the said sum
as was due on the 1st day of January and July of each year, during its accumulation,
to constitute a sinking fund to the credit. of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, as
is hereinafter !Uilrefully set forth.
(2) The company to pay into the Treasury of the United States $500,000 per annum,
in semi-annual installments of$250,000 each, payable on the 1st of January and July
of each year, for the period of teo years, commencing on the 1st of .J ti.ly, 1875; seven
hundred and fifty thousanrl dollars per annum, in semi-annnal installments of $:375,000
each, payable on the 1st of .January and July of each year, for the period of ten years,
commencing on the 1st of July, 1885; and $1,000,000 per annum, in installments of
$500,000 each, payable on the 1st day of January and July of each year, commencing the
1st day of July, 1895.
And the money so paid in, together with the sum now in the Treasury, referred to in
the first paragraph above, shall be held by the Secretary of the Treasury as a sinking
fund to the credit of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, specially devoted to the
extinction ,)f the Government mortgage, and the interest on said money so paid into
said sinking fnnd shall be reckoned at 6 per cent. per annum, payable semi-annually,
and the accruing interest each half year to be carried to the account of the sinking
fund, to the creel it of said company. And the annual payment by the Union Pacific
Railroad Company shall be continued without delay or default, until the amount to
the credit of the company in the hands of the Secretary of the Treasury shall be equal
to the full amount of the Government mortgage reckoned at simple interest to the
same date, the payments to be made upon the terms and conditions set forth in said
proposition of February 9, 1875.
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(3) The Government to retain each year, and credit to the company on account of
the payments to be made to it as aforesairl, the moneys due the said company for
transportation and mail service, to the amount of such payments as above stipulated,
any deficiency to be made good by the company.
(4) The aforesaid payments to be in full settlement of all claims and demands by or
on behalf of the Government against said company.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SIDNEY DILLON,
President.
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
We do not assume that it is the right of Government directors to volunteer advice
to the Government as to what action it should take relative to these propositions;
but as the subject presented by them is of the highest importance as affecting the pecuniary interest which the Government has in the road, and as we 4ave given to it a
careful consideration, it may not be deemed presumptuous, and, indeed, may not be
regarded as improper, for us to communicate our views touching the same or even to
venture so far as to state opinions relative thereto.
It is not our purpose to favor or oppose herein any proposition in detail, but to
leave the details of any adjustment of the conflicting views now existing between
the Government and the company to such negotiations as may be had between them,
the result, whatever it may be, being necessarily left to the approval or disapproval
of Congress.
It has been our aim to represent, at all meetings of the board of directors of the
company, the views, policy, and purpose of the Government relative to its rights to
reimbursement, even though in some instances onr judgments may not have given
entire approval to the particular means adopted for its enforcement. The right of the
Government to entire reimbursement for its advance of bonds in aid of the construction of the road is, in our judgment, perfect. Concerning the enforcement of
this right, in manner and time, a wide difference of opinion exists between the Government and the company. Can this di.fi'erence be reconciled and harmonious relations established between the two parties in interest without substantial injury to
either? This is a plain, practical business question, which may not be difficult of
solution if approached and treated as such questions should be. There is nothing
suggested by it which should excite either prejudice or alarm. It invites the same
careful consideration and prudent action which successful men give to their private
affairs-nothing more, nothing less.
To treat the subject intelligently, we mus~ ascertain the positions occupied by the
respective parties relative to the obligatiom created by the legislation under and in
pursuance of which the Union Pacific Railroad was constructed. This done we have
at once disclosed the cause aml character of the conflict of opinion now existing between the parties, and may then form a judgment more or less accurate of the probability of effecting a harmonious adjustment. of the same.
The Government advanced in bonds to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, as aid
in construction of its road, $27,236,512. These bonds are to run thirty years from date
of issue. If no current reimbursement should be made to the Government by the
company, the principal and interest at the maturity of the bonds would amount to
about $77,000,000. This would be the amount due from the company to the Government at that time. This the Government asserts and the company admits. There is
no di8agreement here. The disagreement arises in the mode and time of reimbursement.
In the sixth section of the act of July 1, 1862, it iE~ provided that".After said road is completed, until said bonds and interest are paid, at least 5 per
centum of the net earnings of said road shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof."
What are net earnings~ In their answers to this question the Government and
company are widely apart. Representing what we understood to be the Government's construction of the law above quoted, we have ' claimed that net earnings are
snch as are left after paying the operating expenses of the roa.d, and (ledncting from
the remainder the interest on the first-mortgage bonds, the Government having subordinated its lien to that of the holders of the said bonds. The posir,ion of the company relative to this question may be best ascertained by the following extract taken
from the last report of the president of the company to the stockholders at their meeting in March last. We quote as follows, viz:
"The law having provided that the Government shall be entitled to receive 5 per
cent. of the net earnings of the road after its completion, and the Government, having,
as above stated, determined that the road was completed are the 1st day of October,
1874, the question arises:
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''What constitutes net earnings~
"The Supreme Court of the United States bas answered this ques'tion. In Saint John
·vs. The Erie Railway Company, that court held that net earnings are such a.o: ate eft
to the stockholders after the pa.y ment of all just and lawful charges against ~be company. It is stated in the opinion of the court that the 'lexical definition of net is
clear of all charges and deductions."-( WebsteT.)
"That which remains after the deductions of all charges or outlays are net profits."-

( Wm·cester.)
"The peculiar acceptation of the term is the same.
"This reduces the question of net earnings to absolute certainty. Whatever this
company has left of its earnings after payment of all its just and lawful obligations
is net earnings, and of this amount the Government claims that it is entitled to 5per
cent. since the comgletion of the roa.d, a date fixed as the 1st day of October, 1874.
Hence there is no longer any ground of disagreement between the Government and
the company as to what constitutes net earnings, and the date from which the tormer is entitled to demand 5 per cent. of the same, if at all. Whether or not the 5 per
cent. liability is now obligatory on the company is not deemed essential to discuss.
It is sufficient to say that eminent counsel are of the 'opinion that this part of the act
of 1862 is repealed; and the decision of Judge Hunt that the legal construction of our
charter must on doubtful points be construed in favor of the company, seems to give
great force to the opinion that no such obligation now exists."
The date from which the road is to be treated as completed is also a matter of dispute between the Government and t.he company, the former claiming that it should
date from the connection of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific tracks in 1869, and
the latter that it should date from the 1st day of October, 1874, in pursuance of the
following conclusion of the report of a commission appointed by the President of the
United States to examine and report relative to the completion of the road, viz:
"This commission has therefore decided that the road was completed as required
by law by the report of the former commitosion, and to comply with the instructions
of the Interior Department, October 1, 1874, at a total cost of $115,214,587.79, as shown
by the books of the company."
The position of the company concerning this conclusion of the said commission is
thus stated in the last annual report of the president of the company, viz:
" That report was approved by the Government, and since such approval, and only
since then, bas the road been deemed and held to be completed. This action of the
Government was highly important in several respects. It settled finally, authoritatively, and definitely the question of the road's completion; it removed the inhibition to the issuance of patents for the lands granted to the company, and they are
now being issued as rapidly as required by the company, and it fixed the date from
which, the Government is entitled to secure from the company 5 per cent. of its net
earnings, under the sixth section of the act of July 1, ltl62, which provides that 'after
said road is completed until said bonds and interest are paid at least fi per centum of
the net earnings of said road shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof.'
"This entire subject is now in the courts for adjudication, the Government having
commenced an action against thl3 company for the recovery of the 5 per centum alleged to be due under the Government's constn10tion of the act aforesaid."
The sixth section of the act of July 1, 1862, also provided that" All compensation for services rendered for the Government shall be applied to the
payment of said bonds and interest until the whole amount is fully paid."
This was amended by the act of July 2, 1864, which, in section 5, provides that" Only one-half of the compensation for services rendered for the Government by
said company shall be required to J:>e applied to the payment of the bonds iRsued by
the Government in aid of the const.r nction of said roads."
As one of the results of the Credit Mobilier investigation this prov•ision of the law
was amended, and the Secretary of the Treasury was directerl to retain in the Treasury all earnings on Government account. The same act authorized the company to
commence a snit in the Court of Claims to determine the right of the Government
under this act to retain more than one-half of the said ea1•nings, as provided in the
law under which the bonds were advanced and the road built. The case of the
Union Pacific Raiload vs. The United States, was instituted in the Court of Claims
for the recovery of one-half claimed to be due to the company on account of Government transportation. The case has been decided in favor of the company, and the
judgment rendered in its behalf for $512,6:32.50. From this judgment the Government has appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States, where the case is now
pending. We here quote a portion of the opinion of the Court of Claims, for the
purpose of showing the position in which this whole question is now placed:
" Moreover (and this is the chief point in the case), the statute makes no distinction between principal and interest, nor indicates in any way that the debt for the
one shall mature at a different time than the debt for the other. Furthermore, a pre-
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vious section of the statute declares that for 'the amount of said bonds, togeLher with
all interest thereon, which shall have been paid by the United Sta.tes,' they shall constitute a mortgag(j upon the road. In the present predicament of the transaction,
the Government is largely in advance for interest ; and there at :first appears to be no
consideration received which should bind it to suffer a serious if not disastrous loss.
But if we reverse the condition of affairs it will be seen that a similar loss would fall
upon the company, and a corresponding gain inure to the Government. That is to
say, if tlle Government had required a larger amount of transportation, and the net
earnings had greatly exceeded the reality, so that the two more than equaled the
interest, then the company would be paying off the principal of its ultimate indebtedness to the Government long before the Government would be paying its debts to
the bondholders. And as the company had mortgaged its road 'to secure the 1'epaynwnt' 'of the amount of said bonds,' 'togethm· 'With all the inte1'est thereon which shall have
been paid by the United States,' a corresponding loss of interest upon interest would
fall upon it. Now, when the statute has provided two sources for the paym~nt, not
only of interest, but of a great deal more; that is to say, of a portion of the principal before it becomes due, what reason can there be for t.he judiciary to interpolate, by mere
construction, a third source into the statute~ Assuredly none. If the statute had
stopped with the interest, and had provided that the remainder, if any, of the transportation moneys, and five per centum should be paid to t.he company, there would
be good reasons for saying that a reciprocal obligation was implied, and that the
compa.ny should be held liable to make the interest account whole. But, in the plight
whiuh Congress has placed the reciprocal and intermingling rights and interests of
the parties, we perceive no reason why the Government should call the varying balance of its advances a liquidated present debt, subject to immediate collection.
" 'But beyond the confines of all disputed construction, there remains one uncontroverted pro\ision in the statute, which seems decisive of the legislative intent. The
only party to whom an option was reserved by the act is the Government, and that
option is the import.ant right of making the company's services as little or as great as
it pleases. If it requires these services the company cannot withhold them; if it refuses all employment the company cannot exact it. As the compact originally stood
the Government could keep down this interest without the expendi tnre of any ready
money by simply furnishing to the company this employment, and it might push the
advantage to an unlimited extent, even to carrying the earnings of the road to the
liquidation of the debt before it had matured. The subsequent statute which substituted a half for the whole of the earnings did not affect the lP,gal import of the Government's reserved discretion nor change the legal relations of the parties nor vary
the construction applicable to the original statute. It was an alteration in degree,
and not in kind, and still left the company in this matter of service entirely subject
to the orders of the Government. In contemplation of law, the wrong and injury of
which the Government complains are entirely of its own choosing. Courts of law cannot be invoked to aid persons where they themselves possess the means of redress.
If an ordinary party were to come into another court with such a complaint he would
be told, 'Either you have willfully withheld this employment from the other contractor or you have been unable to furnish it to him. If the former supposition is
the fact then the fault is your own, and you cannot ascribe wrong to one whom you
confess has always been willing to repay yon in the manner which your agreement
prescribes. If the latter is the fact, then, because the sources of payment which you
provided disappoint yon, and because the payment in kind, which you elected to
take, gives you more of the transportation service than you really require, you are
trying to shift your loss to other shoulders than your own. Your misfortune is really
this, that you made an improvident bargain.'
"The judgment of the court is that the claimant recover of the defendants the sum
of $512,632.50, and that the counter claim of the defendant be dismissed."
The company claims that the doctrine of this case evidently is that there is nothing
due to the Government from the company on account of either principal or interest
until the maturity of the subsidy bonds, except one-half of such sum as the Government may create by its demands for transportation, and that, in fact, the only mode
of reimbursement now provided by law either before, at, or after the maturity of the
bonds is this one-half of Government transportation, which is made by the lOth section of the act of July 2, 1864, to run so long in the future as there may be anything
due to the Government, and even as against parties who may become possessedofthe
road under and by virtue of a foreclosure of the :first mortgage, claiming that any
other construction leaves nothing for the amendment relative to compensation for
services rendered by the Government, contained in the 5th section of the said act to
operate upon.
•
It is clear from the foregoing that, while the Government and the company agree
as to the amount which the former has advanced to the latter, and that it must be paid
at some time and in some way, they are so far apart as to time and manner of payment
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that nothing short of the judgment of a court of last resort or a new contract can
bring them together.
First, then, as to the judgment of a court of last resort. If t.hat should be with the
Government, it still would leave the claim against the company in an unsatisfactory
condition. There would still be an annual increase of the company's debt to the Government, and this would go on to the period of the maturity of the bonds, at which
time it might exceed $60,000,000. And there would still remain the possible fact that,
in order to save its claim or any part thereof, the Government would be compelled
to advance the amount of the first mortgage, a r~sult by no means desirable.
On the other hand, if the court should hold with the company, the case would be
decidedly worse, as in that event the accumulated debt at the maturity of the bonds
would probably be not less than $70,000,000, and might reach a much larger sum.
Secondly, as to a new contract. If the company 1s correct in its construction of
the present law, then the difference between the amount which it offers to pay under
the propositions submitted by it, and hereinbefore quoted, and what the Government
would receive under said construction, is the difference between simple and compound interest. If the interest which the Government pays on the subsidy bonds is
not a semi:anuually maturing debt againat the company, then, such amounts as the
company should semi-annually pay in excess of what the Government is entitled under the present Jaw to demand, would be in the nature of a loan to the lat.ter by the
former, and would very properly bear interest, and if the interest should not be paid,
there is no impropriety in allowing interest thereon. This would reduce the difference to interest simple and compound on the amounts which the Government may
now rightfully demand of the company.
If it were not for this seeming loss arising from the interest account, no one,
doubtless, would hesitate to recommend an acce.,tauce of some such proposition as
the company presents. Is there anything in the case to counterbalance this seeming
loss? In our report for the year 1874 we discussed the incidental advantages derived
by the Government from the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad in the matter
of transportation. We make the fo!lowing extract from that report, viz:
"Suppose that it (the company) should not. in whole, as it has not in part, pay the interest on the Government bonds issued in aid of its construction, nor provide for the
payment of said bonds at their maturity, what then? What is the worst of the case T
Two Departments of the Government have furnished answers to this question.
"The Postmaster-General stated, in a commumcation to the House of Representatives, in answer to a resolution of inquiry adopted by that body, that for mail service
rendered by the Union Pacific Railroad Company for the yGars 1867 to 1872, inclusive,
the Government had paid $1,156,138.73, and that had the road not been constructed
it would have paid, for the same service, over the routes merged into this one, for the
· same time, $1,799, 718.28, being a saving, calculated on the basis of pounds transported
by stage, of $107,263.25 per annum; but in addition to this diree.t saving, the Postmaster-General states in said communication that it should be borne in mind that the
mail service by the railroad route between the Missouri River and the Pacific coast is
incomparably superior to the previous service. Under the contracts which expired
in 1868, the sch6dule time fm: a trip from Atchison, Kans., to San Prancisco, Cal.,
was sixteen days for eight months, from April to November, inclusive, and twentyfour and a half days the residue of the year. By the railroad route the time, the year
.round, is less than four and a half days. The average amount of matter conveyed in
the mails overland before the C6mpletion of the railroad was less than a thom•and
pounds per da3r, the paper mails being mainly forwarded via Panama in cons€\quence
of the exaction of prepaid letter-postage rates on such matter conveyed between the
western boundary of Kansas and the eastern boundary of California, under the 4th
section of the act of March, 25, 1864; now, that section having been repealed from the
30th of September, l8o8, by the act of June 25, 18o8, the whole letter and paper mails
are carried overland, averaging, in March, 1870, on the Union Pacific Railroad, 6,376
pounds per pay: and on the Central Pacific, 5,308 pounds per day. The railroad companies provide, moreover, first-class cars, 48 feet in length , with a.ll the necessary fixtures and furniture, in which railway post-office clerks, appointed by the Department,
accompany and distribute the mails, while in transit, in all respects as if in local distributing post-offices, by which means the detention of mails in such offices is avoided,
and the greatest practicable expedition ::;ecured.
''On the 31st day of January, 1873, the Secretary of War communicated to the House
of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, in answer to a resolution of
that body, a letter of the Quartermaster-General of the Army of the United States,
M. C. Meigs, from which it appears that the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad had saved the Government large sums in that department of the public service,
making a large average saving on several routes of transportation thereto used. He
states the case thus :
"'At this average rate, the eliltimated cost of transportation of the freight moved by
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the Union Pacific Railroad, including express charges as shown abo~e, during
time commencing July, 1866, and ending January 2tl, 1873, would be as follows:'
Rate per 100 ponnds per 100 miles, railroad rates.....................
$0
Rate per 100 pounds per 100 miles, wagon rates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Actual cost of freight at railroad rates .............................. 1, 896, 589
Estimate of cost at wagon rates ........................•............ 6,837,088

the
40t
46
57
32

Showing a total estimated cost for moving the troops and supplies by
stage and wagon of ............................................... 9, 850, 134 67
Total actual cost by railroad.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 342, 851 82
II

Estimated difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 507, 282 85
Equivalent to about 66 per cent.
"From theses tatements it appears that the saving to the Government to June 30,
1872, upon the transportation of postal matter alone, by reason of the construction
of the Uniou Pacific Railroad, amounted to $643,579.55. Upon the same basis the
saving to the Government from this source to September 30, 1874, amounted to
$1,015,829.90. 1'his statement assumes that the amount or weight carried was only
equal to t,hat transported previous to the construction of the road, but in fact the
amount by rail has been over six times the amount formerly transported by stage, so
that the real saving, taking weight alone as the basis of the calculation, has been
about $6,094,979.40.
"The statement from the War Department above cited shows that the saving upon
military transportation to June 30, 1872, was $G,507 ,282.85, and upon the same basis
the saving to August 31, 1874, would have been $8,462,107.76.
"'l'hus it appears that dnring the past two years, or since June 30, 1872, the saving
to the Government in the transportation of postal matter, of troops, stores, &c., has
been at the rate of $1,894,894.40 per annum.
"The "case comes to this :
Allowing that there will be no increase in amounts carried from year to
year, the saving during the thirty years (being the term for which the
Government bonds were issued in order to secure the construction of
the road) would amount to ...... ---~ ............ ---- ................ $56,846,832
The Government has advanced in bonds at 6 per cent ...... $27, 237, 000
Interest on same for thirty years, at 6 per cent.... . . . . . . . . . . 49, 026, 600
- - - - 76,263,600
l9,416,76t:!
From this st:ttement it appears that the incidental saving to the Government falls
short of the entire amount ad vauced by it to the company, including principal of bonds,
and interest for the entire period of thirty years, only $19,416,768. As has been
said, this calculatiou is based upon the supposition that there will be no increase of
Government transportation over the road. Nor does it include any of those great
economic advautages arising from the settlement of the country and the development
of the mining and other resources throughout the vast regions tributary to and supplied by the road. Nor does it take into account the great gains arising from speedy
military, postal, and commercial communication. In a very imperfect manuer does
it present to the mind the immense advantage of this great work to t,he Government
and to the people.
The following interesting statement of Mr. Van Dervoort, in charge of the mail
service over the line, shows the rapid increase of that service.

SALT LAKE, August 7, 1875.
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with your request, I take pleasure in submitting to
you a brief statement of the service performed by Omaha and Ogden railway postoffice. It is the longest route in the world over which one set of agents run from initial to terminal points. In amount of mail handled it ranks with the greatest lines
running through the most populous districts in the country. In variety of foreign
mail handled it surpasses any route on the globe; every nationality and clime being represented in the mail passing over this line. At last weighing, in the winter of
1t574, t.he average amount each day for 30 working days was about 10,500 pounds.
The estimated amount at the present time is 15,000 pounds daily. We carry all the
mail for the Western States and Territories, except Colorado, which is partly handled
by Kansas Pacific Railway. Our clerks make up in direct packages for every office in
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, sending Nevada,
part of Arizona, and aU of California, to Central Pacific Railway for distribution
there. They also make up direct locked pouches for all prom.i nent points in Idaho
and Montana. These are sent over the connecting stage routes, and are not opened
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until they arrive at destination. We also carry through registered packages, envelopes, and post-office supplies for all points west, averaging about 150 packages
west and about 160 east each day; also registered boxes of gold coin from San Francisco to New York.
Going east we received all the mail from Pacific Slope and all the Territories, from
Australia, and all the Islands in the Southern Pacific, Japan, and China, which is distributed and forwarded eastward from Omaha. We make up for
principal lines
and cities direct and send the mail in through locked pouches to destination. This
grand road is the shortest route from London audLiverpool to Australia, Van Diemen's
Land, New Zealand, Japan, Hong-Kong, and always makes quicker time than the routes
previously in use.
The British Government send the greater portion of their Australian mail this way,
amounting to about 180 sacks east and ~50 west each month.
We have thirty clerks running on the line-two in each car. It takes six days to
make the round trip; they then lay off seven, unless the department needs their serv~
ices during the time stated. The mail is increasing very largely, aud the time will
soon come wheu the present force of men and our car room will not be sufficient for
the working of this mail.
The present management of the road aid the Post-Office Department greatly in the
dispatch and management of the service. During the wash-out last spring, mail accumulated all along the line; but through the energy of Mr. Clark and his subordinates was all forwarded to destination, reaching there at same time as the passengers
that left Omaha on same train.
·
I have written this hastily. If I had more t,ime I could have furnished a more thorough statement, and one that would have given all of us more satifaction. Trusting
I have shown you that t,he magnitude of the mail service is equal to the other branches
of business, and hoping that as years go on they will continue increasing,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
PAUL VANDERVOORT,
Chief Head Clerk Railway Mail Servi~e,
In chm·ge of Ornaha and Ogden Railroad Post-U.tfice.
The GovERNMENT DIRECTvRS, UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY .
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.A. study of the subject in all of its relations and effects only tends to dwarf the exhibit
made in our last report, as quoted above. Whether or not such incidental advantages
as we have noticed, vast as they are in immediate saving and profit, should be considered in connection with any negotiations which may be had bet,ween the Government and the company with a view to a definite settlement of existing relations and
obligations, we leave to the judgment of those who may act for the Government and
to Congress, our sole purpose being to state such facts as occur to us, and such as are
calculated to cast light upon the general subject.
The establishment of harmonious relations between the Government and the company, and a definite determination oftheobligationsandrightsofeach, ~san end greatly
to be desind. If this ca"R be do.n e without loss. to the Government, aU will concede
the wisdom of doing it. The propositions of the company open the door to negotiations which may lead to this result; and, notwithstanding the scandals of the past,
the fact remains that the Union Pacific Railroad is a vast and valuabl~ property, well
cared for and well maintained, and capable of returning +o the Government the investment which it has made therein. Inharmonious relations injure all parties concerned. If they can be removed without detriment to the public interest, it does
seem that a simple, plain, practical business prudence would demand that it be done.
To reach so desirable an end is worthy of an earnest, practical effort. We would not
suggest the weakening of any security which the Government now has for a full return of its advances. Whatever new arrangement, if any, shall be made, the provisions of the present laws should be held in reserve, to come again into active force
in the event of failure on the part of the company to comply strictly with the new
contract.
In conclusion, we repeat that we do not assume it to be our right to advise the Government as to the course which it should take in this matter, but having given the subject our best thought, we can but express the opinion that it is one which ought to
receive a calm, practical, thoughtful consideration. No harm can result, while a
great public good may be attained.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMES F. WILSON.
JOHN C. S. HARRISON.
:FRANCIS B. BREWER.
J. H. MILLARD.
JOHN A. TIBBITS.
Hon. C. DELANO,
Secretary of the Into·ior.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 1876.

Ron.

z.

CHANDLER,

Secreta1·y of the Intm'io1·:
Sir: The Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad deem it not unbecoming, in preparing their annual report for submission to you, to mention some subjects not strictly within the line of their statutory duties. It is not tht;~ir pnrpose to
indulge in unprofitable discussion, but simply to place more fully within the limits of
this report than they have in those of former years the great national work with
whieh they are officially connected.
Almost immediately 11pon the close of th@ war between the United States and Mexico the subject of more direct and speedy communication with our Pacific possessions
attracted serious and widespread attention. The Honse of Representatives of the
'l'hirtieth Congress appointed a select committee, charged with the duty of investigating the subject and reporting thereon. On February 20, Ul49, said committee,
through Ron. John A. Rockwell, submitted an elaborat.e report, from which the following extract is taken, viz:
"The recent acquisition of California and the recognition and establishment of the
right of the United States to the Oregon Territory render exceedingly important the
question as to the best mode of communication with those immense possessions, the
sea-coast on the Pacific belonging to the Union extending through 1,620 miles, and
those Territories, with the addition of New Mexico and Texas, including an area of
1,193,061 square miles, equal to 763,559,040 acres. The means of an easy and rapid
communicat,ion between the two oceans has heretofore been a subject of great interest to the United States, in common with all civilized nations. It has now become a
matt.er of the utmost practical importance, and the dut.y and necessity of uniting the
remote and extended possessionH of thecountry are most obvious and undeniable.
"The various modes of communication which have been heretofore presented to
the consideration of Congress and the country are all entitled to most careful consideration, and only those should be adopted which are, by thorough examination, not
only ascertained to be practicable, but, on comparison with all the routes proposed,
to be the VHY best."
Among the schemes considered was one presented uy Mr. Asa Whitney, who proposed, if accorded the aid which he asked for, to construct a line of railroad from
Lake Michigan to the Pacific Ocean. Of this scheme the committee observed as follows, viz:
"The first of these plans which the committee will consider is that of Mr. Asa
Whitney, of the city of New York, to which public attention ha:.-> been called extensively. As the plan bas been long before the public, has been pressed with great earnestness hy Mr. Whitney, and has received the sanction of the legislatures of eighteen
States of the Union, and has been favorably reported upon by committees of both
houses of Congress, the committee deem it proper to consider it at length. Aside
from the merits of the proposed route, the committee consider the mode proposed for
its construction in the highest degree exceptionable."
The report then proceeds to object to the plan in general and in detail. The aid
asked for was too great. The route (by the Sou_th pass) was impracticable. The line
was, in considerable part, too high above the level of the sea. The expense of construction would be too great. The country was not only new, but for hundreds of
miles on the proposed line "a perfect waste." There was no fuel on the line. The
through business would be very small, and of way traffic lihere would be scarcely any.
The claim of Whit,ney that travel and freight between China, Japan, India, and
Europe could be induced to pass over the line was rejected as wholly unfounded and
entirely preposterous. His expectation that the •' business intercourse between China
and the Atlantic cities of this country" won.ld be over this railroad of Mr. Whitney
was most fallacious. The committee were "satisfied that the cost and inconvenience
would both be much greater by this railroad line, if ever finished and in full operation, than the present mode of conveyance that not a chest of tea would, in the ordinary course of business, ever be sent from Canton via this railroad to New York, nor
any of the ordinary articles of trade between the two countries, and,'' continued the
committee, "if the road were constructed, the annual expense attending the repairs
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and operation of the road would be enormous. Some of these can simply be mention: The repairs and renewal of engines and cars; the supply of fuel; the establishing and sustaining of workshops at proper intervals; the supply of water at intervals
of not exceeding 20 miles, with persons at the stations and buildings, &c., for their
accommodation ; the removal of snow from the track. The expense of the repairs of
railroads varies on different roads. The average annual expense of the Boston and
Providence railroad for nine years was $356.48 per mile. Supposing this railroad to
be 3,000 miles, and the expense no greater in this wild and savage region than in a
civilized country, the annual expense of repairs would be over $1,000,000. How many
millions of dollars it would require to meet the annual expenses of such a work the
committee cannot, of course say, but they are perfectly satisfied that they would by
very much exceed auy receipts which would arise from any business on the road at this
time or at any period not very remote."
Experience has played havoc with this report of a learned committee. It now takes
high rank with the curiosities of legislative literature. It did its appointed work for
a time; but ~s months and years went by, and as Eastern emigration found its way
into our "restern possessions, developing their wondrous resources and unfolding
their fabulous wealth, the reasoning of the report came to be mistrusted and disregarded, and the public sent.imeut in favor of a railroad to the Pacific forced both of
the great political organizations of the country to pronounce in favor of its construction. Then came the war of the rebellion, hastening the nation forward in the great
work of connecting the two oceans by rail. Munificent provision was made by Congress fur the realization of the grand purpose. Once commenced, the work could not
go on fast enough to satisfy the longings of the people for its completion. How
atrongly the feelings of the people on the western side of the continent were er.listed
in the work was very faithfully reported by that conservative observer of times and
events, Mr. Samuel Bowles, of Massachusetts. In his l>Ook, entitled "Across the Continent," he wrote, under date of August 20, 1865" To feel the importance of the Pacific Railroad, to measure the urgency of its early
completion, to become impatient with Government and contractors at every delay in
the work, you must come across the Plains and the mountains to the Pacific Coast.
Then you will see half a continent waiting for its vivifying influences. You will witness a boundless agriculture, fickle and hesitating for lack of the regular markets
this would give. You will find mineral wealth immeasurable, locked up, wastefully
worked, or gambled away, until this shall open to it abundant labor, cheap capital,
wood, water, science, ready oversight, steadiness of productwn-ever.vthing that shall
make miniuo· a certaintv and not a chance. You will find the world's commerce with
India and China eagerly awaiting its opportunities. You will see an illimitable field
for manufactures, unimproved for want of its stimulus and its advantages. You
will feel hearts' breaking, see morals struggling slowly up against odds, know that religion languishes; feel, see, and know that all the sweetest and finest influences and
elements of society and Christian civilization hunger and suffer for the lack of this
quick contact with the parent and fountain of all our national life.
''It is toucbing to remember that between plains and Pacific, in country and on
coast, on the Columbia, on the Colorado, through aU our long journey, the first
question asked of us by evtlry man and every woman we have met, whether rich or
poor, hi~h or humble, has been, 'When do you think the Pacific Railroad will
be done "f' or, 'Why don't or won't the Government, now the war is over, put the
soldiers to building this road f' and their parting appeal and injunction, as well,
'Do builcl this Pacific road for us as soon as possible; we wait-everything waits,
for that.' Tender-eyed women, hard-fisted men, pioneers or missionaries, the martyrs and the successful, all alike feel and speak this sentiment. It is the hunger,
the prayer, the hope of all these people. Hunger, and prayer, and hope for 'home'
and what home can bring them, in cheap and ready passage to and from, of reunion
with parent, and brother, and sister and friend, of sight of old valleys and mountains
and woods, of social influence, of :.esthetic elevat.ion, of worldly stimulus and prosperity. 'Home ' they all here call East. It is a touching and pathetic, though almost unconscious tribute. Such an one, 'is going home next spring;' 'I hope to go
home another year; ' ' When I was home last; ' 'I have never been home since I came
out;' 'I am afraid I shall never go home again'-these and kindred phrases are current forms of speech. Home is not here, but there. The thought of home is ever
rolled, like a sweet morsel, under the tongues of their souls.
"Here is a large appeal, both to the sympathy and foresight of the Eastern States.
Here is present bond of union and means of perpetuating it. To build the railroad,
and freshen recollection, and renew associations of the original emigrants, and to bind
bv travel and contact the children here with the homes and lives and loves of their
parents there-this is the cheapest, surest, and sweetest way to preserve our nationality, and continue the Republic a unit from ocean to ocean. A sad and severe trial
will ensue to the Union if a generation grows up here that ' knows not Joseph.' The
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centrifugal forces will ever be in hot action between the far-separated Eastern and
Western sections of the nation. First among the centripetal powers is the Pacific
Railroad, and every year of its delay increases tenfold its burden; every year's postponement weakens in equal degree the influences here by which it shall operate.
I

"Next spring should see as many men at work on the Eastern line as there will be
on the Western; the fall, fifteen to twenty thousand along its entire route; 1867 should
count fifty thousand shovels and picks and drills, leveling the paths for this national
highway; and in 1868 the hungry hearts of these people of the Pacific States should
dance to the music of a hundred thousand strong-music sweeter far, and holier even,
than that of aU the martial bands of the new Republic.
"Men of t,he East! Men at Washington! You have given the toil and even the
1) lood of a million of your brot,hers and fellows for four years, and spent three thousand
million dollars to rescue one section of the Republic from barbarism and from anarchy;
and your triumph makes the cost cheap: Lend, now, a few thousand men and a hundred millions of money to create a new republic; to marry to the nation of the Atlantic an equal, if not greater, nation of the Pacific. Anticipate a new sectionalism, a
new strife, by triumph of the arts of peace, that shall be even prouder and more
far-reaching than the victories of ·y our arms. Here is payment of your great debt;
here is wealth unbounded; here the commerce of the world; here the completion of
the Republic that is continental; but you must come and take them wHh the locomotive."
The spirit of this appeal permeated the whole country. It entered into the constructors of the railroad, and they lavishly· and even wastefully applied the means at
their command to hasten the completion of the great work. The act of July 1, 1862,
required the road to be completed by July 1, 1B74. This requirement was anticipated
by more than five years. The objections urged in the Rockwell report only excite
astonishment that they ever should have been seriously entertained. The Union Pacific railroad traverses that part of the continent which the authors of that report regarded as the most wild, barren, and forbidding, and covers only about two-fifths of
the line of which they treated. When they estimated the receipts from the business of the road they included in their calculations a line reaching from the Lakes to
the Pacific Ocean. The Union Pacific line eliminates from this calculation the vast
empire lying between Lake Michigan and the Missouri River, the enormou~:~ business
done by the three great trunk lines connecting Chicago with Council Bluffs and
Omaha, and the Central Pacific Railroad of California, with its more than $12,000,000
of annual receipts. With this all out of the case there is left to the Union Pacific line
alone, results, in gross earnings, operating expenses, surplus earnings, and percentage
of expenses for each year since it was opened to traffic, which would have appeared
to Mr. Rockwell and his committee as impudent inventions, if presented to them as
estimates in support of the Whitney scheme. Said results are here tabulated:

Statement of the earnings, operating expenses, ~c., of the Union Pacific Railroad f01' yem·s
ending June 30, 1869, to 1876 .

.

Y earB ending-

June 30,1869 •••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••
1870 ..•••••.•••••..•...•...........
1871. •••••• ··•·•· .......••.......•
1872 . .•••••.•.••..•••••.••.........
1873 ..••..•••••.••..•.•. . ..•.......
1874 . ............................. .
1875 .•••..•••.•..•••••••.••••...•.
1876 ...• . .••..••..•••••.•.••.......

Earnings.

$6, 663, 851
8, 408, 723
7, 240, 833
7, 953, 014
9, 633, 965
10, 246, 760
11, 522, 021
12, 113, 990

Expenses.

16
24
78
29
09
16
54
69

$5, 786, 443
6, 078, 932
3, 502, 648
4, 291, 660
4, 6971 999
5, 089, 789
5, 373, 655
5, 447, 819

77
30
49
45
56
17
87
27

Surplus earn- 1 Per cent.
.
of
mgs.
expenses.
$877,407
2, 329, 790
3, 738, 185
3, 661, 353
4, 935, 965
5, 156, 970
6, 148, 365
6, 666, 171

39
94
29
84
53
99
67
42

86.83
72.29
48.37
53.96
48.76
49.67
46.63
44.97

The immense snow-fall which it was predicted would render impracticable the elevated portion of the line, experience has melted away, until it is a lelils serious obstacle to jts operation than ~re the snows which fall upon the Atlantic coast lines to
tlfem. The· "perfect waste" which that committee saw teems with farms and villages, and herds of cattle and flocks of sheep, and embraces mineral wealth, developed and undeveloped, beyond computation and almost too great for human belief.
From these herds there were shipments of beef cattle over the road, from North
Platte station and points west, from June 1 to September 30, 1876:
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No. of
cars.

North Platte .................................................... . ...... _........ _.
Ogalalla ........................................................................ _.

~iJ~!~~~~- :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::- :::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::

Pine Bluff ................. . ............................................ . ......... '

~~~[!i~e_._·_-_·_·_·_-_-_·_·_· _·_· ~--~~_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Points west of Laramie.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . . .

59
193
186
45
145 1
296
18

No. of
cattle.

71

1,180
3,860
3, 720
900
2, 900
5, 920
360
1, 420

1, 013

20, 260

The low prices received for beef in Chicago for the two months succeeding these
shipments caused the holding back of a large number of cattle which were expected
to go forward during October and November. .A careful estimate of the number thus
held, which would so go forward, fixed it at 500 cars or 10,000 beeves. This amount,
added to the foregoing statement, will place the number of beef cattle shipped d_uring
the current year at 30,000 head, or 1,500 car loads, against 24,000, or 1,200 car loads, in
1875.
The number of Texan cattle driven to the line of the road during the past season
amounted to some 122,000 head, which have been distributed as follows:
Furnished Indians .. _....................... ; ........• __ .................. . 4o',OOO
Sold to Nebraska herders:
Beeves . . . _.... __ ........ __ .............. _..... ___ ..... _ ...... _. 4,000
Three-year old steers ................ ___ . ~. _. _... _............. . 10,000
Two-year old cattle .......................................... .. 17,000
One-year old cattle ........ ·----· .............................. . 10,000
Cows ........................................................ . 4,000
45,000
Sold to Colorado and Wyoming ........................................... . 37,000
122.000
From this "perfect waste" and over the line of the Union Pacific Railroad will come,
in the long years of the future, the supplies of cheap beef and mutton for the food of
the people, and the cheap wool for their raiment. .And so, too, where that committee
could find no water and fuel the company has discovered an abundance of both, and
only during the past year mined for their own use and for general consumption
227,644 tons of coal, at an average costof$1.65 per ton. :From further on the line, where,
in the "perfect waste," lie the wondrous mineral deposits of the continent, there comes
, no small share of the swelling local traffic of the road, a total ausence of which was
predicted by the committee. The statistics of a single establishment will tend to show
the steady increase of mineral production consequent upon the construction of the
railroad. The Omaha Smelting and Refining Company commenced operations in 1573.
The following table will show the receipts and shipments for the three years the
company has ueen in operation:
Received.
Years.
Bullion.

I

Pounds.

Shipments.

----Ore.
Lead.

Pounds.

I

,I
Remarks.

Gold and silver.

Pounds.

1873. . . .. .. . 9, 085, 234
1874 ........ 14,567,327

1, 044, 827 1 ,8, 482, 386
2, 167, 084 13, 586, 909

$1, 020, 639 54
1, 184, 611 34

75 per cent. from Utah, 25 per uent.

All from Utah.

1875....... . 25, 612, 457

420, 000 1 22, 524, 000

2, 252, 925 11

63t per cent. from Utah, 33 per cent.
from Nevada, 3t per cent. from

from Nevada.

Montana.

This table shows of gold.and silver shipped ............................ ! ................. $4,458, 275 99
Of lead.................................................................................. 3, 121,530 65
Total shipments in three years....................................................

7, 579,806 64

The great excess of bullion over ore received shows that smelting works in the
vicinity of the mines reduce the greater portion of the ores produced, and that the
business of mining in the territory tributary to the road has been placed on a substantial and economic footing, which must lead to a vast increase in the volume of
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results. The actual facts warrant the declaration that the expression herein before
quoted-" Here is payment of your great debt; here is wealth unbounded "-was not
an unguarded extravagance, but the mere utterance of a palpable truth.
Commerce has its own laws governing its operations and its own ways for reaching
its ends. The facts connected with the operation of the Union Pacific Railroad show
that these laws and ways override and circumvent the conclusions of grave committees, however dogmatically they may be asserted. In spite of the pronounced opinion
of the committee relative to the Whitney scheme, that travel and freight would never
seek the railroad across this continent in passing from India, China, Japan, and Europe, and that it was most falla cious to expect that business intercourse between China
and the Atlantic cities of this country would be over it, the fact is that such travel,
freight, and the mails of most of those countries, and of Australia and all the islands
of the Southern Pacific, do seek this route, ''the British Government sending the
greater portion of their Australian mail this way, amounting to about 180 sacks east
and 250 sacks west each month."
The following table shows the amount of tea transported over the line in the years
indicated therein :
Date.

Quantity.

Date.

Quantity.

Pounds.

1875.
.July .. __ .... __ ........ __ ........... __
.August ....... --.---- ...... ------ ... .
September . __ ... __ .... ____ .......... .
October .................. ____ ....... .
November ......................... . .
December ........................... .

Pounds.

October .. -- ........ -- -- ............. .
November ........................... .
December ..... . .................. . .. .

1, 414, 623
1, 529, 532
1, 229,197
1, 303,462
631, 720
439, 295

1875.
.January·-----.-- .. ----------- ....... .
February .•.•... --- ... --·.--··-- ..... .
March ................. - ........•..•..
.April ........ _......... - ........... . . .
May ..• -----··--····--······---····-·
June .......................... -- ..... .

427,450
806, 145
483,085
658,470
129,125
702,670

1876.
.January ...... ---- ....... . . --- .... - ..
February. __ . ---- ______ ............. .
March .............. ··········-----·
.April. __ .. __ . . __ . . _..... _.... _.. _... .
May ................................ .
.June: ............. __ ............. __ .

1, 262,344
1, 522, 079
1, 227,617
370, 785
290,283
3, 503,866

Total .... ___ ... __ .. __ ........ .. .

9, 754, 774

TotaL ............... ___ --......

23, 214, 504

1874.
.July ........... . . __ .... -- - . - .. -- ..... .

te~1~~b~~ .~ ~ :.:~ ~ ::::~ ~ :::: ::::::: ::: ~

2, 443,010
1, 760,230
3, 198,550
5, 786,200
511, 300
1, 338,240

Silk, too, seeks this route in increasing quantity, as will appear by the table here
given, viz:
Date.
1874.
.July ..... - ............ --.-- .. ---- . ----.
.August ............... - ... --.- .. --.- .. .
September .. -- .. ------ ....... -- ....... .
October .............. -- .............. .
November .................. ---- ...... .
December .....•••••. - •........•.......

Quantity. [

Pof,~~g1
8,417
23, 572
51,429
2, 200
5, 900

1875.

~:b~~~~y ::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::

2~: ~~~

March .............. -- ...... -- ..... - . . . . -- . -- - ..
1

~~~ .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~: ~!g I

.June ... ·....... -- .. -- .... -- -- . . .. .. .. ..

38, 550

Total............................

181,638

Date.

Quantity.

1 ------------~~--------------1--------

1875.
.July ..................... __ ........... ..
.August .. - ...•.. - -.-. -- .. --- . - . -.--- .••.
September ........... __ .......... _..... .
October .......... . .......... ______ .. _.. .
November ............................. .
December--------·--··---···---········
1876.
.January ...... . ........ _............... .
February ............... --· .••. __ .. __ . .
March ....... -- ........ . ___ . . _..... _..... .
April . _........................ :-- • -- ...
May .......•...•......••...•...•.•.•....
.June ..... __ ... . .. . .... ___ ............. .

Pounds.
5, 925
51, 125
86,415
249,837
93, 000
230,632
75,862
88,096
147, 143
39,990
166,855
18,063

Total .•.... - .............. - - . . . . . . 1, 252, 953

It will be observed that the increase of the two articles named transported over the
road in the !year ending June, 1876, is very great over the preceding year. For the
same time there was passed over the road 1, 772,385 pounds of coffee. Of other articles in this international commerce large quantities are transported both incoming
and outgoing.
The foregoing observations and illustrations show how little even a committee of
the House of Representatives knew of the possibilities involved in the construction of
the Pacific Railroad as late as the year 1849, though charged with the special duty of
ascertaining all that could be known touching the subject.

S. Ex. 69--8
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And yet the case is not fully comprehended by the nation. There is no good reason
whv the commerce of the Pacific Ocean should not fall under the control of the United
States. The doors are wide open to us, and if we should exercise a politico-commercial sagacity commensurate with the advantages of our position we would close them
against all other nations.
The earnings of the road for the year ending J nne 30, 1876, show a gratifying increase over former years.
The gross earnings for the year indicated were . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12, 113, 990 69
For the year ending June 30, 1875................................... 11,522,021 54

•

Increase for 1R76 over 1875 ................... _............... .

591,969 15

Operating expenses for the year 1876, less surplus in fuel and materiaL
For 1875 ........................ _.-...... _....••.........•.....• ___ ..

5,447,H19 27
5,373,655 87

Increase for 1876 over 1875 ................................... .

74,163 40

Surplus earnings for the year 1876 ................................. .
For the year 1875 ................................................. .

6,666,171 42
6,148,365 67

Increase for 1876 over 1875 .......•.....•......................
517,805 75
Few railroads in the country can make a better showing than this. If such results
can be shown in a year of severe and general business distress, what may not be expected with a restoration of public confidence, a revival of trade, and a return of commercial prosperity~
The surplus earnings for the year ending June 30, 1876, being $6,666,171.42, the
question arises, What amount of this is the Government entitled to under the 5 per
cent. clause of the act of July 1, 1862 ~ Calculated upon the basis heretofore reported
by the Government_directors, the case would stand thus :
Net earnings ........... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $6, 666, 171 42
Less interest on first-mortgage bonds, reduced to currency at 9 per ceut. 1, 781, 129 98
Net subject to 5 per cent ... - ..................... " ............ __ . .. ..
5 per cent. on this amount .................................. _.. .. . . ..

4, 885, 041 44
244, 252 07

But the company claim that under the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States, in St. John v. Erie Railway Company, 22 Wallace 136, it is entitled to deduct
all payments of interest, &c.; and this position of the company we understand is
supported by a recent decision of the United States circuit court for Iowa in the case
of the United States v. The Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company. If this rule
should ultimately be approved as applicable to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, then there would remain to be deducted from the above-stated net earnings the
sums shown in the following :

Statement of amounts paid fo1· interest on the funded debt of the company fm· year ending
June 30, 1876.

Kind of bonds.

Year to June
30, 1876.

First mortgage, gold interest, equivalent in currency to .......•............•......•...•. $1, 802, 517 06
Land grant ............................................................................ ..
536,165 00
Income ................................................................................. .
5, 040 00
1, 146, 680 00
217,446 42
United States .......................................................................... .
342,409 34

~:!~~\~d:~.-g~id -i~t~;~~t,· ~q;;i~~ie"~t i~- ~~-;r~;;~y·t~.::::::::: .':::::::::::::::::::::::

Total .................................................. : ........................... ·1 4, 050, 257 82

This would leave as subject to the 5 per cent. charge for 1876 ......... . $834,783 62
:Five per cent. of which would be .................................... .
41,739 18
To this there would be added the item of Omaha Bridge interest (which
is ca;rried into another statement), embraced in the foregoing statement, of .......•....• u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217,446 42
Making the total amount subject to the 5 per cent. charge for 1876 .... . 1,052,230 04
Making due the Government from that source for the year 1876 ....... .
52,611 50
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The company, however, claim that the 5 per cent. clause of the act of July 1, 1862,
is repealed by implication by the act of July 2,1864, and that, as a consequence, there
is nothing due to the Government from that source. The Government directors have
not concurred in this construction of said act; but it is a question to be considered in
any negotiation between the Government and the company looking to a more definite arrangement for the reimbursement of the former.
The Supreme Court of the United States has decided that the bridge over the Mis
souri River at Omaha is a part of the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad. The
company bad heretofore operated it as a structure independent of the main line. The
results of such operation for two years are here given in the following :

Statements of the earnings and operating expenses of the Missouri River Bt·idge for the years
ending June 30, 1875 and 1876.
.
Year to .JuneiYear to .June
30, 1875.
30, 1876.

Earnings.

Passenger transfer trains . ............................................... .
Passenger dummy trains ..................•... . ..................... _... .
Freight ................................................................... .
Mail .................................................................... ..
Express.-- .. . ...................................... · · ... - ......... · · · ... .
Miscellaneous ................................... . ....................... _

$80,377
14,144
321, 653
4, 500
6,109
1,139

Total earnings ..................... . . -- ........ - ..... .. ........... .· - ~
Operating expenses .......................................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . .

427, 923 90 I
467, 266 58
228, 068 ~ _:::8, 299 ~

Surplus earnings ............................ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

41
67
54
00
28
00

199, 855 26

$81,856
13,442
362,589
3, 375
5, 467
535

05
35
91
00
34
93

238, 966 92

This table shows that it was proper to eliminate the intere~t on the bridge bonds
from the deductions made in determining the amount of the 5 per cent. fund under
the act of July l, 1862 . .
The indebtedness of the company, omitting the floating debt, is presented in the
following:
Statement of the funded debt of the cornpany June .30, .1876.

Name of bonds.

Amount
issued.

First mortgage ... $27,237,000
Sinking fund . . . . . 14, 470, 000
Iucome .. .. .. .. . .. 9, 355, 000
Land grant . . . . . . . 10, 400, 000
Omaha bridge..... 2, 500, 000

Amount
redeemed.

Amount
outstanding.

$5,000 $27,232,000
144, 000 14, 326, 000
9, 345, 000
10,000
2, 889, 000 *7, 511, 000
221,000
2, 279, 000

Rate of injerest.
Coupons payable.
Gold. Currency.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- Per cent. Per cent.
I
6 ........ .. .January and .July.
8 March and September.
..........
10 Last coupon Sept., 1874.
. ----.....
7 April and October.
8 . -- --.
April and October.

Total outstanding ... ---- ....... -- .... ----. 51, 358, 000
United States for
6 per cent. currency bonds... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... --.. 27, 236, 512
Grand total. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78, 594, 512 . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
*Against this amount the trustees of the land-grant bonds have on handLand notes ..................................................................•.••.....•• $3,143,918 36
Town lot notes ..... - ...................... -- ............ ---- ........ ----... .... . . . . . . . . .
95,701 09
Cash ...................... -- ... -- ... ---- ...... ------ .. -- ............ ------·· .... --.--....
104, 262 96
Total .... -- ...... -- ... - ....... -- .. - ...... ----.- .... -- .......... -- .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. • . .

3, 343, 882 41

The land grant will abundantly provide for the payment of the land-grant bonds, and leave the. valuable coal and a large amount of other lands to the company. The interest and sinking fund under
the bridge mortgage are provided for out of tolls derived from the traffic over the bridge.

The floating debt of the company on August 28, 1876, was $740,153; this includes
$82,703.20 of outstanding overdue coupons. Against this the company holds.
Sinking-fund bonds: Amount owned by the company June 30, 1876 ... $1,530,000 00
United States: Amount due the company for one-half approved accounts for transportation June 30, H!76 ................... -.. .. . .. . 1, 252, 505 92
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And interests in several railroads in Colorado and Utah, more or less directly connected
with its line, and which will be readily understood from the statements presented,
as follows:

Particulm·s of the company's intm·est in the Colo1·ado Cent1·al Rail1·oad Company, June
30, 1876.
Amount charged for materials, cash, freights, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . $1, 316, 401 31
CREDITS.

110,000 first-mortgage bonds, at 85.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $93, 500 00
396,000 first-mortgage bonds, at 80 ........................ :316,800 00
2,100 shares stock, at 25 ...... _--.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 52, 500 00
84,000 Gilpin County bonds, at 80 ........................ 67,200 00
530,000 00
Balance unprovided for, without interest ........................... .
Overdue coupons, not included in above, gold .............•••.......

786,401 31
234,440 00

The company has sold 50 of the C. C. R. R. Co. first mortgage-bonds, received as
above, leaving 456 still on hand; in addition to which they own 600 received through
the Colorado Improvement Company, making 1,056 bonds in all owned by the company. Of the stock, the company still owns the 2,100 shares received as above, and
also 7,200 shares received through the Colorado Improvement Company, making 9,300
shares in all owned by the company.

Pm·ticnlars of the company's interest in the Utah Central Railroad Company June 30, 1876.
5,000 shares of stock, at 50 ............................................ -. $250,000 00
300 shares of stock, at 90c .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. i7, 000 00
Total, 5,300 shares, costing ............ ------ ..................... 277,000 00
This stock is in the hands of the company.

Particulars of the company's interest in the Utah Southm·n Rail1·•ad Company June 30, 1876
Amount charged for materia4s, cash, freight, &c ..........•.............. $813, 353 51
CREDIT.

1,016 first-mortgage bonds, at 80 .......................... ------ ·----- .. 812,800 00
Balance nnprov ided for .......................................... .

553 51

In addition to the 1,016 bonds received as above, the company received 121 bonds as
a consideration for its interest in the Utah Southern Railroad Company, making in
all 1,137 bonds, of which 716 have been disposed of, leaving 421 bonds still on hand.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company has 2,850 shares of Utah Southern Railroad
Company stock, upon which 70 per cent. has been paid, and which has cost the company $169,849.32; in addition to which it has 5,000 shares of full-paid stock, which it
received as a consideration for its interest in that company.

Pa1·ticulm·s of the contpany's intm·est in the Utah Northern Railroad Company June 30, 1876
Amount charged for freight, materials, interest, &c ............ ·----- .. $148,100 00
CREDIT.

By cash and coupons .............................. -----·..............

73,700 00

By 93 bonds, at 80 per cent .. ., ...................................... ..
Overdue coupons .........•............ _....•... _. _......... _......... _

74,400 00
74,400 00
16,625 00

The 93 bonds received as above are in the hands of the company. The company
owns 378 shares of Utah Northern Railroad Company stock, received as a consideration for its interest in that company.
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The roads in which the foregoing interest have been acquired are all in harmonious
connection with the Union Pacific Railroad except the Colorado Central. It was the
original purpose to connect the latter road with the Union Pacific at Julesburg, Nebr.
This purpose has been abandoned for the present and indefinitely. The Central Company having defaulted on its interest, a proceeding is now pending in the courts of
Colorado for foreclosing the mortgage. .At the instance of the Union Pacific Company
a receiver was appointed, but, owing to local resistance to his authority, he had not
succeeded in obtaining possession of the property at date of last ad vices. It is probable that the legal proceedings pending as aforesaid will result either in the payment
of the claim of the Union Pacific Company or of the property passing into the control
of the latter company or its assigns.
The Government directors made t,heir annual inspection of the road during the month
of .August. The road, its equipments, shops, &c., were found in general in good condition, though the western division still showed the effects of the high waters and
washouts of the past season. That division is now under the control of a very energetic and competent division superintendent, and will be put in first-class condition.
There has been too great reduction of the section gangs, which should be increased by
one to three men to the gang on the greater part of the line. In reducing the track
force the company bas but followed the policy adopted by most railroad companies
since the panic of 1873, and the unfriendly legislation of several of the States. There
has been a general effort to economize all round, which is well enough in most respects,
but in the one indicated it is a mistake.
During the year ending June ~0, 1876, rails have been renewed as follows:
Tons.

Steel ............... _..... _.... __ .......................... __ ... _.. _.... _..
Rerolled iron .....................................................I .. •.......

3,197
8,760

Total .........•...................................................... 11,957
Two iron bridges were put in during the year, and there are now eight in the line.
The large wooden bridge at Dale Creek has been replaced by an iron structure of
thirteen spans of forty feet each, making a total of five hundred and twenty feet.
The cost of the bridge and fill was $41,500. The length of the wooden structure replaced by this bridge and fill was seven hundred and thirteen feet.
The renewal of ties during the year has been:
Of pine .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424, 210
Of bard wood ....................................... ~ ................... _. 61, 023
Total .................. _. _.................. _.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 485, 233
Commencing on July 1, 1875, dividends have been paid on the capital stock of the
company, and a statement of tbe same is here given, viz:
Capital stock account .......................... _...................... $36,762,300
Diyidends have been declared on 367,450 shares, as follows:
Dividend No.1, 1t per cent. payable July 1,1875 ........................... $551, 175
Dividend No. 2, 2 per cent. payable October 1, 1875 .......................... 734, VOO
Dividend No. 3, 2 per cent. payable January 1, 1876 ..................... _... 734, 900
Dividend No. 4, 2 per cent. payable .April1, 1876 ........ _....... " ......... 734,900
Dividend No. 5, 2 per cent. payable July 1, 1876 ............................ 734,900
These sums have all been paid excepting the amounts shown in the statement of
the floating debt, viz, $21,124.
The Government directors have not approved the dividend policy of the company.
They have held that the amounts heretofore claimed as due the Government on reimbnrsement acGonnt under the several provisions of law establishing and regulating
the same should be regularly paid before the declaration of dividends. The decision
of the Supreme Court in United States v. Union Pacific Railroad Company, 1 Otto, 72,
has removed in part the supposed legal support of the position of the Government
directors. Indeed, that decit-;ion leaves but one question relative to current reimbursement of the Government undetermined, and that is the one arising under the 5
per cent. clause of the act of July 1, 1862. The Government has inst,ituted a suit for
the recover.v of what it claims should have been paid from that source. If the position assumed by the company should be affirmed by the court jn that case, then the
only current reimbursement would consist of one-half of the amount to be earned by
the company on account of transportation for the Government.
The company has raised a question concerning the transportation of the mails and
compensation therefor under the act of 1862. The president of the company addressed
to tbe Postmaster-General a letter, a copy of which is here given, viz:
23 NASSAu STREET,
New York, September 1, 1876.
SIR: By a recent-weighing of the mails transported by the company for your Department, made in February last, the average daily weight for a period of thirty con·
secutive days was fifteen thousand pounds.
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Under contract with the Government (see sec. 6 of the act of 1862), we are required
to perform this service at rates of compensation not to exceed the amount to be paid
by private part.ies for the same kind of service. The transportation of express matter is performed on the same trains, viz, passenger trains, and is assumed to be the
same kind of service. We have accordingly bad a careful computation made of the
compensation received for express service, and computiog the mail service on the
basis indicated gives the annual sum of $596,775, or $4Y, 730.25 per month. Dating from
February 1, 1S76, we shall charge the Government thiR sum monthly for mail trans-portation, in addition to the fares of such employes and mail agents as the Government shall send on our trains. The company believe the Postmaster-General will concede the correctness of the rule we have adopted as to similar kinds of service, inasmuch as the large increase of mail transportation, the increase having been from
6,000 pounds in 1870 to 10,500 pounds in Ul74, and to 15,000 pounds iu 1876, is drawn
largely from the transportation of gold coin and other express matter, which was
formerly done by the express department of the company, and is now largely sent by
mail in sealed packages. The weight, as ascertained at the last weighing, will be
assumed as the daily amount transported, until the Government or the railroad company request a reweighing. We assume this is very fair towards the Government,
inasmuch as the mail matter is constantly increasing, as the figures we have alluded
to show. The compensation we now propose to charge is less than that allowed us
from 1S70 to 1874.
Very respectfully,
SIDNEY DILLON,
P1· esiclen t.
Hon. J. N. TYNER,
Postmastm·General.
I
To this letter the Postmaster-General replied as follows, viz:
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., September 8, 1876.
SIR: I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the :first instant; in which you
propose to charge for the transportation of mails on the Union Pacific Railroad,
Route 34,001, between Omaha and Ogden, and Council Bluffs and Ogden, from Feb~
ruary 1, 1876, the annual sum of $596,775.
You state that, assuming the transportation of express matter to be the same kind
of service as the transportation of the mails, the sum you name is the result of the
computation made on the basis of the compensation received for express service; and
you claim that the company are entitled to compensation on such a basis under section 6 of the act of 1tl62.
1 beg leave to say, in answer, that inasmuch as Congress by act of March 3, 1873,
as well as by previous and subsequent enactments, has :fixed the rates of compensation to be allowed for the transportation of mails on railroad routes, without mt~king
an exception to your own or other roads, your company are relieved ' of the necessity
of making any such computation as that to which you refer for the purpose of determining the amount of mail pay to which they may be entitled.
The annual compensation of the Union Pacific Railroad Company for mail service on the route in question, as :fixed by the Department, under the act of March
3, 1873, on the basis of returns for thirty days, from 14th of February, 1876, of the
weights of mails, the accommodations for their distribution, and the speed and frequency of their transportation, was, from the 14th February, 1876, to 31st March,
1876,$351,016, being $340 per mile for 1,032.4 miles, and from 1st April, 1876 (at which
date the route was extended 2.8 miles, so as to commence at Council Bluffs instead
of-Omaha), to 30th June, 1876, the annual co.mpensation was $351,968, being $340 per
mile for 1,035.2 miles. This rate will be reduced 10 per centum under the act of July
12, 1876, making the annual pay $316,771.20 from July 1, 1876.
I inclose a printed circular containing transcripts of paragraphs from the acts of
March 3, 1873, and July 12, 1876, relative to compensat\on for mail service on railroad routes.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAMES N. TYNER,
Postm.astm·- GeneTal.
Hon. SIDNEY DILLON,
President Union Pacific Railroad Cornpany, 23 Nassau Street, New Ym·k, N. Y.
To this the vice-president of the company responded as follows, viz:
BOSTON, September 16, 1876.
Hon.JAMES N. TYNER,
Postmaster-Genm·al, Washington, D. C.:
SIR: Your favor of the 8th instant to Mr. Dillon, our president; waR duly received,
and in reply thereto I desire to state, that if the several acts of Congress referred to
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therein have auv application to the Union Pacific Railroad Company the conclusions
stated by you are doubtless correct.
But, in the judgment of the company, the legislation of Congress in regard to mail
service by roads with which the Government has no existing contract cannot, and
was not intPnded to, apply to, or violate, the contract between the Govflrnment and
this company contained in its charter.
It bas been decided by the Court of Claims and by the Supreme Court that the acts
of 1862 and 1864 constitute, between this company and the Government, not merely
an act of incorporation, but a mutual contract, governing the duties and services to
be performed by the company and the rights of both the Government and the company in regard to the application of the sums earned by such s~rvice.
No legislation that does not profess in terms to set aside or violate this contract cau,
it is submitted, be treated by the Department as having that intent or effect, even if
such legislation were not void; much less ought general provisions of law, profesaing
merely to regulate mail service by railroads (and so properly applicable to the great
mass of such railroads with whom no contract exists), be deemed to have been designed to abrogate a subsisting contract with the Government.
If, upon consideration, the· above views shall be found by the Department to be
just and proper, may I respectfully ask whether the mode suggested in our president's
letter of the 1st instant of arriving at "fair and reasonable rates of compensation not
to exceed the amount paid by private parties for the same kind of service" (as prescribed by the Gth section of the act of 1862) is or is not fair and proper~
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. ATKINS,
Vice- P1·esident.
Here the matter rests as one of the undetermined disputed question., between the
Government and the company. The frequency with which these conflicts relative to
the construction of the Pacific Railroad legislation have arisen has brought the Governmentdirectors to consider whether or not some adjustment of the whole case can be
mutually agreed upon by the GovPrnment and the company which shall put an end to
all controversy between them and settle definitely the manner and time of the Government's reiu:ilmrsement. It canuot be doubted that such an amicable adjustment
would be beneficial to both parties.
The interpretation which Congress put upon the acts of 1862 and 1864, touching the
question of reimbursement ofthe Government, a,nd the amendatory legislation which
it enacted relative to that question, have not been sustained by the courts. The inference to be drawn from the decision of the Supreme Court is .that material changes
in the contract, existing under said acts between the Government and the company
can be made effective only by the mutual consent of the parties in interest. In any
material change both parties must be consulted. It is evident that the present arrangement, as interpreted by the company and as construed by the courts, in so far
as they have passed upon it, is not satisfactory to the Government. It is equally
clear that it is not promotive of the best interests of the company to be in conflict
with the Government. Can an arrangement be made which shall be satisfactory to
both, secure .the Government against loEs, and assure Hs ultimate reimbursement f
Such a result ought to be effected without much difficulty. ·The Government directors do not doubt that this can be done. Negotiations much more difficult are successfully terminated almost every day in the ordinary business affairs of the people.
The Government advanced to t,he company to aid in the construction
of its road 6 pet cent. currency bonds. amounting to . _. __ ....... . $27,236,i12 00
Six per cent. uu same for thirty years .. __ . _.. _...... __ .... __ ... _. _.
49,026,000 00
Total at end of thirty years ....... _.... __ .. _____ . _..... _. _.. .
On the 1st of July, 1876, the company had paid the Government about.
At the same mte it will have paid, at the end of t,hirty years, about.
Leaving a balance due of .................. ------------ ........ ---But the earnings on GoYernment account are increasing. The average for the last two years is . _. _......... _..... ___ .. ____ . ___ . _. _.
The average for the whole term, to June :30, 1876, was ____ . ______ . __

00
3,025,721 60
10,000,000 00
66,262,512 00

Increase of average for las·t two years. ____ ... _________ . ____ ..
At this rate of increase, the twenty years yet to run would give .. __
But an increase of $2,000,000 in tb.e remainder of the term is not an
improbable estimate, which would leave the amount due the Government at that time .. ___ ........ __ ..... --- .. ----- .. -- ... - ... - ..

47, 656 9ti
953, 139 20

76,26~,512

425 872 16
378:215 20

64,262,512 60

Whatever becomes of this amount, the company must provide for the payment or
refunding of the first-mortgage bonds. The lien of these bouds is superior to that
held by the Government. It is nut practicable for the company to pay the first-mort-
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gage bonds and the $64,262,512 to the Government by the close of the thirty years
term. Such a result would be unprecedented in the history of the railroads. It will
be necessary to refund a large portion of the debt of the company at the end of the
term. It would seem to be wise for the Government and the company to agree upon
the establishment of a sinking fund which shall reduce the total indebtedness of the
company to the Government at the El'nd of the term to say $:25,000,000. This can be
done without derangement of the company's affairs, and leave sufficient earnings to
provide for reasonable dividends on the capital stock. It does not seem to be wise to
reject this element in the caRe, as property which returns an income on the capital
which it represents is always better cared for than that which does not. If Congress
should authorize tho making of snch au arrangement as is here suggested, it is believed that the company will concur, and the result will be that the Government will
have all its interPst refunded during- tho term of thirby years and have the principal
of the debt reduced $2,236,51~. This would leave on the road, at the maturity of the
:first and second mortgages, about $52,000,000, as the Bridge bonds will have been
either wholly paid or such bala:1ce of said bonds as may remain unpaid at the time,
and the sinking-fund bonds can be provided for by a mortgage on the lands, as the
land-grant. bonds will have been paid off by sales of lands.
To provide for the $52,000,000 of first-mortgage bonds and balance due the Government, let a new mortgage be authorized by Congress. Let $25,000,000 of the new
first-mortgage bonds be placed with the Government as collateral security, to be redeemed as fast as the company can sell them in the market at not less than par and
accrued interest, but not in any one year to be less than ten per cent. of the amount,
besides paying coupon interest as it matures. There is no ground for reasonable
doubt that a first-mortgage long 5 per cent. bond, to the amount of $52,000,000, would
be an abundantly safe and popular security.
The Government directors believe that the best interests of both the Government
and the company would be promoted by the adoption of some such plan as above
suggested. Carry all of the elements of this case into a matter of pri,·ate business,
and tJkere would be little delay in effecting a settlement of it on the basis proposed,
or one not materially differing therefrom.
That it would be unwise to allow the claim of the Government to go on accumulating to the end of the 30-year term must be apparent to every mind. So far as the
conflicts between the Government and the company arising from their different constructions of the acts of Congress determining their respective rights and obligations
relative to a reimbursement of the former have been adjudicated by the courts, the
positions of the company have been sustained. If the same result should be reached
in future adjudications, it is clear that the ultimate end must be disastrous to the Government. A mutual adjustment of all such controversies, upon the basis of a reasonable and well-ordered sin king fuJJd, will assure the Government against the danger
of loss, and at tho same time strengthen the credit of the company.
In any view of the case, the construction of the Pacific RaUr.oad was an act of wisdom. The indirect benefits derived by the Government justify its action in this respect. In order to be able to present some of these benefits in this report, the Government directors requested the Secretary of the Interior to obtain for their use certain information from the Secretary 0f War and the Postmaster-General. The result
of the inquiry directed to the Secretary of War is given in the following letter, viz:
WAR DEPARTMENT, QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S 0Fl!'ICE,

Washington, lJ. C., August 25, 1876.
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith the communication from the honorable
Secretary of the Interior, inclosing copy of letter dated August 10, 1876, of Ron. James
F. Wilson, one of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad, in which
he asks to be furnished with certain information for the use of said directors in their
forthcoming report.
The Secretary of the Interior requests that the information to be furnished by the
War Department be sent to him at the earliest day practicable.
I find by Mr. Wilson's letter that be desires from the War Department a continuation to the latest practicable date of the statement prepared in this office and submitted to the War Department January 28, 1873, in answer to a resolution of the
House of Representatives, passed January 20, H373, requesting statements of amounts
paid to the Union Pacific Railroad for transportation in each fiscal year since June 30,
Hl66, with an estimate of the amount said transportation would have cost if said railroad had not been constructed.
Accordingly, I shall adopt in this report the same process of arriving at the desired
information, continuing the same to the termination of the fiscal year ending June
30, 1876.
I preface this report with the information that the public tariff rates of the Union
Pacific Railroad, which are allowed by the United States in settlement for the trans-

,.
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portation of its troops and property over the road, have not materially changed siuce
January, 1873, the date of the previous report of this office, and that therefore the
rates for railroad transportation stated in that report may at this date be again properly used.
The total yearly allowances to the railroad company for military transportation
have been as follows:

Years.

18fl6-'67
1867-'68
1868-'69
1869-'70
1870-'71

IBaggag;e and
Years.
Troops.
supplies.
--1----- ·------11-----

··-···- -- ..... .
·-····- -· ..... .
..........•....
. - - ........... .
....... - .... . . .

Totals .........

$73,312
191,389
106, 130
300,722
396, 113

03
15
77
30
07

$38, 135
780, 355
372,365
187, 529
304, 670

43
12
02
70
76

·J· ............ · 12,246, 285 83 1

1871-'72
1872-'73
1873-'74
1874-'75
1875-'76

.•..........
........ . . ........... .
- ......... -.
- ...•......

Totals ........

j Baggage and
supplies.

Troops.

$273,741
121, 63fi
31, 767
532, 550
215,922

$204,430
24,561
20, 812
317,005
141,480

98
65
60
61
67

·1·............ · J

44
38
39
90
20

2, 391, 346 34

In addition to the above, the following amounts have been paid for expressage on
paymaster's funds and for telegrams:

1866-'67
1867-'68
1868-'69
1869-'70
1870-'71

~'""

0

-

~XP'~-a~o~ Tolog:~: 1 1871~:2M~- - ~: ~::. 5:·::- ~··:~:0: 81

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .
.. . . . .. . • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
$1, 988 43

Totals...........

0

. . .. . .. . . . . .

831
1, 185
361
4, 415

51 1 1872-'73 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 411 90
82 86
81 1873-'74 .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .
46 16
10 1874-'75 . .. .. .. . .. . .
2, 262 2G . . . . . .. . . . ...
,77
1875-'76 . .. .. . .. . .. .
2, 050 96
49 64

--10, 313 34 I

Totals ........

1-- ...........~

---8, 283 63

These amounts, added to the cost for movement of troops, supplies, and bagg·age,
make a sum total earned on all business for this Department from July 1, 1866, to
June 30, 1876, inclusive, of $4,643,477.03, of which $1,677,464.50has bePn paid in cash,
and $1,677,464.54 has been credited to the company, as required by section 5 of the
act of July 2, 1864, and $1,288,547.99 withheld from the company, as required by section2 of the act March 3, l1:l73 (less $12,752.lllos&es on United States property).
The average rates for troops are on through business 5.2 cents, on local business 8
·
cents, being an average of 6t cents per man per mile.
The average rates per mile for troops by the Overland Stage Company were on
through business, 12! cents, on local rates, 15 cents, being an average of 13! cents per
man per mile.
Assuming that all of these troops would have traveled by stage, in the absence of
the railroad (which is by no means probable), the total estimated cost by stage is
shown by the following, based on the average rates above stated: Average rates par
man per mile, rail, 6.6 cents; stage, 13.75 cents; actual cost for troops at railroad
rates, $2,246,'::!85.83; estimated cost by stage route, $4,679,762.15.
The avera.ge rates per 100 pounds per 100 miles charged for freight by the railroad
during the same period are on through business, 19 cents, on local business, 62 cents,
being an average of 40t cents per 100 pounds per 100 miles of railroad.
Previous to t.he existence of the Union Pacific Railroad military supplif's were
transported by wagon on what was known as Route No.1, described as follows:
·From the Missouri River north of and including Fort Leavenworth and sout,h of
latitude 40° north, to all posts and depots in the Territory of Colorado north of latitude 40° north and east of longitude 114° west of Greenwich.
fhe yearly rates per 100 pounds per 100 miles on this route, until superseded by the
railroad, and thereafter on the contiguous route, No.2, described as follows:
From Forts Leavenworth and Riley and from Kansas . City and railroac1 termini to
posts in Kansas and Colorado south of latitude 40° north, and to posts in New Mexico,
were as follows, as shown by the contracts for these routes, viz: 1866, $1.45; 1867,
$1.64; 1868,$1.99; 1869,$1.55; 1870, $1.18; 1871,$1.21; 1872,$1.17; 1873, 90! centt~;
1874 to June 30,1875,$1.05; and July 1 to June 30, 1876, 84! cents; being an average
of about $1.30 per 100 pounds per 100 miles.
At this average rate the estimated cost of the transportation of the freight moved
by the Union Pacific Railroad, including express charges, as shown above, during the
time commencing July 1,1866, and ending June 30, 1876, would be as follows:
Rates per 100 pounds per 100 miles: Railroad rates, 40! cents; wagon rates, $1.30;
actual cost of freight at railroad rates, $2,401,659.68; estimated cost at wagon rates,
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$7,709,031.07; showing a total estimated cost for moving the t.roops and supplies by
stage and wagon of $12,38l:l,793.22; total actual cost by railroad $4,647,945.51; estimated difference, $7,740,tl47.71, equivalent to about 62i per cent.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient ilervant,
M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermastm·-Gene1·al, Bvt. Maj. Gen., U. S. Arrny.
The SECRETARY OF W A.R.

Now, while it is true that all of the troops might not have been transported by
stage had the railroad not been constructed, it is equally true that the difference in
cost has more than been made up by the diminished cost of the military establishment in the vast region of country commanded by the roacl; and the result presented
by the foregoing letter can be safely accepted as being entirely within the truth of
the case.
The period covered by the letter constitutes abont one-third of the term for which
the bonds run that the Government issued in aid of the construction of the road. The
estimated saving for that fraction of the term is $7,740,847.71. This will give for the
fnll term of thirty years $~:3,222,54:3.U, or within about $4,000,000 of the entire principal of the bonds so issued.
The Postmaster-General responded to the inquiry directed to him as follows, viz:
POST-0I!'FICE DEPARTMENT,
,
Washington, D. C., August 21, 1876..
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the 14th mstant,
in which you inclose a copy of a letter addressed to you on the lOth by Ron. James
F. \Vilson, one of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,
asking· to be furnished with certain information for the use of said directors in their
forthcoming report.
·
Referring to a statement made m a letter to the Postmaster-General, dated January
29, 1873, addressed to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, of the amount
paid for mail. service rendered by the Union Pacific Railroad Company for the years
from 1867 to 1872, inclusive, compared with the probable expense the same service
would have caused if the road had not been constructed, Mr. Wilson says: "It is desired that this statement may also be brought down to the latest practicable date;
and inasmuch as the estimate of the Postmaster-General is based on the assumption
that the amount or weight carried by the Union Pacific Railroad was only equal to
that transported previous to the construction of the road, it is respectfully requested
that a comparative statement may also he made to latest practicable date on the basis
of the actual amount, character, and weight of mail transported by the railroad,
showing saving to the Government on latter basis"; and yon request that the desired
information may he sent to you.
In answer I have the honor to st.ate that I learn from the Anditor of the Treasury
for the Post-Office Department that the Union Pacific Railroad Company have been
paid as follows from July 1, 1872, to September 30, 1875, no payments having been
made since the latter date:
Fiscal year ending June 30, HmL. __ -· .. _... ··- --·. -.· ...... _-·. -- .... .
1)',74 .. - -- .... - ................. -.-- --. ---·
1875 -...... - .............. - - - ... - - - ... - - ..
July, August, and September, 1875 _____ ·-·· ................ ·----- ... .

$283,855
325, 14:1
3:l5,206
H1,301

00
00
00
50

Total ....... _. __ ... ___ .............. _.......... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 015, 505 50
In the letter of the Postmaster-General, under date of Jannary 29, 1873, to whieh
1\fr. \Vilson refers, it is shown that the annual cost of the mail service superseded by
the Union Pacific Railroad service was $535,043. The cost of the railroad service for
the year ending Jnne 30, 1873, as shown by the Auditor's statement, above quoted,
being $28:~,855, the actual saving for that year is $25t,188. And from July 1, 1873,
the annual cost of the railroad service being $325,143, t.he annual saving from that
date iA $209,900.
In the Postmaster-General's letter of January 29,1tln, it is stated that the average
amount of matter conveyed in the mails overland, before the completion of the railroads, was less than a thousand pounds per day; whereas the average weight of mails
carried on the Union Pacific Railroad is shown by an actnal weighing made in J\farch
1870, was 6,376 pounds per day. A later weighing, in October, 1873, showed an average of 10,9:~6 pounds per day, on which, with the car service, the annual pay of the
company was increased from July 1, 18n, under the act of March 3, 1875, from $283,855
to $325,143. Agreeably to the above statement of the Auditor, and a still later weighing, made in February and 1\farch, l:l76, showed an average of 15,348 pounds per day,
on which an order has been made to increase the pay ft·om February 14, 1876, to $3fl,016
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per annum, reducing the annual saving from the date last named to $1B4,027, compared with the cost o~ the superseded service .
.As the superseded service included the carriage of the paper and document mails
by sea, and across t.he Isthmus of Panama between New York and San Francisco, the
weight of those mails is entitled to be considered in any comparison of tlJe railroad
service with the superseded service which may be made on the basis of weight .
.A statement obtained in 1868 from the postmaster in New York showed the weight
of those mails seut fi·om his office for three months, ending with June of that year, to
average a fraction less than two thousand pounds per clay. .Adding this to the weight
of mails carried overland, and making a moderate allowance for return mails by sea,
of which the Department has no definite information, the weight of all the mails carried
by the superseded routes may perhaps be set down at thirty-five hundred pounds per
day. On this basis the weighing of 1870 on the railroad shows an increase of 82 per
cent.; that of 1873 an increase of 213 per cent., and that of 1876 an increase of 338 per
cent.
The Department cannot confidently submit an estimate of the expense which the·
maintenance of service on the superseded routes would have caused if the railroad
had not been constructed, supposing the increase of the mails to have been equal to
that now shown, but, considering the speed with which the mails are now conveyed,
and the travelmg railway post-office car accommodations provided for their distribution while in transit, it is perfectly safe to say that if the increase per cent. in the
weight of mails at successive periods above indicated were taken as the basis for comparison of the value of the present service with that of the former service, the result
would not be an overstatement of the comparative value of the present service.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J .AMES N. TYNER,
Postmaste1"-General.
Hon. Z. CHANDLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
By the letter of the Postmaster-General of January 29, 1873, it appeared that the
saving on transportation of the mail for the years 1867 to 1872, inclusive, was
$643,579.55. Since that date the actual saving, as shown by the letter above given,
to September, 1875, was $461,088, or a total for the whole time of $1,104,677.55. .As
this covers auout one-third of the.. term for which the bonds run, the saving for the
full period would, at the same ratio, be $3,314,032.65; and for the two departments
of the public service for t.he full term, $26,536,575.78, or within $700,424.22 of the entire amount of the principal of the bonds. These estimates have been confinerl to the
term for which the Government bonds issued to the company have to run before maturity, in order to test the value of the service during that time. But it will readily
occur to every mind that the great advantages presented are not to be confined to
that term, but will continue on in increasing ratio through all the years of the future.
It will be observed, also, that the calculations are based on the volume of service represented by weight existing at the time the railroad service commenced, whereas the
letter of the Postmaster-General shows that the service, determined by that standard,
has increased 338 per cent., and that, considering the character of the service rendered, "it is perfectly safe to say that if the increased per cent. in weight of mails at
successive periods above indicated were taken as the basis for a comparison of the
value of the present with that of the former service, thfl result would not be an overestimate of the comparative valne of the present service."
The present annual saving, as shown by the rate of compensation allowed to the
railroad company by order of the Department of February 14, 1876, is $184,029, making a total for the remaining 1wenty years of the term of $3,680,580. If this should be
increased by the measure of the value of the present service compared with the former
service, as indicated in the letter of the Postmaster-General, it would reach in the
term of twenty years a sum exceeding the principal and interest of the bonds combined.
Now, when the practicability and the certainty of the scheme for securing a return
to the Government of every dollar which it has invested in the Union Pacific Railroad 1
in connection wHh the great advantages hereinbefore presented as flowing from the
indirect benefits resulting from the construction of the road, it may be safely said
that no equal ontlay of money or credit by the United States has ever produced as
profitable return.
The law requires the company to refund to the Government both principal and interest of the bonds issued to aid in the construction of the road. This fact is not in
dispute. The interest involved is very great. In determining how best to secure it the
incidental benefits presented in this report are not to be considered in any manner as a
set-off against the amount due the Government, and are presented simply to afford all
persons an opportunity to understand the wondrous utility of this great national
work. .And in concluding their remarks upon this subject the Government directors
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feel it to be a duty to recommend that an earnest and practical effort be made to effect
a mutually satisfactory arrangement between the Government and the company
which Ahall definitely fix the rights and liabilities of each in such manner as to secure a retnrn to the former of the amounts due and to become due under existing
legislation.
In the report of the Government directors for 1874, they said: "We do not hesitate to reaffirm the opinion expressed in former reports of the Government directors,
that the Union Pacific Railroad, with a localized business management, with proper
and sufficient power, can be made to meet all the liabHities which rest npon it, including every dollar which the Government bas invested in it. Our study of the road,
()f its ability to develop business in the country through which it passes, and in regions tributary to the liue, and of the possible large increase in volume of through
traffic, both domestic and foreign, only confirms us in ~he belief that the road can be
made to pay in the fullest sense that its obligations may require." This opinion is
here affirmed; and notwithstanding the steady increase of business under the exististing order of management, the belief is fully entertained that a more thorough localization of the business management would rapidly augment the already surprising results.
JAMES F. WILSON,
J. H. MILLARD,
JOHN C. S. HARRISON,
FRANCIS B. BREWER,
JOHN A. TIBBITS,
Government Di1·eotors of the U. P. R. R.
Ron. Z. CHANDLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC
RAILROAD FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1877.

WASHINGTON, D. C., October 12, 1877.
SIR: Three of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad (Brewer
Millard, and Wilson) made the regular annual inspection of the road in the month o
July last. The entire line was passed over and examined by daylight, and found to
be in good condition. The Western Division had suffered severely from high water
and wash-outs during the early part of the season of Hl76, and the Eastern Division
had suffered much from like causes during the spring of the present year. The fall
and flow of water on the two divisions had been unprecedented, and it was a gratifying surprise to find them in so good condition when the inspection was made. The
general condition of the road, shops, equipment, &c., was quite satisfactory. The
improvements, which the Government directors have noted and reported from year to
year, indicate the steady advance of the road toward the standard maintained by firstclass roads in the Eastern States.
During t~e year ending June 30, 1877, the company expended for the renewal of
rails $504,827.13; and in the month of July of present year, $147,244.73; total, $<i52,071.86. Since July 1, 1816, there have been renewed 5,154 tons of steel rails to August
1, 1877, and during the month of August 985 tons; or, in all, 6,139 tons; and it is expected that an aggregate of 140 miles will be reached for the year 1877 before its
close. Steel rails are being placed on · the heavy grades and mountain divisions.
From 1st of March last to August 1 there have been rerolled at Laramie mill 4,942
tons of iron rails, at a cost of about $15 per ton. On the lighter grades, bad iron is
being replaced with the rerolled rails. For the year ending June 30, 1tl77, ties have
been renewed as follows, viz: Pine, 410,721 ; hard wood, 8J,424; total, 500,145 ; and.
the renewal is constantly going on.
In the same period of time the company has constructed at its shops: Outfit and
boarding cars, 4; small baggage-cars, 2; box freight-cars, 42; total, 48. The company has not a sufficient number of cars of its own to meet the demand for shjpment
of cattle, but the deficiency is met by the roads leading from Council Bluffs to Chicago senoing large numbers of their cars out to points of loading on the Union Pacific
road.
The company has long needed commodious and safe general offices-at Omaha. This
want is now being met, and when the work on the building shall have been completed the general offices of the company will be exceedingly well and safely provided
for.
There had been expended on the general office building at Omaha to August 1, 1877,
$13,468.38; amount additional, necessary to complete it, $27,000; total, $40,468.38.
The building will be amply provided with fire-proof vaults for the safe keeping and
preservation of the company's records, books, papers, &c., and will be very complete
in all of its appointments.
The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, hereinafter mentioned,
having uetermined that the eastern terminus of the road is on the Iowa shore of the
Missouri River, and requiring the company to operate its road to said terminus as a
continuous line, rendered it necessary for the company to provide a buHding thereat
for the accommodation of its large and growing business, and for the comfort and
convenience of the public. The work is under way and rapidly progressing toward
completion, and the company has expended on the same to August :n, 1877, $13,208.68;
amount required to complete it, $70,000; total, $83,208.68. This work is necessary,
and the outlay judicious, as the want of proper accommodations at the terminus of
the road has been a constant source of complaint.
During the month of August the Missouri River bridge sustained serious damage.
A wind-storm of almost unparalleled force carried away bodily, and cast into the river,
the two eastern spans of the bridge. Fortunately, neither the abutment nor piers were
injured; and the company at once put in a temporary structure for use until a permanent one can be put in place, which will be done without delay. The accident interrupted business for a time, and occasioned considerable cost to the company. On the
18th of September trains commenced crossing on the temporary structure, and there
has been no delay since that time. The temporary structure will cost $31,216.78;
amount necessary to replace permanent structure, $50,000; total, $81,216.78 .
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A large expenditure has been made for the protection of the Missouri River bank
on the east side. This was required for the preservation of the eastern appro:1eh to
the bridge. The total amount expended for this purpose to August 31, 1877, is
$190,992.14, and the tendency of the river to encroach upon its banks will require
constant watchfulness and a continuous expenditure in greater or less amount.
During the present year the Missouri River made a "cut-off" just north of the
cities of Council Bluffs and Omaha, through which an exceedingly rapid and forceful
current was set directly against the west bank of the river, threatening the large general shops of the company. The company has expended $30,000 to avert the pre&ent
danger, and a subsidence of the water has, for the present, afforded relief; but a
large expenditure will be required to protect and preserve the shops in their present
location. The work will need to be substantial and thorough, and will probably cost
about $250,000. The city of Omaha and the Omaha Smelting and Refining Company
are both directly interested in averting this danger, and will doubtless provide for
the greater part of the necessary outlay. If this should not be done, then the railroad
company must elect between paying the entire expense, with the risk of ultimate
failure, and a removal of its extensive shops to a more secure locality. In either event
the cost to the company must be considerable
It is the purpose of the company to replace the present wooden bridge over the
Loupe Fork of the Platte River with an iron structure; but the estimate of cost is
not yet received.
In 1869 the then management of the company contemplated farming out the express
business over the road to Wells, Fargo & Co. 'I'his was objected to by the Government directors, and :finally, on motion of Mr. Wilson (then and now a Government
director), the company resolved to do its own express business. The result of this
action has proved most satisfactory. The earnings from that source have been as follows, viz:
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - - -- - - - . -- - - $281,686 00
- - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . . - ·_-.. - - - ..................... . 307,751 00
.. - . - - . - - - - ... - - - - . -- ...... - . - . - - - ...... - - . - ... - - .... - .. - - . - - - - - . - 3:36,333 00
- - - - - - - - . - -- - - . - . - - ... - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - .. - - -- - . .. - - - - . - - --. -. -. 410,190 00
. - - - - - - - - -- - . - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - ... - - - . - - - - - . - - - ... - - -- . - - - - - ... - ... -. 382,107 00
. ----- . ----. --. - -.-- -- -.- -- - - - ... - - . --- . --. --- - ... - . -._ -- - . -- --- -. -. 444,473 00
-- --- .. - - --- -- - --. ; - - --- ---- - -- - . --. -.- - --- ... -- ... ---- ... --- ... -. 502,904 00

Total to January 1, 1877 ...... ·----· .........•.......... ·----· .. 2,665,444 00
The expense, loss, and damage account has been exceedingly light-probably in all,
to date given, not exceeding $250,000. In the month of September of the present
year a loss fell upon this dep;:trtment of the company's service of some $60,000. A band
of train-robbers stopped the express-train, robbed the express-car, and carried off
about the amount stated of money being forwarded east. About $20,000 of the money
has been recovered· to present date, and every effort is being made to recover the remainder. In making the recovery mentioned, two of the robbers were killed.
It would have been well for the company had it pursued the same course with the
sleeping-cars on the road that it did with the express department. But, instead of
doing so, it contracted this interest away at a very early day in its history. The
Pullman sleepers were put upon the road under said contract. The terms of the contract were most favorable to Mr. Pnllman. He furnishes the cars, conductors, and
porters. The railroad company keeJls the cars in repair. The total amount expended
by the company for repairs }.lnder the contract from time the cars were placed on the
road to the present time is $444,595.21. During the last year, the amount expended on reconstruction and rep a.irs was $14,764.32. It would have been far better for the company
had it placed its own sleepers on the road, and run the same to its own profit. The
present management is anxious to be ridpf said contract, and certainly will not renew
it, as it is now plain to be seen what a grave mistake was made by entering into it
at all. The contract will expire October 1, 1882.
As stated in former reports of the Government directors, the company is operating
its own coal mines. The coal produced during the year was 264,779 tons, at a cost of
$1.29! per ton on cars. Of the amount produced the company used 183,337 tons, and
sold for general use 81,442 tons.
The land granted to the company is mortgaged to secure the payment of the landgrant bonds. Number of acres sold, 1,341,779.30; amount due company on contracts,
$3,049,134.53. Principal received, $2,6L8,:l93.71; interest, $442,681.79; total, $3,060,775.50. Acres sold during last year, 67,971.53; average price per acre, $2.92.
In view of the grasshopper scourge which has afflicted Nebraska for several years
past, the number of acres of land sold by the company during the last year is a gratifying surprise, and now that the scourge seems to ha.ve passed away, and immigration is again pouring into the State, the sales in the future must increase rapidly.
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The amount of land-grant bonds originally issued was . ___ .• . . . . . .
$10, 400, 000
Amount outstanding J nne 30, 1877 ..• ~ •....••....•.. : . ....•••.. ~ ....... __7_,_3_74_,_o_o_o
Amount retired from sales ofland ..................... _.... _.......... .
3,026,000Undoubtedly the la,nd grant will retire the land-grant bonds, and leave a large surplus over for the extinguishment of other indebtedness of Lhe company.
The number and class of employes of the company is as follow(l, viz:
No. of men.

In shops at Omaha .......... ·----·..........................................
725
In shops at Grand Island .............................................. -.....
15
In shops at North Platte ...... _...... ____ ... _... _.. _..... _.... ___ . . . . . . . . . . .
76
In shops at Sidney .. _...........• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
In shops at Cheyenne....................... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... ....
50
In shops at Laramie.........................................................
100
In shops at Rawlins.........................................................
85
In shops at Green River ... __ ........................................... _....
28
In shops at Evanston .... ...••. ...... ..••.. .... ...... ...... .... ...... .......
100
In shops at Ogden...........................................................
15
Engineers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160
Section and track men .............. ·........................................ 1,250
All others ........ _....................•••.............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 350
Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 969
This statement does not include coal-miners nor men connected with the Laramie
rolling mill, but only railroad employes proper.
In their report of last year, the Government directors criticised the action of the
company in reducing the track force, and said: "There has been too great reduction
of the section-gangs, which should be increased by from one to three men to the gang
on the greater part of the line. In reducing the track-force, the company has but followed the policy adopted by most railroad companies since the panic of 1873, and the
unfriendly legislation of several of the States. There has been a general effort to
economise all arounrl, which is well enough in most respects, but in the one indicated
is a mistake."
The foregoing statement shows that the company has heeded this criticism, and placed
1,250 section and track men on its line of 1,038 miles, or more than a man to the mile.
The floating debt o£"the company June 30, 1877, was as follows:

~~=~~alr~~i::::::: ~::: ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~ ~:::: ::::: ~ ~: ~: ·_:::::: _::::::: :·::: ·_::::

Shoe and LeatherN atjional Bank, Boston ............................ _.
Land department, special account. __ ..... _...• __ .. _... _. __ ... __ ... _.. .
Town-lot department, special account ...... __ ................ _........ .
0. F. Davis, land agent .......................................... ··--··
Land-grant coupons outstanding ... _ ............... _... ___ .... _..... ..
Sinking fund ........................................................ .
Interest on fractional certificates ..................................... .

$605,790
52, 118
50,000
173,600
28,000
2,822
4,301
11,200
64

45
16
00
00
00
42
06
00
00

927,896 09
Less cash assets :
Cash ............ _... ___ . ___ .. _. _ ....... __ . _____ .. _... _. _. $133,068 36
Gold account ........................... _.. _.........•....
47,603 42
Union Trust Company, New York ........................ .. 208,185 18
Union Trust Company, gold account ........ _...••.•....... 102,681 92
25,000 00
Baker and Morrell ....................................... .
- - - - 516,538 88

Debt over cash assets............................................ 411,357 21
The company hold other assets, which, after eliminating from its statementAmount from operating department .. __ ........................... _.• $~, 426, 858 36
Amount from half transportation from United States...... . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 901, 677 07
1,205 shares of unissued stock ................... _........ .. . . .. .. . • ..
88, 814 18
5,000 Omaha bridge bonds.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .
5, 161 .35
Wyoming Coal Company stock .. . .. . .. • • • . . • . • .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . •
100, 000 00
13,000 first-mortgage bonds held by the company...... . . . • . . . • • • . • • • .
13, 455 00
1,000 sinking-fund bonds lield by company...... . . .. • • .. • ••• .. .. • • .. .
935 00
First-mortgage-bond coupons held by company.......................
420 00
4,537,320 96
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.And taking the company's estimate of the value of the remaining assets embraced
jn the statement, amount to $3,911,443.85.
These assets consist of stocks and bonds in other railroad companies, telegraph
and steamship shares, county bonds issued by counties in Nebraska and Colorado, &c.
The railroad stocks and "bonds are of companies which the Union Pacific Company
have aided in constructing their roads, in order to bring business to its line mainly,
though in some cases, but in no great amount, of companies with which it has no
connection. It is deemed proper to eliwinate from sa,id statement of assets the items
specified above, because the amount from operating department would be required to
meet payments of dividends and interest falling clue in July, the amount due from
United States for half transportation, because it is held to await the determination
of the suit now prosecuting by the Government for the recovery of five per cent. of
net earnings, and to discharge such judgment as may be obtained; the first-mortgage
bonds, "bridge bonds, &c., becanse, if issued, they would be but an addition to the
debt of the company; the shares of the compau~' 'S own stock not issued, as the same
may fall under the inhibition of the act of March :3, 1873, and the interest in the
Wyoming Coal and Mining Company, because it never should be accounted a distinct
asset to be used for the discharge of any indebtedness of the company, and may be
entirely destroyed as a distinct property by the result of litigation now pending.
But iu any event! there is an aoundance in the asset account to extinguish the floating debt, with a remainder over.
Upon the subject of the aid extended by the Union Pacific Company to other companies, the Government directors, in their report for 187:3, remarked:
"Witl1 regard to the advances which the Union Pacific Company has made in aid
of the roads mentioned, we can but repeat what we said in our report of 187~: 'We
do not question the wisdom of a policy which tends to secure to the trunk-line the
business which the said several roads may command. It could not well afford to
have said business di vorted from it. The policy, however, should be so ordered as
not to interfere with whatever present or future claim the Government may have for
re-im bnrsement.' The ability of the company to make tbe advances referred to shows
that it could have returned more to the Government tbanit bas, and raises the question of the power of the company to divert its means into channels not authorized by
the law."
The total advances made, and the companies aided, appear in the following table
and those in last year's report:
Investment in Summit County Railroad Company: $134,500 bonds; 622 shares fullpaid stock; 2,759 shares assessable stock and valuable coal-lands. Estimated value
and cost, $60,000.
Colorado Central Railroad has been aided to the extent of. _____ ·----- $1,610,497 86
Credits secured by Union Pacific Railroad Company . ____ .. ____ .. _. _.
767, 156 20
Balance, without interest .. ____ . _____ . _____ .. ____ ·-- ___ . ___ .. __

843,341 66

The investments in the Utah Central, Utah Southern, and Utah Northern Companies have not been increased during the past year, and remain as stated in the
report of the Government directors for the year ending June 30, 1876.
The statement of inveRtments in the Republican Valley Railroad has not yet been
receive<~, and will not be in time to be embraced in this report. The Union Pacific
Company's investment in this road is regarded as a safe and remunerative one, as
very considerable aid has been secured from the counties into which it has been constructed, and the country will supply it with a large local business.
The Utah Central, Utah Southern, and the Colorado Central arfl the most important
of the roads aided. These, and the Utah Northern, are reported quite fully in the
reports of the Government directors for the years 1872, 1873, and 1876. The Republican Valley road in Neoraska and the Summit County road in Utah involve investments of more recent date .
.Aiel to other roads is in contemplation by the company ; one to the Black Hills region, and one to secure the "business of Montana. The Government directors believe
that this policy of the company should at all times be held subordinate to its obligations to the United States. When this is assured, the policy may result in public as
well as corporate good. It would seem to be definitely settled that national aid in
the construction of railroads, by grants of public lands or otherwise, is at an end.
Still, there are Important regions of our country to be developed by the construction
of railroads. If this can be done by corporations whose interest it is to secure the
business. of those regions, without endangering repayment to the Government in such
cases as that of the Union Pacific Company, an important public interest would be
subserved. Wherever railroads go, the Indian question is practically settled. From
the vast domain covered by the Union Pacific Road, its connecting lines, and the settlements included by them, Indian troubles have disappeared, and the cost of~he Indian service, generally, has been greatly reduced. The roads above mentioned as
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held in contemplation by the Union Pacific Company would, if constructed, tend
strongly to further simplify said service and reduce its cost. If the policy cau lle
carried out without hazard to the claim of the Government, it involves possibilities
of great moment to the country at large, and of almost incalculable advantage to
the sectwns of our Western Territories most directly interested. (See letter of Gener3J Crook, at conclusion of this report.)
The extension of the Colorado Central Railroad to a junction with the Union Pacific
at Hazzard Station, and with trains running directly to and from Cheyenne, is an
enterprise of great importance to the latter, and to the people of Colorado. It will
place the business of that State in much better position than it has ever been; for an
active competition must result between the Kansas Pacific and Union Pacific Companies for the business of that State, especially the northern portion of it; and harmonious connections between the Union Pacific, the Colorado Central, and the Denver and Rio Grande Companies will secure like advantages to the southern part of
the State through the competition which must arise between the roads named and
the Atchison, Topeka antl Santa Fe Railroad. The Union Pacifie Company has no
special running arrangements with the several roads hereinbefore named under
which earnings are apportioned. Each company makes its own rates, but the relations existing between them are such as to maintain harmony in their business connections and to enforce a healthy competition with other lines. This must result in
great advantage to the people depending on the several lines for transportation to
and from points affected by the competition, and tend to develop the resources of the
country tributary to the roads.
It is uow expected that the Colorado Central will be completed to its connection
with the Union Pacific, and trains placed upon the entire line, by the 20th of October, 1!:!77.
The earnings of the road for the year ending June 30, 1877, show a considerable
increase over the preceding year, and largely more than any other year in its history.
The gross earnings for the year ending June 30, 1877, were ....... _.. $13,719,343 82
J!'or the year ending June 30, 1876 ....... ___ ..................... _.. 12, 113,990 69
Increase for the year 1877 over 1876 ................... _.... ..
Operating expenses, as claimed by company, for year 1876 ........ _..
For 1877 .......................................................... .
Gain for 1877 over 1876 ..................................... ..
Net earnings for the year 1877 .................................... ..
Net earnings for the year 1876 .......................... __ ......... .

$1,605,353 13
5,447,81~ 27
5,402,252 24
45,567 03
8,317,091 58
6,666,171 42

Increase for 1877 over 1876 .................................. ..
1,650,9;;!0 16
This is a surprising result, considering the general depression which has rested upon
the business of the country, and fully justifies the opinion expressed in former reports
by the Government directors relative to the immense possibilities of this road.
The net earnings of the year ending June 30, 1877, being $8,317,091.58, it is readily
ascertained what amount is due the Government for the year under the 5 per centum
reservation, as heretofore estimated by the Government directors. The case is this:
Net earnings....................................................... $8,317,091 58
Less interest on first-mortgage bonds, reduced to currency at 6 per
cent., about the average for the year..............................
1, 732,273 20
Net subject to 5 per cent. on above basis......................

6,584,818 38

Five per cent. on this amount .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
We understand, however, that the counsel representing the Government in the suit now in progress for the adjustment of the 5 per cent.
controversy and for the recovery of the amount due the United States
thereon claim that no reduction should be allowed for interest on
first-mortgage bonds. If this claim should be sustained by the court,
then there should be added to the above-----·....................

329, 240 91

Making a total due for the year, under the 5_per cent. reservation, of..

415,902 27

The amount ef!ltimated by an expert of the Treasury Department as
due for the year ending Jnne 30, 1876, from the 5 per cent. on net
earnings is.... . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. • . • . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . • .. • . .

391, 565 73

Making, on above basis, an excess for 1877 over 1876 of ............. .

24,336 54

S. Ex.69-9

86,661 36
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Upon this subject there is a wide difference between the Government and the company, the latter claiming (as the Go>ernment directors have stated in two former reports) that, in determining what ~ts net earnings are, it is entitled to deduct from its
gross earnings all payments of interest, and all other payments and liabilities coming
within the rule laid down in Saint .John vs. Erie Railway Company, 22 Wallace, 136.
This controversy has been one of great annoyance and vexation, and it is a cause of
great congratulation that it is so near an end by judicial rletermination.
Should the Government maintain its cl::tim by a judicial construction of the law
concerning the 5 per centum clause of the act of July 1, 1862, in harmony with that
upon which the Secretary of the Treasury and the counr-;el conducting the case are insisting, the payment of the resnlting judgment is provided for by the terms of the
following stipulation entered into between the counsel of the respective parties in
' the cause, commonly known as the "Transportation case." The stipulation is as follows, viz:
"It is hereby stipulated on behalf of the plaintiffs that no judgment against the
United States which may be rendered in this cause shall be collected until after final
judgment in the snit brought in the circuit court for the district of Massachusetts
by the United States against the plaintiffs, under direction of the act of Congress of
June :~2, 1874, to recover sums claimed to be due as the 5 per cent. of the net earnings
of the railroad of the plaintiffs, and in case of a recovery by the United States in this
latter suit, the judgment may be offset against any judgment for the plaintiffs in this
• ~ause; but nothing herein shall be construed to affect the right of recovery bs either
party in either of said suits.
"G. BARTLETT,
".F'or the Union Pacific Railroad Cornpany.
"JOHN GOFORTH,
"Assistant Attorney-General.

The amount covered by this stipulation, added to the amount,s which have become
due to the company from .t he United States on account of transport,ation since the
date of the judgment in said suit down to June 30, 1877, is stated to be $1,901,677.07,
a sum large enough, it is supposed, to pay a judgment to be rendered on tbe basis of
the claim made by the Government, and largely in excess of one sustaining the company's position. So that, in any event, the judgment will at once be paid.
Section 6 of the act of July 1, 1862, provides that "after the road is completed, until
said bonds and intere~t are paid, at least 5 per centum of the net earning~ of the road
shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof." 'rhe date of the completion
of the road has been, and still is, a controverted question between the Government
and the company. Upon this question the Government directors expressed their
opinion in the annual report for the year 1872, From that report the following paragraph is quoted, viz:
.
''Here arises an important question: Is the road completed~ We think it is, within
a fair and reasonable signification of t,he term. In our jndgment, it has been completed for a period long enough to embrace the two years ending .June 30, 1872."
The Government directors have never changed from this position. This opinion
covers the entire period from the connection of the tracks of the Union Pacific Railroad and the Central Pacific Railroad of Cali fornia in 11369, and is followed by the
Government in the preparation of its claim in the snit above referred to. The company bas always contested this position of the Government directors; and now that
it is maintained by the United St,ates in said suit, the same contest is making therein.
The company claims that, because of certain action by Congress in 1869 and subsequent executive action, the date of completion of the road, and from which the 5 per
cent. of net earnings was to commence running, did not occur until the 1st October;
1874, as determined by a special commission appointed by the President of the United
States (referred t,o in the report of the Government directors for the year 1874), if not
entirely repealed by implication by the act of Jnly 2, 1864. Happily this and ·all
other questions relative to the 5 per cent. clause of the act of July 1, 1862, are in process of judicial determination in the suit mentioned, and need not be treated further
here.
In their reports for the years 1874, 1875, and 1876 the Government directors treated at
some length the relations of the United States and the company growing out of the advance by the former to the latter of bonds to aid in the construction of its road. The total
amount of bonds so advanced is $27,236,512. The duty of the company to reimburse
this amount, with all interest paid and to be paid by the United States, is clear and
undisputed. In the reports named the Government directors endeavored to present
fully every feature of law and fact springing from the undisputed duty of reimbursement by the company. It is unneces~ary here to retraverse the grounds gone over
in those reports. Aside from the consideration of the clear legal duty involved,
there are great equities on both sides; but they no more than counterbalance each
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other, leaving the case still resting on the original legal obligation. As shown in
those reports, the Government has received vast remunerative advantages already
from the construction of the road, and will, through all the future of the great work,
feel in increasing mtio the beueficial resul~s flowing therefrom. On the other hand,
the road has, to the surprise of almost every one, proved itself to be a strong, growing, remunerative property, capable of carrying all its burdens ancl discharging all
its obligations. There ought to be no conflict between the UnHed 8tates and the
owners of the road. There is no just reason why there should be. The United States
adva11ced the bonds in the sum named, aud has paid and is stHl paying the interest
there011. This is a debt which ought to be {laid; but under .tLe decision ofthe Supreme Court of the United States it will not become due until the maturity of the
bonds, thirty years from the date of their issue. To let it run on, accumulating, to
the eud of this time will be the worst possible policy a.nd ruinous at last. If a just
accommodation can be arrived aL for the aYoidance of this result, it would be wise
for all the parties concerned to avail t.hemselves of it.
The plan suggested b;y the Goverument directors in their report for t.be year Hl76 is
. believed to be a praP-ticable one, which, if adopted, insures absolutely a full return
to the Government of every dollar of its investment in the road. That plan differs
from all others that l1ave been proposed by the company in two important respects:
It proposes to retain the one-half transportation and 5 per centum modes of p{l.yment
now provided for, and a termination of the sin·king fund at the maturity of the bonds,
and security for the remainder due and unpairl at that time, the earne to be discharged
at the rate of not less than one-tenth per annum. A further consideration of the subject bas led the Government directors to the conclusion that the said plan can be
modified to some extent without being unduly lJUrdensome to the company in the
conduct of its affairs, and shorten the time for the full reimbursement of the Government.

=

The amount of bonds issued to the company by the United 8tates is ... $27,236,512 00
Interest on the same at 6 per cent. for thirty years ... __ .. ___ .. _... _... 49, 026, 000 00
Total at maturity of bonds. ___ ... ______ ._._ .. ___ ... __ ..... __ .. _.. 76,262,512 00
Presuming that. the United States will receive ajuugment
on the basis of its claim in the pending 5 per cent. suit,
and estimating upon like basis 5 per cent. of net earnings from commencement of suit to June 30, 1877, the
Government will receive from that source to said date
about .... _.... __ .. ___ . . . _. __ ... ___ ... _.... _...... __ . $2, 250, 000 00
And will have paid to said date by one-half transportation abont.......................................... 4, 273,705 30
Or a total of _. _.. _. __ .. _.. _... _.......•..... _.... __ ............ _.. . . .

6, 523, 705 30

Leaving a total remainder of . _..... _•...... _. _......... _... _.. . . . . . . 69, 73Fl, 80ti 70
Estimating the annual average arising from half transportation and 5
per cent.. , on the basis claimed by the Government in the pending suit
for the re';llainder of the.,.term, at $1,000,000, we have a total from these
sources of . . _...................... _....................... __ .. _. __ 20, 000, 000 00
Leaving a balance due the Government at the maturity of the bonds of. 49,738,806 70
How can the payment of this large amount be provided for? It will not be due,
under the law as construed by the Suprerue Court, until the maturity of the bonds,
when there will also be due the first-mortgage bonds, amounting to $27,232,000, or a
total of $77,070,~06. 70.
This is a sum beyond possibility of payment in money without refunding at date of
maturity. And the additional practical fact exists that the first-mortgage bonds have
precedence of the Government lien. The holders of the first-mortgage bonds are
amply secured. The Government alone is in danger of loss. Can this danger be
avoided' The Government directors think it can be. The establishment of a sinking fund is a practicable scheme, and opens a way out of this difficulty.
A sinking fund, established on the basis of semi-annual payments of $500,000 each,
commencing on the 1st of Jan nary, 1878, compounded at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum for the term of twenty years, or until the maturity of the bonds, would give a total
result, to be applied to the payment of th~ Government claim, of $40,418,256.86, and
leave still due the Government $9,320,549.84. This balance could be discharged either
by the plan suggested in the report of last year, or by the simple operation of the
half transportation and 5 per cent. of net earnings, as now provided by law. The
adoption of such a pla.n of adjustment as is here outlined, by the Government and the
company with the approval of Congress, would render the paJ·ment of the principal
and interest of the bonds advanced by the Government absolutely certain. It would
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be useless to exact more than the company can perform ; and it is not nnj ust to require so much as it can comply with without embarrassing its affairs and depriving
the owners of the propert.y of a fair return in form of dividends on the capital invested. It is believed that the company can accept and perform the plan here presented.
The net earnings for the year ending June 30, 1877, were. ··---· ...... $8,:H7,091 58
Annual interest, first-mortage bonds, is ........... __ ........ $1, 633, i:l20
Annual interest, sinking-fund bonds, is ....... ___ ......... __ . 1, 146, O!:lO
Annual intere~;t. , land-grant bonds, is ...... ___ .. ___ .. . . . . . . . .
586, lt30
Annnal inter('st, bridge bonds, is . .. _............ .. .. __ . . . . . .
182, 320
Six per cent. divide1Hl on capital stock, $36,762,300, is .. _..... 2, 205,738
Estimated average amount to Government from half traosportatioll and 5 per cent. of net earnings ..... _............ 1, 000, 000
- - - 6, 754,238 00
Leaving a balance over for contingencies, extraordinary betterments,
&c., of ............ ---· ........... -----· ............................ 1,562,854 58
The compa.n y's statPment of earnings on account of Government earuings for the
year ending June 30, 1H77, is as follows, viz:
For troops .. _............ __ .. __ ....... , ..... _... _.. ____ .... , .. __ ... _.. $218,272 67
For mail .. __ ... ____ ... ___ .... __ ........ ____ ........ ____ ... _. __ ... ___ .
T09,955 00
For freight ............... _. __ ....... _. __ ......... _ . __ ..... _.. _. _____ .
402,756 42
'Total--·· ........................................ -------------· .. 1,330,984 09
Of this amount the Government is entitled to retain one-half for its reimbursement, nuder existing law .... ..... _... _. __ .... __ .... __ . . . . . . . . . $665,492 04
Amount of 5 per cent. of net earnings for the year, as hereinbefore estimated ___ ................ - ............... _... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
329, 240 91
994,732 95
This is within a fraction of the foregoing estimate of the yearly average for the
next twenty years. But the account, as charged up for transportation of the mail,
rests upon a basis not agreed to by the Government, and the accounting officers of the
Treasury will doubtless reduce the amount charged to an allowance considerably below the claim of the company. A full statement of the cont.roversy between the
Government and the company is given in the report of the Government directors
for the year 1876. If, from any cause, the estimated average aforesaid should be
exceeded, the result will be advantageous to the Government, as it will more speedily receive its reimbursement.. The increase in the business, Loth for the Government and the general public, which will as certainly come in the future as it bas
in the past, will surely maintain the average stated.
If no definite plan for a permanent and final adjustment of the relations existing
between the Government and company, relative to the full reimbursement of the
former on account of the suusidy bonds issued to the latter, be adopted, then the Government directors would respectfully suggest that CongreHtl be recommended to pass
an act ant.h orizing the Secretary of the Tteasury t.o receive from the company, from
time to time, such sums as it may elect to pay into his hands, for the establishment of
a sinking fund for the extinguishment of the liability of the company to the Government on account of said bonds. It is believed that the company would at once, upon
the determination of the 5 per cent. snit, avail it~elf of such a provision of law and
commence payments under it for the purpose named. Such a plan would be a great
improvement on the present want of one, and would be preferable to the establishment of a voluntary sinking fund, with its funds remaining in t.be hands of the company, and subject to its control.
The company is still beset with litigation growing out of some of the transactions
of its earlier history. One of the mostimport.ant suits now pending is that of Thomas
Wardell t'B- The Union Pacific Railroad Company and others, in the circuit court of
the United Statefi for the district of Nebraska. This case is based upon a contract
made between the Union Pacific Company and Cyrus 0. Godfrey and Thomas Wardell, July 16, 1868, relative to the coal lands of the company, the supplying of the
company with fuel, the transportation of coal, &c., and became the basis of the organ·
ization of the Wyoming Coal and Mining Company. This subject was fully reported
on in the report.s of the Government directors for the years 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1875.
The Government directors have resisted this contract from the time it first came to
their knowledge in 1869. Their reasons therefor are stated at length and in detail
in their report for 1872. Nothing effective came of this resistance until1874, when
the present management entered upon the control of the affairs of the company. The
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action then taken is thus given in the report of the Government directors for that
year, viz:
"The Union Pacific Railroad Company has taken possession of all the coal mines
heretofore in the possession of the Wyoming Coal and Mining Company, and is now
working them as its own property. This has caused a resort to legal proceedings
against the company by Thomas Wardell, which, if properly and earnestly resisted
by the railroad company, will, in our judgment, result in the defeat of Wardell's
pretensions, and in the annulment of the so-called contract under which the Wyoming
Coal and Mining Company long held possession of the vastly valuable coal lands of
the Union Pacific corporation. The contract is copied at length in the report of the
Government directors for 1872, and the legal proceedings above referred to were
brought to the attention of the Secretary of the Interior by special communication,
in September last, in which was inclosed a copy of Mr. Wardell's bill of complaint,
with the suggestion that the subject be brought to the attention of the AttorneyGeneral. with a view to having instructions given to the United States attorney for
the district of Nebraska to give his attention to the case."
As hereinbefore shown, the company produced for its own consumption for the year
ending June 30, 1877, 183,337 tons of coal, at a cost of $1.29t per ton, or an aggregate
cost of $227,473.41. The prfce which the company would pay under the contract for
coal for that year would be $4 per ton, or an aggregate for the year of $733,348, making a difference in the fuel account (which, of course, would be charged to operating
expenses) of $505,875 for a single year. This, if enforced by a decree of the United
States courts, would make a difference in the 5 per cent. account of the Government
on net earnings of $25,293.75. The contract extends over a term of fifteen years, and
the price per ton is scaled from $6 to $3; and alt,hough the consumption 'Jf coal by
the company in former years was not as great as in the last year, it will be greater in
the futnre. Taking this fact and the average price per ton under the contract, it is
safe to say that the difference per year for the fu11 term would be as great as that of
last year. This would give for the full term a difference of $7,588,125, and, if this be
allowed as a deouction in determining the 5 per cent. return to the Government, it
would make a difference in that account of $379,406.25. The contract was an inexcusable iniquity from the beginning, and it is greatly to be desired that the pending
case may rid the company of it forever. The company is making a determined resistance to the affirmance of the contract. The case was argued and submitted at a
special term of the circuit court in June last, and a decision is expected in November; but whatever it may then he, it is not probable that the case will be finally determined shod of a review on appeal by the Supreme Court of the United States.
Two other cases, growing out of old construction contracts, are pending in the supreme court of Illinois on appeal. These are the cases of Miller et al. v8. the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in each of which the amount claimed is $100,000. These cases
were instituted in the circuit court of Winnebago County, Illinois. In one of these·
cases a judgment was recovered for $100,000, and in the other for $64,000. These
cases have some very peculiar features, which, as they are still pending in the appellate court, it is better not to discuss itt this report. A reversal of these cases is
confidently expected, and if this expectation is realized, it must result in the absolute
defeat of the claims. These cases, growing out of construction, involve the 5 per
cent. recount to the extent of $7,200, but it is confidently expected that they will be
defeat.ed. In the three foregoing cases, one of the undersigned (Mr. Wilson) is retained by the company as special counsel.
Other litigation is pending in Massachusetts, in which it is expected that about all
of the controversies remaining over from the complications growing out of construction will be finally determined and put at rest.
During the year covered by this report the· company continued its policy of paying
quarterly dividends of 2 per cent., making 8 per cent. per annum. In the report for
1876, this subject was referred to in the following language, viz: ''The Government
directors have not approved the Cl.ividend policy of the company. They have held
that the amounts heretofore claimed as due to the Government on reimbursement
account, under the several provisions of law establishing and regulating the same,
should be regularly paid before the declaration of dividends." This position is here
re affirmed.
In the reports of 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876 the Government directors called
attention to the importance of a more thorough localization of the general business
management of the road. Without repeating what was said on this subject in said
several reports, a full re-affirmancf\ of the same is here made. The improvements
which have, in this regard, followed the se,eral visits of the president and other
members of the board of directors to the line of the road under the present management, have confirmed the undersigned in their position. The constant presence of
complete power on the line of the road would greatly promote the interests of all
concerned.
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In their report for 1875, the Government directors called the attention of the St>cretary of the Interior to the great and growing importance of the grazing interests of
the plains; they said: ''The herds on the plainA of the Platte are constantly increasing, while the aggregate number of cattle is becoming fabulous. The plains west of
Kearney Junction will soon become one of the chief sources from which the eastern
markets will be supplied with beef-cattle. These plains fur.nish nnsurpassed grazingrange, and tile lands belonging to the Government and to the company ought to be
placetl under some well-devised system of pasturage, fi·om which profit could be securt>d to both. vVe would respectfully call the attention of the Government and the
company to this exceedingly important subject, hoping-that some system may be devised
when"by the growth of cattle may be fostered and the lands made immediately remunerative."
Persons engagf'd in raising cattle upon the plains feel the great importance of this
subject, and tl1e expression from them is very strongly in favor of some organized
system which shall give greater security and permanency to the bnsiness. A very
intelligent gentlenHtn, engaged in raising cattle, in a letter upon this snbject, sa.ys:
''I wish to call your attention to a matter of growing importance to the stock interests
of this section. Under existing laws, one man can only attain title to one section of
land in a body, within the Pacific Railroad limits, i. e., a man can purchase a full
section from the railroad company, but it is surrounded on all sides by Government
land, which is only open to homesteads and pre-emptions. It has been fully demonstrated that lands west of the one hundredth meridian are only fit for grazing purposes, and can only be utilized as grazing-lands vthen held in large tracts or ranges.
The quantity of laud required to support an animal by grazing alone is so great that
it would be impossible to purchase the lands at the Government price, or at any price
that would look reasonable. The result is that no lands are sold~ and the stock-raisers
occupy t.he lamls without any legal rights, while the Government and the railroad
company get no compensation. One evil that grows out of this system is, that the
stock-grower, having no defensible right to his range, does nothing toward improving or fencing it. HiA buildings and corals are of the most temporary nature, and he
is prepared at any time to move his herds wherever better ranges or less crowded pastures offer.
"Another evil arising from this system is, that during the winter cattle drift before
the storms, and herds, getting together in large nnm bers, suffer for want of grass;
and in providing for this contingency it is necessary to keep a mnch more limited
numuer of c.attle on the range than conld be supported if the cattle could be separated by fences.
"I think the following plan would entirely counteract all the evils mentioned, and
would make a return to Goverument and railroad company from lands that otherwise
will always rer'nain unsold and valueless. The Government and railroad company
jointly lease to responsible stock-growers all lands lying west of the ow· hundredth
meridian of longitnde in blocks of, say, from 50 to 500 square mile~. ttt snch an annnal rental, and for snch term of years, and with such other restrictions as will best
protect the interest of the Government and railroad company, and will give the stockraiser snch a right to his range as will protect him from encroachment, and warrant
him in fencing· his ra'uge, besides making permanent investments in corrals and ranche
buildings. The arguments in favor of some snch plan as this are so many, and the
objections so few, that it seems to me only necessary to have it presented to Congress
in proper form to insure its adoption. The enormous inerease of the cat.tle-interest
on the western plains, and tbe prest>nt chaotic state of 1he grazing system demand
that some intelligent action should be taken at once."
The suggestions here made are important, and the subject to which they relate
should receiYe attention, and the Government directors wonld advise that it be
brought to the attention of Congress, with a view to the adoption of some plan
whereby the stock-raising interests of the western plains may he permanently and
economically organized. The present laud laws are wholly inadequate to reach the
end. They are framed to meet the requirements of agriculture and llliuiug, and they
should now be so adjust~d as to meet the new demands of the grazing-interests.
There is no good reason wby the grazing-lands of the Government and of the railroad
company sho11ld not yield a revenue to each. Stock-raising on the plains is one of
the most profitable pur~uits on the continent, is well able to pay reasonably for the
use of the lands, and is understood to be quite willing so to do.
The shipments of beef-cattle from the line of the Union Pacific Railroad, for the
year 1tl77, to August 1, were as follows:
Number of cars . ____ . . . ___ . . . . ___ ... __ . . . ____ .. ___ . __ .... __ . _. . . _. . . . ... _.
823
Number of cattle .. _._ .... __ ... __ --· .. ___ .-----·. __ ---. ____ ... __ .. ·---..... 16,410
From information gathered during their late progress over the line, the undersigned
are of opinion that 75,000 head of beef-cattle will be shipped from the liue of the road
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this year. The interruption to shipment by the accident to the Missouri River bridge
may reduce this number, but certainly not materially.
An important market for the beef of the plains is developing in England and Scotland, and will doubtless soon appear on the continent of Europe. The shipment of
slaughtered animals and live-stock to those countries is a new enterprise, but its
growth is rapid. In ltl76 tlle exports of sla.ughtered animals were $1,855,191. In 1877,
to July, the .figures swelled to $4,962,850 for slaughtered animals, and over .$522,000
for live-stock, or a total for the period named of $5,584,850, being an increase for onehalf of 1877 over 1876 of $3,629,659. It requires no argument t.o prove that this class
of exports is destined soon to become an important factor in our foreign trade; Europe
will throw open its doors to onr cheap meats when they can now be placed in her
markets as frAsh as from her own stalls and fields. 'l'he source of supply for this cheap
meat will be largely and mainly the region traversed by our tributary to the Union
Pacific Railroad. Much of the great sections of Texas and the Indian Territory, from
whence now come vast supplies of live-stock, will in time be devoted to agriculture.
This cannot be the case 011 the grazing-plains of the West. He11ce the o-reater importance of the suggestion made relative to 't he adoption of some system for the better organization of the grazing-regions of the West. This consideration, added to the
fact that in effecting the former result a new source of public revenue may be establishefl, gives the subject double i11terest, and would seem to amply justify the suggestion already made, that the matter be brought to the attention of Congress. Doubtless the company would readily co operate in any well-considered scheme for effecting this result.
.
It is provided in the thirteenth section of the act of July 2, 1tl64, that "the Government directors shall, from time to time, report to t.he Secretary of the Interior, in
answer to any inquiries he may make of them to11ching t.he condition, management,
and progress of the work, and shall communicatfl to the Secretary of the Interior at
any time such information as should be in the possession of the Department. They
shall, as often as may be necessary to a full knowledge of the condition of the line,
visit all portions of the road, whether built or surveyed."
As far as the present Government directors are advised (and one of them has been
in continuous service since 1869), there has never been bnt one inq niry made under
this provision of law, nor in pursuance of any other, nor on any account whatever.
In 1871 an active controversy arose concerning the eastern terminus of the road. The
then Secretary of the Interior addressed a communication to the Government directors,
requesting them to examine the question i11volved in sa.icl controversy, and to report to him t.heir opinion as to where the law fixed the eastern terminus of the
·road. The Goverument directors, after considering the question, reported that the
terminus was on the Iowa shore of the Missouri River. This, of course, "included the
bridge across said river, and its approaches, and made them a part of the maiu line
to be operated as a continuous part thereof. This orinion was followed by the accounting officers of the Government, so far as United States t.ranspori.ation was eoncerned; but no action was taken to enforce it as to the rights of the general public.
Private parties instituted Union Pacific Rail'way Company v. Hallet al. (1 Otto, 343),
in which case, after persistent resistance by the company, the Supreme Court of the
United States took the same view that had been reported by the Government directors,
and held "that the legal terminus of the railroad is fixed by law on the Iowa shore
of the river, and that the bridge is a part of the railroad; there can be no doubt that
the compa11y is under obligation to operate and run the whole road, including the
bridge, as one connected and continuous line." The road is now SQ operated, and
commodious buildings are in course of erection on the east side of the river for the
accommodation of the business, as herein before stated.
All or part of the Government directors have made at least annnal visitations of
the entire line of the road. They have made annual reports to the Secretary of the
Interior, in which they have endeavored to give full expositions of the road, its condition, of improvements needed and of improvements made, of the things possible to
be realized from it, of the policies of the company, of controverted qut>stions both as
to accounts and management of the property of the company, of disagreements as to
the construction of the laws governing the relations and determining the rights of
the Government and the company.
Indeed, it may safely be stated that not a question of controversy between the Government and company has escaperl mention in one or more of the reports. The reports from Hl71 down to and including the one for ltl76, and excluding the present
one, reduced to print in the ordinary executive-document form, would cover nearly or
quite one hundred and :fift.y pages. They are filled with information in general and
in detail, derived, in great part, from personal contact with the subjects treated of,
and made with a purpose to have them as exact as such documents can be made.
The filing of these reports has been, practically, their encl. In many instances important recommendations have been made, with a view to the better management of
the property, its business and affairs. They have rested with the reports.
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These statements are not made in the spirit of complaint. The fault bas risen
maillly, no doubt, from the defective character of the law. The law requires certain
reports to be made by the company to the Government, but has provided no means
for the utilization of the reports when made, and the same defect exists as to thereports of the Government directors. If the present relations existing between the
Government and the company are to continue, some remedy should be devised for the
defect mentioned. All matters relating to the connection of the Government with all
of the railroad companies that have received United States bonds in aid of the construction of their respective roads ought to be organized in a special bureau in the Interior Department, in charge of a competent and responsible head. The Government
directors are aware that the present Secretary of the Interior has considered this
definite subject, and probably has arrived at,, or doubtless will arrive at, a wise conclusion in general and in detail, and here the subject may be safely left. The Government directors can but express satisfaction with the fact that special thought is
now given to this important subject. The interests involved are very great, far more
so than many others which have been accorded special supervision since the foundation of the Government.
JAMES F. WILSON.
FRANCIS B. BREWER.
J. H. MILLARD.
JOHN C. S. HARRISON.
DANIEL CHADWICK.
Hon. CARL ScHURz,
Secretary of the Interim·.

Copy of a letter of Gener·al Gem·ge C1·ook.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,
COMMANDING GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Omaha, Nebr., October 9, 18Q'7.
SIR: Referring to your communication of the 8th instant, stating that the managers of the Union Pacific Railroad propose building two branches from the main line,
the initial of one east of Sherman, Wyo., with its objective point at or near Bozeman,
Mont., the other to start at or near Rawlins, Wyo., and join eastern branch at its
terminus in Montana; the eastern branch passing through the Black Hills, and the
western through the Wind River country. You request my opinion on the points explained in the following answers.
They will have a most salutary and positive effect in settling our Indian troubles,
thereby saving large expenditures of public funds. They. will invite to and open up
for settlement most valuable farming and grazing lands; aid in the discovery of new
mining sections, and promote the development of valuable mineral resources already
discovered. They will save the public treasury vast amounts in economy in transportation of military supplies, troops, and mails. From my personal knowledge of
the country through which the proposed lines will pass, I regard the project as eminently practicable and more easily accomplished than many of the works of similar
character now ion successful operation in the country west of the Mississippi.
I have confined my reply to the questions embraced in your letter, but under the
head of gain, &c., I would say generally that I know ofno proposed enterprise more
important to the vast country they will open up, nor any that will be of more positive and enduring good to the whole country. They will, when completed, be of national importance and benefit.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE CROOK,
Brigadier-General, U.S. A.
Hon. J. H. MILLARD,
Government Director U11ion Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb1·.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

BOSTON, December 7, 1878.
Sm.: With the exception of a single one of their number (Mr. Chadwick, of Connecticut, who was originally made a member of the Board in March, 1877), a.ll of the
present Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad, were appointed within the
present year. They none of them had any previous knowledge of the affairs of the
corporation, or were more than generally informed as to its relations with the Government. Under these circumstances it was fortunate that very shortly after their
appointment was decided upon, two acts of Congress were passed which greatly simplified their work. By one of these acts the annual paym~nts, allowances, &c., to be
made to the Government by the Union Pacific were fixed; while by the other a new
Bureau was established, in connection with the Department of the Interior, for auditing the accounts of that company, among others. These two measures of legislation
effectually relieved the present Government director::'~ from further considering many
subjects which had engaged the attention of their predecessors. For the immediate
time being, and at least pending the action of the courts in cases arising out of the operation of the acts referred to, and which are now, it is understood, ready for decision,
the financial relat,i ons of the Government and the Union Pacific must be considered as
definitely settled. This subject, therefore, calls for no further discussiou. As respects
also the condition of the company's finances, its resources and the disposition made
of them, the Government has its own ~uditor, and is in immediate possession of all
the fact8 and statistics which it would be in the power of Government directors to
furnish. Neither have the present directors thought it incumbent upon them to further investigate questions of the past connected with the construction of the Union
Pacific Road or its earlie8t operations. They have, on the contrary, deemed that they
would best subserve the purpose of their appointment by strictly confining their attention to questions of the present, giving the Department such information as they mig·ht
be able to procure relating to the existing condition of the property and the policy
now pursued by the direction in the management of the company's affairs.
The usual yearly inspection of the road was made in September and October last.
All of the members of the Board took part in it, with the Pxception of Mr. Chadwick,
who was prevented from doing so by business engagemenLs. He therefore does not
join in that portion of the report derived from personal observation of the property or
its management on the spot. Both locally upon the line and in the general offices of
the corporation at New York and Boston every facility has at all times been afforded
the directors toward obtaining whatever information they may havfl desired. No
disposition to withhold or conceal has at any time been apparent. On the contrary,
from the begin~ing, the fullest investigation seemed rather to be courted; while more
than once the feeling has been openly expres8ed that justice has not been done either
to the actions or intentions of those now responsible for the management of the company's affairs. A public inquiry, at once impartial and intelligent, could, it was
claimed, result only to its advantage.
So far as the inquiries of the present Government directors have gone, they have been
of a general character, and have related solely to the two subjects already referred tothe material condition of the property and the business policy of those managing it. As
respects these also, the inquiry' has necessarily been both partial and superficial. The
conclusions arrived at, so far as they go, are in many respects quite different from
what the directors anticipated when the inquiry was begun. Such as they are, however, they could not be avoided.
In passing upon the material condition of the Union Pacific Railroad, the first point
to be determined is the standard by which it shall be judged-whether by that in use
on the Eastern trunk lines, or by that in use on the best roads of the Mississippi Valley, or by the less severe standard which is usually applied to the newer roads west
of the Missouri. In view of the facts, which it is unnecessary to more than refer to,
connected with its organization and construction, it seems manifestly right that the
Union Pacific should be judged by the most severe standards known among the railroads of the country. No good reason is apparent why it should not be held strictly
to this test, or why its owners and officers should object to it. As is matter of common knowledge, the road was practically built out of the public money, and the stock,
which now represents its ownership, represents little besides the enterprise and en-
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ergy which the original constructors put into their undertaking. The corporation,
on the other baud, received from the Government an indorsement of unprecedented
liberality. The road was designed to be a great national thoroughfare; a monument
of public liberality and of private enterprise. Under these circumstances, those rep·
resenting the Government in the conduct of its affairs would clearly not be justified
if in their inspection- they applied any standard short of the hig l1est known to the railroad system of the country. Especially would this be so when, as in this.case, the road,
as a commercial enterprise, has proved a brilliant success; when its annual gross earn·
ings, falling but little short of $13,000,000, are the largest, with five exceptions only
in our whole railroad system. Neither are those earnings peculiarly absorbed in the
necessary operation of the road. On the contrary, while but three companies only in
the country-the New York Central and Hudson River, the Pennsylvania, and the
Central Pacific-report la.rger annual net proceeds, the p£lrcentage of operating expenses to gross receipts ( 42 per cent.) has during the last three years averaged lower
with the Union Pacific than with any other great railroad company, without excep·
tion. These facts are referred to in this connection, not to prejudice the corporation,
but simply to fix beyond a question the character of the sta.ndard which should be applied to its road.
In applying that standard, however, the directors have endeavored to bear continn·
ally in mind the peculiar conditions of climate, soil, traffic, and population under
which the Union Pacific is operated. While in many respects most favorably placed for
economical working, that railroad is also subject to natural laws which seem peculiar
to itself. For instance, the line was originally laid out and the road was constructed
rather, it would seem, to save time and money and to earn a mileage subsidy than
with any regard to what are considered sound engineering rules. It was a surface
road, in which cuts and embankments were carefully avoided, without regard to
curvature or undulation of track. As the subsidy was paid by the mile, such a method
of construction, while it saved money on the one band, earned it on the other. In
gradually converting this original structure into a first-class permanent work, it
would naturally be expected, according to all established precedent, that the alignments would be rectified, the embankments made higher, and the cuts deeper, while
the surface undulations would have been reduced to grade. Experience, however,
has shown that, whether sagaciously designed or otherwise, the original construction
was for this particular road the best construction possible. It bas enabled the trackmen to contend successfully with the clouds of fine dry snow which drift in winter
over the plains, filling every cut, but blowing clear of all embankments. Accordingly the whole tendency of the company in the renewal of its road-bed has been to
seek the shoulders of the bills by curves and nndulations, instead of going through
them on straight lines at an even grade. The eftort is to keep t,lw track at all points
slightly elevated above the country throngh which it runs.
So, ag~in, as respects mason work. In t.he usual process of first-class l'ailroad renewal the gradual substHution of stone for trestles and piling is assumed as a matter
of course. The Union Pacific, as regards certain large portions of its line, seems to be
an exception to t.bis rule. Iu many placPs the company is now even taking out
original mason work of a fair order and replacing it with piling. This, too, is done
becausfl experience bas shown that, in their soil, and with the climatic conditions
under which t.hey work, masonry is far more liable to wash·outs than piling. The
annual rainfall is not large, but at times it comes in torrents. No ordinary provision is theu adequate for t.he wa-ter's escape, and where the surface of the soil has been
broken to put in mason work, without carrying its foundations down to bed-rock, the
superstructure is peculiarly liable to be undermined and swept away.
The same climatic conditions, on the other hand, affect tbe road most favorably as
respects its ecouomical operation. The character of the soil and its freedom from
water obviate the great difficulty of frost, against which the Eastern roads are forced
to unceasingly contend. On very large portions of the Union Pacific the dirhCtors
were assured that the track and road-bed came each spring out of the winter in much
the same condition, apttrt from regular wear, in which they went into it. The soil
neither heaves nor washes. This again immediately affects the life of rails and ties,
as well as the condition of the rolling-stock. Indeed, cottonwood ties were pointed
out which bad apparently been in the track ~ince the original construction of the
road ten years ago, and which were still in good order.
As respects fuel, ballast, and building material, except wood, the Union Pacific, as
compared with the gPnerality of Eastern roads, is most advantageously placed. Contrary tQ all expectation, and again, in apparent defiance of experience, the native
soil thrown up from the roadside during the process of original construction has, on
a large portion of the line, proved itsP.lf a ballasting material of the best description.
Dry, elastic, and easily handled, it calls for no foreign admixture, and would hardly
be improved by it. For only 80 miles of the entire line, or but 8 per cent. of the
whole, is foreign ballast even deemed necessary. So also as respects fuel and building material. They are found in great plenty and of the best description directly on
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the:> line of the road, although in many cases a long haul is required to get them
where they are needed . . Yet this haul is in every case wholly over the company's own
rails, and for it they can use their own returning ro1ling-stock at their own convenience. Practically its cost is thus reduced to a minimum.
In the matter of grades, also, the line is, considering the elevation necessary to be
overcome, most fort.unately circumstanced. The whole eastern half of it, a distance
of more than 500 miles, is a gently ascending western grade, averaging 10 feet to the
mile; while the heavy grades of the mountain divisions are limited to three localities, respectively oftiO, 50, and 80 miles in extent, in which 90 feet to the mile is the
maximum, and that at one point only. Of the entire 1,036 miles of the road, over 800
are of most easy operation. Nor is this all The overcoming of grades is, of course,
a mere question of power. In the case of the Union Pacific, tbe grade and the power
which overcomes it are met together. As the coal mines are in the mountain divisions, allowing for the difference between the value of coal at the mouth of the mine
($1.13) and in Omaha ($7.50), it would actually seem to cost the Union Pacific but a
trifling, amount more to haul 'its trains over the mountains west of Cheyenne than it
does to haul them over the plains east of that point.
·
As respects water and the price of labor, the company operates its road at certain
points at a serious disadvantage. Indeed, in the western divisions the absence of
good wate~ is pro baLly mo1 e seriously felt than the presence of the grades. In the
matter of snow, ou the other band, the difficulties originally apprehended have been,
to a great extent, evercome, and t.he expenses reduced until they are no longer material. The offieers have learned bow to deal with it, and during the last three years
the entire cost of removing ice a.nd snow, including the repair of sheds and ftmces,
has added hardly one cent per mile to the expense of running trains.
In passing upon the material condition of the line, it should also be borne in mind
that in the traffic which the Union Pacific is called upon to accommodate there is
little which requires frequent or expensive handling; that is, the business, both
freight and passenger, through and local, whether originatmg and ~nding on the line
of the road or not, is usually ca.rried long distances; so that uone of the complicated
movement and frequent interchange of trains is required which is usual on Eastern
roads. This, of course, necessitates no such elaborate and costly· arrangement of
tracks, sidings, yards, buildings, and general appliances as is found upon roads with
much smaller traffic in other portions of the country. These need uot, therefore, be
looked for. The Union Pacific at present requires only those accommodatious necessary for doing a business of the simplest known character.
Taking all these things into consideration, and making full allowance for them,
the directors are unable to say that the present condition of the Union Pacific Road is in
all respects satisfactory. On the contrary, when measured by the standard which
bas been suggested, its deficiencies are many and apparc:>nt. The policy, as respects
the completion and renewal of its road, which the company apparently bas pursued
and now is pnrsning, might, perhaps, if judged by the test of strict Lusiness principles, in the shrewd management of a practical mono!Joly, be deemed a fairly liberal
one. In making their examinations, it is true, t,he present clirectors labored under
the great difficulty of having no previous knowlerlge upon which to base a comparison ; Lut. it is, nevertheless, sufficiently obvious that the propert.y, instead of deteriorating, is being hronght up with steadiness, though slowly~ to a fair degree of
average excellence. It is still, bowever, far sbort of what, with its original endowment and large present earnings, it ought to be-and very far short in almost every
r·espect of that high standard of excellence, both in scope and in 1letail, to which
those familiar with the great trunk-lines of the country are now accustomed.
As regards the local management, the directors are not sufficiently acquainted with
those who compose it to offer any criticism of value. The officers are don btless competent, energetic, and faithful, as, unquestionably, they are experienced. There is,
however, nothing in the present shape of the organization, as regards division oflabor
and study of detail, which would mdicate that it is the work of any superi<lr organizing mind. It gives rather the impression of being simple even to crudeness, and
quite lacking in system. This absence of thorough organization is very apparent
whenever results are examined in detail. On tJbe road itself, for instance, it is evident that the standard of excellence, where it has been established at all, bas not
been fixed high enough or rigidly insisted upon. It is true that the Union· Pacific
bas always been operated and renewed under circumstances unfavorable at least
to ~ts thorongh reorganization. Its ownership bas more than once changed; and,
as IS well known, it bas at times been in hands more solicitous ~s to movements of
the stock market than honestly desirous of attaining even material excellence. The
local management has accord~ngl~ n~ver been the responsible management; nor,
ho~e.ver. go?d and comprehensive Its Ideas may ba.ve been, has it ever occupied a
positiOn wh1cb would have enabled it to carry them out. Meanwhile it is obvious
that no system whatever bas been'pursued in filling up the subordinate situations. As
vacancies occurred, officers have come to the road from all sections of the country,
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and have brought with"them theories and methods which are far from uniform. The
result is that there is no apparent uniformity of work. While the individualtlivision superintendents and road-masters appeared efficient and faithful, they did not
recognize the same standards, nor, it was obvious, did they, in many cases, have any
conception of wh.at the highest standards were.
This singular absence of system appeared throughout, and in matters well calculated to excite surprise. The directors, for im;tance, were unable to obtain any profile
or detailed map of the road to aid them in their examinations. To satisfactorily inRpect a road without this, or a considerable previous familiarity with it, is, of course
impracticable; and yet it appeared that, if such documents ever existed, they had
been destroyed and had not yet been replaced. So, also, as res_vects mile-posts; if the
Union Pacific ever has be~n divided o:fl', except by section postt:~, the metes have long
since disappeared, so that it is now extremely difficult to locate anything upon its
line except oy stations and bridges. The unfortunate absence of standards is, however, most apparent in the motive power and track of the company. For this, of
course, the present management. is but partially responsible, and it is using its effort.s
to reduce the existing chaos into something like order. This, however, will require
time. Locomotives and rails which are still good cannot, of course, be discarded because, unfortunately, they were purchased of every possible pattern in the early days '
of the enterprise.
Passing further into detail, the directors found the general offices of the corporation
at Omaha, the new depot building at Council Bluffs, and the several roundhouses at
the division centers, all excellent structures anti creditable to the company. This
cannot be said of the stations and other buildings on the line, even those at the converging or central points, like Ogden, Cheyenne, Kearney, and Omaha. Originally
cheap and temporary, the structures at these points have deteriorated with time and
use. Large and expensive renewals in this respect shoulcl already have been made,
and cannot much longer be deferred.
The general repair-shops of the company at Omaha may originally have been laid
out upon a convenient plan; but, if so, it was one which unfortnnately did not admit of extension. Accordingly, as the require'llent.s of the company have increased,
these shops have become inconvenient., and their reconstruction on a large scale would
seem to be a mere question of time. The division shops, on the other hand, as well
as the rolling-mills at Laramie, seem to have been well designed, and are amply sufficient for all requirements, both present and future. Judging by a very superficial
examination, and the results as seen through the returns, the shops seem to be well
and skillfully managed and opened to no criticism.
The road seems to be liberally equipped with rolling-stock, which is apparently
kept in very good order. There is a great abundance of excellent motiv~ power,
though the locomotives are of a number of different patterns. Indeed, this department of the company's service, perhaps more than any other, reflects credit upon it.
As respects its bridges, the company seems to be pursuing a syetematic and sufficiently liberal policy of renewals. The original structures have lasted remarkably
well. The larger wooden truss-bridges are now being replaced by iron, and the
trestle and pile bridging, where it could not be gotten rid of by embankments, seems
to be kept in thorough repair. For reasons which have already been referred to, the
substitution of mason-work for piling in the smaller bridges and culverts does not
form a part of the company's policy of renewals.
The road-bed is, as a whole, not yet brought up to the proper standard, as it is in
many places light, narrow, and low. ·It is, however, being rapidly lifted and improved, and it is safe to say that the work of renewal in this respect will more than
keep pace with the renewals of iron. If the principle, as respects curves, cuts, embankments, and undulations, upon which the road is now beingoperated should prove
permanent as well as correct, the bringing the road-bed up to a condition of standard
excellence, including the important item of ballasting, will be a simple and inexpensive
matter.
The lack of standard and system which has been remarked upon in other respects
is peculiarly noticeable in the matter of ties. The road is as a whole very well provided. with them; indeed, not infrequently they exceed the regulation number of
2,640 to the mile, and are so close together that there does not seem to have been sufficient space left between them to enable the section-men to freely work the ballast.
Little attention seems anywhere to have been given to the careful spacing of the ties,
and if any rule in this respect was ever laid down a rigid compliance with it on the
part of the road-masters has obviously not been insisted upon. This is the more noticeable as the character of the soil and absence of heavy ballasting would seem to
make a careful observance of some rule in the matter peculiarly desirable. It would,
however, seem that great numbers of ties have from time to time been put in the track,
with very little regard to their size, while none have been taken out until they were
thoroughly rotted through. The spiking is not less slovenly, and there is thus an ab-
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sence of symmetry and disregard of appearance about the track, when examined ip.
detail, which is not snggesti ve of a first-class railroad.
It is in the character of its rails, however, that the Union Pacific is most deficient.
Considering the large income of the company and the recent low price of steel, the
economy of renewals in this respect has been carried much too far. While, during
the last six years, first-class roads in other parts of the country have wholly replaced
their iron with steel, removing every defective rail from their tracks, the Union Pacific bas thus nmewed but 290 miles ont of 1,036. This comparatively small portion
of its track is fairly np to standard, but the remainder can hardly be ranked as even
of the second class. In it are not seldom to be found sections of track where there
are rails of different pattern and of varying lengths, with joints even or broken, as the
case may be-resting on chairs or spliced with plat<:Js-on the ties, or suspended between the ties; rails which have been cut and turned and handled, and which are
low at both joints and crushed in the center. Nor. unfortunately, are these vet·y exceptional. The rule is nnderstood to be that no rails having service in them, of over
16 feet in length, are to be removed from the track, and during their inspection the
directors not infrequently saw them of 12 feet in length and even less. That portions
of the road can, under snch circumst.ances, safely go into the winter must be due to
the fortunate freedom of the soil frvm frotSt. It cuuld not be done in the East.
In explanation of this very noticeable state of facts, it was suggested to the directors t·hat the rails which have been referred to were a portion of ~he original iron of
the road, which was of such a singular toughness and strength that, in spite of its
battered appearance, it was still kept in the tracks for the simple reason that, even in
its present condition, it was found to outlast new iron. It w .. uld hardly, however, be
suggested that this original iron is, in its present lamentable state, superior to steel;
and it is with steel that first-class roads are now equipped. The Umon Pacific, moreover, as respects Hs iron, continues the practice, long since abandoned by solvent
companies, of putting down in front of its stations the poorer rails taken up among
those still having service left in them, upon the ground that, as the trains run at
slow speed before the stations, this description of rails can be used there without danger. Judged by any standards now in Utle on the :first-class roads of this country, no
rail which is not safe to run over at speed is thought safe to keep in a main track anywhere. Certainly the careful collecticn of such rails in the tracks before stations
indicates an utter disregard of appearances and absence of pride which should not be
found in those managin!! a great continental thorout!'hfare. The directors feel that
in this respect the condition of the road is open to sharp cri ticisrn, and that they would
be failing in duty if they refrained from expressing it.
In conclusion, their examination has led the directors to believe that the policy now
pursued by the company iu regard to the material condition of the property, while
careful and sufficiently safe, is by no means liberal. The impression given to an inspector is that the principles of economy are very rigidly impressed by a distant uoard of
direction on the local managemeut. The percentage of operating expenses to gross
earnings is very closely watched. However it might be if the road were completed
and brought throughout up to a first-class standard, it is obvious that the percentage
of operating expenses is now smaller than it should be; and the 'reason that it is
smaller is made plainly apparent by any close inspection. The policy of the company
in this respect has not been such as the country bad a right to expect or the Government to insist upon.
The relations of the Union Pacific with the public generally, with the community
it was built to serve, with the country and its inhabitants along its line, and with
the connecting roads, remain to be considered. This subject is, however, one far
more difficult to deal with than the mere material condition of the .;property. It
is possible to go over the rotitd, even without any great familiarity with it, and to
report on the state of the permanent way, the stations, and the rolling stock, and
t,o feel in so doing a reasonahle assurance against any considerable error in judgment. It is far otherwise with a business policy. To pass with any weight of
authority upon that calls for an acquaintance with facts which cannot be speedily
acquired, much less improvised. For it is to be horne in mind that the business policy of the Union Pacific necessarily affects, and is Itself affected by, the requirements
and facilities of a region, sparsely inhabited, it is true, but more than equal in area to
all the countries in Europe west of Russia. Not only is the road itself more than a
thousand miles in length,· but the form which its tariffs take is directly influenced by
the course of traffic on the Upper Missouri, over the Isthmus of Panama, and about
Cape Horn. Besides being the great artery of commerce across the continent, it supplies the local needs of wholly separate communities, engaged in industries as varied
as agriculture, the raising of cattle, and mining. Under these circumstances it would
be pure assumption in any body of men, with no better opportunities than the present directors have yet had, to pretend to speak absolutely on this subject. Certain
impressions undoubtedly have been received, and a few conclusions reached, but what
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the directors say in this portion of their report they say with hesitation, and subject
to limitations almost sure to result from a larger and more intimate knowledge.
Upon oue point, however, they are clear. As respects its business policy no less
than as respects its material condition, the Union Pacific occupies a peculiar position.
It is both a national and a continental thoroughfare, built in a large degree by contributions from the public purse. In view of these facts, those who own and control
it have incurred a responsibility which they should cheerfully recognize, and which
they should not be permitted to Ignore. The policy of the company should be a public-spirited policy. The community has a right to expect that. in its commercial relations strict business principles should be tempered with liberality. It would not seem,
therefore, unreasonable to ask that the development of t.he country and the easy and
even economical exchange of traffic should be considered by those invested with the
management, as well as the str'\ct business view of the largest profit. In any event,
it is clearly the mission of those representing the National Govern.meut. in the Union
Pacific direction-if, iudeed, tlwyhave any mission-tCI develop this principle of public
responsil>ility, and to keep it continually in the minds of those more immediately iutrusted with the management. Not that it is either expected or desired that the Union
Pacific should l>eoperatecl without regard to profit. On the contrary, the mterest of the
corporation, aud of the Governmeut as its largest creditor, are in thatrespectthesame.
What is desired, and should be insisted upon, is obviously sowething of a wholly different character; it is that the businc~ss policy of the corporation should l>e large and
liberal-minded, a p'olicy looking not only to the immediate returns of the present
month or year, bnt which gives full weight also to those remote results which may be
made to follow the development of the country; above all, a policy which seeks, so far
as circumstances will permit, to avoid all discriminations, and to deal reasonably and
equitably both with other roads and with differently circumstanced individuals aud
communities.
Measured by this standard, it would be occasion for surprise if the course of the
Union Pacific was not found open to much adverse criticism. It unquestionably is.
This criticism, however, it may be stated in the outset, should not partake of the
character of sweeping denunciation. There is, on the contrary, much to be said, both
generally and in detail, in clefense of the course which the company has recently
pursued in the conduct of its business. All things considered, its tariffs, though high
in comparison with those in use on some of the trunk lines of the East, are lower than
the average, and in no respect, at once practical and material, appear to be extortionate. The rate on through traffic during the year 1877-'78 appears to have averaged 1.62 cents per ton per mile; while that on local traffic, exclusive of coal which
the company carried on its own account, averaged 2.54 cents. Any inference as to
the reasonableness or otherwise of these rates dravm from comparing them with similar averages reached from the statistics of more eastern roads would, however, be
extremely fallacious, unless full allowance is made for the different conditions under
which the business h; done. A Vflry high average rate on local 'business upon one road
may, for instan~e, be a very low rate upon another. The whole question turns upon
the cost of doing the business, and that again depends on its volume, the length of haul,
and the frequency and expense of handling. As respects volume of local business
the advantages would probably be with the roads of the East; but it would be immensely the other way as respects length of haul and cost of handling. So with
through 'business. The average rate returned by the Union Pacific, if used for purposes of comparison, is merely deceptive; for it would naturally be inferred that it
represents the amount charged the shipper by this company for the service, as the
similar avera!e iu the case of the more eastern road represents the amount charged
by it. The one is thus compared with the other, and au i ference is drawn. In neither
case, however, docs the rate returned really represent the charge made. The charge
wa.s for the entire service, and rep1esented transportation over a given numl>er of miles.
It is divided, however, among those performing the service, not in proportion to miles
of carriage done by each, but upon an agreed arbitrary basis, the Union Pacific receiving
more than it~:~ proportionate share. Thus, thongh the whole rate paid by the shipper
may have beer perfectly reasonable, and even low, considering the service, through
the process of divisiou it may be made to appear as au actually extortionate charge
in the returns of the one road, and as a merely nominal charge in the returns of the
other.
The conclusions of the directors as to the generaNy reat-;ouable character of the
Union Pacific tarift's are not therefore 'based upon the average rates reported l>y the
company. The fact would seem to be that the commonly entertained idea as to the
position this road occupies in respect to its local l>usines:-; is essentially erroneous.
Accordiug to that idea, if the directors correctly understand it, the U niou Pacific enjoys a monopoly; practically, from end to end of its line, it is free from competition
and at liberty to regulate its system of charges as it Hees fit. This, however, is in
reality the case to a rather unusually small extent. It is true that the company is exJlOsed at but few points only to the intense pressure of competition with which the
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·railroads farther east are familiar, but almost nowhere is it wholly exempt from competition of some sort. For instance, in Eastern Nebraska it meets it from rival railroad lines. The cattle interest is almost the only one of which Western Nebraska
admits, and caUle can always be driven from one competing HnP of railroad to another in search of better rates. Cheyenne is .a point of active railroad competition.
To the north of Cheyenne are the Black Hills, and for the business of this region it is
necessary for the railroad to compete with t.he steamboats of the Mississippi River.
Beyond Cheyenne, except for its coal-fields, of which it does, indeed, enjoy a practical
and very valuable monopoly, the road runs through a desert region to its terminus at
Ogden. From Ogden it supplies the Territory of Montana in competitibn with the
Missouri steamboats, and the Territory of Utah in competition with the CPntral Pacific.
Practically, therefore, in case. of its coal-fields alone does the Union Pacific enjoy a rea
monopoly of any considerable value. At. t.he few poiBts on its line where it finds any
competition to speak of, it meets competition in some form; at the many points where
it meets no competition it finds no business. This fact alone would prevent the
adoption of extortionate rates.
Apart from all competition, however, such does not seem to have been its policy.
In the adjustment of it's tariffs it has evinced a spirit at once shrewd, business-like,
and money-making; fully awake to all the advantages of geographical situation, and
disposed to forego none of them, but rarely oppressive withal. As a rule, a careful
regard seems to have been shown to what any particular branch of lmsiuess could
afford to pay; and this, rather than the cost of the service rendered, or any more remote advantages to be expected from it, would appear to have afforded the basis upon
which rates were established. In pursuing this general policy the c<tmpany bas by
no means disregarded local interests. On the contrary, it has not infrequently provoked the enmity of connecting lines in its efforts to protect and develop such interests. For these a,nd 0ther good and reasonable features in its policy the Union Pacific bas not, as it seems to the directors, received the full degree of credit which
is its due. As a whole, however, its business policy has neither been far sighted nor
liberal. It is, in fact, such a policy as might naturally be expected from a capable
local management, anxious for good immediate results, but having no conception of
any such broad and, perhaps, statesmanlike views as the directors have endeavored
to suggest. Looked upon, however, simply as a feature in t.be management of a private enterprise, the object of which is to secure the largest immediate returns, at once
safe arid not unreasonable, upon its outstanding securities, the recent business ofthe
Union Pacific is open to few criticisms.
Perhaps. however, the directors could best illustrate their meaning, and at the
same time avoid any possible imputation of vagueness, through a few examples drawn
directly from the recent tariffs of the company. Take, for instance, the fo1lowing:
During thl' last few years there bas been a great. increase in the production of wheat
in the vicinity of Cheyenne and in Northern Colorado. This wheat finds a market in
the East as well as among the mountains. It can, however, afford to seek an eastern
outlet only at the lowest possible rates of carriage, and those rates the company have
to offer it or not get it at all. Recognizing these fact.s, the Union Pacific has made
for this business the extremely low rate of 5 mills per ton per mile from Cheyenne to
Omaha ; and in so doing they have reasoned that it was sounrl policy to carry this
wheat out even at these rates, or it might be even at a loss, in view of the indirect
profit derived from. it. For, it was argued, the prosperity of the farmers throughout
that region is the prosperity of the road. If the company does carry their wheat to
a market at a small loss it brings back their supplies of every description at a considerable profit, and this indirect return amply compensates any immediate sacrifice.
This is a liberal and far-sighted business policy, which, if systematically pursued
after a careful and intelligent study of both the existing conditions and future possibilities of the country, would leave nothing to be desired. Even in this case, however,
it may well be questioned whether the rflte named resulted from anything but a careful calculation of what the business could afl'ord to pay. Whether it did or not, however, the proceeding was exceptional, while an example of the policy more usually
pursued is found in the case of coke carried into Utah.
Utah is essentially a mining region. One great obstacle in the way of its development as such is the want of any coal fit for coking. The importation of an abundant
supply of coke for use in smfllting operations is to the miner of Utah not less important than the cheap export of wheat is to the farmer of Colorado. It is, in fact, a raw
material of prime importance. A liberal and far-sighted policy on the part of the
Union Pacific would apparently study a means of furnishing this article of necessity
at the lowest possible rate, while a profit would be counted on from the consequent
traffic involved in supplying the wants of a large and active business community.
While, however, as has been stated, the Union Pacific takes the wheat out fron Colorado at a rate of but 5 mills per ton per mile, it char~es 15 mills per ton per mile for
carrying coke to Utah; although in the former case the haul is but 500 miles (Cheyenne to Omaha), w bile in the latter case it is 1, 036 mil.o~s (Omaha to Salt Lake). It is
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true that the wheat is brought out on a generally descending, and the coke is carried
in on a generally ascending, grade; this, however, would by no means account for the
difference in rate, which is apparently fixed with a simple view to what the business
is believed to be able to pay. The i'nstance cited is that of Pittsburgh coke, which is
now laid down iu Salt Lake City at $26 a ton, a rednetion of $7 from former prices.
Of this $26 no less than $24.15 represents freight paid to the several carriers for transportation, of which the Union Pacifie exacts for itself three-fifths, making no concession to tlte consumer.
Meanwhile a good coking coal is now found also in Colorado, and in this case the
policy of the Union Pacific is even more pronounced. The Colorado coke destined for
Ogden reaches t,he Union Paeific at Cheyenne, the same point where it receives the
Colorado wheat destined for Omaha. The haul is in each case the same, 500 miles;
but while on the wheat going out the tariff rate is 5 mills per ton per mile, on coke
going in it is four times that amount, or 2 cents per ton per mile. There can be no
doubt that either from Omaha or Cheyenne a tariff of 1 cent per ton per mile on coke
to Utah would yield the Union Pacific a sufficient margin of profit. On the equally
heavy mountain divisions of the Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio roads that
rate for much shorter hauls would be regarded as high. The business, by no means
inconsiderable now, responds immediately by a large increase in volume to each reduction in rate. A reduction to 1 cent per ton per mile would mean a saving of $5
per ton, or about three times Hs original cost at Pittsburgh, on all the coke used in
the smelting works of Utah.
Turning now to the coal tariffs of the road, the corporation, as is well known, is a
large miner from deposits on its own lands, as well as a carrier. Its mines are situated on the western half of its line, and the coal from them is carried west to Ogden
and east to Omaha. From Rock Springs to Omaha, a distance of 830 miles, in one
portion of which the heavest adverse grades in the road have to "Qe surmounted, the
freight is about $5.75 per ton, allowing $1.25 as the cost of mining 'and 50 cents for
profit, or a little less than 7 mills per ton per mile. At Omaha the Rock Springs coal
comes in competition with that from Iowa, and the rate is thus fixed by competition.
On the other hand, the distance from Alroy, the point of supply, west to Ogden is 80
miles, and the tariff rate is $2.50 per ton, or a little more than 3 cents per ton per
mile; the grades in this case being all descending. In other words, the company carries its coal o30 miles to Omaha, where it meets competition, at the rate of 7 mills per
ton per mile; and it also carries it in the other direction 80 miles to Salt Lake, where it
meets no competition, and charges for so doing 30 mills per ton per mile. It may
further be mentioned that, owing to descepding grades, a locomotive can haul more
loaded cars from Alroy to Ogden than it can drag back empty from Ogden to Almy.
As it is not the purpose of the directors at this time to examine these questions of
rates exhaustively, but simple to refer to them as illustrating certain general features
of business policy, the examples given would seem to suffice. At the risk, however,
of entering too much into detail, a single other example may be referred to as showing the course pursued by the company in the familiar matter of charging, in case of
competition, more for a shorter than for a longer carriage from the same point.
Arguments may be urged in extenuation of this practice where the competition is
severe but temporary. There may be reasons against the complete disarrangement of
a system of reasonable local rates merely because an unreasonably low rate to a single
point is expedient for the moment. This happened on the Union Pacific during last
summer, when a violent competition over the Colorado business temporarily forced rates
from Omaha to Ch(:'yenne to a quarter part of the local rate then made from Omaha to
Sidney, 100 miles east of Cheyenne. The directors do not here propose to disQuss the
question whether these arguments are entitled to consideration or otherwise under such
circumstances as these. What was, however, in the case of Sidney a temporary exception to a rule, will be found at other points on the Union Pacific to be the rule itself.
Take, for instance, Evanston as compared with Ogden. The latter point, as being
the western terminus of the Union Pacific and the eastern terminus of the Central
Pacific, is naturally a competing point-that is, the place can be supplied from either
eastern or western distributing centers, from Chicago on one side, or from San Francisco on the other. Accordingly, in order not to lose the business, the Union Pacific
is frequently compelled to make competition rates to Ogden, so that the tariff on
many articles to that point is lower than it is to other points much nearer Omaha, of
which Evanston is one. In such cases the company professes to give Evanston the
benefit, as it is termed, of the competing rates-that is, in making the rate from
Omaha to EYanston (954 miles) it charges the full through rate from Omaha to Ogden
(1,036 miles), and then adds to it the local rate from Ogden back to;Evanston (78miles).
In this way Evanston enjoys the benefit of competition by having its geographical
diAtance from Omaha, as compared with Ogden, increased 15o miles, upon one-half
of which the full competitive rate, and upon the other half of which the full local
rates is charged.
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This method of rnal}.iug a so-called competitive rate to local points is, of course, not
peen liar to the Union Pacitic. Jt is in liSP on mauy of the roads of thf'. Westt-rn
St.ates, and is a fruitfnl source of eompl int It j, one of t,hose barsh outgrowths
which seem to he inseparable from all nncout:rulled railroad cornpetion, and the remor;.;eless length to which the almse was at one time carriecl contributed more than
any, or probably than all other causes combined, to the Granger agttation of 1871-'75.
'To whatever extent such discriminations may have been justified, however, if at all,
nndPr t,he extreme results to which more eastern roads were driven by the pressure
of an unbeara.ble competition, there would certainly seem to be no excuse whatever
for them in the case of a road circumstanced as the Union Pacific now is. Snell a
policy of pett~, discrimination can hardly be deemed otherwise than wholly inconsistent whh any high sense of public responsibility.
The instances which have hitherto been cited have been drawn wholly from the
tariffs of thP company on its local traffic. As is well known, however, this is by no
means its most remunerative traffic. The Union Pacific is essentiaUy a through liue.
Of this portion of its business, also, for reasons which will presently be alltuled to in
detail, it enjoys a comp:lratively undisturbed possession. In referring to its through
business, however, it is necessary, in order to avoid drawing unfair inferences, r.o bear
certain considerations clearly in mind. In the first place, though the profit derived
from it by the Union Pacific is manifastly large, the total burden imposed upon the
public is by no means proportionately heavy. The exceptional profits in great degree result from that system of arbitrary division which has already been referred to.
To the shipper it is a matter of no consequence, provided he does not pay for the
whole carriage of his goods more than is reasonable, whether the New York Central,
or the Rock Island, or the Union Pacific gets more or less -than its tair proportion of
the whole amonpt paid. That is a question which concerns simply the various carriers; and, as a rule, they may safely be left to take care of themselves. Meanwhile
these through continental rates are especially under the control of the Pacific roads;
the Central making the East-bound, and the Union the West-bound. A noticeable
illsntration of the absence of that sense of high public responsibility in the management of a trnst, which the directors have referred to, was during the last season furnished in connection with those West-bound rates.
In the month of July last, a sudden announcement was made that the tariffs on
through freighting business over the Pacific roads had been altered, and that, while
the classification of certain articles had been changed, the rates upon others bad been
advanced from 50 to 100 per cent. The reason of this movement, which natnrally
excited surprise as well as indiguation among those affected by it, was not at first apparent. It was, however, soon learned. It was purely strategic. The company did
not really propose to raise its tariff rates; on the contrary, it was ready to slightly
reduce them; but it did propose to take full advantage of its position to secure
as much as possible of the transcontinental business. As a first step toward this, it
practically did away with its open tariff, by the very simple process referred to.
Under the open tariff, at the old rates, the larger business firms dealing between the
two coasts had a choice of routes-that by water an~ that by rail. They, in practice,
availed themselves of this option by sending their coarser freights, or those in regard
to which time in delivery was immaterial, by water, at the lower rates; while the
· more costly wares, or those requiring immediate delivery, were forwarded overland.
The object. of the Union Pacific was to put a stop to this practice. This they did by
largely raising their freights, "'hich put an effectual stop to shipments under t.he open
tariff, while, at the same time, they offered to all the large firms which would contract to make their shipments wholly by land, special mtes at a reduction even from
those in force before the change. It was thus a distinct step backward, for it
amounted to the abandonment of a published and open tariff in favor of a system of
private special contracts.
This move was, t]Jerefore, not only one of great importance, but it was open to
serious objections. It was made, not by a petty local road, nor by a competing
trunk line, but by a great, subsidized continental thoroughfare. As such, it might
naturally be inferred that it was · made only after ample considt:lration, and with
the authority of the full board of directors. It is, however, a fact singularly illustrative of the absence of that sense of public responsibility in which the policy
of the Union Pacific is now shaped, that this measure, which practically put in irons
the transcontinental business of the country, was devised by two freight agents,
was never, before being publicly aunonnced, submitted for consideration even to the
executive committee of t.he board of directors, much less to the full board, and was
finally put in force to the utter snrprise of the public, on the verbal authority, so far
as can be ascertained, of the president and a single director.
It is unnecessary to comment on such a method of corporate management. It
speaks for itself. Meanwhile, so far as the measure is concerned, the objections to it
are apparent. 'l'he through business over the Union Pacific is mainly done by large
houses. This is natural enough, for such houses can, of course, do it most cheaply.
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The measure under dhwnssion, however, made 1t intpossiule that this uusiness should
be done by any but the large houses. They have special contrac·ts covering it at less
than published tariff rates. More than this, it locks np, in secrPt, transactions which
more than all others sl10nld be public. The special contracts may be equal as betwef\n shippers, or they may not. The directors have eYery reason to believe that
they are, bnt they none the less are lacking in tha,t elem<>nt of pnhlicity which in
auch matters will always remain the one real safeguard against rliscriminatiou.
The passenger movement over the road i~:; necessarily light, and must not b<' judged
by the standa,rds in use at the East. The pf'ople dwelling along the line have small
occasion to travel to and fro over it, and through passengers and immigrants are
provided with a fair train service at not nnreasonal>Je rates. The local fares run to
as high a point as 9 cents per mile on some portions of the mountain divisions, which,
of course, would be a good cause of complaint if there was any travel to be affected
by it. The average local fare is about :~.5 cent~:;. The exceptionally heavy local fare
charg-ed between Omaha and Council Bluffs will be more particularly referred to in
a not her part of this report. On through passengers the average fare is :3.13 cents per
mile: on through and local both, including immigrants, it is !t33 cents. These rates
would seem to ue auout 50 per cent higher thau those charged in Massaclmsetts, for
instance; and, taking into consideration the nature of the country and the cha,racter
and industrial pursuits of the popnl:t1 ion, they are not on the face of them nnreai'Ollable. Indeed, they are not so high as would naturally be expectPd. 'Vhat other and
different resnlts might ue made to appear fi·om a more critical analysis on the spot of
the actual working of the tariff~:; the directors are unahle to say. They have had no
opportunit.r to m.ake such au aualysis of them.
Before passing from the considPmLion of the policy pnrsned by the Union Pacific
in it~:; relations with the genera.l lJusinesR public, thbre are certain matters touching
the course which Congress has adopted towa,rds that. company which it seems necessary to refer to. From the well-known circumstances connected with the constructioit of the road, as wPll as from tlte fact that the United States Gowrnmeut is its
largest creditor, Congress has always ueen in a position to exercise a great, if not a
con trolling influence even, over it. It might, through a conservative aud intelligent
public supervision, have developed the idea of responsibility in the management, and
compelled the adoption of such a liberal and far-sighted policy as the directors have
endeavorNl to ~-;uggest. Iu doing so, it wonld naturally have looked to the increased
benefits to be derived from the more rapid development of the country, to rei•nburse
the Government for its outlays on the enterprise, rather than to an~' immediate cash
repayments ont of profits to be derive(L from a pure money-making system of tariff
charges based on hard business principles. It seems fairly questionable whether uy its
recent legislation Congress has not committed itself in a certain degree to another and
a less liberal course. By the act of May 7, 18itl, commonly known as the Pacific Railroad funding bill, the Government would seem to have given its formal approval to the
present business policies of both those corporations, by insisting on having a share of
their results. In the report which accompanied that act (Senate No. 111) the committee. veJ"y distinctly rest it on the large net earnings of the road to which it applies, and
express the opinion that those earnings "will be largely increased in the future," and,
again, that they "in the future will not be less than they were in the five years 11
1872-'76. Those net earnings in part were, however, and if maintained they will in the
future continue to be, the direct result of that policy on the part of those managing
the Union Pacific which the directors in this report have felt it their duty to criticise.
The directors have already intimated their belief that the percent.age of net earnings
(58 per cent.) returned by the Uniou Pacific dnriug the last three year~:; is considerably larger than it should have been. The adoption by the company of a liberal policy as respects renPwals and local business flevelopmeut would unlJnestionably for
some years to collle (lecrease t.hat percentage. The Government should, however, for
obvious reasous, exert all its intlueuce to that ('nd. Meanwhile, the legislation referred to would St-'Pill to sauctiou that wholly different policy in the unnaturally large
results of which it is proposed to secure its fair share to the National Treasury. The
Government. becomes, in short, one of the principal beneficiaries from a system of
railroad mauag·ement, which is, to say the least, in some respects unjust, in many
respects harsh, and in uea1·ly all rt>spects illiberal to its own eitizeus. While the
Government occupies this positiott, it woul<l seem difficult for tho~<e who represent it
more immediately in the directiou of the eoutpnny to Pxercise any considerable influence in favor of a policy more liheral bnt less imme,Jiately profitable.
Passing to the relations of the Union PaciJic with other members of the general railroad system of the country, they wonltl seem to be of three different descriptionsits relations with connecting roads, with competing lines, and with feeding lines.
The Central Paeific i~:~ obviously thP most important of the roads connecting with it.
The relations of these two companies seem always to have been sufficiently harmonious. They compete with each other only for the Utah business; and, as respects
that, they have agreed npon a tarift' of rates which they deem not unreasonable, and,
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subject to this tariff, business is allowed to take its own course. As the dealings of·
Utah have hitherto been mainly with the East, the bulk of its business has come tothe Union Pacific. How long this will continue to be the case may admit of growing
doubt. Already, under the existing tariff, Australian coke is being orought to Saltr
Lake in competition with that from Pennsylvania. London would also appear to bethe great market for the productions of Utah. In time, therefore, it wonld seem not.
improbable that those products will seek the seaboard by a local transit of !JOO miles toSan Francisco, rather than by oneof2,500 miles to New York. Should a tendeucy in
this direction develop itself, it will probably materially affect the relations of the twoPacific roacls.
In its relations with those more eastern roads which, connecting with it at Omaha,
complete the transcontinental route, the policy of the Union Pacific bas been singleand consistent. Those managing its affairs have uniformly claimed, and have as a ,
whole snceeeded in a marked deg-ree in securing every advantage in the division ofi"
through rates which the circnmstances or fortunate geographical position of tb~
road conlcl warrant. The result has been a great financial success, and speaks highly
for the business capacity of the company's agents.
The relations of the Kansas Pacific and the Burlington and Missouri River, in Ne-braska, with the Union PacHic, as connecting roads, have for years engaged the attention both of Congress anrl of the Department of the Interior. As they have repeatedly been investigated and reported upon, their further discussion here does not
seem necessary. It is snffi~ient to say that, so far as the Burlington and Missouri:
River Road is concerned, the twe companies have never been able to agree upon a
proper construction of the law or upon any terms for the general exchauge of busi~
ness. TlHI two roads are, accordingly, operated without any regard to each other~
No through rates on nlPrchandise see4.ing to pass from one to the other are made; and
any person wishing to use the two lines as a joint route, is delivered by ope at Kearney at the local fare, and is there received and forwarded by the other on the same
terms. A similar condition of affairs prevailed until the last spring between t,he Union
Pacifie and the Kansas Pacific. A contract was, however, then made looking to a
business consolidation of these two corporations. A copy of this contract is herewith submitted·. It will be observed that, so far as competitive traffic is concerned,.
it is of the closest character and widest scope; it effectually disposes of it. This arrangt>ment, for reasons which it is unnecessary to discuss, was not consummated and•
the control of the western portion of the Kansas Pacific is now in litigation. The
two roads are, meanwhile, so far as. any interchange of traffic is concerned, as far
apart as ever. ·
While it is very undesirable that this st.alie of affairs should continue, it mas well b~
questioned whether the time has yet come for a consolidation of the nature just referred to. It would result in the complete disappearance of competition. For this,.
so far as the directors are competent to form any opinion, the region west of the Missouri is not yet ready. The roads are few in number, and there are no natural channels of communication. The rates currently charged are high, and public opinion,.
while restive and uneasy as respects railroad corporations, is uninformed as to theproper remedies through which relief must be sought. No governmental machinery
exists to secure publicity and the free discussion of abuses; nor, indeed, has the first-.
well-considered step been taken as yet to secure that intelligent pnblic supervision
over railroad management which can alone supply the place of active and even nuinous competition. Until some such system can at least be partiall~7 matured, such a .
combination as that of June last must be regarded as against public policy. Had it.
been carried into effect, it would inevitably have resulted in some arrangement th:ro-ugh'
which the Burlington and Missouri iu Nebraska, would have received a portJiion of the·
results of the through business satisfactory to its management. Thereafter the people and business interests of the vast, territory served by the combination would havebeen wholly at its mercy. It only remains to ad<.l that the agreement of June 1 was
both executed and had broken down before the present Government directors had been
assigned to their positions on the committees of the board.
Though the time for a practical business consolidation of the Union Pacific with ioo
branch lines connecting with i\'t has not yet come, yet every possible consideration of
public interest demand~ that those roads should be operated with a certain degree of
harmony. They should not, at least, be permitted to wholly ignore each other, as,
they now do, except, perhaps, in the way of hostilities. Some provision should be
made at an early day to sec~ue over them the unrestricted movement of persons and
property at reasonable rates. 'I'his, as is plainly apparent throughout the several
charters, it was the original intention of Congress to secure. Meanwhile, it is one of
the curious practical results of railroad competition that the only roads in that vicin,..
ity with which the Union Pacific hold no business relations at all are the branch lines
west of the Missouri with whose tracks it haA a direct connectton, and which were
especially chartered to connect with it.
The directors do not propose to further discuss a subject already so fully considered ~
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Meanwhilt-, it may Dot be out of place for them to f'l'lnark that tht• <lifficulty which
surround!:> it \\ould appear to have heeu nei-'<1]P,..s1y, uuless it was intt·ntionally, Hlagnified. Thi:-, to a certain <lPgree, may ht' dne to tlll~ nst' of tt'chuical ter111H which are
not strict],\· applicable, and the meaning of whi<·h is not fully nuderstood. Theqnestion iuvolvPII in this I'Onti·ovPrsy is not, as is <·omuwnly :-nppo::~ed, one of pror:lliug,
8-S it is <·allt·ll.
It iH, ou tl1e contrary, simply a qnestion of the interchangl:' ot busineRs hrt'' 1·t'll I'Oil!leding ro~uls on reas<mable terms. The practice of prorating is
me1ely Olll' llll'tlwd of arriving at a division of rt·ceipts from a common hm;iuesH It
iii a llldho<l, a 1~-ro, which, 1-0 far as the directors are infornwd, has r.ever heen a<lopted
in the lt>giHlHt on of any cotmtry; it is peculiar to the volnntary dealings oft he eorporatiolls alllflllg' t hernselvt·s. The measure of reasonable rates at which business shall be
e:xehanp.tc•d hd wet·n connedingroads is of wholly a different character. The 111achmery
by which it iH t>stablished is a familiar feature in railroad legislation, as prel'edc'nls
for it ex iHt i 11 tile laws of many foreign countries, as well as in those of several States
~f the Uuion.
It amounts simply to a compnlHory reference oft he points iu dispnte,
~n the applic·ation of f'ither party, to an impartial board of arbitrators, whose <le\lision
as to what iH reasonable, under all the circumstances of the case; is final and binding
<>n all conl'emed for a fixed periol of time. If in this case th1~ companies are nuable
to agree, tlw director~:- see no reason why a satisfactory compulsory settlement in the
interest of the public should not be reached in this way.
The couditions of the Union Pacific as respects competitive business generally are
very simplP when I'Ompared with those under which railroads are operated in the
more eastern sections of the country. It is forced to compete with the Panama route
.aucl the Pa<·ific Mail Steamship Company for a portion of its through business; with
the Central Pacific for the Utah business; with the Missouri Rive1; for the Montana.
business; with the Denver roads for the Colorado business, and with the Burlington
and Missouri River, in Nebraska, for a portion of the Nebraska business. The cornpetition with the Panama route has hitherto, except at brief intervals, been regulated hy contract. The Pacific Mail Company has received $5 on account of each
through passenger hy the overland route, and the Pacific roads have also guaranteed
it freight money to the amount of $42,000 per month. This arrangement terminates
during the present month. It is understood, however, that it will be renewed on
Uirms somewhat more favorable to the steamship company, though not essentially different. It is in the nature of a "pool." Under it all active competition between
the two routes ceases, and. rates of fare and freight are sustained. The understanding between the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific roads, as respects the Utah
busin~t~s, has already been referred to. The only competition, then, woulcl seem to
be that. between the eastern and western points of distribution. The competition with
the Missouri River lines for the Moutaua business is real, but not severe. It is met
in the usual way. Through rates are carefuily reduced and graded., irrespective of
distance, so that the competitive points may be reached and held. During a portion
of the present year the competition for the Denver business was both real and severe.
The rates from Chicago to that point were forced so low that the Union Pacific carried
mt>rchandise from Omaha to Cheyeune on the way to Denver for 1 mill per ton per
mile, while the usual local rate between those points on the goons of the same description was from 12 to 18 times that amount. These rates were in force, however, only
about six weeks, when they resulted, as such struggleR always must result, in an
agreement of the competing lines and practical division of the business.
Dnring the last few years, however, and under the management of those who now
control it, the policy of the Union P~cific has been to protect itself from competition
in another way. It bas sought to occupy the territory adjacent to its liue in advance,
through the construction of a system of branch roads or feeders. This seems in every
respect a wise policy, and one which it is for the interest of the Government to encourage. Through it not only are much-needed railroad facilities fnruished, but the
net earnings of the company being thus applied, the permanent value of the property
as a security for the advances marle to the corporation by the Government is largely
-enhanced. 1'here are now iive of these branch lines in which the Union Pacific is interestecl, either directly or indirectly, to the extent, of entire possession or in part;
these are the Omaha and Republican Valley, the Colorado Central, the Utah Central,
the Utah Southern, and the Utah and Northern. It is not deemed necessary to encumber this report with any details concerning these branch lines, either as touching
their length or their bm;iness and financial relations with the Union Pacific. If desired by the Department, these can most readily be obtained through the office of
the Government auditors. Meanwhile it, of course, need not l>e said that these branch
lines, or the securities which represent them in so far as they are the property of the
Union Pacific Ra1lroad Company, are not covered by tbe Government mortgages,
and contribute to the security of those mortg~ges only in so far as these branches are
vz.luable feeders of the main line, and as such practically inseparable from it.
The question as to whethPr the legal terminus of the Union Pacific road was upon
the west or the east side of the Missouri River-in Omaha or in Council Bluffs-has
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heretofore excited much public interest, and engaged the attention of the GoYernment
directors. This question was, some years ago, finally rlecided by' the Supreme Court
in favor of the east side of the river. (Union Pacific Railroad Company vs. Hall, 1
Otto, 343.) As the proceedings in this matter are of public record, and as such are
accessible to the Government, no further reference to it would seem to be here necessary. In accordance with this dt>cision, the bridge across the Missouri River has become an integral port.ion of the through line, and t.he Union Pacific trains now ruo
to the union depot at Council Blntf8. The connection with t.hfl varions roads east of
the river is t.ht>re made.
This action of the courts would seem finally to clispo!Se of the question of the
Omaha bridge charges, which have for years been the occasion of much public discussion, especially at Omaha. It, is, howtwer, still locally nrg-ed t:hat the bridge
allowances in the (livision of receipts from throngh lmsineHs made to the Union
Pacific. and the rates charged for the carriage of pt·rsous and merchandise between
Counci I Bl u:fl's ~1nrl Omaha are excessive, if not illega I; or, as it is nt'!ually statt>d, they
constitute an onProns and special tax, which the corporation has no right, to levy, of
50 cents a head on every p~>rson and $1 on every ton of lllerchaudise which crosses the
Missouri on the Union Pacific track. Sn far as these complaints relate t.o the legality
of these allowanct>s and charges, the directors do not f~>Pl it incumbent upon them t()
either form or express an opinion. That qnestion 1l1e conrts must decide. So far as
their propriety or reasonableness is concerned, the matter iH one clearly within the
province of tbP lwartl. As respects through passengerA or freight, the allegations referred to would not appear to be sustained by facts. It is trne 1ba.t., in the division
of receipts from through business among the COliiweting roadH, an allo\\·a.nce for
bridge chargPs is rnade to the Union Pacific. But it <loPs not follow t.hat, the total
amount pai<l eithPr by the passenger or upon the goodH crossing the river is at all increased tht>rehy. It would seem, on the contrary, to lw merely anotlWl"f!llestion arising on t of those niPt.bods of division already referr<'cl to. The total through rater
whether fare or frt'igbt, 1s a :fixecl sum. Before dh irling t.his sum, a cartain amount
is dedneted and allowed to the Union Pacific on account of the Omaha bridge. It is
a mistake to suppose t.hat if this amount were not, RO deducted an<l allowed the
through rate would be diminished by an equal snm. No such rednct,iou bas usually
been made iu otht>r and similar cases elsewhere, or would probably be made in this
case; but, the total amount remaining the same, it is not impossible it mig l t be divided in a slightly rlifferent ratio. In other words. t.!Je Omaha hri(lge allowance i&
a matter between the roads, in no way necessarilv affecting t.lte public, and, as a
rnle, the roads h:we been found quite capable of taking care of tbt·ir own interests.
In this case it iM not proposed that the Government shonlcl establish a fixed through
ra~e, an.l it is not apparent why it shonld concern itself in the division made by the
roads of the rate fixed by them.
The same fares and freights are, however, charge<l on the local travel and traffic
between Orualla and Council Bluffs as upon the throngh-th:.~.t is, 50 cents for each
·person, and $10 per car or 5 cents per hundred on mercllandisP. As respects the last,
judged by all usage, the amonnt named cannot he consickre<l unreasonable as a
terminal charge in a case involving such an outlay for facilities as those at Omaha.
So far as the directors know, it is customary for railroads nuder such circumstances
to demand anrl receive terminals, and 5 cents per hundred is not an unusual one.
The case is different as respects local passengers. For them it is neithPr customary
nor in itself reasonable to charge heavy local termmals. They han<lle themselves,
and share the benefits of stations, bridges, &c., only in common with all other passengers. For instance, many railroads in this country terminating in great cities
have fa,r larger amounts permanently in vested in terminal facilities than the Union
Pacific has investea between Omaha and Council Blnffs, including those two places.
For the carriage of merchandise to points on the liue of such roads three miles from
their termini, those roads charge au·d receive probably at least 5 cents a hundred.
At any rate, such a charge would not be considered unreasonable. Not one of those
roads, or indeed ~tny road in the country, would think of cllarging a local fare of 50 ·
cents ou passengers between the same points. If tlley did, iii would simply result in
their passengers taking other means of conveyance. In l'lnch cases, 10 cents is the
usual and reasonable fare, and the directors are unable to see why this should not be
adopted l1y the Union Pacific as the local passenger rate across the bridge.
•
But one further subject remains to be considered. The interest of the Union Pacific
Company in such portions of its land-g.rant as still remain unsol<l has, under a recent
decision of t.he Department of Interior, become a subject of litigation. It is no part
of the duty of the Government directors to discuss the merits of that question. However ibis litigation may result, there are certain questions connected with the Union
Pacific land-grant which apparently will not be affected by it, but which, from every
point of view, would seem to <Jll.ll for some additional legislation. As is now generally
well known, the land covered by the Union Pacific grant varies great.ly in· character.
Scarcely one-quarter part of it can be classed as ara.ble, while more than half there-
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mainder-some 4,500,000 acres-is supposed to be available for grazing purposes.
'The rest-3,000,000 acres-comes under the general denomination of waste lands, the
value of which, apart from mineral deposits, depends upon climatic changes in the
more or less remote future. To be of any real service these lands not arable must be
held in large tracts as cattle-ranges, vast extents of which are dependent for value on
the control of a water-front. The system of alternate sections in which this land is
now held under the existing land-grant legislation effectually puts a stop t,o a disUJosal of it. Alternate section& only can be conveyed, and the control of a water~ourse in one section may imply a practical enjoyment without ownership of several
adjoining sections Und~r these circumstances the expediency of some legislation
..affecting the grazing and waste lands west of a point at or near North Platte would
.soom to be obvious. The directors are aware that this whole subject was discussed in
'(;he annual report of the Secretary of the Interior for the year ending June 30: 1877
1(p. 21), and they refer to it now simply because nothing has yet been done to carry
<Out the recommendations then made. A personal examination on the spot shows that
the matter is one of consequence. The mistake of applying legislation intemletl for
arable lands to grazing or desert lands should be rectified, and rectified in the mauner
already suggested in the report referred to. An exchange should be made, the Government ceding to the railroad company all the sections on one side of the road, and
rooe.iving from it in lieu thereof all the sections on the other side of it. In this way
the interests of both parties would be snbserved, while title could be given to tracts
(}f the necessary size. It is unnecessary to discuss at this time the details of the proposed legislation. The necessary provision would, of course, be made in it to protect
all private rights heretofore acquired. As to its general expediency there would,
however, seem little room for question.
CHARLES F. ADAMS, JR.
DANIEL CHADWICK.
GEORGE B. SMYTH.
RALPH P. BUCKLAND.
CHARLES C. HOUSEL.
Hon. CARL SCHURZ,
Se01·etary of the Interior, Washington.

Petition.
In the circuit court of the United States for the district of Kansas .
..ADOLPHUS MEIER AND JOHN A. STEWART, complainants,}
VS.

'THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY AND OTHERS,
defendants.
"'To the honorable the judges of the circuit court of the United States, sitting in and
for the district of Kansas:
Your petitioner~, the complainants herein, respectfully show unto this honorable
·court:
I. That since the bringing of this suit, it bas resulted that the operation of the railway of the defendant, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, by the receivers herein,
llas been attended with great expense, and that thus far it bas been found impracti-cable to operate the same in conformity with the duty of said defendant to the public
:and the Government, pursuant to the act of Congress app-roved July 1, 1862, and the
various acts amendatory thereof, for the reason that it did not appear to the Union
Pacific Railroad Company to be for its best interest to operate its road, over and upon
which all through or joint traffic of the defendant, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company's road, mnst of necesAity go, in harmony with it.
II. That for the purpose of complying with the public dnty of the defendant, the
Kansas Pacific Railway Company, to the public and the Govt·rnment, of diminishing,
'SO far as possible, the operating expenses of the defendant, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and of securing to the cest1lis que fntst of cfll:lpLlinants the payment of
-the principal all(! interest of the obligations of the defeudant, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, to such cestuis que trust in a satisfactor~· manner, all of which said
.. ,bjects are dependent upon, as your petitioners are inforllled and verily believe, the
harmonious operation of the road of the defendant, th• Kansas Pacific Rail way Com. 1any and the roacl of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, and that with a view to
;tiecure such harmonious operation, a proposed traffic agrt>emt-nt or running arran!!e-
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ment between the Union Pacifi'\l Railroad Company, the Colorado Central Railroad
Company, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company and its receivers, bas been prepared,
and preliminarily agreed on by the representatives of the parties thereto, a copy of
which is hereto annexed.
III. That yonr petitioners are informed and verily believe that it is for the best interests of your petitioners, and of all concerned, that such traffic agreP-ment or running
arrangement sbonld be made and entered into by the proposed parties thereto, provided the rights of your petitioners and the other parties to this suit can be protected
and secured in such manner and by such order of this honorable court as to the court
shall seem just and proper.
Wherefore, your petitioners pray that if the proposed traffic contract and the proposed agreement shall meet with the approval of this houorable court, a proper order
protecting and securing the rights of your petitioners and all others, parties hereto~
may be entered, antborir.ing the receivers herein to enter into, put in operation, and
carry out the proposed traffic contract.
J. A. STEW ART and
k. MEIER,
By J. P. USHER,
Their Solicitor.
At chambers of the cinmit conrt of the United States for the (listrict of Kansas.
ADOLPHUS

MEl~R

AND

JOHN

A.

STEWART

complainants,
vs.
THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY AND

others, defendants.

I

I

>
I

)

Upon reading and tiling the annexed petit,ion, together with a proposed contract, a
copy of which is hereto annexed, npon all the pleaclings and proceedings herein, and
after hearing J. P. U:sher, esq., of counsel to complainants, it is ordered that Henry
VHlard and Carlos S. Greeley, as receivers herein, be, and they are hereby, authorized
and empowered to make and execute the proposed contract., of which a copy is. hereto
annexed, and to operate and mauage the railroad of the Kausas Pacific Rail way Company in conformity with the terms and provisions of said proposed contract until th~
further order of this court.
C. G. FOSTER, J-udge.
(Indorsed:) No. 1894. Adolphus Meier and John A. Stewart vs. The Kansas Pacifio
Railway Company et al. Petition of complainant and order thereon. Filed June
13th, 1878. A. S. Thomas, clerk, by J. N. Strickler, deputy.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

District of Kansas, ss :
I, A. S. Thomas, clerk of the circuit court of the United States of America for tha
district of Kansas, do hereby certify the foregoing to be a trne, full, and perfect copy
of the petition of complainant an.d order thereon, filed June 13th, 187tl, in the suit of
Adolphus Meier et al. vs. The Kansas Pacific Railway Company et al., No. ltl94, in
said court.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court, at my office in Topeka, in said district of Kansas, this 15th day of June,
A. D.1878.
rsEAL.]
A. S. THOMAS, Clerk,
By J. N . .STRICKLER, Deputy.
This agreement, executed iu quadruplicate, between the Union Pacific Railroad
Company, party of the first part, the Colorado Central Railroad Company, party of
the second part, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and Henry Villard and Ca.rloe
S. Greeley, as receivers of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, party of the third
part, witnesseth:
That, it is agreed betwet>n the parties hereto as follows:
First. That the railroads of the parties hereto shall, under the general direction of
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, be managed, operated, and controlled as one
property.
.
Second. That to this end all the tolls, incomes, rents, issues, and profits, arising
from the freight, passenger, and all other traffic of, over, or from the said railroads
(including the existing branches of the Kansas Pacific Rail way), hereafter referrerl to
as gross earnings of the parties hereto, including the bridge of the party of t.he first
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part ov<>r the Missouri River, between Omaha, in Nebraska, and Council Bluffs, in
Io\' ~~, shall constitute a common fund or pool.
Third. That gross earnings, contributed by the partieshereto, P.ball be apportion&d,
divided, and remitted monthly to the proper officers of the respeetive parties here,o,
as follows, namely:
Per cent.

To
To
To
To

the
the
the
the

part~'

of the filst part, for its mainline .... -------- ............ ·----- .72858
partj· of the tir~t part for its Omaha bridge ............................ 02776
party of it~ set·orHl part.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 04673
party of the thinl part ............................................... 19693

These percentages havingbeenarrivedat by mutual agreement, t,he earningH ofthe
properties of the parties hereto for the preceding year having been treated as the basis
of this apportionment, the said earnings for the precPtling yt>ar having been agreed
to, have been as follows, viz:
Ofthepart~· ofthe tir~1 p::lrtforitsmain line ......................... . $12,473,~03
Of the party of the tin.;r part for its Omaha bridge ..................... .
475 273
Of the part.y ofthe second part ........•...•...........................
~-oo:ooo
3, :nt, :3ot
Of the. party of the third part... . . . . . . . . . . ........................... .
Aggregatiug grw;s earning for preceding year .........•.. ---- ....

17,119,777

Provided, howevPr, that if the contributions of either of thP parties hereto for its
gross earnings, for an~· month, shall. be in excess of itH distributive share ofth<' total
gross earning~. npou the basis of this article, that there tshall be retained by such
party out of the nggn·gate gross earnings for such month, in addition to the distribntin' share a11owetl to it out of such gross earningA, the sum of 50 per cent. of such
exce~s of freight earnings, such Hnm to be allowed to such party as a cornpew;ation
for rhe cost of eonduding the transportation of freight by it, bnt uot to be allowt'il for
the 1 mnBportation of passengers.
Fourth. That within thirty days a1tcr the expiration of the first year after tlre execution of tbiH agrt'Ptllent, and within thirty days after tile exphatiou of eaeh succeeding year of the pt·riocl co\'ered by this agreement, a readjnHtment of the abovenamed percent ages sh:tll be made upon the application of eitht~r of the parties heretot
if they rlo not otlH'r" ise agree, in the following manner: The party of the firHt part
shaH nominatt' tv. o <litsinterested experts, one of whom shall be charged with the dut.y
of representiug and :rcting in the interest of the Omaha bridge, the other of \Vhom
Ahall be chargec1 wtth the dnty of representing and acting in the interest of the main
line of the party of the first part, and the parties of the second ancl third part ~;hall
each nominate a 1liRinterestecl expert, each of whom shall be chargetl with the <lnty
of repre~:>enting and ac·ting in the iutereHt of the second and third partie:;, rcspe<·r i vely,
antl if the experts :so nominated shall unanimously agree upou a decision of tlrt• matters and questions snhmitted for their determination, such decisiou shall be final for
the succeeding yC'ar; but if they slutll not agree upon a unanimous uecision, s:tit1 experts shall agree· upon a fifth expert, and a decision of a majorrt~· of said tive experts
upon the matters antl qnestions submitted for their determinatio11 shall he final tor
the succeeding year; and it sllall be tile dnty of snch experts, in consicleriug tl~t· matters and quest·ious suhmitted tO-r their determination, ~tnd in forming their c1t't'isiOU
thereon, to give careful and due regard to the nat.nral and legitimate growth of local
freight and passt'ngt·r traffic of the railroads of the parties hereto, tllar. in determining
the percentageH of the respective parties hereto, the railroad of eacll of the parties
hereto shall recPi ve tine allowance for earnings from freight or passt'nger tratlie naturally belonging to said railroad, respectively; and it shall also ue the <lnty of such
experts to give fnll force and pffect to the spirit aud intention of thiR agret·ment,
which is hereby rleclared to be to operate the railroads of t.lw parties lwreto as one
property, and in ~ucb manner as to produce and to assure the greatest financial benefits to them as a nuited interest.
Fifth. That the accounts of gross receipts of all freight, passenger, and other traffic
of the raiiroads of the parties hereto shaU be kept by the proper officer~:~ thereof, and
all of ~;aid receipts shall be remitted to the joint treasurer of said companies at Boston under snch rules and regulations as the managers shall direct.
Sixth. That each of the part.ies hereto, when it can consist(•utly be done without
especial difficulty or injnrr to itself, will, if required, accommodate either of the other
parties hereto with materials and supplies used in operating said lines of railroads at
the same rates charged to itself, by whom the same may be furnished, and that the
rate of transportation of said materials and supplies shall be 1 cent per ton per mile.
Seventh. That this agreement shall continue operative and controlling upon the
parties hereto for fifty years from the date of its inception, which last-named date
shall be within thirty days from the making hereof.
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Eighth. That this agreement is subject to the ratification of the United States circuit court for the district of Kansas, in the suit of A. Meier et a1. z·s. The Kansas Pacific Railway Company et al.
.
In witness whereof the parties hereto have caused the same to be executed by their
executive officers, this :first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and seventyeight, the receivers signing the same with their own proper hancls.
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,
By SIDNEY DILLON, Presideut.
KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
By ROBERT E CARR, Pt.
COLORADO CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,
W. A. H. LOVELAND, P1·est.,
Per J. P. USHER.
Witness:
H. H. CLARK.
C. S. GREELEY, Receive1'.
HENRY VILLARD, Receit•e1·.

The Western Union Telegraph Company. Dated Pine Bluffs, Neb., 11, 1878. Rect>ived
at Leavenworth, Kas., Jnne 11, 2.20 p. ln.
To Hon. J.P. USHEH:
Executive Committee of Colorado Central have ratified the pooling contract, and I
have signed the copies here. You are authorized to ::;igu the Colorado Central con tract
in yonr posRe:ssiou as attorney in fact. Answer if this is satisfa.ctor~T ·
W. A. H. LOVELAND,
Pres. C. C. R. R.
43 :p. H., via Om.
(Endorsed:) No. 1894. The Union Pacific Railroad Company with the Kansas Paci:ffc Railway Company and others. Agreement. Dated June 1st, 1878. Filed Jnne
13th, Hl78. A. S. Thon•as, clerk, by J. N. Strickler, deputy.
AMERICA,
Distnct of Kansas, ss:
I, A. S. Thomas, clerk of the circuit court of the United States of America for the
district of Kansas, do hereby certify th3 foregoing to be a trtw, full, and perfect copy
of the agreement between the Union Pacific Railroad Company and the KansaH Pacific Railway ·company and others in the suit of Adolphus Mf'ier et al. vs. The Kansas
Pae1fic Railway Company et al., No.1894, in said court.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my band and affixed the seal of said conrt,
at my office in Topeka, in baid district of Kausas, this 14th day of June, A. D. l!-78.
A. S. THOMAS, Clerk,
[SEAL.]
By J. N. STRICKLER, Deputy.
UNITED STATES OF
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF · THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 4, 1879.
SIR: The Government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company made their
annual inspection, inclucing road-bed, rolling stock, workshops, rolling-mill, and accounts in the month of August last. One meml.Jer of the board was not present, but
he made a separate inspection of the road in Oct.ober.
From the lst day of July, 11:362, when the/act of Congress was passed incorporating
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, up to the 7th day of May, 1tj7t3, when the Pacific Railroad" funding bill" became a law, there has been continual conflict between
the colllpauy and the United States Government. The point in dispute has been in
what way, at what times, and in what sums the debt to the Government Rhould bo
paid. The funding bill set.tles these questions, and declares that the company
shall pay $800,000 annually to the Government, in addition to one-half the earnings
on Government account, or a sum which, added to such half, wonhl equal~;, per cent.
of net earnings, all to establish a sinking fund with which to pay, at its maturity,
this whole indebtedness. A question arose as to the constitutionality of this act, and
it came before the Supreme Court of the United Btates for decision. The court has
declared that the act is constitutional, and this report will therefore not refer again
to these differences.
It will be eonfined to the condition of the road during the last year, and to a consideration of the question whether the secnrity of the Government for its loan of
$27,235,512 is greater or less than it was one year ago; whether any competing lines
of railroad are likely to be built, and, if built, will decrease the value of this road,
and thus decrease the safety of the loan; and also how far the Government should
control the affairs of the road and feeding lines, and whether the present policy of
the company is likely to increase or diminish the Government's security.
We find improvements in the road-bed at various points. In many places, where
the track is exposed to drifting snows, the bed has been rafsed. This work is to be
continued as fast as possible until all parts of the track are high enough to be clear
from drifts. This must be done gradually. East of Cheyenne twenty-six places can be
counted where one year ago were small bridges. These have been taken out and their
room filled with soil. Where soliu earth can properly be put in the place of a bridge,
there can be but. one opinion as to the wisdom of the change.
New cross-ties are visible at short distances throughout the road; the books of the
company declare that 331,4t!8 new ties were laid between January 1 and September
30, 1879. Of these 61,212 were of oak, 224,8tl3 of pine, and 45,~84 cedar. The ties are
purposely laid with their ends out of line, thns affording a broader distribution of
pressure. On the Central Pacific, on one side of the track, the ends lie even, and in
many places on .both sides. Experts differ as to the respective advantages of these
two methods.
Thoro is a marked improvement in the track. The policy of the company in the
renewal of its track with steel rails has been changed. Last year an annual renewal
of one-tenth was thought adequate. Our report then rendered criticised the latter
policy. Fifteen thousand five hundred and twenty-six tons of steel rail have been laid
on the western half of the road, and 4,474 tons are to be laitl before the 1st day of
January next, making 20,000 tons in all, equal to about 228 miles of track the present
year. This will give 511 miles of steel rails of good quality in the mam track, or
about half the line. These rails were purchased by advice of President Dillon more
than a year ago, at the low rate of $48 per ton delivered at Omaha. More steel rails
have been laid the present year than in any year before.
Twenty thousand tons more of steel rails have been purchased or contracted for at
the date of this report, and will be laid next year. The road will then have about
739 miles of single-track steel rails-about three-quarters of its length. The eastern
half is as yet mainly iron. The Government directors have had no opportunity to test
the quality of these steel rails.
Portions of the iron rails are badly worn, and these are being gradually replaced.
It is remarkable that some of the old iron rail known as the"" Cambria" rail, made at
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Johnstown, Pa., now in use after twolve years of wear, is as good as the average new
iron rail. There are 100 miles of this rail between Ogden and Cheyenne. Nearly ,.all
the rails are laid with square joints and on the cross-ties. This, together with a low
rate of speed, makes it one of the easiest riding roads; a track laid with broken or
lap joints is apt to give a rolling and unpleasant motion.
The Union Pacific, like all the other great lines west of the Missouri, is, st.rictly speaking, a single-track road. The low rate of speed of these lines, the infrequency of
local trains, and the free use of the telegraph enables a single track to do the work
of a double one with nearly equal safety. Mem hers of the board walked over portions of the track, and found in places here and there, east of Cheyenne, on the main
line, some ''Cambria" iron rails which had been cut and relaid, less than 16 feet in
length; no such places were found on the western half of the line.
The rolling stock is in good condition. Perhaps this is in part because it. is rarely
permitted to leave the road. Neither freight, passenger cars, nor locomotives come
east of Council Bluffs. At that place freight and passengers nearly all change cars.
The rule is a good one. Rolling stock receives better care at home than can be expected at the hands of strangers.
·
The rolling st.ock consists of 179 locomotives, lr5 passenger, baggage, and sleeping
cars, a,nd 3,216 freight cars . The increase of freight, business, especially during the
latter half of 1879, bas made it necessary to have more cars; over 100 new stock cars
have been ordered and are now building, in part, at the shops of the company at
Omaha; also 100 new flat cars and 150 box cars.
The books show that 10 new engines, all ten-wheelers, of uniform pattern, made at
Taunton, Mal's., have been put on the road since January 1. The economy of uniform
enp;ines, whose pieces are interchangeable, is evident; the parts ·can be kept in store
and ready for nse. Thirty more new engines of the best kind have been contracted
for at the low prices of last year and will soon be running. If bought at present
prices these woulrl. cost probably $70,000 more. Seventy-two engines have sparkarresters. Tbest> are a marked addition to the comfort of travelers.
One new car, for a. special purpose, unique in its design, has been built, iil the company's shops at Omaha. It is a cattle car, so arranged that at short intervals, in hot
weather, cold ''vat.er can be forced from a tauk into pipes pierced with minute holes
laid along and nuder the roof of the car and !oiprayed upon the cattle below. The
utility of this car is yet to be testPd. It cost about $fi50. In the long ride from Pine
Blu:fl's, Julesburg, Ogallalla, and other points from whicblthe largest numbers of catt.le
are shipped, such cars, it is hoped, can be used with profit.
Ordinarily the company is able to build all its own rolling stock, except engines,
at the Omaha shops. Here it does its own silver-plating, its upholstering, and in fact
nearly all of its mechanical work, except that which belongs to the rolling-mill at Laramie, and to the repair shops at Rawlins. All passenger cars have the Miller coupler
and buffer, and the Westinghouse air-brake; the company own these rigbts in perpetuity.
Many new water-tanks have been:put up or the old ones renewed since last year.
These are mounted on iron columns, and are frost-proof and nearly fire-proof; the
supports of the old tanks were ungainly and unsafe. New tanks of a similar kind
will be placed along the remainder of the road. The company aTe making great improvements and additions to the water supply, not only at water-stations but also at
other points. At Rawlins a 4-inch pipe is being laid from Cherokee Spring which
will supply 55,000 gallons of water pe!' day; the supply here at present, which is
drawn from another spring, does not exceed 25,000 gallons per day in dry times, and
55,000 gallons iu the rainy season.
Great. improvements have beeu made in a nnmber of the statiou-houses during the
year. Some of the remaining ones might be replaced by others larger and more commodious, and more in keeping with the growth of the communities immediately surrounding them. The less frequented ones are as yet ample.
The new depot at Council Bluffs deserves special notice. All east and west bound
passengers change cars at this station; the rooms for recept.io11 and for offices are
large and convenient. The upper stories are used for hotel purposes and afford a
revenue. Six lines of road find a station here common to all. The Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific, the Northwestern, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, the Sioux
City and Pacific, the Kansas City and Saint Joseph, aud tbe Wabash, Saint Louis and
Pacific all contri hnte to the support, of t.h1s station by the payment of annual rental to
the Union Pacific.
There are two stock-yards connected with the road. One of them, at, Omaha, having
a capacity to feed and w.tt.er ~,000 bead of c&.tt.le daily, and the other, at Council Bluffs,
with a capacity to feed and water 7,000 daily. The yards at Omaha are managed by
private enterprise; they are convenient; and, with the great increase in the cattle
trade, they will keep their share of business. The yards at Council Bluffs have been
lately built. They are located so that they can be extendeil, from time t.o time, to
meet increasing demands.
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More attention should be given to the care of cattle i.n f1·ansitu, both for the sake of
hll'manity and to p1·eserve the quality of the beef until it reaches a market.
The rolling-mill at Laramie is complete in its arra11gements. Here the company
replace their worn-out iron at one-third less cost thau thl-'y could under contract.
Nearly all narrow or standard gauge rails used on the branch lines are rolled here.
The company are now building a" merchant- bar" mill attached to the rolling-will,
and the two are to be operated together. Here is utilized the S~crap iron. Fastenings
for rails and all small irons used on the road are made lwrP. The t•conomy and skill
displayed in the conduct of these works are worthy of notice.
The ability displayed, and the interest taken in the lm.,itwss of the company by
subordinates, deserve commendation. Most of these per:;ous have been many years
employed on the road, and some have risen from the lowest to the highest places.
The principles upon which t~e civil service regulations are i'oundeu are in operation.
Promotion by meJit. is the rule. No new comer is appointed to any place when a :-:uitable person, lower in the ranks, can be found to fill it. The same rule is in force on
the Central Pacific, with this addition, that the applicant for any place, except, perha.ps, of the lowest grade, must be able to receive and seml messages by telegraph.
The wires seem almost as necessary to these roads as are the rails.
During the last year three wrought iron truss-span hri1lges, of 150 feet each, bave
been bnilt, viz, the Loup "Fork, Fort Steele, and Nort.h Plat.te bridges. Eight wronght
iron truss-bridges are now in course of construction. Six of these are 150 fet't in
length, and two of them 125. The abutments have beeu p ·tt, in goo1l condition.
Thirty pile bridges, 1,300 feet in all, have been rebuilt with oak, c_y press, and cedar.
In the trestle-and-pile bridges at Bitter Creek, Black's l•'ork, Big Muddy, an1l Yellow
Creeks, and in the principal pile bridges in Weber awl Echo Canons, 1be olcl stringers
have been replaced with new ones.
All new stations are built on the south side of the ro;-ul. The sno\\' t:'<ldit~s and drifts,
and blocl{s the track near stations on the north side.
The increase from the coal traffic can only be measured h~· the growth and set.tlement of the country along the _main line, its branches, and the connecting lines. A
coking-furnace bas been erected by the company at. Omaha., where experiments in
coking the coal of the company are being made. No practical resnlt. has yet heen
reached.
·
During the last year the Kansas Pacific Railway has passed iuto the control of this
company. Both roads have the same general manager and the sarnt~ snperinten<lent
of telegraphs.
The increase of cattle traffic from th e West has beeu ncarly40 per cent. Up to November ti, 1878, 4,082 car-loads of cattle were delivered at Omaha and Council Blnffs,
and up to November 6, U:l79, 5,694 car-loads had been deli\' ered, an increase of 1,612.
The total number of cars of cattle received at Omaha and Cnnncil Bluffs during the
year 11"78 was 4, 71"0, and the total number for this year will be at least 6,980. The
exact figures cannot be ascertained at the time of writ.iug, nor can the exact number
of loads of hogs and sheep rl.elivered at these two statio us 1lnr·ing the past year be now
given. Th e accounts are not all in, but jnrlging from thosl.' receiYed, it is safe to say
that these shipments of 1879 will exceed those of 1878 h~· a.t least 50 per cent.
The cattle trarle of the Union Pacific is increasing ra.pidly, and a large share of t 1u~
earnings of the road is derived therefrl'1m. This traffic t·annot, be taken from it. Probably there is no part of the United St,ates more adapted to raising cattle than tht~ territory lying between Evanston and the North Platte. The largest cattle dealers say
that here cattle care for themselves the year round. Since the sett,lement of the
country t.here bas been no winter when they have not fouud food and lived without
shelter. Large tracts of bunch grass are left bare by thl.j drifting of the snow. Five
per cent. will cover the loss from inclt'ment weather. To these lands young cattle are
driven from THxas and sold at about $9.50 per head. One year's growth adds at least
$6 to their value, and the second year about the same. Cattle thrive wonderfully
upon this grass. Buyers of Texas cattle can brand their stock and herd them; or
may herd them with the droves of large dealers, who charge $1 per head a year for
the service. In two years these cattle are fit for the East.eru market, and will be delivered by the dealers on the cars: and, if it is desired, sold for account of the owner.
The cattle business appears to be very profitable and yet in its infancy. On a single
day in October last, 241 car-loads of cattle were shippt'd on this road.
A considerable portion of the cattle arriving at Omahit and Conncil Bluffs are distributed through the rich farming regions of Eastern Nebraska a.nd of Iowa. Here
the farmers find greater profit in feeding their corn through the winter than in nJarketing it. Iu this way the cattle may be said to carry the corn to market. It saves
handling. The business of thus feeding com has more than doubled during the last
year.
The company does all express business on t.he main line and on the feeding or other
lines directly cont.rolled by it. The economy of this is apparent. Every employe
becomes an express agent without expense. The profits from this business are now
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over $4•1,000 month}~· . It is possihlP or prohahlP, that, with the largt• extension of
feeding lines and the natural increase of the express lmsiness, the i11come from this
source will, in time, nearly pay the annual interest on the bon1~ed deht. Many
railroads have farmed out this husiuess when the profits from it alone won]d pay
a fair divi1le)l(l-a fact suggestive of some irregularity in railway adminiHtration.
The entire co:st of managing the exprPSS business of the Union Pacific Railmad does
not exceed, Hay, 12 per cent. of its express receipts. A superintendent and a few
clerks and mel'sengers are all the extra help required. Millions of dollars ~early,
which should form a part of the income of railro::~ds, are drawn oft' by express companies. As commonly begun, these companies have their origin in combinations
made with railroads, upon t .. rms more or less occult or corrupt. Persons who stood
in the place of guardians of the interests of stockholders strnck bauds witl1 (•xpress
companies, to the great and increasing detriment of tl1e roads. No o11e, it is true,
foresaw the present magnitude of the express business throug·bout, tlw eotmtry, or
supposed that it would absorb the largest and best part of railroad profits. In the
very natnre of things the same businl!ss can he done more cheaply hy the roads themselves. Where contracts between express companies and railroa1ls a1;e still i11 force,
and can Le terminated only on notice, st.eps should he taken to termin;.~te them.
Where the contract is of a more permanent kind, railroarls slwulll, hy purcLa:-;e, control all express business over them.
The directorslearn that tbcreisnoarrangementbetwet>n this road and tll(' Atlautic
anrl Pacific Steamship Companies as to subsidies, exct>pt t.he pe1· mpita subsidy of $5,
which existerl at the date of the last report. The railroads and the~e cm11pames are
working together harmoniously. In competitive business the traffie on the Union
Pacific, the Kansas Pacific, and the Burlington and Missouri River road in Nebraska,
is pooled. The road which performs the service deducts40 per cent. for operating expenses, and the balance is divided in agreed percentages. This arraugeme11t prevents
ruinow; competition, and seems, so far, to work satisfactorily. The same general plan
is adoptt·u in Colorado, as between the Union Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka and Banta
Fe, and Kansas Pacific roads.
In its relations with this road, the first, duty of the Government is to see that no
harm comes to its own interests. Its next duty is, not so much to coucern itself in
the administration of the road, as it is to foster educational and other interests along
the line, and promote the growth of feeding lines, at least until the deht to the Government bas been paid. A traveler cannot conceal surprise at seeing that ono of the
largest and finest buildings, at each important place on the road, is a pnhlic schoolhouse. He is again surprised to learn that in most instances the Union Pacific Railroad Company bas given the largest share of the cost. In one instance, only two persons besides this corporation were taxed to erect the building. The Government
directors suggest that the Government can, with propriety, set aside a small percentage of the proceeds of its lands along the line of the road to be used for building
school-houses, or for other fixed school purposes in the various townships, always ul'on
the condition that a like sum shall be first given by the township. Encouragement
of this kind, to strengthen the Government security, is far-sighted. In this way settlers are attracted and the interests of the Government, are still further protected.
Perh-aps, also, a little aid of this kind might help to diminish the size of some school
districts, one of which at least is 30 miles long, an unreasonable distance for a walk
to school.
·
Perhaps one of the most important means in the hands of the Government by which
it could add to the security of its generous loan, is to promote foreign immigration to
the rich farming and grazing lauds adjacent. This can be done through its accredited
agents abroad, who should be authorized, when asked for information, to give it fully,
and consuls should be supplied with printed details in various tongues. No special
inducements to immigrate should be held out. Only facts should be stated ; and such
a course would not he at variance with the comity of nations.
During the yea1· ending November I, 1879, the company has sold 220,781.91 acres of
land for $9:36,443.70. Immigration to lands along the line of the road is very large and
in excess of last year. Agents are now in Sweden and Norway and elsewhere abroad,
who have been sent out by t.he company to give correct information to persons desiring to immigrate. In Sweden and Norway many thousands are anxious to find new
homes on or near this line and other Western roads. The ancestral farms have, from
generation to generation, been cut up and divided among sons and daughters, until
the portions are now too small to be again divided.
After careful consideration the directors do not recommend any chang_e which would
give all lands on one side of the road to the company, and leave the Uovernment all
on the other side. Such a course would create endless confusion. Titles are settled
and locations have been made under the present arrangement; besides either the
Government or the road would almost certainly suffer injury by a redistribution. As
now divided, good lands and bad lands are shared about alike. Tile company a.re
making great efforts to secure immigration, and to those who wish to examine or
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purchase, theJ ofJ'er great iudncemt>nts in tlu~ way of cheap transportation, low prices,
and liberal terms of paymeu t.
The road is in a pro;.;perows condition, and promises tllis year to sllow gros;.; e~nnings
of over $13,500,000, with operating expenst'H rednced to about 42 per cent. of earnings.
Out of net earnings it can, in our opiniou, pay its bondholders their interest, au<l comply with the directions of the funding bill, which sets apart 25 per cent. of its net
earnings, and ~:~till lea ,·e stockholders 7t per cent. Quarterly dividends of q per cent.
are already made.
Only brief referenco can be maue here to the climat.ic changes ;.;aiu to be taking
place along the line. There has been a gener;~l increase in rainfall <h1ring the past
few years. The line of separation bet.ween lands adapted to general farming and to
graziug only is constantly moving westward. Lands are now produciu~ fine crops of
small grains, vegetables, and corn, that eight or ten years ago were included in the
winter grazing regions. Grasses that, formerly cnred upon the stalk in Aug-ust, now
grow nnt.il the Septt'mber or October frosts. In Eastern Nebraska the rains are
heavier, i. e., there are more rainy days and more frequent sho·w ers than formerly,
and the rains continue later in the season. Sectious of country can be named where,
from greater rainfall aJJ(l consequent increase in the volume of the bordering streams,
lands which ten yean; ago were excellent farms have become almost nntillable without clraiuage.
Exact figures showing the large increa~;e from freight and passt~ nger tratlic and
other statistics referring to the business of the road are fully ).!,iven in the appeudix
to this report. It IS enough to say that the increase from freights for the year ending
September ao, U::!79, has exceeded 41 1105« per cent., or, say, $388,245.26.
The policy of the company has been to foster its branches until they become selfsustaining. This is good policy, since, for example, on through traffic with points on
the Utah and Northern, it gives the Union Pacific a haul over the entire line. Large
shipments that formerly went via the Missouri River to .Fort Benton and were distributed by wagou transportation from that point are nov.· distributNl from the terminal station of the Utah and Northern.
The company leased in March last the Colorado Central Railroad for a term of fifty
years aud ~uaranteed that 35 per cent. of the gross earnings should he applied upon
the secnritws of the road. This leaves 65 per cent. to equip, maintain, and operate
the road.
Iu onler to give a concise view of the feeding lines directly connected with the
Uniou Pacific Railroad, or in whieh it is interested, or w1ose building is contempiated, a hrief description of them furnished to the directors by Mr. S. H. H. Clark, the
general manager, is placed in the appendix.
It has been suggested that in view of the contingency of the branch or feed .. g
lines becoming connected with other main lines of rail wa), and thus diverting their
own bu~iness fi·om the Union Pacific, it may be good policy for the Government to invest the sinking fund in first mortgage bonds of these branch lines, bearing 7 per
cent. interest, if ~;atisfactorily guaranteed by the Union Pacific, and thus secure to
the latter the business of said lines nntil the debt to the Government is paid.
NATHANIEL NILES.
GEORGE B. SMYTH.
R. P. BUCKLAND.
CHARLES C. HOUSEL.
DANIEL CHAD WICK.
To the lion. CARL SCHURZ,
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

A.

STATEMKNT OF l<'EEDING LINES 01<' RAILROAD BUILT OR PIWJECTED AND CONNECTING WITH THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, FURNISHI<~D BY MR. S. II. H. CLARK, GENERAL MANAGER OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad runs from Valley Station, ~35 miles from
Omaha, on Union Pacific Railroad, westwardly through Saunders and Butler Counties to Osceola, county seat of Polk County, 85 miles. The counties named are three
of the richest and best agricultural counties iu Nebraska, and since the opening of the
Omaha and Republican Valley liue are rapidly filling up with settlers. From Valparaiso, 38 miles from Valley, the Lincoln branch is being built through a rich valley,
about 22 miles, to the State capital, and thence to Beatrice, 36 miles further. The
construction of this branch will not only put the Omaha and Republioan Valley line
111 direct connection with those centering at the State capital, but will give the main
line of the Union Pacific au outlet for trM'el and freight in that direction and open
up a market for its western coal. A branch of the Omaha and Republican Valley is
also being constructed from Osceola west to Stromsburg, 6 miles.
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The Omaha, Niob1·ara and Black Hills Railt·oad is being constructed from Jackson, 9~
miles west of Omaha, northward through Platte and Mad1son Counties, and will be
completed to Norfolk, 47 miles north of Jackson, this year. A branch of this line is
also bein(J" extenderl from Lost Creek, 7 miles north of Jackson, westward to Genoa,
12 miles."" The Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills line is projected to O'Neill City, near
the northem bouudal'y of Nebraska. It will open up nearly a dozen large and fertile
counties in the Elkhorn, North Loup, and Niobrara regions, and will command the
trade of the great stock-raising sections north and northwest of these, in Southern •
Dakota-the latter ,a field practically unoccupied by transportation linf>s; while, as
its name would indicate, the ultimate object of this line is the Black Hills mining region. The character of the country it traverses guarantees for it a greater local t1 affic
than could be off:ercd a railroad going to the Black Hills hy any other ronte ; lumber,
coal, and miscellaneous supplies northward, and live stock, grain, wool, &c., southward, will be leading articles of traffic for the immediate future .
.The Bastings and G1·and Island RailToad extends southward from Grand Island, on
the Union Pacific Railroad, to Hastings, 27 miles, there connecting with the Saint
Joseph and Western Railroad (forlllerly the Saint Joseph and Denver City Railroad),
and with the latter forming a through line from Grand Island to Saint Joseph , Mo.,
227 miles. This line traverses much of the famous Blue River region, a gently rolling,
well watered, ancl exceptionally fertile country, passing through K earney, Aflams,
Clay, Thayer, aud Jefferson Counties, Nebra111ka, and Washington, Marshall, Nt'maha,
and Brown Counties, Kansas. This entire region is rapidly filling up with a good
class of citizens. The development, therefore, in progress along the road will soon
furnish it a heavy local traffic, and, wit'h its eastern terminus at Saint Joseph, it must
gather much through west-bound business, which centers there and at adjacent Missouri River points. This line will intersect the Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad in the latter's ultimate march south ward to Marysville, Kans.
The Dtah Ceniml 011d Diah S01lihern Railroads.-The Utah Central runs southward
from Ogden on the Union Pacific to Salt Lake City, 36 miles, there connecting with
the Utah Southern. The latter extends in a. generally southward course through the
most fertile and thickly populate« sections of Salt Lake and Utah Lake Valleys. At.
Junction, 12 miles south of Salt Lake City, it is ,joined by the Bingham Canon and
Camp Floyd Narrow-Gauge Railroad, extending westward 20 miles to Bingham, the
center of a very rich and extensive gold and silver quartz and placer mining district.
About 100,000,000 pounds of ore are received at Junction annually from this small
feeder. At Sandy, 13 miles south of Salt Lake City, the Wahsatch and Jordan Valley
Railroad, also a narrow gauge, turns eastward, penetrating and draining t!Je famous
Little Cottonwood mining dhltrict, 20 miles distant, and proving a very valuable
arm of the Utah Southern at Springville, 53 miles south of Salt Lake Citv. The
Utah and Pleasant Valley narrow-gauge line turns southeastward and extends to
the Pleasant Valley coal mines, 56 miles distant. These connectim1s, while not
under control of the Utah Southern, hand down from rich mineral districts of the
mountains a very large portion of its business. The Utah Southern proper extends
to Juab, 105 miles sonth of Salt Lake City. Here is the initial point of the 1 ' Utah
Southern Extension." 'fhe latter is completed to Deseret, 52 miles south of Juab,
or 157 miles south of Salt Lake City, and is to be completl·d to the Frisco or Horn
silver-mining district, 75 miles south of Deseret, early in 1b80. From Frisco it is
pro.jected to the Leeds silver mines, about 100 miles farther south, and near Utah's
southern boundary. 'rher"' is hardly a mile of the Utah Southern line that does not
traverse a good agricnltnral and stock-raising country. It renders easily available at
many points a vast mineral region, which extends almost continuously 150 miles along
it in the Wahsatch Range on t.he east. Rich mines, whose 01 es are of such refractory
nature that they must be shipped, are also clustered closely along it at several points
on the west. Iron ores, shipped in large quantities to Salt Lake smelters for fluxing,
are found in apparently inexhaustible quantities near Santaqnin, a station 71 miles
south of Salt Lake City. The Horn mines, as well as the mines of Leeds district, 100
miles southward, already give the road much business, and it is confidently beHeved
that the former, with the various interests clustered about it and stimulated by it, will
alone pay the road's operating expenses in the near future. Southeastern Nevada and
Northern Arizona are also developing some good mineral districts, which will now
soon make an exhibit in the business of the road. There is an unusually interestinJZ
field for tourists along this line which must soon command extensive travel. The
grandeur of American Fork Canon, the beauty of Utah Lake and its environs, and
the stupendous wonders of the Great Gorge of the Colorado, all easily reached via this
line, have a fame that will become world-wide. It should also be mentioned here
that the valleys of Southern Utah are i he only ones in our great inter-mountain country which will readily produce such semi-tropical fruits as figs and almonds, and
cotton has alrea.dy been exported from them to some extent.
The Utah and No1·thent Railway (nan·ow gauge) stretches northward from Ogden,
through Northern Utah, entirely across Eastern Idaho, and is at this date operated to
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Beaver Canon, near t.he Southern Montana boundary, 274 mil es nort,!J of Ogden. Grad
ing is about completed to Rt>d Rock, Mont., :30 miles north of Beaver Canon. Unless nnusnally rigoro11s weather prevcutH, t.rauk will be laid on these 30 miles this
season, making a complete ncrth and south narrow-gange line 304 miles io length.
Surveys hav·e been made for divisions or branches debouching from the constructed
line at Beaver Canon to Yellowstone National Park, 6:3 miles; from Henry Lake to
Helena, Mont., via Madison Valley, abont. 240 miles; from the present temporary
terminus to Helena, via Beaverhead and Jefi'er~Son Valleys, about 215 miles; from
Portneuf Station, Idaho, west and northwest via Boise City to tile Columbia River in
Eastern Oregon, and varion; preliminary observations of routes in Utah, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon, discarded or yet to be adopted. It is not extravagant to say that
the Utah and Northern Ratlway has now, and evidently will have for years to come,
by far the most extensive and naturally rich tributary region of any line of similar
length in the entire Trans-Missouri country. Those portions of Idaho, Utah, Montana, and ·western Wyoming whose traffic it already fairly controls form an empire
of 200,000 sq nare miles, a region which even in the infancy of development is found to
contain some of the largest and richest mineral belts and incomparably the most extensive and fertile valley and desirable pasture lands in the entire Rocky Mountain
<·otmtry. Yellowstone National Park, which all visitors pronounce the most prolific
i 11 amazing natural wonders and beautiful scenes of any spot of like area in the known
world, will, it is generally believed, from next season on, command very extensive
tourist travel via the Utah and Northern, as it is how only 63 miles diRtant by easy
natural grades from Beaver Canon Station, or about 75 miles from Red Rock Station.
The most fertile an(l thickly settled valleys of Northern Utah lie in the path of this
line. The Salmon River and Yankee Fork gold and silver mining region, which is
now shipping some very rich ores, and is coming into prominence as a probable rival
of Leadville iu 1880, lies 150 miles west of the Utah and Northern Rail way in Central
Idaho, and bas no other present or prospective outlet than the line under consideration. Tbe vast salt deposits, which supply such a large demand in Montana, Idaho,
and other Territories, are 85 miles east of the line in Eastern Idaho, and also shipped
by it extensively. The Caribou gold and silver mines lie 100 miles east of Eagle
Rock Station, and the Great Snake River gulch or Placer Mines, which extend 400
miles along the stream named, are crossed at Eagle Rock. Montana, containing
16,000,000 acres of producthTe farm lands, 38,000,000 acres of grazing lands, an area
underlaid with coal larger than the great State of Pennsylvania, and 14,000,000 acres
of heavy pine forests, and whose mines have already yielded $16,000,000, is in its
earliest stages of development, yielding the road a handsome revenue. Ores, bullion,
hides, wool, beef, and salt will probably always be the principal articles of southbound traffic, and mining, milling, and other machinery and miscellaneous supplies
those north-bound. The shipments of ore must be especially large after this season,
because of the nearness of the road to leading mines. The heavy immigration into
Montana and the other vast unsettled regions adjacent must for many years make a
handsome showing in the passenger business, as well as the tourist attractions of
Yellowstone Park and other resorts, now almost unknown. One hundred miles of
track were laid in 1878, and, with the 30 now in progress, 12:3 more will be laid this
year.
There are no other projected lines of railway from main line of the Union Pacific
Railroad at prEsent.
The benefits and advantages, in a military point of view, derived by the Government from these constructed and prospected lines of railway are very great.
Earnings of the Union Pacific Railroad ComJWn!J for the year ending September :30, 1879. *

From:
Passengers __ - -- . -. - -- - -_- - -. -- - --- - - - - -- - - - - - - - ___ ______ __ ____ . ____ _ $~,999,151
Government . -- __ . -- -- -- __ __ - ___ _. ______
____________ . _..
147,0~1:5
Mails----·------- __---- -- - --- ___ - --. __ --· __ __ _____ _ _-·-596,775
465,:.-358
Express - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - . - - -- - - - . -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- .
Freight ... .. ---- -- ---- - --------·---- ----------------- ____ -----· ---· · 7,191,028
312,619
Freight, Govt>rllllll'llt ------ - - - --- -- ---- _--- ---- __- _____________ --- _
Freight,
____ . __ . __ __ . _____ . ___ . ___ . _______ ______ __________ _
884,206
Car ser' iue __ .-- . ___ - ________________________ . ____ . _________ . ______ _
8,283
MiscPllaJwons _- ____ ---------- . --------- _____ .- _-- _____ . ______ ____ ___
301,891
Rents_-_. _--. -.- . ---.- ---- -----. _----- __________ . ______ . ___ . ______ _
39,437
uollllJ<Lll~-

19
16
00
29
76
91
47
10
30
53

Total ____ . _________ .. - - - - -- - - - - - - - . -- -. ---- -- . - ---. --- - --- . -- - 12, 945, 779 71
-JtEarnings for Outol.Jer, 1di9, l'stimated at $1,53J,5tl0, and November, 11:l79, estimated
at $1,241,989.64, an increase of ~N~l,355 over October alld November, U:l78.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO;MPANY.

WASHINGTON, December 16, 1880.
SIR: The Union Pacific Railroad Company entered into articles of union and con:solidation of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, January 24, 1880.
Since which time a deed of conveyance, as of the same date, has been made by each
-of the respective companies to the consolidated company, viz, Union Pacific Railway Company, which has been spread upon its records, and ordered to be sent for
registration in the different counties of the States and Territories in which the real
.estate of the company is situated.
.
This deed conveys the entire •' lines of rail way and telegraph, with all their appurtenances, inclucling right of way, station-houses, rolling st.ock, and all other property
·of every kind connected therewith; also all the lands severally owned by the respective companies, and all that said companies may be ent,itled t,o by acts of Congress, or
in any other way, intending to convey all lands wherever situatell, and all rights of
land of whatever kind or nature, legal or equitable; also all property rights, choses in
.action, and every other matter or thing described in article No.8 of th0 articles of
union and consolidation; also all other rights, privileges, and franchises: property of
every kind, natnre, and description."
A copy of the articles of nnion and consolidation has been filed in your Department
by the Union Pacific Railway Company, but the Go\rernment directors, that you may
have consecutive information, herewi~h attach a copy of same to th eir report.
After the consolidation the question arose as to t,he jurisdiction of the Government
directors over the consolidated property. and at a meeting of the uoaru of directors of
the Union Pacific Railway Company, held in New York January 26, 1880, the following record was made:
"President Dillon stated that a question had been made as to the legal effect of the
·COnsolidation upon the status of the Government directors in the new company. He
was not prepared to decide this question; the law fixed it one way or the other, and
this could not be changed by any action of the company, and he recom.mended that
the question be postponed until the annual meeting, and that meantime our counsel
be instructed to give his opinion on the subject. The recommendation of the president
was unanimously adopted."
.
Upon the raising of this question you were communicated with by Government
Director Niles, who asked you if you were not entirely clear in your own opinion as'
to the extended jurisdiction of the Government directors over the consolidatecl company to refer the matters to the Attorney-General for his opinion, and upon such ref-e rence the Government directors understood the opinion of the Attorney-General to
be favorable as to their extended jurisdiction over the consolidated company.
No official notice was given by the Union Pacific Railway Company to the Government directors to attend the meeting of its board, held in New York, March 9, 1880;
but as that was about the usual time for holding the annual meeting of the board of
·directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Government directors met by
their own appointment on the 8th of March, in the city of New York, and ascertained
by telegraphic communication with the railway company's office in Boston no meeting of the board was to be held there, but that a meeting of the Union Pacific Railway
Company's board was to be held in New York on the 9th, which meeting the Government directors attended, and the following record was made:
"President Dillon remarked that he had conferred with the company's counsel in
regard to the status of the Government directors, and thatH had been decided to admit them to t,he direction of the company under protest, a protest not of hostility,
but merely of protection formally expressed, in order that the action of the company
might be right in the premises."
Since which time, the Government directors have been duly notified to attend the
meetings ofthe board of directors} and no farther question of jurisdiction has been
l'aised, until, in an interview with President Dilion the latter part of July, prepara-
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tory to the inspeetion of the road, transportation was asked for over the consolidated
roads, when the jnrisdiction of the Government directors was again denied and official trn.nsportation respectfully refused over any part of the consolidated roads, exeept the former Union Pacific Railroad, from Omaha to Ogden, thus making an issue
with the GO\·ernment that calls for jll{licial settlement.
This report will therefore he confined principally to the line of railroad from Omaha
to Ogden, that being tlw only part of the line of road the Government directors have
inspected this year. References will be made to the executive and operative management of the eonsolidated roads, so far as the Government directors have had opportunity of examining same; also to the stock basis upon which the consolidation was
made, and all other items of iuternst that have come nuder their observatiou.
The consolidated company is operated in two dh-isions. The Union Division, comprising t.he road from Om aha to Ogden, formerly known as the Union Pacific Railroad;
and the road fi·om Kansas City to Denver, formerly known as the Kansas Pacific, with
the Leavenworth branch, and the road from Cheyenne to Denver, formerly known as
the Denver Pacific, the two roads comprising the Kansas Division.
The executive and general operative management of the company comprehends
both the Union and Kansas diviRions, and is extended over some of the branch lines
of railway owned uy and in the interest of the consolidated company; the expense of
which is di~triuute<l on a mileage basis, or on the basis of the earnings of the divisions or branches. This is an equitable distribution. In all other respects the roads
are managed as independent Jines of rail wa,y, each division paying all its obligations
incurred in its purchase and use of materials, and in its operation; and the earnings
of each division are kept separate.
The branch lines of railroad, aside from the mileage, estimated to them, in their
favor to foster them, of 1t miles to 1 mile of the main line of the road, in making up
their prorate, of a, rate charged, for business given to .or received from the main line,
are operated and manage<l as distinct lines of railroad.
This l>ntnch system of railways now comprises theMiles.

Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad, length ...... ···-···-·-··............
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills Railroad, length ............ _. _. . . . . . . . . . . .
Saint Joseph and Western Railroad, length···-··............................
Marysville and Blue Valley Railroad, length····-·...........................
Colorado Central Railroad, length ............................... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Summit County Railroad, length ............... ---· ...... .... .... .... ......
Wyandotte and Enterprise spurs, length ................... _......... __ . . . . . .
Jt~ort Russell and Almy spurs, length ........................ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah and Northern Railway, length ......... : .............. __ .. __ .......•....
Carbondale Branch, length ...•........................... _...... _......•. _..
Junction City and Fort Kearney Railroad, length ... _•..... _•... __ • . . . . . . . . . . .
Solomon Branch Kearney Railroad, length ............. _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salina and South western Railroad, length ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denver and Boulder Valle~' Railroad, length ........• _..........• __ . . . . . . . . . . .
Golden, Boulder and Caribou Railroad, length ...•••...•... _. _ ... __ •.. ___ • . . .

145

4~

252
38
184
29
4
11
304
32
70
57
36
27
6

Making .. --- .... - ................................ - ... ____ •... _.. . . . . . . 1, 243
Which, with theUnion Division .............. - ...................... - •...................... 1, 042
Kam~as Division, main lint-\..................................................
639
Kansas Division, Leavenworth branch .......•................... --·.........
34
Kansas Division, Cheyenne branch .... -----..... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
106
Make together ..........................•....• --- ...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 084
miles railroad, with the Wyoming, Montana, and Pacific Railway, and the Julesburg
line (building), the Utah Central, Utah Southern, and Utah Southern extension-the.
latter now in operation in Frisco, Utah Territory, 250 miles south of Salt Lake-and
their connections, making about 400 miles of additional railroad t4at is largely owned
in the interest of the Union Pacific Railway, and whose traffic largely contributes to
increase its earnings.
The Julesburg line is being constructed from Julesburg to strike the Denver Pacific
at a point about 2 miles south of Evans Station, and is being built under the Colorado
Central Railroad charter. Fifty-three miles of track have been laid, and owing to
ihe extreme cold weather the work has been suspended for the winter.
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Branch lines connecting with the Union Division have been built during the year
as follows:
Miles.

Valparaiso to Lincoln .........................................................
Lost Creek to Albion ..........................................................
Grand Island to Saint PauL... .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
Echo to P<trk City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extension of Utah anJ Northern Beaver Canon to Dillon.......................

20'
33
24
29
76

The Burlington awl Missonri River Railroad, in Nebraska, have extended their line
of road to and across the Union Division at Columbus and Cent.ral City.
'I'he Elkhorn Valley Railroad, being built in the interest of the Chicago and Northwestern, is now open. and trains are running to Fremont, a station on t.he Union Division, 47 miles west of Omaha.
The Government cbrectors, with one exception, havt>. gone over the line of the Union:
Division, and are pleased t.o note a cont.inued improvement of the line of road. One
hundred and f.!eventy-two mjles of steel mils have been la.id this year up to October
31, and it is expected that 60 miles in addition will be laid up to January 1, 1881..
Four hundred ancl eighty-five miles of steel rail were laid previous to that time, in,
main track, which will make 717 miles of steel track, leaving but 325 miles of steeL
rail to be laid hereafter to make this division steel rail en tire.
Total number of ties put iu track from January 1, 1880, to November 1, is 412,350~
Of this numbt~r 24,580 were cedar, 267,871 were pine, and 119,89£) were hard-wood ties,
and cost, respectively, delivPred on the line of the road, 5-t, 42, and 7S cents each.
Ponrteen spans of iron bridges, from 100 to 150 feet in length, aggregating 1,510 feet,
have been built aUtl a.re in process of erection across Weber River, at or uear Croydon,
a11d across Papillion Creek.
No new wooden bridges have been constructed, bnt all necessary repairs have been
made. The Toad-bed has been raised and widened in many places, and one of the
most marked improvementH that has yet been made in the property is the change of
grade near Elkhorn Station. This grade was something over SO feet per mile, and by
a heavy cnt aml fill of a mile and a qnartrr is being cnt clown to a grade of 2t feet per
mile, the work now over two-thirds completed. Over thP old grade a freight engine
could not haul over 16 to 18 loaded cars, while over the changed ?;rade the same engine can haul40 loaded cars, with mnch Jess wear ancl tear in the performance of the
service, thus demonstrating the desirability of making light grades when they are
practicable.
At Laramie Rolling Mills a train of rolls has been added for the manufacture o:f
merchants' bar iron, and machines for making nuts, bolts, S!Jikes, and fish-bars for
track work, and almost 'any other class of iron that may be wanted in the construe-·
tion of cars, &c.
The water stations have been greatly improved. Nine new frost-proof iron-column
water-tanks have been erected at the following stations: Millard, Central City, Wood
River, Plumb Creek, Denver Junction, Sidney, Antelope, and Rawlins; and as old
tanks may be renewed, or new tanks erected at new stations, similar tanks will be con ..
structed.
The same permanent character of improvement can be noted in the erection of windmills, for pumping water, at Millard, Columbus, Central City, Wood River, Plumb
Creek, Ogalalla, Denver Junction, Sidney, Antelope, Rawlins, and elsewhere. Castiron pits (or sockets) are used as the base, to which, above ground, the timbers are
framed, saving the rotting of wood under ground. New wells have been put down,
all 12 feet in diameter, at Millard to the depth of 40 feet; Central City, 17 feet;:
Wood River, 22 feet; Plumb Creek, Denver Junction, Sidney, Echo, and other stations.
Other additional improvements have been made to water stations. At Council Bluffs
three drive wells have been put down, each 95 feet deep; at North Bend, two driv&
wells; at Sidney, system of water-works put in, with hydrants, for fire protection
pump and boiler house erected ~2 by 30 feet, and steam pump and boiler put iu.
At Cooper Lake and Rawlins permanent improvements have been made, and at
Echo a new frost-proof tank is in course of construction. Frame pump house 24 by
32 feet, with steam pump and boiler, four hydrants, several thousand feet of iron pipe
and suction pipe is used at the different stations for the forcing of water through long
distances tor the protection of the company's property in case of fire.
Improvements and additions to shops have been made at the following stations:
Omaba, brass foundry enlarged with brick building 14 by 46 feet, and four new brass
furnaces put iu; addition to iron foundry, frame building (detached) 24 by 173 feet.
Grand Island, new shops in course of construction; stone building, main b11:ilding 100
by 150 feet ; engine and boiler room, 50 by 50 feet. North Platte office building, frame,
14 by 20; Ec.ho, frame engine-house, 60 by 75, four stalls; Evanston, frame addition.
to boiler-shop, 36 by 40; Uintah, frame engine-house, 20 by 60.
Additional machinery has been purchased during the year for shops at Omaha~
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Grand Island, North Platte, Laramie, Rawlins, and Evanston, cou~::~isting of punchingmachines, drill-presses, bolt-cutters, wheel-presses, lathes, &c.
The motive power of the Union Division has been largely added to by purchase of
new engines and the rebuilding aud overhauling of old ones. Nineteen ten-wheel
freight engines, 4 mogul switching engines (each 3 pair drivers), 1 single t,ruck, 5 tenwheel freight engines, purchased bnt not delivered (were to have been delivered in
November); 13 engines have heen rebuilt, new and large boilers put in, and new 17inch cylinders put in in place of 16-inch; 11 engines have had new and larger
boilers put in; 9 engiucs have had new 17-inch cylinders put in in place of 16inch; 40 engines have had general repairs of boilers and machinery, making, in all, 73
engines that have been rebuilt, ·partially enlarged anu renewed, and thoroughly
overhauled, thus keeping the motive power of this division up to a high Rtandard.
Plans for a new wheel foundry have been made with capacity to make 160 car-wheels
a day, and its erection is now being considered.
Coal sheds and shutes ha\'e been built at Denver Junction; shed, 256 by 35 feet,
with inclined track to storage bins; 16 bins, capacity 20 tons each; 32 shutes, capacity 4 tons each. At Bcho, coal sheds and shutes of s1milar capacity. At Plumb
Creek, addit,ional sbutes have ueeu added to old coal Hheds, and a hoisting engine
put in to elevate coal from Htore shed 1 o top of shutes. These improvements with the
coal sheds and sbutes at other stations on the line of the Union Division make large
storage capacity for coal, a111l numerous convenient shntes for supplying the locomotives with coal. The car department has been well maintained, and, besides maintaining the cars of the company, has built several new pa~senger coaches for the main
line of this division, and upwards of 175 box, flat, coal, and dump cars, with baggage
cars, mail cars, ~md pass!mger coaches for branch lines of road.
In the fitting of tbe passenger cars brass catches are bought by the company and
plated. The compan~· does its own nickle and silver plating, upholstering, &c., and
as good or a better car of any kind can now be turned out at the shops of the company
than can be purchased from a car manufacturer.
Emigrant sleeping cars, for the comfort of emigrant travel, have been introduced
on t,he road; 9 cars have bet>u changed into sleepers, with two tiers of double berths
on each side of the car, twe1Ye in number, and each car will accommodate 48 persons·
comfortably. Preference is now given to womeu and children in their use, and it is
the purpose of the company to change their emigrant equipment of 53 cars into sleepers; emigrauts furnish their own bedding, and no extra charge is made for use of car.
Cattle yards have been built, during the year, at Alda, Benton, Brady Island, Rock
Creek, and MetJicine Bow stations. The transportation of cattle this year over the
line of road has been less than last on account oft he bad condition of feed on the cattle ranges and the lateness of the season at which cattle werefatenough for shipment
to market. Also, owing to the early cold weather preventing shipments, several car
loads of cattle this year have been shipped from distant stations on the Utah and Northern Road, from which road a large increase in shipments of cattle may be expe~te~
which promises to increase largely the average length of haul of catMe over the line
• of road. Tbe prospects for next year's business, from cattle shipments, is said to be
better than any past year.
The production of coal shows an increase this year, for the :first six months, of upwards of 60,000 tons, and, owing to the early and continued cold weather, promises
a larger increase for the last six months of the year, and in consequence of the increased cost of labor will show an increased cost of production.
Production and cost of coal, year ending June 30, 1879, 315,832 tons, cost $1.02~;
year ending June .30, 1880, 393,4~8 tons, cost $1.11. Three new coal mines have been
opened during the year, none of which are developed far enough yet to give any
great increased production. The deposits of coal along and near the line of road are
large, and increased business, from coal transportation, can only be measured by the
growth of the country. Bxveriments in coking have been abandoned for the present, as no coal has yet been found on the line of the road that will coke.
Prof. Samuel Anghey has made a very interesting preliminary report on the Wyoming Oil Springs, situate 78 miles north from Point of Rocks Station. Crude petroleum
can be obtained there in large quantities that has :fine lubricating properties, and
from which very superior oil is refined. In time this oil region will afford a large
traffic to the road.
The exvress business of the road is now done by the Pacific Express Company, a
company organized by this railway company in connection with a connecting railway company, the stock of the express company being owned by the railway companies in proportion to the amount of express business that each company may do,
this company owning the controlling interest in same.
The lan<\department is o:fl'Aring:liberal inducements to emigrants desiring to examine the lands of the company with a view of purchase and settlement. By a general
system of advertising at home and abroad, and greatly reduced rates of transportation,
the expenses of this department have been increased.
·
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Number of acres sold during the year 1880, 162,018.41, at au average price per acre
of $4.82. This body of land has been sold in small tracts, as the average number of
acres to each purchaser is only 92. This promises proper cultivation.
Collections this year will exceed any previous year by $150,000 to $200,000. Amount
transmitted to the treasurer during the year 1880, $478,500. Department expenses for
the year, $50,108.60. Sales canceled, 32,478.11 acres.
Terms of consolidation of the Union Pacific, Kansas Pacific with Leavenworth
Branch, and the Denver Pacific, as to the respective stock interest of the respective
companies, in the consolidattJd company:
Union Pacific Railroad, stock.... .. .. .. . . . • . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . $36, 762, 300
Kansas Pacific Railway Company, stock...................... . . . . . . . . . . 10,000,000
Denver Pacific Railway and 'l'elegraph Company, stock.................
4, 000,000
Making the stock of the consolidated company............. . . . . . .

fiO, 762, 300

The Union Pacific Railroad Company created a collateral trust b~nd, dating from
July 1, 1879, to run twenty-nine years from that date, drawing 6 per cent. per annum
interest, interest payable semi-annually, making the Union Trust Company of the city
ofNew York trustee. The first-mortgage bonds of the Colorado Central Railroad
Company, Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad Company, and the Utah and Northern Railway Company, all of which draw 7 per cent. per annum interest, and are
issued respectively for fifteen, ten, and twelve thousand dollars per mile, owned by
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, are deposited in this trust. And as said bonds
are deposited the Union Trust Company certify and deliver to the railroad company
collateral trnst bonds for 80 percent. of the par value of bonds so deposited, the interest upon which is sufficient to pay the interest on the collateral trust bonds, and provide a sinking fund for the gradual redemption of the bonds in trust.
Five million dollars of collateral trust bonds have been delivered to the railroad
company in conformity with the te:rms of the trust, nearly all of whioh have been
sold; last sa.les made at $1.05, and their proceeds have been suhstantially used to aid
in the construction of branch roads, thus enabling the railroad company to retain the
securities of its branch roads, and hy their deposit, in this or similar t).·usts, multiply
the construction of branch roads as the mining interests or further settlement of the
country may require. A copy of this trust indenture the Government directors attach
to this report.
The Union Pacific Railway Company hold large assetsl in the securities of the roads
it bas aided in construction, consisting of first-mortgage bonds and stock, which, as
the country that is traversed by these branch lines is developed by the opening of
mines or settlement, are constantly increasing in value. The par value of such securities now amounts to fully $40,000,000. A present estimated value of said securities
was made by the auditor of the company July 19, 1880, as lJeing worth $28,575,651.65,
$6,334,000 of which have been put into the collateral trust-bond trust.
Estimated gross earnings of the Union Pacific Railwa,y, for the current
year, nearly eleven months of which have transpired, and branch lines
of railroa.d .................................. _................ ~-- .... $25,000,000
Of which the branch lines will earn about._ ..... _.................. _..
2, 500,000
Leaving ........................ -.--· ............ _...............

~-2,

500,000

The Union Division will probably earn of thi"' amount $15,750,000; the Kansas Division $6,750,000. This would sbowthat the Union Division earns 70 percent. ofthe
gross earnings, and the Kansas Division 30 per cent., showing an increase of gross
earnings this year, compa~·ed with last, on the Union Division of $2,549,000, and a.
larger proportionate increase of gross earnings on the Kansas Division. This can be
accounted for by the consolidation. The business of the whole Southwest, as well as
that from lake points, Central Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and a fair proportion of through
business, for which the separate roads competed before the consolidation, has gone
into its natural channel of transportation, while formerly all of this business that
the Union Pacific Railroad could control, as well as the roads terminating at Council
Bluffs and Omaha, went to those respective points for distribution.
The operating expenses for the current year o.n the Union Di·v ision will be about 44
per cent. of its gross earnings, including renewals and taxes. On the Kansas Division about 50 per cent., including renewals and taxes.
The expenses of the general offices in New York and Boston are apportioned to
consolidated roads on a mileage basis.
The Pullman sleeping-car contract will expire next year, and, unless anew contraet
ean be made on a liberal basis, in which the rail way company will be largely interested
in. the revenue received for the use of the cars, before the expiration of the contract,
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the railway company will consider and determine the question of running its own
sleeping cars.
The directors are informed that substantially the same pooling arrangements exist
this year as last. At competitive points, with competitive roads, the business is
pooled, the road performing the service rleducting 40 per cent. for operating expenses,
.and the balance is divided on an agreed percentage basis.
A contract for :five years with the Atlantic and Pacific Steamship Company has
been prepared, in which the Central Pacific Railroad Company is a party, and authority has been given for its execution, the terms of which govern in settlemen~s
between the steamship company and the railway companies; but the same has not
yet been executed.
The same policy of the improvement of the property is manifest for the coming
year as has been shown for the past two years. Contracts have already been made
for 35,000 tons 60-pound steel rails, 5,000 tons 40-pound rails for the Utah and Northern, 12 first-class passenger coaches, 5 first-class narrow -gauge coaches, 500 box cars,
300 cattle cars, 18 10-wheeler Taunton engines, 15 consolidated 50-ton engines (17
more engines are being negot.iated for, making 50 engines of this class), and 25 narrow-gauge engines have been contracted for the Utah and Northern, deliveries of
which are to be made at stated periods during the year 1881, and orders have been
given for 2 Pullman narrow-gauge sleepers, and at the shops of the company to build
for the Utah and Northern Road 2 mail and express cars, 50 box, and 25 cattle cars.
It is now expected that the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Po Railroad will be completed to a connection with the Southern Pacific Railroad of California, in New Mexico,
by the 1st day of Jan nary. This will make a competing line of rail way through to
California, about 400 miles longer than via the Union Pacific and Central Pacific
Railways to San Francisco. In passenger travel, eighteen hours additional time will
be required to make the trip to San Francisco, and thirty-three hours additional time
for fr6ight transportation. Hence, as quick transit, particularly 011 long routes of
travel, Is very desirable and generally sought for, the Union and Central Pacific Railway route will doubtless remain the favorite route for passenger travel and freight
traffic. The Governm('ut directors are informed that a satisfactory business arrangement will be made with this competing line of railway, and thns avoid nndne competition for business.
The policy of building and aiding to build branch lines of railroad by this company,
that bas been pursued in past years and is still being continued, was wise, both in
its conceptioll and in its execution, as the trunk line of railway has branch and feeding lines of railway to support it, independent of its through bnsine~;s, which now
amounts to but a small proportion of its traffic, viz, 28 per cent.
The tabular statement attached will show the number of through cars of freight
hauled on the Union Pacific Railway between Omaha and Ogden, for through California business, in the mouths of August, September, October, and November, 1879
and 1880. Average daily for 1!;79, twenty-eight ca.r s per day each way; for 1880,
thirty-three cars per day each way. And any loss of through business in the year
1881 there may be, in consequence of division with the Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe
Railroad, will, in the opinion of the Government directors, be more thau made up in
the increased bu siness that will be rlerived fmm its branch lineH of road and it.s local
business.
Consolidation i~; now b ecoming a great feature in th e railway management of this
country . It tend ~:~ toward ~:~ economy, and g reatl y facilitates tra\'el and freight traffic.
'l'he internal comm er ce of t h e coun t r y is d<>mandi ng qui ck transit, a nd equaliz ed and
uniform rat~ s of t ransportation. Consolidation w ill give the form er , as through
t ra ins of freig ht ca u b e m a de up over consolidated roa cls'for g iven p oint~:~ , and the dela~y a,J)(ll o:-;s of t i me can 1 hu ~:~ be avo ided that occ n rs, w here t ra ins a re ma de up con-.
tail1ing cars for diit'e rent local ities, in switch ing .
Th e present combination a,nd pooling system of rail wa.r m anagement pre \'t' ntsun.:
d u e competition, and it is claimer!, as p ools ar c made u p on t h e basis of earnings,
t h rough, to, or from a, g iven compet ing point or points, or snppost>d earn ings of the
competing lines, shippers 11f property ar(;\ not im p ose~! npon, hut n n i fo r m and equalized rates of trausportation are flxetl :wd maiutained.
'Vith the large productions of the count,ry for tht> past, two years, tlte ready aiul
satit'lf~wtory market for their sale, both at home au<l a,IJroa<l, with the ability of the
rolling stock of the railwa,YH ~.>f the I'Onut.ry, at times ta. ·e1l to it;; utmost capacity,
to move the product~ of the country to market and. to the sea-hoard portA for tiXport,
t h is theory is becoming au accepted one. Tile time for its kst will !'Otll<' when the
pro1lnctions of foreign consnming conntries are large, and onr own product.~; by
similar productions a.n1l limited export demantl, begin to accumulate in t he granari es of our agricu lturists a,nd elevators and warehouses at our marts of commerce, and
consequ ent lo w prices for same preva,il ; for theu lower rates of traus port.at ion will
b e d ema ndttl th an n ow prevail.
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Consolidation with the Central and Southern Pacific Railways bas been informally
considered, relative to which no satisfactory conclusion has yet been reached; upo•
an equitable basis, both for the interest of the Government and the respective railways, it would be desirable.
GEO. B. SMITH,
R. P. BUCKLAND,
C. C. HOUSEL,
JUDSON KILPATRICK,
Government Directm·s.
Hon. CARL SCHURZ,
Secretar;11 of the Interio-r.

Statement showing the number of cars hauled on Union Pacilic Railway between Omaha atttl
Ogdenjor through California business.
1879.

August.
_E_aa_t_b_o_u_n_d______.- .-••- .-. -• •-.-••-.-- - - .-•.-.-_.-.-_-_.-. l---~
65_0_

~~~{ b~~:~~ ~

·:.: ·.:·::.·.·.:::·_::::::::::::

September.
1

~i

Daily average . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .
Total east and west bound . . . . . . . .
Total daily average (say 28 cars
per day each way) . . . . . .. . .. .. ..

29
1, 551

50 ~

Oct{)ber.

II November.

ToW.

987 ~---8-5-6·l---3-.-1~
-

633

8~~

9~~

28
1, 464

9;g

1

a, Gt~

32
1, 80~

a9
S, 730

G1)

55

a, 44!

2, 277

1,162
39
1, 261
42
2, 423

74

81

6T

29
1, 906 1

49

61

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - ----'--------'-----·- - - - - -

- -

--

1880 .
-----

----~--

--------1

August.

Eat~t bound ..........•.................. ·I

~~~{ b::~d~~::.::::: .·::::::::::::::::::

Daily average ........................... \
Total east and west bound ........ I
Total daily average (say 33 cars I
per day each way) .••..•......•••
1

488
16
1, 019
1,

September.

October.

804

988

5~~

27
1, 022
34
1, 826

32
1, 289
42

49

61

I
I

30
4, 591
37
8, 033

-

THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY TO THE UNION
YORK, TRUSTEE.

TRUST COMPANY OF NEW

Collateral t1·ust indenttwe, Jnly 1, 1879.

Indenture made and execut,ed by aucl between the Union Pacific Railroad Company
and the Union Trust Company of New York, this first day of July, 1879.
1. The Uniou Pacific Railroad Company holds fourteen hundred of the l1onds of the
Colorado Central Hailroad Company, each for the sum of $1,000, dated July 1, 1879,
payable in thirty years from said date, and bearing interest at the rate of 7 per cent.
per annum, secured by mortgage of the same date of the road and franchises of said
company, the aggregate amount of all the bonds secured Ly said mortgage being
$2,526,000, or at t.he rate of $15,000 per mile for each lllile of said road; and. said
Union Pacific Railroad Company may hereafter become possessed of the whole or a
part of the remainder of said bonds.
It holds, also, eight hundred and forty of the bonds of the Omaha ancl Republican
Valley Railroad Company, each for tlw sum of $1,000, dated July 1, 1879, payable in
thirty years from said date, bearing interest at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum,
secured by a mortgage of the same date of the road and franchises of said company,
the aggregate amount of all the bonds issued and to be issued under said mortgage
being at the rate of $10,000 per mile for each mile of said road; and said Union Pacific
Railroad Company may hereafter become possessed of the \Yhole or part of the remainder of said bonds thus issued or to be issued nuder said mortgage.
Said Union Pacific Railroad Company also holds fifteen hundred aud ninety-four
of the bonds of the Utah and Northeru Railway Company, each for the sum of$1,000,
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dated July 1, Hl78, payable in thirty years from said date, bearing interest at the rate
of 7 per cent. per annum, secured by mortgage of the same date of the road and franchises of said company ; and it may hereafter become possessed of other of said bonds
issued or to he issued as the construction of Raid road progresses. By an act of Congress, the issue of said mortgage bonds is limite(l to $15,000 per mile of said road; but
the issue heretofore made, and to he hereafter made, is, and is to be, limited to the
rate of $12,000 per mile.
2. Said Union Pacific Railroad Company proposes to issue from time to time its
bonds, dated July 1, 1879, each for the sum of$1,000, payable in twenty-nine years from
said date (unless paid sooner by the sinking fund in the manner herein set forth),
bearing interest, payable semi-annually, at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum, both
principal and interest payable iu gold coin of the United States, and tc secure the
payment of the same by a deposit with said trn~t company, upon the trusts and in
the manner hereinafter stated, of the bonds of said Colorado Central Railroad Company, said Omaha and Repuulican Valley Railroarl. Company, and said Utah and
Northern Railway Company, secured by said respective mortgages, and now held or
ihat may hereafter be acquired and held by said Union Pacific Railroad Company, 8(}
per cent. of the par value of the uonds, thus deposited to ue equal in amount to the
par value of the 6 per cent. bonds thns to be itosue<l by saifl Union Pacific Railroa(t
Company.
3. The times and manner in which said deposit in trm>t shall be made, held, and
executed, to be as follows: Upon the deposit, from time to time, of any part of said
bonds, said trust company is to certify the said 6 per cent. bonds of the Union Pacific
Railroad Company to an amount equal to 80 per cent,, of the par value of ihe bonds
thus deposited, and deliver the same to said corporation, which certificate shall declare that the bonds thus certified and the holders thereof are entitled to all the·
benefits of said trust, and comprehended in all its provisions, and that no bonds not
thus certified shall be so embraced or in any manner participate in the trust or Silcurity hereby created. All sa·d bonds, thus deposited in trust, from time to time, shall,
irre~pective of the date of such deposit, stand and be held as a common security, as
well for said 6 per cent. bonds then and theretofore issued aud certified as for those
that may thereafter be issued and certified in conformity to the provisions of this instrument. This provision shall not be construed as conflicting with provisions hereinafter stated as to the disposition of said bonds.
4. The interest of the said bonds of the said Union Pacific Ha.ilroa.d Company is t()
be made pa,yable semi-annually to the holders thereof at the office of said company in
the city of Boston, or its agency in the cit.y of New York.
5. Said Union Pacific Railroall Company shall provide for the payment of interest
on its said 6 per cent. bonds by a deposit with the said trust company, from time t()
time, on or before the successive maturities of its coupons, of a sum equal to the
amount of the coupons on the bonds of said Colorado Central and said Omaha and
Republican Valley Railroad Companies, and said Utah and Northern Railway Company, th'ns deposited, maturing at the same dates, which amonut sllall be applied by
said trust company, as agent of said Union Pacific Railroad Company, so far as the
same is necessary, to the payment of the coupons of sai<l6 per cent. bonds; and the
difference between the conpou interest of said 6 per ceut. bonds aud the coupon interest upon all the bonds thus held in trust shall be held by said trust company in
trust for tho purposes aud in the manner hereinafter set forth; and said trust company shall collect the coupon interest npon all said bonds thns held in trust-, and pay
over the same, as received, to the said Union Pacific Railroad Company, and deliver t()
said last-named company the coupons upon its said 6 per cent. bonds thus paid by it.
6. Said difference is to be retained in deposit with said trust company upon the
terms of its other deposits, until the same shall amount to the sum of not less than
$10,000, and as it shall reach that sum or more, from time to time, be invested by said
trust company, with the accurpulated interest, in said 6 per cent. bonds of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, at a price not exceeding par value with 5 per cent. premium and accrued interest, and all bonds so redeemed are to be canceled and de·
livered to the said Union Pacific Railroau Company, and saiu trust company is also
1o surrender to the said Union Pacific Railroad Company, from out the bonds thus
held in trusj as security, bonds which at their par value shall exceed, as near as may
be by 25 per cent., the par value of the 6 per cent. bonds thus paid and canceled,
the same to be taken, as far as possible, in equal proportion from each class of said
bonds.
7. Said trust company is to give public notice in one or more newspapers published
in Boston and New York of its readiness to purchase 'Said bonds, aud in case the
Bam() cannot be purchased in response to such advertisement at not exceedin~ 5 per
cent. preminm and accrued interest, then the said trust company is, in a fau and
just manner, in the presence of a notary public, to designate by lot the bonds to the
purchase of which, at 5 per cent. premium and interest, said fund is to be applied~
and to give notice of such designation by publication of the numbers of each of said
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bonds in some newspaper published in the cities of Boston and New York, once a
week for three weeks successively, and fixing the date and place where such bonds
will be thus paid at 5 per cent. premium and interest up to the date of such designated period, and from and after that period interest upon such bonds shall no longer
be payable by said company. The cost of advertising, stamps, and all other expenses
(except the services of said trust company) necessary to carry this agreement intoeffect to be paid by the said Union Pacitic Railroad Company.
8. Any holder of said 6 per cent. bonds, excepting those designated by lot and notice given as aforesaid, amounting at par to not less than $5,000, secured by this.
agreement, shall be at liberty on thirty days' notice in writing to said company, and
also to said trust company, to surrender the same to said trust company, and receive in exchange therefor, from out the bonds at the time of such notice held in trust
and as security, bonds at par equal in number to the number of bond~:! thus surrendered, such bonds to be taken, as near as may be, from each class of said bonds in the·
proportion that each class bears to the aggregate of all the classes of bonds then held,
and in case of such surrender said trust company shall cancel the 6 per cent. bonds
thus surrendered and deliver the same to said Union Pacific Railroad Company, and
shall a.lso restore to said company for its own use the surplus of bonds held by it in
trust as security for the payment of said 6 per cent. bonds thus surrendered and exchanged, such surplus to be taken, as near as may be, from each class of said bonds.
in the manner and proportion above stated.
9. No responsibility shall attach to said trust company in regard to the final redemption of either of said classes of sa.id bonds, or the interest thereof, other than
as funds are provided therefor.
The trustee shall be entitled to compensation as follows, viz:
}<'or countersigning bonds, $1 per $1,000.
Receiving and holding in trust, 15 cents per $l,OOO, and one-sixteenth of one per
cent. on par value of coupons cut off and collected half-yearly.
Administering sinking fund one-eighth of 1 per cent. upon amount of sinking fnmt
passing through bands of trustee.
Interest upon funds paid in to be allowed at the trust company's usual rate on deposits at interest, but interest to cease at maturity of coupons on amount required topay all coupons of that date, which amount shall be transferred to credit of coupon
account, and such cessation of interest shall be in lieu of compensation for payment
of coupons. For all services not enumerated above the trustee shall be entitled toreasonable compensation.
10. In case said Union Pacific Railroad Company shall fail to make said tleposit with
said trust companv of a sum equal to the amount of the coupons of the said Colorado
Central and said Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad Companies and said Utah.,
and Northern Railway Company, at the times and in the manner hereinbefore set
forth, then, upon the request of the holders of said 6 per cent. bonds to an amount
equal to 25 per cent. of the bonds then outstanding, the said tru~St company shall sell:!
at public auction such portion of the bonds of said Colorado Central and said Omaha
and Republican Valley Railroad Companies and said Utah and Northem Rail way Company, or other securities which it may so have in its possession for said trust, as may
be necessary to pay the amount of principal and interest of all the said 6 per cent.
bonds qf the said Union Pacific Railroad Company remaining unpaid, whether due or
otherwise; and if the proceeds of said sale shall be insufficient for that purpose, shall
distribute the same pro rata, and, after payment of all said bonds and interest from
the proceeds of said sale, shall surrender the surplus, if any, with the remainder of
the bonds and securities, to the Raid Union Pacific Railroad Company; and in case
the said Union Pacific Railroad Company shall fail to pay the principal of its said
bonds at maturity, said trust company is in like manner to seil and dispose of said
bonds and securities thus held in trust, apply the proceeds to the payment of said
bonds and interest of the said Union Pacific Railroad company, and surrender the
surplus and the remainder of the bonds and securit.ies, if any, to the said Union Pacific Railroad Company.
11. In case of default of said Colorado Central Railroad Company, said Omaha and
Republican Valley Railroad Company, or said Utah and Northern Railway Company,
or either of them, in the payment of either the principal or interest of their said!
bonds, or any part thereof, then said trust company may thereupon, if the said Union
Pacific Railroad Company, by vote of its directors, shall request it so to do,insteadof
enforcing said bonds by foreclosure or otherwise, deliver the whole of the same upon
which such default bas occurred to said Union Pacific Railroad Company, upon receiving from it other equivalent securities to the satisfaction of said trust company,.
for the payment of its bonds and interest, which securities are to be held and administered by said trust company in the same manner and upon the same trust as thoseupon which it held the bonds so delivered; but in case no such request. shall be made,
or if for any reason the said trust company shall elect not to deliver said bonds
thus in default to said Union Pacific Railroad Company, and take security therefor as
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above provided, then the said trust company is to proceed to foreclose the mort~age,
the payment of the bonds secured by which is thus in default, and apply and di&tnbute
the proceeds of the foreclosure sale, after deducting all charges and expendiiures
attending such foreclosure sale, and their own reasonable compensation connected
therewith, in the manner following, that is to say :
If said net proceeds shall be in amount sufficient to pay all of said 6 per cent. bonds
then outstanding, with the interest due thereon, and a premium of 5 per cent. or less
upon the principal of said bonds, then said trust company shall advertise in one or
more newspapers published in the cities of Boston and New York twice a week for six
weeks successively, fixinp; a period, not exceeding ten days from the last publication of
such notice~ on or before which it will take up and cancel said 6 per cent. bonds, paying therefor the principal and interest and such premium upon said bonds, not exceeding 5 per cent., as the net proceeds of said foreclosure sale will permit; and if, at the
expiration of the period thus fixed, all the holders of sai(l6 per cent. bonds shall not
have surrendered the same and received payment therefor as aforesaid, the remainder
()f the proceeds of such foreclosure sale not thus applied to the payment of said bonds
.-shall be paid over to the s:J.id Union Pacific Railroad Company for its own ut>e.
If the proceeds of such foreclosure sale shall be only sufficient or less than sufficient
to pay said 6 per cent. bonds and interest thereon, then said trust company is to advertise, in manner as aforesaid, for proposals from the holders of said 6 per cent. bonds
to sell to said trust company their said bonds at a rate not exceeding the face thereof,
with interest and a premium of 2t per cent. upon said bonds, and said net proceeds
shall be applied to the purchase and cancellation of the same from parties making
the lowest offer; and if in answer to such proposals the said net proceeds shall not be
exhausted, the surplus, if any, shall be paid over to the Raid Union Pacific Railroad
Company for its own lise.
12. For all services in the execution of this trust said trust company shall receive
compensation as aforesaid, to be paid out of the proceeds of the trust funcl before any
payments are made for or on account of interest or principal of said bonds.
It is understood and agreed that upon the payment of principal and interest and
-cancellation of said Union Pacific Railroad Company's 6 per cent. bonds certified
under this agreement, and upon the payment to t!Je trust company of all the expenses
()f this trust, as agreed UllOn, the remaining bonds, securities, and cash, if any, shall
be paid over to the said Union Pacific Railroad Company.
In testimony whereof the said Union Pacific Railroad Company and the said Union
'il'rust Company of New York, have caused their corporate seals to be affixed hereto,
and these presents to be signed by their respective presidents, the day and year first
above written. This indenture is executed in triplicate to serve as one.
[SEAL OF THE UNION
PACII<'IC RAILROAD co.]

THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,

By SIDNEY DILLON, P1·esident.

Attest:
HENRY McPARLAND, Secretary.
!SEAL OF THE UNION
TRUST CO.]

THE UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,

By EDWARD KING, President.

.AtteAt:
A. 0. DONALDSON, Se(JT"et•ry.

[Form of bond. ]
UNITJ<~D ~TA TES

OF AMERICA.

T im UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CoM PANY.

Collateral

trw~t

bond.

The Union Pacific Railroad Uompany acknowledges itst-llf indeuted to the bearer
hereof in the sum of $1,000, which stun said company promises to pay to the bearer,
()r, in case of regbtration, to the registered holder hereof, twenty-nine years after
date. at its otlice in the city of Boston. and also interest thereon at the rate of 6 per
cent. 1)er a.mmm, payable semi-ann1utlly on the first day of each January and July
e nsuing the date hereof, until said principal sum shall be paid, on pre::;eutation of the
.annexed coupon:s at the office of the company in Boston, 'or at its agency in the city
of New York, bot h principal and interest being payable m gold coi n of the United
States.
This bond is secu red by a dep osit in t.rnst of t he mortgage bonus of the Color ado
Central Railroad Company, t he Utah a nd No rth ern Railway Compa ny, and t he Omaha
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and Republican Valley Railroad Company, with the Fnion Trust Company of New
York, under au indenture between the saiCt. Union Pacific Railroad Company and the
said Union Trust Company, bearing date July 1, 1879, and is subject to redemption by
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, on the payment of the principal and accrued
interest, together with a premium of 5 per cent., after notice, and at the times and in
the manner set forth in said indenture.
This bond shall pass by delivery unless registered, or, if registered, by transfer ou the
books of said company at its office in Boston, and at such other places as its directors
may appoint. After registration of ownership, certified hereon by the transfer agent
of the company (unless the last transfer shall have been to bearer), no transfer shall
be valid unless made on the books of the company by the registered owner in person,
or by attorney, and recorded hereon by said transfer agent.
.
In t~stimony whereof the said Union Pacific Railroad Company has caused its corporate seal to be hereto affixed, and this bond to be signed by its president and countersigned b~ its treasurer, this first day of July, 187~.
[L. S.)

THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD Co.,

By SIDNEY DILLON, President.
Countersigned:
HENRY McFARLAND,

Treasurer.
[Back of bond.]
No.-.

THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
COLLATERAL TRUST BOND.
SIX PER CENT.

($1,000.)
Interest payable January 1 and July 1. Principal due July 1, 1908. Gold.
Bondholders are cautioned that anything written or stamped upon this bond, ex•ept by an officer of the company in conformity to its terms, injures its value fo.r lfQie
and deli very.
No provision is made for the registration of the coupons of this bond..
[Form of coupon.]
On the first eay of January, 1880, the Union Pacific Railroad Company will pay to
the bearer at its office in Boston, or its agency in New York, thirty dollars in gold
~oin of the United States, being for six: months' interest on bond No. -.
•
$30.
- - - .Treas~rer.
(On the margin:) 1.
Form of trustee's certificate.
The undersigned, the Union Trust Company of New York, doth hereby certify that
this bond is one of a serieR issued in conformity to an indenture of trust executed between it and the Union Pacific Railroad Company, bearing date July 1, 1879, a111d is
entitled to all the benefits of said trust, and comprehended in· all its provisions.
THE UNION TRUST COMPANY o :F NEw YoRK,
11-ustee.
By EDWARD KING, President.

Articles of union and consolidat,ion between the Union Pacifie Railroad Company, the Kansas Pacijic Railway Company, and the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegmph Company,
forming the Union Railway Compmty.
ARTICLES OF UNION AND CONSOLIDATION.

Whereas the Union Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation duly organized and
existing under the act of Congress of July 1, 1862, entitled ".An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri Hiver to the Pacific
Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and
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other purposes," and the art of Congres~:> of July 2, 1864, and various 0ther acts amendatory of the foregoing, owns a line of railroad and telegraph extending from the Missouri River to Ogden, in the Territory of Utah, a distance of 1,042 miles; and
Whereas the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, described in the said act of Cout;ress of July 1, 1862, as the L eavenworth , Pawn ee and Western -Railroad Company,
the name whereof was afterwards changell to that of the Union Pacific H.ailroad Company, eastern division, and again subsequently changed to the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, is a corporation which is entitled to participate in the benefits of thesaid act of Congress of July 1, 1 86~, and of July 2, 1864, an<1 the various acts amendatory thereof and relating thereto; and
Whereas the said Kansas Pacific Rail way Company owns and operates as a branch
of the Union Pacific Railroad a railroad and telegraph line from a point connecting
with the Missouri Pacific Railroad in Kansas City, in .M issonri, thence from the Missouri River at the mouth of the Kamms River, on the sonth side thereof, with a spur
from Wyandotte, in the State of Kansas, being from the east State line of Kansas t()
Denver, 639 miles in length, with a branch from a point on the main line near Lawrence to Leavenworth, 34 miles in length, in sai1l State of Ka11sas, connecting at
Denver with the Denver Pl1cific Railway, and is entitlt<d to t•x:tencl sai1l railroad t()
the western boundary of the former Terri tory of Kansas, to locate and construct
branches of said railroad in t.he counties of the former Territory of Kansas adjacent
to the line of said railroad, .as then located au<l defined by law; and
Whereas the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, under and uy Yirtue
of the said acts of Congress, and of an act of Congress approved March 3, 1869, entitled "An act to authorize the transfer of land~:> granted to the Union Pacific Railway
Company, eastern division, between Denver and the point of connection with theUnion Pacific Railroad, to the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, and
. to expedite the completion of railroads to Denver, in the Territory of Colorado," and
of an act of Congress approvecl June 20, U174, which, among other things, enacts that
for all the purposes of the said act of July J, 1862, and of the acts amt'ndatory
thereof, "The Denver and Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company shall be deemed
and taken to be a part and extension of the road of the Kansa~:> Pacific Railroad tothe point of junction thereof with the road of the Union Pacific Ra.ilroad Company at
Cheyenne, as pL·ovided in the act of March 3, 1o59," whereby, and by force whereof~
the said Denver Pacific Rail way and Telegraph Company is likewise entitled to participate in the benefit.s of the aforementioned acts of Congress of July 1, 1cl62, and
July 2, 1864, and the various acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and
relating to the Pacific system of railroads, all of which, whether particularly herein
described or not, are, for greater certainty in this behalf~ referred to and made part
hereof; and
Whereas the said Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company owns a line oi
road 106 miles in length, extending from Denver, where it connects with the said
Kansas Pacific Railway, to Cheyenne, where it connects with the Union Pacific Railroa(l; and
Whereas, in the aforesaid legislation of Congress, applicaule to the above-mentioned
three railroad companies, it is provi(led that they may unite and consolidate their respective organizations; and
Whereas each of the said above-mentioned three companies, by corporate action
duly and severally bad, have resolved, pursuant to the authority in that behalf vested
in them by law, to unite an<l consolidate their respective organizations into one company, and have severally agreed to and with each upon the terms of snch union and
consolidation, being the terms her~iu em bodied and expressed:
Now, this agreement of union aud consolidation, made this the 24th day of January, A. D. 1880, between the said Union Pacific Railroad Company, party of the first
part, the said Kansa~:~ Pacific Railway Company, party of the second part, and thesaid Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, party of the third part, witnesseth:
That the said parties have respectively agreed, and do hereby severally agree t()
and with each other, upon the following articles of union and consolidation of theirrespective organizations into one company, viz:
ARTICLE I. The said Union Pacific Railroad Company, the said Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and the said Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Compapy, fn consideration ofthe premise~:>, do hereby severally agree to and with each other to unite
and consolidate, and do hereby unite, form, and consulidate their respective organizations, properties and companies into ot..e consolidated company, which shall succeed
to, possess~ aJH1 ue entitled to receive from the Government of the United States all
and singular the grants, benefits, immunities, guarantees, acts, and things to be done·
an<l performed, and be subject to the same terms, conditions1 restrictions, and requirements which t.he aforesaid three companies respectively, at the date of this consolidation, are, or may be, entitkd or subject to under the acts of Congress in that behalf,
in place and substitution of said constituent companies, so consolidate(l respectively~
and the said consolidated company assumes to and for itself all of the provisions of
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1;aid acts of Congress, so far as applicable, relating or in any manner appertaining to
said constituent companies or either of the!)], including the power to sne and he sued
in all courts of law aud equity within the United States, whether Federal or State,
and the right of corporations organized under a law of the Uuited States to remove
causes from State to Federal courts; and all of the provisions of the aforementioned
acts of Congress, and each of them, so far as in their natnre applicable to the company
hereby formed, shall apply thereto, it being the intent of the parties hereto and of
these articles of union and consolidation to organize the company hereby formed under
-the said acts of Congress and to make the said acts of Congress the charter or constituent acts of this company as fully as if the same were incorporated herein at large.
ART. II. The name of the consolidated company hereby formed shall be the Union
Pacific Rail way Company.
ART. III. 'fhe capital stock of the said Union Pacific Railway Company shall be
$50,762,:~00 (being the total aggregate amount of the outstanding stock of the three
constituent companies), which shall be divided into shares of $100 each, and it shall
be issued in lieu of the stock of the said constituent companies on the surrender thereof,
for that purpose, by the respective holders thereof. Every stockholder in the Denver
Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company and in the Union Pacific Railroad Comf>any
shall receive in place of every share of $100 surrendered a share of $100 in the new
.company, and every stockhold~r in the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, the shares
in which are only $50 each, shall receive, in place of every two shares of the stock at
the time held by such stockholder in such company, a share of the capital stock of
the new corporation upon surrendering to the new corporation the certificates of stock
held by such stockholder.
ART. IV. The said new corporation shall, without unnecessary delay, issue certificates of stock, in such form as may by the board of directors be deemed advisable,
and such board shall provide and adopt s-:1ch rules and regulations a<~ may be necessary and proper for tile issuing and transfer of shares of stock of the said new corporation.
ART. V. The directors of the said Union Pacific Railway Company, to be elected by
the stockholders at the annual meetings herein provided for, shall be fifteen in num~
ber, each of whom mnst be the uona fide owner of at. least fifty shares of stock in the
.consolidated company. Such directors shall be chosen annually by a majority of the
votes of the stockholders voting in person or by proxy at such election. And they
shall continue to be directors until others are elected and qualified in their places.
No person shall be a director unless he shall be qualified to vote for directors at the
.election at which he shall be chosen; and vacancies in the board of directors may be
tilled by the remaining directors at any regular meeting of the board.
The directors of said company shall, annually, as soon as may be aftertheir election,
-elect from their own number a president and vice-president, and shall also elect a,
treasurer and secretary.
ART. VI. The following-named persons shall be the first directors of said corpora~
tion, viz: Fred. L. Am~s, Ezra H. Baker, Elisha f\.tkins, F. G-ordon Dexter, Sidney
Dillon, Russell Sage, Jay Gould, Solon Humphreys, David Dows, William L. Scott,
---silas H. H. Clark, Thomas 'r. Eckert, John Sharp, Grenville M. Dodge, Carlos S.
Greeley. The following-named persons shall be the first officers of the said corpora~
tion, viz: President, Sidney Dillon; vice-president, Elisha Atkins; treasurer and secretary, Henry McFarland. The said directors and officers shall continue in office until
their successors are chosen, as provided in these articles.
ART. VII . . Until otherwise dnly provided, the annual meetings of the stockholders
()f the.Union Pacific Railway Company shall be held at the company's office, in th,e
city of New York, on the first Wednesday following the 4th day of March in each
year, bet.ween the hours of 10 o'clock a.m. and 4 o'clock p.m. of said day. Notice
(){such meeting shall be given as may be prescribed by the by-laws. These provisions may be changed by the stockholders of consolidated company at any annual
meeting of the said stockholders.
ART. VIII. The parties hereto of the first and second and third parts hereby assign, transfer, set over, and convey unto the said Union Pacific Railway Company,
the consolidated corporation hereby formed, all the rights, privileges, exemptions, and
franchises of each of said companies parties hereto, and all the property, real, personal, and mixed, and all choses in action, debts, on whatever account, of, owing, or
belonging to either of said companies, and all claims, demands, property; rights of
way, leases, leasehold interests, branches, iron rails, rolling stock, tools and implements, and property of every description, name, and nature, belonging to either of
the said companies, with the appurtenances, to be held, o\vned, and controlled by the
said consolidated corporation, its successors and assigns, as fully and completely, to
all intents and purposes, as the respective parties thereto do or can now own, hold,
use, enjoy, or control the same; and the parties hereto agree to execute and deliver to
said consolidated corporation instruments of transfer or assignments, or other instruments proper or necessary to carry out the covenants, conditions, and provisions of
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this agreement. This assignment, transfer, sale, and conveyance is made to the said
oonsolidat,ed corporation subject to all liens, charges, and equities pertaining thereto.
ART. IX. Nothing in this agreement contained !'hall affect or prejudice any rights
otherwise existing of the consolidated company to make such further increase of stock
or bonds as said consolidated company may by law be entitled to make, or restrict the
amount of stock or bonds which such consolidated company is by law authorized to
issue or make. Nor shal1 anything herein contained affect or impair the right to
issue all nnissned bonds under the Kansas Pacific consolidated mortgage of date May
1, 1879, wherein Jay Gould and Russell Sage are trustees, but such unissued bonds
may, notwithstanding this consolidation, be issued in the same manner and with the
same effect in all respects as if these articles had not been adopted and executed.
And it is exprlclssly agreed that the stockholders of the consolidated company shall
have all the powers which would have been possessed by the stockholders of eaeh
constituent company if this consolidation had not been effected, to ratify, approve,
and carry ont any cont,racts made by either constituent company, and requiring the
ratification or approval of its stockholders. The power of the Union Pacific Railroad
Company to issue allnuissned bonds under the mortgage of July 1, 1879, wherein the:
Union Trust Company is trustee, is fully and completely reserved.
ART. X. The new company hereby formed does not herein assume any separate or
individual liability for the outstanding debts, obligations, and liabilities of the respective constituent companies, whose several and separate existence as to third parties
shall as respects such debts, obligations, and liabilities of every kind and nature still
continue, notwithstanding these articles of union and consolidation. But nothing
herein contained shall prevent any valid debt, obligation, or liability of either constitneut company from being enforced against the property of the proper constituent
company, which by force of these articles becomes the property of the consolidated
company. The corporate existence of the respective constituent companies shall not
absolutely cease eo in.stanti, on the consummation of the union and consolidation
herein provided for, but shall remain and continue so far as n ~ cessary to carry out
the intent and purpose thereof.
ART. XI. These articles of consolidation shall go into eft'ect, and the consolidated
company hereby formed shall come into existence, upon the day on which a copy
hereof is filed in the Department of the Interior, as provided in the legislation of
Congress in that behalf.
ART. XII. The existing by-laws of the Union Pacific Railroad Company are hereby
provisionally adopted, and shall apply to the company hereby formed, until duly
ehanged or repealed.
ART. XIII. All books, vouchers, records, instruments of title, cash, evidences of
debt, contracts and documents pertaining to the business or property of the said
three companies, parties hereto, shall, without delay, be delivered to the proper officers of the consolidated company, and the said books, records, and papers shall be
deemed and taken, as far as necessary, as the records and books of said consolidated
company; and said books, records, vouchers, and papers shall be subject to the
proper examination and inspection of all persons interested therein.
ART. XIV. These articles may be amended and modified, from time to time, and in
s_uch manner as the holders of two-thirds of the stock of the consolidated company
may direct or approve.
ART. XV. This agreement shall be executed on the part of the respective parties
hereto, by the proper officers, and under the corporate seals of said companies.
In witness whereof the said parties have caused their respective corporate sejl.ls to
be hereunto affixed, and the same to be attested by their respective presidents and
secl'etaries, this the twenty-fourth day of Jan nary, 1880.
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY,
[SEAL.]
By SIDNEY DILLON, President.
Attest:
[SEAL.] HENRY MCFARLAND,

Secretary.
(SEAL.l
Attest:
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
.Attest:
(SEAL.]

THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
By SIDNEY DILLON, President.
A. H. CALEF,

Secretary.

'J'HE DENVER PACIFIC RAILWAY AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
By D. M. EDGERTON, President.
D. H. MOFFATI', JR.,

Acting Secretary.

The Union Pacific Railway Company has signified and hereby signifies its assent to.
and acceptance of the foregoing articles of union and consolidation, Jan nary 24, 1880.
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
(sEAL.]
By SIDNEY DILLON, President.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC
RAILWAY COMPANY.

Sm: The qneRtion mised by the Government directorsofthe Union Pacific Railway
for 1880, with regard to their duty to inspect and report on the branch lines of the
road, including the Kansas Pacific and the Denver Pacific, and their branches, not
having, to the knowledge of the present Government directors, been judicially set-tled, they have followed the custom of former years and based their report on themain line from Council Bluffs to Ogden, with only a passing reference to the lateral
lines controlled by the Union Paciti.c, except a more extended reference is made to
ihose commenced or completed the present y~ar, and that have a direct bearing on thework and efficiency of the main line.
A table is given showing the branche~ their length and direction. This has seemed
to the Government directors to be the proper way of disposing of the matter while
the question of jurisdiction was still pending.
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY

is no longer an experiment, as it was thought to be a few years siu.ce. It has become
what it was designed to be, a great thoroughfare for the nations, with a constantly
increasing volume of transportation, both of passengers and freight, from India~
China~ the islands of the Pacific, and from the Pacific to the Missouri, and through
other roads to the Atlantic coast. It is fast changing what was formerly supposed
to be the ''Great American Desert" into civilized homes, and opening up to settlers
the vast wealth of the extensive and rich mineral and farming and stock-raising regions along its line. It also extends its branches north autl south into the mountain
ranges, where there is an equally productive agricultural country, and where thousands of ranchmen and miners and herders now people the wide wastes that were once
given up to the Indian and buffalo and the wild beasts. Millions of dollars are now
profitably invested in mines that before the advent of the roads were almost without
value, because of the need of transportation.
The Union Pacific Railway has been the great pioneer agency in developing this
vast country and opening the way for its ~:>ettlement, and not only opening the way,
but bringing large numbers of people to settle in the country and develop its· resources.
The road has been amply repaid for its risk and the great expense of its construction and maintenance, by a constantly increasing business from the sources of its own
creation-a business that has taxed its ~~ anagers to the utmost to provide for, but
which has made the road a pecuniary ~uccess.
An illustration of this may be seen in the development of the State of Nebraska; a
State that includes 361miles of the trunk line, besides several branches, within its
borders. When the first rail was laid the whole State, then a Territory, contained
not to exceed 35,000 people who were bona flue settlers. To-day its chief city, then a
hamlet, contains 35,000 inhabitants, and in round numbers the State contains 500,00(}
people, and it is settling, according to the last census, faster than any State in the
Union. Iowa, where the initial point of the road is placed, has made wonderful progress, especially along the lines of railroad that gridiron that State and make the
Union Pacific Railway their objective point.
The settlement of the Territories has not been less marked. Towns, cities, and
mining camps have sprung up almost by magic in every direction. Montana and
Idaho and Utah, Colorado and Wyoming, have a large and increasing population,
who are developing the mining resources of those localities. The large amount of
$27,000,000 was said to be the product of the mines along the mineral belt of the
Union Pacific in lt!80, to be greatly exceeded by the returns for 1881. All these settlement!:!, and the development of these resources from the Territories, helps in no
inconsiderable manner to swell the receipts of the road.
THE LATERAL AND FEEDING LINES.

From information furnished from the Union Pacific Railroad officers, these are the
roads that extend from the main line and operate as feeders to it. It will be seen
ih3i these branches are already much longer than the main line, and that they ex-
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:tend over a vast range of country that is either wholly new territory or else occupied
i n competing lines of other roads. The following are the lines above referred to:
Miles.

<Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad .................................... .
Niobrara and Black HillR .. __ ............................................... .
:Saint Joseph and Western : ................................................ -·
.Colorado Central road.---~-- ............................................... .
Denver and Pa.cific Railway ................................................ ..
Echo and Park City Railroad .............................................. ..
Utah and Northern Railway ............................................... ..
()regon Short L-~ue (completed) .......................... __ ................ ..
.Julesburg extension .............................. __ ........................ .

132
82

252
184
106
31

421

w

151

Total .••......................• ~... .. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1, 409
THE JULESBURG EXTENSION,

-completed the present year, is a branch ex_tending from Denver Junction, on the Union
Pacific Railway, to Omaha Junction, on the Denver Pacific. This road traverses
-the valley of the South Platte River. The river is crossed once, 16 miles from Omaha.
.,Junction. The location is exceedingly favorable, saving a long distance for travelers
from Denver and Southern and Eastern Colorado who wish to f$0 east by th6
!Union Pacific; anrl a great saving to the railroad company, not only m distance, but
in improved grar1es over the Cheyenne route, that was formerly the only outlet for
the Colorado trade, except the Colorado Central, that is open to the same objections
as the Denver Pacific.
The length of the line, as stated above, is 151.16 miles, of which 1:31,31:3 are tangent.
'The maximum curvature of the line is on a radius of 5,730 feet, and the total curvature is but 769.21° . There is 1,372 feet rise against 25t feet fall, and the maximum
grade both east aud west is only 15.~4 feet per mile, One noticeable feature of the
line is the almost entire absence of cuttings, thus securing immunity from snow block.ades.
Water is readily obtained both from wells and from the river, and consequently the
soil can be easily irrigated and made to yield large crops, and thus induce early settlement of the valley. The entire line is laid with steel rails.
The Platte River is crossed by an oak-pile bridge 2,600 feet long. Nine depots and
ten station-houses; seven water stations, with windmills, and two worked by steam,
have been constructed, together with ample coal-sheds and engine-houses, that complete the line for the rolling stock. The running of this railroad is a great convenience to a large population in the country adjacent to Omaha, as it gives t\fO trains
per day for the accommodation of travelers, and particularly business men, who have
business in Omaha and who cannot well spend a night from their business in the
·Country.
THE UTAH NORTHERN RAILROAD

has been completed to Butte, Mont., a distance from Ogden, Utah, of 421 miles, and
gives connection at Butte with one of the richest mining camps in the country. The
town bas grown, with little outside aid, from a small village to a town of about 4,000
inhabitants in four years.
The mines produce both silver and gold, and in large quantities, and it is claimed
by those versed in their history that they invariably grow richer as they descend into
the earth.
This road opens the doors, as the first railroad to the trade, with the business portion of Montana, hitherto depending on the freight train and the Missouri River, that
is navigable only about half the year.
The Territory of Montana is as large as New England, New York, and another State
thrown in to :fill up the measure. It is said to contain 16,000,000 acres of arable land;
mines of surpassing richness, that are easily and cheaply worked in consequence of an
abundance of available water and timber, and also because the richest land for the
production of wheat and vegetables and beef is in close proximity to the mining districts all through the mountain ranges. The whole territory contains large amounts
of timber for building and mining purposes, and the range for beef cannot be exceeded
in any locality.
The road opening up this mountain State is a narrow-gauge, fully equipped, with
an excellent road-bed, favorable grades, in fine condition, well managed, and must for
all time be an important feeder to the trunk line. This road is to be completed to
Helena, the capital of the State, next year. For this purpose a considerable portion
<>f the grading is already done. Other roads from this line are projected to different
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parts of the Territory, and it is the int.ention of the company. to complete them in the
near future.
The mining regions of Montana and Idaho are tribntary to this road, and millions
of cattle to take the place of the buffalo, now nearly extinct, may be raised on the rich
and extensive ranges. Already the Ea:;;tern markets are to a considerable extent, supplied with beef from these ranges, and increasing quantities are exported to Great
Britain, both on the hoof and in refrigerators, and the beef is !::laid to compare favorably with the best English beef. The value of such extensions to the Union Pacific
Railway can sca1·cely be overestimated.
OREGON SHORT

LINI!~.

This new line bas been commenced the present year; over 50 miles are already
completed, with gradin,g and ties for a mnch louger distance. It commencAs at
Granger, on the Union Paeific Railway, a statio~ a few miles west of Green River,
and passes through a portion of Wyoming, the whole of Idaho, making Baker City,
Oreg., its olJjective point, aw1 connectiug with the whole system of ocean railway
and river na;vigation of the Northern Pacific coast. It is a standard-gauge road, and
like the Utah Northern, which it crosses, it passes through a fine stock country, rich
with minerals, and opens direct communication with Oregon, Washington Territory,
and the Pacific coast.
It penetrates a region where the slow freigllt wt,gon or tlie lumbering stage coach
have been the only means of -locomotion except the saddle and traveling on foot, but
which is as capable of settlement and improvement as the average Territories of the
United States. It scarcely ueed be auded that this will be an important feeder to
the parent liue, becau!;e it will command a vast amount of ti·eigbt and passenger
transportation that bas hitherto found its way to the East either uy way of San Prancisco and the Central Pacific or by steamers or sailing vessels ro New York or Europe.
The directors mention briefly bnt one other line, as the remainder have been alltlded to in other reports, though much might be said of all of tliem.
THE NIOBRARA AND BLACK HILLS RAILWAY.

The terminus of this road has been wisely changed from Duncan, on the west side of
the Loupe Fork, to Columbus, on the east bank of the river, 7t miles from its former
location. By this change the distance between all stations is shortened 5 miles,
and the crossing of the Loupe Fork is avoided. This road, besides its objective point,
the Black Hills, a rich mineral region, passes through some of the best wheat fields
of the country. The soil is of rhe best qnality, well-watered, and in some portions
has abundant timber. For these reasons the land is much prized by the settlers, who
are fast filling up the vacant sections. Large stock interests are also being establisheu in the northeastern part of Nebraska and in Wyoming, on the projected line of
the road.
THE TRACK

from Council Bluffs to Ogden, on the Union Pacific Railway, could scarcely be in better condition. There is no smoother running road in the country. It is well ballasted,
with good cross-t.ies at suitable distances apart, and all but about 50 miles has been
laid with steel rails. Every effort is made to keep the road in complete zepair.
Between Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Ogden, Utah Territory, there have been laid during the year 18tH, up to September 1, 17,559.54 tons of steel rails, which would bo
equivalent to about 192 miles of steel track laid this season. The total number <,11'
cross-ties that have been put into the track from January 1 to August 1, 1881, iu
173,809. These ties are of different kinds of wood, obtainable along the line or purchased where they could be had at best advantage. Of these, 32,777 are ce~ar, 122,1:)3
are •om mon pine, and 18,7:39 are oak.
Several hundred feet of pile hridges have been filled with embankment, and the road
has been raised and widened in many places.
The cuttings jnst west of Omaha have been widened, preparatory to lay1ug uown a
new track from Summit, t.he first station west of the city, the increasing l)usiness of
the road demanding more track accommodations. The work on the Leavy grades at
Elkhorn Hill, the first river- crossing west of Omaha) has been completed.
The maximum grade was originally 79.3 feet per mile. It has been a constant
source of annoyance to the company, often requiring the division of freight trains to
pass the steep grades. It has been reduced to 21 feet per mile, and .fifty cars will now
be as easily hauled as eighteen were before the change. It required a large outlay,
not only to remove the earth, but to build the embankment necessary to overnomcl
this grade.

S. Ex. ti9--12
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The unprecedeuted freshets in the spring of 1881, ~tlld the long-continued high water
attendant, worked serious damage to a consi11erable portion of the road in the Platte
Valley east of Columbus. The water was higher than ever before since the construction of the road, and it wrought injury that no hmnan foresight could have anticipated or prevented. The track in 11Ja11y places waH washed away, and what had before been dry land, or perhaps the heo of a dry creek, became a raging torrent, sweeping all before it.
All these damages ba.,.e been repaired, and the road-bed has been raised at exposed
places to high-water mark all along the line through the PlatteValleyfrom Elkhorn
to Columbus. About a mile of track near Fremont hns been raised two and one-half
feot, and similar work has been done near Elkhorn bridge.
BRIDGES.

Of the iron bridges in process of construction at the date of last report aH have
been completed except two, viz, one across the Elkhorn River, near Waterloo Station, and one across the East Fork of Papillion Creek. Three more iron bridges, of
two spans each, are contracted to be built, and work upon their foundations ha:,J heen
commenced. Each span will be 150 feet long and 16 feet in width. They are overgrade Pratt trnss bridges, and are located ·west of Granger, one of them over Ham's
Fork and two over Black's Fork.
On Bitter Creek, Wyoming Territory, six Howe truss bridges have been replaced
by oak-pile trestles.
Between Piedmont and Ev"anston oak-pile foundations have been driven for six iron
truss bridges, each 50 feet loug. Forty or fifty oak-pile bridges, of length varying
from 48 to 112 feet, are in process of construction at various p.oints along the line.
The work done in the bridge 1lepartment is of the best quality, aml with a view to
safety and durauility.
WATER AND TANKS.

From the :first commencement of work along the line of the Union Pacific Railway
the question of the water supply has been a serions one. The trains were at first in
some places snpplied with water only by extra trains, run at great expense and difficulty, and the present full supply of water in improved tanks has been procured at
large expense and much thought and patient investigation of different methods of
procedure on the part of those who have been in charge of this department, and
indeed of all the geueral officers of the road. Happily, that question is now practically settled. The supply comes from springs, arte~ian wells, and in many instances
from the ordinary wells. The alkali in the water in many instances renders it unfit
for use, and where surface water was so impregnated as to be worthless, the arteRian
well solved the difficulty by giving pure water from the depths of the earth. The
complete apparatus for the standard station now built by the company '?onsists of a.
circular frost-proof tank, 24 feet in diameter and 16 feet in height. The tank is
mounted on cast-iron columns, wllich are set on stone and concrete foundations. The
Halliday windrni:ll is used, with a wheel 2S feet in diameter. The frame of the mill
is mounted on and bolted to iron colulltus which rise from stone foundations. The
pit for pump is cast iron. The wells are 12 feet in diameter, curbed with oak plank
and hooped with wrought-iron bands, maldug a very serviceable aud enduring reservoir for the water.
New water stations of the above description have been erected at the following
stations between November 1, 1tl80, and November 1, 1881: Gibbon, with well 26 feet
deep; Kearney, with well 25 feet deep ; Willow Island, with well 13 feet deep;
Brady Island, with well 15 feet deep.
·
.
At Clark's station, North Bend, and Columbus old tanks have been replaced by new
ones. New tanks will be built the present year at Alkali, Ogallala, Lodge Pole., and
Potter.
At Laramie a.new tank is to be built, to be supplied with springs.
Artesian wells are in process of construction at the following places:
At Rawlins the machinery for boring is being erected.
Fillmore, present depth 750 feet.
Table Rock, present depth 750 feet.
Salt Wells, in same coudition as Rawlins.
At Antelope station a well has been d ng 3, 408 feet from the track, and a 4-inch iron
pipe has been laid from the well to the tank; a pump-house bas also been erected.
At Granite Canon a new supply pipe has beeu laid, from a spring 5,850 feet from
the track, of 4-inch pipe, and a pump-house erected.
A new wooden pump-house bas been erected at Rawlins, with stone foundations.
At Echo a complete system of water works has been completed for station and
engine-house, with hydrants for :fire protection.
At Evanston and Rock Springs tank and boiler houses have been erected.
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COAL.

New sheds have been built in various places along the line of the road. These
.sheds are :30 by :340 feet, with stone foundati.,ns. Each shed contains 16 bins, capacity 20 tons each, and 32 chutes 4 tons each. The cars to be run into the buildings by
locomotives; the coal to be shoveled from the cars into the chutes.
The coal is required for the use of the road, for manufacturing purposes, and for
settlers on the prairie, until they can grow their own fuel by planting trees. The
very rapid growth of trees gives the settler his own fuel in a few years. It is the intention of the company to keep a full supply all the time, but two reasons have interposed to make it difficult the present year: First, the impossibility of obtaming cars
to move it in, a difficulty lmown to nearly all roads; and, secondly, the great scarcity
()f wen to work in the mines. A Huge force is now at work, and it is believed that
soon the supply will equal the demand,
LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR DEP.A.RTMENT AND BUILDINGS.

The great increase of the business of the road, both in t.he freight and the passenger depart.ments, has demanded a corresponding increase in the rolling stock, and in
facilities for its manufacture and repairs. This increase may be shown by comparing
therel_)orts oft he Government directors of former years with those of the present year.
In 1877, only 77G men were employed in the shops at Omaha. In 1881, 3,300 were on
the pay-rolls at the Omaha shops, and 7,808 were employed along the line, as against
less than 4,000 at the former date. This does not include the men employed at the
mines, nor those employed in the rolling mill at Laramie. On the Union Pacific
Ra,ilway and all its branches there are fully 16,000 employes.
There have been purchased the current year 1,100 new box cars, 300 new flat cars,
and 300 new stock ca.rs. The great labor of keeping so large a number of cars in repair has precluded the possibility of manufacturing many cars at. the company's shops,
but the following have been built for the Union Pacific Road: Five baggage cars, 17
way cars, 16 coal cars, 6 box cars, 3 stock cars, besides a large amount of work for
the branch roads.
Locomotive and car department buildings have been added, or are contemplated,
as shown by the following tables:
Omaha, car-shops, to give room for 40 cars, wood ......... _... ~ ....... .
Omaha, car-shops (commenced) ................... ·----- ...... --·· ... .
Columbus, four-stall brick round-house ............................. --·
Grand Island, bla.cksmith-shop, stone ............ __ ................... .
Grand Island, blacksmith-shop, stone._ ......... __ ................•....
Gra.nd Island, car-shops .. _.............. _.......... _..... ___ .... _..•..
Grand Island, car-shops. ____ ........ _........... __ .................•.•
With boiler _u.nd engine room .......... ··-··· .........•.. ··--·· ..•.•...
These will be completed about March, 18tl2.
North Platte, engine-house, brick, 28 stalls ............. _..... _.--· ....•.
North Platte, boiler-shop, brick .... ·----- ............ ----_·----· ....... .
North Platte, oil-house, brick··--·· ...................... ·----· .... ---North Platte, store-room, brick .... ·----·--·· .................•.....•...
Cheyenne, blacksmith-shop, wood ...... __ ............................. .
Cheyenne, store-room . ____ .................................. _......... .
Green River, machine and car shop ......................... --· ........ .
Green River, pump and boiler house ...•.........................•..•••.
Green River, blacksmith shop •......... --·· .............. ····-· .......•
Rock Springs, engine-house, 2 stalls ... _............... _•••....•........

Feet.
170 by 300
200 by 300
75 by 150

100
100
100
50

by
by
by
by

162
150
300
60

by
by
by
by
by
40 by
20 by
36 by

125
60
60
40
40

50
40
40
25
25

70 -

24
44

New and improved machinery bas been put in at Omaha, North Platte, Laramie,
Evanston, Rawlins, and Cheyenne.
The coal department have erected at Carbon coal ~ines fourteen tenerp.ent houses :
Feet.

Engine-house .........•........ ···--· ............•........•........•...
Boiler-house ....................•.•...• _....• _......•.....•... _. _.••...
Dump-bouse ... _........................._....... __ ..... _....•••.....•..

35 by 45
35 by 45
25 by 240

At Rock Spring coal mines12 tenement houses (for white laborers) .....................•.....•...•.
18 tenement houses (fo.r Chinese laborers) ......... --· ....... _.......... .
Engine and boiler house .............................................•..
Slack building ............ -----·----····-·· .......... ------ ............ .

14
13
40
40

by
by
by
by

32
32
80

40

•
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At the Almy mines12 tenement houses (white laborers) ..•.................................
20 tenement houses (Chinese laborers) .......... _... _..... _............ .

14 by 32
12 by 32

At Shelton, Denver Junction, and at Echo new passenger stations have been built,
and at Denver Junr.tion a freight depot and an agent's house.
At Rawlins, new wooden pump-honse, 16 by 32 feet. with stone foundation.
At Evanston, boiler-house, stone foundation, 30 by 40 feet.
MOTIVE fOWER.

There have been 46 new locomotives purchased during the year, 38 rebuilt, and 25so thoroughly repaired. that t,he number rebuilt might fairly be stated at 63. The
engines purchased have been of the best quality, tO-wheelers, and 10 of them heavy
50-ton engines for the heavy grades.
In the shops of the company t.he whole avaHable force has been employed, and frequently with two sets of bands the work bas been continued day and night.
For safety, comfort, durability, anu elegance there are no cars constructed in the
country that are superior to those manufactured in Omaha by the Union Pacific Railway Company, and no better trains pull out from any station-bouse t,han from theirs
for the overland trip. The cars are of uniform size, height, and color, and leave little
to be desired in a complete railroad train. The road bas been peculiarly fortunate in
the men who have for so many years stood at the bead of the locomotive and car departments. They are thorough mechanics, and well skilled in the manufacture of all
railroad equipments.
The emigrant cars particularly deserve a word of notice. They are constructed so
as to be not only comfortable during the day, but at night they are excellent sleeping
cars, differing from the ordinary sleeping car only in the lack of luxurious furnishings,
but well adapted to the wants of emigrants, particularly the women and children, in
their long journey, often from foreign countries, to their frontier homes. No extra
charge is made for these cars.
LAND DEPARTMENT.

Without going into a detailed report of the land operations of the company, we
subjoin the following statement of the sales of land .since last March. Detailed reports have been given in previous reports, and this is deemed sufficient to show the
amount sold in the iutervening time.

Land sales Union Pacific Railway Cornpany, Union Division.

Mareh....

. •. •. •. .

.. .

.

..

~~nt~•-_.

••• •• .• . • . . . .. . .

. ......•...... 1-A
- cr_!ie.-:-·8_
6_1_P_I:-:-:·-: :-:-s7_·7

f~':: : : :-: ~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~::;~::::; ~::; ~ ~:;: ~ ·:;:~ ~ ; :: : : : : : ~::::::::.I :: m l~ Jg l
August................................................ ... ....................

~~~beJ>e~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :~:::: ::::::
November....................................................................

~~~~* .

1g: 6!~

10,474

35,713 66

:~: ~;~ ~;
43,706 01

These sales, it will be seen, cover only nine months of the fiscal year, and they aggregate, disregarding fractions of acres, 75,692 acres sold, for which was charged
$373,199.15, the average per acre being $4.93.
The whole issue of land-grant bonds amounted to $10,400,000. President Dillon, in
his report for 1860 to the stockholders, says: ''There have been canceled of these
bonds $4,329,000. The land contracts, cash on hand, accrued and accruing interest,
amount to a sufficient sum to retire all the land-gunt bonds." With the large amount
received from all the above-named sources, the constant sales, and the very small
amount of" paymentH forfeited," together with the increased value of land along the
line, the "cash on hand" must soon be sufficient to retire all the bonds and leave the
remainder of the land grants in the possession of the company, without incumbrance 1
and add greatly to its resources.
IMMIGRATION AND HESOURCES.

The llnmber of immigrants that are coming from ever.v part of the world to people
the States and Territories west of the Missouri is very large. They come not only
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from the older States in great numbers, but from every part of Europe and from Asia.
This immigration is becoming so marked that it is attracting the attention of some of
the governments of Europe, who look upon it with great concern, and they strive to
throw all legal obstacles in the way of those who desire to make new homes in America. But the tide of immigration has steadily increased during the past year, and is
likely to for years to come. These men claim as a homestead a quarter section (160
acres) of public land; they pre-empt another quarter section, and often take another
as a timber claim; or if t!:!ey have money, as is frequently the case (now much more
than formerly), they buy land which is nearer the railroad and consequently more
valuable. Others come as miners, laborers, herders, and for various positions in all
kinds of service. All these men, or nearly all, have an ambition to be freeholders of
land in some form, and make a home for themselves and their children. These constant accessions are fast. peopling tl1e vast country west of the Missouri-a country
at least 1,200 miles square, wit.h capalJilities of raising all the products of the earth,
from cotton and the tropical fruits in the south to the .finest wheat and vegetables in
the north.
Timber is abundant for building purposes; mines are developed of immense value,
of gold, silver, copper, coa1, iron, and ot.ber minerals. There are deposits of soda, oil,
borax, and sulphur that are practically inexhaustible, and only await the demand to
supply all that is needed of these articles. Hundreds of thousands of cattle, sheep,
and horses, of the best quality, and many of them blooded animals, are being raised
for the markets; and with all these inducements it is not strange that so large an immigration is coming to people these vast regions--too vast and va.ried for the human
mind to contemplate.
The only object of the Government of the United States in asking for this and similar reports from the subsidized companies is to pt~ce a safeguard around the credit
and money it has advanced for the construction of these roads; and the only question
of importance, aside from the judicious operations of these roads, is, will the money
advanced by the Government be repaid~
At one time it migllt have been difficult to answer this question, but tha.t t.ime has
passed. These immense resources from settlement, and the judicious sending out of
branch roads to control tl1is trade, showsconclusivelythat the Union Pacific Railroad
has the ability to settle in full all just claims of the Government long before such
claims are dne, giving dollar for dollar, with interest, for all indebtedness. It is a
significant fact, as stated in the president's report for 1880, that "of the total earnings
of the company from transportation of freight and passengers during the year 1880,
72 per cent. were received from local business." The amount of local business has,
we are informed, increased the present year, showing how rapidly the country is becoming settled, and of how little comparative importance the through freight is to the
company.
·
·
It is stated by the officers of the road that 90 per cent. of the surplus earnings of the
Union Pacific Railway Company are local earnings, while the through freight at the
commencement of the business of the road represented 70 per cent. of the surplus
earnings. This showing proves conclusively that, with the constant increase of local
business from the rapid settlement of the country, and from the branch roads, the
Union Pacific Railway need have no fears of competing through lines, while it depends
upon this source of income for onl~· 10 per cent. of 1.ts surplus earnings, and this percentage com~tantly diminishing in favor of local earnings.
FINANCE.

The Government directors have not deemed it necessary to make an elaborate report of the condition of the finances of the company. This report is made in another
form to the Government, by an anditor appointed by act of Congress. It is sufficient
to say that all points of difference between the Government and the Union Pacific
Railroad Company are understood to have been settled by the "funding bill" of May
7, 1878. This provides that the company shall pay to the Government annually
$800,000, in addition to oue-half the earnings, on Government account, or a sum
which, added to such ha.lf, would equal 25 per cent. of net earnings, and to establish
a sinking fund with which to pay at maturit.y the whole indebtedness. The Ron.
Sidney Dillon, president of the road, informs the Government directors that the company is complying in every material particular with the requirements of the Government in this bill, and that the company are fully prepared to meet at at any time all
the just claims of the Government for its credit advanced to the.road .
MANAGEMENT.

•

•

From frequent trips over the road, made by some of the Government directors, both
()fficially and privately, they deem it but just to say that the road is, in their opinion,
carefully and judiciously managed, and that great credit is due to the officers in charge
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of its immediate interests for their constant and indefatigable efforts to make the road
in all departments a first-class road, equal to the best managed roads in the East, and
their efforts are only equaled by their success; and they canuot forbear the expression
of the opinion that it is a matter of just pride to every American citizen that a great
national enterprise, undertaken with so much doubt and uncertainty, and with so
many predictions of failure from high authority, and with so much at stake in the
progress and welfare of the nation, should have proved so complete a success, both
financially and in opening up a vast country hitherto a wilderness, and uniting in a
common bond the people of the Atlantic and P:1eific coasts, more than 3,000 miles apart,
with the fast growing settlements of the prairies and those of the Rocky Mountains.
·
GEO. W. FROST,
A. KOUNTZE,
S. T. EVERETT,
R. H. BAKER,
Government Di1·ecto1·s Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Hon. S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary of the Interior .

•
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 1882.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, TRANSMITTING A COMMUNICATION FROM THE SECRJDTARY OF THE LNTERIOB,
INCLOSING THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS
OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILBOAD FOR THE YEAR 1882.
[House Ex. Doc. No. 94; Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]
FEBRUARY 26, 1883.-Referred to the Committee on Pacific Railroads and ordered to be printed.

To the Senate and House of Representatives :
I transmit he~with, for the information of the Congress, a copy of the annual report
of the Government directors of~the Union Pacific Railway Company, under date of the
19th instant.
·
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
EXECUTIVE MANSION,
Februar·11 26, 181:l3.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, February ;Ui, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, for transmission to Congress, a copy of the
annual report of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company,
under date of the 19th instant.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER.
Secretary.
The PRESIDF.NT.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY COM·
PANY FOR ll:l82.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C. :
SIR: Three of the present Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company were appomted in June, 1882, viz, Messrs. Haven, Bromley, and Parrish; of the
others Mr. Ferry was appointed November 10, 1882, to succeed Mr. R. H. Baker, deceased, and Mr. Hoyt November 2tl, 1882, to succeed Mr. George E. Spencer, removed.
All were entirely new to the duties of the position, and without any knowledg~, of
course, either of the condition of the Toad and its branches or of the affairs of the corporation.
Owing to circumstances which will presently appear, our opportunities for gaining
the information requisite for an intelligent and faithful discharge of our duties have
been exceedingly limited, and our report is far from being as full and complete in
many particulars as we could wish.
Ne.arly three months having elapsed after the making of the appoimments without
our receiving any notice of a directors' meeting or any recognition from the stoekholders' board, one of our number, Mr. Bromley, ca:lled at. the office of the company in New
York ·with the view of ascertaining, if possihle, whether any fnnetions attached
to the office; and, if so, what was their nature. He was treated with great courtesy by the chief executive officer of the company, who, however, iuformecl him,
somewhat to his surprise, that practically there WPre no functions; that the office
was a "myth;" that the road and equipment belonged to the stockholders; that provision for the payment of the company's debt to the Government had been made by
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the "Thurman bill," and that, as a matter of fact, the Government bad no further
concP-rn with the direction of the road or Hs management. It had bf-eu the practice
in former years, he said, for the Government rlirectors to make a trip over the road
and to make a report of its conctition ; but all tb~ facts and figures contained in the
report were obtained from the reports of the company's own officers and the company's books. Moreover, there was now less necessity than ever for such a report,
since the ground it. wonld occupy was already covered by the report of the ('om missioner of Railroads, an office created by recent legislation. It was evidently his opinion that tbe Government directors hail neither duties, responsibility, nor power, anfl
that•a~ide from making a pleasnre trip oyer the road, nominally for the purpose of inspection, there was uothing for them to do. Facilities for making such a trip, be said,
would be afforded at any time the directors might drsire them. As to the directors'
'meetings, he did not, know when the next one would be held, but presumed that the
Government directors would receive notice from tile secretary whenever one should
be called.
This sncciuct definition of the functions of the office from the point of view of the
company's cbief executive officer did not hold out large promise of usefulness in our
official position to either the Government or the company. While tbere \vas no lack
of courtesy or even cordiality towanls the representative oftbe Governnment during
the interview, it was qnite manifest tbat the company's officers had no disposition to
magnify the office of Government director, uor :my iutC'ntion of imparting to us
any more information concerning the condition of the roacl and the conduct of its affairs than was already acces:sible through other sources to the GoY nrr'lent and the
public.
A request forwarded to the secretary of the company, at Boston, for copies of all
laws relating to tile company, and particularly for the legi:sla,tion hy which the office
of Government director bad bec>n relegated to the domain of mythology, received
prompt and tourtcous response, but nothing was fonud in any of the laws npou tbe
subject or in the law cteating the offiee of Commissioner of Railroads that seemed to
warrant the assumption that the duties and responsibilities of the Governmellt directors bad bPeu in auy way curtailed or modified. It became a qnestioll, then, with
the two Government directors, who were in communication with each other, Messrs.
Haven and Broutley, whethrr tlll ·y would press for recognitiou or resign <1 position
ir1volving unties and ret:;pousibilities which they were not permitted to dit:;charge.
Upon the assurancfl of President Dillon that a directors' meeting would l>e called at
an early day, tht·y decic1ed to take no immediate action.
It was not until the 311 of November, 18R2, nearly six mouths from tht- date of our
appointment, that a call was issnecl for a directors' meeting, to be held at New York
on Novt-mber 15.
At this meetiug 01:ly two of ·t.be Government direetors, Mf'ssrs. Haven and Bromley,
were present; cmlsequf'lltly, there being no qnorum, no organizatioll of the Government board could be effected. By action of the stockholders' board, in accordance
with the provisious of the charter, all the iii rectors were assigned to committees, Mr.
Haven to the e:xeeutive committee; Mr. Bromle~~, finance; Mr. Ferry (who had been
appointed November 10 in place of Mr. Baker, dPceased), lands; Mr. Parrish, Missouri
River Bridge, and Mr. Spencer, to connecti11g roads. Beyond business of a rontine
character and the acceptance of the reports of the last previous meeting, nothing
was done at this meeting.
Prior to this meeting public announcement Lad been made of a forthcoming collateral trust loan, to be issued hy the company, to be secured by deposH of bonds of
some of the branch roads alrendy built and nuder the rna11agement of the company.
The report of the previous meeting as read contained no reference to this loan, nor
was it made the subject of discnssion. It was learned that the e:secntive committee,
which had manageu tbfl transaction so far a:s it had proceeded, bad been, by previous •
action of ~be board, emlo'\ved with such absolute antbority that no ratification or approval of their acts by the board was deemed necessary.
On the 16th of November tlJe two Government directors who bad attended the
meeting of the previouR clay addressed to Mr. Henry McFarland, the secretary of the
company at Boston, a letter requesting him to call a meeting of the Government
directors at Boston, at such time between January 4 nud January 12, 1883, as would
best snit his convenie11ce, for the purpose8 of organization, &c. Iu the same communication they gnve him no1 ice that they desired hiru to be prepared to furni:sh at
said meeting specific information concerning several points therein enumerated, and
set forth, amoug others.
''Data touching construction, cost, condition, &c., of all roads owner1 or leased by
the <·ompany; gross and net earnings of main line, prospects of revenue from collateral
roads; what portiou of uet revenue is applied to the extinguishment of tbo debt to the
Government, and from what sources derived, whether from the main line or the whole
system; what issues of bonos or stocks have been made since the main line was completed, and under what authority."
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In addition to these inquiries they said:
" Questions having arisen concerning the legality of the proposed issue of col1ateral
trust bonds, we should be glacl to be definitely assured that the issuan,ce of the same
is in strict accordance with the provisions of the charter. We hope you will be able
at the proposed meeting to lay before us such legal opinions as will remove any doubt
that may exist upou this point."
Under date of November 21 Mr. McFarland replied that he had never been. intrusted with the power to convene the Government directors, and disliked to assume
that duty. Be suggested that the directors agree upon a chairman who should serve
notices for such meeting. As to the information sought,, he said:
"I am instructed to say that the officers of tbe company here will,_ as far as is consistent with their engrossing occupations, be ready to afford tbe same so far as it may
be useful or necessary to enable the directors to discharge their duties."
J)n the 2~d of November Messrs. Haven and Bromley renewed their request, upon
the ground t,hat tbey did not constitute a quorum, consequently could not organize
by the appointment of a chairman as suggested. On the 25th of November their request was complied with, and a meeting of the Government directors was called by
Secretary McFarland, to take place at ·Boston, January 12, t88:3. Notice of the meeting was also sent to Mr. Hoyt,, who bad just been appointed in place of Mr. Spencer,
removed.
Meantime, to wit, on tbe 21st of November, Hl82, one of our number (Mr. Haven)
having been served with notice of a suit contesting the legality of the forthcoming
collateral trust loan, of which he had no knowledge, except from common rumor a.nd
other unofficial sources, Messrs. Haven and Br9mley addressed your Departn ent,
setting forth the situation of affairs so far as they were informed, and asking instructions from the Department concerning the course they should pursue in the premises.
The information received unofficially somewhat later that the loan had been withdrawn, and that its issuance was no longer contemplated, obviated the necessity for
an answer to our inquiry. The Government director appointed on the executive committee not having bad meantime any notice of a meeting of thatcommittee, we are as
ignorant of the authority by which it was withdrawn as of that by which the jssue
was ordered.
At the meeting of the Government directors at the company's office in Boston, on
J anuar,y 12, 1883, there were present Messrs. Haven,· Bromley, Parrish, and Hoyt.
An organization was effected by the choice of Mr. Haven as chairman and Mr. Bromley
as secretary. No formal answers had been prepared to thequestions propounded in
the communica,t ion from Messrs. Haven and Bromley, referred to above, but I he secretary and other offieers of the company evinced a willingness to answer any questions
that might be proposed, and facilities were afforded for examining the books and
accounts of the company.
Detailed statements had bP,en prepared by the employes of the company for use by
counsel in the suit above referred to, contesting the legality of the issue of collateral
trust bonds, and from th<:"se the answers to several of our inquiries might have been
obtained. But it was represented to us that the company's attorneys were unwilling
to have copies furnished ns until they had been submitted to them, and the meeting
was adjourned accordingly, to meet in New York on the 17th of .January, when it was
understood that definite answers to our inquiries would be submitted.
At the adjourned meeting, January 17, there were present Messrs. Haven, Bromley,
Parrish, and Hoyt. A communication was received from Mr. Ham, the assistant treasurer of the company, at the hands of Mr. Holmes, of counsel for the company (subsequently certified to by Secretary McFarland), containing answers to all our inquiries,
as full and satisfactory as could be desired. Supplementary thereto Mr. Holmes communicated to us, verbally, in answer to infl_niry, such information as he was possessed
of concerning the company's transactions, its conditions, and prospects. At tbis meeting we bad the first real indication of a disposition on the part of any official representative of the company to treat the Government directors as entitled to the confidence of the managers, and to disclose to them frankly and fully the affairs of the
company. In view of the obstructions and delays" we had experienced, and the apparent shyness and distrust with which we have been treated, the natural effect of
which was to awaken suspicion (whatever may have been the intent), we were agreeably surprised to find that from all we could learn the management of the road had
been prudent and wise, its affairs honestly and ably administered, its condition and
prospects good, with nothing to be gained from concealment or evasion, and nothing
to be feared from publicity.
The circumstances connected with our efforts to obtain ·recognition as representatives of the Government in the board of directors have been narrated somewhat in
detail in order, first, that the reasons for the delay in submitting our report may be
known at the Department; and, second, that the views hitherto entertained by the
management concerning the functions and duties of the Government directors
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may be more fully understood. While we acquit the stockholders' board and the
officers of the road of any design of concealing or withholding anything from us for
their own purposes concerniDg the management or condition of the road, we feel
constrained to say that, in our opinion, the limita-tions which t.hey undertook to put
upon us in the exercise of our official duties were not only unwarranted by law, but
calc.ulated to impair public confidence in the administ.r ation of the company's affairs.
The question raised in 1880, after the consolidation of the Union, Kansas, and Denver
Pacific companies, as to t.he Jurisdiction of the Government directors over. the consolidated company had never been pressed, and we understood that their jnrisdiction
is not now denied upon the ground of that consolidatioD. As to the suggestion that
the office has virtually been superseded by the creation of the office of Commissioner
of Railroads, we are very clear that no such intention is expressed or implied in the
law. The obvious purpose of the law creating the office of Government director
was to secure in the actual and active direction of t.he company representa1ives f
the large interest held by the Government in the road. It was intended that the
Government's representatives should not merely be a medium of communication
through whom what bad been done might be learm:d, lJnt that they should have a
voice in the direction, having intimate knowledge of its affairs, and keeping themselves
thoroughly informed concer11ing all its transactions ancl the policy of its a(lministration. 'fhe appointment of the Commissioner of Railroads obviates the necessity for
much of the detail concerning the condition of the road and equipment, and for the
extended stat.istics formerly contained in the Government director's report, bnt in no
other respect that we can see does it limit their functions or relieve the company's
officers of the duty of consulting them upon all matters concerning the management.
We feel it our duty, therefore, to direct the attention of the Department to the following facts :
1st. That although some of us received our appointments in J nne, Ul82, and although
the by-laws provide that stated meet.ings of the board shall be held quarterly, wereceived no notice of any meeting until November, and then of a special meeting, aml
that no quarterly meetings have been held, to our knowledge, since our appointment.
2d. That all the proceedings relating to the important transaction of issuing a collateral trust loan were had without our knowledge, or any notification to us.
3d. That the equally important transaction of withdrawing the loan was decided
upon without our knowledge or auy notice to us.
4th. That a dividend was declared in December, and notice of the same published
without the knowledge of, or any notifica!.ion to, the Government director, who is a
member of the executive committee, or any other one of .our number.
5th. That we have not been consulted concerning the inception or progress of any
matter falling within the province of the directors, and have only learned after the
event, from current ru'mor or by persistent inquiry, of any action of the directors or
their executive committee.
And we submit that herein are specific instances of neglect, if not violation of law,
which deserve notice, as liable, if per~isted in, to work mischief to the interests of
both the company and the Government . .We repeat that there is, in our judgment,
no evidence of willful violation, but only of neglect to comply with the requirements
of law under a possible misapprehension of the official functions of the Government
directors.
CONDITION OF ROAD AT DATE OF COMPLETION.

The condition of the road on November 5, 1869, the date at which it was found by
the Government to have beeu completed, is shown by the following:
APPROXIMATE STATEMENT.

Assets.
$9.6, 658, 021 70

Construction and equipment ...••.

Liabilities
Capital stock ..................•••................................. 25,762,300 00
Funded debt ...................................................... . 40,01t:!,OOO 00
United States bonds .. : .............................. $26,638,000 00
United States interest ...... <·--- ...... ...... .... .. .
743,719 fi4
27,381,719 64

UNION · PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
Floating debt :
Bills payable .................................. .
Pay-rolls, vouchers, &c ................•.. . .....
Accounts payable ..................•••••........
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$2,571,912 06
1,022,940 72
4,029,906 09

Total .............. : . ..................•..
Less cash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $224, 569 46
Bonds and stock...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410, 000 00
Accounts receivable...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533, 576 20
Agents, conductor~:>, other roads, &c .... 1, 083,808 36
Material.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 642, 766 10
Due from United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234, 016 69

7,624,758 87

$4,128,756 81
-------

3, 496, 002 06
96,658,021 70

MI~MORANDUM.-The preceding statement is approximately correct for the date
given, as appears by the books of the company.
It should be said, however, that very large sums were due from the company at
that date on construction account, toward which payments were, from time to time,
made during the succeeding years.

PRESENT CONDITION.
Its condition on June 30, 1882, as shown by the report of the Commissioner of :Railroads, was as follows:
LIABILITIES.
Funded debt .............•........................... ····"· ....... . $82,55fi,053 75
2,049,600 74
Interest on same, accrued, but not due ................. - ............ -.
United States subsidy bonds ....................................... . 33,539,512 00
Interest on same, acerued, but not due ............................. . ~9,074,812 7~
Dividends unpaid ................................................. .
1, 12:~. 371 14
Floating debt :
Hills payable.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . $3, R79, 707 61
Pay-rolls and vouchers.............. . . .. .. . . . . . . . 2, 2:i9, 8ti6 99
Accounts payable ............................... 4,635,317 27
10,754,891 87

Total debt ............................................... 159,097,242 28
Capital stock.....................................................
60,868,500 00
Total stock and debt ..................................... 219,965,742 28
ASSETS.
Cost of road and equipment ....................................... $157,092,858
Cash...............................................................
1, 570,029
Fuel, material, and stores on hand ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 96:~, 345
Company's stocks and bonds...... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ..
2, 250, 940
Other stocks and bonus............................................. 36,365,347
Land contracts and cash . . . . . . . .....................•. _. . . . . . . . . . .
6, 448, 827
Sinking funds ............................... -----~.................
767,658
Miscellaneous investments.-----·...................................
151,621
Interest paid the United States by transportation service. . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 871, 519
Bills and accounts receivable...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. • • .. .. .. . .. ..
2, 761, 500
Due from the United States for transportation service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, G78, 930

46
16
92
02
64
92
85
76
56
48
55

Total assets .................................................. 226, 822, 580 32
Surplus ...............................••...............•. _.. .

6, 856, 838 04
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It is claimed by the company that this statement does them injustice by conveying
upon its face a false impression con cerning the floating debt in that it does not state
the proper offsets. Their own statement of floating debt is as follows:
Bills payable ..... _.... __ .... _..................................... .
Pay-rolls and vouchers ............................................ .
Accounts payable ..•••....................... ___ ....... ___ ........ .

$3,879,707 61
2,239, 866 99
4, 63f>, 317 27

Floating debt as per report of the Commissioner of Railroads for June
30,1882, p.32 .............. ---------·----------------------------

10,754,89187

To which should be added the following other debts:
Interest on first-mortgage bonds (including Jnly 1, 1882,
coupons)------------------------------ ............ $1,221-1,385 00
Interest on other funded debt (including July 1, 1882,
coupon s) .. _............. ------ .... . ............ _...
213,939 90
Dividends unpaid (including July 1, 1882, dividend) . . 1, 123,371 14
Called bonds, not presented for payment..............
47,000 00
-----

2,G1:3,696 04

Gross amount of floating or unfunded debts . _... . . . . . . .. . . .. .. _.. _ 1:3, 368, 587 91
Against which the resources of the company, excluding investment
accounts, and bonds, and stocks of other companies applicable hereto,
were as follows:
Cash ................................................. $1, 570, 029 16
Accounts receivable . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 2, 278,404 95
Company stocks, and bonds owned by the company.... 2, 250, 940 02
Sinking funds in hands of trustees ........ $117,558 85
Less applicable to funded debts...........
70,558 85
47,000 00
Bills receivable .................................... ..
67,564 50
415,531 03
Due from other companies on account of traffic balance.
Fuel, material,' and stores on hand .................. .. 3,963,345 92
- - - - - 10,5!:)2,815 58
Floating debt, June 30, 1882 ....................................... .

2,775,772 33

The above statement, they claim, contains the items properly constituting tlle company on the date named, with such resources, and only such, as are considered proper
ofi'sets to the same. It does not include the so-called ''investments" in stocks and
bonds of other roads, which on that date were as follows:
INVESTMENTS.

Bo:r.ds at par.

Stocks at par.

Amount of bonds and stocks held as investments not applied in stat6ment of floating debt .Tune 30, 1882....... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .• . . .. . .. .. $15, 224, 780 40
$28, 851, 550
Securities held by the trustees under the Kansas Pacific, by consolidated mort11;age . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
3, 155, 000 00
1, 8Hi, 250
Securities held by the trustees under the Union Pacific Railroad Company collateral trust indenture ........... _................. _......... ~· 14~, 000~., ... ~..:.:...:..:..:
Total bonds and stocks ........... _.... _....... . . _....... _........

24, 527, 780 40

30, 667, 800

(From these investments, amounting to $55,195,580.40, we learn that the company derived a net revof$2,172,532.50 during the past year.)

~nue

From a comparison of these statements it appears that the Commissioner of Rai(
roads, making no allowance for offHets, places the floating debt at $10,754,891.87, while
the company's officers, after making what they consider the proper offsf'ts, exclusive
of the so-called "investments," place it at $2,775, 772.82. The discrepancy arises, as
will be seen, partly from differences of opinion as to what properly constitutes an offset to a floating debt, and partly from differences in book-keeping and in the method
of tabulation.
The company's statement, however, contains several items not included in that o{
the Commissioner of Railroads, to wit: Interest on first-mortgage bonds and other
funded debt: dividends unpaid, and called bonds not presented for payment, amount-
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ing in all to $2,613,fi96.04. The difference of one day in the date of the two statements, one being of June 30 and the other of July 1, accounts for the omission of these
items from the Commissioner's statement, they falling due on the 1st of July. The
floating debt on tbe 1st of July, 1882, was accordingly $L3,368,587.91.
If we omit from the items claimed by the compa.ny to be proper offsets to the floating debt "company's stock and bollc1 s owned Ly the company," $2,250.940.02, and
"fuel, material, and storeH on baud," $3,963,345.92. it will be found that the floating
debt of the company is $8,9!)0,058.27.
F~OA'l'ING DEBT, NOVEMBER

29, 1882.

This statement of the floating debt on the 29th ofNovember,-1882, as submitted by
the company's officers, is as follows:
Bi1lspayable ··························---- · .......... $2,980,963 75
Pay-rolls and vouchers . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 002, 840 !:J6
Accounts payable . _............ _. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . 3, 7 41, 302 91
Floating debt in the opinio11 of the United States Commissioner of Railroads . ..... ___ --· .. _.......... _-- .. _..... __ --· .... $8,725,107 62
To which should be added the following other debts:
Interest on first-mortgage bonds (including December 1,
1tl82,coupons)............ ..........................
353,770 00
Interest accrued not yet due._ .. __ .. _... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
782, 313 s:3
Interest on other bonds .................. -----·........
50,409 56
Interest accrued not yet due ... _..... _............. _.. _
537, 756 67
Diviclen<ls unpaid------ ...................... ---·.....
68,889 89
Dividends accrne<l, namely :
.
Two-thirds of January, 1883, dividend ........... -----710,131 34
Called bonds, not presented for payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61, 000 00
- - - - - - 2, 564, 271 29
Gross amount of floating or unfunded debts ........ ·----------· ...... 11,2o9, 378 91
Against. which the resources of the company, excluding "investment
accounts 17 and bonds and stocks of other companies applicable thereto,
were as follows :
•
CaHh .... ··---- .............. ··---· ------ ...... ---- ___ _ $592,549 84
Accounts receivable . .......... ·----- ........ ----·----- 1,829,822 76
Company's stock and bonds owned by the company* .... 2 362· 94~ 04
Sinking funds, with trustees to pay called bon<ls .. __ .., .
' 61:000 00
112,367 50
Bills receivable .. - --· .. -- .. ---. ·---. __ --· ---- ........ _
231,649 52
Duo from other companies on account of traffic balance.
Fuel, materials, and stores on hand._. __ . ___ -- ...... _.. 3,007,886 58
- - - - - - 8, 198,218 24
Floating debt November 29, 1882 .. ---· ... _........... __ ... _. __ .......

3, 091,160 67

In preparing the above.statement the company's officers pursued the same plan as
in the one of July 1, 1R82, making deductions of the same items as proper offset£. It
leaves the debt at $3,0!H,160.67.
Omitting from these offsets the items "company's stocks and bonds owned by the
company," $2,362,942.04, and "fuel, material, and stores on hand," $3,007,886.58, =
$5,370,828.62, have $8,4t'H,989.29, a decrt'ase in five months of $52ti,06!:l.98.

* Particulars of item in above account, •' company's stock and bonds owned by the
company:"
$2,132,000 Kansas Division consolidated bonds .................. ·----- $2,132,000 00
$116,000 Kansas Division sub-income bonds ....... _. _... _. _.. _...... .
101,300 00
9,962 50
$9,000 Union Division land grant bonds----~·------ ...... -----· .... ..
$5,000 Union Division Omaha bridge bonds .......................... .
5,161 35
$357.50 Ka11sas Division coupon certificates ... _.......... __ -- ....... ..
360 69
$50 Union Pacific Rail way Company stock._ ....... __ .. _. _..... __ ... ..
50 00
$159,600 Union Pacific Railroad Company stock ... __ ... ____ ......... _.
113,607 50
$200 Kansas Pacific Railway Company stock ......... _... _.••...... _..
200 00
$30(1 Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company stock .. _..... _..
300 00
2,362,942 04
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We find that considerable differences of opinion exist among railroad officers as to
what com~titute proper offsets to a floating debt. In the present case the officers of
the Uniou Pacif1c Rail way Company, having divided their entire liabilities into two
classes, the funded and the unfunded or floating debt, the former of which is offset by
the propert,y covered by mortgage, have assumed that all their other assets, even
those not considered quick or immediately available, like fuel, material on band, &c.,
are the natural and proper offsets to the unfunded or ftoating debt. It is a question
on the one hand whether the deduction of all these items from the gross amount of
unfunded debt and the statement of the balance as the actual floating debt does not
convey au erroneous idea as to the trne condition of the company, and, on the other
hand, whether a statement of the floating debt which omits to present these items as
offsets does not do the company an apparent injustice.
.
It is undoubtedly true that the current value of the supplies, fuel, material, and
stores, provided for the operation of a railroad, diminish the future expenJiture as
usefu1ly as if they were cash on hand destined to procure such snpplies, and are frequently reckoned in railroad reports as an asset in diminution of floating debt. This
item amounts to $:3,007,886.58.
It is likewise true that the company's owu bonds and stock held by the company,
temporarily on band, are capaiJle of being converted into cash, and the proceeds applied to the reduction of the unfunded liabilities.
These stocks and bonds amount to $2,362,942.04.
We feel that we shonld be remiss in duty did we not express our disapproval of the
course of the company's officers in allowing so large a floating deht to accumulate.
The company has not only large surplus earnings, but securities of great value, as
shown by the statements already set forth. We are decidedly of the opinion that these
securities should have been sold in advance of the requirements of the company, rather
than that the company should be exposed to the financial danger incurred by borrowing, on call and otherwise, nearly ten millions dollars. The saving of a small fraction
in price or rate and interest cannot compensate for r he risk involved by such a policy,
although it is undoubtedly true that these securities have largely advanced iu value
since their respectives issues.
,
FEEDING LINES.

To our inquiry concerning the construction, cost, and condition of the roads owned
and leased by the company we have received no answer, except as .to the Union Pacific and Denver Pacific, the statistics. concerning which are contained in the reports
of the Commissioner of Railroads, on file in yom; Department, and do not need to be
repeated here.
The following is a list of these properties reported by the Auditor of Railroad Accounts June 30, 1882:
Miles.

Omaha aud Republican Valley ....... __ ... __ ... ____ ... ___ ....••. _.. _. _. __ ... _..
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills .. _--·._. __ ... ___ .·-·--· .. _--.-----· .. ---· __ ..
Saint Joseph and Western·-----·----···--···----··-----·----···----···--·· ....
Maysville and Blue Valley._. __ .. _. __ ... __ .... ---· .. ___ .. __ ...... ___ .·- ___ . __ ..
Colorado Central ... __.. ____ .. ___ •.. ____ .. ____ ... __ ... ____ .. _. __ ... __ ... _____ . .
Summit County. __ _-· .. __ -· ... --·--_-· .. __ --··-_-- ... _--.·----·_·----··-·.....
U tab and Northern . _ •.... - _... __ - .. ____ ... ____ ... _. _... ___ ..... _..... _ .. ____
Carbondale·--_ ..... --· ... -· ... _--··-.--···----··---·-·----·-.·-.-· ... ---·--··
Junction City and Fort Kearney._. __ ... __ ... _. __ .. _. _._. . . __ ... __ • _........ __ .
Solomon ..... - . _... -- - _.. - __ - .. ____ .. ___ - .. ___ - .. ____ ... ___ ..... _... ___ ... __ . .
Salina and Southwestern .. __ ._·----· .. _-···-_--·. ___________ . ____ .·-._-·. __ --·
Denver and Boulder Valley·- __ .... __ .. ·-·--· .·. __ .. ·-- __ .. ____ .··-··· .. ___ .....
Golden, Boulder and Caribou ... -·----··----··-----·---···-···---···-·· ..•. --··
l{ansas Central. __ -- .... -- ... __ ---.----·.------- .. ___ .···-- · .·----· .. __ .... _...
Central Branch Union Pacific and leased lines .... ·-----·----·-·-··-···---·--·-·
Jules burg Brauch ... _.... ___ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ___ . _ . ___ .. _........ ____ .
Saint Joseph Bridge ·---· ·--· --·· ·-·- ··-· -·-- ·----· ·--- ·-··· ·----· ·----· -~---·
Utah Central .. __ . ___ ... __ .. ____ .. _. _ .. ___ .. _. __ .. _.... ___ .. _............. __ ..
Utah Southern and extensions. __ . __ .. _..... _....•... ___ . _........ ___ ...... __ ..
Utah Western ... __ ...... ____ ... ___ .. _. __ .. ____ . _.. _.. ____ . _.. _ .. ~ __ ...•..• ___ .
Denver, South Park and Pacific .. __ .. __ .... ___ ... ___ .. ____ .. _.. _... ___ ... __ . _.
Wahsatch and Jordan Valley .. ---··----·----·----···---··----··----· .... ··-···
Manhattan, Alma and Burlingame. ____ .·- __ -· .... ·-_._ .. ____ .---- .... __ .. ___ ._

132
48
252
38
178
30
382
32
70
57
36
27
6
119
363
150
1
37
242
37
164
31
58

This total of 2,490 miles has been considerably increased since the date of that report. Jt being deemed desirable to have specific information in detail concerning all
these roads, which a recontrolled and practically owned by the Union Pacific Railway
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Company, in order to form a reasonable idea of the prospect of revenue from each,
and to pass a,n intelligent judgment npon the policy of building branch roads as feederM
to the main line, the company's officers were requested to furnish us such detailed
statement, which is hereto appended. Upon the mer ely superficial view of the work·
ing of the system that has been permitted us, as, indeed, upon obvious general principles, we heartily approve the policy of the company in this regard, t.herein agreeing
with the Commissioner of Railroads and all of our predecessors who have refened to
the subject. The gross amount of investments in these lines is represente1l al.Jove,
under the head of "investments." We are informed that the cash outlay was u bout
$17,000,000.
.
The following is a statement of the earnings and e4penses of the road and brauches
for the eleven months E-nding November :~0, ltltll, and for the corresponding months
in 188~:
THE UNION P .ACIFIC RAIL W .AY COMP.ANY.

Earnings and expenses of the road and "branchts" for
30, ll:l81.

Earnings.

Omaha and Republican Valley . ..... _..... .
, Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills ......... .
Saint Joseph and Western .... . ........... .
Marysville and Blue Valley ............. , __
Echo and Park City ...................... ..
Utah and Northern ... : ................... .
Colorado Central. ......................... .
Denver, South Park and Pacific .......... .
Lawrence and Southwestern .............. .
Junction City and Fort Kearney .......... .
Solomon .................................•.
Salina and Southwestern ................ ..
Denver and Boulder Valley ............... .
Golden, Boulder and Caribou .......-.... " ..
Kansas Central .......................... ..
'Dotal Union Pacific Railway and branche8

eleven months ending November

Surplus earnin~s or
defic1encies.

Expenses.

U niou Division ... . __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . $15, 845, 307 19
Kansas DivisioiJ, Main Line...... . . . . . . . . .
5, 883, 218 28
Kansas Division, Leavenworth Branch....
76, -!86 88
Kansas Division, Cheyenne Branch... . . . . .
548, 142 57
Total Union Pacific Railway ....... .

thf

$7, 641, 252
3, 428, 392
77, 563
310,304

40
09
23
60

$8, 204, 054
2, 454, 826
'1, 076
237, 837

79
19
35
97

1, 042. 4
638.5
34
106

201, 066
99,355
675, 136
51,214
50, 019
663, 000
575,931
1, 020, 070
41,702
70,238
47, lll2
33,031
69, 016
13,052
200, 505

50
Oi
31
82
53
00
72
49
57
52
56
32
43
66
16

*30,120
*51, 038
26,258
*31, 683
29,865
560,571
532,320
332, 956
*9, 6tJ9
23, 126
11,837
2, 845
4,106
9, 435
*65, 285

7'l
39
47
44
19
21
18
26
66
63
20
95
86
74
18

132.6
83.1
251.7
37.6
31.2
366.8
192
211.1
31

--------------- --11, 457, 512 32
22, 353, 154 92
10, 895, 642 60
1, 820. 9
========::...=:==- ============= =========== - - 170,945
48, 316
701, 394
19, 531
79,884
1, 223, 571
1, 108, 251
1, 353, 026
32,092
93,365
59,649
. 35,877
73,123
22,488
135,219

78
65
78
38
72
21
90
75
91
15
T6
27
29
40
98

~5.1

57. s
36
27.8
6
118.6

- -- - - - -- - -27,-509,-894
- 85- -15,-268,-665
95
12, 241, 228 90
3, 458.8
*Deficiency.

.
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Earnings and expenses of the 1·oad and branches for the eleven months ending Novembe1· 30,
168:l.

I
I

Earnings.

.j

---

....

~

~·IV•M
>:1

.s~

<Vc:rn

eo

:;]~

:<:i:rl~

.v;...
oo<D

o:$P,.

;... a) :;:l
o;...~

~s~

0

~OP..

l'l
H

H

---- ---

49

$8, 937, 786 73

1, 042.4 $733, 73:!. 94

02

1, 924, 383 89

63!!. 5 *530, 442 30

19

18,052 02

34

05

139, 576 05

106

20, 956, 504 44

75 _____
11, 019, 798 69
_ _9, 936,
_ 705__
,

= ===== - - - - - ,- - - - - -

Omaha and Republican Valley . .. . ... ...
Omaha, Niobrara and
Blaok Hillo . ... . .
Saint Joseph and
Western ............

287, 087 52

M~~~r:~l~~- ~~-~. ~1-~~ . 1
Ecl10 and Park City ...
Utah and Northem. -- 1

Colorado <..:en tral. .....
Denver, South _P_ar~ J
and Pacific
Lawrence and Southwestern ... . .........
Junction City and
Fort Kearney .......
Solomon .. ... .
. . ...
Salina and Southwestern ........ . ... . ... .
Den>er and Boulder
Valley ..............
Golden, Boulder and
Caribou .............
Knnsas Central
01 egon Short Line ... .
Salt Lake and Western ..... - - . ... -..
Greely, Salt Lake and
Pacific ·· · ·--·--·-Total Union Pacific
Railway
and Branches ...

0

p 0
ol;...

p.,O.,j

I

~
'§.,j

·: ;5 ~

<Vcu

19, 128 37

...........

--- ···- ·
·-· · ·--·

*98, 261 92 . .... . ......

----- ----- ----- - - -- - - -

Total Union Pa·
cificRailway ....

~

1

b l p..
c:O
;...._;

~~~

Union Division . ..... $15, 709, 964 22 1 $6, 772, 177
Kan sa8 Division, Main
Line . .. . . .
4, 701, 954 91
2, 777' 571
Kansas Division, Leavcnworth Branch . ..
84, 525 21
66,473
Kansas Division Chey-·
enue Branch . .. . ...
460, 060 10
320,484

~

Surplus
earnin g s or deficiencies.

Expenses.

rn

OJ~

IV'

I

236, 193 15 1

127, 510 85

74,779 17

729, 602 87

715, 323 32

23, 544
90, 640
2, 050, 885
1, 601, 971

61
53
85
55

38,844
56,012
1, 164, 087
912,376

35
78
37
46

1, 820. 9

---

124,156 09 ...........

=

-=-==== -

50, 894 37

J39. 9

81, 015 09

7.

52,731 6S

84.1

103,770 07

1

14, 279 55
115,299
34,627
886, 798
689,595

251.7

* 11, 978 92

......... .. .. .

74
75
48
09

37.6
32
421.4
329.1

16, 383
4, 76::!
326,227
157, 274

70
56
27
91

---·---·
54.
137.

1, 413, 912 32

1, 063, 991 37

349, 920 95

257.4

16, 964 69

46. 3

19,867 56

37, 890 97

ns, o2s 41

31

*8, 413 75

··-··-··

75,978 25
61,481 13

73,852 88
46, 075 55

2,125 37
15,405 58

55.1
57.3

*24, 001 26 .............
3, 568 38 . .............
15, 905 03 .. .........

52,497 27

33, 746 29

18,750 98

61, 574 38

82,103 47

t20, 529 09

27.8

*24, 635 95

.............

25, 189 29
145,926 49
23,827 50

11,225 95
146, 318 72
45, 521 73

13, 963 34
t392 23
t21, 694 23

6
163.3
74.1

4, 527 60
64,892 95
*21, 694 23

- --. ---

48, 628 16

12,273 40

36, 354 76

29

8, 291 40

9, 405 61

1, 114 21

----- ----27, 804, 921 97

u, 696, 728

29

--~-----

13, 108, 193 68

36

36,354 76

~

44. 7
74. 1
29

9. 6

*1, 114 21

9. 6

3, 863. 3

866,964 78

404. 5

---- - - - - -

t Deficiency.

*Decrease.
BO~D

ISSUES.

Under the act of Congrel'is approved February 24, 1871, au issue of bonds to the
amount of $2,500,000 was made for the construction of the bridge at Omaha.
In September, 1873, nuder the act of Congress approved March 3, 1873, au issue of
bonds amounting to $16,000,000 was made for the purpose of funding and securing
debt then existiug, known as the sinking -fund mortgage of the company. Concerning the l egality of those issues no question bas ever been raised so far as we know.
Und er date of July 1, 1879, the company made a.n indenture with the Union Trust
Company of New York as trustee for the issue of what are known as" collateral trust
bonds." They were to run twenty-nine years from that date, drawing 6 per cent.
interest, payable semi -annually, anu were secured by 7 per cent. first-mortgage bonde
of the Colorado Central Railroad Company, Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad
Company, and the Utah Northern Railway Company.
In conformity with the terms of the trust, $5,270,000 in amountoftbese bonds have
been sold and their proceeds substantially applied, as we are informed, to the construction and extension of branch roads or ''feeders."
Of thebe bonds $352,000 have been rerleemed, leaving $4,918,000 outstanding.
The issue of these bonds was made under the advice of eminent counsel, who held
that it was clearly within the legal powers of the company.
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Tbe Government 11irectors iu their report of tlw tran~action raisecl11o question as
to their validiry, nor bas it been disputed since b~ the Commissioner of Railroads or
anv other officec of the Government.
Since the cousolidation the Uuion Pacific Rail way Company bas issued no bonds.
A lJond similar to tLe collateral trnst houd of 18iV was at one time contemplated,
and, as lwreinlJefore stated, was ready to he issued, as we learned through unofficial
sources, but upou qut•stions being raised as to its legality, for that and other reasons
its issue was suspeuded.
During the pendency of proceedings contt'sting the legality of the proposed. issue
the GoYernment directors were in receipt of a number of communications embodying
a variety of interrogatories concerning tile policy, past a11d present, of the management, and the antbority nuder 'vhich uonds bad IJeen issued and certain other acts
doue . It seemed clear to us tbat though we might,, very properly, in our official capacity, call upon tbe company'~ officers for the information sought upon these questiows, it was equally clear tl•at in the confidential relation held by us to the company
as re1ne:-q11ativ~s of the Government's interest it was nei1ber our duty nor onrright
to permit ourselves to be used as a meam:J of ohtnining information which the executive ofticers of the road might deem it impolitic to communicate to the public. vVe
did 110t consider that the question could with any propriety be addressed to us, but
that they shoul(l have been arl<lres~ed either to the Interior Department or the proper
officers of the eompauy. Tili.s suustantially was our answer.
For t~be iuformation of the Department, we transmit herewith copies of correspondence on this suiJject.
MILEAGE ALLOWANCES.

Under the construction pnt upon the Thurman aet, so callt\d, hy the company's offieers, the~;:, per cent. of earnings required to be applied ou the debt of the Union Pacific Railroad Corvpany is (lerivell from the main line only from Council Bln~f~:~ to Ogden, and uot from the whole ssstem. This IJeing the case, we deemed it impOl'tant to
know uetiuitely what constjructive mileage allowances were made to the br<tuch roads
of the system, ancl macle inquiry accordingly.
Weare informed that the allowances are as follows:
Omaha uud Repnulic<Ln Valley Railroad is allowed li miles for mile.
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills is nllo ...ved lt mile~ for mile.
Saint .Joseph and \'Testern is allowed li miles for mile.
Echo and Park City is alloweu :lmiles for mile.
Greeley, Salt Lake and Pacitic i~ nllowe<l ~miles for mile .
.Julesburg Branch Colorado Central is allowed lt miles for mile.
Colorado Central, standard gnage, is allowed It miles for mile.
Utah :111d Northern Railwny is allowed li miles for mile.
Og-den Short Line Rail way is allowed 1! miles for mile.
We do not find these allowances excessive or unusual, but believe them to be just
and equitable, and IJased upon the value of the uusiness brought to the main line by
the connecting roads.
Complaint is wade by the company's officers that the Government, against the decision of the courts, applies not only the earnings of the nutiu line for GO\'ernment
service, bnt t,be earnings for Government service of the whole system, branch and
fee<1ing lines included, to the payment of the Government debt.
FREIGHT .AND PASSENGER RATES.

(On main line only.)
The average rates, charged for passengers and freight are shown by the following
table:
Passengers.
1880.
1881 and 1882.
--------- ---- Through ........................................................ . 4 cents per mile .. 3 cents per mile.
Way ............................................................. 4~ cents per mile. 31 centspermile.

F,_;gbt P" ton pe< mHo

--~-~~ ~~-~~

Local, including coal ................................................... $0 02.18

~b~·~~ige:,cbt:~~~~~l~~~gd~;;:: :~~ ::::::.:: ~::::::::::::::: ::-:: : ::::::::::

---- ~~·-~~.
Pacificeoast ....................... . ................................
01.491
Average, including coal ..................... : .................... :.....
01.89
.A.verage,excludingcoal ..............................................
01.96

S. Bx. 69--13 .

$0 02.35! $0 02.27

~~: ;~

01.26
01.98
02.1:9

g~: ~~

01.2<1
01.95
02.9
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These rates seem not unreasonable. It is to be expected, however, t.hat with tb•
opening of new lines anil increase of competition the~~ will be materially changecl.
J<'AST TRAINS.

The opening of competiJ1g throngh lines on either sitle makes it necessary, in our
opinion, for the company to take some steps to maintain the au vantage it, now has in
its passenger business. To this end we believe 1he running time of the through trains
sbonld be materially shortened, which can welll>e don,• with l>nt little inconvenience
and a small increase of running expenses, so that tho time from Omaha to San Fraucisco may he reduced by from twenty-four to thirty-six honrs. \Vtl b elie\' e the increased expense will be more than compensated fol' by the increase in the numl>er of
passenger::; antl in the income from th:1t source. We underst.:111d that the managers
have this matter muler conAideration.
THE PULLMAN-CAR CONTRACT.

[n their report for 1877 the Government directors, after commending the policy of
the company in doing its own express bnsiness, instead of farming it out to express
companies, went on to say :
"It wonld have teen well for the company had it pursued the same course with
the sleeping-cars on the road that it did with the express department, but instead
of doing so it. contracteu thi~ interest ttway at a very early !lay in its history. The
Pullman sleepcn; were pnt upon the road under said contract. The terms of the contract were most favorable to Mr. Pnllman. He furnishes the car conductors and porters. The railroad compa,uy keeps the cars in repair.
"The total amount expended l>,y the company for repairs nuder the contract from
the time thE' car~ were plac~ ed on the road to the preseut time is $444,5~5.21. It would
llave been far better for the .cumpany had it placed its own sleeper~ on the road and
run the same to its o·wn protit. The present management is anxious to be rid of said.
contract, and certainly will not renew it, aA it is now plain to be seen what a grave
mistake was made uy entering into it at all. The contract will expire October 1, 188Z."
Tho reasons for not renewing the contract hold good. We are informed that. there
bas been no renewal, but that the matter remains open for future action.
DIVIDENDS.

On the 5th of Dcceml>er. lt:lB2, Mr. Haven, the Govemment director appointed upon
the executive cowmittee, having seen a published notice of the declaration of a divi'uend of 1! per cent. upon tlle stock of the company, wrote to the secretary, making
inquiry conceruing the authority by which it was declared, he not having received
notice of any st.ated or special meeting of the executive committee.
In reply, Secretary McFarland said:
,
"It was our custom, under the former board of Government directors, not to snmmon
absent members of the executive committee, bnt to send to the Government director
serving on the committee an occasional abstract of itA doings. Of nece:ssity most of
the meetings of the committee are held on brief notice and are devoted to uusinoss of
a routine character. It. is often very difficult to fix a day wheu a quorum can attend.
If it is your wish, I will cause you to be notified of all future meetings of the committee."
It hardly needs to be pointed out that the practice above described of habitually
ignoring one of the memuers of the executive committee when meetings of that committeee are called to pass upon so importa.nt a proceeding as the declaration of dividends is exceedingly lax and open to serious complaint.
It being thought necessary t.o set forth the circumstances of this transaction in onr
report, the Government director on the exec uti n~committee was inquired of duri ug
the preparation hereof concerning the facts.
The inquiry forwardetl by Mr. Haven to Artemas H. Holmes, of the company's
connsel, was "Gy him transmitted to the assistant treasurer, from whom it elicited the
following commuuication, which came t.o us indorsed hy Mr. Holmes:
NEW YORK, Janua1'y 26, 18t:l:3.
DEAR SIR: Your fa;vor of this date is at hand and contents noted. The query of
Mr. Bromley is a very small one, and only relates to the declaration of the last dividend. Mr. Haven seems to have enlarged very mnch upon it. The dividends are
payable un t.be first days of January, AprH, July, and· October, and are declared about
thirty days prior to those dates. The last divid"nd was declared on November 29,
18tl2. They have always been made by the executive committee, and I think the
Government director has not always been present, not deeming it necessary.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
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The previous Government directors gave very little attention to the meetingt>.
The surplus earnings of the Union Pacific Railway Company for Hl::31 were over
$2,000,000, and our increased surplus for eleven months of 18~2 were o_ver $800,000.
As we had a, surplus for 18tH of $2,000,000 over and above all our mterest charges
and dividends, with this increase we shall certai uly have more than enough to pay
our diYidends, and there is uo question bnt that they have been earned.
Trnly yours,
JAS. M. HAM,
A.ssi.stm1t Tr·easu'rt3J'.
ARTI~MAS A. HoLMES, Esq.
When Mr. Ham, in the above communication, remarks that the "previous Government directors gave very little attention to the meetings," we were not ent~rely clear
as to whether he means to convey the intimation that they neglected thmr duty or
that we were exceeding ours.
.
.
. . .
However that may be, we are quite firmly settled m the behef that the provtswn m
the company's charter reqniring the appointmet?t' of one of on~ nnm?er upon the executive comrnittee will bear no other constrnctwn than that 1t lS hts duty t.o act on
the committee. If that provision has any meaning _at all, we must cou~ider u~e inquiries we made in reference to the mat,ter in quest,wn as not only not Hnpertment,
hut necessary and proper and quite within t.he Rcope of onr official duties.
TJ<~LEGRAPH

LINRS.

The tele<>Tauh lines alon<Y the rmtd are ownml b.v tlle company, in aceordtwce with
the provisi~us of the chartgr, but are operated by tlw Western Union Telegraph Company, under a contract which grants precedence t,o ~he Gove~nmeut over aU o_t,her
business, and guarantees to the company t,he ex.clnRtve use of one w1re at all ttmes
aod of t,wo when reqnired.
PACIFIC MAIL CONTRACT.

The oompany, in connection with others, has a contract with the Pacific Mail Steam-ship Company, by which the latter-is gnaranteed a minimum of freight and passenger
traffic, the object being to maintain fair and equitable rates on freight and passengers
and to avoid ruinous competition. The contract is terminable at the pleasure of the
oompa.ny.
CONDITION OF HOAD, ETC.

Iu ()0ttsequence of the delay in the organization of the board, already referred to,
there bas been no official inspection of the road except by Messrs. Bromley and Parrish, who went over the road in December, 18H2. It is hardly to be expected that a.
critical or searching examination of the road and its equipment and appoiut.ments
could be made in the limited time allowed, even by a mechanical expert, mnch less
by persons comparatiYely inexperienced in the details of railroad management. We
are aware, moreover, that the duties of the Commissioner of Railroads include in a
large measure those which formerly devolved upon the Government directors, and
especially the duty of mechanical inspection. For detailed statistics and facts concerning 1he management, of the road and its system of feeders, conditiou of road-bed,
rails, bridges, depots, equipments, &c., you are referred to the very full repOl't of that
officer oa tile in the Department.
We may add theret,o in a general way, from the report of Messrs. Bromley and Parrish, as well as from that of Mr. Hoyt, who speaks with c:letinite knowledge, he having passed over the whole line of road a few months prior to hiH appoiutment as Government director, that the road will compare favorably in all respects with any other
railroarl line or systP>ru in the country. It has now a solid, well-ballasted road-bed,
with all-steel rails throughout the entire length of the main line. The grades and
curves are being reduced to a minimum as rapidly as possible; the stations are well
ordered and in good condition, the equipment well kept up, and the whole management prndent and economical, at the same time that it is enterprising and progressive.
Of the fidelit,y and zeal of the officers, each one of whom seems to have a personal pride
in its successful and prosperous operation, too much cannot be said, nor can we omit in
this place a personal reference to its chief executive officer and the great service he
has rendered the company and the Government. A believer in the success of the road
from the outset, and one of its founders, he has steadily maintained his faith in it, investec:l his capital in it, and for seventeen yeara given it almost his entire time and the
best of his abilities. For ouly two of those years has he recei-ved any compensation
for his services. If we have ever differed with him concerning any detail of policy or
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management, we have never doubted his sincerity of purpose or his earnest devotion
to the best interests of the road.
We are under special obligations to Messrs. Dillon and Holmes, of coun10el for the
compa11y, to whose thorough knowledge of the company's nftairs, and their apparent
willingness to communicate their knowledge, we are chiefly hl(lebted for such facts
and statistics as are cont.aincd in this report.
CONCLU~HON.

In conclusion, we have to say that with the continuance of the present management, which ,-.,·e have not hesitated to crit.icisl-l in those particn1ars wherein we rleemed
it d«:>served criticism, we believe the road has before it, a career so prosperous and succesbful as to leave no doubt whatever of its ability t.o eventually pay in full all its
obligat.ions to the Government.
Wbatevf'T other routes to tl1e Pacific coast may be opened, this must remain the
most direct line. It. is and must continue to be the great central route, with obvious
advantages over any other l~· ing north or south of it. Its systt-m of feeders hy which
it bas developed, and is contiuually developing, the resources of the .wide extent of
productive 1erritory through which it passes, brings to it each year a legitimate increase of business that of itself is sufficient to put it beyond the power of competing
through lines to do it serious injury. Even if it bad not great and positive advantages over any possible competitor for through traffic, the natural growth of lqcal
but-iinl'ss through the rapid increase of population in the St.ates and Territories tapped
by it~; collateral branches would be sufficient to insnre its profitable operation with
haudsome returns on the capital represented.
Very respecUully,
G. G. HAVEN.
ISAAC H. BR0~1LEY.
W. PARRISH.
COLGATE HOYT.
FEBRUARY 19, 1883.
We append herewith a copy of the letter addressed to Mr. Haven by Mr. Arnold
Leo, and by him trans.mitted to the officers of the company" ith the reply of the company's counsel thereto :
[Office of Arnold Leo & Co., 52 Exchange Place, P. 0. Box: 2581.]

NEW YORK, January 18,1882.
DEAR SIR: As a stock and bond holder of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, I
should like to inquire why1. The company refuses to pay interest on certain Denver Pacific first-mortgage
bonds and Kansas Pacific income bonds, and yet bas money and authorit.y to pay dividends on that portion of Union Pacific stock issued in excl1ange for Kansas Pacific
and Denver Pacific stock V
·
2. Under what authority the company attempts to issue collateral trust bonds or
guarantee the iuterest directly or by traffic agreement on $10,000,000 Oregon shortline bonds~
3. Under wbu.t authority the company pays interest on the bonds of connecting
lines; which oo not earn their own interesU
4. Under what antborit.y the company loans its credit or invests its earnings in
connecting roads owned by other corporations f
5. By what author1ty they allow the Central Branch road to be operated by the
Missouri Pacific road V
6. By what authority the company paid $250 per share for the majority of Central
Branch stock when the latter company bad bankrupted on its own first mortgage 'f
7. By what authority the Denver, South Park and Pacific Road was bought at ridiculous price for its stock in addition to assuming its debt'
8. By what authority the company bought the Nevada Central Railroad that is 400
miles beyond its own line, and in no way connectPd wiih its interest. 'f
9. Whether the company promptly pays over to the trustee of the land-grant mortgage the proceeds of sales of lands as provided by the land-grant mortgage.
10. Whether the company did not borrow the money to pay its last dividend, and
whether that is not positively prohibited by the act of Congress of March, 1873.
Very respectfully,
ARNOLD LEO.
G. G. HAVEN, Esq.;
Government Directm· of the Union Pacific Railway Cornpmty.
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[The Union Pacific Railway CompaRy, law department. John F. Dillon, general solicitor. Office
195 Broadwa,y.]
NRW YORK, Februm·y 2, 1883.
DEAR SIR: Your letter of the 29th of January to Mr. Holmes, ccmnsel of the Union
Pacific Rai,lway Company, inclosing copy of letter received by yon, as chairman of
the Governwent directors, from one Arnold Leo, of date .January 18, has been duly
received.
'
In answer, we beg to inform yon that the records of this company show that Mr.
Leo was never a stockholder in it, or in any of its constttuent companies, until the
17th day of November, 1882. This company has conclusive evitlence that on the 17th
day of November, 1882, the said Leo presented to the company's agent for the transfer
of stock the certificate of the company for one hundred shares, No. 29:~49, rlated October 29, 181"l:!, originally issued by the company to Work, Stro11g & Co., and sold by the
said Work, Strong & Co. (as shown by the affidavit of William E. Strong), on the
15th day of November, 188:Z, for J. Raymond, by said Raymond to Forester & Germond,
by them to Lounsberry & Haggan, and by them t.o )':. L. Frank, by him toW. B. Taylor, hy him to Charles F. Woerishoffer & Co., and by the last-named, on the 17th day
of November, 1R82, to the :firm of Arnold Leo & Co., and uy them surrendered to the
railway company for transfer in the name of Arnold Leo, on t,he 17th day of November, 1882. The said finn of Arnold Leo & Co. are stock urokers and speculators in
stocks in the city of New York.
The records of the company further show, and are substantiated by the affidavits
of respectable men, that this pnrcLase by Leo and the acquisition of t,he one hundred
shares of stock by him above described was for the purpose of bringing, and he thereupon br·ought, a snit against this company with a view of harassing and vexing the
company and depreciating the value of its securities iu the market, and disturbing
the confidence of the pnblic in the company and its securities for private gain, and
as part of a con:spiracy and in furtherance of the above-described purpose.
The records uf the company will substantiate the foregoing statement, and for t.bese
reasons the company protests that Leo and his associates should not be permit.te(l in
the prosecution of such vexations suit, and in furtherance of such unlawful designs,
to use yon, as the chairman, and your associate Government directors, as a telescope
to examil.le into the business of this company for the purpose not of learning the facts,
but of discovering, if they can, any apparent or real circumstances which would serve
the purpose of assisting in what is commonly known in the parlance of Wall street as
a "beac raid,,. upon the bonds and stocks of this company.
.
Inasmuch as your letter of January 29 to Mr. Holmes seeks information upon the.
inqnirietS contained in the letter of Mr. Leo, as directors of the company and as representing the Government of the Unit.ed States, the company is willing to furnish to you
the information sought, and leaves it to your wise discretion .what nse yon shall m~tke
of the information.
ANSWERS

TO THE

INQUilUE~

CONTAINED IN THE

Ll~ TTER

OF ,JANUARY 18 OF

AH.~OLD

LlW.

It has been determined uy the circuit court of the United States for the southern
district of New York, in a suit brought by holders of the income bonds, that their contract does not require the payment of their coupons unless net, earnings as described
in said mortgage applicable to the payment of conpous have been acquired, and that
the payment of dividends by the consolidated company or the payment of interest. upon
their mortgage obligations may be made without having paid the conpons on the income bonds, and without thereby violating any of the obligations of the company.
Although several litigations have ueen pending during the period of at least three
years oii the part of the holders of income bonds, it has not yet been determined, nor
is it a fact, that the net earnings have been acquired as defined in the mortgage properly applicable to the payment of the coupons on these bonds.
In regard to the payment of interest on the Denver Pacific first-mortgage bonds, by
reference t.o the articles of consolidation it will be seen that the consolidated company
did not assume the obligation to pay that interest, and the whJle question of the liability of the company is a jndicial one, and is actually under judicial advisement.
In answer to the ninth inquiry, we have to say that the company does pay over
11rornptly the proceeds of the sales of lands.
In answer to the tenth inquiry, we have to say that the company paid its dividends
from its net earnings and not from borrowed money.
Nearly all the other questions in Mr. Leo's letter relate to matters of mere internal
economy and management, or to a construction of .the legal powers of the comp[my
nn1ler its charter and the laws applicable to it, and many of them are t,he subjectmatter of his suit above referred to, in which the company will maintain and estab-
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lish, as we believe, its lawful right and authority to issue its collateral trust bonds of
1879, to make traffic and running arrangements with other roads, and to invest the
earnings and means in the securities of other companies.
We hold ourselves at your service to make any furt.her explanations you may desire, aud respectfully request that if you think it proper to communicate to the Secretary of the Interior the letter of Mr. Leo that yon also incloRe a copy of this our
answer thereto.
\V"e have the honor to be, very tn1ly, yours,
JOHN F. DILLON,
ARTEMAS H. HOLMES,
Cownsel to the Union Pacific Railway Company.
G. G. HAVEN, ES(l-,
Chairman of the Governme·n t Di1·ectm·s
Onion Pacific Railway Cornpany.
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GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS' REPORT, 1883.

MESSAGE .FROJJI THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 'l'RANSMIT1'1NG
A COJJ1MUNICATION FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE IN1'ERIOR, ACCOMPANYING LAST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OP
THE UNION PACIFIC RAIL WAY COJJfPANY.
LHouse Ex. Doc. No. 83, Forty-eighth Congress, {irst session.]

To the Senate a,n d House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith, for the consideration of Congress, a communication, under date
-of the 2d instant, from the Secretary of the Interior, and the accompanying last annual
report of the Government directors of the Union PaQific Rail way Company.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, Pebruery 6, 1884.

DEPARTl\IEKT 01<' THE INTERIOI{,
Washington, February 2, 1884.
SIR: I haYe the honor to submit herewith, for transmission to Congress, the last annual report, without date, of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway
Company.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.

To the honor·able Secretary of the Interior:

In our last annual report we had occasion to refer to certain misapprehensions existing
in the minds of some of the officers of the Union Pacific Railway Company concerning
the functions of the Government directors, it being their opinion that the powers and
duties formerly intrusted to the Government directors had been conferred upon the Commissioner of Hailroads by the law creating that office, and that the former were accordingly left without either duties or powers. These misapprehensions were speedily removed, however, and we had the satisfaction of reporting to the Department that, after
some little delay growing out of them at the beginning of our official labors, we were
granted all the facilities possible for the performance of our work, and were assisted
therein by the cordial co-operation of the company's officers.
Having corrected the erroneous impression of the managers, that we hold a merely
honorary position without duties or powers, we find ourselves confronted by a misapprehension of precisely the opposite character on the part of sundry persons claiming to
have an interest in the company's affairs, as holders of its stock or bonds or as general
creditors. Among these we find a disposition to enlarge our duties and magni(y our
powers and responsibilities. In illustration of this we may refer to a memorial addressed to the Department of the Interior on the 14th of March last, immediately after
the publication of our report, a copy of which was furnished us by sundry persons representing the bondholders of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company and Denver Pacific
Railway and Telegraph Company, both of which comvanies now form a part of the
Union Pacific Railway Company under the consolidation of January 24, 1880.
The memoralists, after setting forth their complaint that the Union Pacific Railway
Company, b,y the act of consolidation, by refusing to make a statement in full of divisional earnings and in various other ways, had wrongfully deprived them of their rights
as bondholders of the companies named, and stating that, although the courts are open
to them practically, the delays, annoyances, and cost attendant upon litigation consti-tute a denial of redress, proceed to define the duties of the Government directors, which
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they say are ''alike to represent and protect the interests of the Government proper, but
none the less to conserve the general public interest, treating the entity of the Government as but in the highest sense the whole body of the people, whether as bondholders,
stockholders, passengers, shippers of freight, or those in anywise interested in the wise,
proper, and honest admini:stration of the company's affairs." It is then assumed, although credit is given us for ''having made an effort to elicit some information from the
Union Pacific Company as to its financial condition," and for having brought out Rome
facts and statistics that had never before seen the light, that our "effort was far fioom
successful," and that upon the whole ·we l1avefallen short in therlischargeof ourofficial
duties, and the memoralists ask the co-operation of the Department "in at least calling
upon the Go,·ernment directors to extract fi·om this unwilling and obstreperous corporation the information and recognition to which we (the memoralists) are entitled."
It is not necessary that we should tollow the memorialistR in their recital of the history of the corporation from the inception of the original enterprise, or that we should
concern ourselves with what are called "the scandals" of its management. If the originators of the enterpril'e, after }laYing conquered by their energy and persistenee obstacles
that seemed insuperable, "ere pursued wlth obloquy and reproach, it is not the first time
that the diseoverer or inventor has experienced such l'eturns ti·mn the beneficial'ies of his
foresight, faith, and courage. It is quite possible, too, that in the transactions of the
company prior to the consolidation of January 24, 1880, all its business methods were
not carried on upon the basis of the heroic virtues. It happens, unJortunately, that very
little of the world's business is. We have not, however, conceived it to be any part of
our duty to investigate the antecedents of the present corporation, or question the legality and binding force of act<; which have already been paRSed upon by the proper tribunals.
In justice to the gentlemen concerned in the present management of the company, it
is only fair to say that ·we have observed nothing in our connection with them to warrant the charge of obstreperousness or unwillingness to communicate information. A
certain degree of reticence is observed in the management of all business affairs, great
and small, by those who have them in charge. In the conduct of afthirs of such magnitude, involving extensive combinations and many times business relations of a delicate
nature with other companies, it frequently happens that the success of important transactions may be jeopardized by premature publicity. This is wisely guarded against in
most corporations by intrusting the administration to an executive committee composed
of those directors who haYe the leisure for such duties and the capacity to discharge
them, their own pecuniary interel)t in the enterprise being the guarantee of their good
faith, and an assurance that they will act in all matters for the interest of -the stockholders. This has been the practice in the Union Pacific Railway Company. The administration of its affairs bas been pmctically condneted by an executive committee of
five members of the board of directors, one of whom, under the charter, must be a Government director.
The wisdom of thi~ arrangeme11t does not need to be• pointed out to any one at all
familiar with the management of great corporations. In the present case it would not
be surprising, considering the fact that one member of the executive committee is an appointee of the Government, without any personal pecuniary interest, and not having the
inducement naturally created by such an interest to maintain a prudent resel've, if in
affairs of considerable moment he should be to some extent ignored, and important negotiations should be begun and carried on without consultation with him and even without his knowledge. Hecognizing this natural tendency on the part of a hoard of direction constituted like that of the Union Pacific Railway Company, and believing it to be
our duty, as representatiYes of the Government in the direction, to acquaint ourselves
with the details of the management, as far as possible, through our representative in tb(}
executive committee, we have insisted that he should have ample notice of all meetings
of the committee and a full knowledge of all its transactions. Except, perhaps, ina single
instance, our wishes in this regard have been fully complied with, and eYen in this we
are not prepared to say tlmt it was seriously attempted to withhold from our representative in the committee knowledge of the pending transaction or to consummate it without consulting him.
The instance referred to was in the proposed ratification of n, contract in the nature of
a tripartite alliance with the Chicago and Hock Island and Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint
Paul Railroad Companies concerning through business, which will be hereafter more fully
set forth. This was by far the most important traDsaction of the year.
The ruinous competition on through traffic to which the company has been su~jected
by rival roads, which practically paralleled the main line of the Union Pacific from Omaha
to Ogden, cutting rates to ruinous .figures between these points, while dividing under a
pooling arrangement with the Iowa roads the profitable traffic between Omaha and Chicago, forced the Union Pacific to enter into an alliance, offensive and defensive, with such
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other roads as would practically extend its line to Chicago, and give it a fighting chance
against its rivals. The negotiations leading up to such an arrangement were intrusted
to General Manager Clark, whose long experience, well-known ability, and thorough familiarity with the company's affairs, as well as with the condition and p;rospects of the
country traversed by the road, pecnliarly fitted him for the task. It was not only entirely
proper that this negotiation should be con<iucted without publicity, but it was absolutely
essential to their succesR. The contract finally agreed on was conditioned upon the approval of the executive committee.
At the quarterly meeting ofthe directors in New York, on the 12th of December, 1883,
at which this matter first came up, all the Government directors were present; but of
the full Board there was one less than a quorum, consequently no bnsiness was rlone.
It being understood that the contract referred to was at that time waiting the action of
the executive committee, the meeting adjourned, from time time, until a quorum could
be obtained and the contract acted upon by the full hoard instead of by the executive
committee alone. Pending this the Government directors, at a full meeting on the 12th
of December, took action on the subject, and the secretary, under instructions, forwarded
to the secretary of the general Board, Mr. H. McFarland, the following:
At a meeting ofthe Government directorsofthe Union Pacific RailwayCompanyheld
at the company's office in New York, December 12, it was unanimously
Voted, That we protest against the ratification of the proposed contract with the Rock
Island and Saint Paul roads until it has been submitted to, and approved by, the Board
of Directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company.
ISAAC H. BROMLEY,
Secretary.
This action was deemed necessary at the time on account of rumors in circulation con·
cerning the character of the contract which seemed to us to make it of the highest importance that it should be submitted to the full Board of Directors instead of being ratified by the executive committee alone. The result was that at a meeting of the Board
reached by successive adjournments on Decemher 20, every member being present except
Vice-President Atkins, the contract was submitted and appwved by a unanimous vote.
In the conrlnct of this transaction there is no reason to believe that the execnti,·e committee had any intention of usurping the functions of the full Board. By vote of the
Board the committee are clotherl with full power and authority to perform this and similar acts, and they were only following established precedents. The proceeding seemed
to us, however, to be of such importance as to require greater deliberation and more tormal action, and the steps above described were accordingly taken.
In no other case has there appeared any disposition on the part of the executive conimittee to conceal anything from us, or withhold any information concerning their transactions or the condition and prospects of the road.
Our representative in the executive committee has had reasonable notice of all meetings of the committee, and has attended those at which any bttsiness other than of a routine character has been trausacted.
At the meeting of November 24, at which the J anum·y dividend was declared, in order
to satisfy himself that the dividend had been earned and that the rumors circulated by
interested parties touching the company's financial condition were without foundation,
he asked and received a detailed statement of the earnings and estimated income for the
remainder of the qnarter from the books of the company, which showed a surplus of
$fl42,585.51 over the dividend.
We believe that herein we have faithfully discharged our duty to the Government and
the company, and fulfilled our functions under the charter and the laws. While we assent, in general terms, to the averment of the memorialist:; above referred 1o, that our
duty is "to conserve the general public interest, treating the entity of the Government
as but in the highest sense the whole body of the people," we do not by any means accept their implied construction that it is part of our duty to supervise minute details of
administration, arbitrate between the company's officers and agents and the puhlic who
are their customers, or use our official posit.ion in aid of individuals or corporations who
have grievances against the management, or are engaged in controversies for the proper
settlement of which the legal tribunals are open.
THE "TRIPARTITE ALLrANCE. .,

The situation which gave rise to the alliance of the three roads named in the tripartite
agreement may be stated in a few words. The extem;ion of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy and Northwestern roads into and through Nebraska, and the connectiOn ·of one
of these with the Denver and Hio Grande at Denver, thence to Ogden, where it connects
with the Central Pacific, brought those roads into direct competition with the Union
Pacific throughout the whole extent of its main line, and over considerable portions of
its branch system to Northern Nebraska. By an arran~ement known as the Iowa pool-
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ing agreement both these rival roads were enabled to d.J:aw their pro rata shan~ of all the
freight earnings arising from the connection with the Union Pacific at Council Bluffs. So
that the Union Pacific was placed at the great disadvantage of having, as competitors for
through traffic, roads which could well afford to cut rates to a ruinous figure between
.competing points, the loss on this traffic being met by the pro rata division of earnings
upon the profitable Iowa business. With two competing lines pursuing this policy and
constantly extending their communications to other competitive points, there was manifestly no course open to the Union Pacific except to enter into an alliance with one or
more of the roads included in the Iowa pool, whereby it could have some of the advantages of that arrangement instead of allowing it to be used by its rivals for the de.<;truction of its own business.
The way to such an arrangemPnt seemed open through an alliance upon terms mutual1y advantageous with the Rock Island and Saint Paul roads, and this was accordingly
oought.
The original contract, dated the Fth of December, 188~~. was made between the Union
Pacific Railway Company, of one part, and the Rock Island and Milwaukee and Saint Paul
·c ompanies, of the other part. A supplemental contract extends the privileges of the
-same to other companies similarly situated who will make a similar traffic contract.
The contract is very voluminous~ being full of details to carry out its provisions. Its
material provisions may be condensed and outlined as follows:
It recites their several systems of railways, and that they desire to establish and maintain a closer alliance than has heretofore existed, whereby there may be secured to each
the friendly co-operation of all the others in all reasonable and lawful ways, in developing and protecting traffic over the through lines composing a portion of the railways of
the parties, and reducing the expenses attending such development and protection and
the management and operation of their several lines. It provides for the establishment
and operation, lor the purpose of transportation of freight, of through lines, which
.shall connect, when the same can be done by reasonable direct line through Council
Bluffs, all points on the system of the Union Pacific with all points on the system of
the other parties, with a few exceptions. The parties reciprocally covenant that they
will, as far as they lawfully can, deliver to the railways of each other at Council Bluffs
all through traffic received for transportation to any points on the lines of the respective
parties which can be reached with reasonable directness over any through lines composf\d of the railroads of the parties to the agreement passing through Council .Bluffs.
Each party covenants with the other to maintain its railway in good condition; that
through traffic shall be way-hilled through; that each shall control the movement of itc;
-own trains, and the time schedules shall be adjusted to make close connections. Each
party has the right to fix jts own rates as before the contnJCt was made, but if a cut-rate
is made, which is defined by the agreement to be a rate lower than the prevailing or
published rate, for the purpose of diverting and controlling traffic, then either party
to the said agreement may make an immediate reduction of the rates charged by the
through line established by the agreement, to meet the cut-rate of the other party. On
through rates for certain described east.-bound traffic from or to Chicago points the
Union Pacific gets 40 per cent., and the other parties 60 per cent.; to Mississippi River
points the Union Pacific 47 per cent., and the other parties 53 per cent. For certain
described traffic it is provided the rates shall be prorated between the parties upon the
basis of the mileage over which such traffic shall be transported, counting every actual ·
mile of the Union Pacific as one and a half, with certain exceptions, and every mile of
the other roads as one mile. The contract provides machinery for rendering and keeping accounts, such as are usual in traffic contracts, and provides for the adjustment of
disputes by arbitration.
The contract, as already stated, came up before the full board at the meeting of December 20. Its provisions were read and explained, and its ratification met wit.h no
opposition from any quarter. The Government directors, having inquired into the legality of its provisions, received the following letter from the general solicitor of the company, the Hon. John F. Dillon:
NEW YORK, December 19, 1883.
DEAR SIR: In answer to your inquiry on behalf of the Government directors of the
Union Pacific Railway Company, I have to state that I have examined the agreements
-of the Union Pacific and Rock Island and Saint Paul companies, dated December 5,
1883, and I see nothing therein which violates the charter of the company, and that as
the counsel for the company I advised its officers and directors, if they deemed the contracts advantageous to the company (as they did), to enter into the protective and defensive traffic arrangements therein contemplated.
I am, very truly, yours,
JOHN F. DILLON,
General Sol'icitor of the Union Pacific Railway Company.
GEORGE G. HAVEN, Esq., New York.
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~ub3equently, by a unanimous vote of the directors, the general manager was iu"Strncterl to take all proper measures to 'induce the other roads converging at Council
Bluffs, to wit, the Northwestern, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, the Wabash,
Saint Louis and Pacific, the Sioux City and Pacific, and the - - - - - - , to come
into the arrangement upon the same or similar terms.
At the date of the submission of the report it is not known what action these roads
will fiually decide upon, but it seems obvious that a union of all the roads interested
upon some such basis as the one proposed would be much more adva,ntageous to all, and
to the general Vl"'elfare, than a continuance of the ruinou~ competjtion. A railroad war,
in which rates are cut below the point where freight can be carried at a profit, is destructive to the business interests of the community no less than to the corporations immediately concerned. Merchants and others engaged in trade at points on the Union
Pacific and beyond, where the effects of this kind of competition have been felt, have
already begun to see i(hat frequent changes in freight rates, even where they result in
bringing charges down to unprofitabbly low figures, are in the end disastrous to the stability and permanence of existing industriet: and business interests, by disturbing value..c;;
and leading to overstocking the market.
Steady and fixed rates, even though they are high, are much more conducive to a
healthy and prosperous business condition than the unsettled and fluctuating rates, however low, which are brought about by the competition of rival roads. It is confidently
hoped that the contract above referred to will be accepted as the basis of a permanent
arrangement between all the roads concerned, and that under it the roads will do a
profitable business, while the communities along their lines will derive permanent benefit therefrom.
FU.l\DED DEllT.

The following is a statement of the funded debt of the comp::tny, after deducting bonds
held in trust and bonds in the sinking fund June 30, 1882, and June 30, 1883, as given
us by the officers of the company:

I June 30, 1882.

Bonds.

I

I

--

June 30, 1883.

Decrease.

Increase.

- ---· ---1----

First mortgage, Union Division .............. j $27,229,000 00

L:tn~ grant, Unio~ Div.is!o.n ....................

5, 257,000 00

Total. ............. ,............... .. .. .... .. . .. .. ..

82, 508, 053 75

$27.229,000 00 ........................................ ..
4; 623,000 00
$634,000 00 .................... .

Smkwg fund, Umo1~ DJVl~H?I'! .................. 1 13,861,000 00
13,861,000 00 ........................................ ..
Collateral trust, Umon DlVlSIOn.............. 1 4, 983,000 00
4, 852,000 00
131,000 00 ......... : .......... .
Omaha Bridge..........................................
1, 888, 000 00
1, 805, 000 00
83, 000 00 ................... ..
Consolidat.e~, ~ansas Divisi?f! .. : .............. l 15, 450,005 00
15,640,005 00 ............... ......
$190,000 00
Eastern D1vJs1on, Kansas Dlvlswn..........
2, 240,000 00
2, 240,000 00 ........................................ ..
Middle Division, Kansas Division.. ........
4, 063,000 00
4, 063,000 00 ....................................... ..
Denver Extension, Kansas Division........
6, 256,000 00
6, 125,000 00
131,000 00 ................... .
Leavenwort.h Branch, Kansas Division ...
67,000 00
67,000 00 ........................................ ..
First land grant, Kansas Division....... ....
52, 500 00 .. ......... ....... ......
52, 500 00 ................... ..
Second land grant, Kansas Division........ 1
1, 000 00 ........................
1, 000 00 ................... ..
Income, Kansa~ Division .......... ;":":'"'"' !
76,050 00
76,050 00 ......~ .................................. .
Income, subordmated, Kansas Dtvlswn...
959,900 00
. 806,350 00
1»3, 550 00 .................... .
Coupon certificates, Kansas Division ...... '.
59,598 75
13,575 00 I
46,023 75 .................... .
Cheyenne Branch bonds .......................... l
65,000 00
47,000 00 I
18,000 00 .................... .
Trust 5 per cent ......................................... .:.:.:.:..:.:.:~.:..:..:..:.::.
2, 500,000 00 .:.:..:.:.:.:~ 2, 500 000 00

1

I

83, 947, 980 00

I 1, 250, 073

2, 690, 000 00

75

Net increase ................ ................................................................................... ......
--~---

lNVEST~IENT

1, 439,926 25

-------------'------

AND INC0:\1E THEREFROM.

The following statement shows the investment accounts and the income derived from
the same:
Bonds at par.
Amount of bonds and stocks held as investments, not applied in
statement of floating debt, June 30, 1883... ....................................... .. $14, 978, 930 40
Securities held by the trustees under the Kansas Pacific Railway
Company (consolidated mortgage) ................................................. ..
3, 156, 000 00
Securities held by the trustees under the Union Pacific Railroad 6
6, 065, 000 00
per eent. trust .................................................................................. ..
Securities held by the trustees under the Union Pacific Railway 5
2, 778, 000 00
per cent. trust ................................................................................. ..
Total............................................................................................

26,977,930 40

Stocks at par.

$31, 080, 250 00
1, 875, 300 00

32,955,550 00

'·
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l<.,rom these investments, amounting at their face value to. 59,933,480.40,
the company derived an income during the year of__~--------------- $2,171,962 85
And from other investment accounts, such as coupons collected from
company bonds owned by the compauy, company sinking funds in
handsoftrustees, &c., there was received__________ _____ __ ___ ___ __
109,793 50
Making a total oL _______________________ . ____________ _

2, 281, 756 35

FLOATING DEBT.

In our last report attention was called to certain apparent discrepancies between the
statement of the floating debt iu the report of the Commissioners of Ra,ilroads and that
made by the company's officers. These arose, as was pointed out, "partly from differences of opinion as to what properly constitutes an off::>et to a floating debt. and partly
from differences in bookkeeping and in the method of tabulation." Without entering
again into the discussion of the question as to what are proper offsets, concerning which
the same differences of opinion continue, we haYe thought best to present in the following table the floating debt statement in both forms. The floating debt, under the company's view, it will be seen, has been reduced to $4,524,097.15, while the offsets. under
the same view, have diminished only $903,969.35, a net reduction of :jm,620,2:27.80.
This large reduction has been effected by pursuing the policy recommended in our last
report.
Floating debt, nndm· the United States Railroat; CmmnisHioners' view, cmd under lite
pany's l'iew, June 30, 1882, and June 30, 1883.
Item•.

.

·I June 30, 1882.

Bills payable.... .... ...... ..... ............ .................. .....................................

June 30, 1888.

$.3, 879,707 61

$6,399,000 00

10, 754, 891 H7

6, 199, 248 68

~~~:Uo~!~ ~~~;;~~~-1~-~~::::::·::::::::::::::::::::: .. :::::·.:::::·::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::l ~:~~:~~~~I
'l'otals under the Commissionet·s' view.................... .... . . .. .... ..

Under the company's view there should be added:
Interest on lil·st-mortg·age bonds, including July 1 coupons..........
1, 22!), 385 00
[ntercst on other fundE>d debt, including July 1 coupons..............
213,039 HO
Dividends unpaid, including July 1 dividend ..............................
1,123,371 14
Called bonds uot presented for payment ....................... ...............
47,000 00
Making the gross unpaid debt .............................................

r~om

I

2, ~~g;~~ ~~

!

l, 229,364 99
239, ::!48 32
1,137,528 77
:39,000 00

········I

13, :l68, 587 91 --8-,8-14,490 76

===1==

Against which the resources of the company, excluding investment accounts aud bonds and stocks of other companies, applicable thereto, were as follows:
Cash ............................................................................................. .
Accounts receivable ................................................•.....................
Company stocks and bonds owned by the company ................... .

~sl~\~~J~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~-~-~~~~-t~-~~-::·.::::::::::::.-:.-.-:.·.·::.-:.·.·::::::.-.-.-:.-.-.-.-:.:·.-_:1

Due from other companies on ac't of traffic, balances ..................
Fn<>l, material, and stores on hand .......................................... : .. 1
Total resources, as stated.................. ........ ............... .................

] ' 570, o::w Hi
9ii
02
00
50
03
92

2, 278, 404
2, 250, 940
47,000
67,564
415,53l
3, 963, 345

10,592,815 58

1, 714, 202
2, 818, 826
2, 149, 86.')
:J9,000
98 832
148:056
2, 720, 162

06

57
83
00

50
80
47

9, 688, 946 23

============•'=============
Floating, or unfunded debt ...._................................................... ===
2=,7=7=5=,7=7=2=3=3=l=·=··=··=··=··=··=·=·=··=··=·=·=··=
.. .
Excess of resources over floatmg debt...................................... 1...... ...... ...... ......
844, 455 47
,,============!=============
Reduction of floating debt within the year ............................. .... ..... ............ ...
3,620,227 80
1

,,
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STOCK AND BONDS OWNED.

The following is the statement in detail of the stocks and bonds owned by the company referred to under the head of'' Floating debt," as having been deducted from that
debt with other offsets :

Statement of company stock and bonds owned by the company, the amount of which has been
deducted from the floating debt, June 30, 1883.
Par.
Kansas Division:
Con~o lidated bonds ......... .. . ...... ... ...... .. ......................... ......... ........
$1, 872, 000 00
Subordinated income bonds............................................................
8S, 600 00
Not subordinated income bonds.....................................................
27,700 00
Omaha Bridge bonds...... .. .. .... .. . ....... .. ......... ...... .. ....... ... ... . .......... ..... ..
5, 000 00
Kansas Division coupon certificates.....................................................
135 00
Denver Extension bonds .....................................................................
37,030 00
Union Pacific Railway and constituent companies' stocks ................ 1
160,150 00

.

I

Total ..... ........... ....... ...... ...... .................. ...... .. ......... ....... ........ ...... ........................

Amount.

$1, 871, 950
91,911
26,849
5,161
135
38.701
114,157

00
53
00
35

20
25
50

-----

2, 149,865 82

FEEDING LINES.

The policy of strengthening the road by extending aid, by all legal means, to branch
roads which should be operating as feeding lines constituting with the main line a single
system, has never been seriously disputed, although the opponents of the road and persons interested in rival enterprises have made it cause for adverse criticism and attempted,
in cne or two instances, to ohstruct the operations of the company by raising questions
as to the legality of such a course and t~w validity of the acts done in pursuance of it.
It is not denied by the company's officers that some of these feeding lines under their
control have been run at apparently a small temporary loss. But they insist that in the
real gain to the road from developing new territory, sale of lands, increase of business,
&c., as well as in the certainty that the most unpromising of them will, in a very short
time, he sources of profit, is greater than the present temporary loss, which is only apparent. A comparison of the earnings and expenses of those lines in the years ending J nne
30, 1882, and June 30, 1883, shows a very decided improvement in the business of those
roads. A very marked case is that of the Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills road, which
in 1882 was operated at a loss of $6,525.36, but for 1883 showed a profit of $102,883.62.
The other three roads w hich1were operated at a small lo~s in 1882, showed in 1883
very decided gains in earnings, and there is no reason to don bt that in a very short time
they too will be not only self-supporting, but a source of profit.
If anything further were needed to vindicate the wisdom of the policy of constructing
feeding lines, it is shown by the fact that while the earnings of the main line have fallen
off during the past year from a variety of causes, but chiefly because of the opening of
rival routes and the competition in rates. the deficiency has been almost made good by
the increase in earnin~s of the branch roads of the system.
This inerease is gradual, but constant and healthy, and is of the utmost promise for
the future. Without the feeding ro:1ds the main line, now practically paralleled for its
entire length from Omaha to Denver and Ogden, would have seriously suffered from the
ruinous competition to which it has been subjected. We continue of the opinion expressed in our last report,· that the construction and operation of the feeding lines have
been of incalculable value to the road in rendering it in some measure independent of
competing routes for through business.
Since our last report there has been a considerable extension of the Oregon Short Line.
This road leaves the main line at Granger, and is intended to connect with a road :now
in process of construction from Portland, Oreg., eastward by the Oregon Railway and
Navigation Company. With this company a contract exists l~•r building their road to
the point of connection with the Short Line, and there is abo a satisfactory traffic contract for the period of fifteen years. The Oregon Short Line baR been completed and the
track laid tor a distance of a little over 500 miles, with 51 miles of branch line. There
remain about 25 miles to be built, all of which has been graded, and the iron for its completion is already on the ground. A few weeks' labor will :finish the road as far as the
eompany has agreed to build.
The western end of the line, or portion belonging to the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company, has been delayed from one cause and another, and will not be :finished as
soon as the Oregon Short Line on account of very heavy work and intense cold weather.
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The road will not therefore be open for through business until spring or early summer,
when through trains will he run from Omaha to Portland.
It having been intimated that these delays were intentional on the part of the Oregon
Railway and Navigation Company, President Dillon addressed a communication to Mr.
Villard, then president of the company, making inquiries concerning it. To this communication the following answer was returned:
NE"W YoRK, Deeember 21, 1883.
DEAR Sm: In reply to your inquiries I beg to state that this company is pushing the
work on the Boise Branch, which will connect our main line with your system at the
Snake River, with all possible dispatch and vigor. We have already completed 111 miles,
which b1·ings the track to the eastern slope of the Blue Mountain range, and includes
the most difficult work on the line. More than 60 miles of the remainder of the line
have been graded, and we are continuing the work vigorously in spite of the severity. of
the season. We l1ave already expended nearly two-thirds of the eost of the entire line,
and our interest, of course, requires that we make this investment productive at the
earliest possible moment.
I beg further to confirm to you that the existing traffic contract, under which a direct
connection with the city of Portland, Oreg., and a proper share of the Oregon and Washington Territory business is assured to you, will be strictly carried out.
Yours, truly,
H. VILLAHD,
President 01·egon Railway and Narigation Company.
SIDNEY DILLON, Esq., President.
There is no doubt in the mind of President Dillon that the arrangements referred to
in the above letter will be faithfully carried out under the new management of the
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company.
Questions having arisen concerning the policy of building the Oregon Short Line, it is
proper to say that we are informed that the road, though incomplete, is paying from its
present business the interest on its bonds, which seems to settle all questions concerning
the wisdom of the enterprise.
EARNINGS AND EXPENSES.
The following table, furnished by the company's officers, shows the earnings and expenses of the main line and branches for the ten months ending October 31, 1882, and
October 31, 1883:
Earnings a.nd

expen.~e.<J

of the road and operated lines for the fM months en'ding October 31 1
1882.

Union Pacific
Railway.

Ten months, 1882.

All other
branches.

Union
II 'I'otal
Pacific Railw a y and
branches.

I

Earnings ........................................................................... : $18,932,228 86 $6,160,776 30 $25,093,005 16
Expenses........................................... ................................ : 8, 816, 606 84 4, 189, 260 31 13, 005, 867 15
Surplus earnings ......................................... ~ ............ ! 10,115,622

02

Monthly average of miles of road operated ......................

1, 820. 9

1

1, 971,515 99

12,087,13801

2, 018. 1

3, 839

I -----

·- - - - · - -·--

Ear·nings and expenses of the road and operated lines for the ten montlls ending October 31,
1883.
I

1'en months, 1883.

----

1

- -

I

-

Union Pacific
Railway.

I

All other
branches.

i

I

I Tot.al Union
, Pacific Railway and
1 branches.

i

--!- - -

I

Earnings ................................... ...................................... $17,434,906 82 ,$7, 187,149 69 i$24, 622,056 51
Expenses ................................................. : ........................ ~44, 926 62 1 4,885,471 95 13,230,398 57
Surplus earnings................................................ .. ....

9, 089,980 20

.Monthly average of miles of road operated.....................

1, 820.9

I 2, 301,677
!

74

11,391,657 94

2, 519.9

4, 340.8
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The earnings and expenses of the Central Branel1, Union Pacific Railroad, and of the
Nevada Central Railway are not included in above statement.
One of the immediate ad vantages gained by the improvement in the material condition
of the road, of equipment, road-bed, rails, &c., will be perceived by a glance at the comparative statement of earnings and expenses of the past two years, from which it will be
seen that the decrease in running expenses has been proportionately very much larger
than the falling off in earnings, so that while there has been a perceptible decrease in
gross earnings, the economies which have been made possible by the improved condition
of the road and equipment have been such as to show an increase in the net earnings or
surplus.
The decrease in gross earnings of the road for the year is due to several causes which
lie near the surface, and against which it was not in human foresight to provide. In the
first place, there has heen less railroad building in the territory west of the Missouri
River and on the line of the road during the past than in preceding years, and of course
a consequent diminution of freight traffic in the carrying of materials and transportation
of laborers, provisions, &c. The opening of·new lines has brought competition, and one
of the results of which has of course been the diversion of a portion of the business to
other roads, and another and more damaging, the cutting of rates, by which the revenues
were diminished.
The opening of rival lines to the Pacific coast has naturally drawn upon the passenger
business of the road. When so much of the travel is by tonrists and for pleasure, the
curiosity to visit new sections of the country and see the new routes of travel naturally
attracts passengers, and it was to be expected that the new condition of transcontinental
communication would affect in greater or less degree the business of the road. But it
may be said that in compensation for the diversion of freight and passengers to other
roads there has been such a'n increase in the whole volume of through business that the
shrinkage bas been much smaller than the managers had been led to expect. In anticipation of the effect upon business of the opening of the competing lines, care was taken
not to increase the freight equipment to the extent to which it would have otherwise
been enlarged. The shrinkage bas, however, been so much less than was anticipated
that the freight equipment has heen constantly taxed to its utmost c::tpacity. The
diminution in earnings from this source results aecordingly almost exclusively from the
en ttiug of rates.
In order to inform ourselves more fnlly eoncerning the effect of comp!=ltition upon the
business and income of the road we addressed specific inquiries to Secretary McFarland
in September last. That officer, in response to our request, communicated upon the
su~jectwith E. P. Vining, esq., the freight traffic manager at Omaha, whose Teply, which
will be found very full and interesting, was as follows:
UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY CoMPANY,
OFFICE OF E. P. VINING, FREIGHT TRAFFIC MANAGER,
Omaha, October 10, 1883.
DEAR SIR: Heplying to your faYor of the 12th ultimo, to which my absence from
Omaha has prevented earlier attention, I would respectfully call attention to the following facts:
In 1877 our freight earnings from Pacific coast business were __ . ____ ___ $:2, 530, 416 55
In 1878 they were ______ __ ___ _._____ __ ______ ---- -- ------- - ----_____ _ 2, 724,664 42
In 1879 they were-- - ~----------- - ___ ____ ------- ----- -------- ______ 2, 621,872 56
In 1880 the through line formed of the A., T. and S. F. and the Southern Pacific was
opened for business, and as during a part of the year we had the only rail line, and during the remainder of the year were subject to rail competition, no reliable judgment
could be based upon the results of the year's business, although it was a fact that our
earnings from this business during the year we:re materially greater than they bad been
during any fOl'mer year.
In 1881 the earnings were even larger than in 1880.
The opening up of the through line formed by the Texas and Pacific and the Southern
Pacific about the 1st of JanuaTy, 1882, brought another competitor into the :field andreduced our earnings to about their ~ld figure. In 1882 our earnings from the business
were $2,746,473.26, which it will be seen is slightly in excessoft.he amount earned any
year be1ore we had rail competition.
Notwithstanding the completion of the line formed by the C. H. and S. A. and the
Southern Pacific; tl1at formed by the C., B. and Q., D. and R. G., and the Central Pacific,
and the more Tecept competition of the Northern Pacific, we have continued to earn about
as much from the Pacific coast business as we did in the years when we had no rail competitors, our earnings for the first nine months of the year 1883 (official for all but September, and estimated for that mouth from the face of the way-billR) being $2,020,000.
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Each new line has had the tendency to build up new business. The Southern lines
have, for instance, built up a large business at Los Angeles, which is now the central
supply point for Southern California and much of Arizona; and yet the trade of San
Francisco has increased, notwithstanding the new competition which it meets from Los
Angeles.
So, too, the completion of the Northern Pacific will undoubtedly build up a largely
increased business at Portland, while it is not likely that the business of San Francisco
will decrease.
'l'he numerous rail lines now competing for Pacific coast business make more serious
inroads upon the former ''clipper" husiness than i.t was possible for the Union Pacific to
make when acting alone, and a large part of the business of the new lines is therefore
taken from the clipper lines rather than from the Union Pacific.
The trade of the Pacific coast is also constantly growing, so that although we now obtain a smaller proportion of the Pacific coast business than we did in years gone by, that
smaller proportion of an increased business still pays us as much money as we ever received from the business before we had rail competition.
Stated briefly it may be said that the opening up of competing lines has had the effect
of depriving us of the growth in business and increase in earnings which we would have
had if these lines had not been opened, but that they have not deprived us of anything
that we bad belore such other lines were opened.
Notwithstanding the numerous lines now competing for the business, our natural advantages are such that we have steadily held much more than one-half of the total
business, and we can probably continue to take more than the aggregate taken by all
our competitors.
The competition with clipper lines had been such that our rates bad been placed at as
low figures as any rail line could well afford to make, and therefore none of the new
lines have found it practicable to attempt any further reduct.ions in rates.
Hence we have not had to suffer the reduction in average rates per ton per mile which
often results from new competition.
Yours, very truly,
E. P. VINING,
Freight Traffic Manager.
HENRY McFARLAND, Esq.,
Treasurer Union Pacific Railway Company, P. 0. Box 5287, Boston.
DIVIDENDS.

The regular quarterly dividend of one and three·quarters per cent. has been declared
from the ea.rnings of the road and branches, and has been paid without impairment of
the surplus. At the meeting of the exec11tive committee, at which the last quarterly
dividend was declared, Mr. Haven, the Government director serving on the committee,
asked for a statement of earnings upon which the dividend was made. In response to
his request the following estimate, based upon actual returns already in band, was furnished:
Estimated '' income'' for the quarter ending with December 31, 1883.

Gross earnings _______________________________________ . $5,766,521 71
Operating expenses and taxes, 46.54 per cent ____ ------_ 2, 683,739 20
Surplus earnings __________ ---------------------------------- $3,082,782 51
Income from investments ________________ ---------- ----· -· ___ -----400,000 00
Interest on bonds ___ .... ______ . ______ . ______ ____ ____ __ 1, 300, 000 00
Less amount to be received from trustees K. P. consolidated mortgage ________________ ·--- ____ ____ _______
150, 000 00

3,482,782 51

1,150,000 00
75,000 00
600,000 00
50,000 00
- - - - - - - 1, 875, 000 00

Sinking fund requirements _______________ -----------United States requirements __________ ----.---- ______ _
Miscellaneous expenses, interest, premiums, &c _________ _

Balance applicable to dividends ________ ---------------------------Dividend at 1l per cent .. ----··----------·---------------------------

1,607,782 51
1,065,197 00

Surplus over dividend for the quarter _______________________ ---·· ___ _

542,585 51
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The general depression in business during a portion of the time giving rise to a doubt
whether the earnings of the company would come up to the estimates, it may not be
amiss to add thereto the following statement of the earnings for November, the last attainable at the time of closing our report. It shows, as will be seen, a small increase
over the corresponding month of the previous year:
Earnings for

Novert~.ber.

Earnings.

Year.

Expenses.

1882 ............... ... ............. . .... ... .. ........ ······ ······ ··· ...... ...... $2,711,916 81
1883 ................................................. . ................ ...... ····-- ~ ~31, 722 58

Increase ................... ··_··~····... ...... ...... ...... .. . ... ......

19, 805 77

Surplus.

$1,690,861 14
1, 708,884 41

I

$1,021,055 67
838,17

~22,

I

18, 023, 27

1, 782 50

MILEAGE ALLOWANCES.

The construction mileage allowances to the bra·nch roads of tbe system have not been
changed, and are the same as set forth in our last report, to wit:
Omaha and Republican Valley Hailroad is allowed 1.1 miles per mile.
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills is allowed 1~ miles per mile.
Saint Joseph and Western is allowed 1~ miles per mile.
Echo and Park City is allowed 2 miles per mile.
Greeley, Salt Lake and Pacific is allowed 2 miles per mile.
Julesburg Branch Colorado Central is allowed 1l miles per mile.
Colorado Central, standard gauge, is allowed 1} miles per mile. ·
Utah Northern Railway is allowed 1~ miles per mile.
Oregon Short Line Railway is allowed ll miles per mile.
We repeat that in our judgment these allowanees are not excessive or unusual, but
seem to be just and equitable, and based upon the value of the business brought to the
main line of the connecting roads.
The company continue their complaint that the Government, against the decision of
the courts, applies not only the earnings of the main line for Government service, but
the earnings tor Government service of the whole system (branch and feeding lines included) to the payment of the Government debt.
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER RATES.

The following table shows the average rates charged passengers and freight per mile,
from the commencement. of 1881 to the close of June, 1883.

- - - - _ P_A_ss_E__N_G__E_R_s_.

----------~ 1881

'l.'hrough ..................................... ~ .................. .................. per mile .. .

Way ......... ............................ ... ......... ................ ..... ... ........... . do ...... .

Fi"''i~,;onths'

and 1882. 1

Cents.
3

3~

Cents.
3. 0632
3. 6461

2.35
2.76
2.53
1. 26
1. 98
2.09

2.19 to 2.10
2, 64 to 2. 59
2. 33 to 1. 92
1.17tol.38
1. 89 to 1. 86
2.03 to 2. 05

FREIGHT.

Local, including coal.. .... ...... ... ... ............ .. ........... per ton per mile .. .
Local, excluding coal ......................... ............ ........................ do ..... .
Through ............................. .................................... .. ............. .do ..... .
Pacific coast .......... .. ......... .............................................. ......... do ..... .
Average, including coal. .......................................................... do ..... .
Average, excluding coal ........................................................ do ..... .

FAST TRAINS.

In our last report we expressed the opinion that the opening of competing through
lines on each such would make it necessary for the company to shorten materially the
running time of through trains, so that the time from Omaha to San Francisco might be
reduced by from twenty-four to thirty-six hours.
No change was made in the rate of speed until July 1, 1883, when, in accordance with
our suggestion, a new time schedule went into effect between Council Bluffs and Ogden,

S. Ex. 69--14
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by which the through time was reduced about twelve hours each way and an additional
train was put on, making two daily trains each way between those points. This was
not met, however, by a corresponding increase in train-service or shortening of time by
the Central Pacific from Ogden to San Francisco, so that the only advantage gained by
the traveling public is in the twelve hours saved on the Union Pacific between Omaha
and Ogden. A special advantage is gained by passengers on the emigrant trains, the
emigrant cars, which were formerly attached to the freight trains and still are in the
Centml Pacific, being now drawn by regular passenger trains at a considerable faster rate
of speed.
THE PULLMAN CAR CONTRACT.

No new contract with the Pullman Car Company bas yet been definitely entered into,
but we are informed that negotiations are in progress and that it is quite probable that
an arrangement will be agreed upon in a short time by which the Union Pacific will be
insured a much larger revenue than it bas hitherto derived from this source.
DIVERSION OF BUSINESS TO OTHER ROADS.

At the annual meeting of the dire<:tors in March last, on motion of one of the Government directors, it was" Re8olvei!, That the United States Commissione1· of Railroads be requested to make investigation and report as to the effect of the construction or purchase by the Central
Pacific Railroad of competing lines of through roads and diversion thereby from the
main line of Central Pacific Railroad of through travel and freight, thus decreasing the
receipts of both the Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads, and to that extent
affecting the interests held by the United States Government in said roads."
The Commissioner of Railroads, in answer to the above resolution, assured us that
the subject should receive proper consideration, and th'e facts ascertained as far as practicable with special reference to the protection of whatever interest the Government
may have in the matter. We are not informed what action was taken, but the subject
seems to us to be not unworthy of serious consideration as affecting the present condition of the roads and their ultimate ability to meet their obligations to the Government.
CONDITION OF LAND GRANT.

The reports of the Government directors for previous years have, as a rule, contained
no reference to the land department of the company or the condition of the land grant.
The operations of the department being much the same from year to year, varying only
with the natural and gradual increase of sales from the planting of new ent~rprises and
the growth or population, there has seemed to be no need of special investigation in this
direction. The revenue therefrom has been constant, with an easily computed natural
annual increment, and the receipts have been applied to the extinguishment of the landgrant bonds.
Deeming it a matter of sufficient interest and importance to warrant more particular
inquiry concerning it, especially since it is proposed to ask further legislation looking to
the more speedy disposal of lands and consequently to a more rapid development of the
vast extent of unoccupied land along the line of the road, we have taken pains to obtain
from the land department such information concerning the present condition and prospects of the land grants as, in our judgment, seemed necessary for a fair understanding
of the subject.
.
The original land grant to the Union Pacific embraced, as near as may be estimated,
about 11,200,000 acres. The grants to the Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific embraced
about 7,004,000 acres, making a total of 18,204,000 acres in the original land grants to
the consolidated company. This was unquestionably a magnificent gift from the Government. It is more than. an imperial domain. It has not infrequently been made an
occasionJor reproach of the projectors of this great work and their successors, that they
accepted such an endowment and took from the bands of the Government this vast amount
of public land as the price of their enterprise.
This may not be the place to enter into a discussion of the question whether the projectors of the road were overpaid, or whether in their bargain with the Government the
advantage was with them. We cannot refrain from remarking: however, that the policy
of granting lands on either side of this transcontinental railway line, and granting them
too on a grand and liberal scale, bas been more than justified by the history of the road
and of the States and Territories traversed by it. Looked at simply in the light of the
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figures, considering merely the number of acres bestowed, it see~m like au enormous
gift. Taken in connection with the fact that it was given in aid of an t:tlletprise from
which the projectors were hopeful in the end of deriving a profit indepeHd.mtly of the
subsidy, it might seem like reckless prodigality and waste on the part of the Government.
' It suits the purposes of demagogues to so consider it, and the consequence has been that
the interests of the company, and incidentally of the Government, have been made to
suffer from a groundless clamor against the corporation and its management. But large
as the land grant is, profitable as it has been to the grantees, and valuable ~,~:it continues
to be as a steady source of revenue, 'nothing can be clearer than that it owes its chief
-value to the great line of communication upon which it is located, and the enterprise,
intelligence, and energy of those who brought it into market and made it available for
occupation. We believe it to be capable of demonstration that the Geueral Govern~
ment has already more than made good to itself the actual value of the whule grant at
the time it was made, in the enhanced value of the alternate sections reserV1!d to itself,
by the opening of the road and the developn;tent of the lands that would othC'rwise have
long remained unoccupied and waste.
In discussing the magnificence of this gift from the Government as if 1ihcre were no
consideration for it, and the men who obtained it had in some way gained an unfair adyantage, the conditions existing at the time it was made are lost sight of, and the circumstances attending it too often forgotten. For this thing was not done in a corner.
It should be .remembered not only that the grant was made after protracted discussion
and careful deliberation with the full knowledge of the American people, but that the
condition upon which it was made, to wit, the building of the Pacific Railroad, was generally believed to be so improbable of fulfillment as practically to make it void and of no
effect. The projectors of the road were at that time objects rather of sympathy as the
victims of visionary speculation than of envy on account of their advantageous bargain.
Outside of the great public benefit of the road as a means of communication with the
Pamfic coast, the Government was more than willing to pay this price for the opening up,
settlement, and bringing into market of its own vast extent of unoccupied and unmarketable lands lying west of the Missouri River. The land grant, considering existing
conditions and the stupendous results which must accrue from the fulfillment of the condition upon which it was made, was not prodigal or extravagant. It was a fair business
transaction, in which a large price was paid for taking large risks with the prospect of
very large returns. Any individual owner of extensive tracts of unoccupied and practically useless land who should transfer half the same upon similiar conditions would be
considered a shrewd business man. Such an individual, if, after having profited by the
transaction in the enhanced value and more rapid sales of his own share, he should complain that his grantee had also obtained large returns from a comparatively small investment, would receive little sympathy. In the case of the General Government, however, it is the fashion to assume that it has been imposed upon or cheated if those who
have dealings with it se{!m to have reaped any unusual profit from the transaction.
From this view, in this particular case at least, we take leave to dissent. The opening of the Pacific road, which was the condition upon which this land grant was made,
has been, as hardly need be pointed out, of incalculable benefit to the country. It has
not merely brought the two coasts of the continent into close communication, but it bas
been the means of a more rapid development of the country's resources than it was possible twenty years ago for the imagination to conceive. One has bnt to consider for a
moment the vast extent of territory opened to settlement, redeemed from waste, and
devoted to pasturage or tillage, the enormous increase of agricultural products therefrom,
the utilization of extensive tracts of grazing land, and the tremendous volume of traffic
flowing through the arteries of trade and commerce from these so lately unoccupied
places, to realize something of the benefits which have accrued to the Government from
its liberal land grants. If the corporation has profited by them the country also has
been an enormous gainer.
We are able to say concerning the administration of this property, that we have every
reason to believe that it bas been prudent and wise, having in view the best interests
not only of the company, but of the Government and of the communities and people
among whom the lands are located.
The original grant of the Union Pacific was as follows:
Acres.

Acres granted in
Acres granted in
Acres granted in
Acres granted in

Nebraska ____ . _____ . _______ .. _______________ _ ._______ _ _ 4., 762,174
Wyoming _________ _________ ___ ______________________ _ 4)582,520
Utah ___ ____ ________ __ _______ --~-- __ _______ .. ___ ·- ___ _ 1,107,520
Colorado _____ . ___ _______ ___________________ __ _ . _____ _
688,900

Total acres ____ -·_ ___ __ ___ __ _ ___ _____ _ ___ __ _ __ __ ____ __ _ ___ _ ___ __ _ 11, 141, 114
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General estimate, in round numbers:
Acres.
Agricultural lands in grant _________________________ _ ------------- 3,500,000
Grazing lands in grant _________ --------------- . ____________ ------ 7,300,000
Coal lands ______ .:. _____________________________________ . ____ . ___ _
400,000
Total in round numbers ---··- _____________________ _: _____________ 11,200,000
Of these remain unsold 8,877,892.81 acres, which may be classed as follows:
Acres.

Agricnl turaL _. ___ _
_______ .. __________ .. _________________ . ______ _ 1,000,000
Grazing. ________ .. _______________________________________ ___________ _ 7,477,842
Coal _______________________________________________________________ _
400,000
8,877,892
These unsold lands lie within the limits of- ·
Acres.

Nebraska - ._.. _ _ ____ __ __ ___ _ __ __ ___ _ __ _ __ _ ___ _____ __ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ 2,580,000
Colorado _.. __________ .. ___ . ___________________________ .. ___________ _
690,000
Wyoming ______________________ . ________________ .. _______________ _ 4,580,000
U tab - __________ .. ______________________________ _ __ _ __________ _ 1,027,892.81
-~

8,877,892.81
The grants to the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, to the Denver Pacific Railway
and Telegraph Company, embraced about 7,004,000 acres; the net sales · amount U>
1,767,274.42 acres; leaving unsold 5,236,725.58 acres.
These unsold lands-may be classed as follows:
Acres.

Agricultural _____________________________________________________ _
625,000
Grazing ____________________________ _____________________________ _ 4,611,725.58
5,236,725.58
These lands are situated within the States of Kansas and Colorado.
All lands within the grant in Nebraska west for 215 miles are sold and disposed of,
and United States patents taken out or applied for for all lands west of the one hundredth
meridian, thus rendering the same taxa:ble, to the benefit of the various communities in
which they lie, and of the company, by increasing the value of taxable property along
its line. Present sales of agricultural lands are made as far west as Keith County, 350
miles from the Missouri River, and will undoubtedly continu@ westward till increasing
elevation, character of soil, and absence of moisture preclude successful cultivation.
Even when the natural moisture supply fails, successful agricultural operations might
be conducted over a large extent of country now rated as grazing and waste lands, provided artificial water supplies by artesian wells or otherwise could be iurnished. The
solution of this problem, through Congressional aid or otherwise, would redound to the
material benefit of the sections of country where the lands lie, and of the railway company through settlement, development, and population. Meanwhile a large extent of
country, representing millions of acres, comprising both railroad and Government lands,
are actually valueless so far as returns therefrom are concerned. They are occupied by
large bodies of cattle and the ranches and trifling improvements incident thereto, all of
which occupation is of an unsettled and shifting character, and produces no definite or
satisfactory result.
Included in the classification of grazing lands above are nearly 1,000,000 acres of
rugged and partially forest-covered lands as yet unsurveyed, and of which survey, at
present Government rates, is impracticable, together with a large body of sage. hush
and sandy lands, as yet of little avail for even grazing purposes, but ·w hich in part may
in future be utilized for this purpose, or under tl;le possibilities of irrigation become of
some use agriculturally. These waste lands lie chietly in Utah and Western Wyoming;
the so-called grazing lands in Central and Eastern Wyoming, Northern Colorado, and
Western Nebraska, and the agricultural lands in Central and Eastern Nebraska.
There have been sold and disposed of in round. numbers of the whole grant about
4,000,000 of acres for the sum of about $15,500,000. The methods of sale are for cash,
with a discount of 10 per cent. on :five or ten years' time, in installments of one-fifth or
one-tenth, with annual interest at the rate of 6 per cent. on deferred payments.
The proceeds of sales and collections are remitted directly to the trustee for the land~ant bondholders, and by him applied in cancellation of the land-grant bonos.
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Of the original Union Pacific issue of $10,400,000 ,it is understood some $5,800,000
have been canceled. Upon the full cancellation of all land-grant bonds, and liquidation
of the land-grant mortgage, the sinking fund mortgage, so called, becomes a lien upon
all remaining lands. Concerning the Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific issue we are
without definite data.
The company's estimate of the character and value of the remaining lands of the Union
Pacific grant may be thus stated:
Agricultural, 600,000 acres, at $3 per acre ______________________________ $1,800,000
Grazing, 7,700,000 acres, at $1 per acre ___________ :.._____________________ 7, 700,000
Coal, 400,000 acres, at $20 per acre _________________________________ ----• 8, 000,000
Estimated value of unsold lands _________________________________ 17,500,000
Lands designated as agricultural arethosewithin the limit, chiefly in Nebraska, where
agriculture is deemed practicable rather than where it has as yet been fully demonstrated.
The value of grazing lands is considered with reference to some favorable action concerning Government lands intervening, rather than the prices they might bring if now
offered for sale.
The coal lands are estimated at the price for which coal lands are sold by the Government, but their present and prospective value to the company far exceeds the price named.
Being situated on the mountain division of the road, where there is the largest consumption of fuel, they are of the greatest ad vantage for locomotive supplies, at the same time
that they furnish coal for theW ood River mining district, which is transported over the
Oregon Short Line, and for the mining districts of Montana, which goes over the Utah
N ortl1ern Road.
Land Commissioner Burnham thinks that the major portion of the agricultural lands
can probably be disposed of within a year, leaving ior consideration the disposition of the
grazing lands heretofore described. While there is yearly an undoubted gradual westward extension of the moisture belt, and other climatic changes which must in time include within the agricultural area many of the a hove designated lands, their present and
immediate use is only for grazing purposes, and if they are to be presently disposed of it
must be with this object in view. In favor of the disposition may be urged the fact
that they at present bring little or no revenue to the company. except from the transportation of cattle shipped over the road, though grazed upon and occupied by large
quanties of live-stock passing over these and the Government lands alike. The present
inclination of the cattle interests is toward ownership of the range inclosure by f(mcing
of the same, and the better and closer development of stock, all of which is, if not rendered impracticable, greatly embarrassed by the existence of alternating Government
sections.
In connection with this subject we are in receipt of a communication from President
Dillon, from which, as giVing his views, we quote as follows:
"It has been a ·maker of frequent discussion in the Board and elsewhere with the
Government and other directors as to the necessity for legislation to enable the company and the Government advantageously to dispose of the non-agriculturallands within
the limit of the land grant to the Union Pacific Railway, that is, lands familiarly termed
grazing lands. It is known to everybody that a very considerable portion of the land
grant is in arid regions not susceptible of cultivation, where the lands are used only for
grazing purposes. Under the grant of alternate sections the result is that the Government owns one section and the company another, and we cannot sell contiguous in one
tract more than one section, nor can the Government. As you are aware, many of these
lands are now occupied by persons without right and without compensation to the company or the Government as cattle ranges. They will not buy unless they can get lands
in considerable quantities in a solid tract, and if the present conditions continue, this
state of things, to the detriment of the company and the Government; will continue to
exist indefinitely. Everybody can see this, and everybody knows it. Therefore the expediency of making a division of these lands is obvious, as it would be beneficial alike
to the Government, to the company, to the public, and to the States where these lands
are, as they would thereby be sold and become subject to taxation and yield revenue,
and would be the means of establishing permanent instead of floating communities.
''We have bad repeated application, by persons owning large herds of cattle, from 1, 000
to 50,000 head, for these lands; but, for the reasons above stated, we cannot sell them
and are getting no benefit from them. Therefore, that these lands should be partitioned
or divided is manifest. The only question is one of detail as to how it should be done.
A fair division is a very simple matter. Congress could authorize the division, specifYing that one commissioner be appointed by the President or the Secretary of the Interior,
another by the company, and the two to select a third, with authority to divide the
lands equally as to value and in large tracts, the whole to be subject to the approval of
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the President or the Secretary of the Interior. Or Congress could pass an act authorizing the division of all grazing lands under the direction of the circuit court of the United
States, giving that court the necessary authority to effect an equal partition of the lands,
with the right of either party to take an appeal from the same as in a private controversy.''
Land Commissioner Burnham upon this point suggests three specific plans, either of
which might be adopted, as follows:
First>. An exchange by the r-ailroad with the Government of all odd-numbered sections
on one side of its road for all even-numbered sections on the other side, thus giving a
solid body of lands on one side of the road 20 miles in width.
Second. Some modification by Congress of present land laws permitting the sale within
certain limits and under certain conditions of considerable tracts of lands for grazing
purposes.
Third. Some form of lease on long time at low rates of Government sections for grazing purposes, subject, however, to the application of the homestead, pre-emption, desertland, and timber-culture laws, wherever the same are now applicable.
Commenting on these plans, Commissioner Burnham says:
"The first plan, if attainable, would be most desirable for the company, and would
give quicker and greater value to its lands thus treated than any other. It might beapplied on either side of the line, commencing at or about the 103d meridian, west of
which, except to a limited extent in Utah, no lands have been sold by the company, and
continuing through the grant. There is little choice for either the Government or the
railroad, and any possible question might be readily settled by a commission in which
each should be represented. The value of the Government lands thus treated would
be enhanced rather than impaired.
''The objections to it seem to be that it would probably not be favored by Congress
as being contrary to the present policy concerning public lands and railroads; also its
possible effect upon bonded securities of the companies by the substitution of other
properties than those originally pledged.
''The second plan would also, if once fairly established, subserve the particular interest involved, but with the first seems equally open to objections sure to be urged
against it as contrary to public policy, &c.
" The third plan is, to my mind, more feasible than any other, for the reasons that i1t
can be frankly and earnestly urged that while it practically meets every requirement
of the case it bas no feature objectionable to the free and full operation of existing land
laws and will at once give value to and cause development of large are as now comparatively worthless."
We have thus given the views of President Dillon and of Land Commissioner Burnham on this subject, with the considerations adduced by each in support of their several
propositions. WHhout recommending any specific plan ourselves, we do not hesitate t&
say that in our judgment some definite plan should be adopted whereby the interests of
the Government and the company should be mutually subserved, and provision made
for such a fair and equitable division of the remaining lands as shall best promote their
speedy sale and utilization.
The following is the statement of sales oflands and town lots to June 30, 1883:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD LAND GRANT.

Net sales, 2,220,107.19 acres ______ -· _________________________ .. _____ $9, 636, 217
Sales oftown lots----------- ---------- ------ ----------------------393,864
Interest on land and town-lot contracts______________________________ 1, 420, 784
Forfeited on canceled contracts _________ ---------- ____ . ______ ______
304,545
Other receipts, interest, &c_ .. ____________________________________ .. __
88, 294
Total _______________ _

52
68
27
79
53

11,848,706 79-

Deduct expenses paid by the trustees:
Discounts, commissions, &c _____________________________ $318, 833 18
Premium on land-grant bonds redeemed _________________ 124,313 80
443,146 98
Leaves the amount received by the trustees, including contracts on band_ 11, 405, 559 81
Deduct expenses paid by the company:
General expenses and taxes ------------------ --------------------·--

2, 132,237 96"

Net proceeds Union Pacific Railroad land grant ___ -------------_

9, 373, 321 85-
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Net sales, 1, 767, 27"4.42 acres for ____ ___________ _______ ______________ $6, 551, 573
Sales of town lots-------------- _______________ . - - -- --- - ·-· - - ---- ___ _ ~ 98,421
Interest on land and town-lot contracts __ ________ ____ __ ____ _______ __ ; ~ 760, 072
Forfeited ori. canceled contracts .__________ ---------------- ___ _--- - ---276,134
Other receipts, interest, &c _____ ____ ________________ ----- - --- ------- ~·r~ 11,444
~rotaL

78
59
28
51
69

___________________ ____ _________ ______ _ ____ . ____ ____ 7, 697, 646.85

Deduct expenses:
General expenses ___ . ____ ___ _________________ . . ______ __ _ $823,789 45
Discount on sales __ ________________ _.. __ ______________ _ 645,911 49
Taxes____ ______ _______ _______ .._______ ___ ___________ _ 107,366 03
Interest and premium on bonds redeemed . _____________ _ 122,710 95
- - - - 1,699,777 92
Net proceeds Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific grants, including contracts
on band ___ ____ . _____________ ___ __________ . _ ___________________ 5, 997, 868 93
Total net proceeds of all lands to June 30, 1883 _______________________ 15,271,190 78
The following comparative statement of land sales for the first five months for 1882-'83,
shows the gradual increase in the number of acres sold and amounts received.
Statement of land sales.
1882.

Months.
Am·es .
.January .................................................................... /

~~~~~~~~::.::: . .::::::::::::::. .::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

April ..................................... ............................ ......... /
Hay ........................... ..... . .................. .. .. .. ..................

Total.. ...............................................................

Acres.

23,072

$105,405

84,320
112,305

301,415
· 413,831

:~: ~~~

~~~: :1;

18,040

~g: ~!~

20,204
37,355

Amount.

I'

$87,086

i~g: ~I~

102,897
176,533

-326,'743/l,W,067 -!29,6921 -637~

1

LITIGATION. ·

It is not to be expected that a great corporation like the Union Pacific Railway Company, having landed interests in at least six States and Territories, and trade relations
through the vast traffic pouring over its lines with every State and Territory in the Union,
to say nothing of its relations with other railro~ds. and with its own bond and stockholders, should escape litigation. Either as plaintiff or defendant it must be continually
in the courts. It is consequently necessary to a correct understanding of the financial
condition of the company to know something of the litigation in which it is concerned
as plaintiff or defendant, and particularly concerning the more important suits involving
large sums, or affecting the integrity of the franchise. It has not been the practice of
the Government directors hitherto to inquire especially upon this point, or give the subject much space in their report. In view of the importance of some of the suits in pendency we deemed it proper to give the subject attention, and accordingly in August last
addressed to the secretary of the company some inquiries which were answered in the
following communication from Hon. John F. Dillon, the company's general agent:
NEW YORK, Septembm· 28, 1883.
I am informed by the secretary of the company that in August last, when
in Boston, you asked him among other things that there should be furnished to you a
statement showing "what suits the Union Pacific is interested. in, whether as plaintiff
or def~ndant, and what is their character." This inquiry has been referred to me as the
company's general solicitor to answer.
What is known as the Union Division of the company's road is under the immediate
charge of Mr. A. J. Poppleton, the company's general attorney, with office at Omaha.
What is known as the Kansas Division is under the immediate charge of Mr. J. B. Usher,
the company's general attorney, with office at Lawrence, Kans. The local attorneys
make immediate report of litigation to Messrs. Poppleton and Usher resp~ctively; and
GENTLEMEN:
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the latter are required by regulation to make semi-annual reports to the undersigned,
giving the t,i tle, character, amount claimed, and situation of every pending case against
the company at any point on the lines covered by their respective jurisdictions. I have
regularly received reports from Mersrs. Poppleton apd Usher, and they are in the office
of the law department of the company in New York; and I will take pleasure in submitting them to you, and in giving you any information touching the suits by and against
the company, as shown in these reports and otherwise.
I may state generally that these reports show a number of cases by and against the
company in the various States and 1'erritories where its roads are situate, of a character
common to all roads and inseparable from the transaction of railroad business, such as
actions for personal injuries, for breaches of contract, for Rtock killed, &c.; also, suits to
restrain the collection of illegal taxes, and in relation to disputed tracts of land, the
title to which is claimed by or against the company. I recollect no litigation in the
West not of the character to which railroad companies generally are liable, except a litigation recently commenced in the State of Kansas to have determined the status of
what is known as the Kansas Pacific as respects State authority and jurisdiction. In
that litigation the power of the Kansas Pacific to consolidate with the Union Pacific and
Denver Pacific companies, and thereby to render itself "amenable only to Federal control, and subject as to those rights and causes of action which may thereafter exist against
it, only to the jurisdiction of Federal tribunals,'' is questioned.
Inasmuch, however, as by the act of the Kansas legislature, passed on the 4th day of
March, 1862 (Compiled Laws of Kansas of 1862, p. 767), the legislature expressly authorized ''any railway company of Kansas to unite or consolidate with any other company
or companies now organized, or which may hereafter be organized under the laws of the
United States,'' and afterwards asked Congress to adopt the Kansas Pacific as one of the
branches of the Pacific system, which Congress accordingly did by the charter of the
Union Pacific; and in that charter by the sixteenth section of the act of 1862, and also by
the sixteenth section of the act of 1864, expressly provided ''that any two or more of the
companies authorized at any time to unite and com;olidate their organizations as the
same may be, or shaH be, upon such terms and conditions and in such manner as they
may agree upon, and shall not be incompatible with this act, or the laws of the State or
States in which the road of such companies may be," the company's counsel, under the
circumstances, apprehend no adverse result.
In addition to this, the company have a suit pending in the Court of Claims at Washington to enforce compensation for postal service under its charter for an amount very
much larger than that which is allowed by the Postmaster-General. The PostmasterGeneral claimed the right to fix the rates; the company claimed that the measure of compensation was fixed by its charter. This question has been before the Supreme Court of
the United States, which decided in the company's favor, and remitted the case to the
Court of Claims to determine what was a reasonable rate of compensation for postal service. Testimony touching this question is now being taken.
There is also pending, or about to be brought at the company's fluggestion, in the
Court of Claims, a suit with the United States to obtain a construction of the Thurman
act, so called, as respects the meaning of ''net earnings'' as therein used.
In New York and Boston there are undetermined suits by and against the Credit Mobilier as to the state of accounts between the two companies, each claiming moneys from
the other.
In New York there are suits as to the construction of an income mortgage made by
the Kansas Pacific, and also as to the effect of the consolidation upon alleged liabilities
of the constituent companies.
The motion for an injunction in the Leo suit has been decided in favor of the company.
If the foregoing does not embrace all that you desire to know, it will give me pleasure
to comply with any further request you may make.
Very truly yours,
·
JOHN F. DILLON,
General Solicitor, Union Pacific Railway Company.
GEO. G. HAVEN, Esq., Chairman,
ISAAC H. BROMLEY, Esq., Secretary, and others,
Govm·nment Directors, Union Pacific Railway Company.
From this it will be seen that the only suits in which the integrity of the company's
franchise is directly assailed are in the nature of quo warranto brought by the State of
Kansas-one against the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, seeking to annul the entire
franchise of that company, and the other against the Union Pacific Railway Company
seeking to oust the company from the right to operate the Kansas Pacific under the terms
of the consolidation.
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At an early stage of the proceeuings in these cases it was brought to our attention that
in the latter suit only the directors of the Union Pacific Hailway Company elected by
the stockholders had been made parties defendapt, and that notwithstanding the large
ani! direct interest of the Government in the suit, the directors representing that interest had not been informed of the proceeding by notice or summons, or by being included
among the parties defendant. In order that the interests oft he Government might not
be left wholly unrepresented and unprotected, our chairman, .Mr. Haven, acting for the
Board and by its authorHy and by the advice of counsel, addressed a petition to the suprenie court of Kansas, asking that we be made parties to both suits, accompanying
which were filed our petition and bonrl asking for the removal of both suits to the circuit
court of the United States. The chairman of the Board having acted up to this point in
the proceedings under the advice of Wager Swayne, esq., as counsel, it was thought
best before taking further action to lay the matter before the Department and receive
your directions as to the subsequent steps. The following communication from Mr.
Swayne to the Government directors inclosing copies of the correspondence with the Department, explains our actions in the premises:
NEW YORK, October 31, 1883.
GENTLEMEN: Upon receipt of authority from you last week to .Mr. George G. Haven,
authorizing him, as chairman of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company to take steps for the protection of the interests of the United States in the
proceedings brought by the State of Kansas to annul the Kansas Pacific consolidation, the
Union Pacific Railway Company arranged with me to act as your counsel in the premises,
without expense to the United States or to yourselves. The Secretary of the Interior
being that officer to whom your reports are directed by law, it seemed best that before
any steps were taken by you, or in your behalf, the Secretary would be inforn.1ed of
the pendency of these snits, and his instructions taken as to your moving in the matter.
I have, accordingly, made application in writing, in your names, to the Secretary for
instructions, accompanying the same with printed copies of the bills filed by the State,
and the answer ofthe company and the individual directors, copies of which I also transmit to each of you herewith. In reply I have the Secretary's letter approving of your
proceeding in the matter to protect the interests of the United States',· as you have done,
a copy of which letter, as also of my own, to which it is an answer, I inclose to you herewith.
Steps have been taken to remove the cause from the supreme court of Kansas to the
circuit court of the United States for the district of Kansas. The court meets on the
fourth Monday of November next. An answer will meantime be prepared for the Government drirectos, to be used if they are made parties to the suits, or either of them,
setting forth the interest in the premises of the United States. A copy of.tbis also will
be transmitted to you.
Yours, very truly,
WAGER SWAYNE.
To I~AAC H. BROMLEY, Esq.,
GEORGE H. HAVEN, Esq.,
·wATSON PARRISH, Esq.,
ARTHUR L. CoNGER, Esq.,
CoLGATE HoYT, Esq.,
Government Directors, &c.
WASHINGTON, D. C., October 29, 1883.
SIR: At the request of Mr. George G. Haven, chairman of the Government directors
of the Union Pacitlc Railway Company, I herewith transmit to you printed copies of
the petition in each of two suits brought by the State of Kansas in the supreme court
of that State. One of these suits is in the nature of quo warranto making the Kansas
Pacific Rail way Company the only 'd efendant, and seeking to annul the entire franchise
of that company. The other is also in the nature of quo u:ar1·anto, and makes parties
defendant only those of the directors of the Union Padfic Railway Company who are
elected by the stockholdets of that company, omitting the Government directors.
This petition seeks to oust the defendants from all right or claim to operate the railroad of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company.
The ground of these suits is mainly that the Kansas Pacific Railway Company has
consolidated with the Union Pacific Railway Company, and since then has not acknowledged itself to be a corporation of Kansas, nor kept its general offices in that State. The
laws of Kansas provide that if judgment of ouster is entered in such cases, a receiver
shall be appointed, the property of the corporation applied to the payment of its debts,
and the affairs wound up.
In view of' the repeated and peremptory requirements of the acts of Congress, by the
aid of which these roads were built, that the Union Pacific Railroad and branches sliall
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be operated as one continuous line, the further duties required of said railroad and
branches by said acts, and the advances of money and grants ofland made by the United
States to the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, the Government directors feel that interests of the United States are here involved which require to be protected. They bav~,
therefore, instructed me as their counsel to lay before you the accompanying papers and
ask your instructions in the premises. I also submit 1or your instruction a petition by
Mr. Haven, for himself and the other Government directors, which bas been prepared
by myself, addressed to ibe supreme court of Kansas, asking that the petitioners be
made parties to both suits, and a petition and bond, to be used subsequently, for removal
of both suits to the circuit court of the United States.
Your obedient servant,
WAGEH. SWAYNE.
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER,
SecretaTy of the InteTior.
DEPART::I-lENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, October 29, 1883.
SIR: I am informed that the State of Kansas bas commenced legal proceedings in the
supreme court of that State against the Union Pacific Rail way Company and the directors thereof elected by the stockholders of said company, but that the directors appointed
by the President to represent the interests of the United States in said corporation have
not been made parties to such proceedings; that the proceedings are in the nature of
quo wan·anto for the dissolution of the corporation called the Kansas Pacific Railway
Company; that the action is based on the charge that the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company bas forfeited its charter by consolidation with the United Pacific Railway Company.
Inasmuch as the United States is largely interested by way of mortgage or otherwise
in the property of said Kansas Pacific Railway Company and in the maintenance of the
sa-id line in connection with the Union Pacific Railroad, as a continuous line, I consider
it necessary that the directors appointed by the President to represent the interests of
the United States in said Union Pacific Railroad Company should be made parties to
such proceedings and should take such further steps as may be required to protect the
interests of the United States.
Very reRpectfully,
H. M. 'fELLER,
Secretary.
Hon. GEORGE G. HAVEN,
C!tait·man of the Gorernment Directors,
Union Pacific Railroad Company, New York City.
The quo u•at-ranto cases were called in the United States circuit court of Kansas on the
26th of November last, the State being represented by the Attorney-General, and the
Union Pacific Railway Company by Messrs. Dillon & Swayne. A postponement was
asked by the Attorney-General on account of the absence of Mr. Clarence A. Seward, associate counsel, and was opposed by the attorneys for the company upon the ground that
they had been in communication with Mr. Seward and had learned from that gentleman
that it was not his intention to be present at the hearing upon the petition to remove the
suits to the circuit court of the United States. After some delay a postponement of one
month was granted.
The general solicitor of the company informs us that at the suggestion of the United
States circuit judges an arrangement was made by the counsel in the cases that a formal
order remanding the cases should be entered and the causes be thereupon removed to the
Supreme Court ofthe United States; and this has been done, theStatestipulatingmeantime that it will not proceed in the State court while the matter is pending in the United
States Supreme Court. It is believed that the question whether the trial of those cases
in the first instance shall be had in the State or the Federal court will be decided by the
United States Supreme Court at its present session. It iR not disputed that that court
has the ultimate right to decide the questions at issue between the State and the company.
THE DEBT TO THE GOVERNMENT.
The relations between the company and the Government growing out of the bonded
indebtedness of the consolidated roads to the Government have never been entirely harmonious or satisfactory. Differences of opinion have arisen concerning the amounts due
the company for Government service, mail carriage, Army transportation, &c., the terms
of payment, construction of charter provisions and laws of Congress, and other matters of
detail: so that there has seemed to be a constant clashing of interests between the two.
The so-called Thurman act, which was intended to be a conclusive settlement of the que!-
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tions at issue between the Government and the company, has failed to effect its purpose,
and a mutual understanding as to its meaning and scope has not yet been reached. That
portion of the act which provided for the investment of a fixed proportion of the earnings
of the road in certain United States bonds as a sinking fund for the gradual extinction of
the debt has been rendered inoperative and null by the action of the Government in taking
up the bonds of the class named in the act, so that there are none now to be purchased
in market. Hence it happens that the company has paid into the United States Treasury
large sums of money which lie idle and uninvested, to the company's loss, and with no
gain to the Government. The value of the company's securities is impaired by this condition of things. It seems plain that, for the sake of the Government as well as of the
company, there should be some additional legislation on this subject at as early a day as
possible.
W L' :tre informed that it bas been made a subject of consultation between the Treasury Department and the General Railroad Commissioner, but we do not learn that any practical
result bas been arrived at or any definite plan agreed on. The bonds issued in aid of
the Union Pacific and Kansas Pacific roads, secured by second mortgage, fall due in
1895. They amount in principal and unpaid interest to nearly $50,000,000.
Unless some provision is made to refund this debt upon a satisfactory basis it is to be
feared that the company will not be able to meet its obligationR, and that disastrous
:financial complications may result. To avoid this it has been suggested that an actuarial computation of the net amount of those debts, principal and interest, at a certain
day, say .July 1, 1884, be made, and that this sum be divided into 120 equal parts, the
company to issue 120 interest-bearing bonds, payable on each six months, until the whole
debt is extinguished. This would give the company a fixed and definite sum to pay
semi-annually, and woul'd extend the time of payment over sixty years, at a constantly
decreasing annual draft. The effect would be to remove the misunderstandings now
existing as to what ccnstitutes the 25 per cent. of net earnings required to be paid under
the Thurman act, and would at the same time strengthen the security of the Government and enhance the credit of the company. This or something similar in the way of
legislation seems to us to be very desirable, if not absolutely demanded by the necessities of the case. Should such a proposition be made by the company on behalf of the
Government, we have no reason to doubt that it would be cordially accepted by the
company.
IN CONCLUSION.

In concluding our report, which is necessarily somewhat longer than usual on account
of the number of topics it has been thought desirable to cover, we have only to repeat
the expression of our confidence in the future of the road and its ultimate ability to
meet all its obligations to the Government. The road-bed, tracks, buildings, and equipment are all in excellent condition, and kept well up to the highest standard of the best
roads in the country. The feeding lines are bringing each year additional traffic to the
main line and increased profits from their own business, to the permanent ad vantage of
the w bole system.
G. G. HAVEN.
ISAAC H. BROMLEY.
W. PARRISH.
COLGATE HOYT.
ARTHUR L. CONGER.
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GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS' REPORT, 1884.

.MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, TRANSMITTING THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE
UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 1884.
[House Ex. Doc. No. 79, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.]

To the Senate and Hm~se of Representatives:
I transmit herewith, fc:- the consideration of Congress, the annual report of the GoTernment directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company for the year 1884.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 12, 1885.

THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS.

The law does not clearly define nor prescribe the duties or functions of the Government
directors. They are reluctant to assume functions regarding which there may be any
question of the propriety of their exercising. On the other hand they are reluctant to
omjt the performance of any duty or the discussion of ~ny questions which may be considered as legitimately imposed upon the,m.
They therefore make suggestions in this report as their best judgment dictates, con·c erning the interests, the proper subjects of their consideration.
THEIR OFFICE.

The Government directors are not financially interested in the Union Pacific Railway
property. From the nature of things, and legally, they cannot and should not be. They
.are appointed without any reference to their special qualifications or knowledge concerning railway operation or management. They have uniformly (with the exception of one
of their number at one of the meetings) attended the stated meetings of the Board of
Directors, as contemplated by law. They have made such general and circumspect examination into the physical and financial conditions of the road and its aspects in a commercial regard as the time at their disposal has enabled them. From necessity, and for
the reason that they are not financially interested in the property, and hence not in so
dose business relationship as they otherwise would be with those in whose charge the
interests of the road are immediately reposed, they are compelled to discover and suggest for themselves such lines of investigation as their judgment dictates to them as
possibly pertinent in the premises.
It should find record here that since the meeting of the directors, December 17, the
most ample facilities and courteous means have not only been uniformly extended to the.
Government directors in the investigation of every matter or subject in which information has been sought, but they have been solicited by the management and assisted by
every employe with whom they have had relations to examine thoroughly into matters
regarding which there have been allegations or suspicions, public or other, affecting or
reflecting upon the action of the company.
Allusion is made to this for the reason that some impressions concerning the conduct
Qf the company, and unfavorable to it and to lines of policy supposed to have been
.adopted, or approved, or permitted by the directory have been removed. These related
mainly to financial management and conduct. They were dispelled either because the
most thorough and intelligent examination and investigation that suspicions entertained
suggested the propriety of making failed to reveal reasonable grounds, or because they
showed affirmatively that such grounds did not or do not probably exist.
The nature of these wiU appear in the succeeding portions of this report. It would
be manifestly improper, and especially a dereliction of duty, for the Government di-
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rectors to give official expression to any statements, allegations, or suspicions which they
could not substantiate or facts do not clearly establish.
They do not wish to convey the impression that they have gone over the entire field
of their legitimate inquiry. The tenure of their office has been too short to make that
feasible or possible.
Considering the tenure of the office of Government director, it will be readily understood that it is an almost impossible task for him to apply himself to the discovery and
consideration of all such facts and details as a full; practical knowledge of the affairs of
the company would involYe and his inclination dictate. The propriety, and even necessity, of the Government directors being men conversant and professionally proficient in
railway details and concerns, are, in this view, vividly apparent. But the employment
of su('h men, with the expectation that they would apply themselves assiduously to the
persistent performance of their duties, would involve a very different measure ()f compensation from that now provided for their services.
COl\fl\UTTEES.

The statutory provision that at least one Government director be placed upon each of
the several committees appointed by the Board of Directors was complied with in the
appointment of the following: Upon executive committee, Colgate Hoyt; upon land
committee, E. L. Joy; upon finance committee, D. R. Anthony; upon Missouri River
bridge committee, F. Colpetzer; upon committee on connecting roads, H. L. Merriman.
It may be assumed the duties of the respective committees have been of especial importance during the past year. The Government directors are, however, unable to report on that point. Excepting in the cases of the executive and land committees, none
of the Government directors have been advised or are aware of any meetings.
THE EXECUTIVE COl\fl\fiTTEE.
\

The Government member bas been notified of, and has, with one or two exceptionst
attended every meeting of this committee.
.
The practical functions and duties of the board of directors are so delegated by the
board to this committee that it really embodies all the execu~ive powers and authority
of the corporation, leaving little or nothing for the other committees to do. This the
Government directors decidedly deprecate.
It is important that the Government be advised of all and singular of the acts proper
and necessary to be made public of the corporation, and be placed in possession of all the
facts, matters, and details upon which it conducts its operations. To this end it is
proper that each Government director should be enabled to apply himself to the particular functions which would devolve upon him in his specific committee service.
THE MANAGEMENT.

The Union Pacific Railway system, than whiC'h there is not a grander of the kind in
the world, has grown up under the personal supervision of Mr. S. H. H. Clark, who occupied the position of general manager until superseded by .Mr. S. R. Callaway in October last. The retirement of Mr. Sidney Dillon from, and the succession of Mr. Charles
Francis Adams, jr., to, the presidency, and the change in management aforesaid, are very
important events in the history of the company. They impose upon the Government
directors the performance of a very delicate task.
Assuming what may, for the purposes under consideration, be regarded as true, that
strictures and criticisms of no uncertain import could and would be properly made in the
most distinct manner touching acts, practices, and policies of the company, notably
those pertaining to the controversies with the Government, those respecting the conduct
of the traffic department, and those relating to some of the features of its :financial management, the radical change in the administration imposes with peculiar force upon the
Government directors the utmost care and consideration herein, to the end that they
may not, wittingly or unwittingly, embarrass or impede the administration in an honest
effort to eradicate evils heretofore existing. They shrink from committing any act, or,
except it may be clearly substantiated, giving official expression to any fact tending to
impair the ability and effort in the direction named-an effort they feel impelled to say
they regard as not only possibly but probably promising substantial and felicitous results, if the execution of presently declared plans and policies of the administration are
not in some way interfered with or prevented.
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LOCAL AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

In their report for 1872 the Government directors said:
''The executive power is held in Boston and New York. Those clothed with itseldom
visit the line of the road. While this remains the case there will continue to be that
lack of information relative to, and grasp of, the facts and data concerning the real
sources of business from which the greater proportionate increase of earnings should be
derived, which now forms a just ground of complaint. It is one thing to manage the
through business of this line, to care for the general :financial interests of the company,
and handle and care for its securities on the market, aut it is quite a different thing to
grasp the sources of its local traffic and to develop them into ever-increasing streams of
revenue. The former can be done in New York and Boston. The latter can only be
accomplished on the line by officers clothed with official executive power. We * * *
that some reasonable and prudent steps be taken, either by voluntary action of the company or, that failing, by prudent legislation, which shall carry the practical executive
management of the Union Pacific Uailroad to the field of its local operation."
THE DIRECTORS.

Strange as it may appear in the light of subsequent events, these suggestions were in
no wise acted upon until in 1884, when the very results predicted were discovered to have
occurred in the extremely unsatisfactory condition of the company's affairs. Policies
bad been inaugurated, acts directed, and purposes accomplished which had not had the
sanction of the local management, while the element of intelligent "local exeeutive
power and authority reposed on the line of the road" was wanting. So largely, if not
entirely, because of the absence of that mutual familiarity with the actual concerns and
requirements of the road, which it vms the duty ot the executive as well as local management to have had , practices had been permitted to grow up which a conscientious,
efficient, and well-informed directory should have prevented-practices of incalcnlable
detriment eventually to the road. But yet the road became a virtually perfect highway.
So that at the time of the retirement of Mr. Clark the office of general manager was a
position well worthy the proud ambition of any man. The Government directors believe President Adams at once recognized the necessity of, immediately adopting the
policy indicated in the foregoing quotation. At least he has declared that the responsible executive management is to be in the person of the general manager. If this policy
is pursued and executed as it should he, and it is believed will be1 there can be no doubt
but that the best possible results will be attained. As adding to this probability, the
road comes to the new general manager in that generally excellent material condition
that is some guarantee, at lem'?t, in that direction. The great magnitude of the system
and the immensity and diversity of its interests, the great responsibility devolving upon
the general manager, all demand in that official the very highest order of administrative
ability and professional talent and experience. The Government directors believe they
can conscientiously say that Mr. Callaway eminently embodies these qualifications. If
permitted to exercise his duties and define policies as his judgment and his better familiarity, which be may be presumed soon to acquire, with the road and its requirements,
freed from the pernicious dictation which evidently in years past emanated largely from
New York, shall dictate, he may be expected to reap abundantly successful results.
But the Government directors, basing their conviction upon a pretty thorough investigation of the condition and the characteristics of the road, feel impelled to express the
opinion that the directory have not been ihmiliar with its real requirements and the scope
of its interests. In fact, those interests are not readily comprehended. The Government directors feel confident that the Union Pacific directors, immersed as they have
been in their private affairs, have not sufficiently, in a practical manner, acquitted themselves with the interests in their keeping.
After all, the greatest measure of responsibility, even from the perfect turning of the
car-wheel up to the declaration of full dividends on schedule time, is perhaps upon the
general manager. He is generally also held accountable for all the abuses of which the
public complains.
The management is at present employing and applying every device in the way of economy that the most scrupulous care can suggest or ingenuity invent.
The immediate and temporary result of this bas been up to this time very gratifying.
It bas had a very perceptible effect on the ratio of earnings to expenses. To what extent
this policy of severe retrenchment can be carried and be successful time will more clearly
indicate. But that there were many avenues to economy existing there can be no doubt;
that many sources of economy have been and will be discovered is probably certain. .A
showing elsewhere in this report in this regard indicates the character of the results produced and likely to in a measure continue.
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It is not proposed nor regarded as practicable to burden this report with statistical details. But a single instance relating to the details of operation, that seems to be apropos
in this connection, will be named.
The Union Pacific has the reputation of being exceptionally conservative in the matter
of granting free passes. A statement of t.hose issued during the year last past, being
only ''trip'' passe~ and not including ''annuals,'' shows that the lowest of one week's
issue was $13,772.76, and the highest $21,452.40. The computation is upon the basis of
regular passenger-tariff rates. Here is an item of nearly $1,000,000 per annum. Of
course, a large proportion of these passes are issued on account of employes. The specific
amount could be ascertained only by_an examination which it would be impracticable
at this time to make. But a single item, involving in amount a sum equal to one-thirtieth
of the entire gross income of the company, and having only or seemingly the single element of gratuity in it, isapparentlya feature regardingwhichmeasurestocorrect are demanded, and, it is gratifying to say, have been inaugurated.
TRAFFIC :MANAGER.

One of the :first acts of the new administration was the appointment of Mr. T. L. KimbaH, formerly assistant general manager, to be traffic manager.
The wisdom of this change is manifest. The position is hardly secondary in importance to any in connection with the operation of the road. The well-known experience
and ability of Mr. Kimball may be safely assumed to be commensurate with the character and magnitude of this responsible position. The outcome of his administration of
this department it is believed will be eminently beneficial to the property.
It is a curious fact that such a system as that of the Union Pacific should for so long
a time haYe been without such an office and an incumbent in it of the highest order of
professional ability: able to give his undivided attention to this branch of the business,
which is really the life-blood of the corporation.
STRIKE8.

During the year there have ueen two strikes by employes connected with the repair
department of the company. Other classes of employes were in the latter one either
drawn or forced into it. Both strikes occurred prior to the incoming of the present administration. The employes of nearly all the shops were concerned in the latter one.
An order reducing the pay of employes caused the first strike. An order reducing the
force in one of the shops caused the second. The :first was subdued by a recession ofthe
order. The second was suppressed only by an assurance that no employe would be discharged except for inefficiency or like cause.
· The moral effect of these surrenders by the company was bad. It strengthened or intensified an already rebellious spirit. It has crippled the ability of the company to manage and control its vast army of employes. Nearly every employe is a member of ail organization bound to repel any act that may be construed into a wrong upon a single one
of its members. The wrong may be real or it may be fancied. The inefficient employe
has the same protecting power behind him as the most skilled and faithful workman.
A fancied wrong is as liable to excite this force into active and riotous demonstration as
a real grievance. It is, therefore, a standing and portentous menace to the proper management of the company's affairs.
The organization bas come now to comprise nearly all classes of employes, including
conductors, engineers, firemen, and brakemen. Either by inclination or by force or threats
of personal violence to those who would not otherwise participate in a strike, traffic upon
the entire system may suddenly be compulsorily suspended.
The exigencies of the company, decreasing revenues, and steadily increasing obligations prompted both the orders referred to. But the employe knows nothing of these exigencies. He only knows that the corporation is great, rich, aud powerful, or has been.
He is jealous of his rights and suspicious that any interference with his interests is
prompted by the single motive of avarice. The spirit of disloyalty is, therefore, general
and uniform.
These conditions call for remedial or, at least, palliating measures.
The Government directors take no ground of opposition to the proper purposes sought
to be accomplished by this labor organization. They can do no less than indorse all wellintended and intelligent efforts and measures adopted to that end. But they view with
alarm the necessity that forces the most rigid economy in the management of corporations and great industrial enterprises on the one hand, and which inspires, if not compels, rebellion against the reduction of the prices for labor to the lowest minimum on
the other. But as competition has forced the successful employer to the most rigorous
minimum of economy, so it is forcing the laborer to the lowest minim urn of compensation.
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And it is equally true that the same considerations and motives that have operated upon
. corporations to induce them to form combinations against the interests of labor, a?d those
of the public, have operated upon and compelled the laborer to organize comblUations
for his own protection.
There is no method now by which alleged grievances of the employe may be amicably
and intelligently discussed, nor the real exigences of the company brought to his knowledge. There is no means by which the unrelenting facts that dictate the action of the
company may be made to appeal to the sens~ of honor and fairness which exists in the
employe but is not awakened.
As it is now, managers do not feel authorized to disclose the reasons and real necessities which prompt their conduct and are in their nature private.
These facts suggest the legal formulation of some plan by which these differences may
be amicably and justly settled. The interests of the corporation, on the one hand, and
the physical and moral power of these employes, on the other, are of too great magnitude, and there is too much danger involved in the well-being of both ior these conditions to remain as they are without at least an effort being made to remedy them.
As a means of preventing riotous proceedings, in the mean time, every passenger and
freight train and car, and every person and department concerned in their movement,
should be protected by the same statutory provisions as those relating to the United
States mails. This company's property is in a measure the property of the Government.
Federal protection of it may, therefore, be properly invoked and exercised, and Federal
authority would be scrupulously respected.
UNPOPULARITY.

A striking feature regarding the Union Pacific is the unpopular, bitterly hostile feeling toward the road in the communities generally through which it passes, and by many
of its patrons. As the Government directors have investigated this matter pretty thoroughly, they believe they are competent to form . a correct opinion as to some of the
causes of this.
Up to within a comparatively short time the road bas been a complete and absolute
monopoly, so far as the traffic department was concerned. This department for years,
and until very lately, has been conducted upon the theory that the Union Pacific would
always be able to maintain its monopoly, and upon the principle that corporate extortion is a performance in w hicb a rail way management may indefinitely indulge with impunity. It was a great and unfortunate error tor the Union Pacific. In the mean time
a public sentiment was being manufiwtured that embraced the :first and earliest opportunity to divert patronage to any competitor. Now that competitors have entered the
:field, the fi'uits ot'this disastrous policy appear on every hand. The road, in addition _to
its other burdens, is compelled to bear the load of aggravated ill-will, not only along its
line, but at commercial centers. It is true that the public at large has probably gradually become imbued with the settled conviction that the rail way corporation is inimical to
it. This has come almost exclusively and as a natural result from the system and methods
to which we refer. So that now, when the Union Pacific is in need of every resource it
can command, Hs management finds itself confronted and hampered by this feeling of
animosity toward it.
·
With the recent change in the presidency and management of the road have come a
desire and expressed determination to rectify this condition and disabuse the public mind.
But the public is and will be slow to be tutored, especially to appreciate this change of
policy. This fact stands in the way of the immediate success and accomplishment of the
purpose to which every energy of the administration is apparently now, and, without
doubt, will continue to be, devoted.
It will bear repetition here that it is within the lmowledge of the Government directors that the president and general manager recognize the necessity of popularizing the
road, so far as they may. The obstacles in the way are numerous. The prese~t system
upon which railway traffic management is conducted in general, the conditions which
induce the adoption of the many offensive features pertaining to this pernicious system,
the competitive forces and complications which compel it, if the railway secures any
profitable earnings at all, stand in the way, and it is to be feared may do so until remedial legislation of some sort shall afford the means of changing the system and suppressing the objectionable practices. The management will succeed, so fiu as the Union Pacific is concerned, in its purpose in this regard, if vigorous and conscientious effort, of
which there is convincing evidence, can accomplish it. But the process at best will be
one of long duration, and may possibly not be accomplished before the sentiment of antagonism ripens into vindictive and dangerous legislation, which, if not successful in its
purpose, will be a most expensive expedient.
It is the constant fear of ad verse legislation, on the one band, and the constant deter-
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mination on the part of the public to have remedial legislation, on the other1 that tends
to render railway securities of uncertain value, the operation of roads of uncertain success, and of greatly increased difficulty to their managements. Securities that should
have certain and stable values are tbus frequently converted into simple mediums of speculation. That legislation is properly demanded will not be disputed. That it should
be adopted at the earliest practicable moment seems to be evident. The delay unsettles
as well as dissatisfies. The anticipation is more detrimental than the realization would
be. In the mean time the corporations find it impossible to correct existing evils.
An examination of the stockholdings of the Union Pacific develops some very interesting and, under present circumstances, very important features. It demonstrates, what
may not be generally understood, that it would be quite a public misfortune if thEse
holden> of small lots should, by the permanently reduced value of the stock, be discouraged and induced to withdmw their investments.
There are 608,685 shares of $100 e.a ch.
The Boston stock ledger, which in 1875 contained the names of only 95 holders, representing 67,121 shares, now contains 5,145 names, representing more than 231,000 shares.
In 1875 the aYerage to each holder was 706; now it is 44. Of the 95 then, only 33 are
now of record. "It thus appears that about 149 in each 150 of those who hold stock today were not holders in 1875; not one in 150 of the present Union Pacific stockholders
were owners of stock in 1875."
There are now 7, 713 holders of this stock. In 1875 there were scarcely as many hundrrd. At that time the holdings were in large amounts. Now 3, 550 out of this total of
7,713persons hold 10 shares OT less; 3,449 bold between 10 arid 100 shares; 39:~ hold
between 100 and 250 shares; 165 hold between 251 and 500, and 156 hold more than
500 each. These comprise women (mainly in New England, 2,346 holrling 5R,016
shares); trustees and guardians (327, holding 6,672 shares); and banks, holding as collateralll, 566 shares.
The New York stock ledger shows a more nearly approximate condition than is generally supposed, or at least frequently asseTted. Of the 375,502 shares registered in New York, President Adams, upon careful eomputation, expresses the opinion that n'ot more
than 128,863 are held on speculativ~ account. "A careful analysis," he says, "of this
ledger shows that 64,066 shares are held by small investors, 128,036 by large investors,
whose holdings have not greatly varied, and 54,537 are held for f(>reign account. In
other words, of the entire capital of 608,685 shares now outstanding 128,863 only are
held on what is known as Wall-street account."
Tl}e large proportion of these shares now held by investors was acquiTed at more than
$100, and as high as $131.
The Government directors have examined the books refened to, and satisfied themselves of the correctness of the statements in this regard, which they incOTporate in this
report.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTWS OF THE ROAD.

The Government directors have not conceived it theh province nor within their ability to apply themselves specifically to an examination of the me(:hanical condition of the
road or its equipment,. Since the creation of their office the office of Commissioner of
Railroads has been established. The duty referred to has been specially delegated to
that office, and provision made for the employment of experts.
At least one or more of the Government directors has passed. over nearly the entire
system. A thorough and intimate knowledge of the physical conditions and capabilities
of the road, its present and future prospects, was sought. This has been regarded as required, because of the irritating relations between the GoveTnment and the company,
and the complications which concern the healthful management of all corporations of this
class.
The indebtedness of the company to the Government is assuming enormous proportions. Nearly every conceivable question connected with the transportation problem,
so called, is coming to be involved in this issue between the company and the Government.
The questions involved are::The ~extent to which the abilities and revenues of the
company are and will be affected by competition; whether all of the several extrusions
and branch lines are, or a Fe likely to be, profitable or otherwise to the con'tpany; whether
their ownership or right to operate them has been acquired upon equitable terms; whether
any of them have been acquired at a cost materially beyond their real or fair value;
whether the connections of the company's lines with those of other companies are, and
will continue to be, such as its interests and successful and profitable management demand; whether present and future competition may or may not eliminate the item of
profit from what is known as through traffic, or has not done so; whether the local
traffic can be made to stand the strain that will be imposed upon it in the process of op-
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erating the road so as to afford a reasonable profit and at the same time liquidate its indebtedness, especially to the Government; whether the country it traverses will afford
the rel"ources commensurate or necessary to this; to what extent the solution of these
questions will tend to further complicate the relations between the company and the
Government, and jeopardize or retard the payment of tJw debt or place the ('Ornp::my
in a position to pay it.
Each of these is a serious question Each addresses itself to careful legislative consideration.
Parenthetical1y it may he ·we11 to quote the language of then Senator ~Iatthews, in the
Senate, March 14, 1878, in the debate upon the "Thurman act:"
"Where do these (Pacillc) 1oads, and how, earn money to pay over to the GoYerumeut? From whom does it come? It comes from every man, woman, and child who
travels as a passenger on tlle line of these roads. It comes from every pound of freight
that is transporte(l over their length, either in whole or in part. It comes from the business of tlw country. In other words, the amount of money levied by this bill, if it ever
passes, is tax leYieJ. hy Congress upon the commerce of the country that passes by way
of transportation oYer these lines.''
The conclusions legitimately deducible from these remarks are painfully manifest and
interesting.
During a long period of the life of the Union Pacific it was a perfect and absolute
monopoly. The profits of its operation were princely. Its future obligations were as
magnificent prospectively in their proportions as they are now certain and increasing.
In view of pre~ent unsettled commercial and :financial conditions, and particularly as
they concem the Union Pacific, the past history of the company appears now like a
travesty upon corporation management.. ·while it was earninp; the money to acquire
and pay ior over $40,000,000 of secnri ties and to declare more than ''26, GUO, 000 in di vidcnds upon stock which the now president of the company detlares represented little
but the energy of the projectors of the road, and all this from transportation, for it bad
no other sources of revenue, time and opportunity when a fund for the lic1uidation of
this vast indehtedneFs might have been easily established were either carelessly or purposely permitted to pass by. Not even the first step was taken toward utilizing for the
future benefit of the corporation the princely prerogative of monopoly, the resources of
an overflowing treasury, and the advantages of a :financial tidal-wave bearing nothing but
prosperity on every hand. 'l'o criticise is easy, but there arc occasions when it seems to
be required. But it is futile now. as it is to inquire what motives prompted such kind
of management.
•
While these agencies were at work the bonded and floating debt was increasing. The
earnings were devoted and diYerted to dividend purposes or to the acquisition of lateral
lines or extensions, paying or non-paying, until the maximum of the company's bonded
stock and floating indebteduess was reached in the present year. Suddenly it was discovered the floating indebtedness had reached, June :w, 1884, the enormous sum of $13,110,020. The assets to meet this were: Cash, S1, 192,070; company's stock and bonds,
$2,072,353; sinking fund in hands of trustees, $32,000, and bills and accounts receivable
$2,913,419, making a net debt of $6,900,177. By the operation of policies inaugurated
by the new administration, this net was reduced, up to September 30, $1, 7G3, 163, or to
$5,137,009. This is a result over which the administration is disposed to congratulate
itself, in view of commercial conditions and the complications which a change of administration is calculated, during its incipiency at least, to develop, if not magnify. The
mte of decrease of this debt, notwithstanding, was about $600,0DO during each of the
months of October and November. Its reduction was a consummation to which the new
management specifically and strenuously addressed itself.
It is proper to add that a large proportion of the items which serve to swell the aggregate of the floating debt was of expenses incurred in new construetion and advances on
that account; as, for instance, the new Oregon Short Line, Denver High Line, &c., then
being built, hnt recently completed, and settlements on account of which had not been
made. The advances J nne 30, 1884, to other roads in process of completion and on construction account, which advances to the extent that they were then (and some are still)
unadjusted were and are payable in the bonds and stock of such roads, amounted to $7,387,095.
'l'he Government directors will not discuss the question as to whether the policy of
diverting the net revenues of the company to the building and acquisition of branch and
lateral lines was a wise one or not. That the time came when the revenues of the company decreased, as compared with other periods of its operation, when competition relentlessly assailed it and commercial depression most formidably threatened it, is certain. It may not be even a debatable question whether the corporation is now in a
better condition to meet and overeome those contingencies, having adopted that policy,
or not. The policy was permitted and executed with the knowledge of the law-making
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-'power. Criticism, if :tny is to be offered, may be more pertinent as relates to the manner in which the policy was, or was permitted to he, executed than upon the policy
it<>elf. But any irregularities or errors that crept in are past remedy now.
It will appear hereafter that the Union Pacific holds a majority of the bonds and.
Rtock of nearly all its branch lines. The Government directors have not had the time
to examine and report upon the question as to the amounts for which these respective
bonds were negotiated, either to the Union Pacific or to others holding them. These
branch lines are all separate and distinct corporations, having separate and distinct official organizations. The stock and bonded indebtedness of these lines is about $30,000.
per mile. But the actual cost of construction and real value of these lines is represented
by the bonds, about $15,000 per mile. In other words, the stock is what is known as
"water," and was issued as a bonus with the bonds.
It is suggested, in view of the plenary power of Congress in the premises, the relations
of the company to the Government, and the manifest benefit it would be to the company,
that, the company Rhould be empowered and required to. secure the outstanding stock, if
it may be done upon reasonable terms, of these lines, and that it be canceled, thus merging it in the Union Pacific stock proper. The same suggestion applies, with like force,
to the bonds, and raises the question as to whether the best interests of all concerned
may not require that the company be compelled (and be authorized anrl enabled by law
to conduct its affairs accordingly) to acquire and cancel the outstanding bonds. The
propriety of this is Yery apparent. ·whatever tbe~e hrancb lines earn, directly or indirectly, should inure exelnsively to the benefit of the Union Pacific property. Certainly
no profits of operation, nor dividends earned by the operation by the Union Pacific of
these lines, Rbould inure to the benefit of stock of lines huilt with the money of the company, and which is valuable only by reason of the operation of the lines by the Union
Pacific. At least, this condition should be changed as speerlily as possible.
While it iR trne that with theexception ofSaintJo. and Western, Denver and Boulder
Valley, and Oregon Short Line (of the Rtock of which last named the company owns onehalf) the majority of Ktock, practical ownerRhip, anrl absolute control of the hrancb lines
are in the Union Pacifie, and that such ownersh1p and eontrol could be_ comproruised,
affected, or divested only by the financial embarrassment or misfortune of the parent
company, still it is manifestly desirable 1hat any fictitious elements be eliminated from
these securities, if possible, for the benefit of the property at large.
The main, subsidized portions of the Union Pacific comprise about 1,8:30 miles of road ..
Its total mileage, operated, owned, or controlled, is about 4,428 miles. Including lines:
in which it bas greater or less proprietary interest~. the mileage is about 5,510. The
Nevada Central is non-paying. Its abandonment is contemplated. The Marysville and
Blue Valley, Greeley, Salt Lake and Pacific, and Kansas Central are also of themselves .
non-paying. The Colorado lines are not generally profitable, bnt the fact that all these are more or less important feeders to the main lines must not be omitted from considera-.
tion. The Central Branch is operated by the Missouri Pacific. The Government di-rectors are unable to state for what reason. It is a competing line to the Union Pacific~
The Saint Joseph and Western is in the bands of a receiver.
The report of the Commissioner of Railroads contains details of these matters, to which
refereuce may be bad tor a more specific understanding of such features, but which it is
not deemed necessary to repeat here.
.
As bearing upon this su~ject it may he said that while a considerable portion of the
country through which the Union Pacific passes is destined to be forever a barren waste~
by far the greater portion has but just begun to be developed. The Government directors
may be over sanguine, but, if their estimate is correct, a large portion of the country
referred to will yet develop an extent and degree of wealth not now generally conceived.
or conceded. Each year bears new evidences of the fertility of the soil or of the adaptability of the country to new and remunerative enterprises which a few years ago were
regarded impossible of development. The use of water for irrigating purposes has already
produced wonderful changes anrl they are in their veriest infancy. Upon ~mel along the
lines are various points that at no very distant day must become resorts for·pleasure and
health. Their development is all that is required to make them attractive as such. A
liberal, determined, and persistent policy to foster and build up these local interests
would present a brilliant prospect for the system if it could be placed upon an equality
with its competitors in the matter of revenue upon its earning capacity.
THE: OREGON SHORT LINE.

The completion of the Oregon Short Line during the present month to a junction and
close business connection with the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company's line forms
the shortest and most expeditious route to Portland, Oreg., and the Pacific coast. The
line, inclurling branches, is 595 miles long. The distance ti·om Portland to the junction
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point, Huntington, is about 450 miles and to Omaha 1,900, so that about 1,500 miles of
the line are controlled and operated by the Union Pacific. It is a road of Temarkably
easy grades and curves. It is generally well built throughout. It is capable of sustaining any amount of traffic or any rate of speed that may be TequiTed of it. lt is
stocked and bonded for $24,232,000, or about $40,709 per mile. The cost of the Toad is
represented in the bonds $12,116,000, or $20,354 per mile. These also Tepresent some
equipment. Now that the line is completefl, and its connection made with the Oregon
Railway and Navigation Company's line, it is to be hoped its earnings will be materially
increased, and that it will soon be not only selfsustaining, but a source of income to
Union Pacific.
THE UTAH AND NORTHERN.

The Utah and Northern is a narrow (3 feet) gauge. It is 454 miles in length. It travei·ses a remarkably rich country. Its through as well as local traffic is immense. Transportation rates are likewise; at the time it was visited (in November) it could not handle
its business. Remarkable as the statement appears, it is yet true tl1at two stations on
the line of this road, at its extreme northern end, Butte and Anaconda, 28 miles distant
from one another, and about 1,400 miles fi'orn Omaha, collect and Teceive annually an
amount of earnings nearly equal to one-tenth of the gross earnings of the entire Union
Pacific :-:;:ystem, so rich is the surrounding country in mineral wealth. Besides ~his,
nearly the entire country through which 1he Toad nms is rich in live-stock interests,
which are constantly assuming greater magnitude and value. Interspersed in this mountainous region are fertile valleys, which are being gradually devoted to agricultural and
like purposes.
That the line was found in a condition of inability to handle its business is curious
enough in view of the apparently profitable character of that, business. That its resources
should not have been husbanded by keeping the line in the best possible repair and up
to a maximum capacity to utilize them may be owing to the possibility that the directory have been unaware of the real interests located there, and perhaps unable to comprehend that while "caring for the company's securities on the market," they may have
failed to "grasp the sources of local traffic of the road" and neglected its '' ever-increasing sources of revenue." A partial solution may also lie in the possible fact that the
financial abilities of the company were being taxed, at the expense of this line, in the
onstruction of the Oregon Short Line or other branches.
The surplus earnings of this (Utah and Northern) liue for 1883 are reported to be
$778.680.60, or about $1,274 per mile. Considering the character of the country and
the location of the line this is most remarkable. The interest charge on the bonds of
the line was $388,010, leaving a net surplus of $390,670.60.
COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS.

Business has been and is now much depressed in Idaho and Wyoming. In the latter
there has been no increase in population nor perceptibly in business during the last five
years. The prevalence of the Mormon element in Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming is a serious drawback to the present and future prosperity and development of those sections.
Business is also ~uch depressed in Colorado.
It will be observed that the net balance of advances by the Union Pacific to the Denver, South Park and Pacific (Colorado) lines was in June last, as reported by the Commissioner of Railroads, $1,773,34 7. 25.
The lines reported a surp1 us of earnings for 1883 of $48,7 48. 29, against which the annual interest charge upon the bonds is $:215,340. Of the bonds of this line, $3,289,000,
the Union Pacific held March 31, 1884, $1,489,000, so that it retained a little less than
one-halfofthe interest charge. Ofthe stoek, it held $3,994,570 out of$5,292,800.
LOCAL TRAFFIC.

The local traffic of the Union Pacific ma.y be regarded as confined principally to Nebraska and Kansas and portions of Colorado and Utah, and of the Utah and Northern
line.
COl\:IPLICA TIONS.

Since the building of the Union Pacific proper, and the breaking down of its monopoly
of transcontinental, and of a large proportion of its interstate traffic, the changes in
railway conditions have been so sudden and radical as to almost surpass comprehension.
By the extension of the Bqrlington and Missom::i River (Chicago, Burlington and Quincy)
Railroad to Denver, together with the building vf other lines to that point, the completion of the Denver and Rio Grande to Salt Lake and Ogden, most important sources of
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revenue to the Union Pacific have been closed, to the extent that the feature of profit
has been in no small degree eliminated. The persistent tapping by the Burlington and
Missouri RiYer of the Union Pacific at important local points, in Nebraska especially,
bas resulted in a division of the traffic, the steady growth of which was undoubtedly
relied upon as a factor to indefinitely and constantly increase the earnings of the latter
company-au expectation that only failed of realizatio11 because of probably unexpected
competition. In no cases have the Government directors ionnd that material reductions
in rates have ensued to the common local points. But comparative reduction in revenues from l()cal business has ensued, the remarkable and sudden influx of population
only preventing a more marked exhibit and more serious result in this.regard than there
would ot.berwise in all probability have been.
President Dillon casually referred to these conditions in his report for 1883. '' Business depression in Colorado and a division of the Montana traffic with the Northern
Pacific'' he assigns as causes of a large loss of passenger traffic. There was in that year
a net loss in Pacific coast business done by the Union Pacific, being a gain in east-bound
traffic of 23,083 tons, but a loss in west-bound of 67,872 tons. And though there was
an increase of 32r70 per cent. in volume of local traffic, there was an average decrease in
rates per ton per mile for the year on through freight of 0. 73 of one cent, and on local
freight of 0. 24 of one cent. The net result was a decrease in earnings, as compared with
1882, of $1,821,342.46. The general Tesult was more business and less earnings. This
was due entirely to competition and depressed rates.
It is a general rule, which has held good so tar in railway history, that the tendency
of rates is not only downward, but that once lowered they are with difficulty restored,
and never permanently increased.
The earnings of the company in 1882 were the largest of any one year of its history.
The Chicago and Northwestern Railway has been extending its line westward, and it
is currently reported that it, will soon be in the :field as a competitor in Wyoming, Idaho,
Oregon, the Pacific coast, and possibly in Montana. In this event rates will probably
neither decrease nor increase, but the already meager business will simply be divided.
The Burlington and Northwestern roads will represent in cost and indebtedness much
smaller proportionate amounts than the Union Pacific. This renders them even more
iormidable competitors thnn they would otherwise be. If the Union Pacific represents
an excessive indebtedness (for which financial conditions at the time the road was built
and less adequate facilities as compared with now are partly the cause), this competition
must tend to reduce its earning capacity as compared with its competitors.
'l'he Chicago, Burlington :;tnd Quincy Railroad system, according to Poor's Manual,
represents a cost (its cash and available assets not being deducted) of $54,118 per mile.
Its officially reported cost of construction and equipment (Poor's Manual) is $30,293 per
mile. The Chicago and Northwestern system, according to the same authority, represents in total liabilities $38,281 per mile, and in fixed property cost $37,973 per mile.
The Union Pacific, about 4,400 miles, upon the basis of its reported indebtedness, as
shown by the books of the company, represents, excluding stock, $44.480 per mile, and
including stock, $53,080 per mile. In none of these cases are available or other offsetting assets excluded or considered. The main subsidized lines of the Union Pacific,
however, upon which the Government holds its security reports a cost for construction
and equipment of $86,343.03 per mile. (Report Commissioner of Railroads, 1883, p.
280.) But the local traffic and resources of the two former systems named, and which
go to swell their average cost per mile, are not to be compared \Vith those of the Union
Pacific. The larger proportions of their respective systems are in the very heart of a
country that affords the greatest and most valuable kind of local traffic.
On the other hand, it is understood that those portions of their respective lines which
compete specifically and most seriously with the Union Pacific as regards its local and
also its through traffic, to a greater or less extent, do not and will not represent a cost of
to exceed $15,000 to $20,000 per mile.
rrhat this and the bonded and stock indebtedness of the Union Pacific are important,
even vital, features to he considered in this connection, is shown by reference to the report of the Commissioner aforesaid.
The surplus earnings of the branch lines of the Union Pacific for 1883 are shown hy said
report to be $2,442,821.72, against which the annual interest charge is $2,510,160. The
deficit is $67,338.28. From the same report it appears that the deficit in the operation
of the subsidized lines of about 1,830 miles, including dividend April1, 1884, for the five
months ending May 31, 1884, was $729,414.56. On this baBis. and excluding dividends,
the annual surplus of the subsidized lines would be $727,528.62 only, from which is to be
deducted the de:ficitof the branch lines, $67,338.28, leaving $660,190.34. (But the subsequent and more economical operation of the road, as heretofore appears, shows an improved condition, and the fact that interest charges are upon bonds, a poi>tion of which
are held by the Union Pacific, renders the deficit to some extent apparent rather tban
real.)
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The net earning!; of the Union Pacific Company tor the year ending June 30, 1883,
were $12,154,9G0.47. For the year ending .June 30, 1884, they were $8,817,592.44.
The clecr~ase was $3,337,368.03. The total interest charge upon the bonded indebtedness of the entire system is $R,986,714.23. If there bas been excessive bonding of the
lines composing tl1e system, whkh the records show as to the branch lines, so far as the
Government directors are able to judge, has been mainly equal only to the actual cost
of said lines; still, as the Union Pacific pays the interest upon the entire amount. of
these bonds, as one of the conditions of the operation of the bmneh lines, the 1act presents a case of vital interest, in view of the showing made.
,
Of the entire bonded debt of the bran<:h lines, $40,883,000, as shown by the report of
the Commissioner of Railroads, 1884, bonds to the amount of $23,615,730.40, upon which
the interest charge is $1,595,791.13, are held by the Union Paci1ic, so that this amount
of $1,595,791 is a nominal rather than an actual charge upon the resources of the company.
That this matter of the branch lines may be the more fully understood, a table showing the mileage, amounts of stocks and bonds of the respective roads, so fin as their
operation is material, outstanding and held by the Union Pacific, November 26, 1884,
is hereto appended. The amounts have been verified by the Commissioner of Railroads.
All the stocks and bonds reported as the property of the Union Pacific are stated to be
held absolutely and not pledged or hypothecated by the company, except in three or
four practically unimportant instances.

:::Jtatemcnt of securities of ope1·ated line.<;.
Stocks.
Name of company.

Bonds.

Mileage.

Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad.
$237 45
$926, 500
$926,500 $1,853,000 , *$1, 851,000
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hill Railroad
97 90
977,000
977,000
9'17, 000 I
·977, 000
Marysville and Blue Valley Railroad......
12 80
64, 000
64, 000
L28, 000 I
128,000
Echo and Park City Rail way ............... ...
32 27
480, 000
480, 000
480, 000
480, 000
Utah and Northern Railway...................
461 96
5,543,000
4,816,400
5,543,000
t4,968,000
Colonulo Central Railroad.....................
32'1 07 J 6, 230,000
6, 229,000
4, 788, 0(10
4, 697,000
Denver, South Park and Pacific Railroad
320 70 . 5, 292,800
5, 192,500
3, 289,000
tl.2 896,000
· l",at'l roa d . .. ...... ...
31 00 I
46o-, 000
465,000
"''65, 000
r.,465, 000
L a\vrence an dE~ tnporta
Salinrt and Southwestern Railroad .........
36 00
288,400
231,700
540, noo
11540,000
Kansas Central Railroad.......... ..............
167 33
1, 348,000
1, 313,400
1, 348,000
1, 162,000
Denver, Western and Pacific Railroad .
20 06
1,000,000
762,500
1,000,000
694,000
Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad...
100 00
1, 000,000
858,700
3, 829,000 ................. .
Nevada Central Railroad .............. ;........
93 50
1,000,000
959,500
1,000,000
250,000
Salt Lake and \Vestern Railroad.............
57 50
1,080,000
1,080,000
1,080,000
1,180,000
Greeley, Salt Lake and Pacific Railroad..
53 89
808,500
808,500
808,000
808,000
OregonShortLineRmlroad ................... 1
595 96 12,116,000 1 6.058,000 12;116,000
150,000
.Junction City and Fort Kearney Railway
70 45
977,100 • "'720, 000
970,000
~970, 000
Solomon Railroad....................................
57 04
1, 108, 800 *1, 000,500
575, 000
11575, 000
Denver and Boulder Valley Railroad.....
27 00
700,000
''17, 000
550,000
~548, 000
Golden Boulder and Caribou Railroad .... --~ ' --60, 000 ~0, 000 ~--60, 000 ·--~60, 000
Total.............. .. .. . .. . . .. .. ... .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .

2, 825 98 1 41, 465, 100

i 33, 020, 700

41, 399, 000

* $721,000 in 5 per cent. in call trust, and $1,092,688 in 6 per cent. call trust.
t$2,3.51,000 in 5 per cent. in call trust, and $2,518,000 in 6 per cent. call trust.
t $1,474,000 in 5 per cent. call trust, and $2,220,000 in 6 per cent. call trust.
?,$11,896,000 in 5 per cent. call trust.
~ Held in trust by Messrs. Gould and Sage.

22, 299, 000
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The balance sheets of the company for the quarters ending Juue 30 aurl September
30, 1884, respectively, are shown in the report of the president to the directors December 17, 1884. Exhibit is hereto appended:
--·-

- - - ~------------.-~--- ---------o-1 ~eptemher30,
_ _ _.Tune 30,1884.

Increase.

1884 _

Decrease.

1
LIABIJ,I'l'IES.

First-mortgage bonds ............................. . $41,330, ooO 00
Interest on first-mortgage bonds:
1, 064, 540 00
Due ................................................... .
185,638 35
Accrued, not due .............................. .
United States subsidy bonds ................... . 3~, 539,512 00
Interest on. United States bonds, dne
In~~~~~n~~dU~·lt~4"'st~t~~--b~;;d~:·~~~ 25, 462, 210 04

$41,190,000 00

43, 250, 33:J 50

43, 173, 300 00

l

J

ou:~~:~~~?3!l~!l:t~~~. . _._·::::::::.::::·.:·:: .. :::::: ...

$140,000 00

850,720 00
213,820 00 ......... ...... ......
669,46000
$483,82165 .................... .
3.'3,539,512 00 .............................. .......... ..
25, 965, 302 75

503,092 68

1

j

Interest on other funded debt:
Due an<'! unpaid ...................... ... ....... .

Divra~~Jse~~~~~l.~~..~.~-~:::::::::::·::::::::::::::1

!~i~~~!E~l~;~~~~~~~~·~: : :. _: _: _:. _:. : : :: : : : : : :

211,642
612,091
8:3,884
7, 205, ;)33
l' 969, !l96
2, 542, 423
32,000

90
64
77
14
52
57
00

321,702
618,459
79,366
5, 783, 778
1, ()09. 972

90

177,032 50
110,060 00 ........... .... .... ..

::::::::~:~~:~:~~:1··-~·.·~-~E~~i-~~

16
27
53
35 ............... ......
60,024 17
357,752 03 ................. ..

2, 9~g:~g ~g

Called bonds ............................................ !
Profit and loss (balance of undivided income, including land-grant income) ... .. 18, 915, 713 86
60, 868, 500 00
Capital stock ..................... . .................. ..

22, 4;)2, 50\J 45
60, 868, 500 00

3, 536, 795 59 .................... .

Totals .............................................. 237,374,019 29

239,117,858 98

2,343,839 69 .................... .

1

----------

ASSET I';.

I

I

Road and fixtures........ .. ............ .... ... ...... 157, 728, 147 11
Land contracts, land, cash, &c.................. 13, 639,479 09
Fuel, material, and stores 011 hand...........
2, 482,243 67
-cash .... .. . .. .. .... . ...... . ...... . .. .. .. .. . ............ ....
1, 192, 070 86
Company's stock and bonds owned by
con1pany................................................
3, 07~ , 353 09
()ther stocks and bonds........................... 36,KiJ,444 51
Advances payable in bonds and stocks...
7, 387,095 50
Miscellaneous investments......................
966,612 14
Due from United States............ ...............
9, 698,252 l l
Sinking fund in hands of trustees............
170,802 21
Sinking fund in United States Treasury..
2, 270,100 00
Bills receivable................................ ........
235,100 00
Due from other companies on account of
traffic.....................................................
359,717 7~
Accounts receivable .................................
2, .'318, 601 26
Totals ............................ .............. ..

237,374,019 29

158,120,007
15, 808, 466
2, 074,467
825,237
2,091, 7.'39
36, 924, 671
7, 710 901
G35, 155
10, 018, 797
3.'3.484
2, 270; 100
262,100

97
391,860 8G .................... .
4o 2, 218, 987 37 ................... ..
91 ...... ...............
407,775 76
366,833 07
79 ............ .........
19,386 67
76
71,227 16
67
323,806 24
74
02 ...... ..............
320,545 22
33
59 ....................
00
27,000 00
00

488,27l 65
2, 404, 457 09

.................... .
................... .
..... ............. ..
331,457 12
.................. ..
137,317 62

128,553 91 ............... .. .. ..
85,855 83 ................... ..

239,717,858 98 12,343,839 69

.................... .
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CO:\IPARATIYE STATEMENTS.

As will be seen, the ba,lance of surplus income of the three months, after payment of
all fixed charges, including Government requirements and taxes, was $1,602,398.48, a
sum equivalent to 2.6 per cent. upon the capital stock of the company. It should be
remembered that the third quarter is generally the most profitable quarter of the year.

I-

\ Quarter ending September JJ Quarter ending September
30, 1883.
• _II
30, 18~·- _

INCOME.

'I

I

Ew~~~~:n)~~~~~~i-~~~-~-~~~~.!.~.~~:.~.~~-~-

................. ...... $7, &'lo, 076 88 ;1 ......... . ............. $7, 317,110 86
Expenses (excluding Saint Joseph and
Wc.>stern) ... ............................... ........... $4,081,125 36
! $3,330,458 78
Taxes (including Saint Joseph and
Western) ............................................. _ _28,335 29 ~ ~~,460 65
81,556 51
3,412,015 29

~

1

II

~~~%~~~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~:, : : : :·.-... .._:::::::::1 7~:::~:
3,

Total~;::~~;~:~~-

:

!

1·:::::::::::::::::::::::

::

8,810,876 " J·. ...

-3,9:::::
1

-3-,-9-52-,-7-57_5_7

1

ln terest on bonds ............................ ..... · I 1, 333, 282 93
Discount and interest.. ........................
34,945 72
Losses on securities, premiums, &c ......
23,030 45
Company's sinking-fund requirements,
sinking-fund bonds.... ........................
133,000 00
Interest on sundry bonds of operated
roads ....................................... ............ !
264,476 50 [

1, 342,146 53
71,012 25
7,364 42

11!

1

Total expenditures ........... ........... . .......................

I

133,000

oo

310,472 50
1, 788, 735 60

1, 863, 977 70

Surplus........................ .......................... ......... ........ .. ....
Less United Statesrequiremeuts........... .......................

2, 022,141 15
549,300 76

2, 088, 779 87
486,381 36

Netsurplusincome ............. :......... ............. ..........

1,472,840 39

1__

1

........................

1,602,398 48-

_ _I_

"fJ

The following is a condensed statement of the financial results of the first nine months
of the year as compared with the same months of the previous year:
-

-----

-------.....,...------Nine months, Nine months,
1883.
1884.
---

Earnings (excluding· Saint Joseph and Western) and income from

E~~~~sst:~~t~ t"~~-~~-{~~~i~cti~g·s~i·n·t·J~~~r;b.·~;;d.\v~~i;~~:i~)::::::::::~::::

Incon1e over expenses and taxes ......................................................... .
Expenditures: Interest, discount, losses on securities, sinking
fund, &c.. ................................. ... .................... ................................ .

$21, 082, 680 64
10, 953, 130 70

$18, 594, 170 06
10, 861, 537 73

-------- - - - - 10, 129, 549 94

7' 732, 632 33

5, 187,741 53

5, 682, 215 84

Surplus income ........................ ..................................... .................... .
United States requirements ......... ................................. ................. .... .

4, 941, 808 41
1, 493, 244 69

2, 050, 416 49
858,018 93

Balance .......................................... .................... ................................. .
Add: Received from trustees Kansas Pacific consolidated mortgage ..

3, 448, 563 72
225,000 00

1, 192, 397 56
400,000 00

Total surplus income.......................... ........................ .......... ..............
Dividends declared during period specified .......................................

3,673,563 72
591 00

~95,

~~

1,592,397 56
1_,065,197 00

__
1

Balance of income....................... . ................. ....................... .. ..... ........

477,972 72 1

527,200 5&

Under the circumstances, commercial and other, and in view of the complications
which necessarily confront and embarrass a new management, the Government directors
would feel disposed to comment favorably on these showings, if comment by them were
pertinent in the premises. They have appended these exhibits and stated as fully as
they have and shall the conditions which surround the Union Pacific with the view of
making as clear as possible those conditions which should dictate the tenor and charac)
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ter of any legislation that may be enacted regarding the Union Pacific or affecting any
corporations of this class.
The Government directors have not been able to agree among themselves that an extended consideration of the "transportation problem" is proper in this report, although
so diversified are the interests and characteristics of the Union Pacific system that there
is not one of the phases of that problem but that directly affects the operation and future
prospects of the road. There is no road in the country whose interests lie more in the
direction of having this troublesome issue satisfactorily adjusted or placed in process of
solution, if need be, by some legal method. The Union Pacific stands prominently
among the railways of the country whose revenues and successful operation are affected
and impaired by the inability of these corporations to maintain profitable through or
competitive rates, which cannot be maintained with any degree of permanency or certainty because of the detestable persistency of traffic m'a nagers to eut a terminal rate
that has in it the element of iair profit to the carrier.
Like all railroads in the country, the 1Jnion Pacific bas nearly, if not quite, approximated the condition of l1aving to depend upon its local traffic for revenue. It becomes
an important question for legit>lative consideration. therefore, whether and how t11e indebtedness of the compally to the Government shnll or can, under these circumstances,
be secured, and within what limit of time. The tmnsactions of the company, the manipulation of its property and resources, have passed into history, and cannot be recalled
or obliterated. Wherever those vast earnings and inYestments haYe gone, they are certainly not now wholly represented in present values and assets of the company. The
Government directors will not assume to assert or predict whether by any contingency
of fortune or device of legislation there is any prospect that they eYer can or will be. It
is tor them to call attention to what they believe to be the fact. that the bonded indebtedness and capitalization of the Union. Pacific system ii:u exceed the amounts the properties will bear as revenue-earning factors as compared with other competing lines. The
issue is therefore forced whether the sections of country naturally or from necessity
tributary to the lines can be properly subjected to the traffic rates whieh the payment
of the company's obligations and successful battle with it.s competitors involve-whether
in this process "the tax levied by Congress upon the commerce of the country that
passes by way of transportation over these lines" may be equitably imposed.
In the coD6ngeney of legislation, either directly or through the medi11m of a eommission, t-stahlishing, regulating, or intertering with these rates or providing a method for
the payment of the Government's debt, it will be observed that a basis that would aifonl,
for instance, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy (Bnrlington and Missouri River in
Nebraska) Railroad a fair revenue upon its cost would be entirely inadequate to the
Union Pacific subsidized lines.
Inasmuch as local traffic must be relied upon mainly as the source of revenue with
which the Union Pacific must liquidate its indebtedness, justice to localities, especially
to the States of Nebraska, Kansas, and Colorado, demands the most careful considenttion of the rates imposed upon them. It further opens up the question whether some
method may not be devised by which "through traffic" and commercial centers may
be compelled to bear their proper proportion of this burden. lt is neither beneficial
nor expedient that one class of rates should decline to the basis forced by relentle&.'>
and dishonorable competition, while another class is maintained at exorbitant :figures
which competition does not affect, unless very indirectly or remotely.
On account ofthis really unjust :feature, the Union Pacific, as are other roads, is compelled,
in order to secure the revenues nece!"sary to its requirements, to fix and impose rates, at
points where they may be arbitrarily maintained, which embraces every feature of extortion. This fact is recognized and deprecated by none more fully and earnestly than
the present management itself. And while it is true that the management is addressing
itself most seriously to this feature and most vigorously to the correction of these evils,
::;elf-preservation compels it to condone or practice them.
Investigations preliminary to such changes and reductions as may in justice to the interest of the company be made, are being instituted with as much energy and dispatch
as circumstances permit. But the very nature of things indicates that progress in this
direction must be slow nnd unsatisfactory until remedial legislation shall come to it<>
assistance.
So far as the State of Nebrask;t is concerned, its transportation interests are almost entirely in the hands of the Union Pacific, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, and Chicag(}
and Northwestern Railways-principally in those of the two former. These roads pool
or maintain rates at all competing points. These points secure perhaps occasionally,
but not generally, somewhat better rates than non-competing. But the advantages secured in that regard are not material.
At Denver, Ogden, Salt Lake, &c., other lines en'er the field and other factors and
complications operate upon rates. At these points, rates are comparatively lower and
the difficulty of maintaining them is very great.
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THE POSTAL CLAIM.

The questions involved in the controversy between the Government and the Union
Pacific are so complex that it is almost impossible to deal with them intelligently withDnt the intervention ofsome officer or Department of the Go\'ernment directly familiar
with the conduct and management of the company's affairs.
The company has interposed a claim for the transportation, during a long series of
years, of postal-route agents, at passenger rates.
The Government directors have very decided convictions as to the equity of this claim .
.But as it is one of the items of controversy in the case now pending between the Government and the company in the Court of Claims, comment here would not, perhaps, be regarded permissible.
NET EARNINGS.

There is equity in the claim, in the opinion of the Government directors, that in arriving at net earnings there should be deducted 8uch sums as are properly and necessarily expended in improvements and betterments. The high degree of excellence, of
speed, and assurances of safety demanded in present railway management dictate the
justice of this policy within reasonable limits. It is only by its operation that the Union
Pacific could stand to-day, aS it does, in the very front rank of first-class roads. Iu fact,
the Supreme Court has affirmed this view; it says:
·' We think the true interest of the Government is the same as that of the stockholders,
and will be subserved by encouraging a liberal application of the earnings to the improvement of the works. It is better for the ultimate security of the Government. "
If the view of the Government directors is correct, however, the argument and decisions of courts that whatever, without some defined limit, may be expended in betterments is an addition pro tanto to the security of the Government is fallacious. The original excessive cost of the road is an element that ("an not be eliminated by this process.
In proportion as the amounts devoted -or diverted to this purpose are permitted or increased, the payments to the Government, which in the pr(_lmises are the only real
security the Government has, are reduced. That the bounds of what is proper in this
regard may not be exceeded, the interposition of some tribunal other than that simply
of the law-making power is imperatively demanded, if the past policy is to be continued.
A commission or a Government directory, in its personnel professionally competent,
plenary authority being delegated to it to command the facilities for intelligent information and action, and with power to conclude negotiations, suggests itself as a necessary
requisite in the premises. There is no person or department representing the Government that has this needful authority now. The office of Commissioner of Hailroads, as
at present constituted, has not the time, the clerical or professional force, nor the pecuniary ability at its command to inteJljgently deal with all the issues involved. Nor is it
provided with the legal authority necessary.
SINKING FUND.

The company rightfully protests that the investment of such a sinking fund for the
benefit of the Government (or creditors) as has been accumulated is unjust to it. The
fund is not so invested as to earn the full measure of its ability, if properly invested.
It tends, therefore, in no practical degree to relieve the debt of the staggering proportions it will have assumed when the time arrives for its payment. If the present policy
of percentage upon net earnings, and the investment of the same in a sinking fund, is
to be pursued, experience having dictated that some vital essential is lacking to the success1ul working of the policy, some additional measures must be adopted. The successful working of the policy presupposes two things-the Government securing the full and
entire amount of its proportion of the net earnings, and investment of that amount so
as to accumulate with reasonable rapidity.
But if the Government is to be reimbursed out of net earnings, the Government directors venture the suggestion that in fact no Department of the Government will ever
know, for it is practically impossible to definitely arrive at, what those earnings really
are or may be until some competent commission or Government directory is empowered
by law to supervise continually and constantly the actual concerns and operations of the
company. Aside from this being impracticable, there is grave donbt whether results
would then be ~atisfactory, especially to the Government and public. This for the reason, among others, that conditions which this year might prompt and enable the company t.o comply with certain demands next year might render such concession a physical
and financial impossibility.
But the Government directors are by no means assured that this is the view to be
taken of this matter. The principal concern of the Government, in its present financial
condition-a matter which should be considered, if anything, of more importance than
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the immediate recovery of its debt-is that the control, management, and operation of
this road should he in honest as well as competent bands. It should of all railways in
the country be operated in the interests of the public.
The suggestion that seems, from a careful and as intelligent as possible survey of this
matter, the most feasible plan is one that settles, or would settle tbe .most speedily and
permanently, this whole question and obviate aU the difficulties which surround it. It
is that instead of the present requirement of the Government of a certain percentage of
net earnings, a fixed sum be agreed upon, which the company would be compelled to pay
at stated intervals toward the interest and principal of its debt to the Government. It
is true the Supreme Court has decided the company may not be compelled to pay either
the principal or interest before the maturity of the bonds. But it does not seem possible that the company can conceive it to be to its interest to longer contest this issue, if
reasonable terms are imposed upon it.
In fixing such stated sum the law-making power can resolve upon a just and intelligent figure, with or without consultation with the company, keeping in view the financial condition and abilities of the company, and having due regard to the interests of
the communities and of commerce that will he affected. This plan would necessarily
effect the immediate and complete suppression of all present controversies and pending
litigation, as well as remove any and all cause for the same. The reasons which have
existed for complaint and irritation, growiiJg out of these controversies, would fall to
the ground. The company would know exactly what it must do, and the Government
would have certainty ior nncertainty and insecurity-consummations most devoutly to
be wished. The Government would still retain the power to alter and amend legislation concerning the company, and would thus bold the means of protecting the interests
of the public in its hands. And as regards this, the Government directors would respectfully again call attention to such Temarks as have been made touching the creation
of a commission, in which the intelligent c·onsideration and control of the matters refen·ed to may be vested.
HOW SHALL THE RIGHTS OF THE GOVERNMENT BE SECUI{ED '!

The Government eli rectOTs are reluctant to offer suggestions in this Tegard. Yet the
pmpose of their office would seem almost to exact and enjoin the performance of that
function.
The Government is now face to face with the proposition that it shall deal.iustly with
this corporation as it now find jt~ and at the same time justly with the public and commercial interests. The Government directors have endeavored to present conditions as
they exist. The time to deal vigorously with the corporation and to speedily accomplish
the purposes now sought, and which the public interest in the past, as now, demanded,
was permitted to pass by. This is not offered ·as a criticism, as the companttive ability
required to speak and act in the light of past events as contmsted with those of the future
is very slight.
Still this fact, anomalous as it now seems, presents itself, that the Government cannot
afford to cTipple the road by commanding any acts which present conditions render it
probably impossible for the company to perform or which would render its securities of
uncertain and merely speculative value. Justice to itself~ to the public interest, and to
the company dictate this much.
But until some practical and intelligent measures, other than those now prevailing,
looking to a solution of the complications referred to, are adopted, the controversies between the company and the Government will continue. The hope that ''the managers
of these large railway enterprises should be allowed to address themselves to the
thorough management of their trust, and to that end they should be dismissed from attendance in Washington to defend themselves in neveT-ceasing Congressional controversies" (Roscoe Conkling, in the United States Senate, February 6, 1877), will never be
ealized.
There is hardly a grander system of railway in the world than the Union Pacific. If
its property represented a cest and indebtedness such as its honest building at the present
instead of at the time of commercial inflation would involve, and it could contml, as a
common carrieT, without serious competition, the vast resources of the country it traverses, it would be equally grand, as it has been, in its net earnipg capacity.
The Government has uniJormly encouraged and even indirectly assisted the corpora-.
tion in building the so-called branch lines and extensions of the system. It has done so
on the alleged theory that these bmnches and extensions would operate to the financial
advantage of the company and its ability to liquidate its indebtedness to the Government. The Government directors in 1873 called the attention of the Department and
Congress to this subject. · They said:
"With regard to the advances which the Union Pacific bas made in aid of the railroads mentioned, we can but repeat what we said in our report for 1872: 'We do not
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question the wi'srlom of a policy which tends to secure to the tmnk-line business which
the said several roads may command. It could not well afford to have said business
diverted from it. The policy, however, should be so ordered as not to interfere with
whatever present or future claim the Government may have for reimbursement.' The
ability of the company to make the advances referred to tends to show that it could
have returned more to the Government than it has, and raises the question of the power
of the company to divert its means into channels not authorized by the law.
* '" '~
The safety of the Government's investments depends on the future of the road. ''
Still no restrictions were provided or imposed upon the power (other than the general
provision in section 4, act March 3, 1873) of the company to pursue the policy of diverting earnings to the building of these branches. So that now the Gov.~rnment has really
a pecuniary interest in these branch line:;;, stock and bonds of wbieh 'are outstanding,
and some of which are in the hands of others than the company. If searching investigation shoul<i establish that these lines have been exce~sively bonded (whith the Government directors are not, however, prepared to as1:ert), and that under thedrcumstances
there was no necessity for the issuance of stock, or at least of its going into the hands of
others than the Union Pacific Company, the full force and pertinency of the suggestions
of the Government directors in lSn become very apparent. They address themselves
now with equal force to legislative consideration, in view of the increased number and
character of the complications that surround the situation. "The safety of the Government's investments depends upon the future of the road.'' The proposition was true in
1873. It is even more true now. It suggests the fact and its painful relevancy that the
inevitable tendency of traffic rates, which the railway manager :finds himself utterly
powerless to resist, is downward. This has inspired the most strenuous and persistent
efforts toward economy in operation. In turn every railway :finds itself driven to the
extremity of keeping up with, or, if possible, in advance of its competitors, and compelled to adopt every possible device as a means of doing so. These are hald but demonstrated facts.
It is hardly possible that a commission, delegated with authority to perform all the
acts within the range of its proposed and proper jurisdiction, could not adequately and
with reasonable expedition em brace in its investigations and official functions the specific
matters and issues involved in the relations of the Pacific railroads to the Government.
It will not have escaped the observation of the Department that in the condition of
present legislation upon the su~ject, there is no legally constituted power or authority to
press a settlement or adjust affairs between the Government and the Union Pacific. The
necessity tor such a power or authority in some body of individuals is manifest. Each
new phase or issue, as it arises, requires some additional legislation. This is naturally
tardy and generally in some particular defective. This has been one of the fruitful causes
of the lingeri11g and disgraceful contests between the Government and the company.
This is really the nutshell in which the causes of these controversies are contained. It
ought to be removed. Interests are suffering and being jeopardized for really no good
reason whatever.
The condition and prospects of the road, if the theory of the Government directors is
correct, require that either Congress or, this being impracticable, a commission duly
authorized establish maximum and minimum rates. which may be departed from only
when absolute justice shall require it and with the knowledge and approval of such
commission, and that special rates be permitted only with such consent. All litigation
growing out of alleged extortion, discrimination, or violations of the law applying to
rates or the conduct of all railway corporations toward private individuals should be
prosecuted by such commission, as the judgment of its members dictate.
The question as to whether the Government should, if competent, or it were deemed
advisable by legislation or through the medium of a commission, encourage competition,
and thus secure the lowest attainable mtes, for the benefit of the public primarily, or
restrict snch competition within reasonable limits, so far as the Union Pacific and its
competitors are coneerned, bears directly upon the question and method of the ultimate
recovery by the Government of its debt.
The present inability of the company to comply with extremely rigorous demands in
this regard such as should, other things being equal, be imposed, is due almost wholly
to competition, and the changed conditions it bas produced in late years.
If these are held to be objects desirable to be accomplished, a railway commission sug•gests itself as the most expeditious and intelligent instrumentality, the necessary statutory enactments preceding, by which they may be secured.
The policy of creating commisswns of this character has been adopted largely by the
States of the Union and is growing in favor. It cannot be entirely serviceable and successful until it shall haYe been adopted by the General Goverment. In this latter event
it is desirable that uniformity in State legislation and in the constitution, jurisdiction,
powers, and duties of State and Federal commissions be secured, to the end that harmony
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and sameness of purpose in those regards may be attained. Methods and measures to
formulate into practical shape such reforms as experience and wise legislation shall dictate will be the most readily attained in this way. As this process must at best be
slow, the necessity for expedition in taking the initiatory steps is manifest. Mr. M. M.
Kirkman, of the Chieago and Northwestern Railway, a gentleman who has won very
· high distinction as an expert and reliable authority in railway management, cites the
fact that the trouble and expense to many railways in conforming to the requirements
of State commissions and enactments regarding reports they are compelled to furnish,
are quite considerable. In many instances a railroad extends into and is operated in
different States. It is required to make reports in and for each several State. Because
of the want of uniformity in the character of the demands made upon it, though these
demands are all for the same purpose, it is subject to much unnecessary expense and
annoyance. Mr. Kirkman is of the opinion that the form of report required by the
United States Commissioner of Railroads is thoroughly comprehensive, is the best and
most practicable form submitted, and would serve the requirements of every State.
There i8 no doubt but that the Union Pacific management is subject to much unnecessary annoyance and expense in being continually ca1led upon for statements and Teports
of every conceivable kind. They are generally of the nature a report of which should
be or should have been required to be made to some depaTtment of the Government authorized to demand and receive it at the time of the happening of the event or transaction.
CONCLUSION.

The Government directors flo not wish to be understood ar> holding that there is an
immediate and specific remedy, hy legislation or otherwise, for the evils and complications herein referred to. Experience and intelligence only can elucidate processes and
time only can work out satisfi:tCtory results. But they are of the unqualified opinion
that no praetical Tesults will be attained or can be reasonably expected until t1le Government shall settle upon some definite, permanent, and just policy, with plenary executive authority back of it, looking to a settlement of the issues involved.
They believe that any legislative action taken should be predicated upon as full and
complete an understanding of the rate or transportation question as possible; that the company may not be compelled either to resort to what may be, or ma.y be regarded as, extortionate or unjust rates, or to continue the policy of such rates where they are now
imposed; and that, above all, that it may not he embarrassed in any efforts it may make,
or which it contemplates, to correct existing evils in that regard. That any legislation
of a general character should be directed towards securing, if possible, the basis of a paying and profitable rate on through traffic, that local traffic may be relieved of the unjust
burden which competitive through rates force upon it, is certainly evident.
The very happy fact that the stock of the company is owned now mainly by iJwestors.
instead of speculators, has had great weight with the Government directors. It has conclusively determined in their minds the fact that perhaps above all things that are to be
avoided in legislation is the contingency of such terms being imposed upon the company
as to render its stock practically permanently non-dividend paying, thus giving it an uncertain and purely speculative value. The result of this would be fu utterly discourage
all bona fide investors and holders, force the entire volume of stock into Wall street, and
finally into the hands of the pure speculator to whom ''control is better than ownership,
because cheaper," and affording all the necessary means to wreck and prey upon the resources of the corpomtion. It is difficult to conceive to what unfortunate end the Toad
would come in such an event. It would be ruinous to the road. It would be the destruction of the claims of the Government upon it.
The Government directors frankly confess that this consideration has operated to divest their minds of the conviction, at one time partially entertained by some of them,
that statutory prohibition of declaration of dividends upon the stock until the Government's debt is paid should be enacted.
It bas been indicated herein as the judgment of the Government directors that while
the resources of the Union Pacific are enormous they are circumscribed by competitive
conditions which magnifY the immense proportions of its indebtedness. While these
resources will increase, the. complications growing out of these competitive conditious
may be expected to increase measurably if not correspondingly.
It has also been intimated, if experience has not in fact demonstmted, that net earnings, upon which the present sinking-fund process is based, is a sort of undefined sum
whit;h the Govtrnment can never know accurately unless it shall be represented directly
in the management and opemtion of the road. The inauguration of that policy or plan
can be contemplated only with the gravest apprehension as to its results.
A showing has been made of how and where the stock of the company has been and
is now held.
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An exhibit bas also been made of the amount, character, and probable value of the
stocks and bonds of the branch lines.
The physical characteristics of the road have been considered.
Thel'e Rhowings have been made for the purpose of indicating as fully as could be
done herein the actual condition of the company's property.
If the Government would take the securities of the branch lines, or require that they
be deposited as security additional to that it now has, and fix upon a stated amount to
be paid at stated periods, such as would in time 1iquirlate the debt, but which would not
eompel the company to impose unjust terms upon its patrons, and would justify the
Government in prohibiting it from doing so, this controversy might be regarded as virtually settled. The province of the Government directors would then be practically reduced to the single duty of satis(yingthemselves and beipg able to affirm that the operations of the company were eonducted upon principles and methods of fi:tirness to the public
and reasonable profit to itself.
Decem her, 188-t.
COLGATE HOYT.
EDMUND L. JOY.
PRANK COLPETZER.
H. L. MERRIMAN.
D. R. ANTHONY.
Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.

Rince the preparation of this report the following communications fi·om Charles Franci~
AdamH, jr., president of the Union Pacific Railway Company, ma1·ked A, B, and C, respectively, have been received, and, by a vote of the Government directors, they are made
an appendix to this report:

APPEND I . X.

EXHIBIT

A.

BOSTON, December 5, 1884.
SIR: There are certain questions of policy connected with any proposed
ultimate settlement between the Government and the Pacific railroads which seem to
me of great importance. Indeed, I regard a correct understanding of them as essential
to the successful working of any plan which may be adopted; and should they be ignored,
disaster will in my opinion inevitably result. This disaster, too. will not be confined to
the corporations; for the fate of the corporations and of the Government debt, unless I
am wholly mistaken, are so interwoven that one cannot be prejudiced without prejudicing the other. I therefore propose to submit my views on these questions of policy
through you to the Board of Government Directors of the company for such use as the
gentlemen composing the board may deem suitable and proper.
(1) It bas been urged in certain quarters that the Government requirements, looking
to a more speedy liquidation of the company's debt, should be put extremely highso high as practically to absorb all net earnings and put a stop to the payment of
dividends on the company's stock. Indeed, it has been suggested that such dividends
should be prohibited by law altogether until the entire Government debt is wiped out.
I beg to submit that such a course of proceeding would result in consequences hardly
less injurious to the Government as a creditor than to the stockholders as its debtors.
The inevitable result of putting a final stop to dividends on Union Pacific stock, and
consequently depriving it of an investment value, will be to cause it to drift out of the
hands of permanent holders into those of speculators. It will tend irresistibly to Wall
street. Every one practically acquainted with the course of securities know this to be
a tact. There is no competent business man who will deny it; and, indeed, as the books
of the company now show, the stopping of dividends even for a few months, and with
the belief that it is only temporary, has already caused a most unfortunate reduction in
the number of small, permanent shareholders. Within the last six months a considerable body of investment stock has passed into speculative hands, although not yet sufficent to control the property.
I, therefore, consider that we may take this as an indisputable basis on which to forecast future events in certain contingencies. Accordingly, if the Government, by depriving the company of the power of paying diYidends, drives its stock into the bands of
Wall street speculators, the property will take the course which other well-known properties have taken in the past. It will share the fate of the old Erie, for instance, and
of the Wabash. It will, with absolute certainty, and within a time which any one
skilled in such matters can measurably forecast, be secured by those who will seek
it!'i control simply for the purpose of getting what plunder they can out of it.
From tl1at time forward the roads of this corporation, representing $200,000,000, will
be operated as other roads have been operated under similar conditions. Hence I submit
that, though the stockholders would be ruined in the first place, the Government would
lose what is due it in the second place. The security for its debt would inevitably be
destroyed or made away with.
I do not think that any one will gravely maintain that the United States Government
can hold its own against the machinations of Wall street sharpers. It is too unwieldy a
body to successfully attempt to do so. While officials are endeavoring by every means
in their power to perform their duty, street operators will, as every one knows, invariably obtain the ad vantage of them. The only course which would then be open for the
Government to pursue would be to take possession ofthe property, and itself to manage
it. The result could easily be foretold-a Government road, in the position of the Union
Pacific and brought in conta~t with roads handled by private parties, would scarcely
pay operating expenses. Meanwhile, before this, whatever assets the company had, to
which the Government lien did not strictly attach, would have disappeared.
I accordingly submit with confidence that it is not for the interest of the Government
to insert in any bill which may be pl'epared, a clause depriving the company's stock of
its investment value. It will be deprived of that value should the power of declaring
MY DEAH.
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dividends upon it be stopped. I therefore contend that it is for the direct and manifest
interest of the Government that the directors of the company should be responsible for
its management and should be intrusted with the usual power of declaring eli vidends out
()f legitimate net earnings after all annual claims of the Government under any bill which
may be ti·amed shall have been satisfied. Of course I have no o~jection to any penal
provisiou being inserted which Congress may see fit to insert, making the direcoors criminally responsible for declaring or. paying a dividend which has not. been fairly earned;
but I do insist that, after this liability, of such a character as Congress sees fit to declare,
has been imposed, they should be intrusted with the usual responsibility of directors in
full control of an ordinary property.
But it may be urged that this has been the case heretofore; the threat of the penitentiary has always hung over the directors, and yet it has not prevented their declaring
dividends which have not been earned. This is an entire mistake. It is true that recently one or more dividends have been lleclared which had not been earned within the
year during which they were paid; but no dividend has ever been declared which was
not paid out of surplus earnings in excess of every Government demand, the securities
representing which were then in the treasury of the company. This the books of the
company will show, and any expert that the Government will employ -to examine them
will so report. In regard to this point there should be no mistake. The charge that any
dividend has been made on Union Pacific stock which had not previously been fairly
earned is one which has ouly been ad ;ranced through ignorance or malice. It would not
stand a moment's legal investigation.
(2) I would also deprecate, in the strongest possible manner, any attempt to tie up the
responsible direction of the road in the m~tter of the disposition to be made of the company's assets. Much bas been said of late in regard to the connections of the Union Pacific road. It has been alleged that they were, in railroad parlance, ''suckers.'' By this
it is meant that they fail to pay their operatiug expenses, and so deplete the resources of
the main line, instead of increasing them. This is a wholly erroneous view of the situat} on. The branches and auxiliary lines of the Union Pacific road to-day constitute the
()nly real security the Government has for the repayment of its indebtedness. Iii is true
that certain of those lines may not, according to the returns, pay the interest on their
cost. Some of them, possibly, may not pay operating expenses. Meanwhile, those who
advance this criticism fail to take into account the fact that it is the business to l'tnd
from these auxiliary lines passing over the main line of the Union Pacific which gives
that line its most certain revenue. Pull trains of loaded cars pass daily between Omaha
and the points where these branches connect with the main line, earning money with
every revolution of their wheels. Were it not for these branches, the Union Pacific
would be confined to such small local traffic as it could pick up at points directly upon
its main line, and to its share of the through transcontinental business which has re~ently been subdivided by four through the construction of competing routes.
If this
were so, I should, as president of the Union Pacific, at once advise the stockholders to
surrender the property to the Government. In my opinion, it would not be worth the
amount of the first mortgage upon it.
Such being the case-and I maintain with the utmost confidence that no man of experience in i·ailroad matters in the country can be found to deny it.---it is obvious that
in future the company must be left free to develop as the exigencies of the case shall
require, or else it will lose its traffic. Other lines are continually pressing in upon the
territory which the Union Pacific has hitherto served. It is a race in which he who
stops fi1lls. If, therefore, the directors of the Union Pacific, under the impression that
they are either too incompetent or too corrupt to exercise safe judgment in regard oo
railroad management, are to be tied up in such a way that they cannot do what the
()ccasion may hereafter require, the immediate sufferer will again be the stockholder;
but after he has suffered the turn of the Government will surely come. The security
it has for the repayment of its debt will from day to day be impaired. On this point
the judgment of all competent milroad men will be found to agree with my own.
I, therefore, would, in the second place, urgently insist that any bill which Congress
may frame or pass looking to a permanent settlement of this question will fail in its
purpose unless, so far as future development is concerned, the board of directors of the
Union Pacific is intrusted with that power which other boards of directors with whom
they are in competition uniformly have. To retain their traffic they must be able to
extend their system when occasion requires. The exercise of this power on their part
in the past has given the company its present value. Had the power not been exer~ised, this property, as I have already said, would, in my opinion, not now be worth
the amount of the first-mortgage bonds upon it. The exercise of the same power will
inevitably be necessary in the future, and there is even less reason to fear that it will in
future be abused than there is evidence that it has been abused in the past.
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Finally, I would submit that, as between the Government and the company, there are
two practical courses now open, and two courses only. One or the other should be
adopted. Either the Government should take this property and manage it, or else the
Government should leave the stockholders to manage it, insisting only on what, in a
commercial sense, is the second-mortgage security. Let the Government have whatever
a money-lender in the markets of the world would claim and get from a debtor whGse
property he did not take. But beyond that it should not go. In its desire to secure
itself it should not so hamper those who are nominally left in control that they cannot
really be responsible for results. Let the Government be responsible, or let the directors be responsible, the latter, if need be, with the penitentiary always before them.
But any bill which seeks to so tie things up that neither is responsible will only result,
in my opinion, in certain disaster to both.
I remain, &c. ,
CHARLES F. ADAMS,
Pt·esident.
Cor.GATE HoYT, Esq.,
Chairman Board of Government Directors,
Union Pacific Railway C&mpany.

EXHIBIT

B.

BOSTON, December 24, 1884.
DEAR SIR: That the Union Pacific Railway Company, up to the year 1878, when the
Thurman act was passed, had no intention whatever of making any provision to meet
the Government debt which matures in 1896 has been so frequently asserted that it is
now taken for granted as an admitted fact. Yet this assertion is wholly erroneous.
Though my connection with the Union Pacific as a stockholder dates only from 1881,
and though I have been on its board of direction for less than two years, yet I am able
to state with emphasis that there has been no time in the history of the company, so far
as I can ascertain, when there was not in the minds of the directors a settled plan as to
the manner in which the Government debt should be paid at maturity.
I was a Government director myself for one year-1878. As a Government director I
had one, and only one, conversation with Mr. Gould, then in practical control of the
company. That conversation related to this very subj~ct. So far from having any
design of evading obligations to the Government, Mr. Gould, I remember, then submitted to me a plan for meeting them in advance of maturity. This plan was no more
than a development of that which had already long existed in the minds of other of the
company's directors.
Briefly, it was this; and I do not hesitate to say that, in my opinion, it was the most
beneficent the most business-like, and the most financially sound of all the plans to
meet the obligations to the Government which have yet been suggested: Accepting the
Union Pacific as the first of the transcontinental routes, the plan of the directors was to
secure for it, through an auxiliary system, a practical control of the vast region of country then occupied by railroad companies which lay both north and south of the original
line. This auxiliary system was to be constructed out of the surplus earnings and other
spare income of the company, and the bonds and securities representing it were toremain in the Union Pacific treasury as assets. Before the year 1880 this plan had been
developed to such an extent that the company then owned 600 miles of auxiliary road,
represented by thirteen millions of stock and bonds.
But it is often asserted that these auxiliary lines are in the nature of" suckers," so
called, and not feeders, of the Union Pacific. The main line, it is said, would be better
without them. I have to say that this view also is totally erroneous. Were it not for
these auxiliary lines the Union Pacific Railroad proper would to-day not be worth its
first-mortgage bonds, and would hardly be able to meet the interest upon them. This
subject I have already dwelt upon in a previous letter. Nevertheless, the popular misapprehension in regard to it is so great that the other side of the question baH to be
stated, and again restated before it is appreciated. The Union Pacific now lives and
gets its profit, not from the through business which goes over it as a transcontinental
route~ but from the full trains of cars which pass to and fro between its terminus and
the points of junction of its branches. These traim; are earning money for the main line
every mile they are hauled. It is the receipts from them, coming directly into the
treasury ofthe company as earnings on its main line, which to-day constitute the vastly
greater portion of the company's profits. Were those branches disconnected and turned
over to other or competing lines the Union Pacific could not now or hereafter hope to repay any part of its debt to the Government.
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Such being the case, the plan of the management of the road down to the year 18HO
was, from a railroad and busi'ness point of view, the soundest that could be devised.
Surplus earnings were tu.rned into the business, as it were. They were represented there
by assets, in w:hich lay the control of the auxiliary system which secured to the Union
Pacific that traffic on which it lived. Thus, practically, the surplus earnings of the company, after the payment of reasonable dividends to the stockholders, constituted a fund
which was regularly applied to the railroad development of the neighboring region, furnishing what was imperatively needed and at the same time giving to the Union Pacific
the bulk of its most remunerative traffic. The Thurman act superseded this plan. The
money which had theretofore been turned into the business and made of inestimable service in developing the country was, by the operation of that act, diverted to a sinking
fund. In place, therefore, of supplying Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho with railroads, and insuring large profits to the Union Pacific, this money was placed where it
has, as the record shows, failed to be of use to any one. In the sinking fund it has not
earned 2 per cent. interest, instead of the 50 per cent. which it would have earned had
it been applied according to the policy of the management. Neither have the people of
the interior got the railroads they needed.
The plan of the directors was to continue the syst~m I have described. They believed
that by the year 1894, when the Government debt would become due, the assets in the
company's treasury, representing its auxiliary system, would be at least $80,000,000,
and not improbably $100,000,000. The company would then have been in a position to
meet the Government and offer it this large railroad property as security for its debt.
That it would have been ample security I do not question. I think that no railroad
man familiar with the situation would question it. Had the Government then declined
to renew its loan upon this security at a reduced rate of interest, it would have been possible for the company to go into the money market, and, placing a mortgage upon the
whole property, to raise the sum necessary for paying the Government off. As I have
said, under the operation of the Thurman act it was not possible to continue this policy
of the directors. The sinking fund was substituted in its place, and the course of events
has proved the sinking-fund plan a failure.
It only remains to endeavor to devise some new policy which shall enable the company
to meet its obligations. This question is now before Congress, and I do not propose to
discuss it. Meanwhile, it is right and proper that the Government should understand
that, in future, the company will not be able to carry out the sinking-fund policy, or
even the semi-annual policy if imposed upon it by law, and also to develop its auxiliary
system. The money which would suffice for the latter purpose will have to be devoted
to the former. This seems to me, from every point of view, most unfortunate. Only by
building up its auxiliary branch system could the Union Pacific accomplish what should
have been its destiny. It ought to have supplied the interior of the continent with
that railroad system which must be supplied to it from some source before development
is possible. I believe that, with the assistance of the Union Pacific auxiliary system,
even in its present incomplete form, the Government is reasonably sure of receiving back
wha:t the company owes it. Nevertheless, the larger and more publicly useful plan
which the management of the company bad devised has been destroyed. Every step to
protect itself which the Government has hitherto taken has resulted, according to my
best judgment, simply in depriving the interior mountain region of the continent of its
railroads, and diminishing the security for the repayment of the Government debt.
This view, I know, is one not commonly taken. Newspaper critics especially will, I
presume, treat it with derision. Nevertheless, that it is true is a thing of which I feel
myself the most absolute assurance, although I bad no share in that original policy which
I have described. I think, also, it will be found that those most competent to offer an
opinion would agree with me. In any event, it seems to me proper that thl.s aspect of
tlw question should be placed on record and brought to the notice of members of Congress.
I remain, &c.,
CHARLES F. ADAMS, JR.,
Pr·esident.

EXHIBIT

0.

BOSTON, December· 26, 1884.
MY DEAR SIR: Inquiry has of late reached me from several different quarters as to
what the Union Pacific Railway Company now desired, or was endeavoring to obtain
in the way of legislation at Washington.
'
As very erroneous statemen"t\on this head are often met with in the columns of the
daily press, it may be well to explicitely define what the position of the company really
is. I will, therefore, say that the Union Pacific Railway Company at this time has no
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scheme in regard to meeting its Government obligations which it is endeavoring to have
incorporated into law: The original policy of the company in this matter I have endeavored to describe in another communication. Its policy was, in brief, to treat the debt it
owed to the Government as it would any other debt. When the debt matured it would
have to be provided for at the peril of the company. If it was not provided for it would
be a valid lien upon the property, which would cause it to pass out of the hands of its
owners and into those of the creditor.
With this well understood liability impending, the scheme of the directors was to
yearly invest large amounts of surplus earnings in additional railroad construction, the
assets representing which would constitute a species of sinking fund in its treasury, offsetting in so far the debt. As I have also said, of all the schemes yet devised this seems
to me to have been at once the most beneficent to the country, the most practical and
business-like, so far as the corporation was concerned, and that which afforded the best
security to the United States. Nevertheless, Congress intervened, and, by the passage
of the Thurman act, made it practically impossible for the company to continue this
policy. The money which theretofore had been devoted to railroad building was, under
the operation of the Thurman act, diverted to the sinking fund.
This action of Congress having substituted a new plan in place ofthat of the company, it
only remained for the directors to conform as best they could to the conditions thus
prescribed, and to do whatever was in their power to carry out the policy imposed upon
them. Such is their position at this time. They are prepared loyally to conform to
the terms of the Thurman act.
Meanwhile, as I understand it, the heads of the national departments and all the
leading members of Congress agree that in practical operation the sinking-fund provisions of the Thurman act have not proved a success. This is evident also from the
fact that the money turned into the fund has failed to accumulate at all as it was supposed it would. The inveRtments provided for cannot be made at a profit. Under
these circumstances the policy of the company is simply to await the action of Congress.
It has nothing whatever to propose. It has been incorrectly stated that the 60-year
funding bill (so called) advocated by Railroad Commissioner Armstrong emanated from
this company. On the contrary, the representatives of the Union Pacific were not consulted in the preparation of that bill. Neither do they now seek to secure its passage.
They have always been ready to afford every possible information in regard to their
position and resources which officials of the Government may call for. They have also
very distinct ideas as to what the resources of the company will enable them to do.
Meanwhile, apart from this, they await such action as Congress in its wisdom may see
fit to take. They are prepared to do whatever it is possible for them to do to meet the
requirements of any new law which may be passed.
I am free to say that, should such a measure as that known as the Thompson bill,
which passed the House of Representatives during the last session of Congresss, become
a law, I do not, from such examination as I have been able to make, see how the company could live up to its requirements and make any return to its stockholders. No
railroad can be prosperous the whole of the net income of which is absorbed in fixed
charges and dividends. A co:3siderable part of it.s surplus income-and in the case ot
the Union Pacific that would amount to a very large sum-must annually be put into
the property if the property is to be kept up to the standard. This is peculiarly the
case with any railroad in an undeveloped country. A large amount of money must, so
to speak, be plowed into the soil every year, otherwise the property will deteriorate.
My investigations lead me to suppose that, should any bill of the nature of the
Thompson bill become a law, largely increasing the requirements which the company
must pay into the E>inking fund, there would not remain an amount of surplus revenue
which would more than suffice for keeping the property in a stationary condition, without any provision being made for necessary development. Nothing would remain for
the stockholders, and the value of the stock would depreciate accordingly. I therefore
should regard the passage of this act as most unfortunate, not only for the stockholders
of the company, but for its bondholders also, as well as for the United States. I think
it would have a strong tendency, which I have already in another letter described, to
send the stock into the hands of those who would manage the property simply for what
they could get out of it, and without regard to its preservation.
I am well aware that I may be wholly wrong in apprehending such a result. Nevertheless I give it as my best judgment up to this time. Should the 60-year funding
bill now before the Senate become a law, I am under the impression that it would not
impose an. obligation greater than ·the property could bear. It would absorb annually
a large sum of money, which, in my opinion, would in the general interest be much
better applied to construction. Could I have my way, therefore, acting for what I believe to be the benefit of both the company and the Government, instead of using this
money in the way propoRecl I would, under any restrictions which Congress might im-
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pose, apply it to the construction of additional lines of railway, the first-mortgage securities of which should be placed in the hands of the Government as an offset to our
maturing debt. In that way, in my belief, the utmost benefit would be secured to the
company, to the people inhabiting the interior mountain region of the country, and
ultimately to the United States. It would be such a measure as this that the company
would advocate, did it now advocate any measure at all. Meanwhile, it does not see its
way to doing so. Its attitude, accordingly, is an expectant one. It waits to see what
rule Congress in its wisdom shall impose, and when that rule is imposed it will live up
to it, if it can. If upon a fair trial the burden exceeds the company's strength, we do
not doubt that, in the interest of all concerned, Congress will modify it.
Trusting that I have made myself clear in the above explanation,
·
I remain, yours, very truly,
CHARLES F. ADAMS, JR.,
President.
COLGATE HOYT, Esq.,
Chairman Union Pacific Board of Government Directors.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC
RAILWAY COMPANY.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE r'XITED STATES, TRANSMITTING THE LAST ANNUAL REPURT OF THE GUVEBNMENT DIRECTORS
OF THE UNIO ...V PACIFIC R.diLW.d.Y COMPANY.
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 73, Forty-ninth Congress, first session.]

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
February 15, 18tl6.
To the Senate and House of Representatires:
I transmit herewith, for the considf'ration of Congress, a c•)mmnnication, mHler
date of the 9th instant, from the Secretary of the Interior, anrl the accompanying last
annual report of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway CompatJy.
GROVER CLEVELAND.

DEPARTMENT 01<' THE INTERIOR,
Washington, Feb1·uary 9, 1886.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith, for transmission to Congress, the last
annual report, dated January 30, 1886, of the Government directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company.
Very respectfully,
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.

NEW YORK CITY, Janua?'y _30, 18tlG.
SIR: The present Board of (~overnment Directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company were all appointed during the past summer.
They met for the first time and organized at a regular meeting of the company's
board on August 12, 1885.
Pursuant to law, one of the Government directors was on that day appointed upon
each standing committee of the board, as follows:
On executive cornmittee, E. P. Alexander; on Omaha Bridge committee, J. W. Savage ; on land committee, M.A. Hanna ; on railroad connections committee, Franklin
l\iacVeagh; on finance committee, F. R. Coudert.
Before this meeting, one of the Government directors, Mr. Alexander, had visited
Denver, at, the request of Mr. Adams, the president, to examine into and report upon
some differences which had arisen between the local officers of the company on the
Kansas Division, and an organization of the company's employes as Knights of Labor.
The differences were afterwards settled in accordance with his report.
On the 15th September Messrs. Savage, Hanna, and Alexander met at Omaha for
the purpose of making an inspection of the company's principal lines. The other
members of the board were unexpectedly detained and unable to join in this inspection.
The object of this inspection was rather to give the directors a personal knowledge
of the general condition of the company's lines and character of 1ts business, and of
the communities and industries which are depencl10mt upon it, than to enable them to
make anJ detailed report of the physical condition of th<:~. property. A special examination and report by an expert upon this subject is made annually by the Commissioner of Railroads, and has already been submitted to Congress.
THE CHINESE MASSACRE AT ROCK SPRINGS.
Soon after entering upon this inspection the directors received from a committee of
the citizens of Rock Springs, in Wyoming Territory, an invitation to stop at that
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place and investigate certain griev-ances which, it was claimed, h 't d can8erl the atroci
ties known as the Rock Springs massacre, occurring on September:!, 188::>.
Pursuant to the iu vitation t.ht'y spent two days at the scene oft,he oecurrence and invited the utmost latitude in the presentation of complaints. As tl.le statements m<tde
to them were not under the sancti.ty of an oath, and as there seemed to l>e a general
wish on the .p art of the residents to justify, or at least palliate, the conduct of the mob,
it is uot probable that any serious accusations were omitted. Stenographic reports
of the .various statements were kept and are readily accessible.
The conclusion forced upon the directors was that the massacre '''as without cause
or excuse, unless a violent a.nd wide-spread race prPj ndice may fum ish the latter. To
such feelings, however, the governor of Wyoming aftorded a conspicnous exception.
His firmness and coora.ge, together with the ready response made by the President to
his requisition for troops, prevented a more general uprising, in which the property
:and interests of the Government and the road might have ueen aliktr sacrificed.
All efforts to punish the perpetra.tors of these crimes have thus far proved fruitless.
RELATIONS OF THE RAILWAY COMPANY TO THE GOVERNMENT.

The salient feature in the relations of the Union Pacific to the Government is that
the r·oad is .a, debtor to t.he Government to a very large amount, the debt being secured
only by a secontl mortgage upon a portion of the property of the company. Under
these circumstancPs there has grown up an uneasiness on the part of Congress lest
the debt to the lhlited States might be finally lost, and legislation has been had with
.a view to prevent t.bat result.
. But the legislation bad Ro far seems admitted upon all sides to have failed of its
Qbject and to have brought about a state of affairs which calls for early action.
For some years every l:lecretary of the Treasury, every Commissioner of Railroads,
and every board of Government directors bas reported to Congress that the Thurmau
act, nuder conditions changed since its passage, is yearly locking up in comparative
idleness large sums of money, to the mutual loss and injury of deutor and creditor.
It is probable, therefore, and certainly seems desirable, that early Congressional legislation will be had npon this subject.
In the consideration of the various measures that will doubtless be proposed, nothing can be more important than that the Government should have as clear an estimate as possible of the real valne of the property upon which its debt rests, of the
load which its debtor carries, and of his ability to bear it.
The figures upon which such estimates must be made are found at length in the
last annual report of the company; which report it would be invidious not to compliment for its exceeding fullness and clearness, and its many valuable tables.
The Government directors have endeavored from this report,' with the assistance of
the officers of the company, to make up a statement, brought down to a later date,
:and not so formal as the usual balance sheet, but which shall present, in small space
and simple form, a clear idea of exactly what the company has and what it owes.
Its assets are of various kinds, such as miles of railroad, branch lines owned in
whole and in part, land grants, unfinished construction, and stock and uonds of other
corporations.
Its liabilities are also of varied character; bonds based on its main lines a,nd
branches, bonds based on its lands, requirements of the Government, stocks of main
line and branches, and floating debt.
The sirnple~;t units of value in which to estimate tbe liabilities of railroad corporatious and their ability to meet them are load per mile of railroad and earnings per
mile. In these all of the assets and liabilities may be masHed antl compared with
each other, and comparisons ruay be also made with other systems.
The following statement exhibits the entire mileage of the system, including all
its fiuishf<l l>ranclws, on Septf'mber ~0, 1885, anti Its total liabilities for uonds and
stock in tlte handts of the public, and its floating debt. In the bonded debt is included
the $35,140,000 United States subsidy bonds issned in aid of the• Union Pacific and
Central Branch, and $16,564,331 balance of interest on the same, less the sinking fund
in the hands of Government.

Debt and stock ]Je?' mile.

Miles.

- ----

-

-

Union Pacifio RailroM Company and
Omaha Bridge ........... - ..........
Branch lines ...... ···--· ·----· ..... --·
Union Pacific system .................

•

I

Bonds and
United States
debt.

Floating
debt.

Stock.

Total.
---

1, 832
3, 308
5,140

$70,213
9, 263
30,993

$1,550

...................
553

$33,130
3,402
14, 000

$104,893
12,665
45,546
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But against this indebtedness the company has other assets than the road itself,
consisting principally of land and land assets, and stocks and bonds of its branch
lines, and of other corporations.
·
By land assets are meant notes and dflferred payments on land sold on time, and
cash in hands of trustees for the purpose of retiring the bonds of the company. As
the assets are realized, and the nnsolrl lands disposed of, a portion of the bonded debt
shown above will be retired. The land assets and estimated value of unsold lands
are therefore legitimate offsets to a portion of the bonded debt. The amounts are as
follows:
Land assets and land pet· mile.
--------------------.,-------,-------,-----

--~

Miles. Lands assets. Unsold lands.
Total amount owned ........................................ .
Per mile Union Pacific ............................... 1, 823
Per m1le syst,em . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5. 140

$17,795, 163
9, 713
3,462

$10, 630, 469
5, 8oa
2, 068

-- Total.
$28, 425, 623
15, 516
5, 630

The stocks and bonds of its own branch lines, which the company owns, cannot be
treated as assets, for, if any of them were realized upon by being sold to the public,
they would at the same time become outstanding liabilities.
The company owns also a considerable amount of stocks and bonds of other corporations, n )t included in its system, but related to it in greater or less ilegree. This is
a legitimate asset, but it is considered best here not to consider it as an offset to the
company's liabilities. lt may be treated as property which the railroad finds it advantageous to its business to hold, and all annual income which it yields may be
treated as earnings of the system.
To arrive now at what an average mile of the system is worth in earning power,
and what annual charge is imposed upon it by the above obligations, we will take
the bnsiness for twelve months ending September 30, 1885, and show the earnings of
the whole system and the disposition made of them:
[union Pacific Branch lines Whole system
(1,832 miles). (3,308 miles). (5, 140 miles).
Gross earnings . ............................................
Expenses and taxes . ........................................

$17,462,618
8, 958,722

$11,201,550
8, 788, :.!78

$28; 664,16S
17,747,000

~~~:~r~~~ i~~~~-t~~~-t"s. :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::·. :::::: -. - 8-.~r:=l24m 10·1~
Total income.........................................
Coupons, interest, &c . • . • • . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Land taxes and expenses...................................
Siuking-fun<l requil'emeuts. ..... ..•.•. ... . . . . . .•. .... .. . . . .

9, 252, 565

I_2, 418, 960

11, 671, 52~

5, 734, 431
1, 859, 420
39, 141
1, 099
597 535 .... . . . . . . .. . .

7, 593, 850
40, 24()
597, 535

Total fixed char,;es .................................. .

6, 371,107

l, 860,519

8, 231.625

Net income . . .... . ........................................ .
Uuited :States requirements ............................... .

2, 881,458
1, E5, 980

558,441
16,680

3, 439,900
1, 132,661

~urplus .............................................. ~m~--5-41, 761 --2:307, 239

From the three tables above we may now condense as follows, for 12 months ended
September 30, 1885:

Debt and earning power Union Pacific syste·rn per mile.
·

Union Pacific Branches
System
(1,832 miles). (3,308 miles). (5,140 miles).

I
---------------------------------------------:-----------1

Gro~s dl'ht, bonded, floating, and United States .•..•......
Land antlland assets ..................................... .
N1•t dt>bt . .............. . .................................. .
Stock outstandin)! ........................................ .

-:::::::

~~J:~~r;.!~~~:;~~t~~~:~:
~ ~:::: :~::: ~ ~ ~::: ~~:::::::
ineome . . . . .. .. . . . . ............................. .
Total

l<'ixt>ll <:barges and sinking funds .......................... .
Net tncorue . .............................................. .
Uuited States requirements .............................. ..
Sulplus ................................................... .

$71,763
15,516
56,247
33,130
9, 532
4, 642
407
5, 050
3,478
1, 573
609
964

$9,263
9, 263
3, 402
3, 386
730
2
731
562
169
5
164

$30,993
5, 530
25,463
14,000
5, 577
2, 1:!4
147
2, 271
1, 601
669
220
449
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It will be understood that the Union Pacific Rail way Company, while it controls
the 3,308 miles of the branch lines represented above, is not their sole owner. '!'hey
:are represent9d by many other incorporated companies, of which the Union Pacific
Company owns the stock in whole or in part. Its average ownership is about 7f> per
(}ent. of their stock and 50 per cent. of their bonds. That will explain why the apparent issue of stocks and bonds upon those lines is so small, aggregating only $12,665
per mile, whereas the cost of the roads must neceAsarily have been mncb greater.
The a!Jove table shows only what is in the hands of the public. The t>xcess of cost
of the roads, above the proceeds of the $12,6li5 in stock and bonds, represents the investnwnt of the l Tuion Pacific Rail way Company, and has been paid for in full, except
so far as it is still carried as a floating debt.
BRANCH LINRS.

The directoPs cannot emphasize too strongly the value to the Union Pacific of its
auxiliary or branch-line system, as a whole. Some of the Jines, it is true~ are injudiciously located and in themselves are only operated at a loss. But as feeders to the
mainline, all have a value whieh does not appear on their own balance-sheetA.
In fact, without, them the main line wonld to-day be a bankrnpt property. Figures
showing the exact valne to the main line of the branch-line business have not, until
recently, been kept. As far as ascertained, however, they indicate that the annual
gross income of the main line, from the branch-liue traffic, for the year past, was about
$5,000,000. As this traffic is handled with less average expense than traffic originating on the main line, the officers estimate that the net valne to the cornpan;y of this
business was about $:3,500,000. If t.he net earnings of the company were rednced by
that amonnt it conld not meet its fixed charges and the rPqnfrernents of the Go,ernment. The transcontinental business, which a few years ago made it rich and pros·
perons, 1s now divided over so many routes that the gross receipts of the Union Pacific
from the Pacific coast business for the year encled Dt>cember 31, 181::!-1, were ouly 9.3
per c<'nt. of its gross earnings, although the natural advantages of the route are certainly not inferior to those of anv other line.
Bnt valuable as the present an'xiliary branch systPm may be it is far below the deTelopment which it mnst have to properly occup,r the local territory tributary to the
road, and which will certainly be occupied by its rivals if neglected by the Union
Pacitic.
Already its rivals, some of them among the ricl1est and strongest corporations in
the Unit.ed States, are actively at work extPn<ling their lines to rea.eh bnsiness which
is now tribntar~· to it. Tbi":l is not to he regret,ted, !Jcing hnt a healthy indtcation of
the rapid growth and future prospects of the country. But it makes it of the utmost importance to the road, and to the GovPrnlllent as its creditor, that the Union
Pacific !;honlJ. be aA free as an~' of its competitors to bnilcl ot· acqnire hranch litH'S, or
valua.hle connections by any of the usnal arrangemt>nts alllong railroads for such Pnds.
Otlwrwise it mnst he a fatal disrul vantagP in the competition for territory and future
bnsiue,...s, and the rlPvelopment of the conntr~· trihnta,ry to it Hlll!;t langnish.
Reft>rt·nce has alrea<ly been ma<le to the rep<'afe<1 rt>comm<>tulations of Secretaries
()f t.lHI Trca!\nry, Cmuruis-.iotwrs of H.a,ilt·oa,dr.;, and Go\'Prnme11t directors that some
final lt>gislation should he ha<l 1pon the relations of the ro:ul to tlH' Government
The ahove considl•rations Nnphasize these recommendations.
·
As matters now stand, the d~ut of the road iR growil1g larger from year to year, and
the time of its matnrity iR not far distant. The uncertain attitn<le and intPntions of
the Government are calcnlatetl to impair the cre(lit of the company, and not only
hamper it in pfforts to secure its prf'seut auri fntnre hnsinesA on asatt> fonndation, but
even, in case of serious fin:meial crises, to threaten grave present disaster.
This is so clear and so simpl<-' that no argumPnt seems mcesRary to enforce it.
The Governnwnt is the principal creditor of tl1e company, and bas po\ver to precipitnte it into hankruptc.'" shonld it choose to exercise it. To }pt. mattf'rs alone is practically to exercise the power, for every year that a settlement is postponed the positi<'n of the compa.uy is weakened.
The conrse of the Government shonlrl be that whi<'h any practical business man
would pursue with a pri va.te debtor in a similar situation.
He wonld first ef\tirna.te carefnlly the valne of the dehtor's bnsiness, atHl llf'cide
whether it was sneh that it conhl re:t"lona.IJly be expected to pay ofl' the debt, if extended a.n<l made to fall clue in instalment~.
If satisfied that it conl<l, the creditor, while maintaining his lien npon the property,
wonlcl promptly make whatever announcements and arrangementH might be necessary to establish the general creclit of the rl.ehtor in his busine~:-s, and enable him to
extend it, and pnt it upon thfl firmest fonnrlation possiblt~.
And iu estimating what extension of time conld be given, and what instalments
should be paid, a prudent business mau would allow some margin for possible finctu-
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::ations in business, as well as a reasonable support for the debtor, to assure a faithful
and competent management of the lmsinPss.
·
It is for Congress to apply these principles to the case of the Union Pacific road.
PROPOSED LEGISLATON.

The present Commissioner of Railroads in his report of October 27, 1885, makes the
follO\ving recommendation:
·
"In the seven years since 1H78, only the sum of $~,560,807.60 has been paid in1o the
sinking fnnd, which has produced in interest but $437,524.03. This proves that the
law of 1878 cannot accomplish the object intended-that of furnishing a snru sufficient
to pay the U.ebt,s due from the Pacific railroa.d companies to the United. States. It is
therefore urged that it will be alike advanta.geous to the Government and to the Pacific railroad companies to substitute for the present Jaw one tixing an annual or
semi-annnal payment, by the companies concerned, which should. extinguish their
·deiJtl:l to the Government in a reasonable time, as is pronosed in two bills reported by
Senator Hoa,r in the last session of the Senate, viz: S. 26ti3 and H. R. 6771."
The principle upon whieh these bills propose to a(ljust the indebtedness to the
Govt·rnment of the Union Pacific aml other subsidized roads is as follows:
First. Tbe present value of the debt which will be due at the maturity of the bonds
is to be arrived at as if the whole amount waB to be paid in cash to the United States
011 a given day.
l'he rnet,lH>fl prescribed for making the:;e calculations seems not strictly equit,able
b(' twcen the Government and the rail way company in two reapects, one opera.ting in
faYor of the Government and one against it.
The "' hole amount of the intPrest yet to accrue upon the subsidy bonds is considered
as not falling due until the maturity of the bonds, and the whole amount is therefore
discounted for present value. But, in fact, the Government is entitled. to receive partial repaymPnts each year, to tl1e amount of 5 per cent. of the net earnings of the
suhsidize!llim•, aud one-half of the amonnt, of transportation service rennere(l it by
thP company. This amount, for the year euded December ~n, 181"l4, was about $737,574.
Should it ayerageas mnch for the remaining twelve years after Jnl)7 1, lti85, before
the bonds fall dne, the Government would have earned meanwhile an average of about
fivn and a half years' interest, at 3 per cent., upon eleven times the above sum, and
this intere:st should be added to the amount due at the matnrity of the bonds before
-disconnting it for present value. Here the method prescribed operates against the
GovPrument, to the amount of about $9d4,:3:35 on figures supposed above.
011 the other hand, however, the bill prescribes that the sinking fund belonging to
the r.~ad, on the prescribed day, shall be applied a.s cash on that day to the partial
extinguishment of the interest alrPad.v paid b.v the United States upon the subsidy
bo11ds. The amount iu the sinking fnnu July 1. 1885, was about $5,5"2~,:344. But
the dt~bt to "·hich it is thus proposed to appl,y this amount will not be dne for twelve
years, and slronld also be disconnted for the present valne before being paid in cash.
Otherwi,.;e the company would lose the prm;ent. value of the interest upon this amount
for twelve yenrs at~ per cent, or about $1,461,797.
The present worth of the debt. bPing arrived at., as above, upon a given datP, the
bills referred to next direct that that. amonnt t~hall tht·n l)e assumed by the railway
company in final settlement, to be paid with interest in annual installments covering
a period of years, the present lien of the Government meanwhile attaching to all of
th~ property of the company, and surviving undiminished. until the. whole siun is
paul.
·
Three plans of adjusting the annual amounts to be paid have been suggested. The
first requires that interest shall be paicl, with eaeh annual installment of the principal,
upon all of the principal yet outstandin~:,. This would make the first payment ,. ery
large and t.he la.st very small.
'l'be second plan requires that. interest 11pon each annnal payment shall be allowed
to accumulate until the principal becomes due. This wonld make the first payments
very small aud the last very large.
'fhe third plan eqnalizes all payments, by calculating interest upon the sum to au
average date, adding this interest to the principal, and dividing the amount by the
numbt~r of payments.
.
In selecting among these plans, the first consideration will be the probable ability
of the rail way company to live under them. As above stated, it is desired fro;n all
points of view that the annual burden should be so proportioned to the strength of
the company that there should be left a margin of safety for had years, and the ability
to develop its territory by branch lines and feeders and hopes of reasonable dividends
to the stockholders. ,
.
The Thurman act gauged its demand of the company upon this stan dll.rd. Senator Thnrman stated, when reporti.u g it, "that the commit.tee had recognized the
fact that it is for the interest not only of the companies, hut of the country and the
public tllat t.he stockholders should receive some reasonable divideuds, because where
roads pay dividends they are always better managed than where thl:)y pay none."
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In his report for 1883 the Commissioner of Railroads remarks: "It wonld seem to
be of less coubequence whether the debt be paid in fifty or sixt.y, or even a hundred
years, if its ultimate payment be absolutely assured, than that oppressive burcleus
be imposed upon the commerce between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. A proper
net compensation must remain to t.he owners of the roads. if they are to recPive the
watchful care and necessary maintenance which safety and success <lemand."
The :first plan, making the largest paymeuts come first, would seem to bear too
heavily upon the company to allow the building of branch lines, or any prospects for
the stockh0lders, or margin for safety in case of decreasing business.
The second plan, requiring the smallest payments first, imposes a lighter immediate
burden than the property can easily bea,r.
The third plan of equalized payments seems tu meet the reqnirements of the case
most equitably, and, by extending the period of repayment, the burden can be adjusted
as may be desired.
The following statement will illustrate the snhject more fully, exhibiting the annual
payments which would be required for the various plans and periods, in comparison
with the requirements under existing laws, as applied to the busicess of the system
for the twelve months ended September 30, 188.), and the balance of income which
would be left available for dividends or contiugencies. The calculations are made as
if for a settlement upon October 1, 1886.
The net earuings of the system, including income from investments, for the twelve
months were $3,439,900 after pa.yment of interest on bonds and floating debt, taxes,
and sinking funds on company's bonds.
UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM, INCLUDING CENTRAL

Bl~ANCH.

Annual amounts to repay United States under dijf'erent plans and pe1·iods .
Plan.

Period.

.Anuual
payment.

First plan (largest payments first) . . . . . . . 60 years, lst yPar ...... . $2, 67!'i, 417
60 years, GOth year ..... .
979, 62ti
979,628
Second plan (smallest payments first) . . 60 years, l st ~·ear ....... .
60 years, 60th year ..... . 2, 675, 417
Third plan (equal payments) . .. . . . . .. . . . 60 years, each yeaT ..... . 1, 830,220
70 years, each year ..... . ], 692, :wo
75 years, each year ..... . 1, 636, !)58
80 years, each year .... . 1, 588, 622
90 years, ea~h year ..... . 1, 50~. 059
100 years, eacb year .... . 1, 443, 612
Under Thurman act ..........................•............••...... 1, 132,661

Balanco I Per cCTlt.
incomt\ I on sto()k,
). 2!>
4. 0!

$764, 4fl3

2, 4611, 2i2
2, 4UO, 272

4. 04

704, 48~

1. 26

1, 6U!l, U80
1, 747, 700

2. 64
<'.H7
2. !JG
3. 04

], 80:?, !)42
1. 8:'il, 27x
J, n:n,h4I
1, !l!lU, 2~8
2, 307, 23!)

3.17
3.28
3. 79

It hPs.been suggested that the Government shon1d reserve the right to take np the
underlying first-mortgage bonds of the company when they fall due, an<l a<:quirethe
lien which those bonds have upon the property. The arrangement would seem to be
a desirable one on both sides.
It would make the lien of the Government upon the whole system absolute and
entire, and as the Government can borrow money at 3 per ceut. it would reduce 1he
fixed charges upon the property about $1,000,000 per atmum below the present requirements.
This saving would soon retire tl1e whole issue of bonds, about $3fi,OOO,OOO.
LINES IN PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION.

The following extensions of branch lines are now in process of construction :
Miles.

(1) Manhattan and Blue Valley Railroad, Marysville to Garrison, Kans., auont...

4U

(2) Salina, Lincoln and \Vestern Railroad, Salina to Lincoln CPnter, Kans., about. :{5
(3) Omaha ~wd Republican Valley Railroad. North Loup to Ord, Neur., about... 11
(4) Same, Fullerton to Saint Paul, Nebr., auont ...•............................ :{0
(5) Same, Saint Panl to Lonp City, about...................................... 36
(6) Denv~r, Marshall and Boulder Railroad, Denver to Bon]d,~r, Colo.: about.... 25
The Omaha bridge is being rebuilt with double tracks aud ca,rriageway, the present
structure not being considered secure.
PAY;\lF.NTS BASED ON NET EARNINGS.

· Under the existing laws the annual payments by the railwa~' company to the Government are made to depend upon the net earnings of the compauy. The expression
''net earnings" is so indefinite and vague that parties adversely interested will rarely
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agree upon a dAfinition without the decision of a court upon disputed points, anu new
points are liable to arise year by year. For thhneason alone it is most desirable that in
an.r new legislation the amount of the annual payments should be a definitely fixed surn,
to be paid a bsolutel~r , without regard t.o net earnings, gross earningH, or any contingency
whatever; and, when this change is made in the present laws, the restdctions upon
the financi~l operations of f,he company hnposed to protect the annual net earnings
should he removed that the company may lJe unembarrassed in the use of its credit.
As before st.a.ted, it is of vital importance to the compan~', and to the Government as
its principal creditor, that tbe company shall not be left behind by its rivals in occupying adjaceutterritor,v with brauch lines, and in tiecuring or keeping open important
<Connections. It can ouly do this by being as free as its rivals are to use itti credit
promptly ati contingencies may arise.
The lie11 of the Government, of course, should remain paramount and unaffected by
any possible eveut; but under that condition. the company should be given full liberty
and the usual powers possessed by railroad companies to develop aud extend its system and do all things pertinent to its business at its own risk.
The Government cannot undertake to manage the company in whole, and should
not assuwe any partial responsibility, but m'ay feel entire confidence that it i11 in no
danger of losing the debt.
.
As hat"! been shown above, the entire issue of bonds and floating debt upon the
whole system is but about $25,000 per mile. Shonlcl it become necessary for the Government to foreclose and take possession by any default. of the company, it conld put
a blanket mortgage upon the whole at 3 per cent. which would make the annual fixed
charges only $750 per mile on a line now earning an average of about $5/>00 per mile
gross anu $~,000 net.
POSITION OF THE HAlLWAY COMPAXY.

It is underst.ood "by the Governmeut directors that the company does not wish to
be considered as itself suggesting or ad\'oca.tmg any of the specific rueasnres which
have b!>en discussed above, or which may be l.Jrought before Congress, further than
to poiut. out, to the best of its al.Jility, the probal.Jle results of their operation.
It claims that if it had been left to Hself it would have "been in position to meet all
<>bligations to the Government at their maturity, in its own way, which was to build
up a large system capable of raising the amount necessary by a blanket tuortgage.
For the position of the company npon this snbject reference is made to a letter of
Charles P. Adams, jr., president, dated Deceml.Jert;, 1~85, hereto attached as Exhibit A.
On this matter the Government directors would respectfnlly sul.Jmit that any discussion of what might have been is unprofitable.
.
The present and the future must now be dealt with, and some early action is of
pressing necessity.
And, as some action is necessary, it is most desirable that it may be at once comprebensi ve and final. For this reason the Government directors confidently recommend
early action, and that it should be basfld upon the principles of the Hoar bill, the
period being fixed at eighty years. Under the continued opPration of the Thurman
"bill some further legislation would still be absolutely nPcess.ary before the maturity
<>f the debt. This woul<l keep the company and its affairs in Congress for twelve
years longer. And under any bill requiring pa_yments contingent upon net earnings,
difficulties and questions will continually arise between the company and the Departments.
Under the principles of the Hoar bill the matter may be settled at once and forever,
and no lo-nger trouble either Congress or the courts. The company would simply
have to make its semi-annual payment or lose all its property, and t.he amount at risk
by the Government would grow less and its security greater year by year.
Respectfully submitted.
E. P. ALEXANDER.
J. W. SAVAGE.
M.A. HANNA.
F. R. COUDERT.
FRANKLIN MAcVEAGH.
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

EXHIBIT

A.

TilE UNION PAClFIC RAILWAY COMPANY, EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Bo8ton, December tl, 1885.
MY DEAR Sm: I find a very general misapprehension as to the position of the
Union Pacific Railway Company in regard to legislation affecting H soon to be pre_
sented to Congress. It is currently supposed t,hat the company is urging the sixty

..
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year funding bill, so called, and that, if possible, some such measure will be passed at
its reqtwst and in its interest.
This is an error, and one cf which I wonhl be gla,tl to see the minds of members of
Congress, at least, disabused. The Uniou Pacific has had nothing to do with tht> maturing, and wili have nothing to do with the passage, of the so-called sixty-~' ear fnn<ling bill, except to point out that certain proposed provisiom; were unjust or likdr
to l1e ruinous.
•
The qnest.jon is often asked, \Vhat doeR the company desire f \Vhat action does it
want Congress to take f On this point. I would like to define its position so explicitly
that it cannot be misun<len;tood. " 7 lmt the Union Pacific did desire was to he treatt•(l
in all its trat1sactions with the Government exactly as it would have been treate<l in
like transactions with private individnals.
It did nut ask, so to speak, to be left alone. It did ask that the relations of cn·d- ·
itor aucl dehtor, as mmall,\· uuderstood, should he observed and maintained. It recognized fnlly that it owed the Government a large snm of money, just as it owed larg~
snms of money to other people, individnally an<l collt>etively.
It asked the Government to act towards it as its other creditors acted, that is, 1l1c
terms of the original eoutract re_lating to loans, &c., were to be carriPd out until thedeut maturecl. If points of differt>nce arose, the courts were to decide them. Th<·n,
when the deht matured, if the company conlu not pay, it 'vould lose its property.
Everything it had which the Goverumeut lien covered would pass into Governmt'tlt
hands in payment of the defaulted debt.
·
Meanwhile, until the clebt matnrerl or default. took place, the company asked to beallowed to manage its atrairs in its own way. If it could not manage its aff;tirs in its
own way, it maintained it should not, be held responsible for results.
The Thurman act was passed. It broke up those ordinary relations of debtor and
creditor, aud established new and undefiued relations. The scht>me that the compauy
devised and matnrPd for meeting its obliga,tions when they became due was set as1dt>.
Its accnmnlatious wt-re taken out. of its hands and invested in a manner indicated by
the Governmeut, but in which the company bad no voice, and in which, also, it ti: lt
no confidence.
·
Since that policy was forced upon it, the company has had uo policy of its own.
It bas waitP<L to have a policy indicated to it. In view of the deficiencies of t lw
Thurman act, the bixty-year fnuding bill was matured by the late Railroad Counuissioner, and first assumed legislative bhape in the hands of Senator Ednwnns, of Vermont. The compaHy ha!:! regarded it throughout merely as an outcome of tht' JJreviou~
act. Against the ori14inal act the company protested. It disavmvs all responsibility
for it, aud for everything growing out of it. That position it still maint11ins. It ha~
merely sought, as other legislation was suggested, to point out to those who had it in
haT'd defects in it. If CPrtain measures were resorted to, they conlU lead only to the
company's bankruptcy. It was of course hound in self~ preservation to present to those
mPasures such objections as lay in its power.
None the less, it shonld not be supposed, that, as a company, the Union Pacific, in
presenting those ol,jections 10 certain measmes, assents to auy other measure, or any
portion of a measm e, passed as a snbstitute therefor. I am well aware tb:1t it still
remains responsible for re .. ults. If, under the policy that has been forced upon it,
the company is not, when the Government debt matnrefl, in pm,itiou to pay it, it bas
got to suffer. NeYertheless, it should under no circumstances Lc supposed that it
rno1ally holds itself responsible for the com,cquences of that which it did its best to
avert.
Seven years have passed since the Thurman act became a law. No measure which
Congress can now adopt can put things back in the position in which they then were.
The ~:>even years are gone, nnd in twelve ~ears more the Government debt matures.
If things could be put Lack where they were in 1878 the company would unquestionably ask that it might be done. As that cannot be, it only remains to accept such
further legislation as may he imposed by superior power, aud to use such exertions
as may be possible to cause that legislation to result as beneficially as possible. The
snggestions and efforts of the company are directed to no other end.
Mfanwhile it should not be supposed that it is satisfied with the present situation,
or that it is in a.ny way responsible for it or for any legislative measures which may
be passed in consequence of it. The company asks to be treated as all other debtors.
are treated, in STict accordance with the terms of its original contract as interpreted
by the courts.
I remain, very truly yours,
CHARLES F. ADAMS, JR.,
President.

E. P. ALEXANDI<~R,
Chairman Board of Gove.mment Directors Union Pacific Railway.
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